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Preface

Wínhyo’s Exposition of the VajrasamŒdhi-Sûtra (KÅmgang 
sammaegyíng non) is one of the finest examples of a scrip-
tural commentary ever written in the East Asian Bud-

dhist tradition. The Exposition is the longest of Wínhyo’s extant works and 
is widely regarded as his masterpiece. His commentary is especially impor-
tant for understanding the crucial role that the notion of the inherence of 
enlightenment played in the development of East Asian Buddhist thought 
and the ways in which this notion influenced Buddhist meditative practice. 
In this book, I try to make the case that the Exposition is equally important 
simply as commentary. Commentary as a genre is one of the most complex 
and prolix in all of Buddhist literature and is certainly the most difficult to 
translate intelligibly and accessibly into another language. Since this book 
is one of the first attempts to translate the complete text of an indigenous 
East Asian Buddhist sûtra commentary into English, I have deliberately 
chosen to err on the side of literalness in order to convey the substance and 
flavor of the text. In order to help guide the reader through the labyrinth 
of interlocking sections that make up Wínhyo’s Exposition, I superimpose 
an outline schema over my translation of Wínhyo’s text. This device may 
help patient readers to uncover the many rewards that accompany careful 
study of Wínhyo’s work. 

I first read sections of Wínhyo’s Exposition of the VajrasamŒdhi-Sûtra infor-
mally together with Lewis Lancaster and Mark Blum in the early 1980s and 
read the entire commentary carefully in the late 1980s, while I was working 
on my book The Formation of Ch’an Ideology in China and Korea. In addition to 
its other aims, that book provided a study and translation of the VajrasamŒ-
dhi-sûtra, the scripture that is the basis of Wínhyo’s Exposition. I drew heavily 
on Wínhyo’s interpretations in preparing my rendering of the VajrasamŒdhi-
sûtra, but at that point I did not have the inclination to take on the task of 
translating all of Wínhyo’s commentary. The initiation of the Collected 
Works of Wonhyo series finally gave me the impetus I needed to return to 
the commentary and undertake a complete, annotated translation. Approxi-
mately one-fifth of Wínhyo’s commentary consists of verbatim extracts from 
the text of the VajrasamŒdhi-sûtra, and I am grateful to Princeton University 
Press for its permission to reproduce that material in this volume. My earlier 
translation of the sûtra was to a large extent guided by Wínhyo’s readings, so 
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I have had to make only relatively minor revisions of my earlier sûtra transla-
tion in this rendering, in order better to ensure that all passages fully con-
form to Wõnhyo’s interpretation. In order that this book may stand on its 
own as a self-contained study, I have also freely adapted, where appropriate, 
relevant material on Wõnhyo and his Exposition that appeared previously in 
my Ch’an Ideology book and in other related articles. Portions of my translation 
of the synoptic introduction to Wínhyo’s commentary appeared previously in 
Sourcebook of Korean Civilization, volume 1: From Early Times to the Sixteenth Cen-
tury (New York: Columbia University Press, 1993), but they have been sub-
stantially revised and annotated here. 

I am grateful to the two prepublication reviewers, Charles Muller and 
Yong-pyo Kim, for their careful reading of the manuscript and their many 
valuable suggestions. I also benefited at crucial points in my research from 
stimulating conversations with Alexander Mayer and Jörg Plassen, both of 
whose obsession with East Asian Buddhist commentarial literature sur-
passes even my own. My discussions with Professor Plassen on the KÅmgang 
sammaegyõng non and Wõnhyo’s exegetical style give me all the more reason 
to anticipate the publication of his ongoing research on Wõnhyo. I would 
also like to thank several of our present and former students at UCLA who 
graciously helped me over the years with many of the myriad details in-
volved in preparing a manuscript of this size: James Benn, William Chu, 
George Keyworth, Seunghak Koh, Richard McBride, Mark Nathan, Mihwa 
Park, Pori Park, Patrick Uhlmann, Sherin Wing, and Harumi Ziegler. 
Funding for research assistantships was provided by grants offered by the 
Research Committee of the UCLA Academic Senate and the Medieval and 
Renaissance Studies Center, and I benefited as well from support offered 
by UCLA’s Center for Buddhist Studies, Center for Korean Studies, and 
Department of Asian Languages and Cultures. Last but certainly not least, 
I would never have been able to devote myself to this project without the 
generous support offered by the International Association for Wõnhyo 
Studies and its founder, Sung-bae Park. The assistance of all these agencies 
is gratefully acknowledged. 

I have benefited time and again from the pioneering work of Korean 
colleagues who have studied and translated this complex commentary. My 
own initial pass at the text was informed by the pioneering Korean transla-
tions of the Exposition by Ki-yong Rhi (Yi Kiyíng) and Kim Talchin. More 
recently the field has benefited from a new Korean translation by Ün 
ChõnghÅi and Song Chinhyõng, which marks a major leap forward in our 
understanding of the Exposition. Ün and Song have produced an extremely 
careful translation into true vernacular Korean, with copious explanatory 
notes and extensive annotation. Unfortunately for me, I was already well 
into my translation when their book appeared, but I was still able to refer 
to it in the course of finalizing my rendering. Of course, any errors of omis-
sion or commission that may remain are my own responsibility. 
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Finally, I would like to express my deepest gratitude to Yi Kiyõng (Ki-
yong Rhi) and Ko Ikchin (Ik-Jin Koh), professors emeritus at Dongguk Uni-
versity, who were profound inspirations to me both personally and 
professionally. Professor Rhi was the first scholar to translate the complete 
KÅmgang sammaegyíng non into modern vernacular Korean, and my English 
rendering has benefited greatly from his pioneering work. Professor Koh’s 
soteriological interpretation of the commentary has stood the test of time 
and shaped my own understanding of Wõnhyo’s text. Both men were always 
generous with their time, even when I was a fledgling monk and novice 
scholar in Korea, and their counsel was of great help to me almost three de-
cades ago in shaping my future research interests. The tragedy of their loss is 
tempered only by the delight of seeing their sons emerge as consummate 
scholars in their own right. 

a note on the frontis: A portrait of Wínhyo painted in 1993 by the monk 
Sõkchõng SÅnim (b. 1924), a Korean Intangible Cultural Asset. On a visit to 
Kozanji in Japan, Sõkchõng SÅnim was able to view the thirteenth-centry 
Japanese scroll Kegon engi emaki (Illustrated Scroll of the Miraculous Ori-
gins of the Flower Garland School), which illustrates the story of Wínhyo 
writing his Exposition of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra. Sõkchõng SÅnim based his 
portrait of Wínhyo on that Japanese rendering of the eminent Silla monk. 
Sõkchõng SÅnim is currently the master at Ch’ilbo Monastery in Seoul and 
is renowned in Korea for preserving the arts of tanch’õng temple decoration 
and Buddhist painting. This portrait is in the collection of Wínhyosa, lo-
cated on MudÅng Mountain on the outskirts of Kwangju, which was 
founded in the sixth century, putatively reconstructed by Wínhyo between 
661–668, and forever afterward associated with his name. I am grateful to 
Mr. Daehyun Shin for photographing this portrait and providing informa-
tion on its composition.  
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Abbreviations and Conventions

HPC Han’guk Pulgyo chínsí
IBK Indogaku Bukkyôgaku kenkyû
j.  juan (roll) [Chinese]
k. kwín (roll) [Korean]
KSGN KÅmgang sammaegyíng non (referencing the HPC edition, 

as embedded here)
Liebenthal  Walter Liebenthal, “Notes on the ‘VajrasamŒdhi’ ” 
Mizuno Mizuno Kôgen, “Bodaidaruma no Ninyûshigyô setsu to 

Kongôzammaikyô”
PGHP Pulgyo hakpo
SGYS Samguk yusa 
T Taishô shinshû daizôkyô
VS Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra (referencing the edition in Taishô 273, 

vol. 9)
XZJ  Xuzangjing
Yuancheng  Jin’gang sanmei jing zhujie
Zhuzhen  Jin’gang sanmei jing tongzong chi
ZZ Zoku zôkyô

Citations from the KÅmgang sammaegyíng non as well as all of Wínhyo’s other 
works are taken from the editions in the Han’guk Pulgyo chínsí (Complete 
Works of Korean Buddhism) and are generally listed in the following fash-
ion: HPC, followed by HPC volume number, page, register (a, b, or c), and 
line number(s). For example, Yijang Åi, HPC 1.805c9. The HPC edition of the 
KÅmgang sammaegyíng non is cited by page, register, and line number(s). For 
ease in consulting the Korean text of the KÅmgang sammaegyíng non, I have 
bracketed page and column references to the HPC into the body of the trans-
lation, in bold: for example, [605b]. In both my annotation and Wínhyo’s 
own cross-references to his commentary, I have cited references to the Exposi-
tion according to the page number in the HPC edition and have placed the 
reference in parentheses, together with the page number: for example, (p. 
665b). Citations to the Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra itself are to the recension embed-
ded in Wõnhyo’s KÅmgang sammaegyíng non and are cited by the HPC page 
numbers, which are bracketed in the translation (e.g., KSGN, p. 631a). 

Citations from the Taishô canon are listed in the following fashion: title, 
transliterated according to the language of provenance (with Sanskrit title, 
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if relevant, in parentheses) and roll number; T[aishô]; Taishô serial number; 
Taishô volume number; page, register (a, b, or c), line number(s). For exam-
ple, Dafangguang fo huayan jing (Avataœsaka-sûtra) 23, T 278:9.542c27–543a1. 
Citations to the Xuzangjing (Supplement to the Tripi¡aka) are to the Hong 
Kong reprint edition of the Dai-Nihon zokuzôkyô (Xianggang Jingyin Xu-
zangjing Weiyuanhui, eds.). All citations from Pâli texts are to the Pali Text 
Society editions.

Transliterations of Asian languages follow the systems commonly used 
in the scholarly community: McCune-Reischauer for Korean, Pinyin for 
Chinese, revised Hepburn for Japanese. I have adopted many of the modi-
fications and enhancements of McCune-Reischauer romanization pro-
posed in Robert Austerlitz et al., “Report of the Workshop Conference on 
Korean Romanization,” but not the suggestion to abandon the separation 
between final –n and initial –g. 

Buddhist terminology that appears in Webster’s Third New International 
Dictionary I regard as English and leave unitalicized: this includes such tech-
nical terms as dhŒraÿî, dhyŒna, skandha, and tathŒgatagarbha. For a conve-
nient listing of a hundred such words, see Roger Jackson, “Terms of Sanskrit 
and Pali Origin Acceptable as English Words.” I have, however, expanded 
the list to include compounds formed from accepted words, for example, 
vajrasamŒdhi and tathŒgatadhyŒna. 

I transliterate the indigenous technical terminology of East Asian Bud-
dhism according to the Korean pronunciation of the literary Chinese, fol-
lowed by the Chinese, where relevant: for example, pon’gak/benjue. Standard, 
pan-Buddhistic terms (e.g., kleša, saœyojana) are typically cited only in 
Sanskrit. 

In rendering Buddhist technical terms, where the literary Chinese is a 
translation, I translate; where it is a transcription, I transcribe. Thus, when-
ever a term is italicized (e.g., kºŒntipŒramitŒ), the literary Chinese (viz. Sino-
Korean) has itself been a transcription. In some cases this results in such 
hybrid forms as amala-consciousness (for amalavijñâna or “immaculate con-
sciousness”). The only exception is technical terminology that has now  
entered the English language (e.g., skandha); such terms are typically trans-
lated, not transcribed, in literary Chinese. 
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I. Contemplative Practice in the 
Exposition of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra

The original enlightenment of each and every sentient being is constantly 
enlightening all sentient beings . . . , prompting them all to regain their 
original enlightenment.

—VajrasamŒdhi-sûtra, chapter 4

East Asian Buddhism is founded on the assurance that the prospect of en-
lightenment is something innate to the mind itself and inherently accessi-
ble to all living creatures. This doctrine of “original enlightenment,” along 
with its related teaching of the “womb (or embryo) of buddhahood,” is 
basic to most of the indigenous schools of East Asian Buddhism and holds 
pride of place within the Korean tradition as well. Given, however, the de-
lusion we persistently face in ourselves and the evil we see surrounding us 
every day, it is obvious that the fact of being enlightened does not mean that 
we have necessarily learned to act enlightened. How, then, can enlighten-
ment be turned from a tantalizing prospect into a palpable reality that 
manifests itself in all our activities? How, in other words, can we recover 
the enlightenment that is said to be innate in our minds and make it a tan-
gible force in our daily lives? These are the crucial questions that the emi-
nent Silla exegete Wõnhyo (617–686) seeks to address in his KÅmgang 
sammaegyíng non, which I translate here as the Exposition of the VajrasamŒdhi-
Sûtra (or Book of Adamantine Absorption).1 

Wõnhyo is the vaunt-courier of Korean Buddhist scholasticism and ar-
guably the most important monk ever produced within that tradition. Kore-
ans primarily know Wõnhyo in his various roles as mystic, thaumaturge, 
iconoclast, and proselytist, and more recently even as touchstone of national-
unification ideology. But above all else, Wõnhyo was a commentator, whose 
religious insights are expressed almost exclusively through scriptural exege-
sis. In his Exposition of the VajrasamŒdhi-Sûtra, Wõnhyo brings to bear all the 
tools acquired through a lifetime of scholarship to the explication of a scrip-
ture that has a startling, even unique, connection to the Korean Buddhist 
tradition. I will explore Wõnhyo’s associations with the Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra in 
the section on the writing of the Exposition, but for now let it suffice to say 
that it is Wõnhyo who first saw outlined in this sûtra a way of cultivating origi-
nal enlightenment systematically. 

Wõnhyo explored the issue of original enlightenment and its recovery 
elsewhere in his writings, but never in such detailed and thorough a man-
ner as we find in his Exposition of the VajrasamŒdhi-Sûtra. As one of the last—
if not the last—of his writings, the commentary presents Wõnhyo’s views on 
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enlightenment and practice in their most sustained and mature form. In 
earlier writings, such as his influential commentary and autocommentary 
on the Awakening of Faith (Kisillon hoebon),2 Wõnhyo follows that treatise in 
describing the one mind as having two distinct, but complementary, as-
pects: an absolute, “true-thusness,” aspect; and a conventional, “produc-
tion-and-extinction,” aspect. Through this treatment, Wõnhyo could 
demonstrate that the mind was simultaneously deluded and yet enlight-
ened, explaining how it was that sentient beings could be “originally” en-
lightened and yet still have to progress through a process of “acquiring” 
enlightenment. In this Exposition, however, Wõnhyo instead explores the 
applications in practice of original-enlightenment thought. Specifically, 
Wõnhyo examines here original enlightenment’s soteriological role: that 
is, the way in which the enlightenment that is foundational to the mind ac-
tively motivates ordinary, deluded sentient beings to aspire to become en-
lightened buddhas. In Wõnhyo’s presentation, the notion of original 
enlightenment is transformed from an abstract concept into a practical 
tool of meditative training. Wõnhyo’s analysis discerns in the VajrasamŒdhi-
sûtra a map of six sequential types of meditative practice, which culminate 
in the “contemplation practice that has but a single taste.” In Wõnhyo’s ac-
count of this process of contemplation practice, the ordinary affective con-
sciousnesses are transformed into an “immaculate consciousness,” wherein 
both enlightenment and delusion are rendered ineluctable and all phe-
nomena are perceived to have but the “single taste” of liberation. In his Ex-
position, therefore, Wõnhyo fuses his ontological outlook with his view 
toward practice, synthesizing around the “contemplation practice that has 
but a single taste” the various religious and intellectual currents then 
prominent in Silla Buddhism. For all these reasons, the Exposition of the 
Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra has long been viewed within the Korean Buddhist tradi-
tion as one of Wõnhyo’s masterworks, if not in fact his magnum opus.

The	Role	of	the	Tathâgatagarbha	in	Salvation	

Key to Wõnhyo’s discussion of the Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra is the notion of tathŒ-
gatagarbha (yíraejang/rulaizang), the womb, or embryo, of buddhahood, a 
concept closely allied to that of “original enlightenment” (bon’gak/ benjue). 
In the Exposition, Wõnhyo places his discussion of TathŒgatagarbha thought 
within an exegetical framework derived from his contemporary Yogâcâra 
(Consciousness-Only, or Mere-Representation) scholiasts on the Chinese 
mainland. 

The notion of tathŒgatagarbha can be reduced to a simple premise: that 
deluded, ordinary beings possess in their very makeup the capacity to achieve 
the apparently rarefied state of enlightenment. This possibility remains for-
ever potent because TathŒgatagarbha thought denies the reality of igno-
rance itself, positing instead that the mind is intrinsically luminous but 
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dulled by adventitious defilements.3 Since defilements remain forever ex-
trinsic to the mind’s true, enlightened nature, the individual has actually 
never been deluded at all; that presumption of ignorance is nothing more 
than a mistaken belief produced by unsystematic attention (ayonišomanaskŒra). 
Enlightenment therefore involves nothing more than relinquishing one’s 
misperception that one is ignorant and accepting the reality of one’s true, 
enlightened state.4 When the deluded sentient being finally realizes enlight-
enment, one finds that one’s ordinary state of mind is nothing more than 
the original enlightenment that has always been present. 

In his exegesis of chapter 2 of the Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra, Wõnhyo offers an 
extensive discussion and detailed analysis of differing approaches to describ-
ing the tathŒgatagarbha. The first is a threefold schema, which Wõnhyo 
draws from both the AnûnatvŒpurÿatvanirdeša (Neither Increase Nor De-
crease Sûtra) (KSGN, p. 615b) and especially the Foxing lun (Buddha-Nature 
Treatise), a śâstra attributed to the renowned Indian scholiast Vasubandhu 
(fl. ca. mid-fourth–mid-fifth centuries C.E.) but probably composed in China 
by the Indian translator Paramârtha (499–569). The latter text offers the 
more familiar treatment of tathŒgatagarbha as the container, the contained, 
and that which is cloaked and concealed (KSGN, p. 615b). Wõnhyo follows 
with a discussion of the twofold schema of the “void” and “nonvoid” tathŒgata-
garbha, taken from the ŠrîmŒlŒdevîsiœhanŒda-sûtra (Lion’s Roar of Queen 
ŠrîmŒlŒ) (KSGN, p. 616b). At the end of the discussion, he clarifies the inter-
connections between the two schemata. 

Wõnhyo viewed the VajrasamŒdhi-sûtra as providing a way to fuse more 
passive descriptions of the tathŒgatagarbha, as something obscured by dis-
criminative thought, with explicit interpretations of it as an active agent in 
salvation. The tathŒgatagarbha, as Wõnhyo sees it described in the Vajrasa-
mŒdhi, is not merely a benign force, submissively acquiescing to the vaga-
ries of defilements and discrimination; it instead secrets itself away inside 
ignorance and taints so as to beckon the benighted, ordinary person to-
ward enlightenment. 

The most precise description of the VajrasamŒdhi’s interpretation of 
tathŒgatagarbha appears not in the eponymous seventh chapter, but in-
stead in chapter 2, “The Practice of Nonproduction”: “The tathâgatagarbha 
is that characteristic of discriminative awareness, subject to production and ex-
tinction, which conceals the principle (i/li) so that it is not made manifest. . . . Its 
nature is calm and motionless” (KSGN, pp. 616c–617a).5

This terse yet cogent definition alludes to one of the major aspects of 
tathŒgatagarbha: that of “concealment” (saœdhi/abhisaœdhi; unbok/yinfu). Con-
cealment has two distinct dimensions: first, the tathŒgatagarbha is an active 
agent of liberation, secreting itself away within the minds of sentient beings 
so as to motivate them soteriologically; and second, tathŒgatagarbha in its 
more passive sense is concealed, and thus obscured, by the defilements. It is 
the passive denotation that is most commonly seen in TathŒgatagarbha lit-
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erature, from the earliest stratum onward.6 Wõnhyo’s interpretation in the 
VajrasamŒdhi, however, brings out the active dimension: tathŒgatagarbha is 
not merely a hapless object hidden away behind the veils of adventitious de-
filements but is instead an active potency that conceals the “principle” 
(= dharmakŒya, the true body of reality). As the concealer, tathŒgatagarbha 
thus works at revealing that principle to the adept through the process of 
“acquiring” his or her enlightenment. Wõnhyo’s treatment accentuates this 
more dynamic interpretation of concealment: 

“That characteristic of discriminative awareness, subject to production and 
extinction” refers in fact to the void tathŒgatagarbha. Even while eluci-
dating in this passage the aspect of the agent of concealment, how-
ever, it does not say that this alone is the tathŒgatagarbha. The 
statement “the tathâgatagarbha is that . . . which conceals the principle so 
that it is not made manifest” refers to the nonvoid tathŒgatagarbha, 
which means tathŒgatagarbha from the standpoint of the aspect of the 
object of concealment. The words “its nature is calm and motionless” 
elucidates the fact that, although the nature of this storehouse is con-
cealed, it is unaltered. (KSGN, p. 617a)

Wõnhyo’s interpretation of the VajrasamŒdhi-sûtra also clarifies the sote-
riological function of tathŒgatagarbha and especially its relationship to two 
different interpretations of enlightenment: as something innate, or “origi-
nal” (pon’gak/benjue); and as something that has to be actualized over time 
through practice, that is, temporal or “acquired” (sigak/shijue). The notions 
of “original” and “acquired” enlightenments are seminal to the Awakening of 
Faith (Dasheng qixin lun), and Wõnhyo often resorts to them to describe the 
process of salvation. Both terms will play important roles in Wõnhyo’s exege-
sis of the Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra as well.

In Wõnhyo’s view, the principles of original and acquired enlighten-
ment derive from an assertion made in the Awakening of Faith that the one 
mind can be bifurcated for heuristic purposes into two aspects: the true-
thusness (chinyí/zhenru) and production-and-extinction (saengmyíl/shengmie) 
aspects, corresponding respectively to absolute (paramŒrtha) and conventional 
(saœv¿ti) truths, or the unconditioned (asaœsk¿ta) and conditioned (saœsk¿ta) 
realms. Thusness (tathatŒ) is in turn also twofold: empty of either self-na-
ture or defilements, but also full of the myriads of wholesome qualities that 
contribute to enlightenment.7 This characterization of the absolute aspect 
of mind as being both empty and full is a clear indication that true thus-
ness is construed as being the equivalent of the tathŒgatagarbha; indeed, a 
similar distinction between empty and full is also known in Indian TathŒ-
gatagarbha scriptures.8 This same equation of thusness and tathŒ-
gatagarbha is also drawn in the main Indian treatise on TathŒgatagarbha 
thought, the RatnagotravibhŒga, where tainted thusness (samalŒ tathatŒ) is 
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tathŒgatagarbha while untainted thusness (nirmalŒ tathatŒ) is the realization of 
the dharmakŒya.9

In addition to being simply thus, however, the one mind is also said to 
be subject to “production and extinction,” one of the ways in which the 
East Asians translated the Indian term “saœsŒra,” the ordinary realm of 
existence that is subject to continual birth and death. This conventional as-
pect is the ŒlayavijñŒna, or “storehouse consciousness,” an eighth level of 
consciousness in the Yogâcâra system, which served to “store” the seeds 
(bîja) and proclivities (vâsanâ) produced by past actions until the conditions 
were ripe for them to sprout as karmic retribution. The Awakening of Faith 
defines the ŒlayavijñŒna as “the intersection (hwahap/hehe) of that which is 
not subject to production and extinction [the absolute] with that which is 
subject to production and extinction [the phenomenal, in such a way that] 
they are neither one nor different.”10 But because the Awakening of Faith 
states explicitly that “the production-and-extinction aspect of mind [= Œlaya-
vijñŒna] exists on the basis of the tathŒgatagarbha,”11 conventional states 
of mind always retain the potential to be transformed into the absolute 
mind of true thusness. This transformation takes place through a process 
of acquiring enlightenment—that is, religious cultivation. At the comple-
tion of this soteriological process, however, one realizes that the enlighten-
ment one has acquired through practice is in fact identical to the 
enlightened dharmakŒya that has always been innate—what the text terms 
“original enlightenment.” The difference between these two types of en-
lightenment is but a matter of perception: the innate luminosity and purity 
of the tathŒgatagarbha and dharmakŒya are seen as “original,” or intrin-
sic, by the saints but as something that must be “acquired” by the ordinary 
person. Once enlightenment was recovered, these two aspects of mind 
were seen to be merged in the one mind. As the Awakening of Faith says, 
“The mind, though pure in its self-nature from the beginning (= true-thusness 
aspect, or tathŒgatagarbha), is accompanied by ignorance (= production-and-
extinction aspect, or ŒlayavijñŒna).”12

Wõnhyo regarded the VajrasamŒdhi-sûtra as the scriptural source of both 
the one-mind/two-aspects hermeneutic and the two types of enlightenment 
outlined in the Awakening of Faith, even though we now know that the 
Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra was written some hundred years after the Awakening of 
Faith. But to Wínhyo, who was unaware of this chronology, this scenario 
would have been eminently plausible, since šŒstras like the Awakening of Faith 
were considered to be the elaboration of ideas originally preached by the 
Buddha in the sûtras. Wínhyo located the source of this one-mind/two-as-
pects hermeneutic in the following passage in chapter 2 of the VajrasamŒdhi: 
“The nature of the mind of sentient beings is originally void and calm. The 
essence of the mind that is void and calm is free from materiality and charac-
teristics” (KSGN, p. 612a). In his exegesis of this passage, Wínhyo interprets 
“void and calm” as the one mind, “the mind of sentient beings” as the  
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production-and-extinction aspect, and “free from form and characteristics” 
as the true-thusness aspect. But because the production-and-extinction as-
pect is that through which the true-thusness aspect is revealed, the VajrasamŒ-
dhi says that “the nature of the mind of sentient beings is originally void and 
calm.” However, Wínhyo clarifies, “the essences of those two aspects are 
nondual and they therefore are both nothing more than this dharma of the 
one mind” (KSGN, p. 612b). This “dharma of the one mind,” which is the 
“original tathŒgatagarbha,” is then said to be “calm and motionless” (KSGN, 
p. 614c)—characteristics identical to those attributed to the vajrasamŒdhi, 
the special absorption after which the sûtra is named.13 Wínhyo ultimately 
sees the sûtra culminating in a thoroughgoing fusion of all Buddhist prac-
tice in the tathŒgatagarbha,14 illustrating that he considered TathŒgatagarbha 
thought to be the very core of the text: “The myriads of spiritual practices 
are perfected, and one accesses the fountainhead of the tathŒgatagarbha, 
which has but a single taste. . . . The sixth chapter, ‘TathŒgatagarbha,’ ex-
haustively incorporates all of these approaches and reveals that they are all 
of a single taste” (KSGN, pp. 608c–609a).

Wínhyo similarly found in chapter 4 of the VajrasamŒdhi the scriptural 
basis for the Awakening of Faith’s crucial twofold gnoseology of “original en-
lightenment” and “acquired enlightenment”: “The original enlightenment of 
each and every sentient being is constantly enlightening all sentient be-
ings . . . prompting them all to regain their original enlightenment. They become 
enlightened to the fact that all the affective consciousnesses are void, calm, 
and unproduced” (KSGN, p. 630c).15

In Wõnhyo’s interpretation,

The text here offers a thorough elucidation of the two types of enlight-
enment: original and acquired. “The original enlightenment of each and 
every sentient being” is the aspect of original enlightenment. “They be-
come enlightened to the fact that all the affective consciousnesses are void, 
calm, and unproduced” is the aspect of acquired enlightenment. This 
[juxtaposition of phrases] elucidates the fact that acquired enlight-
enment is in fact identical to original enlightenment.16 (KSGN, p. 631a)

It is also interesting to note that Wínhyo has managed to find reference to 
acquired enlightenment in the VajrasamŒdhi, even though the term, while 
perhaps implicit in the above passage, is never explicitly mentioned any-
where. (When a text served their purposes, East Asian exegetes, like exe-
getes in all scholarly traditions, display an uncanny ability to find what they 
needed, no matter how vague the reference.) 

Based on the interpretations offered in the VajrasamŒdi-sûtra and the 
Awakening of Faith, Wõnhyo views the original and acquired enlightenments 
as nondual. As a passage in chapter 4 of the sûtra states: “When one is en-
lightened to the fact that thoughts are unproduced, one’s mind becomes 
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calm and serene. That is the inspiration of original enlightenment. That in-
spiration is motionless” (KSGN, p. 636c). Wínhyo tells us in his exegesis:

“That is the inspiration of original enlightenment” expresses comprehen-
sion of the meaning that there is no distinction between acquired en-
lightenment and original enlightenment.17 As a treatise [Awakening of 
Faith] states: 

If a person gains no-thought, he then comes to know the char-
acteristics of mind—production, maturation, decay, and ex-
tinction—because these are equivalent to no-thought. 
Nevertheless, in actuality, there are no such differences in ac-
quired enlightenment because the four characteristics exist si-
multaneously and are not independently established; they are 
originally impartial and are identical to the one 
enlightenment.18 

Nota Bene: “In actuality, there are no such differences in acquired en-
lightenment”: this explicates the passage in this sûtra “that is the inspi-
ration of original enlightenment.” “These four characteristics exist 
simultaneously and are not independently established; they are origi-
nally impartial”: this explicates the passage in this sûtra “that inspira-
tion is motionless.” (KSGN, p. 637a)

Earlier in the Vajrasamâdhi, the scripture had explained how “unmedi-
ated contemplation” enabled the meditator to leave behind the subject-ob-
ject distinction: “It enables all those sentient beings to leave behind mind and 
self, for both mind and self are originally void and calm. If they attain voidness of 
mind, then that mind will not illusorily project anything. Free from all illusory 
projections, they will then attain nonproduction (anutpatti)” (KSGN, p. 611b). 
Wínhyo explicates this process of achieving nonproduction in terms of the 
original and acquired enlightenments. The first part of the passage, “if 
they attain voidness of mind, then that mind will not illusorily project anything,” 
refers to original enlightenment.

When one penetrates to the fact that mind and self are originally void, 
one straightaway gains the void and calm mind of original enlighten-
ment. This void and calm mind originally leaves behind the clinging 
subject; and because it leaves behind the clinging subject, it is originally 
free from illusory projections. As the sûtra says, “If they attain voidness of 
mind, then that mind will not illusorily project anything.” “Not illusorily proj-
ect anything” means that there is no deception or falsity. (KSGN, 611c)

Acquired enlightenment is described in the passage “free from illusory 
projections, they will then attain nonproduction.”
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When one gains this void and calm mind of original enlightenment, 
the discriminations created by the clinging subject are no longer able 
to arise, and regardless of the state of mind produced, there will be no 
illusory projections. As the sûtra says, “Free from all illusory projections, 
they will then attain nonproduction.” In this wise, they acquire the mind 
of nonproduction and tally with that principle which is originally void, 
calm, and free from projections. (KSGN, 611c)

The VajrasamŒdhi’s analysis of tathŒgatagarbha also recalls a distinc-
tion the Awakening of Faith makes between the calm, unchanging essence of 
the mind (ch’e/ti) and its active, adaptable function (yong/yong). In chapter 7 
of the VajrasamŒdhi, the tathŒgatagarbha is equated with the “original edge 
of reality” (bhûtako¡i; pon silche/ben shiji) that is beyond all distinctions—the 
equivalent of original enlightenment, or the essence. But tathŒgatagarbha 
is also the active functioning of that original enlightenment—the “inspira-
tional power of that fundamental faculty”—which induces the adept to ac-
cess his or her inherent enlightenment. The tathŒgatagarbha is thus both 
the “original edge of reality” that is beyond cultivation (= essence) as well 
as the specific types of wisdom and mystical talents that are the byproducts 
of enlightenment (= function). In its description of this sequence, however, 
the VajrasamŒdhi notes that “accessing the tathŒgatagarbha has no access point; 
it is like a sprout that matures into a fruit” (KSGN, p. 661a).19 This caveat en-
sures that the student will not mistakenly presume that the realization of 
the immanence of enlightenment is a conditioned process that unfolds 
gradually. Rather, acquiring enlightenment is as ineffable as original en-
lightenment: both are nondual, in the same way that essence and function 
are ultimately unitary. Hence, original and acquired enlightenments are 
both subsumed in the tathŒgatagarbha, as the consummation of practice 
reveals only the “one taste that is unascertainable” (KSGN, p. 609b).

Wõnhyo’s	Analysis	of	“Immaculate	Consciousness”	
and	the	Innate	Purity	of	Mind

A concept in the VajrasamŒdhi closely related to tathŒgatagarbha is that of a 
ninth mode of consciousness beyond the eight ordinarily posited by the Yo-
gŒcŒra school of MahŒyŒna. This is the so-called immaculate consciousness, 
or amalavijñŒna, which may originally have been posited in China by 
Paramârtha, an important Indian translator of many seminal works on Yo-
gâcâra, Tathâgatagarbha, and Abhidharma philosophy. In his own writings, 
Paramârtha condemned the Yogâcâra school’s eighth “storehouse” con-
sciousness, or ŒlayavijñŒna, as being fundamentally impure, positing instead 
that only a ninth mode of consciousness—which he termed the amalavijñŒna, 
or “immaculate consciousness”—was pure.20 Conceptually, amalavijñŒna 
also provides a means of synthesizing different philosophical filiations within 
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the broader MahŒyŒna Buddhist tradition: as “immaculate,” amalavijñŒna 
emulates the tathŒgatagarbha’s emphasis on the innate purity of the mind; 
but as a form of “consciousness,” it could be placed within the YogŒcŒra 
school’s compartmentalization of the mind. The use of amalavijñŒna to syn-
thesize variant tendencies in MahŒyŒna philosophy is particularly prominent 
in the VajrasamŒdhi, a characteristic to which Wõnhyo, and all later commen-
tators to the sûtra, have drawn attention. Indeed, the commentators saw in 
the synthetic focus of the text a ready means of resolving the perceived dif-
ferences between the tathŒgatagarbha and the ŒlayavijñŒna.

The VajrasamŒdhi displays some ambivalence as to the respective na-
ture of the Œlaya (storehouse) and amala (immaculate) vijñŒnas. In chapter 
4, the VajrasamŒdhi portrays all the consciousnesses, up through and in-
cluding the eighth, as being defiled. These are called “affective conscious-
nesses,” which must be “constantly transmuted so that they will access the 
amala.” Whatever special status other texts might accord the ŒlayavijñŒna 
as the ground of existence, the VajrasamŒdhi nevertheless relegates it to the 
same level as the delusory consciousnesses: it is subject to discrimination 
and thus inextricably bound up with the mundane world of the senses: 
“Each and every one of the eight consciousnesses is generated with the sense-
realms as condition” (KSGN, p. 631a).

Elsewhere, however, the VajrasamŒdhi is rather less clear-cut concerning 
the ŒlayavijñŒna’s defiled nature. In chapter 5, for example, the eighth and 
ninth consciousnesses are treated in almost identical terms, both becoming 
“limpid” and “pure” once the mind is freed from its dichotomizing tenden-
cies (punbyíl/fenbie; vikalpa). After the contaminants (Œsrava) from the Œlayavi-
jñŒna are stemmed, all discrimination will vanish, and the bodhisattva will 
realize the voidness of dharmas. Through such nondiscriminative wisdom 
(mubunbyíl chi/wufenbie zhi; nirvikalpajñŒna), taints are abandoned and the bo-
dhisattva realizes original enlightenment, which, as we will see, is the amalavi-
jñŒna. Because the ŒlayavijñŒna is then no longer swayed by sensory 
experiences, the sixth and seventh consciousnesses, which process those per-
ceptions and interpret them in terms of self, will never arise again either.21

Wínhyo’s exegesis treats the penultimate eighth consciousness (the âlay-
avijñâna) as the basis of the contaminants and equates the ninth conscious-
ness (the amalavijñâna) with the original enlightenment, drawing upon a 
tautology that Wínhyo derives from the VajrasamŒdhi itself.22 Looking back 
at the ambiguous passages in the VajrasamŒdhi in the light of Wínhyo’s treat-
ment, we see that Wõnhyo treats the amalavijñŒna cum original enlighten-
ment as the force that renders enlightenment accessible. As chapter 4 says, 
“The original enlightenment of each and every sentient being is constantly enlight-
ening all sentient beings . . . prompting them all to regain their original enlighten-
ment” (KSGN, p. 630c). Wínhyo also notes in his Kisillon pyílgi (Autocommentary 
to the Awakening of Faith), “Because of the influence of original enlighten-
ment, [the deluded mind] comes to have a modicum of enlightened func-
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tion (kagyong/jueyong).”23 The amalavijñŒna as original enlightenment is 
therefore constantly acting on sentient beings, exerting a beneficial influ-
ence that ultimately will prompt those beings to rediscover their inherent 
enlightenment. This treatment of amalavijñŒna as the catalyst of enlighten-
ment corresponds to the active interpretation of the tathŒgatagarbha fol-
lowed elsewhere in the VajrasamŒdhi.

The soteriological implications of amalavijñŒna are brought out more 
fully in a passage in chapter 6 of the VajrasamŒdhi, where the sûtra incorpo-
rates the theory of amalavijñŒna into his comprehensive mŒrga schema: 
“True thusness has voidness as its nature. As its nature is void, its knowledge is 
empyreal, incinerating all the fetters. In an equipoised and balanced manner, the 
three stages of virtual enlightenment and the three bodies of sublime enlighten-
ment radiate brilliantly in the ninth consciousness so that there are no shadows” 
(KSGN, p. 656c). The treatment of the amalavijñŒna here in terms of virtual 
enlightenment (tÅnggak/dengjue) and sublime enlightenments (myogak/miao-
jue) is closely allied to that found in another Chinese apocryphon, the Pusa 
yingluo benye jing (Book of the Original Actions That Adorn the Bodhisat-
tva).24 The Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra, like that indigenous sûtra, attempts to synthe-
size the variant mŒrga schemata presented in translated Buddhist texts into 
a comprehensive regimen, which culminates in the two levels of enlighten-
ment, virtual and sublime, which the Yingluo jing calls the Immaculate Stage 
(Mugu chi/Wugou di) and the Sublime-Training Stage (Myohak/Miaoxue).25 By 
treating amalavijñŒna in terms of specific soteriological stages, the VajrasamŒ-
dhi raises the discussion of that mode of consciousness beyond mere psycho-
logical abstraction to concrete religious praxis.

Wínhyo’s exegesis of this passage brings out the relevant associations 
between these two final stages of the mŒrga and the Œlaya and amala vijñŒ-
nas, helping to clarify in the process the relationship between those two 
models of consciousness:

The previous stage of virtual enlightenment is still involved with birth 
and death and has not yet uncovered the fountainhead of the mind; for 
this reason, it is located among the eight consciousnesses. But upon 
reaching sublime enlightenment, one forever leaves behind birth and 
death and fully returns to the fountainhead of the one mind of origi-
nal enlightenment. Hence, he accesses the radiant purity of the ninth 
consciousness. . . . But returning now to the fountainhead of the mind, 
one experiences their original substance, and, consequently, all the 
characteristics of those shadows vanish.26 (KSGN, p. 657a)

The correlation the VajrasamŒdhi makes between the amalavijñŒna and 
the path shows that the idea of an immaculate form of consciousness was not 
merely an abstract psychological concept but a concrete soteriological tool: it 
was the motivating force that rendered ordinary people capable of enlight-
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enment. Like the tathŒgatagarbha, amalavijñŒna was not primarily intended 
to explain why a person mistakenly believes himself to be deluded (i.e., to 
function as the origin of ignorance) or to serve as the ground of existence 
(i.e., to play an ontological role)—two of the ways in which East Asian exe-
getes had employed the ŒlayavijñŒna concept. Instead, once the amalavijñŒna 
was “acquired,” the student would learn that it has always been present, sub-
tly influencing the individual—that is, it was “original enlightenment.” Wín-
hyo’s exegesis explicitly draws out the soteriological implications of this ninth 
mode of consciousness.

But the VajrasamŒdhi does not stop at merely demonstrating the soteri-
ological import of amalavijñŒna or explaining how it relates to stages on 
the path. Wõnhyo’s interpretation draws out its pragmatic utility, by relat-
ing amalavijñŒna to a specific meditative technique that will bring about its  
re-cognition. This is the practice of no-thought (munyím/wunian), which is 
described as the “benefit” or “inspiration” (i/li)—that is, the practical ap-
plication or functioning—of original enlightenment cum amalavijñŒna.

“How can one prompt those sentient beings not to give rise to a single 
thought?”
 The Buddha replied: “One should prompt those sentient beings to sit with 
their minds and spirits calm, abiding in the adamantine stage. Once thoughts are 
tranquilized so that nothing is generated, the mind will be constant, calm, and 
serene. This is what is meant by the absence of even a single thought.” 
 Muju Bodhisattva said: “This is inconceivable! When one is enlightened 
to the fact that thoughts are unproduced, one’s mind becomes calm and se-
rene. That is the inspiration of original enlightenment.” (KSGN, p. 636b–c)

Wõnhyo finds implications in the VajrasamŒdhi’s treatment of amalavijñŒna 
and tathŒgatagarbha that go beyond the scholastic controversies summa-
rized earlier concerning the nature of consciousness. As Wõnhyo inter-
prets the sûtra, the enlightenment that is immanent in the mundane 
world—the foundation of East Asian Buddhist doctrine—could actually be 
viewed as a practical catalyst to religious training. This is the implication 
Wõnhyo discovers embedded in the VajrasamŒdhi-sûtra, in the so-called six 
stages of contemplation practice that culminate in the “contemplation 
practice that has but a single taste” (ilmi kwanhaeng/yiwei guanxing). 

Cultivating	Original	Enlightenment	and	the	
“Contemplation	Practice	That	Has	But	a	Single	Taste”

As we have seen, Wínhyo’s Exposition of the VajrasamŒdhi-Sûtra employs many 
of the same sources he used when writing his commentary and autocom-
mentary to the Awakening of Faith; and like that earlier treatise—as indeed 
in so much of his writing—his Exposition draws from the analysis of the one 
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mind and its two aspects. Where Wõnhyo goes beyond his earlier commen-
tary to the Awakening of Faith is in his attempt to construct through his exe-
gesis of the Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra a comprehensive system of meditative 
practice, focusing on six divisions of contemplation practice that lead to 
the experience of the “contemplation practice that has but a single taste.” 
This “single taste” is an ancient metaphor used in Buddhist texts to de-
scribe the overriding soteriological import of the Buddhist teachings. One 
widely quoted locus classicus for the term appears in the Pâli Cullavagga: 
“As the vast ocean, oh monks, is suffused with a single taste, the taste of 
salt, so too, monks, is my Dharma and Vinaya suffused with but a single 
taste, the taste of liberation.”27 In Wõnhyo’s interpretation, the various 
stages of contemplation through which enlightenment is acquired cul-
minate in a realization that they all have the same one taste of enlighten-
ment. As Wõnhyo presents the Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra, therefore, it prescribes a 
practical way of actually cultivating original enlightenment, rather than 
just passively acquiescing to it.

In Wínhyo’s explication of the sûtra, the VajrasamŒdhi outlines six spe-
cific divisions of contemplation practice, which finally culminate in this 
“single-taste” contemplation. In his exegesis of the Vajrasamâdhi (pp. 608c 
ff.), Wõnhyo interprets chapter 1 of the sûtra, “Prologue,” as surveying the 
basic qualities of the adamantine absorption (vajrasamŒdhi), the epony-
mous concentration after which the text is named. There, the vajrasamŒ-
dhi is said to be a unique variety of absorption accessed by the Buddha 
himself, in which all doubts are resolved and all things subsumed into the 
one, all-encompassing buddha-vehicle. Chapters 2 through 7 of the scrip-
ture provide the progressive outline of six divisions of contemplation prac-
tice that are best suited to adepts training during the Semblance Age of 
the dharma (Pratirûpaka), when Buddhism was presumed to be in its initial 
stages of degeneration. The first division, “Rejecting All Characteristics of 
Sense-Objects to Reveal the Signless Contemplation” (which corresponds 
to chapter 2 of the sûtra), explains the technique of signless contempla-
tion, which frees the meditator from the tendency to assume that both per-
son and dharmas are ultimately real. The second division, “Extinguishing 
the Mind Subject to Production in Order to Explain The Practice of Non-
production” (viz. chapter 3), describes a type of practice in which one 
trains to become completely unattached even to the fruits of meditation, 
thus allowing the mind to achieve perfect calm. The third division, “The 
Inspiration of Original Enlightenment” (viz. chapter 4), explains how the 
practitioner may thence continue on to benefit all sentient beings through 
relying on the powers inherent in the innate enlightenment of one’s mind. 
The fourth division, “Abandoning The Spurious to Access Reality” (viz. 
chapter 5), describes the transition from illusory perception to true reality. 
The fifth division, “Sanctified Practices Emerge from the Voidness of The 
True Nature” (viz. chapter 6), explains that all spiritual practices derive 
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from the innate voidness of the true nature. This contemplative process 
culminates in the sixth division, “Immeasurable Dharmas Access The 
TathŒgatagarbha” (viz. chapter 7), which reveals that all the approaches to 
practice discussed previously culminate in accessing the tathŒgatagarbha—
the realization of the original enlightenment that is inherent in all beings. 
The concluding chapter 8, “DhŒraÿî,” removes any lingering doubts on the 
part of the audience as to the message of the sûtra and transmits the scrip-
ture to posterity.28 For Wõnhyo, then, the Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra provides the 
foundation for a practical soteriology of original enlightenment by shift-
ing the Awakening of Faith’s accounts of mind and enlightenment from 
ontology into the realm of actual practice. 

Wínhyo summarizes his approach to the text succinctly in the preface 
to his Exposition, where he clarifies the progressive relationship that per-
tains between the different chapters of the scripture.

These practices that are unproduced arcanely intuit signlessness 
(ânimitta). The signless dharmas correspondingly become the original 
inspiration. Since this inspiration is the original inspiration and yet is 
unascertainable (anupalabdhi), it does not waver from the edge of real-
ity (bhûtako¡i). Since this edge is the edge of reality and yet is devoid of 
any nature of its own, that authentic edge is also void. All the buddhas, 
the tathŒgatas, repose therein and all the bodhisattvas accordingly ac-
cess it; thus, reference is made to accessing the tathŒgatagarbha. 
These are the main ideas of each of the six chapters [of the main body 
of this scripture].
 In the approach to contemplation [outlined in this scripture], six 
practices are established, from the initial resolute faith (adhimukti) 
through virtual enlightenment (tÅnggak). When the six practices are 
completed, the ninth consciousness in turn appears. The manifesta-
tion of this immaculate consciousness (amalavijñŒna) is the pure 
dharma-realm (dharmadhŒtu); [its manifestation] then transmutes the 
remaining eight consciousnesses into the four wisdoms. Once these 
five dharmas are perfected, one is then furnished with the three bod-
ies (trikŒya). In this wise, cause and fruition are not separate from phe-
nomenal objects and wisdom. Since phenomenal objects and wisdom 
are nondual, there is only this one taste. Thus, the contemplation 
practice that has but a single taste is considered to be the theme of 
this sûtra. (KSGN, p. 604c)

As further substantiation for this interpretation, in his opening com-
ments to the second prologue section of the VajrasamŒdhi, Wínhyo gives four 
different hermeneutical schemata through which to examine the sûtra, 
which culminate in “the fountainhead of the tathŒgatagarbha, which has 
but a single taste” (KSGN, p. 608c).29
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The beginningless churning of all deceptive conceptions typically re-
sults from nothing more than the affliction of discrimination, which 
derives from clinging to signs (lakºaÿa). Now, wishing to reverse this 
churning in order to return to the fountainhead, one must initially 
subvert all these signs. For this reason, [the sûtra] first clarifies the 
contemplation of the signless dharma. 
 Even though all these signs may have been subverted, however, if 
one actualizes the mind that performs that contemplation, then that 
contemplating mind will continue to be produced and one will not ex-
perience original enlightenment. Consequently, one must annihilate 
all productions of mind. Therefore, the second [approach of contem-
plation practice] elucidates the practice of nonproduction.
 Once one’s practice has stopped producing anything, one then 
experiences original enlightenment. Drawing from this [experience], 
one transforms living things and prompts them to gain the original 
inspiration. Hence, this third [approach] clarifies the aspect of the in-
spiration of original enlightenment. 
 If, while relying on original enlightenment, one inspires sentient 
beings, then those sentient beings will be able to leave behind decep-
tion and to access reality. Therefore, the fourth [approach] clarifies 
the access to the edge of reality.
 Internal practice is signless and unproduced. External prosely-
tism is the original inspiration’s access to reality. In this wise, the two 
types of benefit [of oneself and others] are replete with myriad spiri-
tual practices, which all derive from the true nature and conform to 
true voidness. Consequently, the fifth [approach] clarifies the voidness 
of the true nature. 
 Relying on this true nature, the myriads of spiritual practices are 
perfected and one accesses the fountainhead of the tathŒgatagarbha, 
which has but a single taste. Therefore, the sixth [approach] elucidates 
the tathŒgatagarbha. 
 Since one has returned to the fountainhead of the mind, one 
then has nothing more that needs to be done. As there is nothing 
more to do, there is nothing that has been left undone. Hence, it is 
said that these six approaches [of contemplation practice] therewith 
subsume all the MahŒyŒna. (KSGN, pp. 608c–609a)

In Wínhyo’s Exposition, then, each chapter of the VajrasamŒdhi-sûtra is 
interpreted as describing one aspect of the path of cultivating original en-
lightenment and accessing the tathŒgatagarbha, which “subsumes all of 
these approaches and reveals that they are all of a single taste” (KSGN, p. 
609a). Hence, by correlating this “contemplation practice that has but a 
single taste” with the tathŒgatagarbha, Wínhyo fuses his ontological out-
look with his view of soteriology. Wínhyo’s Exposition vividly demonstrates 
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how original enlightenment “inspires” all of Buddhist contemplation prac-
tice, from the initial turning away from sensory objects in signlessness until 
everything in existence comes to be seen as coextensive with enlighten-
ment itself. 

II. The Writing of the Exposition

The VajrasamŒdhi-sûtra, or Book of Adamantine Absorption,30 the root text of 
Wõnhyo’s Exposition, is a scripture that was of seminal importance for Wõn-
hyo and the Silla Buddhist tradition. Wõnhyo occupies a crucial role in the 
traditional legend of the discovery of the sûtra. Wõnhyo’s time-honored as-
sociations with the text are indicated by the fact that the tale of the sûtra’s re-
covery figures prominently in the earliest extant account of Wõnhyo’s life, 
which appears in the Song Gaoseng zhuan (The Song Biography of Eminent 
Monks), compiled between 982 and 988 by the Chinese monk Zanning (919–
1001).31 Let me relate here just the portions relevant to the recovery of this 
sûtra and the writing of the Exposition. It is a good story.

Wõnhyo’s	Associations	with	the	Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra

Zanning’s account of Wõnhyo’s life leading up to writing his Exposition of 
the VajrasamŒdhi-Sûtra begins with a controversy among Wõnhyo’s peers 
concerning his participation in an Inwang kyíng (Ch. Renwang jing; Book of 
Benevolent Kings) convocation, a sûtra-recitation ceremony that was period-
ically convened during the Silla and Koryí dynasties to enhance the for-
tunes of the kingdom. Over the opposition of elders in the order, the Silla 
king orders that Wõnhyo be allowed to join the convocation. Sometime 
later, the queen is stricken by a mysterious illness, which shamans say can 
be cured only if medicine is brought from overseas. The king immediately 
dispatches an envoy to Tang China to fetch the requisite medicine. But 
while still en route across the sea, an old man suddenly appears from out of 
the waves and leads the envoy down to the Dragon King’s palace deep be-
neath the ocean, where he has a personal audience with that ophidian 
monarch. The Dragon King informs the envoy that the illness of the Silla 
queen had merely been a pretext to ensure that a long-lost sûtra, the 
VajrasamŒdhi-sûtra, would be reintroduced to the world. The Dragon King 
commands that, upon the envoy’s return to Silla, the random folios of the 
sûtra be collated by the siddha Taean (d.u.) and commented upon by Wõn-
hyo. In order to ensure the scripture’s safe return to Silla, the pages are 
wrapped in waxed paper and hidden inside the envoy’s thigh.

After being escorted back to the surface of the sea, the envoy returns 
to court and informs the king of the events that had transpired. The king 
summons Taean, but since the siddha refuses to “cross the threshold” of 
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the palace, the king instead sends the folios to Taean at his residence. Once 
he has finished collating the materials, Taean sends the sûtra directly to 
Wõnhyo, who is residing at his birthplace of Sangju, outside the Silla capi-
tal of Kyongju. Wõnhyo orders the messenger to prepare an oxcart for him 
and sets his writing table between the ox’s two horns. (We are told that this 
placement symbolizes the Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra’s reference to the two enlight-
enments of original and acquired.) Wõnhyo writes his commentary, com-
plete in five rolls, while riding on the cart. The king then schedules a 
convocation at Hwangnyongsa (Yellow Dragon Monastery), where Wõnhyo 
is to lecture on his commentary. Just before the convocation, however, a 
“menial lackey” of Wõnhyo’s opponents in the order steals the newly writ-
ten exegesis. The king delays the lecture for three days so Wõnhyo can re-
write an “abbreviated” version of the commentary, in three rolls, which he 
expounds to universal acclaim. Zanning tells us in conclusion that both 
the “expanded” and “abbreviated” versions of the commentary “are in cir-
culation in their native land. The abbreviated version was transmitted to 
China. Later, a Trepi¡aka [specialist in the canon], who was a sûtra-transla-
tor (pín’gyíng samjang/fanjing sanzang),32 finally changed [the title from a 
‘commentary’ (so/shu)] to an ‘exposition’ (non/lun).”33

Debates	about	the	Sûtra’s	Authorship	

Wõnhyo’s apparently close involvement in the publication and dissemina-
tion of the Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra, which Zanning relates in his biography, is 
decidedly peculiar since the sûtra had traditionally been considered by 
East Asian Buddhism to be a fourth-century translation of an originally In-
dian or Serindian work. To the Chinese, however, this scripture had been 
lost since at least 602. It was presumed to have returned to circulation dur-
ing the early eighth century, after a century-long hiatus. In contrast to this 
traditional view, I sought in a previous book (The Formation of Ch’an Ideology 
in China and Korea) to show instead that the Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra actually was 
composed in Korea around 680 to 685 and that this new scripture had 
nothing to do with the long-lost fourth-century translation but was instead 
a completely new, indigenous sûtra. I also proposed that the author might 
have been a person called “Pímnang,” a putative early Korean adept of 
Sín (Ch. Chan; Jpn. Zen), who wrote the sûtra to convey certain soteriolog-
ical ideas emerging within the nascent Sín/Chan movement of the time. I 
also sought to demonstrate that its “appearance” in Silla Korea was closely 
associated with Wõnhyo’s religious career.34

My argument about the pedigree of the scripture has received much at-
tention within the scholarly community, and my thesis about the Korean 
provenance of the sûtra remains uncontroverted. Much controversy remains, 
however, regarding the authorship of the text. Writing for a Korean scholarly 
audience in 1988, Kim Yongt’ae, the doyen of contemporary Korean Bud-
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dhist studies, drew from much of the same body of hagiographical, cata-
logue, and textual evidence I had developed in my 1985 dissertation and 
1989 book to confirm my hypothesis that the Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra was written 
in Korea. In his survey of potential authors for the scripture, he suggests 
that, in addition to the obvious candidates Taean and Wínhyo, Wínhyo’s 
mentor Hyegong (d.u.) should also be included among the possible candi-
dates.35 Hyegong seems to have been one of the most influential monks in 
Wõnhyo’s coterie, and both Hyegong and Wõnhyo were known to have been 
adepts of unhindered practice (muaehaeng/wuaixing), traveling around the 
countryside singing and dancing in the streets. We also know that Wõnhyo con-
sulted regularly with Hyegong in the course of his writing: as Hyegong’s biogra-
phy tells us, “Whenever [Wín]hyo wrote a commentary to a sûtra, he would 
always visit the master to inquire about his doubts.”36 But apart from this terse 
notice that Wõnhyo respected Hyegong’s understanding of Buddhist doctrine, 
there is no evidence of any sort linking Hyegong to the Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra. 

Other scholars have returned to Taean as an obvious candidate for the 
authorship of the Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra; he is, after all, the person Zanning 
specifically names as having first received the sûtra and “collated” the fo-
lios—that is, he redacted the text. For example, the eminent Japanese 
scholar of Zen Yanagida Seizan, who has been extremely gracious and sup-
portive in his evaluation of my argument about the provenance of the 
sûtra, has suggested that Taean might have compiled the Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra 
by extracting the sûtra from Wõnhyo’s Exposition.37 Han T’aesik also reiter-
ates the Song Gaoseng zhuan’s statement that it was Taean who composed 
the Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra and then asked Wõnhyo to write a commentary to 
the sûtra.38 As the Song Gaoseng zhuan legend indicates, Taean, the mysteri-
ous collator of the Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra, is strongly implicated in the “redis-
covery” of the sûtra. Apart from his mention in this tale, however, Taean is 
utterly unknown and fits better the realm of myth than of history. 

Other colleagues have suggested to me privately after reading my book 
that the associations between Wõnhyo and the Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra seem so 
fortuitous that Wõnhyo himself deserves a second look as a possible author. I 
had remarked in my Ch’an Ideology book about the “possibility that Wõnhyo 
may have written the VajrasamŒdhi to further his own syncretic vision, while 
incorporating unwittingly fragments of originally Ch’an materials that some-
how had made their way to Korea.”39 While I could not rule out definitively 
the prospect that Wõnhyo himself authored the text, after surveying the in-
ternal textual evidence in the sûtra itself, I was confident that “as enticing as 
the prospect may seem, Wõnhyo is not our man.”40 If Wõnhyo had authored 
the sûtra, we would also expect to see at least some signs that the scripture 
had been composed along with its commentary (as when an exegete writes a 
commentary and autocommentary simultaneously); but I see no definitive 
evidence of this tendency anywhere in the two texts. The prospect that Wõn-
hyo authored the sûtra remains tantalizing but ultimately out of reach. 
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Most recently, Ishii Kôsei carefully analyzed the “Accessing the Edge of 
Reality” chapter (chapter 5) of the Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra and surmised that 
the sûtra was directed at advanced lay practitioners of Buddhism, who were 
neither renunciants nor householders and who were dedicated to Tathâ-
gatagarbha thought, well versed in a wide range of Mahâyâna sûtras, and 
engaged in “guarding the one” meditation. He therefore doubts that the 
sûtra was composed as a means of transmitting surreptitiously the teach-
ings of Chan, as I had hypothesized. However, he takes no final stand on 
the authorship issue, except to downplay the chances that the sûtra was 
composed by a Chan adept like Pímnang.41 Careful readers of my book 
would, however, have realized that I too admitted that the putative connec-
tions between “Pímnang” and the historical Chan and Sín schools were so 
tenuous that “any identity we might thus claim between Pímnang and the 
author of the VajrasamŒdhi is, finally, speculative.” As I concluded in Ch’an 
Ideology, we may never be able to prove definitively who composed the 
Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra, but “in the absence of any definitive evidence to the con-
trary, the author may be called ‘Pímnang,’ provided, of course, that one 
understands by this name not the paleographic Pímnang but instead a his-
torical shell with the requisite background to compose the VajrasamŒdhi. 
While perhaps not the completely satisfying conclusion one might like to 
this story, more than anyone else it is Pímnang who deserves the prize of 
authorship.”42 Given the present state of the evidence, I believe this is still 
the most defensible conclusion. 

The	Exposition	of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra	as	
Wõnhyo’s	Last	Major	Work

The Exposition of the VajrasamŒdhi-Sûtra is one of the few works of Wõnhyo’s 
that I believe we may place chronologically with some degree of confi-
dence.43 Drawing on both textual and hagiographic evidence, a strong case 
can be made that Wõnhyo’s Exposition is in fact his last major work, com-
posed just a few years before his death in 686. The Exposition, like virtually 
all of Wõnhyo’s works, bears no composition date. The only treatise by 
Wõnhyo that I know to carry a date is his P’an piryang non (On Inference), 
whose postface states that it was completed at Haengmyíngsa, in the sec-
ond year, cyclical sinmi, of the Xianheng era of the Chinese Tang dynasty, 
seventh month, sixteenth day (August 25, 671).44 We ordinarily might ex-
pect that internal textual evidence would give us the best hope of establish-
ing a chronology of his works, but this turns out to be a chimera since 
Wõnhyo’s style is fairly uniform throughout most of his exegetical works, 
and his citations of scriptures provide few definitive indications of the rela-
tive order of his oeuvre.45 There is, however, one source of external evi-
dence that gives us some crucial hints about the relative chronology of 
Wõnhyo’s writing: the later hagiography of Wõnhyo, “Wõnhyo pulgi” 
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(Wõnhyo, the Unbridled), that appears in the Korean historical miscellany 
Samguk yusa (Memorabilia of the Three Kingdoms), compiled sometime 
during the thirteenth century by the Buddhist monk Iryín (1206–1289).46 
While postdating Wõnhyo’s life by several centuries, Iryín’s account pro-
vides an invaluable retrospective view of the principal stages of Wõnhyo’s 
scholastic vocation and where the Exposition should be placed in Wõnhyo’s 
oeuvre. Let me draw from this hagiography to outline why I believe the Ex-
position to be Wõnhyo’s last major work. 

Iryín’s biography of Wõnhyo, like many of those found in the Samguk 
yusa, begins in stereotypical fashion, following earlier Chinese models of 
the various Biographies of Eminent Monks, but supplements its account with a 
variety of ancillary materials, including local legend and lesser-known sto-
ries in hyangjíns (local biographies). In Wõnhyo’s case, this penchant is es-
pecially apparent, perhaps because Iryín hailed from Wõnhyo’s own native 
area and would have been familiar with regional tales concerning the emi-
nent Silla sage.47 

In the last major section of his hagiography of Wõnhyo, Iryín seems to 
restart his narrative with what looks to be an explicit attempt to outline the 
major periods in Wõnhyo’s life, placing the writing of the Exposition at a pe-
riod just before his death. This chronological reiteration opens with (1) 
Wõnhyo’s birth and early years, followed by (2) an exegetical period that 
culminates in the composition of his Chinyík Hwaímgyíng so (Commentary 
to the Jin Translation of the Avataœsaka-sûtra).48 Wõnhyo then stops writ-
ing and (3) embarks on his eccentric career as a wandering proselytist, 
which (4) he abandons to return to scholarship one last time in order to 
write his Exposition of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra. Iryín’s rough chronology con-
cludes with (5) an account of Wõnhyo’s death and funeral. Iryín, as is 
known from other sections of his work, was quite concerned with chrono-
logical fidelity and often tried to sort out contradicting dates.49 I believe 
this concern with offering a relative chronology of Wõnhyo’s life may be 
Iryín’s reason for backtracking at the end of the biography in order to in-
clude this recapitulation of the eminent Silla monk’s career. 

Including the period of Wõnhyo’s early vocation and study when tradi-
tional sources tell us he made one or two aborted attempts to travel to 
China (which Iryín covers later in his biography of Wõnhyo’s colleague Üi-
sang [625–702]), Iryín divides Wõnhyo’s life into six distinct stages. Let me 
list them here, with provisional dates: 

1. Birth and adolescence (617–631)
2. Ordination and early vocation (ca. 632–661)
 a. Attempted China trip(s) (ca. 650–661) 
3. Textual exegete (ca. 662–676)
 a. Birth of his son, Síl Ch’ong (ca. 662)
 b. Hwaímgyíng so as final composition before retirement (ca. 676)
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4. Proselytist among the people (ca. 677–680)
5. Return to scholarly exegesis (ca. 680) [viz. to write the Exposition]
6. Death and funeral (686).50

For our purposes here, let me focus only on the chronology of Wõnhyo’s 
exegetical and proselytizing periods, and how these relate to his possible 
decision to return one last time to scholarship to write his Exposition of the 
VajrasamŒdhi-Sûtra.51 

The continuity in both style and content apparent in most of Wõnhyo’s 
exegetical works suggests that they may have been written in close succes-
sion. While this is not to claim that all of the hundred or so works in some 
two hundred rolls attributed to Wõnhyo are authentic, Wõnhyo’s authorship 
of most of the twenty-some extant compositions has not been questioned 
(with one notable exception, the Yu simallak to).52 Since Wõnhyo, we are told, 
was so determined to travel to China (ultimately unsuccessfully) to enhance 
his knowledge of Buddhist scholarship, it seems reasonable to presume that 
he would not have felt himself competent to write most of these commentar-
ies until after his attempted pilgrimage.53 I therefore presume that many of 
his writings probably postdate his return from his aborted attempt(s) to 
travel to the mainland. 

Political events on the peninsula at the time provide some further in-
formation that may help us to sort out the dates of his exegetical period as 
well as to clarify when Wõnhyo might have left on his subsequent prosely-
tizing mission among the people. Even after the fall of Koguryí in 668, 
peace still did not reign on the Korean peninsula. In 667–676, Silla itself 
was invaded by the combined armies of Tang soldiers and Paekche merce-
naries, which would have made extensive travel difficult, if not impossible. 
Hence, if Wõnhyo actually did go on tour to “sing and dance his way 
through a thousand villages and a myriad hamlets,”54 as Iryín states in his 
biography, this proselytizing excursion toward the end of his career proba-
bly could not have commenced until after the withdrawal of Tang Chinese 
forces in 676. If so, Wõnhyo would have had approximately fifteen years, 
from 661 to 676, to complete most of his commentaries. The one confirmed 
date we have for one of Wõnhyo’s works, the 671 date of the P’an piryang 
non, converges nicely with the chronological scheme I propose here. 

Although our present state of knowledge does not allow us to ascertain 
much about the respective composition dates of most of Wõnhyo’s works, 
there are some indications that the Samguk yusa biography is attempting to 
provide some chronological clarification for two of his most influential 
works: his Hwaímgyíng so and his Exposition of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra. I believe 
Iryín’s conclusion is that the Hwaímgyíng so was the last work Wõnhyo wrote 
before his departure to proselytize among the people; an extraordinary se-
ries of events later prompted him to return one final time to major scholar-
ship before his death in 686 to write the Exposition, his commentary to the 
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newly recovered Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra. Most scholars have presumed that Wõn-
hyo wrote his Exposition around 665, and later, as the final event in his life, 
Wõnhyo then started his Hwaímgyíng so but dropped it unfinished and went 
off to proselytize.55 But my reading of the Samguk yusa account suggests in-
stead that Iryín was attempting to place Wõnhyo’s retirement before the writ-
ing of the Exposition. According to Iryín’s chronology, Wõnhyo seems to have 
voluntarily abandoned his scholarly activities even before completing his 
Hwaímgyíng so, perhaps intended to be his magnum opus given the impor-
tance of the Avataœsaka-sûtra at that time in both Silla and Chinese Bud-
dhism.56 It is also intriguing that Wõnhyo stopped his commentary at the 
“Transference Chapter” (huixiang pin) of the Avataœsaka-sûtra, the chapter in 
that seminal scripture that deals with how a bodhisattva transfers to all other 
creatures the merit he has accumulated over eons of religious cultivation. It is 
intriguing to speculate that reading this chapter might have inspired Wõnhyo 
to “lay down his brush” and go off among the people to proselytize. In any 
case, the clear implication I draw from this account is that Wõnhyo had judged 
his exegetical and scholarly career to be at a close; he had nothing more to say 
as exegete and was content to go “on the road” among the people. Although 
no date is known for his Hwaímgyíng so, if Wõnhyo had ten years as a prosely-
tist before his death, we may provisionally assume that Wõnhyo’s work on the 
commentary was completed sometime around 676, after which he retired to a 
life of disseminating the dharma among the people of Silla Korea. Although 
this missionary period was apparently devoted primarily to delivering popular 
sermons and didactic teachings, he may well have composed some of his songs 
and short tracts dealing with Buddhist faith and moral discipline during this 
time, as Sung Bae Park has suggested.57 The little evidence we have, then, sug-
gests that Wõnhyo’s main exegetical efforts preceded his proselytizing stage.

After perhaps a decade spent traveling among the people spreading 
the name of the Buddha, another event intervened that took Wõnhyo away 
from his missionary vocation and compelled him to return to the main-
stream of Silla scholastic life: the “appearance” of the Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra. 
Wõnhyo was obviously fascinated by the text, enough to convince him to 
suspend his travels and return to scholarly writing, apparently for this one 
last time—and purportedly to write two separate versions (as Zanning’s bi-
ographical account states above), a claim I will discuss in the following sec-
tion. My surmise that Wõnhyo’s Exposition is his last major work, composed 
just a few years before his death in 686, is supported by the fact that the 
Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra is neither quoted nor cited in any of Wõnhyo’s other 
compositions, even though his Exposition quotes extensively from the full 
range of texts he had consulted in his earlier writings.58 Given a scripture 
as important to Wõnhyo as was the Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra, it is hard to imagine 
that he would not at least have referred to it in one of his earlier works if 
the text had been available to him. It is therefore safe to date the Exposition 
to a time after the completion of the major part of Wõnhyo’s oeuvre and, 
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from the hagiographical accounts, to sometime between the composition 
of his Hwaímgyíng so around 676 and his death ten years later.59

The	Two	Alleged	Versions	of	Wõnhyo’s	Exposition

But a thorny issue is raised in traditional accounts of the writing of the Expo-
sition that deserves further investigation: Zanning’s claim in Wõnhyo’s oldest 
extant biography that he actually wrote two versions of his KÅmgang sammae-
gyíng non, one an “abbreviated,” the other an “expanded” exegesis.60 Both 
versions of the Exposition were said to have circulated in Korea, while only the 
“abbreviated” version was known to the Chinese. Is there any bibliographical 
evidence—indeed, evidence of any kind, apart from Zanning’s statement—
that two separate versions of the Exposition ever existed? 

As the concluding portion of the Song Gaoseng zhuan biography of Wõn-
hyo states, the first version of Wõnhyo’s exegesis of the VajrasamŒdhi was writ-
ten in five rolls (kwín/juan). However, because “menial lackeys” of Wõnhyo’s 
opponents within the order stole that commentary, Wõnhyo was forced to 
write in three short days a second “abbreviated commentary” (yakso/lüeshu). 
This latter commentary, in three rolls, was so highly regarded by the Chinese 
that it came to be designated as an “exposition” (non/lun), not a mere 
“commentary” (so/shu), thereby placing the composition on a par with trea-
tises (vyŒkhyŒ or šŒstra) written by Indian bodhisattva-exegetes. Despite his 
assertions that Wõnhyo thus wrote two separate commentaries to the 
VajrasamŒdhi-sûtra, Zanning never indicates in his narrative that the earlier 
“expanded” commentary was either recovered or rewritten. Obviously, there 
was a gap in his information concerning the currency of these texts that Zan-
ning was not able to fill. His concluding remarks that both the “expanded” 
and the “abbreviated” commentaries were still extant in Korea—although 
only the “abbreviated” version had circulated in China—seems hardly satis-
factory and leaves us with more questions than it resolves. For instance, if the 
original “expanded” commentary were still in circulation in Korea, why is 
there no record that it was ever recovered from the thieves who stole it or that 
it was recomposed by Wõnhyo? And why was the “expanded” commentary 
still not available in China fully three centuries later?

There is also a brief reference to the composition of the Exposition in 
the Samguk yusa’s biography of Wõnhyo. Iryín does not corroborate the 
statement of his Chinese predecessor that there were two separate commen-
taries. Iryín’s only comment is that “owing to the inducement of the 
Dragon of the Sea, he received a royal command while on the road and 
wrote the [KÅmgang] sammaegyíng so.”61 Iryín’s laconism concerning the 
writing of the Exposition suggests that he had no knowledge of there being 
either two independent versions of the commentary, as Zanning had pre-
sumed, or any controversy about possible differences in the number of rolls 
in the recension that was available to him.
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Zanning’s claim that there was an original “expanded” commentary in 
circulation anywhere in East Asia is, as we shall see, dubious at best and most 
probably wrong. It is bibliographical information from later Korean and Jap-
anese catalogues of Buddhist texts that provides vital clues for resolving the 
question.

Üich’ín (1055–1101) in his 1090 catalogue of East Asian Buddhist 
works, Sinp’yín chejong kyojang ch’ongnok (New Compilation of a Compre-
hensive Catalogue of the Doctrinal Repositories of All the Schools), cites 
only one listing for Wõnhyo’s KÅmgang sammaegyíng non, “in six [alt. three] 
rolls.” In his interlinear note to this entry, he cites in rather curious fashion 
Zanning’s account concerning the writing of the commentary: “the Monks’ 
Biographies [Zanning’s Song Gaoseng zhuan] states: ‘[Wõnhyo] wrote a com-
mentary (so) in five kwín. Later, a Trepi¡aka, a translator of sûtras, changed 
the [title] to an exposition (non).’ ”62 The mistake Üich’ín has made in this 
account is to have combined Zanning’s reference to two separate commen-
taries—the expanded commentary in five rolls, the abbreviated exposition 
in three—into one: he assumes the five-roll so to be identical to the three-
roll non he includes in his listing of extant works. Since the number of rolls 
(juan/kwín) in which an East Asian text was divided was arbitrary, it was 
quite common for one text to be divided into varying numbers of rolls. 
From his reference, it is clear that Üich’ín knew of only one commentary 
on the VajrasamŒdhi-sûtra by Wõnhyo, but circulating in two different divi-
sions—one in six, the other in three rolls. Both of these versions were, how-
ever, identical in content. But Üich’ín was not aware of a separate text in 
five rolls and apparently assumed that Zanning’s reference to an earlier so 
must refer to the same six- or three-roll non that he cited in his catalogue 
entry—hence, his misreading of the Song Gaoseng zhuan entry.

Üich’ín was one of the first cataloguers in East Asia to recognize in-
digenous Buddhist writings as being of equivalent stature to the translated 
treatises of the imported Indian tradition. He saw it as his personal mission 
to compile a collection of East Asian Buddhist literature so that those na-
tive works would be preserved for later generations. With this end in mind, 
Üich’ín sent agents throughout East Asia in search of rare editions and fi-
nally compiled his catalogue of these texts, which lists 1,010 titles in 4,740 
kwín. He subsequently arranged to have these texts carved as a xylographic 
Supplement (Sokchang) to the first Koryí Buddhist canon.63 If the five-roll 
“expanded commentary” to which Zanning referred was in fact extant any-
where in East Asia at that time, the chance that it would have escaped 
Üich’ín’s agents seems remote. Hence, by the eleventh century at least, we 
can be sure that the “expanded commentary” was nowhere to be found in 
East Asia—and least of all in Korea, where its existence would have been 
most plausible, especially given Zanning’s late-tenth-century assertion that 
it was still in circulation on the peninsula.

Evidence from Nara period Japanese manuscript repositories places 
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the presumed existence of this five-roll commentary in even more jeopardy. 
Ishida Mosaku in his listings of Nara Buddhist manuscripts (which, for con-
venience’s sake, I shall refer to as Nara shakyô) includes three copies of Wõn-
hyo’s KÅmgang sammaegyíng non: Nara shakyô numbers 2152, 2153, and 2154, 
which were copied in Nara in, respectively, 743, n.d., and 763.64 Although 
there is some variation in the titles, each is in three rolls, and they seem to 
correspond to the work cited by Üich’ín in his catalogue—the extant re-
cension of the Exposition. Although the Nara manuscripts were copied only 
a few decades after Wõnhyo’s death in 686, when a work that might later 
have been lost might still have been in circulation, we have no record of any 
five-roll “expanded commentary” ever having been copied. A 914 Japanese 
catalogue of Flower Garland and Logic works, Kegonshû shosho byô immyôroku 
(T 2177), by Enchô (fl. 914), lists only the three-roll non, lending further 
support to the premise that a five-roll so never circulated in Japan.

The extant bibliographical information on VajrasamŒdhi-sûtra commen-
taries available in the East Asian catalogues is tabulated in Table 1. The only 
evidence apart from the Song Gaoseng zhuan for the existence of a five-roll 
commentary to the VajrasamŒdhi is the notice in Tôiki dentô mokuroku (Cata-
logue of the Transmission of the Lamp [of the Teachings] throughout the 
East) (T 2183), a Japanese catalogue compiled in 1094 by Eichô (1014–1095). 
Eichô refers to Wõnhyo’s three-roll Exposition, as have all previous catalogu-
ers. However, along with these otherwise-unidentified works dealing with 
the VajrasamŒdhi—which we may presume were Japanese compositions, as 
they do not appear in any other catalogue—Eichô lists an anonymous ronso 
(expository commentary) to the VajrasamŒdhi, in five rolls. While this notice  
immediately conjures up images of a long-lost “expanded” commentary pre-
served in hidden Japanese manuscript caches, I think it is a mirage. The Chi-
nese, as the biographer Zanning and all Chinese bibliographical cataloguers 
attest, never saw a five-roll commentary. The Japanese of the eighth and 
tenth centuries similarly knew only of the three-roll exposition that is still ex-
tant today. Even the Koreans accepted only the authenticity of this three-roll 
recension, to the point that their principal cataloguer, Üich’ín, read Zan-
ning’s reference to two commentaries in such a way that it could only refer to 
one. I am convinced that Eichô never knew personally of a five-roll commen-
tary and, drawing upon Zanning’s entry in the Song Gaoseng zhuan, included 
this entry in his catalogue merely for the sake of completeness. All these fac-
tors lead inexorably to the conclusion that there was never a five-roll “ex-
panded” commentary in circulation anywhere in East Asia. Despite Zanning’s 
assertions, it was probably never written at all.

But why would this tale that Wõnhyo wrote two versions of his commen-
tary have been told? First, Wõnhyo’s own closing verse to his Exposition notes 
that he had “commented briefly” (yak kisul) on the sûtra (KSGN, p. 677b), 
perhaps suggesting to some readers that a more extensive version was in cir-
culation. In addition, the style of the KÅmgang sammaegyíng non may have 
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contributed to suspicions that there had at one time been a longer version 
extant. At points in the Exposition, Wõnhyo abbreviates his treatment, refer-
ring the reader to another of his works, his Yijang Åi (The Doctrine of the 
Two Hindrances)—which Wõnhyo here always calls the Yijang chang (Essay 
on the Two Hindrances)—for fuller explication.65 That fact that there is such 
cross-referencing in the exegesis indicates that the Exposition postdates at 
least some of Wõnhyo’s other works. Finally, in a few spots the commentary 
seems to provide little more than the basic structure of his argument, with-
out the detailed references one usually finds elsewhere in the Exposition. 

But this story of the theft and rewriting of Wõnhyo’s Expositon is per-
haps most significant at the level of myth—that is, as a statement of Wõn-
hyo’s scholarly impeccability—and reflects the folkloric quality of the Song 
Gaoseng zhuan hagiography. The forced rewrite of a sacred book is a com-
mon topos in pan-Buddhistic folklore and is used both to attest to the per-
fect consistency of an author as well as to test his mettle and understanding. 
We find the same topos used, for example, in the hagiography of the re-
nowned TheravŒda exegete Buddhaghosa (ca. fifth century C.E.). Accord-

Table 1
Listings of VajrasamŒdhi-sûtra Commentaries in East Asian Catalogues

Catalogue Compiler Date Citation 
(KÅmgang sammae-
/Kongô sammai-)

Kwõn	Number/Comments

Nara shakyô #2152 743 kyôron 3/rolls 2 and 3 only 
copied; anonymous

Nara shakyô #2153 n.d. ron 3/by Wínhyo

Nara shakyô #2154 763 ronso 3/by Wínhyo

Nara shakyô #2154 (?) 743 rongi 3/anonymous; authorship 
uncertain

Kengonshû shosho byô 
immyôroku (T 2177) 

Enchô 914 ron 3/p.1133a14; by Wínhyo

Sinp’yín chejong 
kyojang ch’ongnok
(T 2184)

Uich’ín 1090 kyíngnon 3 (alt. 6)/p. 1171b10; by 
Wínhyo

Tôiki dentô mokuroku

(T 2183)

Eichô 1094 kyôron 3/p.1152a26; by Wínhyo

(?) kyôronso 5/p.1152a27; anonymous

(?) kyôgi 1/p.1152a28; anonymous

(?) kyô shiki 3/p.1152a29; anonymous

(?) kyô shiji 1/p.1152b1; anonymous
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ing to Sinhalese Buddhist tradition, Buddhaghosa’s magnum opus, the 
Visuddhimagga (Path of Purification), was twice stolen by the King of the 
Gods, Sakka (Skt. Šakro DevŒnŒm Indra÷), as a test of Buddhaghosa’s 
scholarship. By checking the final draft against the two purloined versions, 
Sakka was able to verify Buddhaghosa’s complete consistency as an author 
and, by extension, the unimpeachability of Sinhalese religious writings.66 
Though the thief in our story hardly has the prestige of a Sakka, his pilfer-
ing of the Exposition presents a similar type of test for Wõnhyo. Here, how-
ever, the tale attests to Wõnhyo’s perseverance in the face of persecution 
and his determination to ensure that the message of the VajrasamŒdhi-sûtra 
not be lost. Wõnhyo’s ability to reproduce his work accurately—and rewrite 
his commentary over a short three-day period—might also suggest the pu-
rity of the textual transmission of the Korean Buddhist tradition. Hence, 
Zanning’s claim that Wõnhyo wrote two independent commentaries to the 
VajrasamŒdhi is significant primarily as folklore, not textual history.

Close inspection of East Asian bibliographical catalogues therefore re-
veals that there were never two separate recensions of Wõnhyo’s KÅmgang 
sammaegyíng non in circulation either in Korea or anywhere else in East 
Asia.67 Ultimately, if Wõnhyo ever had composed an “expanded commen-
tary” on the VajrasamŒdhi-sûtra, it vanished forever with the “menial lackey” 
who is said to have stolen the text right after its completion. Therefore, we 
may with confidence presume that the only version of Wõnhyo’s Exposition 
that ever circulated is the one extant today, which I translate in full in Part 2 
of this book.

III. The Exposition as Commentary

The Exposition of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra is Wõnhyo’s longest, and arguably great-
est, commentary. Looking at the paucity of works written in Silla Korea before 
his time, it is no exaggeration to say that it was Wõnhyo who created the scho-
lastic tradition of Silla Buddhism.68 The vast majority of Wõnhyo’s works are 
explicitly commentaries, and even those that are not are still strongly exegeti-
cal in character. The East Asian tradition itself also treats Wõnhyo primarily 
as a commentator, as seen, for example, in the Song Gaoseng zhuan’s listing of 
Wõnhyo in its “doctrinal exegetes” (yijie) section, together with a number of 
other Korean scholiasts who played important roles in the development of the 
learned schools of Sinitic Buddhism.69 In my view, his role as a commentator 
constitutes Wõnhyo’s major contribution to East Asian Buddhism.

To call Wõnhyo a commentator is neither to deny the many other roles 
he played in his full and varied life nor to disparage other aspects of his reli-
gious career; rather, it simply acknowledges that the primary vehicle through 
which Wõnhyo conveyed his philosophical and spiritual insights was scrip-
tural exegesis. In this proclivity, Wõnhyo emulates intellectuals writing within 
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most traditional civilizations, where much of spiritual and religious under-
standing was conveyed through exegetical writing. “Commentaries and com-
mentarial modes of thinking,” John Henderson remarks, “dominated the 
intellectual history of most premodern civilizations, a fact often obscured 
by . . . modern scholars’ denigration of the works of mere exegetes and anno-
tators. Until the seventeenth century in Europe, and even later in China, 
India, and the Near East, thought, especially within high intellectual tradi-
tions, was primarily exegetical in character and expression.”70 This traditional 
esteem for commentary is frequently obscured in contemporary treatments 
of religion, which valorize meditative experience over religious exegesis, or 
which misguidedly presume that things old and primary (viz. scriptures) are 
somehow superior to the new and derivative (viz. commentaries).71 

The Exposition of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra is the longest work in Wõnhyo’s 
oeuvre. In this treatise, Wõnhyo applies his mature exegetical skills to the ex-
plication of a sûtra that has profound associations with Wõnhyo personally 
and the Korean Buddhist tradition as a whole. Below I will examine the 
structure and style of Wõnhyo’s Exposition as a quintessential example of the 
East Asian commentarial form. Despite the obvious care with which Wõnhyo 
works his way through this sûtra, his commentary is not solely intended as an 
exegesis of the meaning of each term or passage in a text. Rather, his exege-
sis, like all Buddhist commentary, also seeks to demonstrate, first, how each 
section, part, and division of the scripture resonates with the rest of the sec-
tions, parts, and divisions of the text; and second, how this one text reticu-
lates within the entire fabric of the Buddhist scriptural teachings. Scholars 
often mine commentaries for their detailed coverage of the specific mean-
ing of scriptural terms and passages, but in their form and structure, com-
mentaries are much more importantly the “metalanguage” of the text, which 
presents the commentator’s larger vision of the scripture and its place in the 
Buddhist doctrinal edifice. The mission Wõnhyo sets for himself in this com-
mentary is large indeed: he attempts nothing less than to demonstrate that 
the entirety of Mahâyâna Buddhism is revealed in this single sûtra. Indeed, 
the act of writing commentary may itself be a core form of Buddhist prac-
tice—the commentator’s own virtuoso performance, or reenactment, of the 
insights he finds presented in the scripture.72 Indeed, in his virtuosity at ma-
nipulating the commentarial form, Wõnhyo can be deemed not simply a 
paragon of Korean scholarly achievement but someone who was emblematic 
of the highest achievements of the Sinitic Buddhist tradition as a whole. 

The	Buddhist	Commentarial	Genre	

Commentary is the principal genre through which Buddhist beliefs and in-
sights have been conveyed throughout history. Commentary has a long pedi-
gree within Buddhism, which in all probability can be traced back to the 
inception of the religion itself. There are enough instances in Indian Bud-
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dhist literature of a commentarial explanation in one textual tradition being 
the canonical reading in another, and vice versa, to “suggest that the com-
mentarial and canonical traditions which underly [sic] them are equally old, 
and the material upon which they are based must pre-date the separation of 
the sects. It seems probable that some of this material, since it is accepted as 
canonical by some sects, must go back to the earliest days of Buddhism, per-
haps to the time of the Buddha himself.”73 Some of the works attributed to 
the Buddha himself are explicitly exegetical in character, such as the PŒli 
MahŒpadesa-suttanta (Great Exegesis), which provides the Buddha’s analysis 
of the standards of religious authority. Other Indian sûtras are nascent exe-
geses of the Buddha’s terse sayings or enigmatic verses given by his senior 
disciples. One example is the MahŒkaccŒna-Bhaddekaratta-sutta (The Ideal 
Lover of Solitude Scripture, Spoken by MahŒkatyŒyana), which offers the 
Buddha’s verse interpretation (uddesa) of the significance of solitude, fol-
lowed by MahŒkatyŒyana’s extensive analysis (vibhaæga) of the meaning of 
the verses.74 A similar structure is found in much of chapter 7 of the VajrasamŒ-
dhi-sûtra itself, where the verse explanations of the Buddha are elaborated 
upon by the interlocutor, Pímhaeng. Certain of these early Indian commen-
taries, such as the TheravŒda MahŒnidessa (Great Exposition), a third-century 
C.E. commentary on the fourth and fifth books of the Sutta-nipŒta (Collec-
tion of Sûtras), were thought to be so ancient that they were considered to be 
canonical in their own right. 

Buddhist exegesis probably began simply enough by explaining one 
word in terms of another. Even dialogues attributed to the Buddha himself 
commonly use synonyms as a way of helping his audience understand his 
teachings.75 From this start, early scholiasts within the Buddhist Order 
began to provide either common synonyms or more elaborate explication 
of terms in their exegeses of passages in the Buddhist texts.76 Wõnhyo’s 
commentary is indeed filled with such use of synonyms to explain his mate-
rial, such as when he glosses “spell” as “supplication” (KSGN, p. 656b). 

A second way in which explanations of terms are often given in Indian 
Buddhist texts is etymologizing (nirukti, or nirvacana), an exegetical tool 
developed within Sanskrit literature that was adopted by Buddhist com-
mentators. This technique involves the use of “folk etymologies,” that is, et-
ymological analogies that relate words that are phonologically similar but 
semantically unrelated. In analyzing the title bhagavat (lord), for example, 
the commentators might explain that the lord is he who has blessings (bhagî), 
is fortunate (bhŒgyavŒ), has gone to the end of being (bhav-anta-go), and so 
forth, drawing on a series of unrelated words to convey a range of possible 
connotations for the root term. Such etymologizing appears in even the 
earliest stratum of Buddhist canonical materials and is taken up frequently 
in all subsequent Buddhist commentarial literature.77 This propensity for 
etymologizing often develops into what in Sanskrit is called šleºa, or multi-
ple explanations of a term, which generally involves a lengthy series of folk 
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etymologies offering various attributes, characteristics, or epithets. These 
multiple etymologies were often used in religious litany rather than for 
purely philological purposes.78 

As in much of Indian commentarial writing, the disciplines of linguis-
tics, poetics, and logic came to provide much of the methodologies and 
styles of argumentation that were used in Buddhist commentaries. Al-
though the terminology differs, typically a sûtra would be commented 
upon by an expository upadeša (clarification) or bhŒºya (explanation) or 
subject to a more intricate gloss called either a vyŒkhyŒ or a ¡îkŒ.79 Broadly 
speaking, Indian MahŒyŒna sûtra commentaries tend to be more exposi-
tory in form, drawing out the implications and significance of the text in 
question but without necessarily dwelling extensively on specific terms, 
lines, and passages in the text. Vasubandhu’s (fl. ca. mid-fourth to mid-
fifth centuries) commentary on the VajracchedikŒ (Diamond Sûtra), for ex-
ample, is divided into seven topics that deal with the training of the 
bodhisattva as outlined in the Diamond Sûtra, the achievement of realiza-
tion, and how the sûtra gets its title; but the treatment of each topic for the 
most part stands independently, and the commentary makes no attempt to 
gloss even major passages in the sûtra, let alone most individual terms.80 

In East Asian Buddhism as well, there were different designations for 
various types of commentarial writings, many of which are reflected in 
Wõnhyo’s oeuvre. Generally, exegeses involving detailed glosses of a scrip-
ture were termed so/shu, “commentary,” and had only semicanonical status. 
(It was in fact the Korean cataloguer Üich’ín, in the eleventh century, who 
first insisted that such indigenous East Asian compositions could be so pro-
found in their own right that they too deserved to be included in the canon.) 
More expository treatments of the thought presented in a scripture were 
called chongyo/zongyao, literally “thematic (or doctrinal) essentials,” that is, 
exegetical summaries. The term non/lun, “exposition,” was generally re-
served by the East Asians for independent treatises (šŒstra) attributed to the 
eminent Indian MahŒyŒna exegetes whom the East Asians designated “bod-
hisattvas”; translated from Sanskrit, such texts were accorded canonical sta-
tus on a par with scriptures attributed to the Buddha himself. Hence, as I 
have discussed above, conferring the designation non on Wõnhyo’s exegesis 
of the VajrasamŒdhi, as Zanning’s biography of Wõnhyo mentions, would 
have been the equivalent of placing Wõnhyo on a par with the bodhisattva-
exegetes in the heartland of Buddhism—a mark of the high esteem in which 
this commentary was held in East Asian Buddhism. 

Indian Buddhists made periodic attempts to outline the principles 
that should govern commentarial writing. The TheravŒda Nettippakaraÿa 
and Pe¡akopadeša (both from perhaps the first century C.E.) develop in tan-
dem an elaborate hermeneutical theory based on two broad rubrics: “in-
terpretation as to sense” (byañjana; Skt. vyañjana) and “interpretation as to 
meaning” (attha; Skt. artha).81 In the MahŒyŒna šŒstra literature, one of the 
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few explicit statements outlining the process of commentarial exegesis ap-
pears in Haribhadra’s AbhisamayŒla×kŒrŒloka-prajñŒpŒramitŒvyŒkhyŒ (The 
Ornament of Realization): 

Those who relate the meaning of sûtras,
Must state their purpose (prayojana), their concise meaning (piÿøŒrtha),
The meaning of the words (padŒrtha), their sectional divisions 

(anusaœdhi),
And the contradictions [raised by opponents], with their rebuttals 

(codyaparihŒra).82 

The implications of this process for both commentarial structure and in-
terpretative theory are drawn out in their most systematic and sustained 
fashion in the VyŒkhyŒyukti (Science of Exegesis, or, more literally, Exe-
getical Propriety), by the renowned Indian scholiast Vasubandhu. This 
text, still little studied by Buddhologists, “is a treatise on the art of proper 
(yukti) commentary (vyŒkhyŒ), providing not only practical examples of how 
one is to go about the process of ‘explaining the sûtras,’ but also elucidat-
ing certain theoretical concerns that arise in the process of determining 
what constitutes (both structurally and ideologically) a proper commen-
tary.”83 In the third chapter of the VyŒkhyŒyukti, Vasubandhu explains four 
distinct aspects of “the meaning of the words” (padŒrtha): synonyms (pa-
ryŒya), definition (lakºaÿa), etymology (nirukti), and its subdivisions (pra-
bheda; perhaps implying subsidiary meanings, or connotations, in this 
context). Although the VyŒkhyŒyukti was never translated into Chinese (it is 
now available only in a Tibetan rendering), similar forms are typical of 
East Asian Buddhist exegesis as well, including Wínhyo’s Exposition. 

East	Asian	Exegetical	Forms

Wõnhyo’s Exposition of the VajrasamŒdhi-Sûtra is a masterpiece of the tradi-
tional style of exegesis employed within the East Asian Buddhist tradition. 
Like virtually all Korean Buddhist materials in the premodern era, Wõn-
hyo’s works are written in the peculiar Buddhist argot of literary Chinese, 
whose terse logographic form challenges the resources of even the most 
talented English translator. 

There is probably no religious literature that is so deceptively simple, 
yet in fact so utterly prolix, as is the commentarial literature of East Asian 
Buddhism, including that of Korea. Commentarial literature may seem rel-
atively straightforward to the first-time reader. Typically the commentator 
will include a brief introduction outlining the significance of the scripture 
that is the object of exegesis and the broad structure of the commentary. 
This introduction will be followed by passages of the scripture, including 
the exegete’s comments, which will often involve a detailed line-by-line, 
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even word-by-word, analysis of the text. But this simple style masks what is 
often an immensely complex hermeneutical structure that is superimposed 
over the commentarial sections. A reader (and, indeed, a translator) must 
retain control of this massive interpretative schema if the thread of argu-
ment running through the commentary is to be intelligible. Wõnhyo’s com-
mentaries are typical of this East Asian commentarial style. The first three 
sections of this Exposition are essentially introductory, lasting a little over 
three pages in the Korean Han’guk Pulgyo chínsí (Collected Works of Ko-
rean Buddhism) edition—barely 4 percent of the commentary—while the 
final section goes on for some seventy pages. 

Wõnhyo’s commentarial style is a thoroughgoing fusion of imported  
Indian commentarial practice and indigenous Sinitic scholarly exegesis,  
primarily based on Confucian models. As a genre, East Asian Buddhist com-
mentary owes much to both traditions. Stylistically, many of the features dis-
cussed previously regarding Indian Buddhist exegesis hold for East Asian 
commentaries as well. In their structure and overall approach, East Asian 
Buddhist commentaries also parallel closely the exegetical tradition of Con-
fucianism that began during the Han dynasty,84 in which 

commentary makes the claim that every word, every sentence, every 
paragraph of the canonical text is profoundly significant, deserving of 
the most genuine and thorough reflection. . . . Commentary acts as a re-
sponse to the text of the classic. Commentary, in its response, aims to 
bring out the meaning of the classic. In bringing out its meaning, com-
mentary fixes the range of meanings that the classic can have. And 
these properties together attest to perhaps the fundamental assumption 
of commentary: that the base-text, the classic, speaks with authority and 
insight and consequently is worthy of such interpretive engagement.85 

Within Confucianism, interlinear commentary, which may have derived 
from oral exegesis, emerged as a means of bridging the linguistic and cul-
tural gulf the Han dynasty Chinese felt from the ancient Zhou dynasty, when 
the books that came to be recognized as the classics were written. The com-
mentary’s close attention to every nuance of the classics served to render 
those texts accessible to contemporary readers but at the same time also 
transformed them into religious and cultural icons. 

The translation of Buddhist texts from Sanskrit, Middle Indic, and Cen-
tral Asian languages presented similarly momentous challenges of under-
standing to the Chinese, challenges that were far more difficult to tackle 
than those that confronted Zhou and Han period Chinese. Rarely were Chi-
nese translations from Indic languages readily accessible to their target audi-
ence. More often than not, they were grammatically awkward, semantically 
ambiguous, filled with obscure concepts and inscrutable terminology, and 
peppered by bizarre transliterations, in which Chinese logographs were used 
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solely for their phonological value in rendering foreign loan words into Chi-
nese. Even such a renowned translator as Xuanzang (d. 664), whose works 
are widely respected for their scholarly accuracy, used such a peculiar argot 
of Chinese (much worse in fact than the “Buddhist Hybrid English” found in 
modern English translations) that his translations were rarely read. Com-
pounding the problem were the large number of indigenous, or “apocry-
phal” texts—sûtras composed outside the Indian cultural sphere but 
following the narrative structure of Indian or Central Asian scriptures—that 
circulated as authentic scripture.86 We now know that many of the seminal 
texts of the East Asian tradition were not translated Indian sûtras at all but 
instead were indigenous scriptures composed on the model of authentic In-
dian texts. The Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra, the root text of Wõnhyo’s Exposition, is just 
such a scripture. One strategy such scriptures took in order to increase the 
odds of being accepted as authentic was to mimic as closely as possible the 
style of translated scripture. Thus, despite their Sinitic provenance, such 
texts are often no more transparent to the reader than are translations of im-
ported materials. In such conditions, commentaries play a crucial role in 
mediating the gulf that separates the archaic (or putatively archaic) sacred 
text from the contemporary reader. This role would be even more important 
for an intellectual tradition, like that of the Silla kingdom, that was just be-
ginning to crystallize around Buddhism. It is no wonder, then, that among 
the first acts Wõnhyo would take as the architect of the Silla Buddhist exeget-
ical tradition would be to write commentaries on the most important of the 
Sinitic Buddhist texts then making their way into Silla Korea. 

Chinese Buddhist scholars from virtually the inception of their tradi-
tion began to develop their own strategies for approaching the mass of new 
scriptural material making its way into China and into Chinese. Dao’an 
(312–385), an important vaunt-courier in the nascent Sinitic scholarly tra-
dition, is claimed to have developed an exegetical schema through which 
to analyze a sûtra’s narrative structure. This schema is the so-called three 
divisions of scriptural exegesis (sanfen kejing), which posits the following 
major sections common to all scriptures: (1) the prefatory setting (xufen; ni-
dŒna), which specifies the time and place where the sûtra was delivered, 
and lists the audience in attendance; (2) the main body (zhengzongfen), 
which relates the doctrines and practices that are the subject of the dis-
course; and (3) the dissemination section (liutongfen; parîndanŒ), which de-
scribes the confidence and insight the scripture inspires in its audience.87 

The Chinese Tiantai school attributes to Zhiyi (538–597) a list of five 
general hermeneutical issues that should be addressed before beginning 
the in-depth exegesis of any sûtra. These are termed the “five categories of 
profound meanings” (wuzhong xuanyi): 

1. explicating the meaning of the title (shiming)
2. analyzing its fundamental intent (bianben)
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3. clarifying its principal themes or doctrines (mingzong)
4. expounding its “function” or impact on people (lunyong)
5. classifying the sûtra (panjiao), that is, delineating its place within the 

entire corpus of sûtras expounded by the Buddha.88

Wõnhyo substantially follows both of these exegetical schemata in his 
treatment of the VajrasamŒdhi-sûtra. The first three parts of his Exposition 
correspond in large measure with the prefatory issues that the Tiantai 
school insists should be addressed before beginning the main commen-
tary. Part 1 of Wõnhyo’s commentary, “A Statement of Its Main Idea” (sul 
taeÅi), describes the main purport of the sûtra in classic interlocking paral-
lel style often used in East Asian mystical writings;89 it corresponds to the 
second of Tiantai’s five categories. Part 2, “An Analysis of the Themes of 
the Scripture” (p’yín kyíngjong), highlights the contemplation practice that 
has but a single taste, the essential point of the sûtra in Wínhyo’s analysis, 
and ten different ways to approach the exegesis of the scripture as whole; it 
corresponds to the third of Tiantai’s five categories. Part 3, “An Explica-
tion of the Title” (sík chemok), mentions the three different titles given to 
the scripture and gives an extensive etymological treatment of the mean-
ing of the main title, VajrasamŒdhi; it corresponds to the first of Tiantai’s 
five categories. As I mentioned before, these three introductory sections of 
the text constitute barely 4 percent of the Exposition. The Tiantai school’s 
fourth and fifth categories—the text’s impact and classification—do not 
receive a separate designation in Wõnhyo’s exegesis but are discussed at 
various points in the main body, Part 4. “An Exegesis of the Text.”

Part 4 of Wõnhyo’s Exposition, which is his detailed “segmenting and 
explicating” of the text itself, follows closely Dao’an’s three divisions of 
scriptural exegesis. In this last major part of the Exposition, which consti-
tutes almost 96 percent of the whole commentary, Wõnhyo’s section 1 is 
the prologue, which corresponds to Dao’an’s section on the prefatory set-
ting; section 2 is the main body, and covers all except the last chapter of 
the text; and the epilogue corresponds to the dissemination section. The 
only discrepancy is that Wõnhyo differentiates a separate section 3 in his 
treatment, which is the last “DhŒraÿî” chapter of the VajrasamŒdhi. Thus, 
in its overall format, Wõnhyo’s Exposition is deeply beholden to commentar-
ial schemata developed within the East Asian Buddhist tradition.90

Given the immense gulfs in religious and cultural understanding that 
needed to be bridged, it is no surprise how complex and prolix East Asian 
Buddhist commentary becomes. Sinitic Buddhist exegetes learned to gloss 
most every term of significance in the text. Wõnhyo’s Exposition is as long as 
it is because he takes such pains to gloss virtually all crucial passages and 
important terms appearing in the scripture. Let me take as but one example 
Wõnhyo’s exegesis of a single sentence in chapter 3 of the scripture: “The 
prajñŒ that produces nothing does not abide anywhere and is not absent any-
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where” (p. 628c). Wõnhyo glosses virtually every term of consequence in 
his exegesis: 

“Anywhere” means in all loci, whether absolute or conventional, active 
or still, and so forth. “Does not abide” means that it is unascertainable 
in any of these [loci]. “Not absent” means that there is nothing it does 
not ascertain in any of these [loci]. The reason this is the case is be-
cause, in all these loci, it is not so and yet not not-so. (p. 629a)

In this encounter between sûtra and commentator, the scripture may set 
the agenda, but the commentary controls the discussion; the relationship 
between the two is utterly symbiotic and interdependent. As Wõnhyo’s bi-
ography tells us, in the case of the VajrasamŒdhi, in fact, the history of the 
scripture’s “rediscovery” in Silla is so intertwined with Wõnhyo’s summons 
to write its exegesis that we can almost presume that there would have been 
no scripture if there had been no commentary.

Exegetical	Mappings	

But there is another level of complexity to East Asian Buddhist commentar-
ies that makes them even more impenetrable to the reader: traditional com-
mentators typically superimpose over the text of the scripture itself a 
hermeneutical superstructure, called a “segmental analysis” (kepan), that seeks 
to tie each section of the scripture into a coherent interpretive whole. This 
coherency is established not only by highlighting patterns apparent in the 
text, but also by explaining away any obvious inconsistencies or lacunae.91 A 
commentator’s hermeneutical strategy can sometimes be so heavy-handed 
that it sometimes seems almost to bludgeon the text into submission to his 
overall vision, at times seemingly even displacing the scripture itself. 

Even a casual perusal of Wõnhyo’s Exposition will reveal how complex this 
hermeneutical superstructure can become in East Asian commentaries. The 
exegete is constantly placing markers along the way to help orient the reader 
as to where he or she is in the commentary by demonstrating how each spe-
cific passage connects to the entirety of the text—but, in most cases, with nary 
a reference to such words as “section,” “part,” “division,” or the like. In Wõn-
hyo’s opening exegesis to chapter 7 of the sûtra, for example (p. 659b), he 
tells us that this chapter is the sixth division of the Sequential Elucidation of 
Contemplation Practice, which is the principal theme of the scripture in 
Wõnhyo’s treatment. That chapter, he tells us, is divided into two [sections], 
of which the first [section] is in two [subsections], the first [subsection] in four 
[parts], the first [part] in two [subparts], and so on, seemingly ad infinitum. 
In the Exposition, the sections, parts, divisions, segments, and so forth, that 
Wõnhyo outlines eventually lead down to some twelve levels of subheading, 
until even a small portion of text becomes thoroughly enmeshed in the 
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broader interpretation that Wõnhyo establishes for the sûtra. By embedding 
sections within parts, divisions, and segments, as if the commentary were an 
elaborate set of nested boxes, Buddhist commentaries epitomize the ubiqui-
tous tendency toward categorization that is common to all scholastic 
traditions.92 

It is a daunting task indeed for a reader to make his or her way through 
such a thicket of interpretation, and the East Asians have long struggled with 
how best to render this elaborate hermeneutical superstructure in a way that 
will be accessible to the reader. One of the most common traditional devices 
was to create a “segmentation of the text” (kwamun), an elaborate schematic 
diagram of the divisions of the commentary, essentially mapping out the 
text so that the narrative is rendered in visual space. This sort of hermeneuti-
cal device serves almost as a form of “scriptural cartography,”93 which is an 
entirely legitimate, and time-honored, strategy in the East Asian commen-
tarial tradition. Charts can serve as useful tools for visualizing the intricate 
structure of the commentary. (One can almost imagine the author of a com-
mentary creating such a chart for himself to help him keep track of where he 
is in his own exegesis; unfortunately, no examples of such “autocartogra-
phies” have ever surfaced.) Alexander Mayer has suggested to the contrary 
that the use of charts most probably derives from a homiletic context, in 
which charts served as visual guides used during oral interpretations of 
sûtras.94 One can only marvel at the massive scriptural cartographies that 
the contemporary scholars Satô Shigeki, Ün ChínghÅi, and Song Chinhyín 
have constructed for Wõnhyo’s Exposition.95 These diagrams can themselves 
become so colossal in size that they become as daunting to peruse as the nar-
rative itself. I do not intend in any way to disparage these attempts to map 
out the Exposition, which after all follow an entirely legitimate and time-hon-
ored strategy in East Asia. But because cartographies are documents that 
stand separate from the commentary itself, I find them less effective in read-
ing the commentary, especially in translation. When actually reading the 
commentary, we need instead some way of superimposing the hermeneuti-
cal structure over the text of the commentary itself, so that readers can see at 
a glance where they are in the multiple levels of exegesis. Alexander Mayer 
has devised a novel set of symbols to indicate the different levels of heading 
within the exegesis, but following his system requires learning his elaborate 
codes.96 I have taken a rather different tack in this translation, using an ad-
mittedly prosaic outline format to keep track of the exegesis, and arbitrarily 
supplying designations for the different portions of the text: titling them sec-
tions, subsections, parts, divisions, and so forth. (See Table 2 below for my 
schema; and for a comprehensive schematic outline of all the sections of the 
Exposition, see the Appendix.) 

This style of exegesis actually has a long pedigree in Western Buddhist 
Studies, where outline format has been frequently applied in translations.97 
To ensure that Wõnhyo’s own statement of his hermeneutical structure is 
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not obscured when reading the English version, I have been careful always 
to place my outline structure in brackets in the translation so that the 
reader will know this is my interpolation, not Wõnhyo’s. What such an out-
line format lacks in elegance, I hope it gains in utility. 

The	Political	Role	of	Exegesis

As the ultimate arbiter of canonicity in Sinitic Buddhist countries, the state 
inevitably came to insert itself into the relationship between sûtra and com-

Table 2
Outline and Internal Subheading Designations 
for Wõnhyo’s Exposition of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra

Part One: A Statement of Its Main Idea
Part Two: An Analysis of the Themes of the Sûtra 
Part Three: An Explanation of the Title
Part Four: An Exegesis of the Text

Section One: Prologue 
Section Two: Main Body 

First Division of Contemplation Practice: Rejecting All Characteristics of 
Sense-Objects in Order to Reveal the Signless Contemplation 

Second Division of Contemplation Practice: Extinguishing the 
Mind Subject to Production in Order to Explain the Practice of 
Nonproduction 

Third Division of Contemplation Practice: The Inspiration of Original 
Enlightenment 

Fourth Division of Contemplation Practice: Abandoning the Spurious to 
Access Reality 

Fifth Division of Contemplation Practice: Sanctified Practices Emerge from 
the Voidness of the True Nature 

Sixth Division of Contemplation Practice: Immeasurable Dharmas Access 
the TathŒgatagarbha 

Section Three (A): DhŒraÿî (Codes) and Section Three (B): Dissemination 
Internal Subheadings [outline and designation as used in translation]:

1. I [section]
2. I.A [subsection]
3. I.A.1 [part]
4. I.A.1.a [subpart]
5. I.A.1.a.i [division]
6. I.A.1.a.i.a [subdivision]
7. I.A.1.a.i.a.1 [segment]
8. I.A.1.a.i.a.1.a [subsegment]
9. I.A.1.a.i.a.1.a.i [portion]

10. I.A.1.a.i.a.1.a.i.a [subportion]
11. I.A.1.a.i.a.1.a.i.a.1 [level]
12. I.A.1.a.i.a.1.a.i.a.1.a [sublevel]
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mentary. As I have discussed above, one of the roles of a commentary was 
to circumscribe the range of possible meanings of a text, to filter out possi-
ble extraneous messages and to focus the reader on issues that the com-
mentator—and, by extension, his benefactors—believed to be most worthy 
of attention.98 In East Asia, where the state officially sanctioned a text by 
such mechanisms as including the scripture on the list of “canonical” ma-
terials, such circumscription of meaning often meant trying to ensure that 
the reader understood the text the way the state wanted it understood. 
Throughout the tale surrounding the appearance of the VajrasamŒdhi-sûtra 
in Silla Korea, the state was closely involved in the recovery, editing, inter-
pretation, and dissemination of the scripture. In the Song Gaoseng zhuan 
hagiography of Wõnhyo’s life, we are told that the envoy of the Silla court 
abandoned his quest to consult with Tang medical experts and returned 
straight home to Silla with a text—the VajrasamŒdhi—conferred directly to 
the Silla Koreans by the Dragon King himself. The royal court ordered the 
reclusive Taean to place the uncollated folios of the sûtra in their proper 
order and to redact the text. Finally, the court commanded that Wõnhyo 
write a commentary to the newly restored scripture and give a series of 
public lectures derived from that commentary at Hwangnyongsa. It is also 
no surprise that the very first act that would accompany the appearance in 
Silla of a new Buddhist scripture would be the writing of a commentary 
upon it. Sponsoring the editing and publication of a scripture newly “es-
corted” to Korea and ensuring that it was disseminated accompanied by a 
complete commentary by the foremost Silla Buddhist exegete, Wõnhyo—
all these acts would confirm that Silla could participate as an equal in the 
wider pan-Asiatic Buddhist tradition. Having such a definitive commen-
tary written virtually simultaneously with the VajrasamŒdhi’s “appearance” 
would also invest the sûtra with an imprimatur of authenticity, a matter of 
no small concern for a text that turned up under extraordinary, and poten-
tially dubious, circumstances. The very act of commenting upon the terms, 
passages, sections, and chapters of the scripture invests the root text with 
meaning and significance. Such exegesis seeks to offer a definitive inter-
pretation of its meaning, which stabilizes the understanding of this new 
text for the audience. In addition, having such an eminent scholiast as 
Wõnhyo engage with the scripture, and in such a public forum, tells the 
potential audience that the scripture is worthy of attention. 

Given the state patronage behind this endeavor, we might expect that 
the attention the commentator would bring to the text would inevitably re-
flect the interests of his royal sponsors. Such an act would demonstrate Sil-
la’s participation in the wider pan-Asiatic Buddhist exegetical tradition 
and confirm that its cultural achievements deserved to be considered the 
equals of their counterparts elsewhere in East Asia. Since the discovery of 
the VajrasamŒdhi, the scripture was intimately entwined with the issue of 
Silla’s “cultural self-sufficiency” vis-à-vis China.99 Buddhist scholiasts, like 
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their Confucian counterparts, were part of the cultural elite in premodern 
East Asia, and writing commentaries served as a sort of “cultural insig-
nia.”100 The writing of commentaries demanded such a high level of gen-
eral literacy, doctrinal training, intellectual achievement, and cultural 
familiarity that it would immediately validate the insights of indigenous 
Silla culture as being on a par with the meccas of Buddhism in China and 
India. It is not surprising, then, that as soon as Silla ideology began to co-
alesce around Buddhism, Silla Buddhist monks like Wõnhyo would have 
begun to write commentary. To Wõnhyo’s patrons, then, because respected, 
literate Buddhists composed commentaries on scriptures, composing com-
mentaries would help make Silla a respected, literate Buddhist country.101 

This concern with demonstrating Silla’s ability to participate in the 
broader Sinitic tradition of Buddhism must certainly account for the court’s 
active interest in having the newly discovered VajrasamŒdhi collated and anno-
tated. During Wõnhyo’s lifetime, Silla had embarked on a rapid “Buddhiciza-
tion” of the empire, especially as a means of unifying the recently conquered 
territories of the old Koguryí and Paekche kingdoms. Silla was the last of the 
three main kingdoms of ancient Korea to form and, in turn, the last to adopt 
Sinitic culture, including Buddhism. Its isolated geographical position in the 
far southeast of the Korean peninsula kept Silla from becoming part of the 
formal tributary system that governed relations between the Chinese empire 
and its peripheral regions until the middle of the sixth century. Silla thus did 
not receive any direct transmission of Buddhism from the Chinese court until 
549, almost two centuries after Koguryí and Paekche. But Buddhism seems 
to have been filtering into Silla from Koguryí at the local level by the middle 
of the fifth century, in tandem with important political changes occurring in 
the kingdom. During that period, Silla was evolving from a tribal confedera-
tion into a hereditary monarchy. This process culminated in the creation of a 
Sinicized state during the reign of King PíphÅng (his name means “Flourish-
ing of the Dharma,” r. 514–539), who put in place a centralized bureaucracy 
modeled after Chinese political institutions. 

But a unifying ideology was crucial to the successful completion of this 
process of state formation and, especially, to justify the concentration of 
power in the monarchy. Some texts of MahŒyŒna Buddhism, such as the Ren-
wang jing (Book of Benevolent Kings), which figured in the story of the recov-
ery of the Vajrasamâdhi, and the Suvarÿaprabhâsottama-sûtra (Jin’guangming 
jing; Simile of Golden Light Sûtra), provided ideological justification for alle-
giance to the king, helping to loosen persistent tribal and clan ties. Such po-
litical exigencies may have contributed to the decision of the Silla king 
PíphÅng to force the aristocracy to recognize Buddhism as the official state 
religion. Though the nobility resisted the move, they were eventually won 
over, according to legend, by the martyrdom of one of their fellow vassals, 
the grand secretary Ich’adon (d.u.), in 529. Subsequent kings lent vigorous 
support to the adopted religion, constructing monasteries, sponsoring Bud-
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dhist ceremonies, and even becoming monks themselves. PíphÅng’s succes-
sor, ChinhÅng (“Flourishing of Truth,” r. 540–575), brought the aristocracy 
into this politico-religious nexus by forming the hwarang (lit. “flower boys”), 
a military and religious organization of noble youths trained according to 
Buddhist principles, charging it with responsibility for the moral and mili-
tary protection of the nation.102

The doctrinal teachings that came to be supported in Silla were those 
that helped to justify at an ideological level a centralized bureaucracy re-
porting to an autocratic monarch. It was Hwaím thinkers, and especially 
Wõnhyo’s close friend Üisang (625–702), who reaped the benefits of such 
political interests. Hwaím’s doctrine of “consummate interfusion” 
(wínyung/yuanrong)—where, as Üisang says, “in one is all and in the many 
is one; one is all and the many are one”—was well suited to such a system of 
statecraft.103 In  return for its ideological sanction of the Silla monarchy, 
Hwaím received munificent official support and established a nexus of 
state-sponsored monasteries throughout the realm. The first of these 
Hwaím monasteries, Pusíksa, was built in 676, right around the time Wõn-
hyo wrote his Exposition. Many strands reminiscent of Hwaím doctrinal po-
sitions are found in the VajrasamŒdhi-sûtra, which may account at least in 
part for the court’s interest in having Wõnhyo explicate the text immedi-
ately upon its appearance in Silla.

Now fully committed to Buddhism, the Silla state and the Buddhist reli-
gion became intricately intertwined, the state supplying generous material 
donations and extensive political support to the religion, the religion inter-
ceding with the powerful deities and bodhisattvas of Buddhism on behalf of 
the state and its welfare. The drive for peninsular unification only intensi-
fied the coalescence of thought and religious practice in Silla around Bud-
dhism. It should come as no surprise, then, that in the years bracketing the 
669 unification of the Korean peninsula under the Silla banner, there was a 
massive efflorescence of Buddhist scholastic studies in Korea, with Wõnhyo 
at their very center and commentarial literature as the emblematic genre. 

Wõnhyo’s	Hermeneutical	Strategy	of	Analysis	and	Synthesis

In his lengthier works, including most of his commentaries (so) and “the-
matic essentials” (chongyo), Wõnhyo often employs a nascent hermeneutical 
approach to explicate the text, an approach that was first explained by Pak 
Chonghong: explications based on “analysis” (kae; lit. “to open up” [for anal-
ysis]) and “synthesis” (hap; lit. “to combine together” [in a synthesis]), which 
reveal the text’s “themes and essentials” (chongyo).104 In analytical mode, Wõn-
hyo seeks to unpack for the reader the vast array of teachings and doctrines 
appearing in a text as a way of illustrating the diversity and originality of 
Buddhist doctrinal teachings. In synthetic mode, Wõnhyo seeks to explain 
how the variant ideas described in a text can actually be viewed as comple-
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menting one another. Both of these hermeneutical devices applied together 
then yield a description of the principal topic and insight of the text: its 
“themes and essentials.” 

Wõnhyo’s two largest commentaries both adopt this hermeneutical tool 
in their interpretive approach. As Wõnhyo notes in his TaesÅng kisillon so 
(Commentary to the Awakening of Faith): “If [the meaning of this treatise] is 
‘opened up’ for analysis (kae), then it has as its themes (chong) immeasurable, 
limitless meanings. If these are ‘combined together’ as a synthesis (hap), then 
it has as its essentials (yo) the two aspects and the one mind.”105 In his Exposi-
tion of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra, Wõnhyo similarly explains: “The themes and es-
sentials (chongyo) of this scripture involve both analysis (kae) and synthesis 
(hap). Discussed from a synthetic standpoint, the contemplation practice 
that has but a single taste is its essential. Explained from an analytic stand-
point, the ten approaches to dharma (dharmaparyŒya) are its theme. . . . [But] 
even opening them up analytically does not add to the one; even bringing 
them together synthetically does not take away from the ten. Neither in-
crease nor decrease (anûnatvŒpûrantva) is the [sûtra’s] theme and essential” 
(KSGN, p. 604c). Wõnhyo’s hermeneutical approach, then, typically starts 
with a broad, general perspective on the scripture, gleaned by applying both 
analytical and synthetic perspectives, culminating in a description of the 
scripture’s essential theme. Only after orienting the reader to the broader 
themes of the scripture does Wõnhyo then go on to begin his detailed expli-
cation section by section. 

The	Grand	Synthesis	of	Commentary

Creating a coherent and systematic text out of the often-haphazard format 
of MahŒyŒna sûtras requires considerable exegetical aplomb, if not in fact a 
total leap of faith. MahŒyŒna scriptures, like the sûtra genre as a whole, have 
a tendency to anthologize. D. T. Suzuki’s characterization of the LaækŒvatŒra-
sûtra, a distant relative of the Vajrasamâdhi, is apposite in reading our scrip-
ture: “The whole LaækŒvatŒra is just a collection of notes unsystematically 
strung together, and, frankly speaking, it is a useless task to attempt to divide 
them into sections, or chapters (parivarta), under some specific titles. Some 
commentators have tried to create a system in the LaækŒvatŒra by making 
each paragraph somewhat connected in meaning with the preceding as well 
as the succeeding one, but one can at once detect that there is something 
quite constrained or far-fetched about the attempt.”106 There are some conti-
nuities of interest in the Vajrasamâdhi that attracted the attention of Wõnhyo 
and later commentators. It is also true that the major orientation of the 
scripture is soteriological, given its stress on the concepts of samŒdhi, tathŒ-
gatagarbha, and original and acquired enlightenment. Rather than the sys-
tematic “synthesis” that Wõnhyo perceives, however, an eclectic “amalgam” 
or “mélange” may be a more accurate portrayal. In its need for commentar-
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ial explanation to bring some order to its message, then, the Vajrasamâdhi-
sûtra is in the very best of company.

Let me explore how a traditional commentator like Wõnhyo proceeds to 
create a methodical exposition out of the Vajrasamâdhi’s rather haphazard 
presentation. Wõnhyo first finds obvious evidence of the Vajrasamâdhi’s grand 
synthesis of MahŒyŒna doctrine in the alternate titles given to the scripture in 
its epilogue (see KSGN, p. 675c): “Since there is nothing it does not refute, 
[this sûtra] is titled VajrasamŒdhi [Adamantine Absorption]. Since there is 
nothing it does not establish, it is titled MahŒyŒnasaœgraha-sûtra [Compen-
dium of MahŒyŒna]. Since there are no concepts or themes that are not sub-
sumed within these two aspects, it is also titled AnantanirdešasiddhŒnta [Source 
of Immeasurable Doctrines]” (KSGN, p. 604b). The opening portions of 
Wõnhyo’s “Exegesis of the Text” (KSGN, pp. 608c–609b) are an elaborate ac-
count of how all the chapters of the scripture work together to present a com-
prehensive picture of contemplation practice and how, in turn, “these six 
approaches [of contemplation practice] therewith subsume all the MahŒyŒna” 
(KSGN, p. 609b), as I have discussed previously. Wõnhyo subsequently offers 
an alternate interpretation of how these six chapters assimilate all of 
MahŒyŒna by showing that they all culminate in the “single taste” of libera-
tion. He then offers various groupings of the six chapters into three parts or 
two divisions, or again as having but “one taste that is unascertainable,” dem-
onstrating that a systematic approach to contemplation is outlined in the 
sûtra. Ultimately, “there are none of the characteristics of the MahŒyŒna 
dharma that [this sûtra] does not subsume and none of its doctrines that have 
immeasurable meanings to which it does not gain access” (KSGN, p. 604c). 
Through his commentary, then, Wõnhyo manages not only to tame the some-
times unruly structure of the sûtra, but also to connect the scripture’s implicit 
message to the entirety of MahŒyŒna Buddhism. Each chapter, passage, and 
ultimately line in the VajrasamŒdhi is thus shown to have a consistent message 
that is projected systematically throughout the text—and this message is ren-
dered perfectly compatible with the larger canonical tradition.107 

By validating the message of a specific sûtra as being consistent with the 
canonical “word of the Buddha” (Buddhavacana), the commentary thus serves 
as well to confirm the impeccability of the Buddhist scriptural transmission 
as a whole—and really of the entirety of the Buddhadharma. This concern 
with the consistency of the canon is a rather peculiar feature of the East 
Asian MahŒyŒna tradition that has few analogues within Indian MahŒyŒna. 
In discussions on the issue of scriptural authenticity, there seems, in fact, to 
be evidence via silentio that Indian MahŒyŒnists specifically sought to deny 
the validity of arguments that appealed to the testimony of history because 
they knew they would lose such an argument.108 In their treatments of this 
matter, they instead made recourse to a more elastic definition of scriptural 
authenticity in which the “word of the Buddha” need not simply be the ac-
tual words spoken by ŠŒkyamuni himself but could instead mean anything 
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based on the dharma that was “well spoken” (subhŒºita). “Well spoken” meant 
that a statement (a) was significant (arthopasaœhita), not nonsense; (b) was 
based on dharma, or reality (dharmopasaœhita), not illusion; (c) destroys de-
filements (klešahŒpaka), rather than causing their increase; and (d) illumi-
nates the benefits of nirvŒÿa, rather than increasing the faults of saœsŒra.109 
By rejecting the role that the testimony of history could play in determining 
scriptural authenticity, the MahŒyŒnists were ipso facto demonstrating their 
apparent awareness of their own deficiencies regarding history: since they 
were never going to win the historical argument, they simply deny the valid-
ity of history altogether in favor of the doctrinal or philosophical principle 
that their scriptures are authentic because they conform to “reality” or “the 
nature of things” (dharmatŒ).110 In this wise, Indian MahŒyŒnists were able to 
counter ŠrŒvakayŒna attacks on the authenticity of their scriptures and to 
advocate a more open definition of a Buddhist canon, which required nei-
ther consistency nor comprehensiveness.111

East Asian Buddhists of the premodern era were not as obsessed as are 
modern scholars with the historical realities of Buddhist scriptural develop-
ment, nor did they display much awareness of the living pluralism of the dif-
ferent cultural manifestations of their religion. For the East Asians, Buddhism 
did not develop historically over centuries, in diverse geographical regions 
of Asia, before making its way to East Asia, where it blended with indigenous 
beliefs and practices to form the uniquely “Sinitic” strand of the religion. 
This interpretation is a peculiarly modern scholarly construct, which has no 
foundation in traditional views about the religion.112 East Asians of the pre-
modern age instead viewed Buddhism as a universal religion pristine and 
pure in its thought, its practice, and its realization. The hermeneutical strat-
egies employed by Wõnhyo and his East Asian colleagues, including both 
their adaptation of indigenous commentarial forms and their development 
of doctrinal taxonomies (pan’gyo/panjiao),113 sought to demonstrate how the 
plethora of competing Buddhist texts composing the canon—each claiming 
to be pristinely Buddhist but seeming at times to be almost diametrically op-
posed to one another114—were all actually part of a coherent strategy within 
the religion, as if all of Buddhism’s variations were in fact cut from whole 
cloth. Buddhist commentators saw themselves as active participants in this 
universal transmission of the Buddhadharma going back both spatially to 
the Buddhist homeland in India and temporally to the time of the Buddha 
himself. The very act of writing commentary therefore validated the contin-
ued vitality of the Buddhist textual transmission, making the insights of the 
Buddha himself come alive in the present. It is my challenge here as a trans-
lator to ensure, in the same way, that Wõnhyo’s insights come alive to con-
temporary readers in the West. You will be the judge of my efforts, as you 
read through the translation of Wõnhyo’s Exposition of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra 
that follows in Part 2 of this book. 
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Exposition of the Vajrasmâdhi-Sûtra
(KÅmgang Sammaegyõng Non)

By
Wõnhyo,

A êramaÿa from the Kingdom of Silla

Roll one

There is, in brief, a four-part structure to the explication of this sûtra:  

First [Part One]: A statement of its main idea; 
Next [Part Two]: An analysis of the themes of the sûtra;
[Part] Three: An explanation of the title;  
[Part] Four: An exegesis of the meaning of the text.

Part One: A Statement of Its Main Idea 

Now, the fountainhead of the one mind (ekacitta), which is distinct from ex-
istence (bhava) and nonexistence (abhava), is independently pure.  The sea 
of the three voidnesses (traya÷ šûnyatŒ÷),1 which subsumes absolute (para
mŒrtha) and conventional (saœv¿ti), is profoundly calm.  Profoundly calm, it 
subsumes dualities and yet is not unitary.  Independently pure, it is far 
from the extremes and yet is not located at the middle.  Because it is not lo-
cated at the middle and yet is far from the extremes, dharmas that are non-
existent do not linger in nonexistence and characteristics (lakºaÿa) that are 
not-nonexistent do not linger in existence.  Because it is not unitary and yet 
subsumes dualities, those phenomena that are not absolute need not be 
conventional and those principles that are not conventional need not be 
absolute.  Because it subsumes dualities and yet is not unitary, there are 
none of its absolute or conventional qualities that are not established and 
none of its tainted or pure characteristics that are not furnished therein. 
Because it is far from the extremes and yet is not located at the middle, 
there are none of the existent or nonexistent dharmas that are inactive 
and none of its affirmative or negative (sibi) concepts with which it is not 
equipped.  Accordingly, though refuting nothing, there is nothing not re-
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futed and, though establishing nothing, there is nothing not established. 
This alone can be called the ultimate principle that is free from principles 
and the great suchness that is not-such.  This is said to be the main idea of 
this sûtra.2

Thanks to this great suchness that is not-such, the words preached [in 
this sûtra] sublimely accord with the middle of the circle (hwanjung) [of the 
heavens].3  Due to its ultimate principle that is free from principles, its ref-
erents that have to be interpreted leap outside the square [of the earth].  
Since there is nothing it does not refute, [this sûtra] is titled VajrasamŒdhi 
[Adamantine Absorption].  Since there is nothing it does not establish, it is 
titled MahŒyŒnasaœgrahasûtra [Compendium of MahŒyŒna].  Since there 
are no concepts or themes that are not subsumed within these two aspects, 
it is also titled AnantanirdešasiddhŒnta [Source of Immeasurable Doctrines].4  
Now, only one of these titles has been adopted to place at the head [of the 
sûtra] [604c] and, accordingly, it is titled the VajrasamŒdhisûtra.

Part Two: An Analysis of the Themes of the Sûtra

The themes and essentials of this scripture involve both analysis (kae) and a 
synthesis (hap).5 Discussed from a synthetic standpoint [I], the contempla-
tion practice that has but a single taste is its essential.6 Explained from an an-
alytic standpoint [II], the ten approaches to dharma (dharmaparyŒya) are its 
theme.

 [I. Synthesis:] “Contemplation practice:” “Contemplation” involves a 
spatial dimension,7 which pervades both transcendent experience [lit. phe-
nomenal objects] and wisdom; “practice” involves a temporal perspective, 
which extends to both cause and fruition. “Fruition” means that the five 
dharmas8 are consummately complete; “cause” means the six practices are 
fully mastered.9 “Wisdom” refers to the two enlightenments: original and ac-
quired. “Transcendent experience” refers to the disappearance in tandem 
of both absolute and conventional. These disappear in tandem and yet nei-
ther is extinguished; these two are both enlightenment and yet both are un-
produced (anutpŒda). These practices that are unproduced arcanely intuit 
signlessness (Œnimitta). The signless dharmas correspondingly become the 
original inspiration. Since this inspiration is the original inspiration and yet 
is unascertainable (anupalabdhi), it does not waver from the edge of reality 
(bhûtako¡i). Since this edge is the edge of reality and yet is devoid of any na-
ture of its own, that authentic edge is also void. All the buddhas, the tathŒga-
tas, repose therein and all the bodhisattvas accordingly access it; thus, 
reference is made to accessing the tathŒgatagarbha. These are the main 
ideas of each of the six chapters [of the main body of this scripture].10

In the approach to contemplation [outlined in this scripture], six prac-
tices are established, from the initial resolute faith (adhimukti) through vir-
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tual enlightenment (tÅnggak). When the six practices are completed, the 
ninth consciousness in turn appears. The manifestation of this immacu-
late consciousness (amalavijñŒna) is the pure dharma-realm (dharmadhŒtu); 
[its manifestation] then transmutes the remaining eight consciousnesses 
into the four wisdoms.11 Once these five dharmas are perfected, one is then 
furnished with the three bodies (trikŒya).12 In this wise, cause and fruition 
are not separate from phenomenal objects and wisdom. Since phenomenal 
objects and wisdom are nondual, there is only this one taste. Thus, the con-
templation practice that has but a single taste is considered to be the theme 
of this sûtra. For this reason, there are none of the characteristics of the 
MahŒyŒna dharma that [this sûtra] does not subsume and none of its doc-
trines that have immeasurable meanings to which it does not gain access. 
Wouldn’t this mean that its titles are not frivolously given?

The synthetic treatment of the contemplation that has but a single 
[taste] has been stated succinctly as above.

 [II. Analytical standpoint:] From an analytical standpoint, the themes 
[of this scripture] can be explained via ten approaches—that is to say, from 
an approach based on monads [605a] up through an approach based on 
decads.

What is the approach based on monads? Within the one mind, one 
thought stirs, and, by conforming to the one reality, one cultivates the one 
practice, gains access to the one vehicle, abides in the one path, makes use 
of the one enlightenment,13 and awakens to the one taste.

What is the approach based on dyads? Not lingering on either of the 
two shores [of saœsŒra or nirvŒÿa], one therewith releases the two assem-
blies [of ordinary people (p¿thagjana) and disciples (šrâvaka)]. Not grasp-
ing at the two kinds of selfhood,14 one therewith leaves behind the two 
extremes.15 Penetrating to the twofold voidness [of person and dharmas], 
one does not fall into the two vehicles [of šrŒvakas and pratyekabuddhas]. 
Fusing together the two truths [absolute and conventional], one does not 
turn back from the two accesses.16

The approach based on triads means that, taking refuge oneself with 
the three buddhas,17 one receives the three moral codes,18 conforms to the 
three great truths,19 and gains the three liberations,20 the three levels of 
virtual enlightenment,21 and the three bodies of sublime enlightenment 
(myogak).22 One accesses the three groups of voidness23 and annihilates the 
minds associated with the three states of existence.24

The approach based on tetrads means that one cultivates the four right 
efforts (catvŒri prahŒÿŒni)25 and accesses the four bases of supranormal 
powers (catvŒra ¿ddhipŒdŒ÷).26 [Through] the power of the four great condi-
tions,27 the four postures28 are constantly sharpened. One transcends the 
four absorptions (catvŒri dhyŒnŒni)29 and leaves far behind the four types of 
denigration.30 The four wisdoms flow out from the stage of the four vast 
[wisdoms].31
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The approach based on pentads means that, with the production of the 
five skandhas,32 one comes to be endowed with fifty evils.33 For this reason, 
by planting the five moral faculties (pañcendriyŒÿi),34 one develops the five 
powers (pañcabalŒni),35 immerses oneself in the sea of the five voidnesses,36 
topples the five ranked levels,37 gains the purity of the five dharmas,38 ferries 
across the beings in the five destinies,39 and so on.

What are the approaches based on hextads, heptads, octads, enneads, 
and so forth? Perfecting the cultivation of the six perfections (ºa¡ parmitŒ÷),40 
one forever abandons the six sense faculties (ºaøŒyatanŒni).41 Practicing the 
seven aspects of enlightenment (saptabodhyaægŒni),42 one annihilates the sev-
enfold object matrix.43 “Its sea of the eight consciousness is limpid and the flow 
of its ninth consciousness is pure.”44 From the ten faiths45 up to and through 
the ten bhûmis,46 the hundreds of practices are completely accomplished and 
the myriads of meritorious qualities are consummately fulfilled. In this wise, 
all of these approaches are the themes of this sûtra. They all appear in the 
text of the sûtra and will be explained at the appropriate passage in the text.

Nevertheless, these latter nine approaches are all included in the ap-
proach based on monads, and the approach based on monads contains all 
nine; none is distinct from the contemplation of the single [taste]. There-
fore, even opening them up analytically does not add to the one [taste]; even 
bringing them together synthetically does not take away from the ten. Neither 
increase nor decrease (anûnatvŒpûrantva) is the [sûtra’s] theme and essential.

Part Three: An Explication of the Title

This sûtra has three different titles: one, MahŒyŒnasaœgrahasûtra (Compen-
dium of Mahâyâna); two, VajrasamŒdhi; three, [605b] AnantanirdešasiddhŒnta 
(Source of Immeasurable Doctrines). The first and last titles will be ex-
plained in the next part [4].47 Here, however, I will first explain the middle 
title, because only this name appears at the head of the text. This [compound 
vajrasamŒdhi] has two [elements to explain]:

initially [I], an explication of vajra; 
subsequently [II], an explication of samŒdhi. 

The first [section on vajra] is also in two [subsections]: 

initially [I.A], the connotations [of the word vajra]; 
subsequently [I.B], an analysis [of the compound vajrasamŒdhi].

[I.A. Connotations of the word vajra:]48 The word vajra is a term that is 
used metaphorically: solidity is its essence; “to string together” is its quality. 
VajrasamŒdhi also should be understood to have these two [aspects]: the 
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edge of reality is its essence; its efficacy is to string together. “The edge of re-
ality is its essence” means that it realizes the principle and probes the foun-
tainhead [of the mind]. As a later passage says, “[It] realizes the meditative 
absorption [that knows] the true reality of dharmas” (KSGN, p. 608b).49 “Its effi-
cacy is to string together” has these two senses: first, it shatters all doubts; sec-
ond, it strings together all concentrations. “It shatters all doubts” means that 
it provides explanations that resolve doubts. As a later passage says, “[It] is 
certain to excise doubts and regrets” (p. 608b).50 “It strings together all con-
centrations” means that this concentration can catalyze the functioning of 
all other samâdhis in the same way that stringing together precious gems 
can make them functional [as jewelry, etc.]. As the Dapin jing (Multitudinous 
Chapters Sûtra; viz. PañcaviœšatisŒhasrikŒprajñŒpŒramitŒsûtra, Perfection of 
 Wisdom in TwentyFive Thousand Lines) says, “Why is it called vajrasamŒdhi? 
[Because] by abiding in this samŒdhi, one can shatter all samŒdhis.”51 Its 
commentary says in explanation,

“VajrasamŒdhi”: Just as there is nothing that adamant (vajra) can-
not bore through, so too is it with this samŒdhi: among all dhar-
mas, there are none that it does not penetrate. It can catalyze the 
functioning of all other samŒdhis in the same way that only vajra 
can bore through amber, cornelian, and beryl.52 

Nota Bene: This sûtra says, “ . . . shatter all samŒdhis.” “Shatter” means 
“string together,” as in the commentary, where it says “string together” in ex-
planation of the sûtra’s [use of the word] “shatter.” [The vajrasamŒdhi] pen-
etrates to the fact that all samŒdhis are devoid of own-nature and frees those 
samŒdhis from any sense of being ends in themselves. This is because [the 
vajrasamŒdhi] is free from impediments (apratighŒtitŒ) and thus is autono-
mous (aišvarya). The meaning of the title should be understood in this 
manner.

Next [I.B], the analysis [of the compound vajrasamŒdhi] has two 
[parts]. 

Initially [I.B.1], an examination of samŒdhi and prajñŒ. 
Question: VajraprajñŒ and vajrasamŒdhi are both called vajra; what is 

the distinction between them?53 Explanation: [1] the former is prajñŒ; the 
latter is samŒdhi. [605c] This is the distinction. [2] Moreover, vajraprajñŒ 
conflates cause and fruition; vajrasamŒdhi is positioned at the fruition-
ground (vipŒkabhûmi).54 [3] Moreover, vajra as prajñŒ has three different as-
pects: [a] its substance is firm; [b] its functioning is efficacious; [c] its 
appearance is both wide in girth and sharp at its edge. Vajra as samŒdhi is 
concerned only with [the two aspects of] firmness and efficaciousness. 
These are the distinctions.

Next [I.B.2], we distinguish [three] related concentrations: (1) vajrasa-
mŒdhi [adamantine absorption], (2) vajracakrasamŒdhi [adamantine-wheel 
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concentration], (3) vajropamasamŒdhi [adamant-like concentration]. The 
Multitudinous Chapters Sûtra [PañcaviœšatisŒhasrikŒprajñŒpŒramitŒsûtra] says, 
“What is vajracakrasamŒdhi? Abiding in this samŒdhi, one is able to keep hold 
of all classes of samŒdhi. What is vajropamasamŒdhi? Poised in this samŒdhi, 
one can string together all dharmas without seeing that any such stringing 
together has occurred.”55 Its commentary explains:

Question: How is it that these three types of samŒdhi are all called 
vajra[samŒdhis]? Response: The first is called vajra[samŒdhi]; the 
middle is called vajracakra[samŒdhi]; the last is called vajropama
[samŒdhi]. “VajropamasamŒdhi,” the Buddha said, “can string to-
gether all dharmas without perceiving that any such stringing 
together has occurred.”56 VajrasamŒdhi can penetrate all samŒd-
his. VajracakrasamŒdhi can enable its holder to take charge of all 
samŒdhis. These are the meanings as they have been expressed 
personally by all the buddhas.

That commentator explains:

VajropamasamŒdhi. This [samŒdhi] can destroy all defilements 
(kleša) and fetters (saœyojana) without anything remaining. It is just 
like êakro DevŒÿŒm Indra÷, who annihilated the armies of the 
asuras while grasping a vajra [thunderbolt] in his hand.57 Similarly, 
this [samŒdhi] is the final thought-moment (citta) of the [unenlight-
ened] trainee (šaikºa).58 Following that thought-moment, he next 
gains one of three kinds of bodhi:59 either šrŒvaka or pratyekabud-
dha [bodhi] or the supreme bodhi of the buddhas.60

 “VajrasamŒdhi.” This [samŒdhi] can shatter all dharmas61 and 
[thereby allow students] to access the nirvŒÿa that is without re-
mainder (anupadišeºanirvŒÿa), where they will never again be sub-
ject to rebirth. It is just like real vajra, which can shatter all 
mountains, obliterating them completely without remainder.
 Vajracakra[samŒdhi]. This [samŒdhi] can vanquish all the bud-
dhadharmas,62 without any obstructions or impediments.63

Explanation: In this passage, “vanquish all the buddhadharmas” is like the 
army-“wheel” (cakraratna)64 of a cakravartin [wheel-turning emperor], [606a] 
which can conquer all kings until there are none who have not been van-
quished. For this reason [vajracakrasamŒdhi] is different from the two previ-
ous types of vajra[samŒdhis]. 

How do the two previous types [viz. vajropamasamŒdhi and vajrasamŒ-
dhi] differ from one another? There are five differences.

1. The difference in their analogies. Vajropama[samŒdhi] vanquishes the 
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armies [of the asuras], while vajra[samŒdhi] obliterates the mountains 
[of fetters].65

2. The difference in the dharmas [they counteract]. The former 
[vajropamasamŒdhi] shatters defilements; the latter [vajrasamŒdhi] shat-
ters all dharmas.66

3. The difference in their statuses. The former [vajropamasamŒdhi] is posi-
tioned at the training stage (šaikºamŒrga); the latter [vajrasamŒdhi] is 
positioned at the stage of adepts (ašaikºamŒrga).

4. The difference in their names. The former type is called “adamant-
like” (yí kumgang; vajropama)67 samŒdhi, while elsewhere it is named 
“diamond-simile” (kÅmgang yu; vajropama)68 samŒdhi. The latter is 
called simply vajrasamŒdhi; it does not require [any such suffix as] 
“like” or “simile.” The reason for [this difference in the names is] to 
elucidate the fact that there is a distinction between the concentra-
tions [associated with] the causal ground [viz. vajropamasamŒdhi] and 
the fruition ground [viz. vajrasamŒdhi]. Cause involves efficacy (Œbhoga); 
fruition does not involve efficacy (anŒbhoga). [This sequence is ex-
pressed in the phrase] “Reducing it and reducing it again, one there-
with reaches the unconditioned.”69 VajropamasamŒdhi has only slight 
resemblance [to vajrasamŒdhi]:70 it merely shatters defilements; it does 
not shatter all other dharmas. The vajra [in vajrasamŒdhi] suggests 
that its efficacy is identical to that of adamant: that is, there are no ma-
terial things that it is unable to bore into and shatter. You should know 
that the functioning of this [vajra]samŒdhi is just the same, for there 
are no dharmas that it does not shatter.

5. The differences in their instruction. There is a vajrasamŒdhi [which is 
the equivalent of vajropamasamŒdhi] positioned on the šaikºamŒrga, as 
is discussed in the [Jin’gang sanmei benxing qingjing] buzeng bujian jing 
[Neither Increase Nor Decrease Sûtra],71 as well as a vajrasamŒdhi lo-
cated on the ašaikºamŒrga, which is explained here in this sûtra. Now, 
in this sûtra, the samŒdhi that the Buddha accesses shatters all dhar-
mas so that they all become unascertainable (anupalabdhi). For this rea-
son, it is called vajrasamŒdhi. In the six kinds of analysis [of nominal 
compounds in Sanskrit grammar, the first type of vajrasamŒdhi men-
tioned above] is analyzed as a karmadhŒrayasamŒsa [appositional deter-
minative compound]. Those names that include a simile [such as 
vajropamasamŒdhi] are analyzed as an avyayîbhŒvasamŒsa [indeclinable 
compound]. As far as the title of the sûtra is concerned [i.e., the sec-
ond type of vajrasamŒdhi mentioned above], it should be analyzed as a 
tatpuruºasamŒsa [dependent compound], because “samŒdhi” is the pri-
mary [element, and vajra is the dependent element].72 

Next, the second [section, II], the explication of the term samŒdhi, is 
in two [subsections]: 
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initially [II.A], the explication [of the meaning of samŒdhi]; 
subsequently [II.B], an overview [of different types of concentrations].

[II.A, explication of the meaning of samŒdhi:] An ancient master said, 
“There [in India], it is called ‘samŒdhi’; here [in China], it is called ‘correct 
consideration.’ ”73 The following passages will be given in explanation of 
this statement. [606b]

It is said that, when one is absorbed in a state of concentration, there is 
meticulous and correct consideration and examination of the sense-spheres; 
hence, it is called “correct consideration.” As the YogŒcŒra[bhûmišŒstra] says, 
“ ‘SamŒdhi’ means that there is meticulous investigation and one-pointed-
ness of mind (cittaikŒgratŒ) with regard to the sense-spheres.”74 

Question: Concentration necessitates tranquillity (prašabdhi), and tran-
quillity entails one-pointedness; so how can you say that meticulous exami-
nation occurs? The functioning of investigation necessitates thought and 
imagination (vitarkavicŒra); so how can you say that concentration involves 
investigation?

Answer: If you claim that guarding one-pointedness is what is meant by 
concentration, then abiding in lethargy and torpor (styŒnamiddha) would 
perforce be concentration. If correct investigation entails thought and 
imagination, then investigation conducted via perverted wisdom (kupra
jñŒ) must not involve thought and imagination. You should know that in-
vestigation is of two types: if it refers to [a faculty that] involves both 
perverse and correct mental and verbal discrimination (vikalpa), then it en-
tails both thought and imagination, and thus is just discrimination. But if 
correct investigation refers to [a faculty that] meticulously perceives the 
sense-spheres, then it is in fact the functioning of concentration and does 
not entail thought or imagination. Concentration, [in contrast,] subsumes 
both discrimination and nondiscrimination; hence, it meticulously ana-
lyzes that thought and imagination.

Furthermore, one-pointedness is also of two types. If a person is one-
pointed while being lethargic, deluded, dull, and dark, and one is not able 
to investigate meticulously, then this is simply lethargy and torpor. But if 
one is one-pointed while being neither torporific nor distracted, and one 
investigates meticulously, then this is called concentration. For this reason, 
investigation differs from lethargy and torpor. Hence, you should know 
that one should not judge the difference between concentration and dis-
traction based on the distinction between one-pointedness and fluctua-
tion of thought. Why is this? Because, although quick-witted eloquence [of 
a bodhisattva in deep samâdhi] might involve rapid fluctuations of thought, 
it would still be concentration; although a dull mind might settle for long pe-
riods on one object, this would still be distraction. Now, this vajrasamŒdhi is 
said to entail correct investigation because it is free from being either cor-
rect or incorrect and involves neither consideration nor nonconsideration. 
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It is instead to be differentiated from discrimination and perverted thoughts, 
but it is also not the same as empty space or aphasia (acittaka). Therefore, “cor-
rect consideration” is the name that we reluctantly apply to it. The term 
“samŒdhi” can be explicated briefly in this manner.

Next [II.B], an overview of different [types of concentration] has two 
[parts]:

initially [II.B.1], [606c] distinguishing the different designations [of 
concentration]; 

subsequently [II.B.2], an overview of their general categories.

[II.B.1, distinguishing the different designations of concentration:75] The 
names for concentration are not all the same. There are, in brief, eight types.

1. SamŒhita. This is translated as “equanimous control” (tÅngin). It is 
called “equanimous” because it leaves far behind the extremes of leth-
argy (styŒna) and restlessness (auddhatya). It is called “control” because 
it controls the activation of all the meritorious qualities, such as the 
spiritual powers (abhijñŒ), and so forth. Alternatively, equanimous con-
trol derives from the absence of remorse (kauk¿tya), from bliss 
(Œnanda), and from ease (sukha); for this reason, it is called “equani-
mous control.” This is why it is different from the concentrations of the 
desire realm (kŒmŒvacara).76 

2. SamŒdhi. This [is translated as] “equanimous retention” (tÅngji). The 
meanings of “equanimous” are the same as explained above. It is 
called “equanimous retention” because it can regulate the mind and 
keep it from becoming frenzied or distracted. Alternatively, it is called 
“equanimous retention” because it balances concentration (samŒdhi) 
and wisdom (prajñŒ) and keeps them conjoined.77 The antiquated 
transcription samaje (samŒdhi) is also “equanimous retention.”

3. SamŒpatti. This is translated as “equanimous arrival” (tÅngji). Since one 
is able to arrive at an exalted stage through equanimous retention, this 
is called “equanimous arrival.”78 

4.  DhyŒna. This is translated as “tranquil thought” (chíngnyí) because it 
cogitates calmly or, alternatively, because it tranquilizes distracted 
thoughts. The antiquated transcriptions sínna or chiana [Prakrit: 
jhŒna] are simply dialectical variants and are the equivalent of “tran-
quil thought.”79

5. êamatha. This is translated as “stopping” (chi). Because it makes the 
mind “stop” on an object, it is called “stopping.”80

6. One-pointedness of mind (sim ilgyíngsíng; cittaikŒgratŒ). It is called 
“one-pointedness of mind” because its nature is to make the mind stay 
focused exclusively on one object. The antiquated translation “one 
mind” (ilsim; ekacittaka) was an abbreviation of this.
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7. Concentration (chíng; translating samŒdhi or dhyŒna). It is called 
“concentration” because it meticulously “concentrates” on an object.

8. Correct consideration (chíngsa; samyagupanidhyŒna). This meaning has 
been explained above (p. 606b).

Some teachers advocate that the transcriptions sammae (samŒdhi) and 
sammaje (samŒdhi) are merely “equanimous retention” (samŒdhi); they are 
not different terms. This explanation is incorrect. Why is this? Among the 
ten kinds of concentration found in the Golden Drum Sûtra [viz. Suvarÿa
prabhŒsottamasûtra], those belonging to the first three bhûmis are called 
sammaje, while those of the latter seven bhûmis are called sammae. If it were 
the case that both these terms were identical to “equanimous retention,” 
then what would be the point of giving them different names and explain-
ing differently the former and latter sets?81 

What other evidence is there for assuming that these two transcrip-
tions are different? [607a] If the differences were caused by dialectical vari-
ations, then both names would not have been in use in a single locale 
[where this scripture was composed]. If the former and the latter [tran-
scriptions] are simply different equivalencies for the same term [i.e., samŒ-
dhi], then a single text should not contain both these terms. It is like 
sammaje and sammaji, which are simply different transcriptions for the same 
term [samŒdhi] and are distinguished because they appear in earlier and 
later strata of texts; hence, it should be patently obvious that they are the 
same. But when the transcription sammae appears in the same text together 
with sammaje, what justification is there for assuming that they are identi-
cal? For this reason, you should know [that the transcriptions sammaje and 
sammae should be distinguished] according to the explanation above. 

The second [part, II.B.2], an overview of the general categories [of 
concentration], can be grouped into four general categories.82

1. Concentration and equanimous retention. These two terms have the wid-
est import. They include [dharmas] both associated with and dissociated 
from the outflows (ŒsravŒnŒsravadharmŒ÷) as well as the three realms of ex-
istence (traidhŒtuka) and are present in distracted states of mind (vikºipta
citta) associated with the desire-realm.83 This is because samŒdhi, also 
called concentration, is included among the five constituents of the men-
tal concomitants of restricted range (viniyatŒš caitasikŒ dharmŒ÷), which is 
the [second] of the six divisions of mental concomitants (caitta).84 

2. One-pointedness of mind and samŒdhi (sammae). These two terms are 
of the next widest import. Although they are pervasive throughout the 
desire-realm, they are not invariably subsumed by all distracted states 
of mind. This is because the one-pointedness of mind implicit in  
either the pratyutpannasamŒdhi [constantly walking samâdhi]85 or the 
nine types of mental abidings (cittasthiti) associated with the desire-
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realm (kŒmapratisaœyukta)86 is also included in the preparatory mental 
states (prayogacitta) of the desire-realm.87 

3. SamŒhita and tranquil thought. These two terms are of narrower im-
port because they are not included among the mental states associated 
with the desire-realm and because they are nurtured only by tranquil-
lity (prašabdhi).88 

4. SamŒpatti and šamatha. These two are of the narrowest import and are 
only distinguishable in the state of concentration itself. This is because 
šamatha does not include the one-pointedness of mind that is associ-
ated with the four types of wise practice (sajong hyehaeng);89 and 
samŒpatti is not included among the three samŒdhis—of voidness 
(šûnyatŒ), signlessness (Œnimitta), and wishlessness (apraÿihita).90 

The range of import of these eight terms may be narrated roughly in 
this manner. 

Part Three, An Explication of the Title, is completed. 

Part Four: An Exegesis of the Text

VajrasamÂdhi-sûtra, Chapter One: prOlOgue

From here onward is
Part Four: An exegesis of the Text and an explication of Its Meaning 
It is in three sections: 

Section one [607b] is the prologue. 
Section Two includes the six chapters including and following chapter 2 

[viz. chapters 2 through 7]; this is the main body, [the sequential eluci-
dation of contemplation practice]. 

Section Three (A) is the “DhŒraÿî [Codes]” chapter. The two pages of ad-
ditional text [in the epilogue] starting with the words “at that time the 
tathâgata addressed the congregation, saying” (p. 675a) are the dissem-
ination Section Three (B).91

Section One: Prologue

The prologue section includes two types of prologues: 

[I] generic [prologue]; 
[II] specific [prologue]. 

thus have I heard at one time.92 the Buddha was dwelling in the great 
city of King’s house (râjag¿ha), on Mount g¿dhrakû¡a [Vulture peak], 
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together with a great assembly of ten thousand bhikºus [ordained 
mendicants], all of whom had attained the arhat path. their names 
were Šâriputra, Mahâmaudgalyâyana, Subhûti—there were many  
arhats such as these. Furthermore, there were two thousand  
bodhisattva-mahâsattvas [adepts intent on enlightenment]. their 
names were haet’al [liberation; Skt. Vimukti] Bodhisattva, Simwang 
[Mind King; Skt. Cittarâja] Bodhisattva, Muju [nonabiding; Skt. 
apratiº¡hita] Bodhisattva, and other bodhisattvas like these. Fur-
thermore, there were eighty thousand elders (g¿hapati). their names 
were elder põmhaeng [Chastity; Skt. Brahmacarya], elder taebõm-
haeng [great Chastity; Mahâbrahmacarya], elder Jyotiºka [Kor. Suje; 
luminary], and other elders like these.93 Furthermore, there were 
six hundred million devas, dragons, yakºas [demons], gandharvas 
[demigod musicians], asuras [titans], garuøas [mythical birds], kiæ-
naras [half horses/half men], mahorâgas [great snakes], humans, and 
nonhumans (amanuºya).

In this generic prologue [I], there are six components. The first three 
clarify that [the sûtra] was conveyed through the personal transmission [of 
the buddha himself]; the latter three authenticate the instructions of the 
Great Master. The first three aspects are (1) “thus,” (2) “have I heard,” (3) “at 
one time.” What are the latter three aspects? They are (1) the instructor 
[the Buddha], (2) the place and setting [Mount G¿dhrakû¡a near RŒjag¿ha], 
(3) the congregation of followers.94 The congregation of followers includes 
these four types: (1) the šrŒvaka congregation, (2) the bodhisattva congre-
gation, (3) the congregation of elders [viz. the laity], (4) the congregation 
of various classes of beings. The details regarding each of these [groups] 
are as commonly explained. 

at that time, the lord, surrounded by the great congregation, preached 
a MahŒyŒna sûtra on behalf of all the great congregation, titled ilmi chin-
sil musang musaeng kyõlchõng [607c] silche pon’gangnihaeng [practice of 
the Single taste, truth, Signless, nonproduction, the Decisive edge of 
reality, and the Inspiration of Original enlightenment]. If one hears this 
sûtra or retains even one four-line verse of it, that person will then ac-
cess the stage of the Buddha’s knowledge; one will be able to proselyte 
sentient beings with appropriate expedients and become the great spir-
itual mentor (kalyŒÿamitra) of all living things.

From here onward is the second [section, II], the specific prologue. It 
is in four subsections: 

one [II.A], the subsection on the setting [lit. inspiring awe]; 
two [II.B], the subsection on preaching the sûtra; 
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three [II.C], the subsection on accessing samŒdhi; 
four [II.D] the subsection on reiterative verses. 

The setting subsection [II.A] is as in the sûtra passage “at that time, the 
lord, surrounded by the great congregation.” 

The preaching the sûtra subsection [II.B] starts with the sûtra passage 
“preached a MahŒyŒna sûtra on behalf of all the great congregation.” The narra-
tive structure of this sûtra is like that found in the prologue to the Lotus 
Sûtra. As that text states, “At that time, the World Honored One, sur-
rounded by the fourfold congregation, preached a MahŒyŒna sûtra titled 
The Immeasurable Doctrines.”95 In the treatise on that [sûtra],96 this [Immea
surable Doctrines] Sûtra’s name is classified as an alternative title for the Lotus 
Sûtra. The notion here is that [the Immeasurable Doctrines Sûtra] was preached 
earlier and therefore it is named in the prologue section [of the Lotus 
Sûtra]. Now, looking at the narrative structure of this [VajrasamŒdhi]sûtra, 
[these two subsections, II.A and II.B] are the words of this sûtra editor’s 
(kyongga) prologue, and we therefore acknowledge that there must have 
been a separate sûtra preached extensively beforehand. After preaching 
[that prefatory sûtra, the Buddha then] accessed samŒdhi, and only after 
emerging from this samŒdhi did he then preach the VajrasamŒdhisûtra. 
After preaching the overall theme of this sûtra, he then explained the title 
of the sûtra. We thus should understand that this title Ilmi chinsil [Practice 
of the Single Taste, Truth . . . ] is the title of the vaipulyasûtra [expanded 
scripture] preached earlier. In this wise, although the principal intent of 
these two sûtras may be the same, their style is different. The text preached 
beforehand [the Single Taste Sûtra] extensively expounds on approaches to 
dharma that are intended to benefit that current [audience], while the text 
preached later [the VajrasamŒdhisûtra] concisely incorporates all these ap-
proaches to dharma in order to benefit those in the dharma-ending age. 
Therefore, the extensive preaching [of the Single Taste Sûtra] was done first 
in order to outline the rationale for this sûtra. 

In this subsection on preaching the sûtra [608a], the text is in two [parts]: 

initially [II.B.1], a prologue that gives the sûtra’s title; 
subsequently [II.B.2], praise for the sûtra’s efficaciousness. 

From “If one hears” onward is this second part.

after the Buddha had preached this sûtra, he folded his legs into full-
lotus position and entered into the adamantine absorption (vajrasa-
mŒdhi), with his body and mind immovable.

This is the third subsection [II.C], on accessing samŒdhi. Initially ac-
cessing samŒdhi before proceeding to preach a sûtra elucidates the fact 
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that only those who have experienced quiescence and quietude will be able 
to awaken to, and preach, the dharma. Furthermore, it elucidates that the 
silence of the sages and saints is not mutually exclusive of the sages’ and 
saints’ preaching of the dharma, which is performed in conformity with 
the times.

at that time there was a bhikºu named agada in the congregation, who 
arose from his seat, joined his palms together, and genuflected in for-
eign fashion [hogwe; with his right knee on the ground]. Wishing to pro-
claim97 the meaning of this [sûtra that had just been preached], he 
recited gŒthŒs:

This is the fourth subsection [II.D], the reiterative verses. In order to 
elucidate the fact that the principal intent of the Single Taste Sûtra, which 
was preached beforehand, and [the VajrasamŒdhi], which was preached 
subsequently, are not discrepant, he therefore versified this preceding ex-
panded sûtra in concise gŒthŒs; through this technique, he was subse-
quently able to expound that sûtra concisely. The passage is in two [parts]: 

initially [II.D.1], a prologue;
subsequently [II.D.2], verses. 

The sûtra editor’s prologue thus culminates in these concluding verses. 
[II.D.1: Prologue:] The name Agada means either “expeller” or “elimi-

nator.” It is the name of an herb.98 Because it can completely cure any kind 
of illness, it is therefore called “expeller.” This bodhisattva is also just the 
same: he is named after this herb because he can cure all the illnesses—the 
defilements—of sentient beings. 

In the eight stanzas of these verses [II.D.2], there are two subparts:

first [II.D.2.a], the initial seven stanzas [II.D.2.a.i, ii] that versify the 
preaching of the sûtra;

last [II.D.2.b], one stanza that versifies the access to samŒdhi. 

This first [subpart] is also in two [divisions]: 

three quatrains [II.D.2.a.i] that are a succinct clarification; 
four verses [II.D.2.a.ii] that are specific elucidations. 

11. that lord who is filled with great friendliness,
12. his wisdom penetrates without obstruction.
13. Intending to ferry across sentient beings on a vast scale,
14. he has explained the meaning of the one truth,
15. all this was accomplished via the path that has a single taste,
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16. never by means of the hînayŒna.
17. the meaning, “taste,” and place of his sermon,
18. all leave the unreal far behind,
19. they access the stage of wisdom of all the buddhas, [608b]
10. that decisive and true edge of reality (bhûtako¡i).
11. all the audience has transcended the world,
12. there is no one who has not achieved liberation.

These three quatrains that provide a succinct clarification [II.D.2.a.i] 
involve four notions:

one, the first two lines [ll. 1, 2] praise the efficaciousness of the preacher; 
two, one quatrain [ll. 3–6] praises the teachings that are the describer; 
three, one quatrain [ll. 7–10] praises the doctrines that are the described. 
four, two lines [ll. 11, 12] praise the superlative benefit of these teachings. 

In the second [stanza], “the meaning of the one truth” refers to the one 
mind. Based on the dharma of the one mind, there are two types of ap-
proaches. The support for both these approaches is just this one reality; 
therefore it is called “one truth.” “the path that has but a single taste” means 
that there is only one vehicle. The remainder of the passage is obvious. 

13. all the innumerable bodhisattvas,
14. each ferry across all sentient beings.
15. For the sake of the congregation, they question extensively and 

profoundly.
16. learning of the dharmas’ characteristic of calm extinction,
17. they access that place of certitude [of attaining enlightenment; 

(samyaktva)niyŒmŒvakrŒnti].

From this point onward [II.D.2.a.ii] are specific praises of the ques-
tions and the responses. [In this first subdivision, II.D.2.a.ii.a], these five 
lines [ll. 13–17] praise the breadth and depth of the questions, for they can 
prompt one to know calm extinction and to access the edge of reality. 

18. the tathŒgata, through his knowledge (jñŒna) and expedients (upŒya),
19. Speaks so that [all beings] will be sure to access reality,
20. all this is in accordance with the one vehicle,
21. there are no extraneous tastes.
22. In the same way that, soaked by a single rain,
23. the multitudes of plants all grow verdantly.
24. [So too], according to their natures, which are each discrete,
25. Soaked by the dharma that has a single taste,
26. all things achieve complete fulfillment,
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27. Just as if, soaked by a single rain,
28. all their bodhi sprouts were matured.99

This is the second [subdivision, II.D.2.a.ii], praising the superlative in-
spiration behind the Buddha’s response, which is in three [segments], the 
instruction, simile, and correlation. You should know that these are, in 
order, four lines [ll. 18–21, viz. the instruction]; two lines [ll. 22, 23, viz. the 
simile]; and five lines [ll. 24–38, viz. the correlation].

29. accessing the adamantine taste,
30. he realizes the meditative absorption [that knows] the true reality of 

dharmas.
31. he is certain to excise doubts and regrets,
32. and to perfect the seal of the one dharma.

This is the second [subpart, II.D.2.b], versifying the access to samŒdhi. 
The first half [ll. 29, 30] is a direct versification of the preceding accessing 
of samŒdhi. The second half [ll. 31, 32] is, by contrast, a versification of the 
start of the subsequent dharma preaching. The teaching that is preached 
subsequently has two [608c] superlative abilities: one, “to excise doubts and 
regrets,” in the same way that adamant is able to destroy anything; and, 
two, “to perfect the seal” of the one vehicle, in the same way that adamant 
can never be pulverized. The two lines of this latter half [ll. 31, 32] eluci-
date these two aspects. 

The text of Section [one], Prologue, is finished. 

Section Two: Main Body, the Sequential Elucidation 
of Contemplation  Practice 

The broad outline of the main body [of the VajrasamŒdhisûtra] is in two major 
[sections]. [Section 2], its first six chapters [chapters 2 through 7 of the sûtra], 
provides specific elucidations of aspects of contemplation practice. [Section 
3], the final “Codes” chapter, completely resolves all remaining doubts.

There are six divisions to section [2] on the Sequential Elucidation [of 
Contemplation Practice]: 

one [First Division]: The “Signless Dharma” chapter clarifies the signless 
contemplation. 

Two [Second Division]: The “Practice of Nonproduction” chapter eluci-
dates the practice of nonproduction. 

Three [Third Division]: The “Inspiration100 of Original Enlightenment” 
chapter draws on the original [enlightenment] to inspire all things.

Four [Fourth Division]: The “Accessing the Edge of Reality” chapter pro-
ceeds from illusion to access reality.
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Five [Fifth Division]: The “Voidness of the True Nature” chapter demon-
strates that all practices derive from the voidness of the true nature.

Six [Sixth Division]: The “TathŒgatagarbha” chapter elucidates the infi-
nite approaches through which to access the tathŒgatagarbha. 

All six approaches to contemplation practice are in this wise thoroughly 
covered. This is possible because the beginningless churning of all decep-
tive conceptions typically results from nothing more than the affliction of 
discrimination, which derives from clinging to signs (lakºaÿa). Now, wish-
ing to reverse this churning in order to return to the fountainhead, one 
must initially subvert all these signs. For this reason, [the sûtra] first clari-
fies the contemplation of the signless dharma. 

Even though all these signs may have been subverted, however, if one 
actualizes the mind that performs that contemplation, then that contem-
plating mind will continue to be produced, and one will not experience 
original enlightenment. Consequently, one must annihilate all produc-
tions of mind. Therefore, the second [approach of contemplation practice] 
elucidates the practice of nonproduction.

Once one’s practice has stopped producing anything, one then experi-
ences original enlightenment. Drawing from this [experience], one trans-
forms living things and prompts them to gain the original inspiration. 
Hence, this third [approach] clarifies the aspect of the inspiration of origi-
nal enlightenment. 

If, while relying on original enlightenment, one inspires sentient be-
ings, then those sentient beings will be able to leave behind deception and 
to access reality. Therefore, the fourth [approach] clarifies the access to 
the edge of reality.

Internal practice is signless and unproduced. External proselytism is 
the original inspiration’s access to reality. In this wise, the two types of ben-
efit [of oneself and others] are replete with myriad spiritual practices, 
which all derive from the true nature and conform to true voidness. Conse-
quently, the fifth [approach] clarifies the voidness of the true nature. 

Relying on this true nature, the myriads of spiritual practices are perfected 
and one accesses the fountainhead of the tathŒgatagarbha, which has but a sin-
gle taste. Therefore, the sixth [approach] elucidates the tathŒgatagarbha. 

Since one has returned to the fountainhead of the mind, [609a] one 
then has nothing more that needs to be done. As there is nothing more to 
do, there is nothing that has been left undone. Hence, it is said that these 
six approaches [of contemplation practice] therewith subsume all the 
MahŒyŒna. 

Furthermore, there is also an alternative interpretation of these six 
chapters. The first chapter reveals the dharma that is contemplated, dharma 
referring here to the essence of the tathŒgatagarbha of the one mind. The 
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second chapter clarifies the practices that are the agents of contemplation, 
practices referring here to the nondiscriminative contemplations [that de-
velop during] the six [stages of] practice. The third chapter, the “Inspiration 
of Original Enlightenment,” elucidates the production-and-extinction as-
pect of the one mind. The fourth chapter, “Accessing the Edge of Reality,” 
elucidates the true-thusness aspect of the one mind. The fifth chapter, “Void-
ness of the True Nature,” negates both absolute and conventional without 
subverting the two truths. The sixth chapter, “TathŒgatagarbha,” subsumes 
all of these approaches and reveals that they are all of a single taste. 

Through these two alternatives, we completely cover the notion that 
these six approaches subsume all aspects of the MahŒyŒna.

Alternatively, these six chapters may be grouped into three approaches. 
The first two chapters cover the beginning and the end of contemplation. 
The next two chapters [treat] the fundamentals and derivatives of prosely-
tism. The final two chapters subsume both these causes so that fruition [viz. 
enlightenment] is achieved. Furthermore, the first two chapters negate signs 
and return to the origin. The middle two chapters give rise to practices from 
out of this origin. The final two chapters elucidate both this return and this 
arising. Accordingly, these two threefold [hermeneutical divisions] com-
pletely subsume all the MahŒyŒna. 

Alternatively, these six chapters may be grouped into only two approaches. 
The demise of both signs and production are the “Inspiration of Original En-
lightenment”; the edge of reality and true voidness are the “TathŒgatagarbha.” 
Furthermore, the preceding approach [from “Signless Dharma” to “Inspira-
tion of Original Enlightenment”] neutralizes falsity and elucidates the cause; 
the subsequent approach [from “Accessing the Edge of Reality” to “TathŒ-
gatagarbha”] elucidates truth and perfects the fruition. In this wise, both 
these twofold approaches also completely subsume all the MahŒyŒna.

Alternatively, these six chapters involve but a single taste. Why is this? 
Signs and production are devoid of nature. Original enlightenment is de-
void of origin. The edge of reality leaves behind all edges. The true nature is 
also void. So how is it that one gains the nature of the tathŒgatagarbha? As it 
says below in the “TathŒgatagarbha” chapter: “these consciousnesses are per-
petually calm and extinct; but that calm extinction is also calm and extinct” (p. 
664c). The “Codes” chapter states: “the seventh [consciousness] and the five 
[sensory consciousnesses] are not produced. the eighth and sixth [conscious-
nesses] are calm and extinct. the characteristic of the ninth [consciousness] is to 
be void and nonexistent” (p. 670b). In this wise, the one taste that is unascer-
tainable [609b] is in fact the essential point of this sûtra’s theme. Since there 
is nothing to obtain, there is nothing that is not obtained. Therefore, as 
there are no approaches that are not opened [through this scripture], it of-
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fers a theme that has immeasurable aspects. Although there may be only this 
single taste, since it can be opened up into six approaches, I explicate it 
based on a sixfold exegetical division of the text. 

First Division of Contemplation Practice: 
Rejecting All Characteristics of Sense-Objects to Reveal the Signless  Contemplation

First, I will explain the meaning of the title of this chapter. “Signless” means the 
signless contemplation, which subverts all signs. Next, the term “dharma” means 
the dharma that is the topic of contemplation, which is the dharma of the one 
mind. The signless contemplation refers initially to this aspect of its being the 
first division of the six divisions [of contemplation practice]. The dharma that 
is the topic of contemplation refers subsequently to the dharma that is contem-
plated within the first of these six approaches. Now, this first chapter elucidates 
both these two aspects and is therefore titled “the Signless Dharma Chapter.” 

VajrasamÂdhi-sûtra, Chapter tWO: the SIgnleSS DharMa

emerging from his samŒdhi, the lord then spoke these words.

The exegetical structure of the text of this chapter is in three sections:

First [I], the section on his emerging from samŒdhi;
Next [II], the section on his starting to speak;
Finally [III], the section on [the congregation’s] gaining benefit. 

The first and last sections are the preface [and epilogue] of the sûtra edi-
tor (kyíngga). The second section is the actual words of the Buddha himself. 

In the initial section [I] are elucidated three types of perfection. 
One [I.A] is the perfection of the time for preaching the dharma, as in 

the sûtra’s reference to “then.” 
Two [I.B] is the perfection of the preacher of the dharma, as in the sû-

tra’s “the lord.” He who masters the five penetrations (t’ongdal)101 is hon-
ored by the world because he is able to explain, in accordance with their 
meaning, the most profound of dharmas.

Three [I.C] is the perfection of his autonomy, as in the sûtra’s “emerg-
ing from his samŒdhi, . . . [he] spoke these words.” When the TathŒgata ac-
cesses samŒdhi, there is nothing that can alarm or startle him, for he has 
gained autonomy in both abiding in and emerging from samŒdhi. 

“the stage of wisdom of all the buddhas accesses the real characteristic 
of dharmas because of the nature of certitude.”
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From here onward is the second section [II], his actual starting to 
speak, which is in two [subsections]: 

one [II.A], an extended prose narration; 
two [II.B], reiterative verses. 

This initial [subsection, II.A], on the extended prose narration, is also in 
two parts:

one [II.A.1], a concise overview; 
two [II.A.2], an extensive explanation. 

In this part on the concise overview [II.A.1], [609c] “overview” has two 
aspects: 

initially [II.A.1.a], an overview of the signless contemplation; 
subsequently [II.A.1.b], an overview of the dharma that is contemplated. 

In the signless contemplation [subpart, II.A.1.a], there are two passages: 

initially [II.A.1.a.i], an overview of the fact that the TathŒgata himself ac-
cesses the signless contemplation; 

subsequently [II.A.1.a.ii], an overview of the fact that he prompts others 
to access the signless contemplation. 

[II.A.1.a.i] The words “himself accesses” refer to the sûtra’s passage 
“the stage of wisdom of all the buddhas accesses the real characteristic of dhar-
mas because of the nature of certitude.” “the stage of wisdom of all the bud-
dhas” means, as above, the wisdom that is associated with accessing the 
vajrasamŒdhi, for it exerts control over all meritorious dharmas. “accesses 
the real characteristic of dharmas” means that this wisdom of the buddhas 
subverts all characteristics because it penetrates to the real characteristic 
of all the dharmas. “nature of certitude” (kyílch’íngsíng; *niyatatŒ) is the real 
characteristic of dharmas, which is not produced by the buddhas: whether 
buddhas appear or not, its nature is itself just so. The next word, “because,” 
means that the significance of the preceding phrase [“accesses the real 
characteristic of dharmas”] is perfected via this nature of certitude, for if it 
were not a certitude, then it would not be the real characteristic. Further-
more, taking the prior phrase together as a unit clarifies the significance of 
the passage that follows [i.e., by parsing the passage as Because the stage of 
wisdom of all the buddhas accesses the real characteristic of dharmas, the nature 
of certitude, therefore . . . ] because the tathŒgatas themselves access the 
real characteristic of dharmas and are therefore able to prompt others to 
gain the inspiration of signlessness. 
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“[the buddhas’] expedients (upâya) and superpowers (abhijñŒ)102 are all 
the inspiration [lit. benefit] of signlessness (alakºaÿatva).”

This is the second passage [II.A.1.a.ii], which prompts other to access 
[the signless contemplation]. The term “expedients” refers to the expedi-
ents of the eight events [in a buddha’s life], that is, from his descent from 
Tuºita Heaven up through his access to nirvŒÿa.103 The term “superpowers” 
refers to the six superpowers, which proselytize sentient beings through 
the three means [lit. wheels, viz. of body, speech, and mind]. “are all the in-
spiration of signlessness”: in this wise, the eight expedients and six super-
powers all arise from [the buddhas’] own access of the real characteristic, 
and they are able to prompt others to gain the inspiration of signlessness. 

The overview of the signless contemplation [subpart, II.A.1.a,] is com-
plete as above. 

“the explicit meaning (nitŒrtha) of the one enlightenment is difficult to 
comprehend and difficult to access. It is not something that is known or 
cognized by any adherents of the two vehicles [of šrŒvakas and pratyeka-
buddhas]; it may only be known by the buddhas and bodhisattvas.”

From this point on is the second [subpart, II.A.1.b], an overview of the 
dharma that is contemplated, which also includes two passages: 

one [II.A.1.b.i], [610a] an explicit overview of the profundity of the 
dharma that is contemplated; 

two [II.A.1.b.ii], explaining this profound dharma to others.

[II.a.1.b.i] “the explicit meaning of the one enlightenment” means such 
concepts as the one mind, original enlightenment, and tathŒgatagarbha, 
because there are no other dharmas that are more profound than these. 
“Difficult to comprehend” means that this concept is extremely profound 
and “is not something that is known or cognized by any adherents of the two 
vehicles.” “Difficult to access” means that its essence is extremely profound 
and can only be accessed by the buddhas and bodhisattvas. Since he uses 
this latter passage to explicate the previous passage, if we want to elucidate 
the real characteristic of dharma that is accessed by the buddhas’ wisdom, 
as in the overview presented in the previous part, it then refers directly to 
these dharmas of the one mind, original enlightenment, and tathŒ-
gatagarbha. As the LaækŒvatŒrasûtra [Scripture on the Entry into Laæka) 
says, “ ‘Calm extinction’ means the one mind. ‘One mind’ means the tathŒ-
gatagarbha.”104 Now in this passage “the real characteristic of dharmas” is the 
aspect of calm extinction and “the explicit meaning of the one enlightenment” 
is the aspect of one mind and tathŒgatagarbha. As the Fahua lun [Treatise 
on the Lotus Sûtra] says, “All the buddhas, the tathŒgatas, are able to know 
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that dharma’s ultimately real characteristic.”105 The term “real characteris-
tic” refers to the immutability of the essence of the dharma-body of the 
tathŒgatagarbha. Now this scripture’s reference to “one enlightenment” 
means that all dharmas are only this one mind and all sentient beings are 
but this one original enlightenment. Because of these qualities, it is called 
“one enlightenment.” In the disquisition that follows, further analysis will be 
offered. 

“all [the tathŒgatas] explain the single taste to those sentient beings 
who are capable of deliverance.”

This [passage, II.A.1.b.ii] clarifies that all [the tathŒgatas] speak the 
profound dharma to others. “those sentient beings who are capable of deliv-
erance” means that there are none of the sentient beings proselytized by 
the tathŒgatas who do not flow forth from the one mind. “all explain the sin-
gle taste” means that there are none of the doctrinal teachings spoken by 
the tathŒgatas that are not intended to prompt access to the taste of the 
one enlightenment. [This passage] seeks to clarify that the original one 
enlightenment of all sentient beings just flows forth from out of their igno-
rance and in accordance with their fantasies. None of those beings will fail 
to return to the fountainhead of the one mind through the tathŒgatas’ 
clarifications concerning the single taste; and when they return to the 
fountainhead of the mind, they will all be unascertainable. Hence it is said 
that the single taste is in fact [610b] the one vehicle. 

The initial [part, II.A.1] on the concise overview, is completed as above. 

at that time, haet’al Bodhisattva arose from his seat, joined his palms 
together, genuflected in foreign fashion, and addressed the Buddha: 

From here onward is the second [part, II.A.2] on the extensive expla-
nation. It is in two [subparts]:

initially [II.A.2.a], a request;
subsequently [II.A.2.b], an explanation. 

The request is in two [divisions]:

initially [II.A.2.a.i], a prologue involving personal etiquette; 
subsequently [II.A.2.a.ii], clarification in the form of an address. 

The prologue [II.A.2.a.i] includes two passages. The first [passage, 
II.A.2.a.i.a] refers to both the time and the speaker. “haet’al Bodhisattva” 
prompts all sentient beings to gain liberation (haet’al) together; he serves as 
the interlocutor who brings up the dharma that is to be explained. The sec-
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ond [passage, II.A.2.a.i.b] is the prologue involving personal etiquette, as 
in the sûtra passage “arose from his seat,” and so forth. 

“lord! after the Buddha’s demise, the right dharma (saddharma) will 
vanish from the world and the semblance dharma (pratirûpakadharma) 
will linger on in the world.106 During the final age of the dharma (sad-
dharmavipralopa), sentient beings [who are tainted by] the five turbidi-
ties (kaºŒya)107 will perform all types of evil actions and will 
transmigrate among the three realms of existence without respite.”

From here onward is the second [division, II.A.2.a.ii], a request in the 
form of an address, which is in two [subdivisions]: 

initially [II.A.2.a.ii.a], he alludes to the era; 
subsequently [II.A.2.a.ii.b], he requests that [the Buddha] speak to them. 

In this first [subdivision, II.A.2.a.ii.a], the statement “the semblance 
dharma (pratirûpakadharma) will linger on in the world. During the final age of 
the dharma” refers to the fact that the initial sûtra [the Single Taste Sûtra] of-
fered an extended explanation that was intended to benefit the right-
dharma age, while this sûtra [the VajrasamŒdhi] is intended to proselytize 
those in this era of the semblance dharma. This is because [the buddhas] 
establish teachings that differ according to the genuineness or frivolous-
ness of the age. 

“I beg that the Buddha, out of his friendliness and compassion, will pro-
claim the single taste that is decisive and true to those later generations 
of sentient beings and prompt those sentient beings equally to achieve 
liberation together.”

This is the second [subdivision, II.a.2.a.ii.b], a request that [the Buddha] 
address them. “Will proclaim the single taste” is a request to explain the taste 
of the explicit meaning of the one enlightenment. “Decisive and true” is a re-
quest to explain the contemplation that accesses the real characteristic of 
dharmas. “prompt those sentient beings equally to achieve liberation together” 
means to prompt those sentient beings in the semblance-dharma and final-
dharma [ages] equally to achieve the final liberation that has but a single 
taste. 

Based on this statement, the teaching involves four alternatives: 

One, the direct [610c] proselytization of the right-dharma age, together with 
inspiring those in future times; this refers to the prior sûtra and so on.

Two, the direct proselytization of the semblance-dharma age, together 
with inspiring those in past times; this refers to this sûtra. 
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Three, proselytizing all those in both past and future; this refers to all 
other sûtras. 

Four, [teachings] that do not inspire those in either past or future; this ex-
cludes all the teachings listed above. 

the Buddha said, “Oh son of good family! You have asked me the causes 
surrounding my appearance in the world. I wanted to proselytize sentient 
beings and to prompt those sentient beings to obtain the fruition [of en-
lightenment] that transcends the world. this one great matter is incon-
ceivable, because it involves great friendliness and great compassion. 
 “If I were not to respond [to your questions], then I would fall into 
niggardliness [for hoarding the dharma I have learned]. You should all lis-
ten attentively and carefully, and I will proclaim [the answers] for you.”

From here onward is the Buddha’s proclamation to them [II.A.2.b], 
which is in two [divisions]: 

one [II.A.2.b.i], praising the question [II.A.2.b.i.a], and consenting to 
preach [II.A.2.b.i.b]; 

two [II.A.2.b.ii], his proclamation in response to the request. 

In his praise of the question [II.A.2.b.i.a], the words “the causes sur-
rounding my appearance in the world” refer to accessing the contemplation 
of the real characteristic [of dharmas]. “the fruition that transcends the 
world” refers to the liberation that has but a single taste. “this one great 
matter” means “supreme” and “identical.” It is “inconceivable” because it 
leaves behind words and eradicates thoughts. As the Saddharmapuÿøarîka
sûtra [Lotus Sûtra] says, “All the buddhas, the world-honored ones, appear 
in this world solely because of this one great matter.”108 A commentator’s 
[viz. Vasubandhu] exegesis states:

“This one great matter” involves four discrete denotations. What 
are the four? 
 First is the meaning of “supreme,” for apart from the buddhas’ 
knowledge of omniscience alone there is no other [similarly su-
preme] matter. As the [Lotus] sûtra says, “They wish to put on  
display the buddhas’ knowledge and insight in order to purify sen-
tient beings’ knowledge; this is why they appear in the world.” “The 
buddhas’ knowledge and insight” means that the tathŒgatas could 
realize [that truth] through the knowledge that accords with real-
ity because they know its truth. 
 Second is the denotation of “identical,” for the dharmakŒyas of 
all the šrŒvakas, pratyekabuddhas, and buddhas are identical. As 
the sûtra says, “They wish to demonstrate to sentient beings the 
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buddhas’ knowledge and insight; this is why they appear in the 
world.” “The dharmakŒyas . . . are identical” means that the dhar-
makŒya and the buddha-nature are not different. 
 Third [611a] is the denotation of “nescient,” for all the 
šrŒvakas, pratyekabuddhas, and so forth, do not know that reality. 
“Not know that reality” means that they do not know that ulti-
mately there is but one buddha-vehicle. As the sûtra says, “They 
seek to help sentient beings awaken to the buddhas’ knowledge 
and insight; this is why they appear in the world.” 
 Fourth is [the denotation of] prompting them to realize the 
stage of nonretrogression, for they demonstrate that they wish to 
confer on [sentient beings] their immeasurable wisdom and deeds. 
As the sûtra says, “Because they seek to help sentient beings to ac-
cess the buddhas’ knowledge and insight, they therefore appear in 
the world.”109

Now in this excerpt “this one great matter” has four specific denotations. 
The first is the denotation of “supreme”; as the passage above states, “Be-
cause the stage of wisdom of all the buddhas accesses . . . the real characteristic 
of dharmas.” Second is the denotation of “identical,” as in the sûtra’s line “the 
explicit aspect of the one enlightenment is difficult to comprehend and difficult to 
access.” Third is the denotation of “nescient,” because it is not something 
that is known or cognized by any of the adherents of the two vehicles. Fourth 
is the denotation of “prompting them to realization,” as in the line “all [the 
tathŒgatas] explain the single taste to those who are capable of deliverance.” 

[The subdivision on] praising the question [II.A.2.b.i.a] is now 
complete. 

Next, [the subdivision on] consenting to preach [II.A.2.b.i.b] is also in 
two passages. The initial passage [If I were not to respond (to your ques-
tions] . . . ] reveals that it would be, to the contrary, a mistake not to preach. 
The subsequent passage [You should all listen attentively and carefully . . . ] 
means that he consents to preach if they listen appropriately and in confor-
mity with proper etiquette. 

“Oh son of good family! When you proselytize sentient beings, do not 
conceive that proselytism occurs; do not conceive that proselytism 
does not occur. Such proselytism is great indeed!”

From here onward is the explicit proclamation [division, II.A.2.b.ii], his 
proclamation in response to the request, which is in two [subdivisions]: 

initially [II.A.2.b.ii.a], a clarification regarding the signless contempla-
tion, which is an extensive clarification of the inspiration of 
signlessness; 
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subsequently [II.A.2.b.ii.b], an elucidation of the mind of one enlighten-
ment, which offers an extensive explanation of the preceding aspect of 
one enlightenment. 

The [subdivision] on signless contemplation is also in two segments: 

one [II.A.2.b.ii.a.i], an explicit explanation of the characteristics of this 
contemplation practice; 

two [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2], a series of dialogues that resolves all doubts and 
objections. 

The initial [segment] is also in two [subsegments]: 

initially [II.A.2.b.ii.a.i.a], the expedient contemplation, 
subsequently [II.A.2.b.ii.a.i.b], a clarification of the unmediated 

contemplation. 

In this expedient contemplation [subsegment, II.A.2.b.ii.a.i.a], there 
are four passages: the first passage [when you proselytize sentient beings] de-
scribes the proselytist, the last passage [such proselytism is great indeed] 
praises the greatness of this proselytization, and the middle two passages 
[do not conceive that proselytism occurs . . . does not occur] are an explicit 
clarification of the characteristics of contemplation. “You should not con-
ceive that proselytism occurs”: When you first cultivate contemplation, 
[611b] you annihilate all characteristics, extinguishing any conception of 
this illusory characteristic of proselytism. “Do not conceive that proselytism 
does not occur”: Since you have subverted all characteristics of proselytism, 
you next must neutralize the characteristic of voidness as well as have no 
conception about a voidness that is free from proselytism. Why is this? 
Since sentient beings originally are deluded to the fact that the mind is 
separate from characteristics, they instead cling to all characteristics. Be-
cause their thoughts are agitated, thereby producing states of mind, they 
first must subvert all characteristics and extinguish the mind that clings to 
characteristics. Although, furthermore, they may have already subverted 
the characteristics of existence, which are illusory projections, they still 
cling to that nature of voidness, which is free from projections. Because 
they cling to this nature of voidness, they give rise to conceptions regard-
ing this voidness. Therefore, they also must neutralize this nature of void-
ness, which is free from proselytism. At that time, they do not generate any 
thoughts that cling to voidness and cannot help but be in concord with the 
middle way that is free from dualistic extremes and thus “access the real 
characteristic of dharmas,” which is the same as that of all the buddhas. Be-
cause they proselytize in this wise, their proselytism is great indeed! 

Question: On what stages does this expedient contemplation occur? 
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Answer: If it is cultivated through faith, it occurs [on the stage of] the 
ten faiths. An analogous contemplation occurs during the thirty states of 
mind [preceding the bodhisattva’s entry onto the ten bhûmis (grounds), 
viz. the ten abidings, ten practices, and ten transferences]. If we explain its 
pristine practice, it involves the four wholesome faculties (nirvedhabhŒgîya
kušalamûla).110 This is because it is an antecedent expedient for bringing 
about access to the first [Pramuditâ-]bhûmi.

Question: Elsewhere it is said there are three contemplations that are 
free of own-nature [viz. the no-own-nature of signs, production, and ulti-
mate truth]. Why does it only say here that there are two negative types 
[signlessness and nonproduction]? 

Answer: Signlessness and nonproduction can be combined into a sin-
gle type because the sign and the production that are abandoned both in-
volve existence. Furthermore, these two types of contemplation both 
involve thought and imagination (vitarkavicŒra). But once you have dis-
pelled the notion of no-own-nature, then, because thought and imagina-
tion no longer occur, it is valid either to distinguish them from one another 
(kae) or to treat them together (hap). 

This ends the discussion on expedients [II.A.2.b.ii.a.i.a]. Next we eluci-
date the unmediated contemplation [II.A.2.b.ii.a.i.b].

“It enables all those sentient beings to leave behind mind and self, for 
both mind and self are originally void and calm. If they attain voidness of 
mind, then that mind will not illusorily project anything. Free from all il-
lusory projections, they will then attain nonproduction (anutpatti). the 
mind that does not produce anything derives from such 
nonprojection.”

This [subsegment, II.A.2.b.ii.a.i.b,] clarifies the unmediated contem-
plation’s nondual characteristics because it leaves behind the duality of 
both the clinging subject and the objects of clinging. 

Leaving behind the objects of clinging means leaving behind all the 
characteristics of both persons and dharmas. This is of two varieties: one, 
leaving behind through dispelling; two, leaving behind through anni-
hilation. [611c] “Leaving behind through dispelling” means that the char-
acteristics to which one clung initially are now extinguished and removed. 
As this sûtra says, “It enables all those sentient beings to leave behind mind and 
self.” “Leaving behind through annihilation” means that the characteris-
tics to which one clung initially are originally void. As the sûtra says, “for 
both mind and self are originally void and calm.” As for the terms “mind and 
self”: the person is called “self”; dharmas are called “mind,” because the 
mind is the chief that supports all dharmas. When one penetrates to the 
fact that all persons and dharmas are originally void, the characteristics to 
which one had grasped previously do not then arise. Therefore these two 
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types of “leav[ing] behind” are simultaneously perfected. This ends the dis-
cussion on leaving behind the object of clinging. 

What is meant by leaving behind the clinging subject? This means that 
one leaves behind all the discriminations created by the clinging subject. 
This is also of two types: one, the “original leaving behind”; two, the “ac-
quired leaving behind.” 

The term “original leaving behind” means that, when one penetrates to 
the fact that mind and self are originally void, one straightaway gains the void 
and calm mind of original enlightenment. This void and calm mind origi-
nally leaves behind the clinging subject; and because it leaves behind the 
clinging subject, it is originally free from illusory projections. As the sûtra says, 
“If they attain voidness of mind, then that mind will not illusorily project anything.” 
“not illusorily project anything” means that there is no deception or falsity. The 
term “acquired leaving behind” means that, when one gains this void and 
calm mind of original enlightenment, the discriminations created by the 
clinging subject are no longer able to arise, and regardless of the state of mind 
produced, there will be no illusory projections. As the sûtra says, “Free from all 
illusory projections, they will then attain nonproduction.” In this wise, they ac-
quire the mind of nonproduction and tally with that principle which is origi-
nally void, calm, and free from projections. Therefore, it says, “the mind that 
does not produce anything derives from such nonprojection.” Because provision-
ally it may be called a mental object, we can say that it “derives.” 

Acquiring this “leaving behind the clinging subject” is the aspect of ac-
quired enlightenment. Originally leaving behind this mind of voidness is 
the aspect of original enlightenment. Even thought their aspects may be two-
fold, they are unified in the one enlightenment because they both leave be-
hind subject and object, new and old. As an explanation in a treatise [the 
Awakening of Faith] says, “Hence, acquired enlightenment is identical to origi-
nal enlightenment.”111 You should know that this enlightenment ultimately 
leaves behind such characteristics as production and extinction, beginning 
and end; while temporally, from the first bhûmi up to the buddha bhûmi, it 
merely involves such distinctions as “partial” and “complete.” [612a] As the 
“Benfen” section of the Dašabhûmikasûtropadeša [Treatise on the Ten Bhûmis 
Sûtra] says, “In their own essences, voidness and existence are originally non-
dual and unannihilated.”112 An extensive explanation follows there. Further-
more, this one enlightenment includes both the aspects of acquired and 
original [enlightenments]: because it involves the aspect of original enlight-
enment being made fully manifest, it is valid to say that it involves authentic 
cultivation; and because it involves the aspect of being perfected through 
the cultivation of acquired enlightenment, it is also valid to suggest that it is 
cultivated anew. But if one grasps prejudicially to either one, it will involve 
neither one of these [aspects]. 

Now we will set aside these two treatises and return to an exegesis of our 
original sûtra text. 
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The extensive clarification of the signless contemplation [II.B.2.b.ii.a] 
is completed as above. 

haet’al Bodhisattva addressed the Buddha: “lord! the nature of the 
mind of sentient beings is originally void and calm. the essence of that 
mind which is void and calm is free from materiality (rûpa) and 
characteristics (lakºaÿa). how are we to cultivate and train so that we 
may obtain that mind which is originally void? I entreat the Buddha to 
proclaim this for us, out of his friendliness and compassion.”

From this point onward is the second [segment, II.A.2.b.ii.a.2], a series 
of dialogues that resolve doubts. Four exchanges [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.a–d] resolve 
sequentially some specific doubts. 

In the first [exchange, II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.a], the question [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.a.I] 
has two intents. One, the mind-nature of sentient beings may originally be 
void and calm, but active thought has been flowing out from it since time im-
memorial; how, then, will we gain the original mind through methodical 
cultivation? Two, the essence of the void and calm mind may be free from 
materiality and characteristics, but sentient beings innately cling incessantly 
to the characteristics of existence; how, then, will we gain the mind of void-
ness by training in nonexistence? Therefore, it says, “how are we to cultivate 
and train so that we may obtain that mind which is originally void?”

Question: The mind of sentient beings discussed herein must be the 
mind of the six affective consciousnesses, which is subject to production 
and extinction. How will it ever come to know the original enlightenment 
of the one mind? 

Answer: As the Awakening of Faith Treatise says, “There is a dharma that 
can give rise to the faculty of MahŒyŒna faith: . . . it is called the mind of 
the sentient being. . . . Based on the dharma of the one mind, there are 
two types of approaches.”113 An extensive explanation follows there. More-
over, as a scripture [LaækŒvatŒrasûtra; Scripture on the Entry into Laæka] 
states, “ ‘Calm extinction’ is called ‘the one mind.’ ”114 Now, our passage 
here states, “the essence of that mind which is void and calm is free from mate-
riality and characteristics.” Though there may be some inconsistencies in the 
terminology employed, the intent [of the three scriptural passages] is es-
sentially the same. “Free from materiality” means that it is free from such as-
pects of materiality as color (varÿarûpa), appearance (saœsthânarûpa), and 
so forth. “Free from characteristics” means that it is free from [612b] such 
characteristics as production and extinction. This passage elucidates the 
true-thusness aspect of the mind. The preceding term “the mind of sen-
tient beings” refers instead to the production-and-extinction aspect of the 
mind. But because the true-thusness aspect is made manifest through the 
production-and-extinction aspect, it therefore says “the nature [of the mind 
of sentient beings] is originally void and calm.” Nevertheless, the essences of 
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these two aspects are nondual, and they therefore are nothing more than 
this dharma of the one mind.

the Buddha replied: “Bodhisattva! all the characteristics of the mind 
originally have no origin and originally have no original locus; they are 
void and calm, producing nothing. If the mind produces nothing, it then 
accesses void calmness.115 at that ground of the mind (cittabhûmi), 
where all is void and calm, one then attains voidness of mind. Oh son of 
good family! the signless mind is free from both mind and self. It is the 
same with all the characteristics of dharmas.”

This answer [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.a.II] has two [subportions]: 

the explicit answer [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.a.II.A];
the answer that resolves [a doubt, II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.a.II.B]. 

In the explicit answer [subportion, II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.a.II.A], the term “bod-
hisattva” refers to Haet’al Bodhisattva, as it also does in the passages below. 
“all the characteristics of mind”: since there is a distinction made between the 
ratiocinative mind of the eight consciousnesses and the formations (saœskŒra) 
and characteristics that are associated with mind, whether they be forma-
tions or characteristics, all remain subject to the four characteristics [of pro-
duction, subsistence, decay, and extinction]. “Originally have no origin and 
originally have no original locus”: all the characteristics of mind have seeds 
(bîja) as their origin, but if you seek the original seed, it can never be found. 
This is because, at the very moment that [a seed] appears in the present, it 
has already become past. If it existed at the present moment, then [that seed] 
would be identical to its fruition and there would be no difference between 
its beginning and its end, as if [seed and fruit] were both the two horns of a 
single ox. But if [that seed] has already become past, then it could not serve 
as an efficient cause (kŒraÿahetu);116 and because it has no essential nature, it 
would be [illusory] like a rabbit’s horns. The logic here is patently obvious. 
For this reason, it says that it “originally ha[s] no origin.” Moreover, the arising 
of the mind that is subject to production and extinction is necessarily depen-
dent on this original locus, for if this original locus did not exist, [that mind] 
could not be produced. The term “original locus” refers to the simultaneous 
faculties [viz. the internal sense bases that are the supports for the produc-
tion of mind and mental activities]. Since the five sense faculties are all mate-
rial dharmas, whether or not they are operative, they are all unascertainable. 
The remaining three types of supports are all immaterial dharmas, so 
whether or not it is the proper time for their appearance, they are all [612c] 
unascertainable.117 Therefore, it says, “originally have no original locus.” This 
means that, since time immemorial, they have had no original locus. Since 
they have no original seeds, they also have no original locus. You should 
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know that the characteristics of mind are originally unproduced; therefore, 
it says, “they are void and calm, producing nothing.” 

When in this wise you examine the notion that nothing is produced, 
then the mind that performs this examination also has nothing that it pro-
duces. At that time, “it then accesses” the original “void calmness.” The void 
calmness it accesses is the one mind and everything on which it is depen-
dent is called its “ground.” Therefore it says, “It then accesses void calmness. 
at that ground of the mind (cittabhûmi), where all is void and calm. . . . ” Al-
though all sentient beings originally evolve by clinging constantly to the 
characteristics of existence, if they nevertheless rely on this approach and 
aspire to this sort of examination, they then will be able to gain the mind 
that is originally void. Therefore, it says, “One then attains voidness of mind.” 
There may be some inconsistencies in the terms “the mind is void” and 
“voidness of mind,” but both of these just refer to the aspect of the original 
enlightenment of the one mind. The explicit answer to the question is 
completed above. 

From here onward is the answer that resolves [a doubt, II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.a.II.
B]. “the signless mind” refers to the essence of the one mind. “Is free from 
both mind and self”: this resolves the issues raised in the previous discussion: 
in the void and calm mind that is free from production and characteristics, 
both the characteristics of mind and self are left behind. “It is the same with 
all the characteristics of dharmas”: this once again resolves an issue regarding 
the void calmness: it leaves behind not merely these two characteristics of 
mind and self, but also all remaining characteristics—the compounded and 
uncompounded, and so forth . . . up to the superior (uttara) and the supreme 
(anuttara)—for in this signless mind, there is nothing that is not left behind.

haet’al Bodhisattva addressed the Buddha: “lord! If sentient beings 
have a conception of self or a conception of mind, what dharma will 
awaken those sentient beings and prompt them to leave behind such 
bonds (bandhana)?”

From this point onward is the second exchange [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b]. The 
previous exchange briefly clarified an approach that would subvert [mis-
conceptions about] the characteristics of existence. Now, this exchange 
specifically elucidates an approach that involves leaving behind two kinds 
of bonds. It also refers specifically to two kinds of illness, in order to en-
gage in an inquiry about their remedy. 

[In the question, II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.I], the term “conception of self” is the 
illness of grasping at personality; the term “conception of mind” is the ill-
ness of grasping at dharmas. As for the term [613a] “such bonds”: if we treat 
each of them separately, grasping at personality is the coarser bond and 
grasping at dharmas is the subtler bond. Discussing them generically, these 
two types of grasping both involve a coarser and a subtler bond. Moreover, 
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the fact that these two types of grasping involve both types of bonds means 
that they involve the bond through association [with the mind] ([citta]saœ
prayuktabandhana) and the bond through sense objects (Œlambanabandhana). 
In the Yijang chang [Essay on the Two Hindrances], this idea has already 
been fully explained.118 

In the answer [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II], there are two [subportions]:

initially [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.A], a treatment for the grasping at personality;
subsequently [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.B], a treatment for the grasping at  

dharmas [and the view that validates the existence of the mind]. 

In the [subportion] on the treatment for the grasping at personality, there is

initially [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.A.1], a generic [treatment];
subsequently [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.A.2], a specific [treatment].

the Buddha replied: “Oh son of good family! If there is someone who 
retains a conception of self, he should be encouraged to contemplate 
the twelvefold chain of causal conditioning (pratîtyasamutpŒda).”

This is the generic treatment [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.A.1], which involves 
contemplating the twelve limbs [of conditioned production]. In brief, it in-
volves two approaches. 

One [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.A.1.a] is the contemplation of conditioned pro-
duction as uncreated (akriyŒ), which cures the attachment to a creator 
(kart¿); as it is said, “Because of the existence of this matter, that matter 
comes into existence.” 

Two [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.A.1.b] is the contemplation of conditioned production 
as impermanent, which cures the attachment to permanence; as it says, 
“Because this matter is produced, that matter comes to be produced.” 

Ever since we became attached to the notion of an existing self, these 
two [the notions of a creator and of permanence] have served as the roots 
[of our existence]; but once we remove these roots, all the branches will ac-
cordingly vanish.

“the twelvefold chain of causal conditioning originally derives from 
cause and fruition. the production of cause and fruition is stimulated 
by the operation of the mind. But the mind does not exist, much less 
the body. 
 “If there is a person who conceives of a self, he should be encour-
aged to abandon his view [that the self] exists. If there is a person who 
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conceives that there is no self, he should be encouraged to abandon his 
view [that the self] does not exist.”

This is the specific treatment [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.A.2]. The specific 
treatment is bifurcated into

one, [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.A.2.a], the treatment through the comparison 
particle “much less”; 

two [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.A.2.b], the treatment through a follow-up 
statement.

In the treatment [for the grasping at personality] through the compari-
son particle “much less” [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.A.2.a], the line “originally derives 
from cause and fruition” means that the specific derives from the general. 
Speaking generally, there is only cause and fruition. “Cause” includes two 
links [viz. ignorance and karmic formations, leading from the past to the 
present time periods] or three links [craving, grasping, and becoming, lead-
ing from the present to future]. “Fruition” includes five links [consciousness, 
name and form, six sense-fields, contact, and sensation, leading from past to 
present] and two links [birth, and old age and death, leading from the pres-
ent to the future]. Furthermore, “cause” includes ten links [viz. ignorance, 
karmic formations, consciousness, name and form, six sense-fields, contact, 
sensation, craving, grasping, and becoming, leading from past to present], 
and “fruition” includes two links [birth, and old age and death, leading from 
present to future]. Therefore the source from which all these [links] derive 
is just cause and fruition. “the production of cause and fruition is stimulated by 
the operation of the mind”: the arising of cause and fruition has the mental ac-
tivities as its source, because the mind serves as the operative cause 
(kŒraÿahetu) and the mind also receives the fruition. “But the mind does not 
exist, much less the body”: Based on the explanations provided above about 
the rationale governing investigation, [613b] if even the mind is unascertain-
able, then how much less so is the existence of the corporeal body that is cre-
ated by the mind! And if the body and mind do not exist, then how much less 
so could there exist a self? Furthermore, since the mind does not exist, cause 
and fruition also are void. And if even cause and fruition are void, how much 
less chance is there that a self exists? Furthermore, because cause and frui-
tion are void, the twelve limbs are void; so how much less chance is there that 
a creator, a recipient, and so forth, exist? As a scripture [Dazhidu lun] says, 
“The bodhisattva contemplates that the twelvefold [chain of] causal condi-
tioning is inexhaustible, like empty space.”119 This is what is meant here. This 
ends the discussion on subverting [the grasping at personality] through the 
comparison particle “much less.” 

What is the treatment through a follow-up statement [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.
A.2.b]? It is the statement “If there is a person who conceives of a self, he should 
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be encouraged to abandon his view [that the self] exists.” Examining the previ-
ous subversion through the comparison “much less” extinguishes the attach-
ment to [the notion of] an existing self. “If there is a person who conceives 
that there is no self, he should be encouraged to abandon his view [that the self] 
does not exist”: this follow-up statement brings an end to the illness that the 
self does not exist. Why is this? Although the previous subversion of the at-
tachment to self cures the illness of the non-Buddhists [who posit a perma-
nent self], clinging to the notion of nonself remains. Since one has become 
trapped by the illness of two-vehicle adherents, one now must attend to sub-
verting the attachment to the view of nonexistence. If even the self originally 
does not exist, how much less is this the case for the nonexistence of an exist-
ing self? 

Thus we have finished the two contemplations, the generic and the 
specific, which subvert the attachment to self. 

“If a person conceives that the mind can be produced, he should be en-
couraged to abandon [his view that] the nature [of the mind] is subject 
to extinction. If a person conceives that the mind can be extinguished, 
he should be encouraged to abandon [his view that] the nature [of the 
mind] is subject to production.120 Once these views about the nature 
are extinguished, he will immediately approach the edge of reality.”

From here onward is the second treatment [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.B], treat-
ing [the grasping at dharmas and] views involving actualization of the 
mind (chonsim). This is bifurcated into

an explicit treatment [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.B.1];
a reinterpretation [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.B.2].

[Explicit treatment, II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.B.1:] Two-vehicle adherents grasp 
at dharmas and actualize the mind; they postulate the existence of a mind 
that is subject to production and extinction and thus impermanent. There-
fore one subverts production and extinction and thereby extinguishes this 
view that actualizes mind. If actualization of the mind occurs and develops 
into an illness, it will then subvert that previous quality of extinction, be-
cause it is principally through the support of the extinction of that [matter] 
that production is actualized in the present. If one perceives that extinction 
occurs later and one is attached to the existence of the mind in the present, 
then even though the mind may not be extinguished, it will still [be illusory], 
like a rabbit’s horn. “he should be encouraged to abandon [his view that] the na-
ture [of the mind] is subject to production”: this means that it is illogical for 
there to be extinction without production. “Once these views about the na-
ture are extinguished, he will immediately approach the edge of reality”: once he 
subverts his perception of this quality of extinction, he perforce [613c] will 
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not cling to production; once he subverts his perception of this quality of 
production, he perforce will not cling to extinction. This is because, if one 
does not cling to either production or extinction, there will perforce be no 
actualization of the mind.

“Why is this? Originally, production is not extinguished; it is not121 ex-
tinction and not production. Both are nonextinct and unproduced, un-
produced and nonextinct. It is also just the same with the 
characteristics of all dharmas.”

This is the reinterpretation [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.B.2]. Why is it that seeing 
the production of the mind causes the extinction of the extinction-nature 
and seeing the extinction of the mind causes the extinction of the produc-
tion-nature? This is his reason for asking “Why is this?” which leads to a fur-
ther response to this question. “Originally, production is not extinguished”: if 
one seeks the mind that was produced previously, it can never be found; and 
if it can never be found, what dharma is it that is extinguished? In this wise, 
one who does not actualize the mind’s quality of extinction in the past can-
not posit that the mind is produced in the present. Therefore, it says, “Both 
are nonextinct and unproduced.” This explicates the reason behind the state-
ment “he should be encouraged to abandon [his view that] the nature [of the 
mind] is subject to extinction.” 

Next it says “unproduced and nonextinct.” This explains that if extinction 
has not occurred in the past, production will not be possible in the present. 
In the same way, if the mind has no quality of production in the present, one 
cannot posit the mind’s [future] extinction. Therefore, it says “unproduced 
and nonextinct.” This explicates the reason behind the statement “he should 
be encouraged to abandon [his view that] the nature [of the mind] is subject to 
production.” Just as mental dharmas are neither extinguished nor produced, 
so too should all other dharmas be viewed in the same way. Therefore, it says, 
“It is also just the same with the characteristics of all dharmas.” 

Question: If you had presumed that the mind was produced but have 
now correctly subverted this [notion of] production, then why must you 
also subvert [the notion of] that mind’s extinction in the past? 

Answer: Since it is apparent that production is occurring in the present, 
it is not easy to subvert [the notion of] existence. But since the previous state 
of mind has already passed, it is not difficult to understand [the notion of] 
voidness. Therefore, by first subverting what is easy, one then neutralizes what 
it difficult. Based on this sequence, you subvert now the quality of production 
and then, through this, you neutralize later the clinging to extinction. This is 
called the ingenious therapy of the Medicine King [Buddha; Bhaiºajyaguru]. 

haet’al Bodhisattva addressed the Buddha: “lord! What view is extin-
guished when a sentient being perceives that a dharma is produced?”122
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From here onward is the third exchange [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.c]. Following the 
previous exchange, which clarified the illness of the view involving the ob-
jects of extinction, we now have this exchange, which elucidates the medi-
cine for the view involving the agent of extinction. [614a] Furthermore, the 
previous [exchange] subverts views involving the two extremes of production 
and extinction, while the present [exchange] subverts views concerning the 
two limits of existence and nonexistence. 

Now, regarding the intent behind this question, he is asking, “When a 
meditator who is in accord with the intent of the Buddha’s teachings ob-
serves that a dharma is produced, what view will this cause to be extin-
guished? And by extinguishing what view would one ask about the intent of 
the Buddha’s teachings?” Now in order to allude to one extreme [viz. that of 
production], he must also elucidate how extinction is to be contemplated. 

the Buddha replied, “Bodhisattva. When a sentient being perceives 
that a dharma is produced, this causes the extinction of the view of 
nonexistence. When he sees the extinction of dharmas, this causes the 
extinction of the view of existence. Once these views are extinguished, 
the true nonexistence of dharmas is achieved and he accesses certi-
tude, where [the attainment of the state of] nonproduction is certain.”

“When [a sentient being] perceives that a dharma is produced”: when one 
observes in unmediated fashion the causally conditioned production of con-
ventional dharmas—at that time, one can leave behind the view that clings 
to voidness. Therefore, it says, “this causes the extinction of the view of nonex-
istence.” “When he sees the extinction of dharmas”: when one observes in un-
mediated fashion the original extinction of conventional dharmas—at that 
time, one can remain far removed from the view that clings to existence. 
Therefore, it says, “this causes the extinction of the view of existence.” In this 
passage, if one were to ask why he uses the words “causes the extinction,” it is 
because the Buddha’s teachings enable a meditator to experience extinc-
tion. The intent here is directly to clarify that, when those who are cultivat-
ing contemplation practice observe the production of dharmas, they just 
stay far removed from the view of nonexistence, without validating produc-
tion; and when they contemplate calm extinction, they merely stay far re-
moved from the view of existence, without clinging to extinction. This is the 
case because how would they validate production, if production were origi-
nally calm and extinct? and how would they cling to extinction, if extinction 
occurs as a response to production? As a gŒthŒ will state below (see p. 658c): 

Objects that are produced by causes and conditions,
those objects are extinguished, not produced.
extinguish all objects subject to production and extinction,
and those objects will be produced, not extinguished.
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For this reason, one is able to remain far removed from the two extremes 
[of existence and nonexistence] without grasping at the middle. This would 
be the same for one who leaves behind nonexistence but clings to existence 
or who subverts existence but clings to voidness—these would involve decep-
tive voidness, not true nonexistence. Now, although one leaves behind exis-
tence, one does not validate voidness; and, in this wise, one then gains the 
true nonexistence of all dharmas. Therefore, it says, “the true nonexistence of 
dharmas is achieved.” The meaning of “certitude” is as was explained previ-
ously (p. 609c). When one gains true voidness, one observes that the mind is 
unproduced, because one remains far removed from all existent and nonex-
istent states of mind. Therefore, it says, “nonproduction is certain.” [614b]

haet’al Bodhisattva addressed the Buddha: “lord! If a sentient being 
were encouraged to linger in the state of nonproduction, would that 
mean it was [the achievement of the acquiescence to] the nonproduc-
tion [of dharmas; anutpattika-(dharmakºŒnti)]?”

From here onward is the fourth exchange [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.d; this pas-
sage is the question portion, II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.d.I]. The previous [exchange] 
clarified the fact that authentic contemplation remains far removed from 
the characteristics of both extremes; the present one elucidates the false 
understanding that does not avoid lingering in production. Assume there 
is a person with meager learning who is cultivating contemplation practice 
and who discriminates based on concepts and words. He observes the 
nonproduction of dharmas and becomes absorbed in distraction. While 
lingering in this state of nonproduction, he presumes in this wise that this 
really is nonproduction. But later, when he withdraws from his absorption, 
he develops utmost conceit (abhimâna) and assumes that he has already 
achieved the acquiescence to the nonproduction of dharmas (anutpattika
dharmakºŒnti). In order to treat this sort of illness, he brings up the illness 
and asks, “[If a sentient being were encouraged] to linger in the state of non-
production, would that mean it was nonproduction?”

the Buddha replied, “Were one to linger in nonproduction, that would 
actually be producing something. Why is this? Only when one does not 
linger in nonproduction is it really nonproduction.”

The answer [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.d.II] is bifurcated into

 a brief reply [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.d.II.A]; 
a detailed reiteration [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.d.II.B]. 

This is the brief reply, which involves two passages. The first passage clarifies 
appropriately that production involves lingering in the state of nonproduc-
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tion because it entails the production of the discriminative mind. The sec-
ond passage, to the contrary, explicates nonproduction: if the mind does not 
linger in the state of nonproduction and remains far removed from all dis-
crimination, this will then entail the acquiescence to the nonproduction [of 
dharmas]. Therefore, one should know that, where lingering occurs, it will 
not involve the acquiescence to nonproduction—such is a contrary explica-
tion. This ends the text of the brief reply. 

“Bodhisattva! If one produces nonproduction, production and extinc-
tion would therewith be produced. When production and extinction 
are both extinguished, production inherently would not be produced 
and the mind would be constantly void and calm; and that which is void 
and calm is nonabiding. Only the mind that does not abide anywhere is 
then really unproduced.”

This is the detailed reiteration [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.d.II.B], which is bifurcated 
between

initially [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.d.II.B.1], details on the aspect of production;
subsequently [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.d.II.B.2], details on the aspect of 

nonproduction. 

If the mind lingers somewhere and thereby produces objects that are 
[inherently] unproduced, there then would occur the production of ob-
jects that are subject to production and extinction; therefore, it says, “If one 
produces nonproduction, production and extinction would therewith be pro-
duced.” Although the production of objects may be extinguished, [614c] by 
continuing to cling to the notion that extinction means nonexistence, the 
mind that serves as the clinging subject will be produced with regard to 
nonexistence as extinction, thereby validating both production and extinc-
tion. How can that be “nonproduction”? In this wise, these two passages de-
tail the [description of] production above.

Authentic “acquiescence to nonproduction” is not the same as this. Ex-
ternally, it does not validate that extinction which is the object of clinging; 
internally, it does not produce that production which is the clinging subject. 
For this reason, it says, “production and extinction are both extinguished.” How-
ever, the statement “both extinguished” does not mean to imply that they both 
return to nonproduction. One may seek original production, but it will never 
be produced; and since it will never be produced, how would it ever be able 
to return to nonproduction? At such a time one realizes the original void 
calmness; therefore, it says, “production inherently would not be produced and 
the mind would be constantly void and calm.” In this wise, in void calmness sub-
ject and object are both in equilibrium and there is no mind, the agent of 
lingering, that lingers in any state of voidness. Therefore, it says, “that which 
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is void and calm is nonabiding.” In this wise, this then comes to be named the 
“acquiescence to the nonproduction of dharmas.” Therefore, it says, “[Only 
the mind that does not abide anywhere] is then really unproduced.” 

The disquisition on the contemplation of nonproduction [sic; signless 
contemplation]123 is finished as above.

haet’al Bodhisattva addressed the Buddha: “If the mind does not abide 
anywhere, then what need is there for religious practice? Is there then 
still training left to complete (šaikºa) or is no further training necessary 
(ašaikºa)?”

From this point on is the extensive explanation of the aspect of the one 
enlightenment [II.A.2.b.ii.b]. It involves eight exchanges [II.A.2.b.ii.b.1–8], 
bifurcated into two major sections. The first two exchanges [II.A.2.b.ii.b.1–
2] are an explicit and extensive treatment of the aspect of the tathŒgatagarbha 
of one enlightenment. The six subsequent exchanges [II.A.2.b.ii.b.3–8] re-
solve all the remaining doubts and objections by elaborating on the initial 
discussion. 

Now the question in this initial [exchange, II.A.2.b.ii.b.1.a] asks about 
the mind that does not abide anywhere. If there “is still training left to com-
plete,” then it is certainly not the case that it is nonabiding. If “no further 
training is necessary,” then it would not entail any further contemplation prac-
tice. Furthermore, if there “is still training left to complete,” then there should 
still be states of mind that are to be produced. But if “no further training is 
necessary,” then [nonabiding] would be a frivolous principle. 

the Buddha replied, “Bodhisattva! the mind that is unproduced—that 
mind has neither egress nor access. It is the original tathŒgatagarbha, 
whose nature is calm and motionless.”

In the [answer subsegment (II.A.2.b.ii.b.1.b)], there is

initially [II.A.2.b.ii.b.1.b.I], an elucidation of the rationale; and 
subsequently [II.A.2.b.ii.b.1.b.II], an explicit answer to the question. 

[II.A.2.b.ii.b.1.b.I] To elucidate the rationale [615a] means that when 
one achieves the state of nonabiding, the mind is unproduced. That mind 
is constantly calm and extinct, so there is never any egress from contem-
plation. It penetrates to the original nonarising, but it is also not some-
thing that has ever been accessed. Therefore, it says, “that mind has neither 
egress nor access.” Since contemplating the mind in this wise involves nei-
ther egress nor access, it is in fact the mind of the tathŒgatagarbha of origi-
nal enlightenment. This [line] explains that the acquired enlightenment is 
identical to the original enlightenment. Since the mind that is unproduced 
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is the original [enlightenment tathŒgata-]garbha, its nature is originally 
calm and never again springs into action. How then would there ever be 
any further access or egress, activity or rest? These words reiterate its as-
pect of being free from egress or access. 

“It is not subject to further training nor free from further training. 
When there is neither training nor nontraining—that then is the state 
where no further training is necessary. ‘training’ means to ensure that 
there is no need for either training or not training.”

This is the explicit answer to the implication of the question [II.A.2.b.ii.
b.1.b.II], which is bifurcated into

initially [II.A.2.b.ii.b.1.b.II.A], rejection;
subsequently [II.A.2.b.ii.b.1.b.II.B], assent.

[II.A.2.b.ii.b.1.b.II.A, Rejection:] Since it is not accessed temporally, “it 
is not subject to further training”; and since it ultimately is not egressed, “it is 
not . . . free from further training.” Furthermore, since there is no mind that 
is the agent of abiding, therefore “it is not subject to further training”; and 
since there is also no mind that does not abide anywhere, therefore “it is 
not . . . free from further training.” Here, he rejects both [positions]; thus, 
this passage is a rejection of these propositions.

[II.A.2.b.ii.b.1.b.II.A, Assent:] “When there is neither training nor nontrain-
ing—that then is the state where no further training is necessary”: where there is 
no separate object of training, there is also then no subject of training. Be-
cause of this aspect, he accepts [the reality of] this state where no further 
training is necessary. Based on this aspect that there is nothing further in 
which he needs to train, he assents to this state where no further training is 
necessary. “ ‘training’ means to ensure that there is no need for either training or 
not training”: although this is not a contemplation that involves any abiding, it 
is not free from the training in nonabiding. Because of this aspect, he con-
sents to [the reality of] the state that is subject to further training. And since 
there is a state subject to further training, there are objects of training in the 
lower bhûmis. Based on this aspect that one is not free from further training, 
he consents to this state where further training is necessary. This is a noncom-
mittal [lit. autonomous] response, in which he accepts both alternatives.

haet’al Bodhisattva addressed the Buddha: “how is it that the nature 
of the tathŒgatagarbha is calm and motionless?”

From here onward is the second exchange [II.A.2.b.ii.b.2]. The previous 
[exchange] clarified that the acquired enlightenment is no different from 
the nature of the tathŒgatagarbha of original enlightenment. [615b] Now, 
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[this exchange] directly elucidates the fact that the nature of the tathŒ-
gatagarbha is a concealed storehouse (garbha), which is motionless. In this 
[exchange, the Buddha] briefly clarifies the aspect of tathŒgatagarbha.

There are approaches [to explaining the concept of] tathŒgatagarbha 
based on a twofold account [II.A.2.b.ii.b.2.b] and a threefold account [II.
A.2.b.ii.b.2.a] [sic; the coverage is reversed in the exegesis that follows]. 

Regarding the threefold account [II.A.2.b.ii.b.2.a], as the AnûnatvŒpur
ÿatvanirdeša [Neither Increase Nor Decrease Sûtra] says:

In the realm of sentient beings, we explain that there are three 
types of dharmas that are all true, real, and such, and that are  
neither different nor discrepant. What are these three dharmas? 
1. Those pure dharmas whose essences are associated with the origi-

nal limit of the tathŒgatagarbha. Those dharmas accord with real-
ity, are neither false nor spurious, and are neither separated nor 
cut off [from the original limit of reality]; they involve knowledge 
and are inconceivable dharmas. Ever since there has been this be-
ginningless, original limit, there have been these essences of dhar-
mas that are associated with purity. 

2. Those impure dharmas that involve the bondage of defilements, 
whose essences are dissociated from the original limit of the tathŒ-
gatagarbha. Those impure dharmas that involve the bondage of 
defilements are separated, cut off, and dissociated from the origi-
nal limit. They can only be eradicated by the tathŒgatas’ 
bodhi-knowledge. 

3. Those existent dharmas that, throughout the future, are impar-
tial, uniform, and consistent with the tathŒgatagarbha. This 
means that, as the foundation of all dharmas, they are furnished 
with all dharmas, they are endowed with all dharmas, and they are 
neither separated nor cut off from mundane dharmas.124

Nota Bene: This [passage] elucidates an approach based on three types of 
tathŒgatagarbha. What are the three? (1) The tathŒgatagarbha as the con-
tainer. When it abides in its own nature, it is able to contain at the fruition-
ground the meritorious qualities of the tathŒgatas. The tathŒgata as 
container is called the tathŒgatagarbha. (2) The tathŒgatagarbha as the 
contained. This means that impure dharmas, which involve the bondage 
of defilements, all exist within the knowledge of the tathŒgatas; they are 
what are perceived and grasped by the tathŒgatas. The objects perceived 
by the tathŒgatas are called the tathŒgatagarbha. (3) The tathŒgatagarbha 
that is cloaked and concealed. This refers to the tathŒgata as dharmakŒya, 
which is concealed by defilements. Since the tathŒgatas choose to cloak 
themselves, it is called the tathŒgatagarbha. The Trepi¡aka [Master of the 
Canon] ParamŒrtha has explained it in the above fashion.125 
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Analyzing this passage, the line “Those existent [dharmas] that, through-
out the future, are impartial, uniform, and consistent” means that the es-
sence of the one mind pervades all three limits [of past, present, and future]. 
[615c] But because he has already elucidated the original limit in the previ-
ous two approaches, in this approach he explains the future limit. Further-
more, wishing to elucidate the meaning of tathŒgata [lit. thus-come], the 
phrase “throughout the future, are impartial, uniform, and consistent” is 
the meaning of “thus” (tatha) and the words “existent [dharmas]” is the mean-
ing of “come” (Œgata). As the Foxing lun (Buddha-Nature Treatise) states:

This true thusness is both the thusness that exists within what is 
not thusness as well as the thusness that exists within what is not 
non-thusness. The thusness of the two-vehicle adherents is the 
thusness that exists within what is not thusness, but not the thus-
ness that exists within what is not non-thusness. Why is this the 
case? Two-vehicle adherents are swayed by their contemplation of 
what is actually spurious and false, and presume that the character-
istics of impermanence, and so forth, are true thusness. Their con-
templation of the spurious and false exists only at [the stage of] 
cause, not at the fruition-ground. Therefore, this thusness is sub-
ject both to maturation and decay. The thusness of bodhisattvas 
leaves behind the spurious and false, and perceives thusness from 
the standpoint of the true nature. Therefore, it does not distin-
guish whether it is the causal or fruition-ground and it is subject 
only to maturation, not decay.126

An extensive explanation is provided there. Therefore we know that the line 
“throughout the future, are impartial, constant” is an explicit elucidation of 
the meaning of “thus” (tatha) according to the MahŒyŒna. The phrase “exis-
tent [dharmas]” clarifies the meaning of “come” (Œgata), for leaving mun-
dane dharmas behind is an elucidation of what it means to “come” to the one 
mind. It is just as when one leaves behind the mundane, the five skandhas 
that are the objects of clinging do not reach the fruition-ground, for they 
“go” but do not “come.” This thusness of the one mind still exists at the fruition-
ground, for it can never be past. Therefore, it is said that the phrase “existent 
[dharmas]” reveals the meaning of “come.” As the treatise [Buddha-Nature 
Treatise] says, “From [the first type of buddha-nature] that abides inherently 
[in deluded ordinary beings] . . . up through the [third type of buddha- 
nature that] is being achieved [and which will culminate in the fruition of 
buddhahood]. . . . ”127 This is exactly what is meant here. 

In this wise, the one mind serves as the comprehensive support for all 
maculated and pure dharmas. “As the foundation of all dharmas” refers to 
the approach of original quiescence. There are none of the meritorious 
qualities as numerous as the sands of the Ganges with which it is not fur-
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nished; therefore, it says, “They are furnished with all dharmas.” From the 
standpoint of its conditioned activities, there are none of the maculated 
dharmas as numerous as the sands of the Ganges with which it is not en-
dowed; therefore, it says, “They are endowed with all dharmas.” However, if 
we look at the mind’s essence through these maculated dharmas, we will 
not be able to comprehend them completely; therefore, [616a] [those dhar-
mas] will be separated and cut off [from one another]. But if we look at 
these maculated dharmas through the mind’s essence, [that essence] will 
pervade all maculated dharmas so that there are none that will not be 
comprehended; therefore, it says, “They are neither separated nor cut off 
from mundane dharmas.” This aspect of being “neither separated nor cut 
off” is the aspect of the concealed storehouse. 

This third type [of tathŒgatagarbha listed above in the Neither Increase 
Nor Decrease Sûtra] offers a concise clarification that the one mind pervades 
both motion and quiescence, and is the support for both maculations and 
purity. The second128 type specifically elucidates that its active aspect serves 
as the support for maculated dharmas. The first type specifically elucidates 
that its quiescent aspect serves as the support for pure dharmas. 

In the second [type], concerning the words “whose essences are dissoci-
ated from the original limit”: the fact that all the defiled dharmas run coun-
ter to the mind’s essence is what is meant by “dissociated.” From the 
standpoint of its conditioned, active aspect, the essences of the one-mind is 
the support of those [defiled dharmas]; therefore, the essence of those [mac-
ulated] dharmas are dissociated [from the mind’s essence]. Concerning the 
words “those impure dharmas that involve the bondage of defilements”: 
those [maculated] dharmas that serve as the support evolve from out of the 
mind’s essence, binding the essence of one’s own mind and prompting one 
to remain associated with the maculations. Therefore, one clings to dhar-
mas that are both the subject [the maculated dharmas] and the supported 
[the changes in accord with conditions]. This is the essence of the second 
type of tathŒgatagarbha. “They can only be eradicated by the tathŒgatas’ 
bodhi-knowledge”: only the path of liberation (vimuktimârga) can actually 
eradicate them. This aspect is as is fully explained in the Essay on the Two 
Hindrances.129 

In the first [type], the phrase “[those pure dharmas] whose essences are 
associated with the original limit” means that the aspect of original quies-
cence contains meritorious qualities as numerous as the sands of the Gan-
ges, which are associated with the mind. Therefore, this is the essence that is 
associated with meritorious qualities. The words “those pure dharmas” mean 
that the nature of the meritorious qualities that serve as the support remain 
far removed from the maculations; there, it embraces dharmas that serve as 
both the support and the object of support. This is the essence of the first 
[type of] tathŒgatagarbha. “Those dharmas accord with reality, are neither 
false nor spurious, and are neither separated nor cut off [from reality]; they 
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involve knowledge and are inconceivable dharmas”: this line explicates 
the aspect of being “associated.” This aspect of the dharmakŒya is associated 
with all meritorious dharmas. Therefore, as a previous passage [in the 
êrîmŒlŒdevîsiœhanŒdasûtra (Lion’s Roar of Queen êrîmŒlŒ Scripture)] states, 
“That which is not separated, not cut off, not eradicated, not differentiated, 
and which is associated with the inconceivable dharmas of the buddhas is 
called the dharmakŒya.”130

What does this mean? The essence of this one mind has, in brief, five 
characteristics. What are the five? (1) [616b] It remains far removed from 
the differentiated characteristics of the objects to which one clings. (2) It is 
liberated from the discriminative grasping of the clinging subject. (3) It 
pervades all three time periods so that there is nothing with which it is not 
in equilibrium. (4) It is commensurate with the realm of empty space so 
that there is nothing that it does not pervade. (5) It does not fall into the 
extremes of existence and nonexistence, unity and difference; it passes be-
yond the loci of mental activities and surpasses the path of verbalization. 

“It contains inherent meritorious qualities as numerous as the sands of 
the Ganges” also entails five aspects of its association with the essence. (1) 
Because each and every one of these meritorious qualities leaves behind 
characteristics that involve clinging, they are not separate from the dhar-
makŒya. This is the first characteristic of association. Therefore, as the 
sûtra [the êrîmŒlŒdevîsiœhanŒdasûtra] says, “is not separated.” (2) Because 
each and every one of these meritorious qualities is cut off from grasping 
at the objects of attachment, they are not cut off from the dharmakŒya. 
This is the second characteristic of association. As the sûtra says, “not cut 
off.” (3) Because each and every one of these meritorious qualities per-
vades the three time periods, temporally, it does not eradicate the limits of 
either past or future. This is the third characteristic of association. There-
fore, it says “not eradicated.” (4) Each and every one of these meritorious 
qualities is commensurate with the realm of empty space; spatially, there is 
no difference between this and that place. This is the fourth characteristic 
of association. Therefore, it says “not differentiated.” (5) Each and every 
one of these meritorious qualities leaves behind all extremes and is an in-
conceivable object, for the pathways of verbalization are eradicated. This is 
the fifth characteristic of association. Therefore, as the sûtra says, “[It] 
is . . . inconceivable.” All meritorious dharmas involve these five aspects, 
which are indistinguishable from the essence and which are interfused 
with the one taste; because of this rationale, they are termed “associated.” 
It is not like the [mind] king and [mental] concomitants, which may have 
separate essences but remain associated with one another. Now in this 
[passage], the statement “[they] are neither separated nor cut off [from re-
ality]; they involve knowledge and are inconceivable dharmas” means that 
we refer concisely to the aspect of enlightenment when referring to all the 
meritorious qualities and explain in brief these three aspects when refer-
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ring to the five types of association. This is the first type [of tathŒgata-
garbha], the storehouse as the container. 

The three types of storehouse can be briefly narrated in the above 
manner.

Concerning the twofold [account of] storehouse [II.A.2.b.ii.b.2.b], as 
the êrîmŒlŒdevîsiœhanŒdasûtra [Lion’s Roar of Queen êrîmŒlŒ Scripture] 
states: 

“The ‘void tathŒgatagarbha’ is either separate, cut off, or differen-
tiated; it is the storehouse of all the defilements. The ‘nonvoid 
tathŒgatagarbha’ is neither separate, [616c] cut off, nor differenti-
ated; it is the inconceivable dharma of the buddhas.”131 

Nota Bene: All the defiled dharmas are false and spurious. Because they in-
volve the sense-spheres, which are unreal, they are “false.” Because their es-
sence involves distraction and agitation, they are “spurious.” Because they 
are spurious, they are inauthentic. Because they are false, they are unreal. 
Because they are neither authentic nor real, they are called “void.” Because it 
cloaks the tathŒgata, it is termed the tathŒgatagarbha. This is exactly the 
meaning of “void”: to conceal and cloak what is authentic. All defiled sense-
spheres are marked by unreality and are separated from the dharmakŒya; 
therefore, they are said to be “separated.” The essence of all the defilements 
is ensnared by spurious grasping and is cut off from the dharmakŒya; there-
fore it is said to be “cut off.” The term “differentiated” is used precisely be-
cause the preceding false and spurious distinctions and discriminations 
violate the impartial nature of the dharmakŒya. Because of these three as-
pects, they are therefore “dissociated”; and the fact that they are neither true 
nor real is the aspect of “void.” The term “nonvoid” means that all meritori-
ous qualities are associated with the essence. Because that essence is not spu-
rious, it is true; because that sphere is not false, it is real. Since it is true and 
real, it is termed “nonvoid.” As the tathŒgatas are cloaked there, it is called 
“tathŒgatagarbha.” The phrase “not separated, not cut off” explicates the as-
pect of “nonvoid.” This aspect is as was explained in the threefold account of 
the storehouse. Nevertheless, in this [passage], the essence of the nonvoid 
tathŒgatagarbha is identical to the first type among the three discussed 
above. The aspect of “void” in this [passage] is like the second type in the 
threefold account of tathŒgatagarbha above, that is, the aspect of being con-
cealed and cloaked, together with the third type there. Therefore, among 
these two preceding [types of tathŒgatagarbha], we elucidate separately the 
two aspects of the container and the contained. Now, this twofold account of 
the tathŒgatagarbha is intended to elucidate the aspect of voidness, which 
conceals and cloaks what is true and real. Therefore, we distinguish the two 
aspects of the container and the contained. 
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Furthermore, these two scriptures both elucidate specific aspects [of 
the tathŒgatagarbha]. Therefore, we have separate explications based on 
twofold and threefold approaches. 

I will now stop availing myself of the treatises and return to an exegesis 
of our text.

the Buddha replied, “the tathŒgatagarbha is that characteristic of dis-
criminative awareness that is subject to production and extinction, 
which conceals the principle so that it is not made manifest. [617a] this 
is [what is meant by the statement] ‘as for this tathŒgatagarbha, its na-
ture is calm and motionless.’ ”

“that characteristic of discriminative awareness that is subject to produc-
tion and extinction” refers to the void tathŒgatagarbha. Even while elucidat-
ing in this passage the aspect of the concealer, however, it does not say that 
this alone is the tathŒgatagarbha. The statement “the tathŒgatagarbha is 
that . . . which conceals the principle so that it is not made manifest” refers to 
the nonvoid tathŒgatagarbha, which is a name for the tathŒgatagarbha 
from the standpoint of what is concealed. 

The words “its nature is calm and motionless” elucidates the fact that, al-
though the nature of this storehouse may be concealed, it remains unal-
tered. This nature has five aspects, as explained in the Wuxiang lun [Treatise 
on Signlessness].132 (1) The aspect of its varieties, which is an aspect of the 
nature. It is just like material dharmas, such as pots, clothes, and so forth, 
which all entail different varieties of the four great elements and thus all 
have the four great elements as their nature. In the same way, sentient be-
ings are all ensconced in that one realm [of all sentient beings], and all 
their varieties emerge from that one realm. The Mahâyânsaœgraha [Com-
pendium of MahŒyŒna Treatise] calls this the aspect of essential variet-
ies,133 while the BuddhaNature Treatise calls it the aspect of self-nature.134 
The terminology may differ, but the meaning is identical. (2) The aspect of 
cause, which is an aspect of the nature. In the same way that wood contains 
the nature of fire and fire functions as its operative cause, [this aspect] is 
therefore termed “nature.” In just the same way, the uncontaminated dhar-
mas of the saints are perfected with this [nature] as their cause. In those 
other two treatises, this is referred to by the same term, “aspect of cause.” 
(3) The aspect of production, which is an aspect of the nature. Just as in 
smelting true gold to produce a piece of jewelry, the piece of jewelry is pro-
duced with gold as its nature. This [dharma-] realm is also just the same: in 
producing the five aspects of dharmakŒya135 at the level of fruition, the 
production of that dharmakŒya has this realm as its nature. In the Compen
dium of MahŒyŒna Treatise, this is also called the “aspect of production.”136 In 
the BuddhaNature Treatise, this is called the “aspect of being achieved,”137 a 
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separate aspect of cause. Because it appears on the doorstep to fruition 
and has therefore already been produced, it is called the aspect of “being 
achieved.” (4) The aspect of unalterability, which is an aspect of the nature. 
Just as diamond, by its very nature, endures for a kalpa or more without in-
creasing or decreasing, so too does this [dharma-] realm perdure through-
out all three time periods, never decaying in this mundane world and never 
vanishing in the supramundane. In those other two treatises it is called the 
“aspect of being authentic and real.”138 [617b] The aspect of being authen-
tic and real is this aspect of its unalterability. Therefore, while the terms 
may differ, the meaning is the same. (5) The aspect of secret storehouse, 
which is an aspect of the nature. It is just like yellow ore, which contains 
true gold by its very nature: if you do not mine that ore it is utterly without 
benefit, but by smelting it correctly, it may be put to use as precious metal. 
Therefore, its nature involves this aspect of a concealed storehouse. You 
should know that the nature of the tathŒgatagarbha is also just the same: if 
you do not destroy its bonds, it will become externalized and maculated; 
but, as soon as you have destroyed those bonds, it will become internalized 
and pure. Therefore, know that this nature is the aspect of secret store-
house. In the BuddhaNature Treatise, this is also called the “aspect of se-
crecy.”139 In the Compendium of MahŒyŒna Treatise, it is called the “storehouse 
aspect.”140 It is transparently obvious that the idea is the same, even if the 
terms differ. Now, in this passage the reference to “nature” includes all five 
of these aspects. “Calm and motionless” is a brief elucidation of the last two 
aspects: “calm” is the aspect of secret storehouse; “motionless” is the aspect 
of unalterability. 

We have finished with the preceding explicit and extensive treatments 
of the aspect of one enlightenment [II.A.2.b.ii.b.1–2].

haet’al Bodhisattva addressed the Buddha: “What is [meant by the 
statement] ‘that characteristic of discriminative awareness that is sub-
ject to production and extinction’?”

From here onward there are six exchanges [viz. numbers 3 through 8] 
[II.A.2.b.ii.b.3–8], which resolve all remaining doubts and objections by 
elaborating on the original discussion (illon saengnon). The [question in 
this] first [viz. third] exchange [II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.a] seeks clarification of the 
characteristic of discriminative awareness that is the concealer. 

the Buddha replied: “Bodhisattva! this principle is free from either ac-
ceptance or rejection. If there were acceptance or rejection, then all 
kinds of thoughts would be produced. the thousands of conceptions 
and myriad of mentations are marked by production and extinction.”

This answer [II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.b] is bifurcated into two portions:
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initially [II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.b.I], a brief reply;
subsequently [II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.b.II], an extensive disquisition. 

In the brief reply [II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.b.I], there are two passages. The first 
refers to the object of delusion. “This principle,” which means the object of 
delusion, refers to the extinction of the loci of mental activities; therefore, 
it says, “this principle is free from either acceptance or rejection.” “accep-
tance” means approval; “rejection” means disapproval. This principle tran-
scends all four antinomies [is, is not, both, neither] and is separate from all 
aspects of approval and disapproval, for it is not a locus for the activities of 
the discriminative mind. 

The next [passage] elucidates the agent of delusion. “If there were accep-
tance [617c] or rejection, then all kinds of thoughts would be produced”: due to 
the presence of ignorance, one does not cognize impartiality. It is in fact the 
mind that discriminates between acceptance and rejection, because from 
this [mind] arises all six maculated states of mind. “the thousands of concep-
tions and myriad of mentations are marked by production and extinction”: al-
though the six kinds of maculated states of mind141 involve both coarse and 
subtle varieties, they are all antithetical to impartiality because they “are 
marked by production and extinction.” As the Awakening of Faith says: 

Furthermore, concerning the phrase “discriminating the charac-
teristics of [the realm of] production and extinction,” this briefly is 
of two types. What are the two? (1) Coarse, because it is associated 
with mentation. (2) Subtle, because it is dissociated from menta-
tion. Moreover, the coarsest of the coarse is the realm of ordinary 
beings. The subtlest of the coarse and the coarsest of the subtle are 
the realm of the bodhisattvas. The subtlest of the subtle is the 
realm of the buddhas. These two types of production and extinc-
tion exist in reliance on the permeation of ignorance. This is 
called the supporting cause and the coordinating conditions. It is 
called “supporting cause” because it involves the aspect of nonen-
lightenment and “coordinating conditions” because they involve 
the aspect that illusorily creates the sensory realms. If the cause is 
extinguished, then the conditions will be extinguished. Because 
the cause is extinguished, the mind dissociated [from mentation] 
will be extinguished. Because the condition is extinguished, the 
mind associated [with mentation] will be extinguished.142

Nota Bene: In this [excerpt], the line “coarse, because it is associated with 
mentation” refers to the three types of maculations associated [with menta-
tion]. “Subtle, because it is dissociated from mentation” refers to the three 
types of maculations dissociated [from mentation]. “The coarsest of the 
coarse” refers to [1] the maculations associated with attachment and [2] the 
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maculations associated with the uninterrupted [mind]. Because these both 
involve the sixth consciousness, this is the realm of ordinary beings. “The 
subtlest of the coarse” refers to [3] the maculations that are associated with 
discriminative awareness; this involves the seventh consciousness. “The 
coarsest of the subtle” are [4] the maculations dissociated from manifested 
materiality143 [viz. the sense bases] and [5] the maculations dissociated from 
the perceiving subject. “The subtlest of the subtle” refers to [6] the macula-
tions dissociated from the original activating [consciousness, karmajŒti[lak
ºaÿa]vijñŒna].144 These three [numbers 4–6] all entail the level of the eighth 
consciousness. In this [excerpt], the three types of subtle production and ex-
tinction refer to what is agitated by the winds of ignorance. Therefore, it says, 
“Because the cause is extinguished, the mind dissociated [from the macula-
tions] is extinguished.” Here, the three kinds of coarse production and ex-
tinction refer to that which is agitated by the winds of the sense-spheres. 
[618a] Therefore, it says, “Because the condition is extinguished, the mind 
associated [with the maculations] is extinguished.” On this issue, the details 
are as explained in that treatise [viz. the Awakening of Faith]. 

Now, in this sûtra, “the thousands of conceptions” means that it comprehen-
sively subsumes the subtle discriminations of the mind that are dissociated 
[from the maculations]. “Myriad of mentations” means that it comprehensively 
subsumes the coarse discriminations of the mind that are associated [with the 
maculations]. These two are both characterized by ratiocinative thought; for 
this reason, it says that they are “marked by production and extinction.”

“Bodhisattva! Contemplate the characteristics of the original nature 
and the principle will be fulfilled in and of itself. the thousands of con-
ceptions and myriad of mentations do not augment the principles of the 
path; instead, in vain they move and agitate [the mind] so that one for-
gets the original mind-king (cittarŒja).”

From here onward is the extensive disquisition [II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.b.II], which 
is in three [subportions]: 

one [II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.b.II.A], an elucidation that the principle is fulfilled in and 
of itself with regard to the characteristics of production and extinction; 

two [II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.b.II.B], a clarification of the fact that the maculated 
faults are overcome in fulfillment of the principle; 

three [II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.b.II.C], an analysis of the benefits that derive from 
extinguishing maculations in accordance with principle and leaving 
behind activity in order to enter into quiescence. 

In the first [subportion, II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.b.II.A], “bodhisattva” is the term of 
address for Haet’al Bodhisattva. “Contemplate the characteristics of the origi-
nal nature” means that the Buddha contemplates the nature of the tathŒ-
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gatagarbha of original enlightenment. “the principle will become perfected 
in and of itself” means that the principle of the tathŒgatagarbha of original 
enlightenment, which is the object of contemplation, is fully endowed with 
the immeasurable meritorious qualities of the nature. As the Awakening of 
Faith says, 

Moreover, the term “the characteristics of the essence itself of true 
thusness” means that . . . since time immemorial, the nature has it-
self been replete in all the meritorious qualities. This is to say, it 
means that the essence itself contains the aspect of the effulgence 
of great wisdom; the aspect of illuminating all the dharmadhŒtu; 
the aspect of authentic cognition; the aspect of the mind being 
pure in its self-nature; the aspects of permanence, bliss, selfhood, 
and purity; and the aspect of coolness, immutability, and auton-
omy. To be completely endowed in this wise with buddhadharmas 
more numerous than the sands of the Ganges, which are not sepa-
rate, not eradicated, not differentiated, and which are inconceiv-
able, and so on, up to . . . to be fully endowed with that aspect of 
being utterly free of deficiencies—this is called the tathŒ-
gatagarbha. It is also called the dharmakŒya of the tathŒgatas.145 

Therefore this sûtra’s statement here that “the principle will become fulfilled 
in and of itself” is a concise elucidation of the fact that [the tathŒgatagarbha] 
is fully endowed in this wise with meritorious qualities. The first subpor-
tion of the passage is now complete. 

The next [subportion, II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.b.II.B] [618b] clarifies the faults 
of thoughts that are agitated by production and extinction. In this [subpor-
tion], it concisely clarifies that [such thoughts] are worthless and injurious. 
This is just as in that treatise [the Awakening of Faith], where it extensively 
explicates this aspect: 

Question: You explained above that the essence, which is true thus-
ness, is impartial and devoid of all characteristics. Why do you then 
go on to say that the essence has in this wise these different types 
of meritorious qualities? 
 Answer: Although [its essence] actually does contain all kinds 
of meritorious qualities, being that it is free from any sign of differ-
entiation, it is identical to this single taste and is just this one true 
thusness. What does this mean? As it is free from discrimination, it 
is devoid of any signs of discrimination; therefore, it is nondual.
 [Question:] How, then, is it that we may speak of differentiation? 
 [Answer: Differentiation] may be inferred from the character-
istics that are subject to extinction, which derive from the activat-
ing consciousness. 
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 [Question:] How can this be inferred? 
 [Answer:] Since all dharmas are originally mind alone, in re-
ality they are free from any conceptions about characteristics; 
but, owing to the existence of the spurious mind, thoughts arise 
from inattention and all the sense-spheres become visible. There-
fore, we call it “ignorance.” But if the nature of the mind does not 
give rise [to deluded thoughts], then it will in fact be the aspect of 
the effulgence of great wisdom. If the mind gives rise to [a spe-
cific] perception, there then will be [other] characteristics that 
cannot then be perceived; but if the nature of mind remains free 
from perception, this will in fact be “the aspect of illuminating 
all the dharmadhŒtu.” Therefore, if the mind is active, this is not 
authentic conscious awareness, for where there is no self-nature, 
there is no permanence, bliss, selfhood, or purity.146 . . . It is also 
the case that [the mind] will be completely endowed with spuri-
ous maculations more numerous than the sands of the Ganges. It 
is with reference to this aspect that it says that when the mind-na-
ture is motionless, this will reveal all the characteristics of pure 
meritorious qualities more numerous than the sands of the Gan-
ges. If the mind is subject to arising, and you furthermore cog-
nize any previous dharmas that can be conceived, there will in 
fact be “deficiencies.” In this wise, the immeasurable meritorious 
qualities associated with pure dharmas are in fact this one mind; 
there is nothing further to recollect. Therefore, it is “fully en-
dowed.” This is called the storehouse of the dharmakŒya of the 
tathŒgatas.147

Now, where this sûtra states “instead in vain they move and agitate [the 
mind],” this refers to [the Awakening of Faith’s statement] that “if the mind is 
active, this is not authentic conscious awareness, for where there is no self-na-
ture, there is no permanence, bliss, selfhood, or purity”; therefore, it said 
“move.” “If the mind gives rise to [a specific] perception, there then will be 
[other] characteristics that cannot then be perceived”; therefore it said “agi-
tated.” “One forgets the original mind-king”: the immeasurable meritorious 
qualities are the one [618c] mind and that one mind is the host; therefore it 
is called the “mind-king.” The activities and agitations of production and ex-
tinction run counter to this mind-king so that one in turn is unable to take 
refuge in it; therefore it says “forgets.” 

“If there are neither conceptions nor mentations, then production and 
extinction will vanish and will accordingly (yathŒbhûta) not be produced. 
all the consciousnesses will become peaceful and calm, the currents 
(ogha) will not be produced, and the five dharmas will be purified. this 
is called the MahŒyŒna.”148
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From here onward is the third [subportion, II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.b.II.C], on ex-
tinguishing maculations in accordance with principle and leaving behind 
activity in order to enter into quiescence. It is bifurcated into

an explicit elucidation [II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.b.II.C.1];
a reiterated conclusion [II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.b.II.C.2]. 

This is the explicit elucidation [II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.b.II.C.2], on leaving be-
hind activity in order to enter into quiescence. “If there are neither concep-
tions nor mentations”: initially, from the first bhûmi up until the [tenth] 
buddha-bhûmi, one gradually comes into conformity with the impartial 
dharmadhŒtu of the one mind until one is forever free from the discrimi-
nations of conceptions and mentations. “then production and extinction will 
vanish”: because the previous conceptions and mentations are character-
ized by production and extinction, now that one has become free from 
conceptions and mentations, one is forever free from discriminations and 
one remains forever removed from the two kinds of production and extinc-
tion [viz. coarse and subtle; see p. 617c above]. From this point on, one con-
forms to the principle and remains motionless and, throughout the future, 
one is never agitated again; therefore, it says “and will accordingly not be pro-
duced.” When these two kinds of production and extinction are finally 
brought to an end, the agitations of the eight types of consciousnesses will 
all return to quiescence, and the currents of the six maculations (p. 617c 
above) will be forever extinguished, never to occur again; therefore, it says, 
“all the consciousnesses will become peaceful and calm, the currents will not be 
produced.” Because the currents are not produced, the dharmadhŒtu will 
be perfectly effulgent, and because all the consciousnesses are peaceful 
and calm, the fourfold wisdom will be fully perfected; therefore, it says, 
“the five dharmas will be purified.” Because there is no better merit than this 
that can be conveyed, he gives a general summation and says, “this is called 
the MahŒyŒna.” This completes the exegesis on the explicit clarification on 
leaving behind activity in order to enter into quiescence. 

“Bodhisattva! By accessing the purity of the five dharmas, the mind be-
comes free from deception. Once deception has vanished, one immedi-
ately accesses the stage of the tathŒgatas’ own enlightened, sanctified 
knowledge. One who accesses this stage of wisdom is well aware that 
all things have been unproduced since the beginning; and as he is aware 
that they originally are unproduced, he thence is free from deceptive 
conceptions.”

This is the reiterated conclusion [II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.b.II.C.2], which is in 
three sentences. The first sentence, “By accessing the purity of the five  
dharmas, [619a] the mind becomes free from deception,” means that, when 
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one returns to the fountainhead of the mind, there then will no longer be 
any nonenlightenment [viz. deluded understanding] created by deceptive 
thoughts. The second sentence, “Once deception has vanished, one immedi-
ately accesses the stage of the tathŒgatas’ own enlightened, sanctified knowl-
edge,” means that, when nonenlightenment has vanished, one immediately 
accesses the stage of the consummate wisdom of acquired enlightenment. 
This elucidates the fact that acquired enlightenment is perfected with re-
spect to nonenlightenment. The third sentence—“One who accesses this 
stage of wisdom is well aware that all things have been unproduced since the be-
ginning; and as he is aware that they originally are unproduced, he thence is free 
from deceptive conceptions”—means that, when the acquired enlighten-
ment is fulfilled, one comes to know that the unenlightened activity of 
thought among the four characteristics [of production, maturation, decay, 
and extinction] is originally unproduced; hence, one knows that there 
originally are no deceptive conceptions. This elucidates the fact that ac-
quired enlightenment is no different from original enlightenment. As the 
Awakening of Faith says: 

Sentient beings are presumed not to be enlightened because, since 
time immemorial, thought after thought has continued on intermi-
nably without ever leaving behind thought; therefore it is said they 
[are immersed in] beginningless ignorance. If a person gains no-
thought, he then comes to know the characteristics of mind— 
production, maturation, decay, and extinction—because these are 
equivalent to no-thought. Nevertheless, in actuality, there are no such 
differences in acquired enlightenment, because the four characteris-
tics exist simultaneously and are not independently established; they 
are originally impartial and are identical to the one enlightenment.149

Nota Bene: In this [passage], the line “if a person gains no-thought, he then 
comes to know the characteristics of mind—production, maturation, decay, 
and extinction” elucidates the phrase in this sûtra “is well aware.” “Neverthe-
less, in actuality, there are no such differences in acquired enlightenment” 
elucidates the line in this sûtra “is well aware that [all things] have been unpro-
duced since the beginning.” “This is because the four characteristics exist si-
multaneously and are not independently established; they are originally 
impartial and are identical to the one enlightenment” elucidates the line in 
this sûtra “as he is aware that they originally are unproduced, he thence is free 
from deceptive conceptions.” The simile of crossing a river in a dream should 
be fully expounded in this context.150 

haet’al Bodhisattva addressed the Buddha: “lord! One who is free 
from deceptive conceptions should have nothing that needs to be ei-
ther tranquilized or brought to an end.”
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From here onward is the second [viz. fourth] exchange [II.A.2.b.ii.
b.4], which clarifies that there is nothing that needs to be either tranquil-
ized or brought to an end. The implication of the question [II.A.2.b.ii.
b.4.a] here is that if one says that [619b] originally there are no deceptive 
conceptions, there then would be nothing that needs to be tranquilized. 
Because there is no specific object to be tranquilized, the agent that tran-
quilizes [those objects] is also, then, nonexistent. And because there is no 
agent of tranquilization, there should be no acquired enlightenment. This 
is the kind of objection raised here.151

the Buddha responded: “Bodhisattva! Deceptions are originally unpro-
duced; hence, there are no deceptions that need to be brought to an 
end. By knowing that the mind is actually no-mind, there then is no 
mind that needs to be tranquilized. Once [the mind] is free from differ-
entiation and discrimination, the consciousnesses that manifest sensory 
objects are not produced. When there is nothing produced that needs 
to be tranquilized, this in fact would be nontranquilization—but also 
not nontranquilization. Why is this? Because it even tranquilizes 
nontranquilization.”

The intent of the answer [II.A.2.b.ii.b.4.b] is twofold: 

initially [II.A.2.b.ii.b.4.b.I], acceptance of nontranquilization; 
subsequently [II.A.2.b.ii.b.4.b.II], a rejection of nontranquilization.

“Acceptance” means that the acquired enlightenment does not differ from 
original enlightenment. “Rejection” means that the acquired enlightenment 
is not merely original enlightenment. 

In the acceptance [subportion, II.A.2.b.ii.b.4.b.I], regarding the differ-
ence between bringing something to an end and tranquilization: since de-
ceptions give rise to activity, they have to be brought to an end, and since the 
mind hurries toward agitation, it has to be tranquilized; but originally there 
is neither such arising nor such hurrying. Therefore, there [ultimately] is ab-
solutely nothing that has to be brought to an end or tranquilized. “Free from 
differentiation” means that there is no perceived object (sangbun) that is differ-
ent from the perceiving subject (kyõnbun). “Free from . . . discrimination” means 
that there is no perceiving subject that is different from the perceived object. 
Since both the perceived object and the perceiving subject are free from dif-
ferentiation, the manifesting consciousnesses are originally unproduced. 
Because the foolish and the wise both understand that the past and future 
are unproduced, this clarifies that these also are originally unproduced from 
the standpoint of the present. Since nonenlightenment, the object that is to 
be tranquilized, is unproduced, [nonenlightenment] is indeed no different 
from acquired enlightenment, the agent of tranquilization. Given that there 
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is no difference between them, [the Buddha] in this wise accepts [nontran-
quilization]. “But also not nontranquilization” means that it is also not the case 
that there is no acquired enlightenment that is not different from [original 
enlightenment]. “Because it even tranquilizes nontranquilization” means that 
one is able to tranquilize even deceptive states of mind that are not yet pro-
duced. Although production may be unascertainable, this is not to dismiss 
[the value of experiencing] nonproduction; and because [the value of] non-
production cannot be dismissed, this is not to suggest that there are no ob-
jects that must be tranquilized. Accordingly, one cannot do without the 
[acquired] enlightenment, which serves as the agent of tranquilization. This 
is the intent of the answer. 

haet’al Bodhisattva addressed the Buddha: “lord! If one tranquilizes 
nontranquilization, then tranquilization would be produced. how then 
can you say it is unproduced?”

[619c] From here onward is the third [viz. fifth] exchange [II.A.2.b.ii.b.5], 
which elucidates the contemplation of nonproduction. The objection raised 
in the question [II.A.2.b.ii.b.5.a] is that, if one posits that [acquired] enlight-
enment is the agent of tranquilization, this then would produce a type of con-
templation that serves as that agent of tranquilization. Although you may 
thereby dispel [the notion] that nonenlightenment occurs, you to the con-
trary end up validating the production of acquired enlightenment. How then 
can you say that you are able to realize the contemplation of nonproduction? 

the Buddha replied: “Bodhisattva! at the moment when tranquilization 
occurs it is produced, but after it is tranquilized there is no further 
tranquilization necessary. One should not linger in either nontranquiliza-
tion or a nonabiding state. What then would be produced?”

The intent of the answer [II.A.2.b.ii.b.5.b] is twofold: 

initially [II.A.2.b.ii.b.5.b.I], affirmation;
subsequently [II.A.2.b.ii.b.5.b.II], negation. 

Affirmation [II.A.2.b.ii.b.5.b.I] accepts the [notion of] production. It in-
volves the expedient contemplation, which serves as the agent that tranquil-
izes mental production. Moreover, it is just as when [one reaches the stage 
of] highest worldly dharmas (laukikâgradharma): although one may then 
tranquilize the production of consciousness but without clinging to con-
sciousness, the mind that is the agent of tranquilization will still be produced 
but without clinging to anything. At the moment when this tranquilization 
occurs, it in fact is the acceptance of production. For this reason it says, “at 
the moment when tranquilization occurs it is produced.” 
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[Negation, II.A.2.b.ii.b.5.b.II:] After this one thought has passed, it does 
not cling to nothingness. Because it does not cling to nothingness, the cling-
ing mind is not produced. For this reason it says “after it is tranquilized there is 
no further tranquilization necessary.” At this time, because one leaves all dis-
criminations far behind, one neither lingers in the nothingness of nontran-
quilization nor clings to this mind that is itself nonabiding. Both agent and 
object are annihilated forever and are utterly and completely impartial. 
What then, at such a time, would be able to be produced? This is the intent 
of the answer. 

haet’al Bodhisattva addressed the Buddha: “lord! Concerning this 
mind that produces nothing: to what does it cling? What does it reject? 
In what characteristic of dharma does it linger?” 
 the Buddha replied: “the mind that produces nothing does not 
cling to anything or reject anything. It lingers in no-mind and lingers in 
no-dharma.”

This is the fourth [viz. sixth] exchange [II.A.2.b.ii.b.6], which dispels 
the views of increase and decrease. All trainees still presume that the mind 
that accesses contemplation clings to the principle of signlessness and rejects 
all characteristics and qualities. In order to counter this view of increase, 
[the Buddha] therefore says “does not cling to anything or reject anything.” Al-
ternatively, [trainees] presume that when one accesses contemplation, there 
are absolutely no dharmas that are the objects of abiding and also no mind 
that is the subject of abiding; it is in this wise no different from the ultimate 
uncompounded state (asaœsk¿ta). [620a] In order to remove this view of de-
crease, he therefore says, “It lingers in no-mind and lingers in no-dharma.” Al-
though he may not be abiding in anything, he is not nonabiding; and because 
he is not nonabiding, we may say that he is abiding. 

haet’al Bodhisattva addressed the Buddha: “What do you mean by say-
ing ‘it lingers in no-mind and lingers in no-dharma’?” 
 the Buddha replied: “ ‘not producing states of mind’ is what is 
meant by ‘lingers in no-mind.’ ‘not producing dharmas’ is what is meant 
by ‘lingers in no-dharma.’ ”

From here onward is the fifth [viz. seventh] exchange [II.A.2.b.ii.b.7], 
which counters once again any remaining doubts. 

[II.A.2.b.ii.b.7.a, Question:] The doubt expressed is this: “Since you re-
ferred to ‘lingers,’ then both mind and dharmas ought to exist. But if there 
is neither mind nor dharmas, you then should have said, ‘not linger.’ These 
words are extremely profound. How are we to believe and comprehend 
them?” Such is the doubt he has here. 

[II.A.2.b.ii.b.7.b.I, Explicit Answer:] The intent behind the Buddha’s 
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response is not to validate the contemplating mind that is the agent of real-
ization and not to validate the dharmas that reveal principles,152 which are 
the objects of realization. Therefore, he says, “not producing states of mind 
[and] not producing dharmas.” “Produce” is the same as “validate.” Since one 
constantly avoids validating either mind or dharmas, it is not the “valida-
tion” that comes from getting lost in one’s thoughts; therefore, it says, “It 
lingers in no-mind and lingers in no-dharma.” “Linger” is the same as “con-
stancy”: because one constantly refuses to withdraw from or to abandon it, 
it is called “lingering.” The meaning of “linger” is explained in this man-
ner. If you completely conform to this state of no-mind, how could they 
[mind and dharmas] be in opposition where they come into contact? Such 
is the explicit answer. Below is the reiterated elucidation. 

“Oh son of good family! If one does not produce [a conception of]  
either mind or dharmas, [the mind] will then have no support (apra-
tiº¡hita); not lingering over any compounded thing, the mind will be con-
stantly void and calm, without any differentiated characteristics. It will 
be just like space, which is motionless and nonabiding, ungenerated and 
uncreated, and free from either that or this. Once one obtains the eye 
that is the voidness of mind and obtains the body that is the voidness of 
dharmas, the five skandhas and the six sense-bases will all become void 
and calm.”

From here onward is the second [portion, I.A.2.b.ii.b.7.b.II], the reiter-
ated elucidation, which is in two [subportions]:

initially [I.A.2.b.ii.b.7.b.II.A], an elucidation of leaving behind all charac-
teristics throughout all three time-periods;

subsequently [I.A.2.b.ii.b.7.b.II.B], an elucidation of perfecting one’s culti-
vation of the six pŒramitŒs by harmonizing with the dharmadhŒtu. 

In the first [subportion, I.A.2.b.ii.b.7.b.II.A], there are three sentences: 

an instruction [I.A.2.b.ii.b.7.b.II.A.1];
a simile [I.A.2.b.ii.b.7.b.II.A.2];
their correlation [I.A.2.b.ii.b.7.b.II.3]. 

[In the instruction subportion, I.A.2.b.ii.b.7.b.II.A.1], “if one does not 
produce either mind or dharmas” refers to the preceding line in the explicit-
answer portion. “[the mind] will then have no support” [620b] means that, 
spatially, there is no differentiation between the agent and object of sup-
port; “not lingering over any compounded thing” means that, temporally, 
there are no compounded things manifesting in either past, future, or 
present. Because there is no past or future, “the mind will be constantly void 
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and calm.” Because there is no subject or object, it will be “without any differ-
entiated characteristics.” 

From “it will be just like . . . ” onward is the second [sentence, I.A.2.b.ii.
b.7.b.II.A.2], a simile. “Motionless and nonabiding”: it is just like empty space in 
this world, which is uncompounded and constantly abiding, without the ac-
tivities of extinction in the past or production in the future; this is a simile 
for “not lingering over any compounded thing.” Also not lingering over either 
the agent or the object of support may be compared to the line “[the mind] 
will then have no support.” “ungenerated and uncreated” is exactly the same as 
“the mind will be constantly void and calm.” “Free from either that or this” is no 
different from “without any differentiated characteristics.” For this reason, he 
brings up empty space as a simile for the contemplation of nonproduction. 

In the correlation [I.A.2.b.ii.b.7.b.II.A.3], the line “once one obtains the 
eye that is the voidness of mind” means that, because one does not produce a 
state of mind that serves as the agent of contemplation, there is nothing that 
one is not able to contemplate. “Obtains the body that is the voidness of dhar-
mas” means that, because one does not produce any dharmas that are the 
objects of contemplation, one achieves the impartial dharmakŒya. “the five 
skandhas will become void” means that, because “one obtains the eye that is the 
voidness of mind,” one penetrates to the voidness of the five skandhas through-
out all three time periods. This can be correlated with the previous line that 
“space . . . [is] ungenerated and uncreated.” “the six sense-bases will all become 
void” means that, because “one obtains the body that is the voidness of dhar-
mas,” one pervades this voidness of the six sense-bases both internally and 
externally. This correlates with the previous line “space . . . is . . . free from  
either that or this.”

“Oh son of good family! One who cultivates the dharma of voidness 
does not base himself on the three realms of existence and does not 
linger over the specific regulations of the Vinaya [the discipline]. pure 
and free from thoughts, he neither appropriates nor releases anything. 
his nature is the same as adamant and is not deficient in the triratna 
[the three gems of the Buddha, Dharma, and Saœgha]. his mind, emp-
tied, is motionless and endowed with all the six pŒramitŒs.”

This is the second [subportion, I.A.2.b.ii.b.7.b.II.B], an elucidation of 
perfecting one’s cultivation of the six pŒramitŒs [by harmonizing with the 
dharmadhŒtu]. “One who cultivates the dharma of voidness” is a reference to 
the previous mind of void calmness. After this follows a specific elucidation 
of each of the six pŒramitŒs. Because he “does not base himself on the three 
realms of existence” he has perfected the pŒramitŒ of giving. Because he 
“does not linger over the specific regulations of the Vinaya,” he has perfected 
the pŒramitŒ of morality. Because he is “pure and free from thoughts,” he has 
perfected the pŒramitŒ of patient endurance. Because “he neither appropri-
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ates nor releases anything,” he has perfected [the pŒramitŒ of] vigorous ef-
fort. Because “his nature is the same as adamant,” he has perfected [the 
pŒramitŒ of] concentration. Because “[his nature] is not deficient in the tri-
ratna,” he has perfected [the pŒramitŒ of] prajñŒ. Why is this? Only this mind 
of one-pointed contemplation [620c] radiates everywhere and serves as the 
standard for resolving all points of controversy. Therefore, it is completely 
furnished with “the triratna.” Since the import of all three jewels is fulfilled, 
it therefore says “not deficient.” This one mind of voidness alone perfects the 
six pŒramitŒs, without any specific action required; therefore, it says, “his 
mind, emptied, is motionless and endowed with all the six pŒramitŒs.”

haet’al Bodhisattva addressed the Buddha: “lord! all the six pŒramitŒs 
have characteristics. But how are dharmas that have characteristics ca-
pable of inducing transcendence?” 
 the Buddha replied: “Oh son of good family! the six pŒramitŒs of 
which I have spoken are signless and uncompounded.”

From here onward is the sixth [viz. eighth] exchange [II.A.2.b.ii.b.8], 
which is a reiterated elucidation of the supramundane aspect of the six 
pŒramitŒs. 

[Question, II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.a:] Because the questioner seeks to resolve this 
issue by bringing up this doubt, he raises the issue of the phenomenal char-
acteristics of the six mundane pŒramitŒs in order to question whether the su-
pramundane mind is also endowed with all six. 

The answer [II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b] is in two [portions]: 

one [II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.I], a concise overview; 
two [II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II], an extensive explication. 

This [sentence] is the concise overview [II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.I]. The term “sign-
less” means that [each pŒramitŒ] leaves behind all signs of the “three aspects” 
[samnyun; lit. “three wheels”]: [in the case of the pŒramitŒ of giving, for exam-
ple,] giver, recipient, and [the object given], and so forth. The term “uncom-
pounded” means that it leaves behind the three [marks of] compoundedness, 
such as production, maturation, and so forth [viz. extinction]. As I explained 
previously, the fact that the one mind contains all six [pŒramitŒs] means that 
each and every one [of the pŒramitŒs] is “signless and uncompounded.” There-
fore these six pŒramitŒs are supramundane; these are not the same as the 
characteristics and compoundedness associated with the mundane world. 

“Why is this? By accessing well [the mind-essence] and forsaking de-
sires (kŒmavîtarŒgya), his mind will be constant and pure. his true 
speech, expedient devices, and original inspiration inspire others. this 
is dŒnapŒramitŒ [perfection of giving].”
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From here onward is the extensive explication [II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II], which 
is in two [subportions]: 

initially [II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.A], a specific explication [of each pŒramitŒ]; 
subsequently [II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.B], a comprehensive clarification. 

[The specific explication of each pŒramitŒ, II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.A:] “Why 
is this?” raises this question: if there is an actual list of six [specific pŒramitŒs], 
then how can they be “signless”? 

[Explication of dŒnapŒramitŒ, II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.A.1:] Initiating a trans-
mutation of the basis (Œšrayapariv¿tti) in true thusness is called “forsaking de-
sires,” for this elucidates the fact that one forsakes desires for the three kinds 
of existence [the realms of desire, subtle materiality, and formlessness]. Be-
cause contemplating the mind-essence brings about comprehension, it says 
“accessing well.” Because there is no further egress or access, it says “his mind 
will be constant.” Because it forsakes the turbidity of the three wheels [viz. as-
pects, of each pŒramitŒ], it says “pure”; this is identical to the preceding words 
“[he] does not base himself on the three realms of existence” (p. 620b). [621a] 
Because he speaks in accordance with principles, it says “his true speech.” Be-
cause he guides through clever stratagems, it says “expedient devices.” Al-
though he is free from any active functioning, he edifies others in accordance 
with their capacity, just like the Heavenly Drum153—this is what is meant 
here. All sentient beings, through the one original enlightenment alone, 
prompt their fellow beings to take refuge together in the one enlightenment; 
for this reason, it says “the original inspiration inspires others.” this is called the 
supramundane dŒnapŒramitŒ.

“as his earnest thoughts are tenacious and intent, his mind is con-
stantly unabiding, pure and untainted, and he does not cling to the 
three realms. this is šîlapŒramitŒ [perfection of morality].”

[Explication of šîlapŒramitŒ, II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.A.2:] He empathizes with 
sentient beings as if they were his only son; therefore, it says, “as his earnest 
thoughts are tenacious and intent.” Because he dwells constantly in the world 
and does not linger in nirvŒÿa, it says, “his mind is constantly unabiding.” These 
[attitudes] guard against the errors of two-vehicle adherents. His contempla-
tion of mind is lucid and intense, and not adulterated by any of the contami-
nants; therefore, it says “pure and untainted.” Even while passing through all 
six destinies of life, he penetrates to the fact that they are all void and calm; 
therefore, it says, “he does not cling to the three realms.” This brings a halt to 
the evil of ordinary beings and clarifies why he does not linger in the ethical 
characteristics of either ordinary persons or saints: this is identical to the 
preceding line “[he] does not linger over the specific regulations of the Vinaya” 
(p. 620b). this is called the supramundane šîlapŒramitŒ.
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“Cultivating voidness and eradicating the fetters, he does not rely on 
any existing thing; he calms and quiets the three types of action and 
does not linger in either body or mind. this is kºŒntipŒramitŒ [perfec-
tion of patient endurance].”

[Explication of kºŒntipŒramitŒ, II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.A.3:] The first two pas-
sages [“cultivating voidness . . . existing thing”] means remaining quiescent in 
the principle of voidness and leaving behind the fetter of existence. The last 
two passages [“he calms and quiets . . . body or mind”] quiet the three types of 
action [via body, speech, and mind] and do away with body and mind. These 
are all aspects of the acquiescence to the nonproduction of dharmas, which 
is identical to the preceding line “pure and free from thoughts” (p. 620b).

“abandoning all numerical lists [of Buddhist concepts], he overcomes 
the views of both voidness and existence; he delves deeply into the 
voidness of the skandhas. this is vîryapŒramitŒ [perfection of vigorous 
effort].”

[Explication of vîryapŒramitŒ, II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.A.4:] The first two pas-
sages [“abandoning . . . voidness and existence”] is the aspect of leaving behind 
both coarse and subtle. “he delves . . . into the voidness” is the aspect of “ad-
vancing,” which is identical to the preceding line “he neither appropriates nor 
releases anything” (p. 620b). this is the supramundane vîryapŒramitŒ. [621b]

“abandoning completely void calmness [nirvŒÿa], he does not linger in 
any type of voidness. the mind that resides in nothing dwells in great 
voidness.154 this is dhyŒnapŒramitŒ [perfection of meditation].”

[Explication of dhyŒnapŒramitŒ, II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.A.5:] “abandoning 
completely void calmness” means that one takes rebirth in order to edify 
[beings] throughout all the three realms of existence. “he does not linger in 
any type of voidness” means that he is not impeded by the five voidnesses 
[see below, p. 621b] and constantly proselytizes [all beings in] the ten di-
rections; this clarifies the type of dhyŒna that seeks to proselytize sentient 
beings. “the mind that resides in nothing”: although his body may be im-
mersed in the three realms of existence, his mind constantly resides in the 
emptiness of principle. “Emptiness of principle” is the principle that eradi-
cates the characteristics of the three existences. “Dwells in great voidness”: 
although he constantly proselytizes in all the ten directions, “his mind . . . 
dwells in great voidness.” “great voidness” is voidness as the principal charac-
teristic of the ten directions; this elucidates the dhyŒna that perfects the 
buddhadharmas. Although his body may go into action, his mind remains 
calm and motionless; this is identical to the preceding line “his nature is the 
same as adamant” (p. 620b). 
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Moreover, this aspect of “great voidness” involves, in brief, five types. 
(1) The two types of voidness, of person and of dharmas, is called “great 
voidness,” as is explained in the MahŒšûnyatŒsûtra [Great Voidness Sûtra] 
of the SaœyuktŒgama [Miscellaneous Âgama].155 In the YogŒcŒrabhûmišŒstra 
[Treatise on the Stages of Yoga Practice] the same explanation also ap-
pears.156 (2) The voidness of the prajñŒpŒramitŒ is called “great voidness,” 
as is explained in the MahŒparinirvŒÿasûtra [Sûtra on the Great Decease].157 
The same explanation also appears in the LaækŒvatŒrasûtra [Sûtra on the 
Entry into Laæka].158 (3) The voidness of the physical environment is called 
“great voidness,” as is explained in the Saœdhinirmocanasûtra [Sûtra Eluci-
dating the Hidden Connections].159 The same explanation is found in the 
MadhyŒntavibhŒgabhŒºya [Distinguishing the Middle and Extremes].160 (4) 
The voidness of the ŒlayavijñŒna is called “great voidness,” as is explained 
in the Dašabhûmikasûtropadeša [Commentary on the Ten Bhûmis Sûtra].161 
(5) Voidness as the characteristic of the ten directions is called “great void-
ness,” as is explained in the MahŒprajñŒpŒramitŒsûtropadeša [Commentary 
to the Great Perfection of Wisdom Sûtra].162 Now, the passage in this scrip-
ture refers to the fifth type and its explanation is given solely in accordance 
with that meaning.

“the mind is free from the characteristic of ‘mind’ and does not cling 
to empty voidness. no compounded things are produced and there is 
no realization of calm extinction. the mind has neither egress nor ac-
cess, and the nature is constantly in equilibrium. the edge of reality of 
all dharmas has the nature of certitude. One does not rely on any of 
the bhûmis and does not linger in wisdom. this is [621c] prajñŒpŒra-
mitŒ [perfection of wisdom].” 

[Explication of prajñŒpŒramitŒ, II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.A.6:]  “the mind is 
free from the characteristic of ‘mind’ ” means that one does not oneself vali-
date internally any characteristic of a mind that contemplates. “Does not 
cling to empty voidness” means that one does not cling to the void nature 
that empties mind. This is the wisdom that derives from realizing the path 
[for oneself]. “no compounded things are produced” means that one pene-
trates to the fact that all compounded things are originally unproduced. 
“there is no realization of calm extinction” means that one perpetually pros-
elytizes externally without being attached to nonproduction. This is the 
wisdom that derives from teaching the path [to others]. “the mind has nei-
ther egress nor access and the nature is constantly in equilibrium” means that 
the two previous [aspects of] the path are never separate from one an-
other. Though active, they are constantly calm; though calm, they are per-
petually active. Therefore, they have “neither egress nor access.” Both action 
and calmness are constant, and yet neither is impeded by either extreme; 
therefore, “the nature is constantly in equilibrium.” “the edge of reality of all 
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dharmas has the nature of certitude”: this is a disquisition on the character-
istic of the constant calmness that derives from realizing the path, which is 
identical to the true edge [of reality] because it is the same as the dharma-
nature. “One does not rely on any of the bhûmis and does not linger in wis-
dom”: this is a disquisition on the reasons for the perpetual activity involved 
in teaching the path; one neither relies on nor is attached to the ten levels 
of the dharmadhŒtu,163 and neither lingers in nor is impeded by the wis-
dom of calm radiance. Herein, [this passage] refers to the aspects of “the 
radiance of enlightenment” [of the sublime-enlightenment stage], “worthy 
of serving as a standard,” and “resolving all points of controversy”; it is identi-
cal to the line above “[his nature] is not deficient in the triratna” (p. 620b). this is 
called the supramundane prajñŒpŒramitŒ.  

The preceding subportion on the specific explication of the six 
pâramitâs [II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.A] is finished.

“Oh son of good family! Since these six pŒramitŒs all gain the original 
inspiration and access the nature of certitude, they supernally tran-
scend the world. this is unobstructed liberation.”

From here onward is the second [subportion, II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.B], a 
comprehensive clarification, which is bifurcated into

initially [II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.B.1], a clarification that the six pŒramitŒs are 
identical to liberation;

 subsequently [II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.B.2], an elucidation that liberation is in 
fact nirvŒÿa. 

In the first [category, II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.B.1], the statement “all gain the 
original inspiration and access the nature of certitude” means that acquiring 
the practice of all six pŒramitŒs is equivalent to original enlightenment. 
Because manifesting original enlightenment accomplishes the practice of 
original inspiration, one accesses the tathŒgatagarbha, whose nature is 
originally calm and quiet, without beginning or end, and without change 
or evolution. Because in this wise the six pŒramitŒs gain the original inspi-
ration, they are far removed from characteristics that flow forth from de-
ceptive conceptions; [622a] therefore, it says “they supernally transcend the 
world.” Because [the six pŒramitŒs] access the dharma-nature, they per-
vade the entire dharmadhŒtu, are signless and uncompounded, and are 
neither bound nor free; therefore, it says, “this is unobstructed liberation.” 

“Oh son of good family! In this way, dharmas that are marked by libera-
tion are all free from signs and practices and are also free from both lib-
eration and nonliberation. this is what is meant by liberation. Why is 
this? the characteristic of liberation means to be free from both signs 
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and practices. It is motionless and undisturbed; it is calm and quiet 
nirvŒÿa, but it also does not cling to the characteristics of nirvŒÿa.”

This is the second [category, II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.B.2], a clarification [sic; “elu-
cidation” above] that liberation is in fact nirvŒÿa. It is in two [subcategories]: 

initially [II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.B.2.a], a clarification of liberation; 
subsequently [II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.B.2.b], a reference to nirvŒÿa. 

In the first [subcategory, II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.B.2.a], the statement “are all 
free from signs and practices” means that the practice of all six pŒramitŒs is in 
fact the original enlightenment. The characteristic of original enlighten-
ment leaves behind both signs and nature; therefore, it says “free from signs.” 
The practice of the six pŒramitŒs leaves behind both cultivation and prac-
tice; therefore, it says “free from . . . practices.” Because both practices and 
signs are eradicated, it says “are all free from signs and practices.” “Dharmas that 
are marked by liberation”: since this is the case, how could there be either a 
freedom that derives from sloughing off bonds or a bondage that derives 
from a lack of freedom? Therefore, it says, “they are also free from both libera-
tion and bondage.” 

[In subcategory II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.B.2.b, a reference to nirvŒÿa:] “Why 
is this?”: that is, why is the practice of the six pŒramitŒs said to be free of both 
characteristics and practice? In answer to this issue, he says that in this wise 
the six pŒramitŒs are not merely liberation but are also nirvŒÿa. Therefore, 
it says “free from both signs and practices.” “the characteristic of liberation means 
to be free from both signs and practices” is a description of the previous [sub-
category of] liberation. “It is motionless and undisturbed; it is calm and quiet 
nirvŒÿa”: this clarifies that [the six pŒramitŒs] are in fact nirvŒÿa. He seeks 
here to clarify the explanation given above. The practice of the six pŒramitŒs 
is free from both activity and motion, and also free from either distraction or 
agitation; it is nirvŒÿa, which is originally calm and quiet. Since it is nirvŒÿa, 
how can it involve either characteristics or practice? Because it leaves behind 
the signs of both motion and agitation, it says “calm and quiet.” But because it 
also leaves behind that nature of calm quiescence, “it also does not cling to the 
characteristics of nirvŒÿa.” In this [passage], the six pŒramitŒs, [622b] libera-
tion, and nirvŒÿa all apply from the first bhûmi up to and through the bud-
dhabhûmi. As for the term “nirvŒÿa,” of its four types, it here refers to the 
[first type of] nirvŒÿa—that which is originally pure—which is identical to 
the inconceivable liberation.164 Based on this sense that it is autonomous and 
unhindered, it therefore is called the unobstructed liberation. 

Question: The meaning of liberation has myriads of implications. Liber-
ation is included among the two paths.165 Liberation is represented among 
the three points [of the Siddham letter i].166 Liberation appears among the 
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five aspects of the dharmakŒya.167 Liberation appears in a list of ten types of 
liberation.168 Of all these various types, which is meant here? 

Answer: Here it means the liberation among the three aspects,169 be-
cause liberation in fact is nirvŒÿa. He wishes to elucidate that the practice of 
the six pŒramitŒs and the meritorious qualities of these three aspects, if ex-
plained according to reality, are already achieved at the first bhûmi and are 
ultimately consummated at the stage of sublime enlightenment. As a sûtra 
says, “If a bodhisattva abides in great nirvŒÿa, he can accomplish great mat-
ters.”170 An extensive explanation appears there.

haet’al Bodhisattva heard these words. his mind greatly pleased and 
elated, he gained what he never had before (adbhûta). Wishing to pro-
claim the meaning and intent [of this sermon], he recited these gŒthŒs: 
1. that lord who is replete in great enlightenment, 
2. has expounded the dharma for this congregation, 
3. It has all been explained from the standpoint of the one vehicle, 
4. Drawing nothing from the paths of either of the two vehicles. 
5. the signless inspiration that has but a single taste, 
6. Is like great space, 
7. there is nothing it does not embrace. 
8. according to the differences in each of their natures, 
9. all things gain the original locus. 

From this point onward is the second [subsection, II.B], reiterative 
verses. In this [subsection], it starts with a preface [II.B.1] proclaimed by the 
sûtra editor.

Among the verses themselves [II.B.2] there are seven quatrains [in 
twenty-eight lines], which are in two [subparts]: 

initially [II.B.2.a], six specific quatrains; 
finally [II.B.2.b], a summarizing quatrain. 

In this first [subpart on specific quatrains] there are also two [divisions]: 

one [II.B.2.a.i], two quatrains and one line [ll. 1–9] that give a concise 
overview in verse form of what has preceded; 

two [II.B.2.a.ii], three quatrains and three lines [ll. 10–24] that give an ex-
tensive explication in verse form of what follows. 

In the concise overview [II.B.2.a.i], the statement “the stage of wisdom of 
all the buddhas accesses the real characteristic of dharmas because of the nature 
of certitude. . . . [their] expedients and spiritual powers are all the inspiration of 
signlessness” (p. 609b–c) [corresponds] to the first quatrain here [ll. 1–4]. 
“the explicit meaning of the one enlightenment [622c] is difficult to comprehend 
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and difficult to access. . . . all [the tathŒgatas] explain the single taste to those 
sentient beings who are capable of deliverance” (pp. 609c–610a): here, in these 
verses, it gives in verse form all three aspects [of instruction, simile, and cor-
relation]: that is to say, the first line [l. 5] is the explanatory verse on the 
dharma instruction; the next two lines [ll. 6, 7] are the explanatory verses 
presenting the simile; and the last two lines [ll. 8, 9] are the verses that give 
the correlation with the simile. 

10. abandoning mind and self just as he has, 
11. Is accomplished through the one dharma 
12. practices that involve identity and difference, 
13. all gain the original inspiration, 
14. and extirpate dualistic characteristics and views. 

From this point on is the text of the verses that gives an extensive expli-
cation [II.B.2.a.ii], which is in two [subdivisions]: 

initially [II.B.2.a.ii.a], five lines [ll. 10–14] that provide an extensive ac-
count in verse form of the signless contemplation; 

subsequently [II.B.2.a.ii.b], two and a half quatrains [ll. 15–24] that pro-
vide an extensive account of the aspect of one enlightenment. 

In the extensive account of signless [contemplation, II.B.2.a.ii.a] (see 
KSGN, p. 611a), there was an explicit explanation [of the inspiration of 
signlessness, II.A.2.b.ii.a.1] and a reiterated elucidation [of the mind of 
one enlightenment, II.A.2.b.ii.a.2]. Here, the first two lines [ll. 10, 11] pres-
ent in verse form the text of the explicit explanation. That previous explicit 
account was also in two subsegments: 

initially [II.A.2.b.ii.a.1.a], [an account of] expedient contemplation; 
subsequently [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b], an explanation of the unmediated 

contemplation. 

Now, this verse [ll. 10–14] presents in verse form the text on the unmedi-
ated contemplation. [A passage] there said, “It enables all those sentient beings 
to leave behind mind and self” (p. 611b), and so forth, continuing with an ex-
tensive explanation of leaving behind both subject and object. Now, these 
two lines [ll. 10, 11] are an explicit versification of that passage. The phrase 
“the one dharma” [in this verse] means that one leaves behind the extremes 
of both existence and nonexistence and contemplates just this middle way, 
because this enables one to leave behind the grasping at mind and self. 

In the text of the reiterative elucidation [II.A.2.b.ii.a.2, a series of four 
dialogues that resolve doubts and objections (p. 612a ff.)], there were four 
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exchanges. Now, these two lines [ll. 12, 13] versify the first two exchanges [II.
A.2.b.ii.a.2.a, b]. The line “practices that involve identity and difference” [corre-
lates with] the passage in the answer to that first exchange, “all the character-
istics of the mind originally have no origin” (p. 612b). This sort of passage 
describes the “practice that involve[s] identity,” which is the generic charac-
teristic. In the second answer, it says, “If there is someone who retains a con-
ception of self, he should be encouraged to contemplate the twelvefold chain of 
causal conditioning (pratîtyasamutpŒda)” (p. 613a). It also stated: “If there is a 
person who conceives of a self, he should be encouraged to abandon his view 
[that the self] exists. If there is a person who conceives that there is no self, he 
should be encouraged to abandon his view [that the self] does not exist. If a per-
son conceives that the mind can be produced, he should be encouraged to aban-
don [his view that] the nature [of the mind] is subject to extinction. If a person 
conceives that the mind can be extinguished, he should be encouraged to aban-
don [his view that] the nature [of the mind] is subject to production” (p. 613a–b). 
This kind of passage describes this “practice . . . that involve[s] difference,” a 
contemplation of the characteristics of particularity. Because these “prac-
tices that involve identity and difference” are no different regarding what they 
access, it said, “all gain the original [623a] inspiration” (p. 621c). As the end of 
the previous passage stated, “Once these views about the nature are extin-
guished, he will immediately approach the edge of reality” (p. 613b). 

Furthermore, this verse’s statement “and extirpate dualistic characteris-
tics and views” is a versification of the subsequent two exchanges [viz. II.
A.2.b.ii.a.2.a, b]. In that third answer appears the statement: “When a sen-
tient being perceives that a dharma is produced, this causes the extinction of 
the view of nonexistence. When he sees the extinction of dharmas, this causes 
the extinction of the view of existence” (p. 614a). Now, here we have an ex-
plicit versification of this [passage] and it therefore says “extirpate dualis-
tic . . . views.” In the fourth answer, it said, “When production and extinction 
are both extinguished, production inherently would not be produced and the 
mind would be constantly void and calm; and that which is void and calm is non-
abiding” (p. 614b). We now have an explicit versification of this [passage] 
and it therefore says “extirpate dualistic characteristics.” 

15. Of that nirvŒÿa which is calm and tranquil, 
16. One also neither lingers in, nor clings to, the realization.
17. accessing that place of certitude,
18. there are neither characteristics nor practices. 

The two verses and half a stanza [ll. 15–24] from here onward provide 
[in verse form an account of the subdivision on] an extensive explanation 
of the one enlightenment [II.A.2.b.ii.b]. In this extensive explanation of 
the one enlightenment, there was an explicit and extensive explanation 
[viz. two exchanges that treated the aspect of the tathŒgatagarbha of one 
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enlightenment, II.A.2.b.ii.b.1–2] and a reiteration [viz. six exchanges that 
resolved all the remaining doubts and objections by elaborating on the 
original discussion, II.A.2.b.ii.b.3–8]. Now, these stanzas only versify the 
reiteration. In the text of the reiteration there were six exchanges, here 
treated in two parts. The single quatrain above [ll. 15–18] gives a versifica-
tion of the sixth answer; the subsequent one and a half quatrains that fol-
low [ll. 19–24] versify the fifth answer. The prior four exchanges are elided 
and not versified here. In the sixth answer [II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b], there appear 
the words “[Since these six pŒramitŒs all . . . ] access the nature of certitude, 
they supernally transcend the world. this is unobstructed liberation. . . . the 
characteristic of liberation means to be free from both signs and practices. It is 
motionless and undisturbed; it is calm and quiet nirvŒÿa, but it also does not 
cling to the characteristics of nirvŒÿa” (pp. 621c–622a). These stanzas here 
switch the order of versification.

19. In that stage of calm extinction where the mind is void, 
20. the calm, extinct mind is unproduced. 
21. It is identical to the adamantine nature,
22. Which is not deficient in the triratna.
23. endowed with all six pŒramitŒs,
24. One ferries across all sentient beings.

These lines give a versification of the fifth answer [II.A.2.b.ii.b.7.b]. 
The text there states: “If one does not produce either mind or dharmas, [the 
mind] will then have no support (apratiº¡hita); not lingering over any com-
pounded thing, the mind will be constantly void and calm, without any differen-
tiated characteristics. . . . his nature is the same as adamant and is not deficient 
in the triratna. his mind, emptied, is motionless and endowed with all the six 
pŒramitŒs” (p. 620a–b). Now this verse here [623b] gives a versification in 
the proper sequence. 

25. Supernally transcending the three realms of existence—
26. the hînayŒna is never capable of any of it.
27. the dharma seal that has but a single taste,
28. this is what is perfected by the one vehicle.

This one quatrain is a summary versification of the principal intent of 
this whole preceding chapter [II.B.2.b]. The principal intent of this whole 
text is as has been explained above. 

at that time, the whole congregation heard the exposition of these 
ideas. their minds greatly pleased and elated, they were able to aban-
don mind and self. they accessed voidness and signlessness, which are 
broad and expansive, vacant and vast. all gained certitude, freeing 
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themselves from the fetters and drying up the contaminants [Œsrava; of 
existence, nonexistence, and speculative views].

In this chapter, there are three sections. The first two sections [viz. I, II] 
were finished with the above [verses], which constitute the main body [of the 
chapter]. This [passage] is the third section [III], when the congregation 
gains benefit. 

“they were able to abandon [all conceptions of] mind and self” means that 
they realized the true thusness of the two types of voidness. “Freeing them-
selves from the fetters and drying up the contaminants” means that they eradi-
cated these two types of delusions [that are eradicated on the path] of vision 
(daršanamŒrga) and [the path of] cultivation (bhâvanâmârga). This [statement] 
seeks to elucidate the fact that when one has accessed the first bhûmi via the 
path of vision, one straightaway eradicates delusions regarding vision to-
gether with delusions regarding cultivation. The meaning here is as explained 
in the Miluo suowen lun [Treatise on the Questions Asked by Maitreya].171 A 
detailed explanation appears in the Essay on the Two Hindrances.172 
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Exposition of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra

Roll Two

[Part Four: An Exegesis of the Text (cont.)]

[Section Two: Main Body (cont.)]

VajrasamÂdhi-sûtra, Chapter three: the praCtiCe of NoNproduCtioN

[623c] At the time when a bodhisattva perfects his contemplation practice, 
he cultivates according to principles that he has come to understand through 
his own personal contemplation of mind: namely, that the mind is neither 
produced nor unproduced and his practice also is neither existent nor non
existent. It is only in order to leave behind the extreme of erroneous affirma
tion (samŒropikŒ) [about the existence of things] that we provisionally refer to 
nonproduction. One should neither produce a thought in regard to produc
tion nor produce a thought in regard to nonproduction; therefore, in order 
to leave behind the extreme of denigration (apavŒda), we also provisionally 
refer to “practice.”173 Although this is not a practice that is conditioned, it 
also is not a practice that is unconditioned, either. For this reason, this chap
ter is titled “The Practice of Nonproduction.”

Second Division of Contemplation Practice: 
Extinguishing the Mind Subject to Production in Order to 

Explain the Practice  of Nonproduction

at that time, Simwang [Mind-King] Bodhisattva heard the Buddha’s ex-
planation of the dharma, which transcended the three realms of exis-
tence and was inconceivable. arising from his seat, he joined his palms 
together in supplication and asked in gŒthŒs:

Among the six divisions of the sequential elucidation of contemplation 
practices, the first—the [contemplation] Rejecting All Characteristics of 
SenseObjects to Reveal the Signless Contemplation—has been completed 
as above. From this point on is the second [division of contemplation prac
tice]: Extinguishing the Mind Subject to Production in order to Explain 
the Practice of Nonproduction.
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The exegesis is in three [sections]:

One [I], an explicit explanation; 
Two [II], praise;
Three [III], a clarification of hearing the explanation and gaining 

benefit.

In the initial [section], an explicit explanation, there are four [subsections]: 

one [I.A], a series of dialogic exchanges; 
two [I.B], a series of exchanges in which [the Buddha] scrutinizes [the 

bodhisattva];
three [I.C], the bodhisattva gains comprehension;
four [I.D], finalizing the TathŒgata’s narrative.

The first [subsection] is in six [parts]: 

one [I.A.1], a question; 
two [I.A.2], an answer;
three [I.A.3], a problematic point;
four [I.A.4], a rebuttal; 
five [I.A.5], a request;
six [I.A.6], an explication.

The initial [part, I.A.1] is in two [subparts]. This initial [subpart, I.A.1.a] 
is the preface of the sûtra editor. [624a]

“Simwang [Mind-King] Bodhisattva”: his name is derived from his essential 
character. The meaning of “mindking” is briefly of two types. One, the 
mind—that is, the eight consciousnesses—controls all the mental states 
(caitta); for this reason, it is called “mindking.” Two, the dharma of the one 
mind has comprehensive control over all the meritorious qualities (guÿa); for 
this reason, it is called “mindking.” Now, this bodhisattva has accessed the 
practice of nonproduction and has realized the [latter] onemind king; hence, 
he derives his name from this experience. Now, in this chapter is clarified 
the practice of nonproduction and, therefore, it is MindKing Bodhisattva 
who raises the questions.

“[the Buddha’s explanation . . . ] transcended the three realms of existence 
and was inconceivable”: his questions derive from what he had just heard. 
This is the grounds for his question. What “he had just heard” was the ex
planation of the previous chapter.

I will now bring up the last [part of the last chapter] so as to tie it in with 
the first part [of this chapter].

The final verse said, “Supernally transcending the three realms of existence” 
[l. 25], and so on up to the completion of the narrative (p. 623b et passim).
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the meaning of what the tathŒgata has said,
transcends the world and is free from characteristics,
it enables all sentient beings,
to complete the annihilation of the contaminants.
eradicating the bonds and emptying both mind and self,
this then will be [the state of] nonproduction.
But how, if there is nothing that is produced, 
Will one gain the acquiescence to the nonproduction [of dharmas]?

These two verses are the expression of the question [second subpart, I.
A.1.b]. Here, the initial verse expresses his comprehension of the preceding 
explanation. The first [two lines] demonstrate comprehension of the previ
ous line [l. 27], “the dharma seal that has a single [taste].” The latter half ex
presses comprehension of the following line [l. 28], “is perfected by the one 
vehicle.”

The latter verse is the actual posing of [the bodhisattva’s] question. 
There, the first half describes the meaning of nonproduction; the latter 
half is the question about the acquiescence to nonproduction. [This ques
tion is raised because], if there is no production, there should be no need 
to have any intention of acquiescing to it.

at that time, the Buddha proclaimed to Simwang Bodhisattva: “oh son 
of good family! the acquiescence to the nonproduction of dharmas 
[means to realize that] dharmas are originally unproduced. Since all 
practices produce nothing, there is no way to practice this nonproduc-
tion. So achieving the acquiescence to nonproduction is in fact a 
deception.”

This is the second part [I.A.2], the answer. There are two ideas presented 
in this answer. The former [I.A.2.a] points out the characteristics of the ac
quiescence to nonproduction. The latter [I.A.2.b] elucidates the fault of pre
suming that the acquiescence to nonproduction can actually be attained. 

[I.A.2.a:] “the acquiescence to the nonproduction of dharmas” means to pen
etrate to the fact that dharmas are originally unproduced. Thus, concentra
tion, wisdom, and all the compounded formations will also not be produced. 

[I.A.2.b:] This is not to imply that [624b] there is some practice that cata
lyzes acquiescence to that nonproduction. For this reason it says, “there is no 
way to practice this nonproduction.” During this [process], if one actually were 
to achieve some practice that is the agent of this acquiescence, this then 
would pervert the authentic acquiescence, which is nonabiding and uncom
pounded. For this reason, it says “[it] is in fact a deception.”

Simwang Bodhisattva asked: “Lord! You say that ‘achieving the acquies-
cence of nonproduction is in fact a deception.’ [But is the converse 
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then true: that] nonachievement and nonacquiescence perforce are not 
deceptions?”

This is the third [part, I.A.3], a problematic point. The issue behind the 
problem is this: if one were to presume that achievement and acquiescence 
are deceptions, then one should also say that “nonachievement and nonacqui-
escence perforce are not deceptions.” Since, to the contrary, they too are de
ceptions, all those who train in the MahŒyŒna and have nothing more to 
achieve would make this assumption and themselves presume that these are 
not deceptive. This problem is raised so that [the Buddha] may elucidate 
that deceptiveness.

the Buddha replied: “Not so. Why is this? if nonachievement and non-
acquiescence exist, then so would achievement. if achievement and ac-
quiescence174 exist, then so would production. if achievement is 
produced, there then would exist dharmas that are the objects of that 
achievement. So both [achievement and acquiescence] are deceptions.”

This is the fourth [part, I.A.4], the rebuttal, which is in two [subparts]. 
“Not so” is the explicit rebuttal [I.A.4.a]. 
From “why is this?” onward is the second explanatory rebuttal [I.A.4.b]. 

The issue behind the rebuttal is this: [if that Bodhisattva believes that] 
there is “nonachievement and nonacquiescence,” then, even though he may 
not achieve the state of existence in which achievement and acquiescence 
are present, he still might achieve that state of nonexistence in which 
achievement and acquiescence are absent. But since he does in fact achieve 
this nonexistence, his mind abides in nonexistence. Since the mind is abid
ing, it is subject to production. This means that the mind is produced with 
regard to something that is achieved. This also contradicts the fact of non
production and nonachievement. For this reason, he says, “So both are 
deceptions.”

Simwang Bodhisattva asked: “Lord! how is it that the mind may be free 
from either acquiescence or production and yet not be deceptive?”

This is the fifth [part, I.A.5], a request. [The bodhisattva] has attempted 
to follow the thread of the argument, but he still is unable to comprehend it. 
Therefore, he must beseech [the Buddha], requesting guidance. [624c]

the Buddha replied: “the mind that is free from both acquiescence and 
production—that mind has neither form nor shape.175 it is like heat [lit. 
the nature of fire], which, though latent in wood, cannot be found 
there.176 Because its nature is fixed, [mind] is nothing more than a name 
and a word; its nature is unascertainable. Wishing to allude to this prin-
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ciple, [the buddhas] have provisionally named it [mind], but this name is 
unascertainable. this is also the case for the characteristics of the 
mind: their location cannot be found. if one knows that the mind is like 
this, the mind will then not produce anything.

This is the sixth [part, I.A.6], the explication. It is in four [subparts]:

first [I.A.6.a], analyzing the principle of nonattainment;
next [I.A.6.b], revealing the principle of nonproduction;
third [I.A.6.c], bringing up the negative aspects [of presuming that the 

mindnature exists in reality];
fourth [I.A.6.d], clarifying the positive aspects [of understanding the 

mindnature].

The initial [subpart] is in three [divisions]: 

the instruction [I.A.6.a.i];
the simile [I.A.6.a.ii];
the correlation [I.A.6.a.iii].

In the first [division, I.A.6.a.i, the instruction], the statement “the mind 
that is free from both acquiescence and production” describes the mind that 
explicitly abides in the acquiescence to [the nonproduction of] dharmas. 
The statement “that mind has neither form nor shape” elucidates the fact that 
the mind is unascertainable. “form” refers to “essence.” “Shape” refers to 
“aspect.” Since we search for the essential aspect of the mind in respect to 
all kinds of conditions, whether those [conditions] are identical or differ
ent, they are all unascertainable. This is why it says that [the mind] “has nei-
ther form nor shape”; this does not mean that it is without any material 
form, shape, or characteristic. 

In the simile [division, I.A.6.a.ii], “it is like heat [lit. the nature of fire], 
which, though latent in wood” is a simile for the mind of acquiescence. Al
though it is latent within the principle, it “cannot be found there.” Since wood 
is comprised of all kinds of subtle particles, there is absolutely no place in
side it where heat is latent; in just the same way, the principle contains ap
proaches to dharma as numerous as the sands of the Ganges, but if one were 
to seek the mind therein, its abidingplace could never be found. And, just 
like the principle that heat has no place where it is latent, whether buddhas 
exist or not, the dharmanature remains constant; therefore, it says “because 
its nature is fixed.” Despite the use of this word “heat,” there is no such aspect 
that can be ascertained; in this wise, although heat cannot be ascertained, 
this is not to say that there is no heat in wood. “Wishing to allude to this princi-
ple,” [the buddhas] use the term ‘heat,” but examining this term, it is merely 
like all other words. Examining in turn all words, they are all discovered to 
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be unascertainable. The name and characteristics of the mind of acquies
cence should also be understood in the same manner.

Next, the correlation [division, I.A.6.a.iii]: the line “this is also the case 
for the characteristics of the mind” means that a bodhisattva who attains ac
quiescence “knows that the mind is [625a] like this.” So how will he ever be 
able to produce a mind of clinging in regard to these [mental characteris
tics]? For this reason, it says “the mind will then not produce anything.”

“oh son of good family! the nature and characteristics of the mind are 
like the Œmalaka (myrobalan) fruit: they are not self-generated; they are 
not generated by some external agent; they are not produced symbioti-
cally; they are not produced in the absence of a cause for that produc-
tion.177 Why is this? Because these conditions alternate successively. 
these conditions are generated, but there is no production; these con-
ditions decay, but there is no extinction. Whether hidden or made 
manifest, they are signless. their fundamental principle is calm and ex-
tinct. there is no place where they abide, nor is there seen anything 
that abides, because their natures are fixed.”

From here onward is the second [subpart, I.A.6.b], clarifying the prin
ciple of nonproduction. It is in two [divisions]: 

first [I.A.6.b.i], a simile;
second [I.A.6.b.ii], a correlation.

The simile [I.A.6.b.i] is in two [subdivisions]: 

initially [I.A.6.b.i.a], a clarification of the four negations; 
subsequently [I.A.6.b.i.b], an elucidation of the eight negations. 

Regarding “the four negations” [I.A.6.b.i.a]: because [the fruits] are de
pendent upon conditions [such as soil, water, and sunlight], “they are not self-
generated.” Because [the fruits grow from] their own seeds, “they are not 
generated by some external agent.” [From the standpoint of absolute truth], 
because they are inactive (akarmaka), “they are not produced symbiotically.” 
And yet, [from the standpoint of conventional truth,] because they are in 
fact able to function, they are not unproduced; thus, “they are not produced 
in the absence of [a cause for that] production.” Furthermore, at the time when 
they are not yet produced, they do not exist of their own accord and are 
therefore not selfgenerated. At the time when they have already been pro
duced, they already exist and perforce are therefore not selfgenerated. Since 
it is impossible for them to be selfgenerated, upon what other thing would 
they depend [in order to be produced]? Since both they and others are non
existent, how can they be produced in conjunction with one another? Since 
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we cannot ascertain any production that occurs via a causal process, how 
much less so can we ascertain their production that occurs without a cause. 
In this wise, we seek out production, but it can never be ascertained. “they 
are not produced in the absence of a cause for that production”: this clarifies 
that they cannot be produced in the absence of a cause, which means that 
the fruition cannot have been produced in the absence of the efficient cause 
(kŒraÿahetu).

“Why is this?” onward provides additional explications that dispel the 
doubt [of Simwang Bodhisattva]. The idea behind his doubt is that per
haps there is a third possibility, which also is incorrect. What is that third 
possibility? His idea is that the fruit is produced through the conjunction 
of the primary cause— the seed—and the subsidiary conditions—soil and 
water. Through the conjunction of these two, the fruit is produced. How 
then can one say “they are not produced in conjunction with something else”? 
For this reason, he asks, “Why is this?” “Because these conditions alternate 
successively” clarifies that these two conditions alternate successively from 
beginning to end, without even a temporary respite. Since there is no mo
ment of respite, they would consequently be devoid of function; and be
cause they are devoid of function, together they could not [625b] produce 
the fruit. As a gŒthŒ explains:

All formations (saœskŒra) last but a kºaÿa [an instant], 
They do not even linger, let alone function.178

Hence, despite exploring how they alternate successively, one finds 
that there is neither production nor extinction. This is because, since they 
do not perdure for even a moment, there can be no production; and be
cause there is no production, there can be no extinction. Therefore, it says, 
“these conditions are generated, but there is no production; these conditions 
decay, but there is no extinction.” If you search for it in this same manner, 
“whether hidden or made manifest,” neither can be found. “hidden” means 
that the seed is located beneath the soil. “Made manifest” means that the 
sprouts and the stem appear above ground.

“their fundamental principle is calm and extinct”: in examining the princi
ple of the tree’s root and trunk, despite seeking the cause that produces the 
fruit, it ultimately is ungenerated; therefore, it is “calm and extinct. . . . there 
is no place where they abide, nor is there seen anything that abides.” The reason 
for this is “because their natures are fixed.” The meaning of “fixed nature” is as 
was explained above.

“this fixed nature is neither unitary nor different; neither evanescent 
nor permanent; it has neither access nor egress; it is neither produced 
nor extinguished. it abandons all four of these antinomies (catuºko¡i), for 
the pathways of words and speech are eradicated (õnõdodan).179 this is 
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the case as well for the unproduced nature of the mind: how can it be 
said that it is either produced or unproduced, either accepted or not 
accepted?”

This next [subdivision, I.A.6.b.i.b] clarifies the eight negations.180 These 
would not normally be expected to be enumerated here, since the preceding 
four negations are sufficient in themselves to cover completely all of these 
eight, including unitary and different, and so on. The reason that [the eight 
negations are discussed] is that the seeds and the fruit are not unitary, be
cause their characteristics are not identical; but they are also not different, 
because there is no fruit apart from the seed. Moreover, the seed and the 
fruit are not evanescent, because the fruit is what is formed from the seed; 
but they are also not permanent, because the seed vanishes once the fruit is 
formed. The seed does not access the fruit, because when the fruit is present 
there is no longer a seed; but the fruit also does not emerge from the seed, 
because when the seed is present there is as yet no fruit. Because “it has  
neither access nor egress,” it is not produced. Because it is neither permanent 
nor evanescent, it is not extinguished. Because it is not extinguished, it can
not be described as nonexistent; but because it is not produced, it cannot be 
described as existent. Because it leaves far behind these two extremes, it can
not be said that it both exists and does not exist. Because none of these alter
natives is correct, it cannot be said that it neither exists nor does not exist. 
For this reason, it says, “it abandons [625c] all four of these alternatives, for the 
pathways of words and speech are eradicated.” 

The Âmalaka fruit, in the same way, brings an end to the need for 
words. The mind that is immersed in the acquiescence to [the nonproduc
tion of] dharmas is also not different from this. Therefore, it says, “this is 
the case as well for the unproduced nature of the mind.” 

“if a person claims that the mind may either achieve [something] or 
abide [somewhere] and takes this as his [wrong] view, then he will 
never attain anuttarasamyaksaœbodhi [complete, perfect enlightenment] 
or prajñŒ. this is the ‘long night.’ ”

This is the third [subpart, I.A.6.c], bringing up the negative aspects [of 
presuming that the mindnature exists in reality]. This means that one who 
claims that the mind that acquiesces to nonproduction can be located in the 
mindessence, abides in nonproduction, and is the subject that experiences 
the principle of nonproduction has not yet comprehended the mindnature. 
It is precisely this deluded grasping that can hinder “bodhi” and its “prajñŒ.” 
This clarifies that he attains neither the bodhi of the purity of the nature, nor 
the prajñŒ that is the agent of that realization. Furthermore, “bodhi” means 
the initial generation of [the thought of] bodhi. “prajñŒ“ means the cause of 
bodhi. Since one does not achieve the cause of awakening, there is a “long 
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night”; this is because the deceptive conceptions, which are beginningless, 
are a great dream.

“one who has comprehended the mind-nature knows that the mind-
nature is thus and that this nature is also thus. this is the practice of 
nonproduction.”

This is the fourth [subpart, I.A.6.d], clarifying the positive aspects [of 
understanding the mindnature]. “one who has comprehended the mind- 
nature” means that he uses his own mind to comprehend his own mind 
nature. As a sûtra says: “If one can use his attention (manaskŒra), the 
perceiving subject, to penetrate instead that very attention, then sensebases 
and senseobjects will in this wise be in a state of equilibrium. As they are in 
a state of equilibrium, the uncontaminated wisdom is produced and one 
completely penetrates to the noble truths.”181 Therefore, [one who] “knows 
that the mind-nature is thus” knows that the essence and nature of the contem
plative mind are in a state of equilibrium. “this nature is also thus” means that 
the functioning of the agent of knowing and the nature of that functioning 
are in a state of equilibrium. In this wise, since the essence and function of 
the contemplative mind are in a state of equilibrium, they are neither pro
duced nor extinguished and are without beginning or end. For this reason, 
it says, “this is the practice of nonproduction.”

The preceding clarification of nonproduction in terms of the four nega
tions elucidates the principle of nonproduction. [626a] This principle per
vades both the profane and the sacred. This present clarification of 
nonproduction in terms of the knowledge of thusness clarifies the practice 
of nonproduction. This practice is unique to the saint. The practice at [the 
stage of] sanctity is of a single taste with that principle, and that principle of 
allinclusiveness is commensurate with that knowledge. Because these are 
commensurate with this one taste, they are not something that the saints can 
differentiate; but because they are inclusive and distinctive, they are not 
something that the saints can amalgamate. “Cannot amalgamate” means 
that they are differentiated, while remaining amalgamated. “Cannot differ
entiate” means that they are amalgamated, while remaining differentiated. 
“Amalgamated” specifies that they are amalgamated in terms of differentia
tion; “differentiated” clarifies that they are differentiated in terms of amal
gamation. “Specifies that they are amalgamated in terms of differentiation” 
does not mean to divide up an amalgamation into differences. “Clarifies 
that they are differentiated in terms of amalgamation” does not mean to 
fuse differences into an amalgamation. As a consequence, because amalga
mation is not a fusion of differences, we cannot say that they are amalgam
ated; and because differences are not the dividing up of an amalgamation, 
we cannot say that they are differentiated. It is just that, because it cannot be 
explained as differentiation, it is possible to explain it as amalgamation; and 
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because it cannot be explained as amalgamation, it is possible to explain it as 
differentiation. Whether explained or not explained, [the principle and 
practice of nonproduction] remain nondual and undifferentiated. 

Simwang Bodhisattva commented: “Lord! as the mind is originally thus, 
it will not produce such practices. as all practices are unproduced, 
there will be no practice that produces anything, and this nonproduc-
tion will then not need to be practiced. this in fact is the practice of 
nonproduction.”

From here onward is [subsection I.B.], a series of exchanges in which 
[the Buddha] interrogates [the bodhisattva]. It is in eight [parts]:

one [I.B.1], [the bodhisattva] refers to practice in order to raise a prob
lematic point concerning the principle;

two [I.B.2], [the Buddha’s] interrogation on whether [the bodhisattva] 
has achieved realization; 

three [I.B.3], [the bodhisattva’s] respectful reply that he is free of [any at
tachment to] realization; 

four [I.B.4], [the Buddha’s] interrogation on whether [the bodhisattva] 
has attainment; 

five [I.B.5], [the bodhisattva’s] respectful reply that he is free of [any at
tachment to] attainment; 

six [I.B.6], [the Buddha’s concluding] narrative that he is free from both 
attainment and realization;

seven [I.B.7], [the bodhisattva] reiterates his doubts;
eight [I.B.8], [The Buddha] resolves [the bodhisattva’s] doubts.

This is the first [part, I.B.1], in which [the bodhisattva] refers to practice 
in order to raise a problematic point concerning the principle. The state
ment “as the mind is originally thus, it will not produce such practices” refers to 
the preceding explanation of the idea that practice is unproduced. This 
corresponds to the preceding passage “[one] knows that the mind-nature is 
thus and that this nature is also thus. this is the practice of nonproduction.” This 
means that it will not produce anything with regard to practices that involve 
production and extinction. This is an explicit reference to the characteristics 
of the practice of nonproduction. [626b] The statement “as all practices are 
unproduced” refers to the principle, that is, nonproduction. This means that 
all the practices [alt. formations, volitional actions; saœskŒra] involving the 
five aggregates of sentient beings are originally unproduced. “there will be 
no practice that produces anything” clarifies that the nonproduction of princi
ple differs from the nonproduction of practices. This means that the prac
tices that are generated through production are in fact void (šûnya) and 
unproduced; it is not because of realizing the principle that one extinguishes 
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the mind so that it becomes unproduced. “there will be no practice that pro-
duces anything” elucidates the fact that the nonproduction of principle is the 
same as the nonproduction of practices. This means that the gateway of non
production is also free from any mental formations. [Question:] Is this like 
the acquiescence to the nonproduction [of dharmas], which, because it is 
free from any discriminative practices, will perforce be identical to the prac
tice of nonproduction? [Answer:] If this were the case, there then would be 
no ordinary persons who would not already have realized and attained the 
acquiescence to the nonproduction [of dharmas]. 

the Buddha asked: “oh son of good family! Can you realize the prac-
tice of nonproduction by not producing anything?”

This is the second [part, I.B.2], [the Buddha’s] interrogation of whether 
[the bodhisattva] has achieved realization. The import of this interrogation 
is this: “When you access the contemplation on the acquiescence to the non
production [of dharmas], do you therewith attain the practice of nonpro
duction by relying on the principle that all practices [alt. formations] are 
unproduced?” For this reason, if one were to ask why [the Buddha] scruti
nizes [his view] through such a question, it is because that [bodhisattva], 
while distinguishing nonproduction in terms of practice from nonproduc
tion in terms of principle, raises the issue of whether the nonproduction of 
principle is also in fact the nonproduction of practice. Hence, [the Buddha] 
now scrutinizes [this view] and asks, “When you access the contemplation 
[on the acquiescence to the nonproduction of dharmas], are principle and 
practice differentiated, and does the subject/object dichotomy remain?”

Simwang Bodhisattva replied: “No. and why is this? in the actual prac-
tice of nonproduction, both nature and characteristics are void and 
calm. there is neither vision nor hearing, neither gain nor loss, neither 
words nor speech, neither cognition nor characteristics, neither cling-
ing nor rejection. So how would one cling to this realization? if one 
clings to this realization, this would in fact serve [as the cause of] dispu-
tation and contention. only when there is neither disputation nor 
contention is it the practice of nonproduction.”

This is the third [part, I.B.3, the bodhisattva’s] respectful reply that he 
is free of [any attachment to] realization. It is in three [subparts]: 

initially [I.B.3.a], a clarification of his freedom from realization; 
two [I.B.3.b], a reference to its negative attributes; 
three [I.B.3.c], an elucidation of its positive attributes. 

This initial [subpart] is also in two [divisions]: 
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the former [I.B.3.a.i], an overview; 
the latter [I.B.3.a.ii], an explication. 

“in the actual practice of nonproduction, both nature and characteristics 
are void and calm”: this passage provides a general overview [I.B.3.a.i]. The 
statement “nature . . . [is] void and calm” means that the essential nature of 
the contemplative mind [626c] remains separate from the characteristics of 
production and extinction. This corresponds to the preceding explanation 
that “[one] knows that the mind-nature is thus.” “Characteristics . . . are void and 
calm” means the awareness and functions of the contemplative mind, as well 
as the characteristics of those functions, are also thus. This corresponds to 
the preceding statement that “this nature is also thus.”

From here onward is his explication [I.B.3.a.ii] of this general account 
in terms of ten negations. “there is neither vision nor hearing” means that 
the mindnature is invisible and inaudible.182 Because it is invisible, it brings 
an end to forms and is not represented by any image. Because it is inaudi
ble, it brings an end to sounds and is not referenced by any doctrine. “Nei-
ther gain nor loss” means that, though elucidating voidness, there is nothing 
that it gains; and though rejecting production, there is nothing that it loses. 
In this wise, these four negations explicate [the statement] “nature [is . . . ] 
void and calm.” “Neither words nor speech” means that, since the activities of 
mind are calm, they do not generate words and speech. “Neither cognition 
nor characteristics” means that, since the activities of mind are calm and ex
tinguished, he remains far removed from these two aspects [viz. cognition 
and characteristics]. “Neither clinging nor rejection” means that, since there 
is no discrimination, there is no nature to which one can cling and no 
characteristics that one should abandon. In this wise, these six negations 
explicate [the statement] “characteristics are void and calm.” 

The practice of nonproduction entails this sort of void calmness. So 
how, then, would one cling to realization with regard to [that practice]? Once 
this answer was delivered, [that bodhisattva] knew himself that the prob
lematic point he raised earlier was no longer an issue. He raised its nega
tive attributes [I.B.3.b] and elucidated of its positive attributes [I.B.3.c], 
which will both be obvious if you peruse them. 

the Buddha said, “have you attained anuttarasamyaksaœbodhi?”183

This is the fourth [part, I.B.4, the Buddha’s] interrogation of whether 
[the bodhisattva] has any attainments. 

Question: If the bodhisattva has not yet attained ultimate bodhi, why 
would the TathŒgata have asked, “have you attained [it]?” 

Explanation: Although this [bodhisattva] may not yet have attained ulti
mate bodhi, he has already attained the realization of bodhi while on the 
first bhûmi. As it explains in the Fahua lun [Treatise on the Lotus Sûtra]: 
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“To attain anuttarasamyaksaœbodhi in [a period between] eight life
times and one lifetime” means to realize bodhi while on the first 
bhûmi. . . . They therewith leave behind the various types of exis
tences within the three realms and, according to their individual ca
pacity, are able to see true thusness, that is, the buddhanature. This 
can be called “attaining bodhi.” It does not imply that there is the ul
timate fulfillment of the tathŒgatas’ expedients and nirvŒÿa.184

Nota Bene: This [627a] is an explanation of the term “bodhi” from the stand
point of true thusness, viz. the buddhanature. Because it is able to realize a 
vision [of that buddhanature], it is called “attaining bodhi.” As a sûtra says: 
“The voidness of the nature of all dharmas is in fact bodhi.”185 This is what is 
meant here. 

Simwang Bodhisattva responded: “Lord! i am free from any attainment 
of anuttarasamyaksaœbodhi. and why is this? the bodhi-nature has nei-
ther gain nor loss, neither thought nor awareness, for it is free from all 
differentiated characteristics. the pure nature actually exists in such 
nondiscrimination. this nature is free from any extraneous association 
or admixture. it is free from words and speech; it neither exists nor 
does not exist; it is neither aware nor nescient.
 “this is also the case for all the dharmas that can be cultivated. 
Why is this? all dharmas and practices have no loci that can be found, 
because their natures are fixed. originally, they are free from any sem-
blance of attainment or nonattainment. So how can one attain 
anuttarasamyaksaœbodhi?”

This is the fifth [part, I.B.5, the bodhisattva’s] respectful reply that he 
is free of [any attachment to] attainment. It is in three [subparts]: 

an overview [I.B.5.a; viz. the proposition “i am free from any attainment of 
anuttarasamyaksaœbodhi”];

an explication [I.B.5.b];
and a conclusion [I.B.5.c]. 

The explication is in two [divisions]: 

initially [I.B.5.b.i], a clarification that the bodhi that is attained is free 
from any nature of attainment [anupalabdhitva]; 

subsequently [I.B.5.b.ii], an elucidation that all the practices that bring 
about this attainment are free from any characteristic of being an 
agent of attainment.

In this first [part I.B.5.b.i], the term “bodhi-nature” means that the na
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ture of true thusness pervades empty space without hindrance and this na
ture leaves far behind dullness and stupidity; therefore it is called “bodhi.” 
Herein, there is originally no true nature that needs to be validated and 
originally no deceptive conceptions that need be extinguished; therefore, 
it says, “[It] has neither gain nor loss.” In this wise, original enlightenment 
leaves far behind thoughts that involve plotting and scheming and also 
brings an end to awareness that is frivolous and agitated; therefore, it says, 
“[It has] neither thought nor awareness.” Since it is free from any discrimina
tive views, it also leaves far behind all characteristics that are the objects of 
practice; therefore, it says, “it is free from all differentiated characteristics.” 
This being the case, it is not debased by deceptive characteristics, for the 
original nature leaves behind all taints; therefore, it says, “the pure nature 
actually exists in such nondiscrimination.” Temporally, it is not associated with 
either production or extinction; spatially, it is not confused by either sub
ject or object; therefore, it says, “this nature is free from any extraneous asso-
ciation or admixture.” “it is free from words and speech” means that neither 
the speaker nor the words spoken are validated. “it neither exists [627b] nor 
does not exist”: there is nothing that seems to exist, but also nothing that 
seems not to exist. “it is neither aware nor nescient”: this is not original en
lightenment, but also not nonenlightenment. The nature of bodhi is just 
so; this is the meaning of being free from attainment (anupalabdhi).

From the sentence “for all the dharmas that can be cultivated” is the ensu
ing explication [I.B.5.b.ii] of the fact that there are no practices that catalyze 
attainment. This refers to the previous chapter’s statement that there are 
none of the practices of the six pâramitâs that are not an authentic standard 
(cf. KSGN, p. 620c ff.). Hence, it says, “dharmas that can [be cultivated].” The 
statement “this is also the case” is the same as the preceding discussion on 
nonattainment. “all dharmas and practices” refers to such practices as the six 
pŒramitŒs, and so forth. “have no loci that can be found” means that he does 
not perceive any locus that should be the object of practice—such as gain 
and loss, thought and awareness, on up to existence and nonexistence, 
awareness and nescience, and so forth—for these are fully commensurate 
with bodhi. For this reason, [the bodhinature] is originally free from any 
sense that there is anything that either can or cannot be attained.

From “so how” onward is the comprehensive conclusion [I.B.5.c] re
garding nonattainment.

the Buddha replied: “So it is, so it is. as you have said, all of the activi-
ties of mind are nothing but signlessness; their experience is calm and 
unproduced.”

From this point on is the sixth [part, I.B.6], the TathŒgata’s concluding 
narrative [that he is free from both attainment and realization]. It is in three 
[subparts]: 
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one [I.B.6.a], the actual narration; 
two [I.B.6.b], a reference to the negative aspects; 
three [I.B.6.c], an elucidation of the positive aspects. 

The first [subpart] is also in three [divisions]: 

a general narrative [I.B.6.a.i]; 
a specific narrative [I.B.6.a.ii]; 
and finally a concluding summation [I.B.6.a.iii]. 

In the first [division, I.B.6.a.i, the general narrative] “so it is, so it is” re
fers to the preceding [discussion] on freedom from realization as well as 
the subsequent [treatment] of nonattainment. 

From “all” onward is the second division [I.B.6.a.ii], the specific narrative: 

initially [I.B.6.a.ii.a], a narration of [the concept of being] “unproduced”; 
subsequently [I.B.6.a.ii.b], he narrates [the aspect of] “calm” extinction. 

[I.B.6.a.ii.a:] The term “unproduced” means the practice of nonproduc
tion. This refers to the fact that there is neither an agent of realization nor an 
agent of attainment. [I.B.6.a.ii.b:] The term “calm” extinction refers to the 
principle of calm extinction [nirvŒÿa]. This refers to the fact that there is 
neither an object of realization nor an object of attainment. The initial state
ment “all of the activities of mind” means that all the activities of mind that are 
associated with the supramundane nondiscriminative wisdom do not cling 
to any of the [discriminative] characteristics [of dharmas] and comprehend 
through realization that they are signless; therefore, it says “[they] are noth-
ing but signlessness.” Their experience of this void calmness is impassive and 
unproduced; therefore, it says “their experience is calm and unproduced.” 

“it would also be the same as well with each and every type of con-
sciousness. Why is this? [627c] the eye and visual contact are both 
void and calm. [Visual] consciousness is also void and calm: it is free 
from any characteristic of agitation or motionlessness. Since it is free 
internally of the three feelings [vedanŒ; painful, pleasurable, and neutral 
sensations], the three feelings are calm and extinct. So too is this the 
case for auditory, olfactory, gustatory, and tactile [consciousnesses], as 
well as mentality, mind-consciousness, mano[vijñŒna],186 and 
Œlaya[vijñŒna]: as all of them are also unproduced, they are the mind that 
is calm and extinct and the mind that produces nothing.”187 

This is the second [division, I.B.6.a.ii.b], in which he narrates the con
cept of calm extinction, that is, the void calmness of all the mundane eight 
consciousnesses. It is in two [subdivisions]: 
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one [I.B.6.a.ii.b.1], a sequential enumeration;
two [I.B.6.a.ii.2], an extensive explication.

In the initial [subdivision, I.B.6.a.ii.b.1], the statement “each and every con-
sciousness” subsumes all the mundane eight consciousnesses, just as the state
ment “each and every place” subsumes all places. “it would also be the same” 
means that the principle of void calmness is identical to the preceding [refer
ence to] the nonproduction of the supramundane mind. 

From “why is this?” onward is the second [subdivision, I.B.6.a.ii.2], an ex
tensive explication. “eye” means the eye faculty (cakºurindriya). “Visual con-
tact” means “contact” (sparša) [in the list of ten] predominant mental factors 
(mahŒbhûmika),188 which is produced through the coming together of the 
three [factors of sensebase, senseobject, and senseconsciousness]. Since 
[all sensory contact] is caused by the coming together of these three [fac
tors], he brings up only this partial example [of visual contact] because he 
wishes to clarify that they are all subject to dispersion and voidness. “[Visual] 
consciousness is also void” means that, since visual contact is void, visual con
sciousness is unproduced. Since there are no successive fluctuations [of con
sciousness] nor even a kºaÿa of instability, it says that “it is free from any 
characteristic of agitation or motionlessness.” The words “since it is free inter-
nally of the three feelings” means that the generation of the three feelings [ve
danŒ; viz. pleasant, unpleasant, and neutral] is originally calm and extinct. 
Contact (sparša) and feeling are proximate in all the mental factors (caitta) 
and possess great efficacy; therefore, [the Buddha] referred to these two in 
order to counter generally [the reality of] all remaining dharmas. “auditory, 
olfactory, gustatory, tactile” refer to the ear, auditory object, auditory con
sciousness, and so forth [viz. olfactory, gustatory, and tactile bases, objects, 
and consciousnesses]. “Mentality, mind-consciousness”: these both refer to the 
sixth consciousness. In the future period, [this consciousness] is called mind 
(sim); in the past, it is called mentality (Åi); in the present, it is called mind
consciousness (Åisik). We derive these three names from the doctrine regard
ing the transformation of consciousness (prav¿ttivijñâna), in order to elucidate 
the fact that the three time periods are all void and calm. “mano[vijñŒna] and 
Œlaya[vijñŒna],” the seventh and eight [consciousnesses], are both identical to 
the visual consciousness in that they “are also unproduced.” This completes 
the exegesis of the extensive explication.

Next [I.B.6.a.iii], the statement “the mind that is calm and extinct” is an ab
breviated summation of the import that the eight consciousnesses [628a] are 
“void and calm.” “and the mind that produces nothing” is an indirect summa
tion of the import that the experience [of those consciousnesses] is calm and 
unproduced. 

“But if one produces a mind that is calm and extinct and if one pro-
duces a mind that produces nothing, this then would be practice that 
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produces something, not the practice of nonproduction. thus inter-
nally are generated three feelings, three karmic actions, and three 
moral restraints [of physical, verbal, and mental actions].” 

This is the second [subpart, I.B.6.b], a reference to the negative aspects. 
MahŒyŒna trainees who presume there is something to attain turn against 
calm extinction by not voiding the eight consciousnesses; therefore, it says, 
“one produces a mind that is calm and extinct.” Not knowing about the nonpro
duction of the supramundane mind means that a state of mind is produced 
that realizes the principle of signlessness; therefore, it says, “one produces a 
mind that produces nothing.” This is in fact a mundane practice that remains 
involved in saœsŒra, contravening the supramundane practice of the acqui
escence to the nonproduction [of dharmas]; therefore, it says “this then is a 
practice that produces something,” and so forth. The statement “three karmic 
actions” refers to the activities of body, speech, and mind, which subsume 
both the wholesome and the unwholesome. “three moral restraints” refers to 
restrictions placed on body, speech, and mind, which ensure that one will 
cleave solely to what is wholesome. With the production of these three kar
mic actions and three moral restraints as cause, the three types of becoming 
(bhava) are produced, whereby one experiences all the “three feelings.” In this 
wise, one remains involved [in saœsŒra] and does not attain liberation.

“if these [three feelings, and so on] are already calm and extinct, the 
producing mind will not be produced and the mind will be constantly 
calm and extinct, without efficacy or function. he does not evince any 
characteristic of calm extinction; but he also does not insist on not cor-
roborating [such a characteristic]. What is worth lingering in is the 
state of nonabiding, which encodes (ch’ongji; dhŒrayati) signlessness. 
then, there will be none of these three, such as the three feelings, and 
so forth, for all will be calm and extinct, pure and nonabiding. he need 
not access samŒdhi; he need not persist in sitting in dhyŒna. this is non-
production and freedom from the need to practice.”

This is the third [subpart, I.B.6.c], an elucidation of the positive aspects. 
The statement “if these are already calm and extinct, the producing mind will not 
be produced” counters the preceding statement “if one produces a mind that is 
calm and extinct.” This means that one dispels all states of mind that are sub
ject to production, for one does not cling to production. The line “the mind 
will be constantly calm and extinct, without efficacy or function” counters the 
preceding statement “if one produces [a mind that] produces nothing.” This 
means that one leaves behind all characteristics of production, extinction, 
and activity, and one also is free from any discriminative function that in
volves intentionality (manaskŒra). “he does not evince any characteristic of calm 
extinction” means that, although he dispels [the notion that] states of mind 
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are produced, he does not validate the characteristic of calm extinction. 
[628b] “he also does not insist on not corroborating [such a characteristic]” 
means that, although he is free from clinging to the characteristic of calm 
extinction, he does not succumb to the fault of assuming that realization is 
impossible. “What is worth lingering in is the state of nonabiding” is a general 
clarification of the fault of being attached [to the notion that] one is sepa
rate from any semblance of abiding; this is because any place worth linger
ing in will involve the state of nonabiding. As for “places worth lingering in,” 
if one dispels the notion of generation, then wherever one lingers will be 
calm and extinct. If one dispels the notion of realization, then wherever one 
lingers will be free from realization. In this wise, “what is worth lingering in is 
in every case the state of nonabiding.” “encodes signlessness” is a general eluci
dation of all the meritorious qualities. This means that the mind of nonpro
duction, by encoding all types of merit achieved through practice, is identical 
to the single taste and is free of any discriminative characteristic. “then, 
there will be none of these three, such as the three feelings, and so forth” coun
ters the preceding statement “thus internally are generated three feelings,” and 
so forth, because it leaves far behind any sign of saœsŒric [evolutionary pro
cess] cause and effect. “all will be calm and extinct” means that he penetrates 
to the fact that the three feelings, and so on, are originally void. “pure and 
nonabiding” means that the mind that is the agent of such penetration is non
abiding and void. “he need not access samŒdhi” means that he is able to let go 
of the mundane state of mind that accesses concentration. “he need not per-
sist in sitting in dhyŒna” means that he also rejects the mundane tranquillity 
derived from lingering in dhyŒna. Such a person is then free from all states 
of mind that generate anything and free from all discriminative practices; 
therefore, it says, “this is nonproduction and freedom from the need to 
practice.” 

Simwang Bodhisattva asked: “dhyŒna can suppress all agitation and 
allay all illusory distractions. Why this negation of dhyŒna?”

This is the seventh [part, I.B.7, in which the bodhisattva] reiterates his 
doubts. Harboring a doubt, he asks: all the usual types of dhyâna and samŒ
dhi can suppress thoughts of flurry and agitation, and can tranquilize scat
tered and distracted states of mind; so why is it that this state of mind involving 
the supramundane practice of nonproduction is also not able to access, and 
to linger in, this dhyâna and samŒdhi? Since dhyŒna is thus negated, he 
therefore must be agitated. Because he has this sort of doubt, he raises this 
question.

the Buddha replied: “Bodhisattva! dhyŒna in fact is agitation. Being 
neither agitated nor concentrated—this is the dhyâna of nonproduc-
tion. the nature of dhyâna is to produce nothing; it leaves far behind 
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the characteristics of the dhyâna that does produce something. the na-
ture of dhyâna is to linger nowhere; [628c] it leaves far behind the agi-
tation caused by trying to linger in dhyâna. Know that the nature of 
dhyâna is free from agitation and calmness, and you will immediately at-
tain nonproduction and the prajñŒ that produces nothing. But also do 
not rely on, or linger over, this. Because of this knowledge, the mind 
also will not be agitated. for this reason, you will attain the prajñŒ-
pŒramitŒ that produces nothing.”

This is the eighth [part, I.B.8, in which the Buddha] resolves [the bod
hisattva’s] doubts. “dhyŒna in fact is agitation” means that, although mun
dane dhyŒna is not scattered or distracted, it clings to the characteristic of 
the object [of concentration]; and the production of a thought that clings 
to characteristics in turn generates agitation. One who is able to leave be
hind the dhyŒna that in this wise produces agitation will then be able to 
gain access to the noumenal concentration; therefore, it says “this is the 
dhyâna of nonproduction.” In this wise, the nature of the noumenal concen
tration does not produce agitation; therefore, it says, “the nature of dhyâna 
is to produce nothing.” It is not merely unproduced, but it also does not lin
ger in quiescence; therefore it says, “the nature of dhyâna is to linger no-
where.” If there is production, there then will be characteristics; where 
there is lingering in attachment, there then will be agitation. Now in order 
to contravene these [tendencies], it therefore says, “it leaves far behind the 
characteristics of the dhyâna that does produce something . . . ; it leaves far be-
hind the agitation caused by trying to linger in dhyâna.” 

All the preceding passages clarify the characteristics of the noumenal 
concentration. From “Know that the nature of dhyâna” onward elucidates the 
characteristics of the noumenal knowledge. While [that noumenal knowl
edge] may have but a single essence, it involves two distinct aspects. “Know 
that the nature of dhyâna is free from agitation” means to know that “the nature 
of dhyâna is to produce nothing.” “[Know that the nature of dhyâna] is free from 
calmness” means to know that “the nature of dhyâna is to linger nowhere.” “You 
will immediately attain nonproduction” means that you will attain the principle, 
which is nonproduction. “the prajñŒ that produces nothing” means that you 
will attain the practice that produces nothing. “But also do not rely on, or lin-
ger over, this” means that the prajñŒ that produces nothing does not rely on, 
or linger over, the principle, because it leaves behind the subjectobject di
chotomy. “the mind also will not be agitated” means that, although one does 
not linger by relying on the principle, one does not produce any agitation of 
mind. Owing to this sort of knowledge, one is able to reach the other shore 
[of nirvŒÿa]; therefore it says, “prajñâpâramitâ.” 

The above eight parts together form the second [subsection, I.B], a  
series of exchanges that involve [the Buddha’s] interrogation [of the 
bodhisattva]. 
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Simwang Bodhisattva said: “Lord! the prajñŒ that produces nothing 
does not abide anywhere and is not absent anywhere. the mind has no 
abiding place and there is no [629a] mind that abides any place. When 
there is no abiding and no mind, the mind will then abide in nonproduc-
tion. the mind that so abides is in fact abiding in nonproduction.
 “Lord! the mind’s practice of nonproduction is inconceivable. in 
this inconceivability, it is both effable and ineffable.”

This is the third [subsection, I.C, in which the bodhisattva] gains com
prehension. “anywhere” means in all loci, whether absolute or conventional, 
active or still, and so forth. “does not abide” means that it is unascertainable 
in any of these [loci]. “Not absent” means there is nothing it does not ascer
tain in any of these [loci]. The reason this is the case is because, in all these 
loci, it is notso and yet not notso. “the mind has no abiding place” means that 
it has no locus that is the site of that abiding. “ there is no mind that abides any 
place” means that there is no state of mind that is the subject of that abiding. 
“When there is no abiding and no mind” combines the previous two state
ments—that there is no mind that involves either a locus or any sense of abid
ing. “the mind . . . is . . . abiding in nonproduction” means that one is not devoid 
of a mind that produces nothing and lingers nowhere. “the mind that so 
abides” sums up the preceding [statement] “[the prajñŒ that produces nothing] 
does not abide anywhere” and so on, up to “and is not absent anywhere.” This is 
because the aspect of being “not absent anywhere” is provisionally established 
in reference to abiding. “[this] is in fact abiding in nonproduction” sums up the 
preceding [statement] “the mind has no abiding place . . . the mind will then 
abide in nonproduction.” This is because abiding is in fact nonabiding and 
nonabiding is in fact abiding. “the mind’s practice of nonproduction is incon-
ceivable” because it leaves behind speech and is cut off from thought. “in this 
inconceivability, it is both effable and ineffable” means that leaving behind 
speech is itself also distinct from any concept of leaving behind speech. Be
cause it leaves behind speech, it is “ineffable.” Because it is distinct from any 
concept of leaving behind speech, it is also “effable.” “effable” means that it is 
not notso. “ineffable” means that it is notso. Therefore, covering both state
ments comprehensively, it says “it is both effable and ineffable.” Just as when 
one says that verbalization and vocalization are both possible and yet impos
sible, so too should you know that conceptualization is also both possible 
and yet impossible. [The sûtra] refers only to one aspect [the inconceivable], 
while merely alluding to the other. 

the Buddha said, “So it is, so it is.”

This is the fourth [subsection, I.D], the completion of the TathŒgata’s 
narrative. Since the preceding [subsection on] gaining comprehension did 
not provide explicit approval [629b], and since there is also a need to show 
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reverence to the Buddha’s words, [the Buddha] says, in reiteration, “So it is, 
so it is.” 

The explicit explanation [Section I] in the main outline is finished above. 

Simwang Bodhisattva heard these words and, praising its miraculous-
ness, recited these gŒthŒs:

From this point on is the second [section, II], [the bodhisattva’s] praise 
[of the Buddha’s] words in gŒthŒs. It is in two [subsections]: 

initially [II.A], a preface; 
subsequently [II.B], verses. 

“heard these words”: he heard the Buddha’s words within this one 
chapter.

that Lord who is replete in great knowledge,
has explained extensively the dharma of nonproduction,
i have heard what has never been heard before,
Now has been explained what had yet to be explained.

The three verses from here onward [II.B] are not versifications of spe
cific qualities but are merely generic adulation. [This subsection] is in four 
[parts]: 

instruction [II.B.1];
simile [II.B.2];
correlation [II.B.3];
summation [II.B.4]. 

This [verse] is the first [part, II.B.1], praise of the dharma that he has ex
plained. “Now has been explained what had yet to be explained”: although this 
may have been extensively explained before, now this sûtra’s words are brief 
but its meaning fecund, its style terse but its principles complex. Therefore, 
this particular type of sublimity has never been explained before.

it is like the pure sweet dew,
that appears but once in a long while.
[So too is this dharma] difficult to encounter and difficult to imagine,
difficult too is it to hear it,
it is the unsurpassed, excellent field of merit (puÿyakºetra),
the supremely efficacious, sublime medicine.
it is in order to ferry across sentient beings,
that it has now been proclaimed.
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The first two lines here are the second [part, II.B.2], the simile. “Sweet 
dew” refers to the elixir of immortality, which is a simile for the fact that this 
sûtra can lead one out of birth and death. 

The next four lines are the third [part, II.B.3], the correlation. “it is the 
unsurpassed, excellent field of merit” praises the hearer. “the supremely effi-
cacious, sublime medicine” correlates [the simile] with the instruction that 
has been heard. 

The concluding two lines are the fourth [part, II.B.4], the summation.

at that time, all those in the congregation heard these words and at-
tained the [acquiescence to] the nonproduction [of dharmas] as well as 
the prajñŒ that produces nothing.

[629c] This is the third [section, III], in which the congregation pres
ent at the time [hears the explanation and] gains benefit. This means that 
ordinary people (p¿thagjana) at the prebhûmi [stage] who hear this chap
ter preached will be able on the first bhûmi to attain the acquiescence to 
the nonproduction [of dharmas].

[Part Four: An Exegesis of the Text (cont.)]

[Section Two: Main Body (cont.)]

VajrasamÂdhi-sûtra, Chapter four: the iNSpiratioN of origiNaL 
eNLighteNMeNt

Since time immemorial, all animate beings (sattva) have descended into the 
long night of ignorance and have dreamed the great dream of deluded con
ceptions. When bodhisattvas cultivate contemplation and gain nonproduc
tion, they thoroughly penetrate to the fact that sentient beings are originally 
calm and quiescent, which is their original enlightenment. Lying on the 
couch of unitary thusness, they benefit sentient beings through this original 
inspiration [lit. benefit]. This chapter elucidates this principle and is there
fore entitled the “Inspiration of Original Enlightenment” chapter.189

Third Division of Contemplation Practice: 
The Inspiration of Original Enlightenment

at that time, Muju [Nonabiding] Bodhisattva heard what the Buddha 
said about the single taste being true and inconceivable. from far away, 
[Muju] drew close to the tathŒgata’s seat and listened intently and with 
full attention. accessing that pure, transparent place, his body and mind 
were motionless.190
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In the systematic clarification of the six divisions of contemplation prac
tice, from this point onward is the third division, which clarifies the Inspira
tion of Original Enlightenment.

By relying on the practice of nonproduction, one is able to experience 
original enlightenment. Then and only then will one gain the ability to pros
elytize everywhere, thereby benefiting everyone. This is why [the Buddha] 
next discusses this [inspiration of original enlightenment].

The exegesis [of this chapter] is in three [sections]:

One [I], an extensive clarification of the inspiration of original 
enlightenment;

Two [II], praising [the inspiration of original enlightenment] with gŒthŒs;
Three [III], the congregation present at the time gains benefit.

In this first [section, I], there are two [subsections]: 

one [I.A], clarifying quiescence through movement, which provides a 
brief overview of the theme of original inspiration; 

two [I.B], progressing from the obscure to the evident, which is an exten
sive explanation of the aspect of original inspiration.

This initial [subsection, I.A] is in three [parts]: 

one [I.A.1], prompting the body into action, so as to provide an overview 
of original inspiration; 

two [I.A.2], an exchange of words, so as to provide an overview of original 
inspiration; 

three [I.A.3], emitting rays of light and praising the original inspiration 
with verses.

In this initial [part, I.A.1], regarding the name “Muju [Nonabiding] Bod-
hisattva”: although this being may have realized that original enlightenment 
originally does not generate action, he does not [630a] abide in calm quies
cence but instead strives constantly to proselytize everywhere. His name is 
conferred because of this quality, and he is called “Muju [Nonabiding].” Since 
this quality of “nonabiding” corresponds to the original inspiration, this being 
is used to symbolize this theme. The statement “the single taste being true and 
inconceivable” correlates with the preceding chapter’s explanations that “the 
mind’s practice of nonproduction is inconceivable” (p. 629a), and so forth. “from 
far away, [Muju] drew close to the tathŒgata’s seat”: [this bodhisattva’s] first seat 
was located far away from the Buddha’s; but after hearing the preceding 
chapter, he moved it to a spot nearby. This symbolizes the fact that, before 
hearing the profound dharma, his status was that of an ordinary ignoramus 
who was far from the fruition of buddhahood; but now, having heard the 
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Buddha’s sermon, he gained the inspiration of original enlightenment and 
knew for himself that he will soon gain the fruition of buddhahood. “[he] 
listened intently and with full attention. accessing that pure, transparent place, his 
body and mind were motionless”: once he had drawn near to the Buddha’s 
seat, he gave “full attention” and “listened intently.” “accessing” that place which 
is originally pure and clean, transparent and clear, in accordance with the 
quiescence of original enlightenment, “his body and mind were motionless.” 
This [passage] also symbolizes the fact that at the time that one accesses 
original enlightenment, one realizes the original motionlessness and gains 
that which is unascertainable (anupalabdhi).

at that time, the Buddha addressed Muju Bodhisattva: “Whence have 
you come? Where now have you arrived?”
 Muju Bodhisattva replied: “Lord! i come from where there is no 
origin and have now arrived where there is no origin.”

From here onward is the second [part, I.A.2], an exchange of words, 
which is in three [subparts]: 

a question [I.A.2.a];
an answer [I.A.2.b];
the conclusion of the narrative [I.A.2.c]. 

In the second [subpart, I.A.2.b], on the intent of the answer, it clarifies 
that, as a person approaches the stage of sanctity [after progressing from] the 
stage of an ordinary person (p¿thagjana) to the incipiency of sanctity, he re
views [his development] from past to present. In the past, when he was at the 
stage of an ordinary person and first aroused the intent [to seek enlighten
ment], he himself believed that his own mind was originally free from generat
ing activity, because the origin of this generation of activity could not be found. 
Now that he has reached the stage of sanctity and attained nonproduction, he 
knows through realization that his own mind is originally unproduced, be
cause an origin for such production cannot be found. Hence, he knows that 
he has first come from that place where there is no origin, and the place where he 
has now arrived is also where there is no origin. Since we have brought up this 
lack of any root [viz. anything fundamental], we should also understand that it 
is similarly free of [630b] branches [viz. derivatives]. Since there are no 
branches or roots, there is also ultimately no coming and no arrival. One can 
merely respond to the terms used in the Buddha’s question and provisionally 
employ such words as “come” or “arrived.” Although there is, furthermore, no 
actual coming or arriving, this is still not to say that there is absolutely no com
ing or arriving; hence, coming and arriving are used to elucidate the fact that 
there is no coming or arriving. This is because the place at which he arrives 
and the place whence he comes are both equally “where there is no origin.” 
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the Buddha said: “You originally came from nowhere and now you 
have also arrived nowhere. as you have gained the original inspiration 
(polli), which is inconceivable, you are a bodhisattva-mahŒsattva.”

This is the conclusion of the narrative [I.A.2.c]. The intent of this part is 
to explain that, since the place whence he comes and the place at which he 
arrives are both equally “where there is no origin,” and since both are equally 
places that have no origin, there is then neither coming nor arriving. This is 
because the place whence he comes is no different from the place where he 
arrives; hence, there is originally no coming from anywhere. And the place 
where he arrives is identical to the place whence he comes; hence, there now 
is no place where he arrives. Furthermore, since the place whence he comes 
has no origin, there is neither coming nor notcoming. Since the place where 
he arrives now also has no origin, there is neither arriving nor notarriving. 
Since he has no coming and no arriving and is originally calm and quies
cent, it therefore says, “You have gained the original inspiration, which is incon-
ceivable.” Since he has obtained the original inspiration which inspires both 
oneself and others, it therefore says, “You are a great bodhisattva-mahŒsattva.”

then, emitting a great ray of light that illuminated the great chiliocosm, 
he recited gŒthŒs:

how great you are, oh bodhisattva,
You who are replete in knowledge and wisdom.
Constantly by means of the original inspiration,
You inspire sentient beings.
in all the four postures [walking, standing, sitting, lying],
You constantly abide in the original inspiration,
guiding all the classes of beings,
Without coming or going anywhere.191

This is the third [part, I.A.3], in which the TathŒgata emits rays of light 
to symbolize his praise for the bodhisattva. It is in two [subparts]. 

First [I.A.3.a] is the preface of the sûtra editor. The reason that [the 
Buddha was] “emitting a great . . . light that illuminated the great chiliocosm” 
was to symbolize that the effulgence of great wisdom illuminates the dark
ness of the world, causing it to be irradiated with brightness. This substan
tiates the TathŒgata’s earlier praise. 

“how great you are, oh bodhisattva” is the specific praise [subpart I.A.3.b] 
of Muju Bodhisattva. [630c] “You are replete in knowledge and wisdom” means 
that, because he knows nothing, there is nothing that he does not know. “in all 
the four postures, / You constantly abide in the original inspiration” parallels the 
passage earlier in the preface “from far away, [Muju] drew close to the tathŒgata’s 
seat” (p. 629c). Through this [statement], he demonstrates the inspiration of 
original enlightenment. “Without coming or going anywhere” means that he is 
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calm and yet constantly proselytizing. “Without coming” means, to the extent 
that [these sentient beings] are led and proselytized, they are rendered capa
ble of transcending the world, a state whence they will never be able to back
slide. “[Without] going anywhere” means, in accordance with this freedom from 
retrogression, he retires from making any kind of display and remains “well
gone” (sugata). 

at that time, Muju Bodhisattva addressed the Buddha: “Lord! through 
what inspiring transformation may one transform all the affective con-
sciousnesses of sentient beings so that they will access the amala[-vijñŒna; 
immaculate consciousness]?”192

From here onward is the second [subsection, I.B], an extensive disquisi
tion [sic; “explanation” above] on the aspect of original inspiration. It is in 
two [parts]: 

one, [I.B.1], an explicit and extensive account; 
two, [I.B.2], a reiterated disquisition. 

In this first direct and extensive account [I.B.1], initially [I.B.1.a], there is a 
question; and subsequently [I.B.1.b], an answer.

[I.B.1.a:] “through what inspiring transformation”: this question concerns 
the aspect of inspiration, which is the catalyst of transformation. It is a ques
tion regarding the previous statement “guiding all [the classes of beings].” “May 
one transform . . . sentient beings”: this question concerns the aspect of the 
transmutation of all the consciousnesses, which are the objects of transfor
mation. It is a question regarding the previous statement “without . . . going 
anywhere.” “all the affective consciousnesses” mean the eight consciousnesses. 
Amala means the ninth consciousness. Trepi¡aka ParamŒrtha’s interpreta
tion of the ninth consciousness is derived from this passage, as his treatise 
explains.193

the Buddha replied: “all the buddhas, the tathŒgatas, constantly em-
ploy the one enlightenment to transform all the consciousnesses so 
that they will access the amala. Why is this? the original enlightenment 
of each and every sentient being is constantly enlightening all sentient 
beings by means of that one enlightenment, prompting them all to re-
gain their original enlightenment. they become enlightened to the fact 
that all the affective consciousnesses are void, calm, and unproduced. 
Why is this? it is a given that the original natures [of the eight con-
sciousnesses] are originally motionless.”

This answer [I.B.1.b] offers an explicit and extensive account of the as
pect of original inspiration. It is in two [divisions]: 
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initially [I.B.1.b.i], an overview; 
subsequently [I.B.1.b.ii], an explication.

[I.B.1.b.i, an overview:] “all the buddhas, the tathŒgatas, constantly employ 
the one enlightenment”: this statement provides an overview of the origin of 
the catalyst of transformation [viz. the aspect of inspiration]. “to transform 
all the consciousnesses so that they will access the amala”: [631a] this provides 
an overview of the transformation [of the consciousnesses], which are the 
objects of that transformation.

In the explication [division, I.B.1.b.ii], there are two [subdivisions]: 

a direct explication [I.B.1.b.ii.a]; 
a reexplication [I.B.1.b.ii.b]. 

In the direct explication [I.B.1.b.ii.a], the statement “the original enlight-
enment of each and every sentient being” explicates the previous [reference] to 
the one enlightenment as being the origin of the catalyst of transformation. 
All sentient beings are equally endowed with this one, original enlighten
ment; therefore, it says, “one enlightenment.” All buddhas experience this 
[one enlightenment and] are then able to proselytize everywhere; therefore, 
it says, “[they] constantly employ. . . . ” Since they employ this original enlight
enment to catalyze the enlightenment of others, it therefore says “[it] is con-
stantly enlightening all sentient beings by means of that one enlightenment, 
prompting them all to regain their original enlightenment.” This passage expli
cates the objects of proselytization, which are transformed so that they ac
cess [the amalavijñŒna]. “original enlightenment” is in fact the amalavijñŒna. 
“regain their original enlightenment”: this explicates the aspect of “access.” At 
the time that one accesses the original enlightenment, one cognizes that the 
eight consciousnesses are originally calm and extinct. Because enlighten
ment is the ultimate (niº¡a), none of [these eight] consciousnesses are pro
duced any longer. Therefore, it says, “all the affective consciousnesses are void, 
calm, and unproduced.” This passage is an explicit explication of the phrase 
“to transform all the consciousnesses.” 

The text here offers a thorough elucidation of the two types of enlight
enment: original and acquired. “the original enlightenment of each and every 
sentient being” is the aspect of original enlightenment. “they cognize the fact 
that all the affective consciousnesses are void, calm, and unproduced” is the as
pect of acquired enlightenment. This [juxtaposition of phrases] elucidates the 
fact that acquired enlightenment is identical to original enlightenment.194

From “why is this?” onward is the second [division, I.B.1.b.ii.b], a reexpli
cation. In the explication above, acquired enlightenment means that things 
to which one becomes enlightened are calm and extinct. Although all the 
eight consciousnesses evolve in accordance with conditions, even were one to 
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seek out their given natures, they would all be unascertainable. Therefore, it 
says, “it is a given that the original natures [of the eight consciousnesses] are origi-
nally motionless.” Because they are originally motionless, they are originally 
calm and extinct.

Muju Bodhisattva asked: “each and every one195 of the eight conscious-
nesses is generated with the sense-realms as condition. So how is it 
that they are motionless?”

From here onward is the second [part, I.B.2], a reiterated disquisition. 
It is in two [subparts]: 

initially [I.B.2.a], a disquisition on acquired enlightenment;
subsequently [I.B.2.b], a disquisition on original enlightenment. 

The initial [subpart, I.B.2.a] is also in two [divisions]: 

one [I.B.2.a.i], a disquisition on the fact that all the consciousnesses are 
void and calm; 

two [I.B.2.a.ii], a disquisition on the fact that all the consciousnesses are 
unproduced. 

The former [division, I.B.2.a.i] refers to the objects of enlightenment as 
the targets of acquired enlightenment; the latter [division, I.B.2.a.ii] refers 
to acquired enlightenment as the catalyst of enlightenment.

In this initial [division, I.B.2.a.i], there are a series of six exchanges, 
[631b] which are in three [subdivisions]: 

one [I.B.2.a.i.a], the first set of two exchanges, which are an explicit clari
fication of voidcalmness; 

two [I.B.2.a.i.b], the third exchange, which clarifies the fact that the char
acteristics [of enlightenment and nonenlightenment] are not identical; 

three [I.B.2.a.i.c], the last set of three exchanges, which clarify the fact 
that the characteristics [of enlightenment and nonenlightenment] are 
not different.

This first exchange [I.B.2.a.i.a.1] clarifies the fact that there is no gener
ation of motion. The statement “each and every one” means “all”—that is, all 
the eight consciousnesses of all sentient beings. “[each] is generated with the 
sense-realms as condition”: among the four types of conditions (pratyaya), this 
refers to the objectivesupport condition (Œlambanapratyaya) [viz. sensory ob
jects],196 which is used to critique [the notion that the consciousnesses] re
main [unconditioned and thus] motionless.
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the Buddha answered: “all the sense-realms are originally void. all 
consciousnesses are originally void. Being void, their natures are not 
subject to conditions. So how are they produced by conditions?”

Here [the Buddha] rejects [the contrary notion that the conscious
nesses] are conditioned by the senserealms, elucidating the fact that the 
consciousnesses are not generated.

Muju Bodhisattva retorted, “if all the sense-realms are void, then how 
can there be perception?”
 the Buddha replied: “perception is in fact deceptive. Why so? all 
the myriad of existing things are unproduced and signless. originally 
they have no names for themselves and are all void and calm. So too is 
this the case for all characteristics of dharmas. the bodies of all sen-
tient beings are also just the same. and if even those bodies do not 
exist, then how much less so could perception!”

From here onward is the second exchange [I.B.2.a.i.a.2], which clarifies 
that perception is deceptive. Because it is deceptive, it is truly void. This 
means that, because the senserealms are void, the perception that there are 
existent senseobjects is in fact deceptive; and because perception is also 
void, the assumption that things exist in reality is also deceptive. There are 
two [subsegments] to this explanation: 

a general clarification [I.B.2.a.i.a.2.a]; 
a specific elucidation [I.B.2.a.i.a.2.b].

Regarding the general clarification [I.B.2.a.i.a.2.a], such putatively “ex
istent” things as the skandhas (aggregates) and elements (dhŒtu) “originally 
. . . have no names for themselves” such as “I am materiality,” and so forth. It is 
merely owing to the deceptive mind that these come to be named “material
ity,” and so forth. For this reason, these “are all void and calm.”

In the specific elucidation [I.B.2.a.i.a.2.b], the statement “so too is this 
the case for all characteristics of dharmas” refers to the dharmacharacteristics 
of the six senseobjects, such as the external mountains, streams, and so 
forth. “the bodies of all sentient beings are also just the same:” this refers to the 
body that is composed internally of the five skandhas, such as materiality, 
feeling, and so on; but if even that physical body is nonexistent, then how 
would the function of perception possibly exist?

Muju Bodhisattva said, “if all sense-realms are void, all bodies are void, 
and all [631c] consciousnesses are void, then enlightenment too must 
be void.”
 the Buddha replied: “each and every enlightenment has a fixed na-
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ture that is not destroyed and not annihilated. they are not void and 
not nonvoid, for they are free from voidness or nonvoidness.”

From here onward is the third exchange [I.B.2.a.i.b], which clarifies 
the fact that the characteristics of enlightenment and nonenlightenment 
are not identical. The import of the query “enlightenment too must be void” 
is that, since the conditionally produced consciousnesses are void, the con
ditionally generated enlightenment [viz. the acquired enlightenment] 
must also be void. Since the consciousnesses are void, sensory perception is 
deceptive. And because enlightenment also is void, the experience [of that 
enlightenment] must also be deceptive. 

The implication of the Buddha’s response, “each and every enlighten-
ment,” is that this principle that they are “not annihilated” means that these 
enlightenments cannot be voided; and since there is no nature of their 
own that is validated, they are also “not nonvoid.” Therefore, while it may be 
that these enlightenments “are free from voidness or nonvoidness,” it is not 
the same with all the consciousnesses, which by deceptively clinging to all 
dharmas and countering the true principle can be voided and negated. 
Since [enlightenment and consciousness] are in this wise different, how 
could they be classified as the same?

“fixed nature” refers to the nature of true thusness (bhûtatathatŒ), which 
cannot be annihilated, because its nature is simply thus. “Not destroyed” 
means that [true thusness] does not cling to the characteristic of existence, 
because this would mar its void [aspect]. “Not annihilated” means that [true 
thusness] does not presume there is no nature, because this would mar its 
absolute [aspect]. This means that it is “not destroyed or annihilated” with 
respect to its “given nature.” 

Muju Bodhisattva remarked: “it is the same too for all the sense-
realms. they are not marked by voidness and yet they cannot but be 
marked by voidness.”
 the Buddha assented: “So it is. the natures of all the sense-realms are 
originally fixed. the bases of their fixed natures are not located anywhere.”
 Muju Bodhisattva said, “enlightenment is also the same: it is not lo-
cated anywhere.”
 the Buddha assented: “So it is. Because enlightenment has no locus, 
it is pure. as it is pure, it is free from [any such limiting concept as] en-
lightenment. as material things have no locus, they are pure. as they are 
pure, they are free from [any such limiting concept] as materiality.”

From this point onward is the third set [of three exchanges, I.B.2.a.i.c], 
which clarifies that the characteristics [of enlightenment and nonenlighten
ment] are not different. Herein, the first two exchanges [I.B.2.a.i.c.1, 2] clar
ify that enlightenment and the senserealms have the same characteristics; 
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the latter single exchange [I.B.2.a.i.c.3] elucidates the fact that enlighten
ment and the consciousnesses have the same characteristics. 

In the first [segment], the former exchange [I.B.2.a.i.c.1] clarifies the fact 
that the senserealms are identical to enlightenment. This means that all the 
deceptive senserealms [632a] are originally nonexistent. Since they are free 
from any semblance of existence, how would they involve any characteristics 
that void existence? And since they do not void existence, how would they 
achieve the voidness of nonexistence? Therefore, it says, “they are not marked 
by voidness and yet they cannot but be marked by voidness.” Explained from this 
standpoint, [the senserealms] are then not different from enlightenment. 

In the response, the statement “the natures . . . are originally fixed” clari
fies that, because [the senserealms] originally do not exist, they are not 
marked by voidness. “the bases . . . are not located anywhere” clarifies that, 
because they do not involve voidness, they are not devoid of voidness. 

The latter exchange [I.B.2.a.i.c.2] clarifies the fact that enlightenment is 
the same as the senserealms. “enlightenment is also the same”: enlightenment 
is also conditionally produced, because its original nature is void. In the re
sponse, the statement “as it is pure, it is free from enlightenment” means that 
cognizing the principle of voidness leaves behind all characteristics; thus, it 
says, “it is pure.” Since the nature of cognition is void, there is no cognition 
where there is voidness, in the same way that there is no characteristic of “ma
teriality” in voidness. The preceding [exchange, I.B.2.a.i.c.1] clarified that 
the senserealms were the same as enlightenment in order to demonstrate 
the parallels between the aspect of the senserealms being “not void and not 
nonvoid” and the preceding aspect that enlightenment was “not void and 
not nonvoid.” Now, the present [exchange, I.B.2.a.i.c.2] clarifies that enlight
enment is the same as the senserealms in order to show that the enlightened 
nature’s principle of being void and signless is the same as the senserealms’ 
aspect of being void and signless. The difference between these two passages 
should be understood in this manner. 

Muju Bodhisattva remarked: “the mind and the visual consciousness as 
well are similarly inconceivable.”
 the Buddha said: “Yes, the mind and the visual consciousness as 
well are similarly inconceivable. Why is this? Materiality has no locus; it 
is pure and nameless. it does not intrude into the internal [sense-
bases]. the visual [base] has no locus; it is pure and sightless. it does 
not go out into the external [sense-objects]. the mind has no locus; it 
is pure and unsurpassed; it has no locus whence it is produced. Con-
sciousness has no locus; it is pure and motionless; it is not distinguished 
by conditions. their natures are entirely void and calm.

This is the third exchange [I.B.2.a.i.c.3], which clarifies that conscious
ness is the same as enlightenment. The line “the mind and the visual con-
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sciousness” refers to the mind that accumulates the seeds of the visual 
consciousness [viz. the ŒlayavijñŒna] and the visual consciousness that de
rives from these seeds. He briefly alludes to these two to provide an over
view of the fact that their natures are void and draws below on the four 
[632b] types of conditions to clarify the fact that the visual consciousness is 
void. “Materiality has no locus” means that the nature of materiality is itself 
void. “it is pure and nameless” means that, in voidness, there is no material
ity. “it does not intrude into the internal” means that it does not become an 
object of the visual faculty (cakºurindriya). This explains the fact that the 
objectivesupport condition (Œlambanapratyaya) is void. “the visual [base] has 
no locus; it is pure and sightless” means that, where the nature of sight is 
void, there is no visual faculty. “it does not go out into the external” means 
that it does not function as the subject of sense perception with regard to 
the element of materiality. This clarifies that the predominant condition 
(adhipatipratyaya) [viz. the sense organ itself] is void. “the mind has no locus; 
it is pure and unsurpassed” means there are no seeds [of consciousness] 
where seeds are void. This is paramount among the four types of condi
tions. “[the mind] has no locus whence it is produced” means that it is not as
sociated with any of the loci whence consciousness originates. This clarifies 
that the causal condition (hetupratyaya) is void. “Consciousness has no locus; 
it is pure and motionless” means that, since the three [preceding] types of 
conditions are nonexistent, visual consciousness does not originate. “[Con-
sciousness is] not distinguished by conditions” means that there is no condi
tion, for example, “materiality,” by which to differentiate [the sensory] 
consciousnesses. This explains the fact that the antecedent condition (sa
manantarapratyaya) and the visual consciousness are void. “Conditions” re
fers to the conditions that precede extinction. “distinguished” refers to the 
sensory distinctions that are produced subsequently. Because these two are 
both void, it says “it is not.” 

Since, in this wise, the four types of conditions and the consciousnesses 
are both void, it says as a general summation that “their natures are entirely 
void and calm.” Just as we say that the four conditions are all void with regard 
to visual consciousness, so too should the same explanation be given for [all 
the consciousnesses] up to and including the “mentality”consciousness: 
that is, dharmas [the objects of the mentalityconsciousness] have no locus; 
they are pure and nameless. The mental [faculty] has no locus; it is pure 
and nameless. It does not intrude into the internal [sensebase]. The men
tal [base] has no locus; it is pure and free of perception. It does not go out 
into the external [realm of mental objects]. 

The mind has no locus; it is pure and unsurpassed. It has no place 
whence it originates. [Mind]consciousness has no locus; it is pure and mo
tionless; it is not distinguished by conditions. Its nature is entirely void and 
calm. 

In this passage, “mentality” (Åi) means the seventh consciousness (kliº¡
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manovijñŒna); “mind” (sim) means the eighth consciousness [the ŒlayavijñŒna]. 
This explains that the eight consciousnesses are all void and calm and, conse
quently, are the same as the voidness of all types of enlightenment.

“that nature is free from any semblance of enlightenment, but if one 
becomes enlightened, [that nature too] will then be enlightened.
 “oh son of good family! once one realizes that there is no [632c] 
enlightenment, all the consciousnesses then access [the fountainhead of 
the mind]. 
 “Why is this? at the stage of adamantine knowledge, they [the con-
sciousnesses] are eradicated on the path of liberation (vimuktimŒrga). 
once they are eradicated, you access the nonabiding stage [of sublime 
enlightenment] where there is neither egress nor access, that stage of 
certitude where the mind has no locus. that stage is pure, like transpar-
ent beryl.197 that nature is constantly in equilibrium, like the great earth. 
enlightened, sublime, contemplative investigation is like the effulgence of 
the sun of wisdom.198 [one’s ability to] inspire [others] is perfected and 
one gains original [enlightenment]; this is like the great rain of dharma. 
 “accessing this knowledge is accessing the buddhas’ stage of 
knowledge [the sublime enlightenment where these four types of wis-
dom are perfected]. for one who has accessed this stage of knowledge, 
none of the consciousnesses is produced.”

This is the second [division, I.B.2.a.ii], a clarification [sic; “disquisition” 
above, p. 631a] of the fact that all the consciousnesses are unproduced. It 
seeks to clarify that, originally, all the consciousnesses are produced in ac
cordance with ignorance. Now, through the acquired enlightenment, [these 
consciousnesses] return to the fountainhead of the mind; and once they re
turn to the fountainhead of the mind, none of the consciousnesses will any 
longer be generated. Because the consciousnesses are not generated, ac
quired enlightenment will be consummated.

This [division] is in two [subdivisions]: 

a brief overview [I.B.2.a.ii.a]; 
an extensive explication [I.B.2.a.ii.b]. 

The overview [I.B.2.a.ii.a] is also in two [segments]. 
[In the first segment, I.B.2.a.ii.a.1], the statement “that nature is free 

from any semblance of enlightenment, but if one becomes enlightened [that na-
ture too] will then be enlightened” offers an overview of the consummation 
of acquired enlightenment. 

[In the second segment, I.B.2.a.ii.a.2], the statement “once one awakens 
to the knowledge that there is no enlightenment, all the consciousnesses then ac-
cess [enlightenment]” offers an overview of the fact that all the conscious
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nesses are unproduced. The statement “that nature is free from any semblance 
of enlightenment” means not only that this nature of voidness is devoid of con
sciousness, but also that it is not associated in any way with acquired enlight
enment. The principle that “one realizes that there is no enlightenment” then 
serves as the knowledge of acquired enlightenment; therefore, it says “if one 
becomes enlightened, [that nature too] will then be enlightened.” “one awakens 
to the knowledge that there is no enlightenment” describes the previous [ac
count of] acquired enlightenment. Once acquired enlightenment is con
summated, the eight consciousnesses will no longer be generated. This is 
because, to the extent that one awakens to the fact that there is no enlighten
ment, all the consciousnesses vanish; and, to the extent that one awakens to 
the ultimate, one returns to the fountainhead of the mind. Therefore, it says, 
“all the consciousnesses then access [the fountainhead of the mind].”

From “why is this?” onward is the [extensive] explanation [I.B.2.a.ii.b], 
which is in two [segments]: 

initially [I.B.2.a.ii.b.1], a clarification of the fulfillment of the cause; 
subsequently [I.B.2.a.ii.b.2], an elucidation of the consummation of the 

fruition. 

[I.B.2.a.ii.b.1, a clarification of the fulfillment of the cause:] “at the 
stage of adamantine knowledge” refers to the vajropamasamŒdhi, which oc
curs at the stage of virtual enlightenment, where the cause of acquired en
lightenment is fulfilled, as was explained previously (KSGN, p. 605c). Here 
is it called “adamantine knowledge” because it is explained from the stand
point of the cause of enlightenment. 

“are eradicated on the path of liberation (vimuktimŒrga)” means that the 
cause of nonproduction is fulfilled. However, in this [line], “eradication” 
has two senses. [First, eradication] may be treated from the standpoint of 
the innate (upapattilŒbhika) ignorance that exists on the abiding stage; this 
means that the adamantine state of mind is the uninterrupted [633a] path 
(ŒnantaryamŒrga), and the initial thoughtmoment of sublime enlighten
ment is the path of liberation (vimuktimŒrga).199 At the moment of the unin
terrupted path, one remains associated with ignorance; it is only when the 
path of liberation is generated that there then can be actual “eradication.” 
[Second, eradication] may be treated from the standpoint of the seeds of 
conceptual proliferation (prapañca) present in all the consciousnesses. 
Then, the thoughtmoments preceding [eradication] are the uninter
rupted path, which is generated and extinguished in association with those 
seeds. The very last thoughtmoment, the vajropamŒsamŒdhi, is the path of 
liberation, which is the actual eradication of those seeds. Now, [in this pas
sage, “eradication”] should be taken in the [second] sense of eradication 
of these seeds [of prapañca]; therefore, it says, “[at the stage of] adamantine 
[knowledge], they are eradicated on the path to liberation (vimuktimŒrga).” At 
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this time, the present fruition consciousness (*vipŒkavijñŒna; viz. the Œlay
avijñŒna) is produced by the seeds of the past thoughtmoment, because 
the generation of cause and fruition does not occur simultaneously. This 
subsequent fruition is not again regenerated because at that time one has 
already eradicated all seeds. Therefore, we know that the statement “eradi-
cated on the path to liberation” actually [explains] the cause for all the con
sciousnesses being unproduced. 

Next [I.B.2.a.ii.b.2] is an elucidation of the fruition, which is in two 
[subsegments]:

initially [I.B.2.a.ii.b.2.a], a clarification that enlightenment is 
consummated; 

subsequently [I.B.2.a.ii.b.2.b], an elucidation of the fact that the con
sciousnesses are unproduced.

In the first [subsegment, I.B.2.a.ii.b.2.a], the statement “once they are 
eradicated, you access the nonabiding stage” means that, after the adamantine 
liberation has eradicated the seeds [of prapañca], one immediately accesses 
the nonabiding stage of sublime enlightenment. Transcending the two 
truths [of absolute (paramŒrtha) and conventional (saœv¿tti)], one abides in
dependently in nonduality. For this reason it is called “nonabiding.” Because 
the nonabiding mind extinguishes both of the two truths, it makes no distinc
tion between egressing from the conventional [truth] or accessing the abso
lute [truth]. Since “there is neither egress nor access” and no dwelling in either 
voidness or existence, it says “the mind has no locus.” In the place that has no 
locus, there is only the one mind. Because the essence of the one mind is 
originally calm and quiescent, it refers to “that stage of certitude.” At the time 
that the one mind is revealed, the eight consciousnesses are all transformed. 
Hence, at that time, the four wisdoms are consummated. This is because this 
one mind leaves darkness behind and perfects brightness. Clear and trans
parent, there are no shadows it does not illuminate; therefore, it says “that 
stage is pure, like transparent beryl.” This [statement] elucidates the aspect of 
the great perfect mirror wisdom (ŒdaršanajñŒna). This one mind leaves far 
behind the two extremes [of conventional and absolute] and penetrates to 
the fact that oneself and others are in a state of constant equilibrium and 
nonduality; therefore, it says “that nature is constantly in equilibrium, like the 
great earth.” [633b] This [statement] elucidates the aspect of impartial wis
dom (samatŒjñŒna). In this wise, the one mind has no objects that it contem
plates, and there are none of the approaches to dharma that it does not 
investigate; therefore, it says “enlightened, sublime, contemplative investigation 
is like the effulgence of the sun of wisdom.” This elucidates the aspect of the 
sublimeobservation wisdom (pratyavekºanŒjñŒna). In this wise, the one mind 
has nothing remaining to accomplish, and there is nothing it cannot accom
plish with regard to acts of benefiting others; therefore, it says, “[one’s ability 
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to] inspire [others] is perfected and one gains original [enlightenment]; this is like 
the great rain of dharma.” Just as the rain moistens the myriad things and 
causes them to form their fruits, so too is this the case with this knowledge. 
Accomplishing acts of benefiting others prompts one to gain original en
lightenment. This clarifies the aspect of the wisdom that has accomplished 
what was to be done (k¿tyŒnuº¡hŒnajñŒna).200 Since the four wisdoms are con
summated, acquired enlightenment is fulfilled.

From “accessing this knowledge” onward is the next [subsegment, I.
B.2.a.ii.b.2.b], an elucidation of the fact that all the consciousnesses are 
unproduced. Obtaining these four wisdoms is precisely the stage of sub
lime enlightenment; therefore, it says, “[this] is accessing the buddhas’ stage 
of knowledge.” Since, at this time, one returns to the fountainhead of the 
one mind, all the waves of the eight consciousnesses will never arise again; 
therefore, it says, “for one who has accessed this stage of knowledge, none of 
the consciousnesses is produced.” 

The two subdivisions of the disquisition on acquired enlightenment 
[I.B.2.a.i, ii] are completed as above.

Muju Bodhisattva said: “as the tathŒgata has explained, the sanctified 
dynamism of the one enlightenment and the stage of [sublime enlighten-
ment where] the four vast wisdoms [are perfected] are in fact the en-
lightened inspiration that is innate in all sentient beings. Why is this? 
Because these are originally present in the bodies of all sentient beings.”

From here onward is the second [subpart, I.B.2.b], a disquisition on 
the meaning of original enlightenment, which is in two [divisions]: 

one [I.B.2.b.i], an explicit clarification; 
two [I.B.2.b.ii], dispelling attachments. 

The first [division] also has two [subdivisions]: 

initially [I.B.2.b.i.a], a clarification of the principle of original enlighten
ment’s nonduality; 

subsequently [I.B.2.b.i.b], a revelation of the approach that accesses real
ization by removing hindrances. 

This first [subdivision] is also in two [segments]: 

initially [I.B.2.b.i.a.1], a question;
subsequently [I.B.2.b.i.a.2], an answer.

In the question [I.B.2.b.i.a.1], the statement “the sanctified dynamism of 
the one enlightenment and the stage of the four vast wisdoms” correlates with 
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the preceding explanation of the meaning of the four wisdoms. The consum
mation of acquired enlightenment is identical to original enlightenment; since 
original and actualized are nondual, they are called “one enlightenment.” Be
cause there is nothing that [the one enlightenment] cannot accomplish, refer
ence was made to its “sanctified dynamism.” Because the one enlightenment 
subsumes all four great wisdoms, which contain all the meritorious qualities, it 
refers to its “stage of . . . [633c] wisdom.” In the same wise, the four wisdoms are 
of equal measure with the one mind, and there is nothing that they do not en
compass; therefore, they are called “vast wisdoms.” In the same wise, the one 
enlightenment is the dharmakŒya, and the dharmakŒya is the original enlight
enment of sentient beings; therefore, it says “[these] are in fact the enlightened in-
spiration that is innate in all sentient beings.” Since [the inspiration of original 
enlightenment] is originally endowed with the immeasurable meritorious 
qualities inherent in the nature, which influence the minds of sentient beings 
to perform the two kinds of action [benefiting self and others], it is called “in-
nate . . . inspiration.” Following from this aspect of original enlightenment’s non
duality, there is not a single sentient being who is isolated from the dharmakŒya; 
therefore, it says “these are present originally in the bodies of all sentient beings.” 

the Buddha replied: “So it is. and why is this so? although all sentient 
beings are originally free from contaminants and all wholesome benefits 
are originally innate in them, they are being pricked by the thorn of de-
sire, which they have yet to overcome [and thus do not realize that 
they are originally enlightened].

This answer [I.B.2.b.i.a.2] narrates the [Buddha’s] confirmation of the 
question. It clarifies that, in original enlightenment, the immeasurable mer
itorious qualities inherent in the nature are not tainted or affected by the 
three contaminants (Œsrava);201 therefore, it says, “[all sentient being] are origi-
nally free from contaminants.” With these [meritorious qualities] as the foun
dation, one produces all wholesome actions and benefits; therefore, it says, 
“all wholesome benefits are originally innate in them.” Although one may be en
dowed with original enlightenment, one may still be overwhelmed by adven
titious taints, that is, “the thorn of desire.” Therefore, at present, one has not 
yet gained one’s own original enlightenment.

Muju Bodhisattva asked: “if there is a sentient being who has yet to 
draw on the original inspiration and who [continues to have the desire 
to] gather and accumulate [worldly experience], how then will he over-
come that which is difficult to overcome?”
 the Buddha replied: “Whether discrimination and taints occur en 
masse or in isolation, if his spirit reverts to abide in the cave of void-
ness, he will overcome that which is difficult to overcome.202 Liberated 
from the bonds of MŒra [demonic forces personified], he will sit super-
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nally on the open ground, where the consciousness aggregate (vijñâna-
skandha) [will be in a state of] parinirvŒÿa.”203

From here onward is the second [subdivision, I.B.2.b.i.b], a revelation of 
the approach that accesses realization by removing hindrances. It is in two 
[segments]: 

initially [I.B.2.b.i.b.1], a question; 
subsequently [I.B.2.b.i.b.2], the answer.

In the question [I.B.2.b.i.b.1], the statement “gather and accumulate” re
fers to the craving for the three types of existence [i.e., craving for the desire, 
form, and formless realms]. Because of this clinging to the fruits of birth 
and death [saœsŒra], it says, “gather.” Because these defilements are associ
ated with mind, it says, “accumulate.” Since time immemorial, the manifesta
tions of the defilements [634a] have never come to an end; therefore, it says 
“difficult to overcome.” Only when the counteracting paths (pratipakºamŒrga) 
[which eradicate the afflictive hindrances (klešŒvaraÿa) and cognitive hin
drances (jñeyŒvaraÿa)] start does the power [of the hindrances] weaken; thus, 
the question here is, how will they be overcome? Such is the nature of [Muju 
Bodhisattva’s] doubt. 

In the answer [I.B.2.b.i.b.2], there are three [subsegments]: 

initially [I.B.2.b.i.b.2.a], specifying what is to be subdued; 
next [I.B.2.b.i.b.2.b], clarifying the agent that performs this subduing; 
finally [I.B.2.b.i.b.2.c], elucidating the superior benefit that is obtained 

from the act of subduing.

[I.B.2.b.i.b.2.a:] “Whether [discrimination and taints] occur en masse or in 
isolation”: the mental activities of sentient beings are coarse, subtle, and inde
terminate (avyŒk¿ta). Since at certain times they are associated with defile
ments, they “occur en masse.” Since at other times those mental activities are 
separate from delusion, they “occur in isolation.” When [the mental activities] 
are separate from afflictions, they remain involved with [subtle] discrimina
tion that grasps at dharmas, and when they are associated with afflictions, 
they are tainted by those afflictions; therefore, it says, “Whether discrimina-
tion and taints occur.”

Next [I.B.2.b.i.b.2.b] clarifies the agent that performs this subduing. 
Through relying on the Buddhist sûtras, one turns around one’s mind and 
spirit, dispels the characteristics of both persons and dharmas, and abides in 
the principle of the two voidnesses [of persons and dharmas]; therefore, it 
says, “his spirit reverts to abide in the cave of voidness.” Then and only then 
will this mind be generated in conformity with the principles of the path; 
therefore, it has superior ability. Because those delusions have oppugned  
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religious principles since time immemorial, they cannot be resisted; there
fore, it says, “[how] then will he overcome that which is difficult to overcome?” 
This [passage] clarifies the stages before the bhûmis, where one subdues and 
removes the two [afflictive and cognitive] hindrances [i.e., the pratipakºamŒrga]. 
Owing to this counteractive path, one enters the stage of the path of eradica
tion, which gradually plucks out the seeds [of the defilements] until they are 
gone forever. Once they are gone forever, one leaves far behind the four 
MŒras;204 therefore, it says, “Liberated from the bonds of MŒra.”

Next [I.B.2.b.i.b.2.c] is a clarification [sic; “elucidating” above] of the 
superior benefit gained from this act of subduing. There are two superior 
benefits: the fruition of bodhi and the fruition of the fruition. “The frui
tion of bodhi” means that, transcending that place where one accumulates 
the five skandhas that are associated with the contaminants, one sits at the 
bodhimaÿøa and gains unsurpassed enlightenment; therefore, it says, “he 
will sit supernally on the open ground.” “The fruition of the fruition” means 
that he realizes great nirvŒÿa through this unsurpassed enlightenment. 
His cognition will then be free from any semblance of perception, and all 
the consciousnesses will gain access [to nirvŒÿa]; therefore, it says “the con-
sciousness aggregate [will be in a state of] parinirvŒÿa.”

Muju Bodhisattva remarked: “the mind that gains nirvŒÿa is indepen-
dent and singular as well as autonomous. it lingers perpetually in 
nirvŒÿa and perforce is liberated.”

From this point on is the second [division, I.B.2.b.ii], dispelling attach
ments. It is in two [subdivisions]: 

initially [I.B.2.b.ii.a], a clarification of nonabiding, [634b] which dispels 
the attachment to abiding; 

subsequently [I.B.2.b.ii.b], a narration of nonattainment, which dispels 
the grasping at attainment.

The first [subdivision, I.B.2.b.ii.a] is also in two [segments]: 

initially [I.B.2.b.ii.a.1], a question;
subsequently [I.B.2.b.ii.a.2], the answer.

In the question [I.B.2.b.ii.a.1], the statement “independent and singular” 
means that when the eight consciousnesses are transmuted (prav¿tti), they be
come the one enlightenment. “autonomous” means that one leaves far  
behind the two graspings at person and dharmas. This “autonomous” en
lightenment “lingers perpetually in nirvŒÿa,” and the wisdom that abides con
stantly therein “is liberated” from all bonds. [The bodhisattva] asks this 
question because this grasping [at nirvŒÿa] still exists.
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the Buddha responded: “Lingering perpetually in nirvŒÿa is the bond-
age of nirvŒÿa. Why is this? NirvŒÿa is the inspiration of original en-
lightenment, and that inspiration is originally nirvŒÿa. the enlightened 
aspects (bodhyaæga) of nirvŒÿa are in fact the aspects of original enlight-
enment. as the enlightened nature is undifferentiated, nirvŒÿa is undif-
ferentiated. as enlightenment is originally unproduced, nirvŒÿa is 
unproduced. as enlightenment is originally free from extinction, 
nirvŒÿa is free from extinction. Because nirvŒÿa is innate, there is no 
attainment of nirvŒÿa. and if nirvŒÿa cannot be attained, then how can 
one linger therein?
 “oh son of good family! one who is enlightened need not linger in 
nirvŒÿa. Why is this? one who cognizes the original nonproduction re-
mains far removed from the maculations (mala) of sentient beings. one 
who cognizes the original lack of calmness remains far removed from 
the activity of nirvŒÿa. for one who abides at such a stage, his mind lin-
gers nowhere. free from both egress and access, it accesses the 
amala-consciousness.”

This is the answer [I.B.2.b.ii.a.2], which explicitly dispels the grasping 
at abiding. It is in two [subsegments]: 

initially [I.B.2.b.ii.a.2.a], a brief subversion of this grasping; 
subsequently [I.B.2.b.ii.a.2.b], an extensive elucidation of the principle 

[of “nonabiding”].

In the first [subpart, I.B.2.b.ii.a.2.a], the statement “lingering perpetually 
in nirvŒÿa is the bondage of nirvŒÿa” means that, even though one may have re
alized eternal enlightenment, lingering in nirvŒÿa is a type of clinging, 
which produces bondage to nirvŒÿa; so how, then, can “lingering perpetually” 
be liberation?

From “Why is this?” onward is the extensive elucidation of the principle 
[of nonabiding] [I.B.2.b.ii.a.2.b]. Since this principle is “nonabiding,” “abid
ing” goes against this principle. And how can a mind that violates this princi
ple not be in “bondage”? This is the sort of explication that is appropriate for 
the import [of this passage]. This [subsegment] is in two [portions]: 

initially [I.B.2.b.ii.a.2.b.I], it draws on the standpoint of original enlight
enment to clarify nonabiding;

subsequently [I.B.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II], it draws on the standpoint of acquired 
enlightenment to elucidate nonabiding. 

In this first [portion, I.B.2.b.ii.a.2.b.I], it draws on the standpoint of 
nondifferentiation to clarify nonattainment and nonabiding. This aspect 
of nondifferentiation [634c] is of four types. 
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First, the original principle is undifferentiated, as in the sûtra’s state
ment “NirvŒÿa is the inspiration of original enlightenment, and that inspiration 
is originally nirvŒÿa.” This clarifies that nirvŒÿa is the inspiration of original 
enlightenment, and this inspiration of original enlightenment is originally 
nirvŒÿa: that is, that acquired enlightenment is identical to original en
lightenment. Therefore, because it is undifferentiated, it is unattained.

Second, the aspects of enlightenment (bodhyaæga) are undifferentiated, 
as in the sûtra’s statement “the enlightened aspects of nirvŒÿa are in fact the as-
pects of original enlightenment.” This clarifies that all the meritorious qualities 
of nirvŒÿa are in fact the meritorious qualities of original enlightenment; 
they are undifferentiated and are free from any semblance of attainment, as 
was explained previously.

Third, the single taste is undifferentiated, as in the sûtra’s statement “as 
the enlightened nature is undifferentiated, nirvŒÿa is undifferentiated.” This clari
fies that the enlightened nature has but a single taste and is free from any 
sign of differentiation; it is in fact this nondifferentiation that is nirvŒÿa.

Fourth, nondualism is undifferentiated, as in the sûtra’s statement “as 
enlightenment is originally unproduced, nirvŒÿa is unproduced. as enlightenment 
is originally free from extinction, nirvŒÿa is free from extinction.” This clarifies 
that original enlightenment is originally free from production and extinction; 
it is in fact this freedom from production and extinction that is nirvŒÿa. 

Since these four aspects of the principle of undifferentiation are origi
nally undifferentiated, “there is no attainment of nirvŒÿa.” This clarifies that 
there is no subject that attains nirvŒÿa or enlightenment. The next state
ment, “there is no attainment of nirvŒÿa,” clarifies the aspect that nirvŒÿa is 
unascertainable. Since there is neither a subject nor an object of attainment, 
how can there be a subject or an object of abiding? For this reason, it says, 
“how can one linger therein?” This elucidates the fact that “lingering perpetu-
ally” does not correspond to the principle [of nonabiding].

Next [I.B.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II], it draws on the standpoint of the acquired en
lightenment to clarify [sic; “elucidate” above] nonabiding. [This portion is 
in two subportions:] 

initially [I.B.2.b.ii.a.2.b.ii.A], an overview; 
subsequently [I.B.2.b.ii.a.2.b.ii.B], an explication. 

[In the overview [I.B.2.b.ii.a.2.b.ii.A], “one who is enlightened” refers to 
a person who has experienced the acquired enlightenment. 

In the explication [I.B.2.b.ii.a.2.b.ii.B], “one who cognizes the original 
nonproduction” refers to the enlightened understanding that birth and death 
are originally unproduced, which prompts him to leave behind the macula
tions caused by grasping at birth and death. “one who cognizes the original 
lack of calmness” means the enlightened understanding that nirvŒÿa is origi
nally free from calmness and tranquillity, which prompts one to leave be
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hind the activity of accessing nirvŒÿa. “his mind lingers nowhere” means that 
he does not linger in saœsŒra or nirvŒÿa. “free from both egress and access” 
means that he does not perceive either mundane existence or true voidness. 
“it accesses the amala-consciousness” [635a] means that the essence of the one 
mind leaves behind the two extremes [of existence and voidness]. Since one 
returns to the fountainhead of the mind, it is called “accessing.” One who in 
this wise is nonabiding will then attain liberation. Hence, lingering in 
nirvŒÿa does not allow one to leave behind one’s bonds.

Muju Bodhisattva asked, “if the amala-consciousness has some place 
where it can be accessed, [does this mean it is] something that is at-
tained—that is, an attained dharma?”

From this point on is the second [subdivision, I.B.2.b.ii.b], dispelling 
the grasping at attainment. It is in four [segments]: 

one [I.B.2.b.ii.b.1], an explicit clarification of nonattainment; 
two [I.B.2.b.ii.b.2], dispelling once again [the bodhisattva’s] doubt; 
three [I.B.2.b.ii.b.3], comprehension; 
four [I.B.2.b.ii.b.4], the conclusion of the narrative. 

The first [segment, I.B.2.b.ii.b.1] is in two [subsegments]: 

initially [I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.a], a question; 
subsequently [I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b], the answer. 

[In this first subsegment, I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.a], based on the preceding refer
ence to accessing [the amalaconsciousness], [Muju Bodhisattva] clings to the 
literal meaning of the words and presumes: if the amalaconsciousness were 
something that could be accessed, at the time of gaining such access one 
would realize attainment; therefore, there must be something that is attained. 
[Muju Bodhisattva] harbors this doubt and therefore asks this question.

the Buddha replied: “No, it does not. Why is this? it is like a deluded 
son who carries gold coins in his hands but does not know that he has 
them. roaming throughout all the ten directions, he passes fifty years 
in poverty and destitution, hardship and suffering. though he devotes 
all his efforts to eking out a living, he is unable to support himself. 
 “Seeing his son in such dire straits, his father tells him, ‘You’re car-
rying around gold coins! Why don’t you use them? then you’ll be free 
to satisfy your needs in every possible way.’ 
 “his son awakens and discovers the gold coins. his mind greatly 
joyous, he shouts, ‘i found the gold coins!’ 
 “his father replies, ‘My deluded son! You should not be elated [at 
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your good fortune]. the gold coins you’ve found have always been in 
your possession; they are not something you’ve “found.” So how can 
you be happy?’ ”

This answer [I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b] is an explicit clarification of the meaning 
of nonattainment. It is in three [portions]: 

instruction [I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.I]; 
similes [I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.II];
correlations [I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.III]. 

In the first [portion, I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.I], the statement “no, it does not” is 
a sweeping rejection of the notion of attainment. 

[I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.II:] From “why is this?” onward are the similes regard
ing this nonattainment. There are four similes: 

one [I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.II.A], the simile about the deluded son not realizing 
that he possesses gold coins and ending up traveling about in poverty 
and destitution; [635b]

two [I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.II.B], the simile of his father revealing to his son that 
the son possesses these gold coins, thereby bringing him satisfaction; 

three [I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.II.C], the simile of [the son’s] joy at obtaining the 
gold coins; 

four [I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.II.D], [the father’s] statement that they are not some
thing that he has obtained.

In the first simile [I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.II.A], the statement “deluded son” means 
that all sentient beings are deluded to the fountainheads of their own minds. 
The TathŒgata’s great compassion is like [a father] looking out for his only 
son; hence, the simile is to a “deluded son.” The destitute son in the 
Saddharmapuÿøarîkasûtra is a simile for the šrŒvakas,205 but here “deluded son” 
is a generic simile for various types of beings. “Carries gold coins in his hands” is 
a simile for the fact that all the deluded consciousnesses cling to and differen
tiate the five bonds (bandhana) and the afflictions (kleša). These shroud one’s 
own pure mind until one is no longer aware that [that mind] even exists. 
“roaming throughout all the ten directions” refers to one’s biased imaginations 
(parikalpita) concerning the five characteristics and the five matters. “he 
passes fifty years” means that one receives the five aggregates and produces 
the fifty types of evil.206 “in poverty” means that he has little worldly happi
ness. “destitution” means that he completely lacks any supramundane wealth. 
“hardship” means that he may fall into the three [evil] bournes and receive se
vere suffering. “Suffering” means that he may be born among men or gods and 
receive minor suffering. “though he devotes all his efforts” means that, seeking 
worldly pleasures, he performs meritorious actions. “eking out a living” means 
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that he is rewarded by receiving the [sensual] pleasures of men and gods. 
“he is unable to support himself”: receiving worldly pleasures only increases 
thirst and craving, and whatever flourishes will inevitably degenerate; 
therefore, [such worldly pleasures] are of no value or benefit.

In the second simile [I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.II.B], “seeing his son . . . , his father” 
means that the buddhas take refuge in the fountainhead of the mind, and, 
having the same essence of great compassion, they act as the loving father 
of all sentient beings. “in such dire straits” means that [the son] was involved 
in the events outlined in the first simile. “tells him” means that [the Bud
dha] explains the MahŒyŒna teaching to sentient beings. “  ‘You’re carrying 
around gold coins! Why don’t you use them?’ ”: he reveals that there is a pure 
mind in which one should have resolute faith (adhimukti). “ ‘then you’ll be 
free to satisfy your needs in every possible way’ ”: if you make use of the supe
rior inspiration of that pure mind’s original enlightenment, then the dhar
makŒya and its life force of wisdom will be consummated. 

In the third simile [I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.II.C], “his son awakens” means that, 
hearing the MahŒyŒna teaching, he generates resolute faith and is positioned 
at the stage just before the bhûmis. “and [635c] discovers the gold coins” 
means that he gains access to the first bhûmi, the stage of actual penetra
tion; this is because through realization he perceives the buddhanature’s in
spiration of original enlightenment. “his mind greatly joyous”: In the 
subsequently obtained wisdom (p¿º¡halabdhajñŒna),207 he reflects upon what 
he is about to achieve and feels remarkable joy. “he shouts, ‘i found the gold 
coins!’ ”: emerging from his contemplation, he becomes distracted by mental 
states associated with the contaminants and, consequently, generates grasp
ing at dharmas. This is because he presumes he has gained something.

In the fourth simile [I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.II.D], “ ‘the gold coins you’ve found 
have always been in your possession’ ” reveals that the inspiration of original 
enlightenment that you realize originally belongs to you; it is not something 
you have only now obtained. “ ‘they are not something you’ve “found.” So how 
can you be happy?’ ”: since these have originally belonged to you and are not 
something you have only now obtained, it is incorrect to give rise to thoughts 
that grasp at your attainments. “ ‘So how can you be happy?’ ” neutralizes his 
discrimination: this means that, in presuming he has attainment, he is 
happy, even though he has actually become attached. 

“oh son of good family! it is just the same with the amala-conscious. it 
originally is not something from which you have departed. it is not 
something that has now been accessed. even though in the past you 
were unaware of it, it was not nonexistent. even though now you have 
awakened to it, it is not accessed.”

This is the third [portion, I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.III], the correlations, which is 
in two [subportions]: 
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a general correlation [I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.III.A];
a specific correlation [I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.III.B].

In the general correlation [I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.III.A], the term amala means 
“immaculate.” This is because original enlightenment is originally pure; 
thus, its nature is free from change or alteration, just as the nature of that 
gold coin is also unchanging. Moreover, gold has four qualities that this 
simile adumbrates, which are termed permanence, bliss, selfhood, and pu
rity in reference to original enlightenment;208 these correlate with the gold 
coins in these four similes. 

In the specific correlation [I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.III.B], there are four passages. 
“it originally is not something from which you have departed” correlates with the 
passage in the first simile where [the deluded son] “carries gold coins in his 
hands.” “it is not something that has now been accessed” correlates with [the pas
sage] in the third simile where he “discovers the gold coins.” “even though in 
the past you were unaware of it, it was not nonexistent” correlates with the sec
ond simile, “ ‘You’re carrying around gold coins! Why don’t you use them?’ ” Be
cause he was deluded in the past [to the existence of both the coins and the 
amalaconsciousness] he may not have used them; but since he held them in 
his hands, they were not nonexistent. “even though now you have awakened to 
it, it is not accessed” correlates with the fourth simile, “[the gold coins you’ve 
found] have always been in your possession; they are not something you’ve 
‘found.’ ” Now one cognizes that those things originally are not separate from 
one’s own [636a] mind; and since they are originally not separate from it, how 
can they be accessed? And since it is not accessed, it is also not attained.

Muju Bodhisattva asked, “if that father knew his son was deluded, why 
did he wait until [his son] had spent fifty years roaming throughout the 
ten directions in poverty and destitution, hardship and suffering, before 
he told him [about the gold coins he was carrying]?”
 the Buddha replied: “the passage of fifty years is but the agitation 
of a single moment of thought. roaming throughout the ten directions 
is but the fantasy of distant travel.”

From this point on is [the second segment, I.B.2.b.ii.b.2], dispelling once 
again [the bodhisattva’s] doubt. It involves three exchanges, which progres
sively dispel his doubts.

This first exchange [I.B.2.b.ii.b.2.a] involves a question concerning a 
doubt deriving from the simile; the answer dispels [this doubt] in accordance 
with the dharma. The intent behind the answer is to suggest that “the passage 
of fifty years” is a simile for “the agitation of a single moment of thought” and 
“roaming throughout the ten directions” is a simile for “the fantasy of distant 
travel.” These [statements], then, refer to the biased imaginations produced 
with regard to all dharmas during the period of a single moment of thought. 
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It was with regard to this very moment of thought that the father addressed 
[his son], and as soon as [the son] was told, he immediately awakened. 
Once his thoughts reached their climax, he achieved nonattainment: that 
is, although he saw his gold coins, he actually gained nothing. Therefore, 
his father told him a long period of time had not actually passed. The sim
ile mentions “fifty years” in order to elucidate the fact that a single moment 
of thought involves the fifty types of evil. This is the intent expressed in the 
answer.

What does this mean? The four marks of existence [the saœsk¿talakºaÿas, 
of production, maturation, decay, and extinction] are generated through 
the power of ignorance. Owing to the power produced through this combi
nation of the four marks of existence and ignorance, the one mind can be 
agitated into production, maturation, decay, and extinction. Since the one 
mind is agitated, it dons these four marks of existence. For this reason, it 
says “the agitation of a single moment of thought.” As the Awakening of Faith 
says, “The pure mind of one’s own nature is agitated by the wind of igno
rance.”209 An extensive explanation appears there, the details of which are 
as explained in that account.

Muju Bodhisattva asked, “What is ‘the agitation of a single moment of 
thought’?”
 the Buddha replied: “the five skandhas all arise in the agitation of 
a single moment of thought. in the arising of the five skandhas, all fifty 
evils are contained.”

[636b] This is the second exchange [I.B.2.b.ii.b.2.b], which dispels [Muju 
Bodhisattva’s] second doubt. It elucidates the evils that are to be counter
acted. Because [the Buddha] seeks to clarify that the four marks contained 
in a single moment of thought subsume all of birth and death, he notes that 
the five skandhas altogether include fifty evils. How is it that the five skand
has contain fifty evils? The consciousness skandha has eight evils: the eight 
consciousnesses. The feeling and perception skandhas both have eight 
apiece. The formations skandha has nine: eight that are associated with 
mind (cittasaœprayukta) and one that is dissociated from mind (cittavipra
yukta). The materiality skandha has seventeen. Combined they make a total 
of fifty. The seventeen [evils of the materiality skandha are] the four great el
ements [mahŒbhûta: earth (solidity), water (cohesion or fluidity), fire (matu
ration), wind (motion)], which are the agents of production, and thirteen 
derivative elements, which are the objects of production; [these thirteen de
rivative elements are] the five sensebases, the five senseobjects, and the 
three kinds of [unmanifested] materiality ([avijñapti]rûpa) included in the 
mindobject sensefield (dharmŒyatana). As the ÂryašŒsanaprakaraÿa (Xian
yang lun) explains, [these three kinds of avijñaptirûpa] refer to the [unmani
fest] materiality involving “restraint of the precepts” (prŒtimokºasaœvara 
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[avijñapti]rûpa), “nonrestraint” (asaœvara [avijñapti]rûpa), and “achievement 
of perceptionless trance” (asaœjñikasamŒpatti).210 Now, through this one in
struction, he establishes fifty [evils]. These fifty are, in this wise, genuinely 
evil because they all flow counter to nirvŒÿa and because they all stand in 
opposition to nirvŒÿa’s genuine goodness.

Muju Bodhisattva asked: “the fantasy of distant travel and roaming 
throughout the ten directions— both of these arise in a single moment 
of thought and contain all the fifty evils. how can one prompt those 
sentient beings not to give rise to a single thought [so that the fifty evils 
will not arise]?”
 the Buddha replied: “one should prompt those sentient beings to 
sit with their minds and spirits calm, abiding in the adamantine stage. 
once thoughts are tranquilized so that nothing is generated, the mind 
will be constant, calm, and serene. this is what is meant by the absence 
of even a single thought.”211

This is the third exchange [I.B.2.b.ii.b.2.c], which dispels the third doubt. 
It clarifies the counteractive path that dispels [these fifty evils]. “prompt those 
sentient beings” means all sentient beings [on the stage] before the ten faiths 
[the preliminary level of the path]. “to sit with their minds and spirits calm”: 
after one has left [the stage of] the ten abidings, “to sit . . . calm[ly]” means to 
settle the mind in the three voidnesses, where one is certain not to retro
gress. “abiding in the adamantine stage” refers to the first bhûmi onward, where 
one realizes the dharmakŒya that, like adamant, is free from all extinction 
and annihilation. “once thoughts are tranquilized so that nothing is generated” 
means that, at the stage of virtual enlightenment, one awakens to the fact 
that the agitation of thoughts is originally calm and quiescent, causing 
[thoughts] not to arise. “the mind will be constant, calm, and serene”: [636c] 
reaching the stage of sublime enlightenment, one gains a vision of the foun
tainhead of the mind, which is free from generation or extinction, originally 
free from the agitation of thought, and without either beginning or end. Be
cause it is free from generation or extinction, it is “constant.” Because it is 
free from the agitation of thought, it is “calm.” Because it is without either be
ginning or end, it is completely “serene.” In this wise, one’s practice achieves 
ultimate enlightenment, which means that there is not a single moment of 
thought involving the four marks of existence in this realm of birth and 
death. Therefore, in order to elucidate this meaning, it says, “this is what is 
meant by the absence of even a single thought.” The Awakening of Faith explains:

Bodhisattvas who have first aroused the thought [of enlighten
ment], and so forth [viz. HînayŒna adherents], with regard to the 
changing state of thoughts, awaken to the fact that thoughts are 
devoid of any sign of differentiation. This [type of awakening] is 
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called “semblance enlightenment,” because it abandons the cling
ing to characteristics derived from coarse discrimination. 
 The dharmakŒya bodhisattvas, and so forth, with regard to the 
abiding state of thoughts, awaken to the fact that thoughts are de
void of any sign of abiding. This [type of awakening] is called “par
tial enlightenment,” because it is free from the coarse signs of 
thoughts that are prompted by discrimination. 
 Bodhisattvas who have completed the bhûmis are endowed 
with all the expedients and are associated with a single moment of 
thought [viz. enlightenment]. They awaken to the fact that the ini
tial arising of a moment of thought is devoid of any such starting 
sign, because they have left far behind even the subtlest of 
thoughts. Gaining such a vision of the mindnature, in which the 
mind is constantly abiding, is called “ultimate enlightenment.”212 

Nota Bene: In this [excerpt], “gaining such a vision of the mindnature, in 
which the mind is constantly abiding” explicates the passage in this sûtra 
which says, “the mind will be constant, calm, and serene.” The other statements 
are reiterations and should be understood as above.

The preceding major subpart on the disquisition on original enlight
enment [I.B.2.b] is now finished [sic].213

Muju Bodhisattva said: “this is inconceivable! When one is enlightened 
to the fact that thoughts are unproduced, one’s mind becomes calm 
and serene. that is the inspiration of original enlightenment. that inspi-
ration is motionless; it exists in perpetuity and is not nonexistent. But 
this does not mean that it is not nonexistent or that there is nothing to 
which it is not enlightened. awakening to the knowledge that there is 
no enlightenment is the original inspiration and original enlightenment. 
enlightenment is pure and immaculate, perdurable and unchanging, be-
cause its nature is fixed. it is inconceivable!”
 the Buddha replied, “So it is.”

This is the third [segment, I.B.2.b.ii.b.3], comprehension, and the fourth 
[segment, I.B.2.b.ii.b.4], the conclusion of the narrative. 

“this is inconceivable” is a generic statement of comprehension [I.
B.2.b.ii.b.3.a], praising the profundity [of the Buddha’s statements]. 

What follows are specific points of comprehension [I.B.2.b.ii.b.3.b], 
which are in two [portions]: [637a] 

initially [I.B.2.b.ii.b.3.b.I], comprehension of the words and phrases; 
subsequently [I.B.2.b.ii.b.3.b.II], comprehension of their meaning.

[I.B.2.b.ii.b.3.b.I:] “When one is enlightened to the fact that thoughts are 
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unproduced, one’s mind becomes calm and serene” expresses comprehension 
of the preceding statement “once thoughts are tranquilized so that nothing is 
generated, the mind will be constant, calm, and serene.” This is the ultimate 
stage of acquired enlightenment.

From here onward is the comprehension of the meaning [I.B.2.b.ii.
b.3.b.II]. “that is the inspiration of original enlightenment” expresses compre
hension of the meaning that there is no distinction between acquired en
lightenment and original enlightenment.214 As a treatise [Awakening of Faith] 
states: 

If a person gains nothought, he then comes to know the character
istics of mind—production, maturation, decay, and extinction—be
cause these are equivalent to nothought. Nevertheless, in 
actuality, there are no such differences in acquired enlightenment, 
because the four characteristics exist simultaneously and are not 
independently established; they are originally impartial and are 
identical to the one enlightenment.215

 Nota Bene: “In actuality, there are no such differences in acquired enlight
enment”: this explicates the passage in this sûtra, “that is the inspiration of 
original enlightenment.” “These four characteristics exist simultaneously and 
are not independently established; they are originally impartial”: this expli
cates the passage in this sûtra “that inspiration is motionless.” In this wise, be
cause the acquired enlightenment’s enlightened understanding is not 
different [from the original enlightenment], one is thereby able to achieve [a 
state in which] “it exists in perpetuity and is not nonexistent.” The statement 
“exists in perpetuity” means exactly “not nonexistent.”

Nevertheless, while here it says that [the inspiration of original enlight
enment may exist] “in perpetuity,” this does not mean that it exists in the fu
ture; therefore, it says, “But this does not mean that it is not nonexistent.” Since 
there is no point at which you can claim the acquired enlightenment exists, 
then although this does not mean that there is no enlightenment, it also 
does not mean that there is enlightenment; therefore, it says, “there is noth-
ing to which it is not enlightened.” One who, in this wise, realizes that principle 
of nonenlightenment then knows that acquired enlightenment is not differ
ent from original enlightenment; therefore, “awakening to the knowledge 
that there is no enlightenment is the original inspiration and original enlighten-
ment.” Because one who gains this sort of ultimate enlightened understand
ing leaves far behind the obscurations of ignorance, he is “pure and 
immaculate.” He is “pure” because he is originally unsullied. He is “immacu-
late” because he has now left behind the maculations. Because he is forever 
free from production, maturation, decay, and extinction, he is “perdurable 
and unchanging.” He is “perdurable” because he is free from production and 
maturation. He is “unchanging” because he is free from decay and extinction. 
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This sort of person is identical to the limit of truth and commensurate with 
the dharmanature; therefore, it says “because its nature is fixed.” Since he is 
identical to equanimity, he leaves behind words and eradicates thoughts; 
therefore, it says, “it is inconceivable!” Previously, he had already said it was in
conceivable; [637b] now, he repeats “it is inconceivable,” because this incon
ceivability is also inconceivable.

“the Buddha replied, ‘So it is’ ”: this is the fourth [segment, I.B.2.b.ii.b.4], 
the conclusion of the narrative. As with what was comprehended in the pre
ceding [segment], this does not contravene the principle.

after Muju Bodhisattva heard these words, he gained what he had 
never had before and recited gŒthŒs:

the Lord is the Lord of great enlightenment,
he explains the dharma that produces no-thought.
the mind that is free of thoughts and is unproduced,
that mind is produced in perpetuity and is never extinguished,
the inspirations of one enlightenment and original enlightenment,
inspire all those who are endowed with original enlightenment.
it is like he who [recovered] gold coins,
But what he recovered was in fact not recovered at all.

This is the second [section, II], praising [the inspiration of original en
lightenment] with gŒthŒs. The verses are in three [subsections]: 

initially [II.A] the first two lines, which are a general praise of the 
preacher; 

next [II.B], the following four lines, which praise the preceding explana
tion of the dharma; 

finally [II.C], the last two lines, which praise the explanation in the 
simile.

In the first [subpart, I.A], the statement “he explains the dharma that pro-
duces no-thought” explains that all sentient beings perfect the dharma of no
thought, the ultimate enlightenment.216 

[II.B] “the mind that is free of thoughts and is unproduced” means that 
the absence of thoughts that are associated with the realm of birth and 
death perfects the thought of nonproduction. The statement “that mind is 
produced in perpetuity and is never extinguished” is a brief versification of the 
prose passages from “the mind will be constant, calm, and serene” to “it exists 
in perpetuity and is not nonexistent.” “produced” refers to “exists”; “extin-
guished” refers to “nonexistent.” “the inspirations of one enlightenment and 
original enlightenment, / inspire all those who are endowed with original enlight-
enment”: there are none of those sentient beings who are not endowed with 
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original enlightenment; therefore, it says “all those who are endowed with 
original enlightenment.”

[II.C] The last two lines praise the previous four similes. The verses 
can in this way be understood comprehensively.

at that time, the congregation heard these words and all gained praj-
ñŒpŒramitŒ, which is the inspiration of original enlightenment.

This is the third [section, III], [during which the congregation present 
at the time] hears the dharma and gains benefit, because they gained bene
fit according to the meaning of what was explained. “gained [prajñŒpŒramitŒ, 
which is] the inspiration of original enlightenment” means that the “prajñŒ” of 
the acquired enlightenment is impartial and undifferentiated, as was ex
plained previously.

[Part Four: An Exegesis of the Text (cont.)]

[Section Two: Main Body (cont.)]

VajrasamÂdhi-sûtra, Chapter fiVe: aCCeSSiNg the edge of reaLitY

[637c] The term “edge of reality” [bhûtako¡i; lit. “reality limit,” or “true end”] 
is the designation for leaving behind the spurious; it is a term of ultimate im
port. Because it is that ultimacy which leaves behind illusion, it is called “edge 
of reality.” Because cultivating the principle while relying on the doctrinal 
teachings involves both the access of principle and the access of cultivation, 
[the chapter’s title] includes the term “accessing.” Nevertheless, the edge [lit. 
limit] of reality has limitlessness as its limit, and its two accesses have nonac
cess as their access. Therefore, this chapter is titled “Accessing the Edge of 
Reality.”

Fourth Division of Contemplation Practice: 
Abandoning the Spurious to Access Reality

at that point, the tathŒgata made this statement: “all bodhisattvas and 
the rest [of the congregation], by being deeply affected by the original 
inspiration, are able to ferry across all sentient beings.”

In the systematic clarification of the six divisions of contemplation prac
tice, the third division, drawing on original [enlightenment] to inspire living 
things, is finished. From this point onward is the fourth [division], Abandon
ing the Spurious to Access Reality. Moreover, the previous chapter clarified 
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the approach of the mind’s production and extinction; now, this present 
chapter elucidates the approach of the mind’s true thusness. 

The exegesis is in four [sections]: 

One [I], a brief overview of the principal intent;
Two [II], an extensive elucidation of the rationale;
Three [III], êŒriputra gains understanding;
Four [IV], the congregation present at the time gains benefit. 

In the initial [section, I], there are two [subsections]: 

initially [I.A], an analysis of the expedients that promote access; 
subsequently [I.B], a revelation of the edge of reality, which is the object 

of that access. 

In the analysis of the expedients [I.A], there is

a comprehensive overview [I.A.1];
a specific analysis [I.A.2]. 

This passage is the comprehensive overview [I.A.1], which prompts ac
cess to the principal idea.

“if later, during an inappropriate time, one were to preach the dharma 
accordingly, the time and benefit would not match. Speech that is either 
accordant or discordant, neither identical nor different, would be 
speech that is in correspondence. [Such speech] guides all sensibilities 
and knowledges so that they flow into the sea of sarvajña [all-knowledge]. 
it prevents the assembly that is capable [of salvation] from being swept 
away by the empty breeze [of the sense realms] and prompts them to 
aspire to the spiritual cavern,217 which has but a single taste.”

This is the second [subsection, I.A.2], the specific analysis of the expedi
ent. In this [subsection], it directly analyzes four types of expedients: 

one [1.A.2.a], the expedient of knowing the time; 
two [1.A.2.b], the expedient of recognizing the potential (ki); 
three [1.A.2.c], the expedient that guides one to the access; 
four [1.A.2.d], the expedient that leaves everything behind. 

[1.A.2.a] “The expedient of knowing the time” is like the sûtra’s [state
ment] “if later, during an inappropriate time, one were to preach the dharma 
accordingly, [638a] it would be neither timely nor beneficial.” “Later” has three 
aspects: after the Buddha’s parinirvŒÿa; after the end of the rightdharma 
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age; and the last five hundred years of five fivehundredyear cycles. “an in-
appropriate time” means a time that is neither innocent nor mature, a time 
when enlightenment does not come easily, or a time when heterodox views 
are rampant, for these are the signs of an inappropriate time. If, at such an 
inappropriate time, one were directly to preach the dharma according to true 
thusness, it would not be in accord with that time and would be utterly 
without benefit. Because the time and benefit are not corresponding, it says 
“[they] would not match.” This is the expedient of knowing the time. 

[1.A.2.b] The expedient of recognizing the potential is like the sûtra’s 
[statement] “Speech that is either accordant or discordant, neither identical nor 
different, would be speech that accords with thusness.” “Speech that is either ac-
cordant or discordant” means that if one speaks in direct accordance with 
that mind [of true thusness], then one will remain unmoved by perverted 
grasping. But were one to speak only discordantly, then one would not gen
erate right faith. Because one seeks to prompt others to achieve the mind of 
right faith and to reject the original perverse grasping, one should speak ei
ther accordantly or discordantly. Furthermore, if one were to speak in direct 
accordance with the principle but not generate right faith, this would run 
contrary to that idea. But if one does not speak in accordance with the prin
ciple, then how would correct understanding arise, for [his speech] would 
contradict the rationale? In order to gain resolute faith (adhimukti), one 
should speak either accordantly or discordantly. 

When controversy is rampant among competing heterodox views, if 
one speaks in a way that is identical to the view of existence, then this will be 
different from the view of voidness; or if one speaks in a way that is identical 
to the grasping at voidness, this will then be different from grasping at exis
tence. These identities and differences will only exacerbate these contro
versies. Furthermore, if you make these two things identical, then they will 
be disputing with one another inside oneself; but if you make those two 
things different, then they will be disputing directly with one another. For 
this reason, one should speak in a way that “is not identical and not different.” 
As for the term “not identical,” if we explain it literally, it means that noth
ing is sanctioned. As for the term “not different,” if we explain it semanti
cally, then there is nothing that it does not sanction. Because it is “not 
different,” it does not contradict that sensibility. Because it is “not identical,” 
it does not contradict the rationale. Because one remains in mutual con
formity toward both sensibility and principle without contradicting them, 
it therefore refers to “speech that is in correspondence.” “that is” in this pas
sage is the contextual particle i. 

[1.A.2.c] The expedient that guides one toward access is like the sûtra’s 
[statement] “[Such speech] guides all sensibilities and knowledges so that they 
flow into the sea of sarvajña.” [638b] “all sensibilities” refers to the differentia
tions in the great and small affective desires. “all knowledges” refers to the 
differentiations in the knowledge and vision of voidness and existence. [Such 
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speech] guides all types of objects to flow in accordance with the path and 
prompts them to access the one enlightenment, the sea of sarvajña, which is 
the deep and expansive import of supreme bodhi. This is just like the hun
dreds of rivers and streams that together flow into the great sea; but despite 
the depth and expansiveness of that sea, it has but a single taste. Thus it is 
called “the expedient that guides one toward access.”

[1.A.2.d] The expedient that leaves everything behind is like the sûtra’s 
[statement] “it prevents the assembly that is capable [of salvation] from being 
swept away by the empty breeze [of the sense-realms] and prompts them to as-
pire to the spiritual cavern, which has but a single taste.” “Swept away” (Åp; lit. “to 
pour,” “to extract”) has the meaning of “measure” (or “conjecture”) and con
veys the sense of clinging. “empty breeze” means the wind blowing through 
the sky, which can rouse all the waves. It is a simile for all the senserealms, 
which agitate all the waves of the consciousnesses. Because the assembly of 
beings that is capable of salvation is swept away by the breeze of the sense
realms, the waves that have been roused previously by all the consciousnesses 
are transformed. Now, however, there is nothing that causes them to be 
swept away, for the waves of the consciousnesses are quiescent and calm. “as-
pire for” [lit. “multitude”; “nearly”] means “seek” and has the sense of “wish/
hope.” “Spiritual cavern” refers to the grotto of the spiritually perfected, far 
removed from the cities and villages, which is an uneventful place of tran
quillity and longevity. It is a simile for great nirvŒÿa, the immortal refuge. 
Because it is consummately calm and uniform, it is said to have but “a single 
taste.” It prompts those sentient beings to aspire to great nirvŒÿa, to bring an 
end to all the waves of the consciousnesses, and to leave behind their evolu
tionary transformations (prav¿tti). Thus, it is called the expedient that leaves 
everything behind. 

“the world is not the world; an abiding place is not a refuge. in emerg-
ing from or accessing the five voidnesses [below, p. 639a], one neither 
clings to nor rejects anything. Why is this? all dharmas are marked by 
voidness, but the dharma nature is not nonexistent. that which lacks 
nonexistence [the principle of the dharma nature] is not nonexistent 
[in that it is not rejected by the practitioner], and that which is not 
nonexistent is not existent [for it is not clung to by the practitioner]. 
as it has no fixed nature [alt. “nature of certitude”; niyatatâ], it does 
not linger in either existence or nonexistence. as long as there is that 
existence and nonexistence, the knowledge of ordinary persons and 
saints [two-vehicle adherents] will not be able to plumb that concealed 
[dharma-nature].218 once all bodhisattvas, and everyone else, are aware 
of this inspiration, they therewith attain bodhi.”

This [subsection, I.B,] points out the principle [viz. the revelation of the 
edge of reality], which is the object of access. It is in four [parts]: 
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one [I.B.1], a brief clarification; 
two [I.B.2], a reexplication; 
three [I.B.3], the inappropriateness of grasping at either extreme; 
four [I.B.4], the adept’s [638c] superior inspiration. 

In the initial [part, I.B.1, a brief clarification], “the world is not the world” 
means that there is nothing that exists among the mundane five [classifica
tions of] dharmas.219 “an abiding place is not a refuge” means that although 
one may constantly abide in nirvŒÿa, it remains unascertainable. When one 
who cultivates contemplation practice penetrates to the five voidnesses, he 
emerges from existence and accesses voidness; therefore, it says “emerging 
from or accessing.” At the time when he accesses voidness, he does not cling to 
the nature of voidness; and, although he does not cling to voidness, he also 
does not abandon voidness, either. For this reason, it says “one neither clings 
to nor rejects anything.” Since he has accessed the five voidnesses, why would 
this not involve clinging? And if there is no more clinging, why would this 
not involve rejection? These are the questions to which he responds. 

The second [part, I.B.2, on the reexplication,] explicates [the passage] 
“all dharmas are marked by voidness, but the dharma nature is not nonexistent.” 
Therefore, it says that, upon accessing voidness, “that which lacks nonexis-
tence is not nonexistent, and that which is not nonexistent is not existent.” For 
this reason, “one neither clings to nor rejects anything.” The passage “that which 
lacks nonexistence” refers to the principle of the dharmanature, which is not 
the same as a rabbit’s horn. “Not nonexistent” means that it is not negated by 
those engaged in contemplation practice. “Not negated” means that it is not 
without principle. “Not nonexistent” means that those engaged in contem
plation practice also do not validate it. “Not validate” means that it does not 
involve principle. The dharmanature, in this wise, is not fixed in either exis
tence or nonexistence. For this reason, an adept does not linger in either of 
these two extremes; therefore, it says, “as it has no fixed nature, it does not lin-
ger in either existence or nonexistence.” For this reason, “one neither clings to 
nor rejects anything.” 

In the third [part, I.B.3, on the inappropriateness of grasping at either 
extreme], the passage “as long as there is that existence and nonexistence, the 
knowledge of ordinary persons and saints [two-vehicle adherents]” means that 
the ordinary person validates existence but turns away from voidness, while 
the twovehicle adherent turns away from existence but pursues the quies
cence of voidness. It is in this wise impossible that they will ever be able to 
fathom the peaceful and concealed dharmanature without leaving behind 
the knowledge of existence and nonexistence. This is why it says “not.” 

In the fourth [part, I.B.4, on the adept’s superior inspiration], “all bodhi-
sattvas” refers to bodhisattvas prior to the bhûmis. If they know that the 
dharmanature is neither existent nor nonexistent, then, at the very moment 
of the initial arousal of the thought [of enlightenment; bodhicittotpŒda], they 
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will attain full enlightenment. Therefore it emphasizes the fact that “they 
therewith attain bodhi.” This means that, when one has just aroused the 
thought [of enlightenment] and comes to know the dharmanature—at that 
very moment—they instantly attain [639a] the supreme bodhi. This notion de
rives from the chapter “The Meritorious Qualities of [Bodhisattvas Who have 
Initially] Aroused the Thought [of Enlightenment]” in the Avataœsakasûtra.220 

All of the preceding text referred always to the “fixed nature.” Why then 
in this [passage] does it refer to “no fixed nature”? These [references] are not 
inconsistent, because “not fixed” means “unchanging stability.”

at that time there was a bodhisattva in the assembly named taeryõk 
[great power; MahŒbala]. arising from his seat, he came before the 
Buddha and addressed him, saying: “Lord! in accordance with thusness, 
you have said, ‘in emerging from or accessing the five voidnesses, one 
neither clings to nor rejects anything.’ What are these five voidnesses? 
how is it that there is no clinging or rejection with regard to them?”

From here onward is the second [section, II], an extensive elucidation 
of the rationale. It is divided into four subsections: 

One [II.A], an elucidation of the aspect of the edge of reality; 
Two [II.B], a clarification of the aspect of gaining access; 
Three [II.C], an analysis of the stages of gaining access;
Four [II.D], revelation of the expedients for gaining access. 

In the first [subsection, II.A], there are also four [parts]: 

one [II.A.1], a clarification of the five voidnesses; 
two [II.A.2], a clarification of the three voidnesses; 
three [II.A.3], a clarification of the fact that voidness is truth;
four [II.A.4], a clarification of the fact that truth is thus. 

This initial [part, II.A.1] is bifurcated between

initially [II.A.1.a], a question; 
subsequently [II.A.1.b], the answer.

[II.A.1.a] The questioner’s name is “taeryõk [great power].” This person 
has succeeded in gaining access to the teaching [lit. “dharma gateway”; dhar
maparyâya] regarding the edge of reality, which pervades all the dharma
dhŒtu, so that there is nothing that he cannot accomplish; because he has 
gained great autonomy, he is called “great power.” Therefore he opens, acti
vates, elucidates, and disseminates this approach. “in accordance with thus-
ness” means that the words the Buddha has spoken tally and accord with the 
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principle. The first yí [“in accordance with”] has the meaning of “corresponds” 
and the second yí [“thusness”] has the meaning of “principle.” 

Initially [II.A.1.a.i], there is a restatement [of the Buddha’s previous 
words]; 

subsequently [Ii.A.1.a.ii], there is the question itself. 

The question has two aspects: one [II.A.1.a.ii.a], a question regarding 
the teaching regarding the five voidnesses; two [II.A.1.a.ii.b], a question re
garding the idea of neither clinging to nor rejecting anything.

the Buddha replied: “Bodhisattva! the five voidnesses are

[1.] the three [realms of] existence are void;
[2.] the shadows [i.e., the karmic effects] of the six destinies [hell-deni-

zens, animals, hungry ghosts, humans, asuras, and gods] are void; 
[3.] the characteristics of dharmas [the four saœsk¿talakºaÿas of produc-

tion, subsistence, decay, and extinction] are void; 
[4.] nominal characteristics are void; 
[5.] the objects of the mental consciousnesses are void.221 

“Bodhisattva! in this wise, these [five kinds of voidness] may be all 
equally void but voidness does not linger in voidness, for voidness is 
not marked by voidness. and how can dharmas that are signless involve 
either clinging or rejection? accessing that place which is free from 
clinging is identical to [639b] accessing the three voidnesses.”

Here he replies [II.A.1.b] in succession to the previous two questions. 
[The first division, II.A.1.b.i, the response to the first question, “What are the 
five voidnesses?”] elucidates the three types of true thusness. What are the 
three? (1) The true thusness of transmutation (prav¿ttitathatâ), (2) the true 
thusness of the real characteristics (lakºaÿatathatâ), (3) the true thusness of 
consciousnessonly (vijñaptitathatâ). These types are like those thoroughly 
explained in the Âryašâsanaprakaraÿa.222 Among these [types], the first two 
voidnesses correspond to the first two [types of] true thusness, and the latter 
three voidnesses correspond to this third [type of] true thusness. 

What does this mean? As for the first type, “the three [realms of] exis-
tence are void”: the three realms of existence evolve out of the passion for 
those three types of existence [viz. desire, subtle materiality, and formless
ness]. The evolution of these three realms of existence has neither past nor 
future qualities and does not linger for even a kºaÿa [instant]. It is void and 
unascertainable. This is the approach of the true thusness of evolutionary 
transformation.

As for the second type, “the shadows of the six destinies are void”: since 
there are two varieties of both wholesome and unwholesome karmic ac
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tions,223 the fruitions of the six destinies are like the shadows manifested by 
forms. Shadows are not separate from their forms; they are void and unas
certainable. This is in fact the approach of the true thusness of the charac
teristic of reality.

As for the last type [voidnesses numbers 3–5], which is the approach of 
the true thusness of mererepresentation, the first two [types of voidnesses, 
viz. nos. 3 and 4] are concept and designation used for negating the object 
of clinging, but the designation and the concept are both subjective be
cause they are not truly real. The last type [voidness no. 5] negates the 
mental consciousness that is the perceiving subject. But subject and object 
are each defined in terms of each other and cannot stand independently. 
The principle of mererepresentation is the most difficult to comprehend. 
[The Buddha] therefore analyzes it in terms of three [different types of] 
voidness, in order to negate both subject and object. Because subject and 
object are both void, one gains [the state of] nondifferentiation. 

From “Bodhisattva!” [in the second paragraph of the passage] is the re
sponse [II.A.1.b.ii] to the second question [“how is it that there is no clinging 
or rejection with regard to them?”]. “in this wise, these may all equally be void” is 
a general reference to the five voidnesses and refers to both principle and 
knowledge.224 “Voidness does not linger in voidness” means that voidness and 
knowledge are nonabiding and are commensurate with principle. “Voidness 
is not marked by voidness” means that the principle of voidness is free of char
acteristics and is commensurate with knowledge. As principle and knowl
edge are commensurate, both subject and object vanish. So what need is 
there either to cling to or to reject their interrelationships? For this reason, 
accessing them “is identical to accessing the three voidnesses.” “that place which 
is free from clinging” refers to the ten bhûmis. 

taeryõk Bodhisattva asked, “What are the three voidnesses?”
 the Buddha replied: “the three voidnesses are [639c] [1] the char-
acteristic of voidness is also void, [2] the voidness of voidness is also 
void, [3] that which is voided is also void.225 these various kinds of 
voidness do not subsist in the three characteristics, and they are not 
devoid of true reality. the pathways of words and speech are eradi-
cated and they are inconceivable.”

This one exchange [II.A.2] is a clarification of the three226 voidnesses. 
[1] “the characteristic of voidness is also void”: the “characteristic of void-

ness” is that characteristic of uniformity that negates conventional [truth] 
and reveals absolute [truth]. “is also void” means that it fuses absolute with 
conventional. 

[2] “the voidness of voidness” it is just like smelting real gold to make a 
piece of jewelry. As the MahŒparinirvŒÿasûtra says, “This exists, that does 
not exist: this is called the voidness of voidness. This is real, that is not real: 
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this is called the voidness of voidness.”227 This [citation] clarifies that, from 
the standpoint of conventional truth, there exist the differentiated charac
teristics of existence and nonexistence, reality and unreality. The aspect of 
“the voidness of voidness” is that it is void with regard to the voidness of uni
formity because it elucidates conventional differentiations. Therefore, 
these differentiations are called “the voidness of voidness.” “the voidness of 
voidness is also void”: the voidness of voidness in fact refers to these differenti
ations of conventional truth. Voidness also means to fuse the conventional 
back into the absolute, just as if an item of jewelry were to be smelted back 
into a nugget of gold. 

[3] As for this third type, “that which is voided is also void”: in the first 
type of voidness, voidness is that which reveals conventional [truth]; in the 
second type of voidness, voidness is that which reveals absolute [truth]. Be
cause these two [types of voidness] are nondual, it says that they are “also 
void.” This fuses [both conventional and absolute truths] into a single truth, 
which reveals the one dharmadhŒtu. The term “one dharmadhŒtu” means the 
one mind.228 

Nevertheless, in the first type of voidness, the conventional [truth] that 
is negated refers to the characteristic [of the imaginary] objects of grasp
ing (parikalpita). In the second type of voidness, the conventional with 
which it is fused refers to the characteristic of being dependent on others 
(paratantra). Because conventional [truth] involves these two types of char
acteristics, the acts of negation and fusion are not one. 

Furthermore, in this first type, it refers to the absolute [truth] that is re
vealed by rejecting conventional [truth]. In this second type of voidness, it is 
the [absolute] truth that is revealed through this fusion with conventional 
[truth]. These two approaches involve absolute [truth]: they are only one, and 
not two. Absolute [truth] is of but a single [640a] type and is the nature of re
ality that is consummately perfected (pariniºpannasvabhâva). Therefore, that 
which is revealed through either rejection or fusion is only one. The third 
type of voidness is neither absolute nor conventional, neither two nor one. 

Furthermore, as for these three types of voidness, the first type of void
ness elucidates the middle way [from the standpoint] of conventional truth; 
the next type of voidness elucidates the middle way [from the standpoint] of 
absolute truth; and the third type of voidness elucidates the notion that the 
middle way is neither absolute nor conventional, neither at the extremes nor 
in the middle. 

The passage “these various kinds of voidness” is a general designation for 
these three voidnesses. Because they do not subsist in either conventional 
characteristics, absolute characteristics, or nondualistic characteristics, it 
says that they “do not subsist in the three characteristics.” Since in this wise 
they do not subsist in any ultimate revelation of reality, it says that “they are 
not devoid of true reality.” Although they are not devoid of reality, they also 
are not real; this being the case, “the pathways of words and speech are eradi-
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cated.” But because one also should not cling to the statement “the pathways 
. . . are eradicated,” it also says that “they are inconceivable.” 

taeryõk Bodhisattva said, “if they ‘are not devoid of true reality,’ then 
it must be assumed that they do in fact exist.”

From here onward is the third [part, II.A.3, a clarification of the fact 
that voidness is truth], which clarifies the notion that, while voidness is not 
devoid of [absolute] truth, it also does not involve [absolute] truth. 

Initially [II.A.3.a], there is a question; 
subsequently [II.A.3.b], an answer.

[II.A.3.a] If we were to explain the intent behind the question, ordinar
ily when we use the terms existence and nonexistence, they perforce are used 
in distinction to one another: whatever does not exist perforce is nonexis
tent, and whatever is not nonexistent is in fact existent. The principle behind 
the statement “they ‘are not devoid of true reality’ ” then should mean that 
there exists this principle of true reality. All ordinary students typically make 
this assumption. He asks this question in order to dispel that attachment. 

the Buddha retorted: “Nonexistence does not linger in nonexis-
tence.229 Neither is nonexistent or existent. a nonexistent dharma 
does not in fact linger in nonexistence. a characteristic that is not non-
existent does not in fact linger in existence. one may not allude suc-
cessfully to the principle in terms of either existence or nonexistence.
 “Bodhisattva! that characteristic which has neither name nor 
meaning is inconceivable. Why is this? the name that is nameless is not 
without name; the meaning that is meaningless is not without meaning.”

The answer is in two [divisions]: 

one [II.A.3.b.i], an explicit reply;
two [II.A.3.b.ii], praise for its profundity. 

In the first [division, II.A.3.b.i], [640b] regarding the statement “nonex-
istence does not linger in nonexistence”: the passage “they ‘are not devoid of 
true reality’ ” in the previous question meant that the term “nonexistence” 
does not involve the aspect of nonexistence. Therefore the term “not nonex
istent” also does not correspond to the aspect of “existence.” For this reason, 
it says, “Neither is nonexistent or existent.” This clarifies the notion that “the 
name that is nameless” does not correspond to the aspect of existence. “a non-
existent dharma does not in fact linger in nonexistence”: although it fuses  
conventional with absolute, it does not validate the dharma of absolute non
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existence. “a characteristic that is not nonexistent does not in fact linger in exis-
tence”: although it fuses absolute with conventional, it does not validate the 
characteristics of conventional existence. Because absolute and conventional 
do not linger over either existence or nonexistence, they are not devoid of 
the principle of the absolute, real nonduality. Because they are not devoid of 
the two truths of absolute and conventional, they do not entail the principle 
of the absolute, true nonduality. Therefore, it says, “one may not allude suc-
cessfully to the principle in terms of either existence or nonexistence.” This 
[statement] clarifies the fact that concepts that are free from conceptualiza
tion cannot be described by names that involve anything that can be named.

From “Bodhisattva!” onward is the second [division, II.A.3.b.ii], praise 
for its profundity. It is in two [subdivisions]: 

explicit praise [II.A.3.b.ii.a];
explicatory praise [II.A.3.b.ii.b]. 

[II.A.3.b.ii.a, explicit praise, refers to the sentence “that characteristic 
which has neither name nor meaning is inconceivable”; sic, Wõnhyo skips this 
section.] 

[II.A.3.b.ii.b, explicatory praise”:] “the name that is nameless is not with-
out name”: because the terms spoken by the Buddha do not correspond to 
concepts that involve conceptualization, he uses a “name that is nameless” to 
refer to concepts that are free from conceptualization. Therefore, he says it 
“is not without name.” “the meaning that is meaningless is not without meaning”: 
the meaning expressed by the Buddha cannot be described by names that 
involve something that can be named. A concept that is free from conceptu
alization may be described only by a name that is nameless; therefore, he says 
it “is not without meaning.” In this wise, while it does not involve either name 
or concept, it is also not devoid of name or meaning. For this reason, it “is 
inconceivable.”

taeryõk Bodhisattva said: “Such names and meanings are true and are 
characterized by thusness; they are the tathŒgatas’ characteristic of 
thusness. thusness does not linger in thusness: thusness has no char-
acteristic of thusness, for its characteristic is to be free from thus-
ness. therefore, it could not help but ‘come thusly’ [ = tathŒgata]. as 
far as the mental characteristics of sentient beings are concerned, 
those characteristics are identical to those of the tathŒgatas. So, 
should the minds of sentient beings also not involve any discrete 
sense-realms?”

From here onward is the fourth [part, II.A.4, a clarification of the fact 
that truth is thus], which clarifies the aspect that absolute truth is not thus, 
but it is also not devoid of thusness. [640c] It is in two [subparts]:
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initially [II.A.4.a], a question; 
subsequently [II.A.4.b], the answer. 

The question is also in two divisions: 

initially [II.A.4.a.i], he raises the principle;
subsequently [II.A.4.a.ii], he asks a question regarding his doubt. 

[II.A.4a.i:] As for the statement “such names and meanings”: as was ex
plained previously regarding the inconceivability of the characteristics of 
name and meanings [viz. “that characteristic which has neither name nor mean-
ing is inconceivable” (p. 640a)], the characteristics of names and meanings 
refer to the fact of being free of inversion or change; therefore they are called 
“true.” In this wise, names and meanings leave far behind subject and object, 
have but a single taste, and are uniform; therefore, they are said to be “charac-
terized by thusness.” In this wise, names and meanings are characterized by 
uniformity and thusness, and are that which is experienced by all the bud
dhas, the tathŒgatas; therefore, it says “they are the tathŒgatas’ characteristic of 
thusness.” “thusness does not linger in thusness”: this clarifies that the name 
“thusness,” which is nameless, corresponds to the meaning of thusness, which 
is free of thusness. “thusness has no characteristic of thusness, for its character-
istic is to be free from thusness”: the characteristic of thusness, which is free of 
any characteristic of thusness, is designated by the name “thusness,” which is 
nameless. Since this sort of designation is uniform with regard to subject 
and object, whether it is name or meaning, “it could not help but ‘come thusly.’ ” 
“its characteristic is to be free from thusness”: the characteristic of thusness is to 
be free from thusness. Since the characteristic of thusness is in fact character
ized by signlessness, you should know that “the thusness that is free from any 
characteristic of thusness” clarifies that [thusness] does not involve the sign
lessness of thusness; and the fact that “its characteristic is to be free from thus-
ness” clarifies that it does not involve the thusness of signlessness. Although 
the [essence and characteristics of thusness] are not existent, it is also not 
the case that the essence and characteristics of thusness are nonexistent. In 
this wise, the characteristic of thusness, which is free of any characteristic of 
thusness, is then used to designate the name “thusness,” which is nameless. 
“as far as the mental characteristics of sentient beings are concerned, those char-
acteristics are identical to the tathŒgatas”: this means that, regarding the dis
criminative mental characteristics of all sentient beings, those characteristics 
are in fact free of characteristics; there are none that are not uniform. For 
this reason, those characteristics are also identical to the tathŒgatas. The pre
ceding statement directly raises the principle of uniformity. 

[II.A.4.a.ii:] The next statement “So, should the minds of sentient beings 
also not involve any discrete sense-realms?” is a question regarding his doubt: 
since the mental characteristics of sentient beings are the same as those of 
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the tathŒgatas, then “should the minds of sentient beings also not involve any dis-
crete sense-realms?” “Not involve any discrete sense-realms” means to be free of 
discrimination. Because [their minds] are free of discrimination, they should 
be unsullied. Because they are unsullied, [641a] they should transcend all 
three realms of existence. Since he had this doubt, he asks this question. 

the Buddha said: “So it is. the minds of sentient beings are in reality 
free from any discrete sense-realms. Why is that? it is because the mind 
is originally pure and the principle unsullied. it is owing to being soiled 
by the dust [of sensory objects] that [this world] comes to be called 
the three realms of existence. the mind that is involved in these three 
realms of existence comes to be called the discrete sense-realms. 
these sense-realms are empty and deceptive, and are projections of 
the mind. if the mind is free from deception, there then will be no dis-
crete sense-realms.”

This is the answer to his doubt [II.A.4.b]. It involves

initially [II.A.4.b.i], an affirmation; 
subsequently [II.A.4.b.ii], a negation.

“Affirmation” means that, because of the purity of the selfnature, [the mind] 
is originally unsullied. “Negation” means that, from the standpoint of the 
maculations that arise adventitiously, the discrete senserealms do exist. 

[In II.A.4.b.i, the division on affirmation,] regarding the term “purity of 
the selfnature,” as the Baoxing lun says, quoting a scriptural explanation [in 
the Šrîmâlâdevîsiœhanâdasûtra], “ ‘If the wholesome mind is extinguished 
and unabiding, thoughtmoment after thoughtmoment, one will never be 
sullied by defilements. If the unwholesome mind is extinguished and un
abiding, thoughtmoment after thoughtmoment, one will never be sullied 
by defilements. If one is never sullied by defilements, defilements will not 
touch the mind, and the mind will not be touched by defilements. In the ab
sence of that dharma of touch, how would the sullied mind ever come to 
be?’ ”230 An extensive explanation appears there. This is in fact the approach 
of being sullied while remaining unsullied. As for the term “the maculations 
that arise adventitiously,” as the êrîmŒlŒdevîsûtra says, “The pure mind of the 
selfnature . . . is difficult to know thoroughly.”231 That mind which is sullied 
by defilements can also be difficult to understand thoroughly. This is in fact 
the approach of being sullied while remaining unsullied. “it is because the 
mind is originally pure and the principle unsullied”: none of the dust or filth [of 
sensory objects] will intrude upon the pure mind of the selfnature and the 
principle of original enlightenment.

From “it is owing to being soiled by the dust” onward is the negation of 
the question [II.A.4.b.ii]. Here
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initially [II.A.4.b.ii.a], he elucidates the maculated dust of 
unenlightenment; 

subsequently [II.A.4.b.ii.b], he briefly makes reference to the acquired en
lightenment in distinction to this unenlightenment. 

In [subdivision II.A.4.b.ii.a, on] unenlightenment, the statement “it is 
owing to being soiled by the dust [of sensory objects] that [this world] comes to 
be called the three realms of existence” means that the predominant defile
ments (klešamahâbhûmika) are briefly of three types: the fundamental [defile
ments] associated with the craving (t¿ºÿâ) for sensual desires, the craving for 
materiality, and the craving for existence. These predominants generate the 
craving for the three realms of existence. Because of that craving for the 
three realms of existence, states of mind associated with the three realms of 
existence are produced. Owing to these deceptive states of mind, the spuri
ous senserealms are contrived. For this reason, it says, “[these sense-realms] 
. . . are projections of the mind.” 

Next [II.A.4.b.ii.b], he clarifies the acquired enlightenment. “if the 
mind is free from deception” [641b] means that, through contemplation 
practice based on this principle, the deceptive mind will not be produced. 
“there then will be no discrete sense-realms” means that these deceptively 
contrived senserealms will be extinguished along with the mind. 

The preceding four parts [II.A.1–4] together form the first [subsec
tion, II.A], an extensive elucidation of the aspect of the edge of reality. 

taeryõk Bodhisattva remarked: “if the mind remains pure, no sense-
objects will arise. When this mind is pure, the three realms of exis-
tence will perforce no longer exist.”
 the Buddha responded: “So it is. Bodhisattva! if the mind does not 
produce sense-objects, those sense-objects will not produce mind. Why 
is this? all visible objects are nothing but the mind that sees them. if the 
mind does not illusorily project them, there will be no visual objects.”

From here onward is the second subsection [II.B], an extensive treat
ment of the aspect of gaining access. It is in four [parts]: 

one [II.B.1], a comprehensive clarification of gaining access; 
two [II.B.2], a specific elucidation of gaining access; 
three [II.B.3], leaving behind the faults associated with [the agent] of access;
four [II.B.4], leaving behind the extremes when gaining access. 

The initial [part, II.B.1,] is in two [subparts]: 

initially [II.B.1.a], a question; 
subsequently [II.B.1.b], a response. 
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In the question [II.B.1.a], the statement “when this mind is pure, the 
three realms of existence will perforce no longer exist” means that [bodhisat
tvas] from the first bhûmi onward have direct perception (pratyakºa) of 
original purity; therefore, the three realms of existence vanish in accor
dance with their level of attainment. The phenomenal characteristics of 
the three realms vanish either on the first bhûmi or the eighth bhûmi. The 
very nature of the three realms vanishes on the stage of virtual enlighten
ment. The propensities (vŒsanŒ) of the three realms vanish only upon at
taining the stage of sublime enlightenment. This notion is as is thoroughly 
explained in the Essay on the Two Hindrances.232 

In the answer [II.b.1.b], because of his general assent, he says, “So it is.” 
When the three realms of existence vanish, neither mind nor senseobjects 
will be produced. Why is this? This is because the senserealms are contrived 
merely by the deceptive perceptions of the mind; once the mind is free of de
ception, there then will be no senseobjects created. And because the sense
realms vanish, the mind [of the six senseconsciousnesses] will not be 
produced. 

“Bodhisattva! if sentient beings have no existence internally and the 
three natures [internal, external, and medial] are void and calm, there 
then will be no personal aggregation [viz. things involving oneself] or 
impersonal aggregation [viz. things separate from oneself]. even the 
two accesses will also not produce mind. for one who has been so in-
spired, there will then be no three realms of existence.”

From here onward is the second [part, II.B.2], a specific elucidation of 
gaining access. It is bifurcated into: 

one [II.B.2.a], [641c] a general overview of various classifications; 
two [II.B.2.b], a separate elucidation of each [of the two accesses (below)] 

through an exchange. 

This is the text of the initial [subpart, II.B.2.a]. “if sentient beings have 
no existence internally” means that, at the stage of the ten abidings, one re
alizes the voidness of the person (pudgala) internally. “the three natures are 
void and calm” means that, at the stage of the ten practices, one realizes the 
voidness of dharmas internally. “there then will be no personal aggregation 
or impersonal aggregation” means that, at the stage of the ten transferences, 
one gains the impartial voidness that totally dispels all such aggregations 
as self and others, person and dharmas. As for the term “aggregation,” “the 
aggregation of living things” [viz. sentient beings] is termed an “aggrega
tion”; the dharmas of the five skandhas are also termed the five “aggrega
tions.” But these only involve apparent voidness, for there has not yet 
occurred any authentic realization [such as occurs on the ten bhûmis]. 
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“even the two accesses”: these are a generic listing of the accesses involved 
in the stages before the bhûmis as well as on the bhûmis proper.

taeryõk Bodhisattva asked: [ii.B.2.b.i.a] “What do you mean by your 
statement ‘the two accesses will also not produce mind’? [ii.B.2.b.i.b] 
the mind is originally unproduced; so how can there be an access to it?”
 the Buddha replied: [ii.B.2.b.ii.a.1] “there are two accesses: [ii.
B.2.b.ii.a.2] the first is called the access of principle (iip); the second is 
called the access of practice (haengnip). 
 [ii.B.2.b.ii.a.3] ‘access of principle’ means one has deep faith that 
sentient beings are not different from the true nature, and thus are not 
identical and not commensurate.233 [this true nature] is obscured and 
obstructed merely by adventitious sense-objects. Without either going 
or coming, one abides frozen in attentive contemplation (Ångju kakkwan).234 
one contemplates according to truth (ch’egwan) that the buddha-nature 
is neither existent nor nonexistent. it is neither self nor others and is 
no different in either ordinary person or sage. one abides firmly with-
out wavering in the state of the adamantine mind, calm, quiet, inactive, 
and free from discrimination. this is called the access of principle.”

From here onward is the second [subpart, II.B.2.b], a separate elucida
tion of each [of the two accesses] through an exchange. The question [divi
sion of this exchange, II.B.2.b.i,] is bifurcated into

initially [II.B.2.b.i.a], question [“What do you mean by your statement ‘the 
two accesses will also not produce mind’?”]; 

subsequently [II.B.2.b.i.b], an objection [“the mind is originally unpro-
duced; so how can there be an access to it?”]. 

The answer [division of this exchange, II.B.2.b.ii,] is also bifurcated into 

initially [II.B.2.b.ii.a], an answer; 
subsequently [II.B.2.b.ii.b], resolution [of the objection]. 

In the answer [subdivision, II.B.2.b.ii.a], there are also three [segments]: 

a listing of the number [II.B.2.b.ii.a.1: viz. “there are two accesses”], 
a roster of the names [II.B.2.b.ii.a.2: viz. “the first is called the access of 

principle (iip); the second is called the access of practice (haengnip)”], 
a systematic demarcation of their characteristics [II.B.2.b.ii.a.3, which is 

bifurcated into

a subsegment on the access of principle (II.B.2.b.ii.a.3.a);
a subsegment on the access of practice (II.B.2.b.ii.a.3.b)].
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In this [subsegment, II.B.2.b.ii.a.3.a], “access of principle” means that it 
involves resolute faith (adhimukti) that is in accord with the principle but has 
not yet matured into the kind of practice that leads to realization; therefore, 
it is called “access of principle.” It is positioned before the bhûmis. [In subseg
ment II.B.2.b.ii.a.3.b], “access of practice” means that it is cultivation that  
involves realization of the principle and thus accesses the practice of nonpro
duction; therefore, it is called “access of practice.” It is positioned on the 
bhûmis.

In the text [of this subsegment, II.B.2.b.ii.a.3.a,] on the access of prin
ciple, there are four separate passages. 

[II.B.2.b.ii.a.3.a.I] From “one has deep faith . . . [through to] . . . adventi-
tious sense-objects” refers to the access via the ten faiths. “Not identical” 
means that, while the characteristic of sentient beings (sattvalakºaÿa) does 
not differ from the true nature, [642a] it is also not identical to it. They are 
“not commensurate” because they are neither identical nor different. 

[II.B.2.b.ii.a.3.a.II] The second passage “without either going or coming, 
one abides frozen in attentive contemplation” is the access via the ten abidings. 
Because one awakens to the fact that sentient beings are void, one is neither 
coming nor going. This is because one calms and settles one’s mind via the 
experience of the voidness of the person, attentively examining the fact that 
the buddhanature is free from either going or coming. 

[II.B.2.b.ii.a.3.a.III] The third passage “one contemplates according to 
truth that the buddha-nature is neither existent nor nonexistent” is the access 
via the ten practices. Having already attained the voidness of dharmas, one 
relies on the experience of the voidness of dharmas to contemplate accord
ing to truth that the buddhanature does not involve any characteristics of 
dharmas, but also is not devoid of the nature of voidness. 

[II.B.2.b.ii.a.3.a.IV] The fourth passage “it is neither self nor others and is 
no different in either ordinary person or sage” clarifies the level of the ten 
transferences. Because the access of principle has already led to the achieve
ment of the voidness that is impartial toward self and others, the mind be
comes like adamant, abiding firmly without retrogressing. In the Fanwang 
jing [Book of Brahmâ’s Net] this is called the ten adamants.235 In the Ren
wang jing [Book of Humane Kings] this is called the ten firm minds.236 Both 
are different designations for the ten transferences. 

“the ‘access of practice’ means that the mind has no bias or inclination; 
its shadows [the sense-objects] are free from flux. Wherever [the 
mind] finds itself, its tranquil thoughts seek nothing. it is not buffeted 
by the winds [of the sense-realms] and [remains still] like the great 
earth. it rejects [any notions of] mind and self and rescues sentient be-
ings. it is not subject to production, has no characteristics, and is free 
from both clinging and rejection.”
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This [subsegment on the access of practice, II.B.2.b.ii.a.3.b,] clarifies 
the access of realization that is positioned on the bhûmis. “the mind has no 
bias or inclination” means that the mind endowed with knowledge that is in 
accord with the principle is free from any mental disturbances, for the 
mind that experiences mental disturbances does not arise. “its shadows are 
free from flux” means that objects that are in accord with the principle re
main far removed from the three time periods, for the shadows of sense
objects, which are continually in flux, are never again made manifest. He 
does not wish for or seek anything—not worldly merits or pleasures, not 
even bodhi, the fruition of great nirvŒÿa. Because he has penetrated to im
partiality, which is free from any sense of this or that, he therefore “is not 
buffeted by the winds” of senseobjects. This clarifies the access of practice 
as it benefits oneself.

From “it rejects” onward is the practice that prompts others to this same 
access. Because he can leave behind all characteristics of person or dharmas 
by realizing the voidness of both, [642b] he can universally ferry across ev
eryone. Although the mind is unproduced and is also free of any characteris
tics of objects, it nevertheless does not cling to that nature of calm extinction 
and never abandons any sentient being. For this reason, it says “it is free from 
both clinging and rejection.” These two sorts of practices [i.e., to benefit both 
oneself and others] are called the access of practice.

“Bodhisattva! the mind is free from both egress and access. Because 
the mind that is free from both egress and access accesses without ac-
cessing anything, i therefore referred to ‘access.’ ”

This is the second [subdivision, II.B.2.b.ii.b], resolution of the objec
tion. The mind that realizes the principle remains far removed from both 
production and extinction. Because it has neither beginning nor end, “the 
mind is free from both egress and access.” Once it is free from both egress 
and access, the mind will have no sense that it was egressing or accessing 
anything in past times either. Therefore, “the mind . . . is free from both 
egress and access.” Because it leaves behind that mind which in the past was 
subject to egress and access, and accesses this mind which is free from both 
egress and access, it says, “Because [the mind] accesses without accessing any-
thing, i therefore referred to ‘access.’ ” In this wise, the previous objection is 
resolved. 

“Bodhisattva! the characteristic of that dharma which in this wise ac-
cesses the dharma is not void; and the dharma that is not void—that 
dharma is not frivolously discarded. Why is this? those dharmas that 
are not nonexistent are replete with all meritorious qualities. they are 
neither mind nor its shadows; they are naturally (niyati) pure.”
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From here onward is the third [part, II.B.3], on leaving behind the 
faults associated with the agent of access. It is in two [subparts]: 

a brief clarification [II.B.3.a];
an extensive explication [of leaving behind the dangers; II.B.3.b]. 

This is the brief clarification [II.B.3.a]. “in this wise accesses the dharma” 
means that it accesses the edge of reality, the dharma that is free from both 
egress and access. “those dharmas that are not nonexistent” are impartial 
with regard to both subject and object, are far removed from all dangers 
(Œdînava), and “are replete with all meritorious qualities.” “they are neither 
mind nor its shadows” means that mind and senseobjects are uniform be
cause they have left behind both subject and object. “they are naturally 
pure” means that they have neither beginning nor end because they have 
left behind all characteristics. 

taeryõk Bodhisattva asked, “What is meant by your statements ‘they 
are neither mind nor its shadows; they are naturally pure’?”
 the Buddha replied: “the dharma that is void and thus—it is not 
one of the dharmas of mind and consciousness; it is not one of the 
dharmas that drive the mind; it is not a dharma that is marked by space; 
it is not a dharma marked by materiality; it is not one of the dharmas 
dissociated from mind (cittaviprayuktasaœskŒra); [642c] it is not a 
dharma that is associated with the unconditioned characteristics of the 
mind. it is not shadows that are cast; it is not that which is projected. it 
has no nature of its own; it is not differentiated. it is not name; it is nei-
ther characteristic nor object (artha). 
 “Why is this? Because [that dharma] is thus. those dharmas that 
are not thus also do not lack thusness; there is nothing existent that 
lacks thusness. But it is not the case that there exists [any dharma] that 
lacks thusness. Why is this? the dharma of the root principle is neither 
principle nor root [viz. fundamental]. it is far removed from all contro-
versy and manifests no characteristics.
 “Bodhisattva! this sort of pure dharma—its production is not pro-
duced by production; its extinction is not extinguished by 
nonextinction.”

From here onward is the first [sic; second subpart, II.B.3.b], an extensive 
explication of leaving behind the dangers. [This subpart is in four divisions:] 

initially [II.B.3.b.i], a question; 
next [II.B.3.b.ii], an answer; 
three [II.B.3.b.iii], a restatement; 
four [II.B.3.b.iv], a conclusion to the narrative. 
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In the answer [division; II.B.3.b.ii], there are two [subdivisions]: 

initially [II.B.3.b.ii.a], he explicates the statement “they are neither mind 
nor its shadows”;

subsequently [II.B.3.b.ii.b], he explicates the statement “they are naturally 
pure.” 

In the first [subdivision, II.B.3.b.ii.a], there are also two [segments]: 

initially [II.B.3.b.ii.a.1], a clarification that accessing the dharma [of the 
edge of reality] leaves behind both mind and shadows; 

subsequently [II.B.3.b.ii.a.2], a clarification that mind and shadows are 
not devoid of the principle of thusness.

In the first [segment, II.B.3.b.ii.a.1], the statement “the dharma that is 
void and thus” means that, at the time that one accesses the edge of reality, 
leaving far behind all characteristics is “voidness” and being impartial re
garding subject and object is “thusness.” In this wise, accessing the dharma 
[of the edge of reality] leaves behind both the mind and its shadows. The dis
tinction between mind and shadows can briefly be elucidated in six dyads. 
First is the dyad of mind (citta) and mental concomitants (caitta). Second is the 
dyad of space and materiality. Third is the dyad of dissociated forces ([citta]
viprayuktasaœskŒra) and uncompounded [elements; asaœsk¿tadharma]. Fourth 
is the dyad of shadowy forms and fundamental matter. Fifth is the dyad of 
ownnature and differentiations. Sixth is the dyad of word and meaning. Of 
these six dyads, the first dyad is the type that involves the mind that is the 
subject of the objective supports; the latter five dyads are the type that in
volve the “shadows” that are the objective supports themselves. Apart from 
these six dyads, there is therefore neither mind nor its shadows. Thus, he sys
tematically provides a statement describing each of these six dyads. “it is not 
one of the dharmas of mind and consciousness” because it remains far removed 
from the mind of the eight consciousnesses. “it is not one of the dharmas that 
drive the mind” because it remains far removed from the six categories of 
mental concomitants (caitta).237 “it is not [643a] a dharma that is marked by 
space” because it remains far removed from the [uncompounded] dharma 
of space (âkâša), which is free from all characteristics of materiality. “it is not 
a dharma marked by materiality” because it remains far removed from the 
three varieties of materiality: manifested [sensebases], forms [senseob
jects], and unmanifested (avijñaptirûpa).238 “it is not one of the dharmas disso-
ciated [from mind]” because it remains far removed from the twentyfour 
dissociated forces (cittaviprayuktasaœskŒra).239  ”it is not a dharma that is associ-
ated with the unconditioned characteristics of the mind” because it remains far 
removed from the seven remaining varieties of uncompounded dharmas 
(asaœsk¿tadharma). Because they manifest in reliance on the mind, they are 
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called “unconditioned characteristics of the mind.” Because they are dharmas 
associated with the three types of unconditioned characteristics, they are 
called an “associated . . . dharma.” Furthermore, the fact that they leave be
hind the three types of dharmas of true thusness means that, in the approach 
of the access of realization, there are no distinctions between these three. 

“it is not shadows that are cast” means that they leave behind the funda
mental forms that are revealed through the expedient contemplations. “it is 
not that which is projected” means that it also remains far removed from such 
basic material features as a skeleton, and so on, which are manifestations of 
these shadows. “it has no nature of its own” means that it remains far removed 
from the ownnature of materiality and mentality, and so forth. “it is not dif-
ferentiated” means that it remains far removed from all differentiated char
acteristics, such as impermanence, and so on [viz. suffering, and nonself]. 
“it is not name” because it remains far removed from the descriptive signs of 
words (nâmakâya), phrases (padakâya), and syllables (vyañjanakâya).240 “it is 
neither characteristic nor object” because it remains far removed from the 
characteristics of the description and the described. Why so? Because one 
who remains far removed from the characteristics of these six dyads will be 
impartial toward and will make no distinctions between subject and object; 
therefore, it says, “Because [that dharma] is thus.” 

From the passage “those dharmas that are not thus” onward is the second 
[segment, II.B.3.b.ii.a.2], a clarification that the dharmas of mind and shad
ows are not devoid of the principle of thusness. “those dharmas that are not 
thus” refers to the negation of the characteristics of the dharmas listed in the 
preceding six dyads. “also do not lack thusness” means that the principle of 
thusness is allpervasive. “there is nothing existent that lacks thusness” means 
that there is not a single dharma involving an existent characteristic that 
lacks the principle of thusness. “But it is not the case that there exists [any 
dharma] that lacks thusness”: despite the fact that the existence of a dharma 
that lacks thusness may [from one standpoint] be presumed to exist, it is still 
not the case that dharmas that are not thus cannot be considered to exist.

From “Why is this?” onward explains the aspect of “not existent.” “root”: 
the root of a tree is a simile for the seeds (bîja). “principle”: the principle of 
wood is a simile for present dharmas, as was discussed previously in the sim
ile of the Œmalaka [myrobalan] fruit (p. 625a). “it is far removed from all con-
troversy and manifests no [643b] characteristics”: even were one to seek it with 
insight and wisdom, it would never be found. The above two segments have 
been an extensive [explication of the statement] “they are neither mind . . . nor 
its shadows.” 

From “this sort of pure dharma” onward is next an extensive [explication 
of the statement] “they are naturally pure” [II.B.3.b.ii.b]. “its production is not 
produced by production” means that they remain far removed from the char
acteristic of production because their essence is unproduced. The same 
interpretation is valid for the latter statement as well: it means that they re
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main far removed from the characteristic of extinction because their essence 
is not extinguished. “this sort of pure dharma” means that they leave behind 
conditioned characteristics; they are unproduced and unextinguished; they 
have neither beginning nor end. It is because of these aspects that “they are 
naturally pure.”

taeryõk Bodhisattva remarked: “this is inconceivable! Such characteris-
tics of dharmas are not produced in combination and are not produced 
independently. they are not bridled and not partnered. they are neither 
amassed [viz. materiality] nor scattered [viz. voidness]. they are neither 
produced nor extinguished. they are free from any characteristic of 
coming and from any characteristic of going. this is inconceivable!”

This is the third [division], a restatement [II.B.3.b.iii]. “Not produced 
in combination”: they are neither mind nor mental concomitants because 
mind and mental concomitants are both associated with separate essences. 
“Not produced independently”: they have neither an independent self 
nature, nor are they differentiated from one another. These two aspects 
may be differentiated, but they do not involve two distinct essences. “Not 
bridled” means that they are neither name nor object because name and 
object are interdependent. “Not partnered” means that they are neither 
shadows nor matter because the characteristics of shadows and matter are 
in partnership with one another. “they are neither amassed nor scattered” 
means that they are neither voidness nor materiality. This is because that 
which is amassed and gathered is materiality, and that which is scattered 
and destroyed is voidness. “they are neither produced nor extinguished” 
means that they are neither dissociated [forces] nor uncompounded [dhar
mas]. This is because dissociated forces are subject to production, and all 
the uncompounded dharmas are made manifest through extinction. This 
is a restatement of the idea of leaving behind the six dyads, as was explained 
previously (pp. 642c–643a). “they are free from any characteristic of coming” 
means that they do not involve the production of anything that is produced 
by production. “and from any characteristic of going” means that they do not 
involve the extinction of anything that is extinguished by extinction. This 
is the restatement of the subsequent statement “they are naturally pure.” The 
initial exclamation “this is inconceivable!” means that he could not even en
visage a thusness that is not thus, because that [thusness] remains far re
moved from both thoughts and words. The subsequent exclamation [643c] 
“this is inconceivable!” means that the mind that leaves behind any sense of 
mentality also leaves behind duality. 

the Buddha said: “So it is. it is inconceivable. the inconceivable mind—
that mind is also thus. Why is this? thusness is not different from the 
mind, for the mind is originally thus.”
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This is the fourth [division, II.B.3.b.iv], a conclusion to the narrative, 
which provides a systematic summation of these two types of inconceivabil
ity. The term “mind” refers to the mind that accesses realization. Because the 
mind that is nomind accesses that which is inaccessible, it is “inconceivable.” 
“thusness is not different from the mind” explicates the former type of incon
ceivability. “for the mind is originally thus” explicates the latter type of 
inconceivability. 

“Sentient beings and the buddha-nature are neither identical nor differ-
ent. the natures of sentient beings are originally free from both pro-
duction and extinction. this nature of production and extinction—that 
nature is originally nirvŒÿa. the nature [of sentient beings] and the 
characteristics [of production and extinction] are originally thus, for 
thusness is motionless.”

From here onward is the fourth [part, II.B.4], on leaving behind ex
tremes when gaining access. It is in two [subparts]:

initially [II.B.4.a], a clarification of the fact that the buddhanature leaves 
behind the extremes of identity and difference; 

subsequently [II.B.4.b], an elucidation of the fact that thusness leaves be
hind the extremes of existence and nonexistence. 

The first [subpart] has two [divisions]: 

a brief clarification [II.B.4.a.i];
an extensive elucidation [II.B.4.a.ii]. 

This [division] is the brief clarification, which is also in two [subdivisions]: 

initially [II.B.4.a.i.a], the leaving behind of identity and difference; 
subsequently [II.B.4.a.i.b], an explication of [the meaning of] leaving be

hind difference. 

[II.B.4.a.i.a] “Leaving behind identity and difference” means that “sen-
tient beings and the buddha-nature are neither identical nor different.” The term 
“buddha-nature” means the buddhanature of true thusness. As the NirvŒÿa 
Sûtra says, “ ‘Buddhanature’ means the absolute truth of voidness.”241 To 
claim that [the buddhanature] involves either identity or difference would 
be erroneous. 

[II.B.4.a.i.b] “the natures of sentient beings are originally free from both 
production and extinction”: from this point on is explicated the meaning of 
leaving behind difference. Since the concept [that sentient beings and the 
buddhanature] are not identical can be easily envisioned, this sentence in
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stead clarifies that people are not different from the buddhanature. “this 
nature of production and extinction—that nature is originally nirvŒÿa”: this clari
fies the fact that production and extinction do not differ from nirvŒÿa. “the 
nature and the characteristics are originally thus, for thusness is motionless”: be
cause the personal nature (insõng) of sentient beings and the dharma char
acteristics of production and extinction are originally thus, they are not 
different [from the buddhanature or nirvâÿa, respectively]. [644a]

“all the characteristics of dharmas—none are generated by conditions, 
for the nature of this characteristic of generation (utpŒdalakºaÿa) is 
thus and motionless. the characteristics of conditionality—those char-
acteristics are originally void and nonexistent. as each and every condi-
tion is void, there is no conditioned generation (pratîtyasamutpŒda). all 
conditioned dharmas are the deceptive visions of the deluded mind. 
their appearance is originally unproduced, since the conditions [that 
produce them] are originally nonexistent. the mind involves the same 
dharma of principle, for its self-essence is void and nonexistent. it is 
like ‘King Space,’ which originally has no abode; the minds of ordinary 
people wrongly perceive [all-encompassing space] as differentiated 
[into this space and that space].”

From here onward is the second [division, II.B.4.a.ii.], an extensive eluci
dation [of the fact that the buddhanature leaves behind the extremes of 
identity and difference]. Herein, it extensively [elucidates] only the concept 
of leaving behind the extreme of difference. “all the characteristics of dhar-
mas” means that all the fruitiondharmas are generated by conditions; and 
since they come into existence through conditions, they are in fact ungener
ated, for “the nature of this characteristic of generation is thus and motionless.” 
Later the text will clarify the fact that all the conditions that are the agents of 
generation are also void. “the characteristics of conditionality—those charac-
teristics are originally void and nonexistent”: this means that causes and condi
tions, which serve as seeds (bîja), are nonexistent. “as each and every condition 
is void, there is no conditioned generation” means that, while there is not one, 
but rather numerous, dharmas that serve as the objectivesupport condition 
(Œlambanapratyaya), there is not one of these that is not void; therefore, it says 
“each and every [one] is void.” For this reason, there are no conditions that 
serve as the agent of generation. “all conditioned dharmas are the deceptive vi-
sions of the deluded mind”: this refers to the predominant condition (adhipati
pratyaya) and the antecedent condition (samantarapratyaya); because these 
are merely the deceptive visions of the mind, they too are void. “their appear-
ance is originally unproduced, since the conditions [that produce them] are origi-
nally nonexistent”: given these two types of voidness [viz. (1) voidness of the 
objectivesupport condition and (2) voidness of the predominant and ante
cedent conditions], the fruition that manifests through conditions originally 
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is unproduced, and all the conditions that are the agents of generation are 
originally nonexistent. “the mind involves the same principle of dharma, for its 
self-essence is void and nonexistent”: we have explained previously that cause 
and fruition are dharmas that are the perceived objects. Because dharmas 
that are the perceived objects are nonexistent, the mind that is the perceiv
ing subject is also void. Just as we have explained the principle that dharmas 
that are the perceived objects are void, so too is this the case for the essence 
of the mind that is the perceiving subject. 

The preceding has been an explanation of the dharma; below, this will 
be referenced in a simile. Regarding the term “King Space”: “space” is of two 
types. One, it refers to the “realm of empty space” (âkâšadhâtu), which refers 
to the absence of materiality. Two, “King Space” refers to the dharma of 
space (âkâša), which is the support of all materiality in the same way that a 
king is [644b] the support of all his subjects; therefore, space is said to be 
“King Space.” In this wise, while King Space originally has no abiding place, 
the minds of ordinary people wrongly discriminate between space here and 
space there. But these are merely deceptive visions; there is no here and no 
there. You should know that all the causal and fruition dharmas are also just 
the same: they are perceived objects of the deluded mind; there is actually 
no cause and no fruition. This simile is made from the standpoint of the 
cause and fruition that are the objects of grasping when one perceives the 
seeming as real; they are the locus of deceptive vision. 

“that characteristic of thusness originally neither exists nor does not 
exist. the characteristics of existence and nonexistence are perceived 
only by the mind and consciousness. Bodhisattva! So too is it with the 
nature of the mind: it is not devoid of self-essence, but that self-essence 
is [also] not existent, for nonexistence is actually not nonexistent. Bod-
hisattva! those characteristics of both nonexistence and not nonexis-
tence are not part of the stage of speech and language. Why is this? 
the dharma of true thusness is empty, vacant, and signless. it is not 
something that can be reached by dualities.”242

This is the second [subpart, II.B.4.b], which clarifies the fact that the 
dharma of thusness leaves behind the extremes of existence and nonexis
tence. It is in four [divisions]. 

[II.B.4.b.i] The initial passage [“that characteristic of thusness originally 
neither exists nor does not exist”] is an explicit clarification of the fact that 
thusness leaves behind extremes. 

[II.B.4.b.ii] The next passage [“the characteristics of existence and non-
existence are perceived only by the mind and consciousness”] brings up to the 
contrary the fact that the extreme of existence is deceptive. 

[II.B.4.b.iii] Three [“Bodhisattva! So too is it with the nature of the mind: 
it is not devoid of self-essence, but that self-essence is [also] not existent, for 
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nonexistence is actually not nonexistent”] references an example of how the 
mind leaves behind extremes.

[II.B.4.b.iv] Four [“Bodhisattva! those characteristics of both nonexistence 
and not nonexistence are not part of the stage of speech and language. Why is 
this? the dharma of true thusness is empty, vacant, and signless. it is not some-
thing that may be reached by dualities”] clarifies again that thusness leaves be
hind words. 

In the third [division, II.B.4.b.iii], the statement “so too is it with the nature 
of the mind” means that it is just like the essential nature of the one mind. “it is 
not devoid of self-essence” means that it leaves behind the extreme of being de
void of selfessence, which is [illusory,] like a rabbit’s horn. “But that self-es-
sence is [also] not existent” means that it leaves behind the extreme of having a 
selfessence, [which is hollow], like an ox’s horn; it does not mean that its other 
characteristics are nonexistent. It is only because it is “not existent” that it says 
“that self-essence is [also] not existent.” “Nonexistence is actually not nonexistent”: 
nonexistence is in fact not nonexistence, and not nonexistence is in fact non
existence. For this reason, they once again are explained in correlation with 
one another. Just as the dharma of the one mind is both nonexistent and not 
nonexistent, so too should the principle of thusness be similarly explained. 
Therefore, the beginning of the passage says, “So too is it with . . . the mind.” 

From “those characteristics of both nonexistence and not nonexistence 
are not part of the stage of speech and language” onward is the fourth [divi
sion, II.B.4.b.iv], which clarifies again the principle that thusness leaves be
hind words. [644c] “those characteristics of both nonexistence and not 
nonexistence” clarifies the passage in the initial sentence “[that characteris-
tic of thusness] originally neither exists nor does not exist” because it may not 
be satisfactorily described through words. “it is not something that can be 
reached by dualities” means that it is not something that can be cultivated 
through such dualities as thought and imagination (vitarkavicŒra). These 
two dharmas of thought and imagination both involve verbalization. Be
cause [thusness] is not something that can be cultivated through these two 
[dharmas], it is “not part of the stage of speech and language.”

“the realm of emptiness cannot be fathomed by either those inside or 
those outside [the Buddhist religion]. only a master of the six practices 
may come to know of them.”

From here onward is the third [subsection, II.C] of the main exegesis 
[viz. section II, the extensive elucidation of the rationale, an analysis of] 
the stages of gaining access. It is in four [parts]: 

one [II.C.1], a clarification of the profundity of the object of access; 
two [II.C.2], a listing of the stages of practice, which are the agents of 

access; 
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three [II.C.3], a specific elucidation of each of the stages; 
four [II.C.4], an illuminating clarification of the mind that gains access 

[to the edge of reality]. 

In the initial [part, II.C.1], the statement “the realm of emptiness” means 
that the dharma of thusness is void, vast, and signless; therefore, it is called 
“emptiness.” “Cannot be fathomed by either those inside or those outside” means 
the twentyeight [assemblies of] saints within the [Buddhist] religion and 
the ninetyfive types outside the religion.243 These sorts of ordinary persons 
and saints cannot fathom [the realm of voidness]. 

In the second [part, II.C.2], the statement “only a master of the six 
practices may come to know of them” refers to the bodhisattva stages associ
ated with the two accesses. 

taeryõk Bodhisattva asked: “What are these six practices? i beg of you 
to explain them.”
 the Buddha replied: “first is the practice of the ten faiths. Second 
is the practice of the ten abidings. third is the practice of the ten prac-
tices. fourth is the practice of the ten transferences. fifth is the prac-
tice of the ten bhûmis. Sixth is the practice of virtual enlightenment. 
one who practices these sorts of practices may then come to know 
[the realm of emptiness].”

This is the third [part, II.C.3], a specific elucidation of each of the stages. 
It elucidates only the stages of practice and skips the stage of fruition; there
fore, it does not include the bhûmi of sublime enlightenment. Among these 
six practices, the preceding four ranks involve the stage of the access of prin
ciple; the latter two ranks are distinctions of the access of practice. A précis 
of these is found in the [Pusa yingluo] penye jing [Book of the Original Acts 
That Serve as Necklaces for the Bodhisattvas]; an extensive analysis [645a] 
appears in the teachings of the Avataœsaka[sûtra].244 

taeryõk Bodhisattva asked: “the enlightened inspiration of the edge of 
reality has neither egress nor access. through what sort of dharma or 
thought does one access the edge of reality?”
 the Buddha replied: “the dharma of the edge of reality—that 
dharma has no limit. the mind that is limitless thence accesses the edge 
of reality.”

This is the fourth [part, II.C.4], an illuminating clarification of the mind 
that gains access [to the edge of reality]. In the question, the statement “the 
enlightened inspiration of the edge of reality has neither egress nor access” refers 
to the fact that someone who is in accord with principle by having gained the 
two types of inspirational practice on the last two ranks [viz. the ten bhûmis 
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and virtual enlightenment] will be subject to neither egress nor access. 
“through what sort of dharma or thought does one access the edge of reality?” is 
an explicit query regarding the dharma or thought that serves as the agent of 
access. In the answer, the statement “the dharma of the edge of reality—that 
dharma has no limit” refers to the fact that the dharma that is accessed is natu
rally without limit. Temporally, it is free of the limits of past and future; this is 
because, having neither beginning nor end, it is independent of the three 
time periods. Spatially, it is free of the limits of here and there; this is because, 
having neither middle nor extremes, it is independent of the six directions 
[four cardinal directions plus the zenith and the nadir]. [1] It is exceedingly 
profound and limitless, [2] because it is independent of all extremes. [3] It is 
vast, great, and limitless, [4] because there is nothing it does not pervade. Be
cause it subsumes all these four aspects, [the edge of reality] is said to have 
“no limit.” Because the mind that is the agent of access also subsumes these 
four aspects, there is nothing of this edge of reality that it is unable to access. 
Therefore you should know that just as the edge of reality is independent of 
the extremes of agent and object, so too does the mind remain independent 
of the limitations of agent and object. Precisely when there is nothing to ac
cess there can be “gaining access.” This is what is meant by “inconceivability.”

taeryõk Bodhisattva asked: “the knowledge of this limitless mind—
that knowledge is boundless. the boundless mind—that mind gains au-
tonomy. autonomous knowledge gains access to the edge of reality. 
this is also the case for ordinary persons, feeble-minded sentient be-
ings—those whose minds are subject to severe panting (ch’õn).245 
through what dharma may they control that [panting], steady their 
minds, and gain access to the edge of reality?”

From here onward is the fourth [subsection, II.D] of the main exegesis 
[viz. section II, an extensive elucidation of the rationale], [on the revelation 
of] the expedients for gaining access [to the edge of reality]. “The expedi
ents for gaining access” are positioned on the four ranks before the bhûmis; 
these are the expedient contemplations involved with the approach of the 
access of principle. [645b] It is in two [parts]: 

initially [II.D.1], a clarification of the expedients that serve as the agents 
of access; 

subsequently [II.D.2], an elucidation of the supreme inspiration of those 
expedients. 

The initial [part] is also in two [subparts]:

initially [II.D.1.a], a summary; 
subsequently [II.D.1.b], an extensive elucidation. 
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In the summary, there is first a question [II.D.1.a.i], which is also in two 
[subdivisions]: 

first [II.D.1.a.i.a], comprehension of the preceding [discussion]; 
second [II.D.1.a.i.b], a question regarding what comes next. 

In the comprehension [subdivision, II.D.1.a.i.a], the term “limitless” 
means that the essence of the mind is limitless. “Boundless” means that the 
functioning of that knowledge is boundless. 

the Buddha replied: “Bodhisattva! this panting of the mind is driven 
both internally and externally. [the afflictions] flow along and form, fol-
lowing those drivers, until their drips become a sea. the heavenly246 
winds buffet the waves, startling the great dragon. Because the mind is 
startled and alarmed, one begins to pant severely.247

 “Bodhisattva! one should urge those sentient beings to preserve 
the three, guard the one, and access the tathŒgatadhyŒna.248 owing to 
this concentrated absorption, their minds will come to be free of 
panting.”

In the answer [division, II.D.1.a.ii], there are two [subdivisions]: 

initially [II.D.1.a.ii.a], a description of the characteristics of the obstruc
tions that are to be resolved; 

subsequently [II.D.1.a.ii.b], an account of the expedients that are the 
agents of this resolution. 

In the initial [subdivision, II.D.1.a.ii.a], regarding the words “this panting 
of the mind”: the mind that is startled is not at rest, and the increasing rapid
ity of one’s inhalations and exhalations is termed “panting.” It is used as a 
simile for the agitation of the six [sensory] consciousnesses, which are always 
active and never at rest. “[this panting] is driven both internally and externally”: 
the four drivers249 of the [kliº¡a]mano[vijñŒna] have the sense of a personal 
self as their internal conditions; the six drivers250 of the mindconsciousness 
have senseobjects as their external conditions. “[the afflictions] flow along 
and form, following those drivers”: this means that the [ten] minor afflictions 
(upaklešabhûmika), such as anger (krodha) and enmity (upanŒha); the [eight] 
predominant afflictions (upaklešamahŒbhûmika), such as sloth (styŒna) and ag
itation (suddhatya); and the [two] medial afflictions [viz. the predominant 
unwholesome dharmas (akušalamahŒbhûmika)] of a lack of shame and blame 
(âhrîkyânapatrŒpya)251 “flow along . . . following those drivers” and form the 
manifesting consciousness (khyâtivijñâna). “until their drips become a sea”: all 
the manifestations (samudŒcŒra), including the fundamental drivers and the 
afflictions, suffuse the foundational consciousness [viz. the âlayavijñâna] be
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cause they are deeply and broadly amassed. “the heavenly winds buffet the 
waves”: in response to karmic power, the six dusty realms [of the senses] 
manifest as is appropriate; therefore, they are termed “the heavenly winds.” 
They buffet the sea of the proclivities (anušaya), creating the waves of the 
seven consciousnesses; therefore, it says “buffet the waves.” “Startling the great 
dragon”: the power of the abidingground of ignorance is immense. Because 
it dwells at the bottom of the sea of the fundamental [âlaya] consciousness’s 
proclivities, it is called “the great dragon.” Because in this wise ignorance 
[645c] runs counter to calm quiescence and constantly fortifies the mind of 
crude activity, it says “startling.” Owing to all of these conditions, the mind 
“begins to pant severely.” 

The [preceding] has been [a description of] what prompts awareness 
of the characteristics of the obstructions that are to be resolved. From this 
point on is an account of the expedients that catalyze this resolution [II.
D.1.a.ii.b]. “preserve the three”: these are the expedients that can block the 
heavenly winds [of senseobjects]. “guard the one”: this is the expedient that 
can cause the great dragon [of ignorance] to capitulate. “access the tathŒ-
gatadhyŒna”: this is the expedient that directly cures [the mind’s tendency] 
to pant severely.”

taeryõk Bodhisattva asked, “What do you mean by ‘preserve the 
three, guard the one, and access the tathŒgatadhyŒna’?”
 the Buddha replied: “ ‘preserve the three’ means to preserve the 
three liberations. ‘guard the one’ means to guard the thusness of the 
one mind. ‘access the tathŒgatadhyŒna’ means the noumenal contem-
plation (igwan) on the thusness of the mind. accessing such a state is in 
fact what is meant by accessing the edge of reality.”

From here onward is the second [subpart, II.D.1.b], an extensive elucida
tion of the expedients [that catalyze access], which involves three exchanges. 

In this first exchange [II.D.1.b.i], he brings up various lists, to provide a 
general overview [of the appropriate expedients]. “guard the thusness of the 
one mind”: this dharma of the one mind has two aspects. Now, this first [ex
pedient] guards that mind’s aspect of true thusness, because it subdues the 
strength of the great dragon of ignorance. This is because ignorance directly 
deludes the thusness of the one mind. 

In this [exchange], “guard” means that when one accesses [contempla
tion practice], one tranquilly guards the experience of the one thusness; but 
when one withdraws [from that contemplation], one does not lose the mind 
that has but a single taste; thus he says “guard the one.” This is as explained in 
the “Ten Practices” section of the Benye jing:

Because these ten [practices] freely turn the great wheel of 
dharma, they are said to be the triratna of the bodhisattvas. For 
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bodhisattvas at such a time, their very first knowledge of the mid
dle way is the awakeningjewel [viz. the buddha]; the rule that all 
dharmas are unproduced and motionless is the dharmajewel; con
stantly practicing throughout the six destinies together with the 
sentient beings who reside there is called the saœghajewel. This is 
because [these triratna] transform all sentient beings so that they 
flow into the sea of buddhahood.252 

Interpretation: Not losing the single taste of the middle way during all three 
time periods is exactly what is meant by this contemplation’s function of 
guarding the one. This contemplation takes place at the level of the ten prac
tices. The other [expedient, which protects the productionandextinction 
aspect of the one mind,] will be elucidated later; it is not discussed here. 
[646a]

taeryõk Bodhisattva asked: “What exactly are these three liberations? 
through what dharma may one access this noumenal-contemplation 
samŒdhi?”
 the Buddha replied: “the three liberations are void liberation, ada-
mantine liberation, and prajñŒ liberation. ‘the mind that engages in nou-
menal contemplation’ means that once the mind is pure in accordance 
with the principle, there is then nothing that cannot be the mind.”
 taeryõk Bodhisattva asked: “how does one perform this act of 
preservation? how does one contemplate it?”
 the Buddha answered: “preservation is put into operation when 
mind and objects are nondual. Whether withdrawing from or accessing 
internal practice or external practice, [these remain] nondual. one 
does not dwell on any particular characteristic, and the mind is free 
from gain or loss. the mind, purified, flows freely into the one-and-
many bhûmi. this is what meant by ‘contemplate it.’ ”

These are the second [and third] exchanges [II.D.1.b.ii, II.D.1.b.iii], a 
specific elucidation of contemplation practice. 

In the answer to the first [exchange, II.D.1.b.ii], regarding the term 
“three liberations”: since the three types of wisdom [wisdom gained through 
learning, reflection, and spiritual cultivation (šrutacintŒbhŒvanŒmayîprajñŒ)] 
subsume all eight liberations,253 these are termed “liberations.” As it says in 
the “Ten Abidings” chapter of the Benye jing: 

Since these six [contemplations] are protected by all the buddhas, 
they are called the contemplation of the eight liberations. The first 
liberation refers to the wisdom gained through learning, because 
the two characteristics of internal falsity and external falsity are 
unascertainable. The second liberation refers to the wisdom 
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gained through reflection, because the dharmas of the five skan
dhas, internally, and all dharmas, externally, are unascertainable. 
By accomplishing the six contemplations involved with the wisdom 
gained through cultivation, the five skandhas of the [heavenly] 
realm of subtle materiality become void; this is the third liberation. 
Because the five skandhas associated with the four types of void
ness [the four formless realms] and the contemplation of the 
trance of extinction (nirodhasamŒpatti) are unascertainable, there 
are the thusness characteristics of the [last] five liberations.254 

Nota Bene: The contemplation of the eight liberations involves, in brief, 
two approaches. If it involves only the contemplation of the wisdom gained 
through cultivation from the perspective of phenomenal characteristics, 
this is [the approach] common to the twovehicle adherents, as is explained 
in various other places. If it involves the voidness of person and dharmas as 
derived from contemplation involving all three types of wisdom, then this 
is the MahŒyŒna contemplation, as is explained in this passage. 

The first type of liberation is “positing characteristics of materiality in
ternally, he observes materiality externally.” This means that, internally, he 
validates the reality of materiality, and so forth—that is, the characteristics 
of the dharmas of the five skandhas—and observes that, internally, the sense 
of self is void; externally, he validates materiality, and so forth, and contem
plates the voidness of sentient beings. Because this voidness can be easily ac
cessed, it is acquired through the wisdom gained from learning. Therefore, 
it says, “[The first liberation] involves the wisdom gained through learning, 
because the two characteristics of internal falsity and external falsity are un
ascertainable.” Because it observes voidness without rejecting materiality, 
and so forth, it [646b] resembles space; but because it does not reject the 
characteristic of materiality, it is “void liberation.” 

The second type of liberation is “there are no characteristics of material
ity internally, but he observes materiality externally.” Internally, he rejects 
materiality, and so forth—meaning the characteristics of the dharmas of the 
five skandhas—while externally he contemplates that all the mountains, riv
ers, and so forth, are void; there are none of the dharmas of the desirerealm 
that are not void. This type of voidness is difficult to comprehend but is per
ceived by the wisdom gained through reflection; therefore, it says, “[The sec
ond liberation involves] the wisdom gained through reflection, because the 
dharmas of the five skandhas, internally, and all dharmas, externally, are 
unascertainable.” He seeks out a means of pulverizing all dharmas both in
ternally and externally, just as adamant pulverizes all material dharmas; for 
this reason, it is called “adamantine liberation.” 

The last six liberations are all derived from the wisdom gained through 
cultivation. Because one contemplates that all the dharmas of the two upper 
realms [subtle materiality and formlessness] are void, it refers to “the six con
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templations involved with the wisdom gained through cultivation.” These 
are all generated by the absorption derived from the wisdom gained through 
cultivation; therefore, they are given the general name of “prajñŒ liberation.” 
There are six specific characteristics of this type. The third [liberation] is 
called “he realizes with his body the liberation of purity.” The five skandhas 
of the realm of subtle materiality are luminous, transparent, tranquil, and 
calm. Because he observes that these are all void, it is called “the liberation 
of purity.” Since he himself realizes this internally, it is called “he realizes 
with his body.” Therefore, it says “the five skandhas of the [heavenly] realm 
of subtle materiality become void; this is the third liberation.” The fourth 
[liberation] is called “the liberation of the station of space,” because he ob
serves that the five skandhas are void in the station of endless space. It is just 
the same through [the liberations of (5) the station of infinite conscious
ness, (6) the station of nothing whatsoever, and (7)] the station of neither 
perception [nor nonperception]. Because the contemplation of the dharma 
of the absorption of extinction is also unascertainable, it is called [8] “the 
liberation of extinction,” which gets its name from the fact that everything is 
negated there. Therefore, it says, “Because the five skandhas associated with 
the four types of voidness and the contemplation of the trance of extinction 
(nirodhasamŒpatti) are unascertainable, these are the thusness characteristics 
of the five liberations.” In this wise, the three wisdoms observe the voidness 
of person and dharmas, overcoming the two types of attachment and the 
two types of bondage of manifestations (samudŒcŒra); therefore, they are 
called “liberations.” Since they reject all the false dharmas, both internally 
and externally, they can neutralize the heavenly winds that are blowing 
throughout all the realms of existence. 

In [the discussion on] the noumenal contemplation, “once the mind is 
pure in accordance with the principle, there is then nothing that cannot be the 
mind” means the signless mind that conforms with the principle is free from 
discrimination. In the following answer, “preservation is put into operation 
when mind and objects are nondual” [646c] refers to the superior capability of 
the functioning of “preserving the three.” If a person has not yet gained the 
functioning of “preserving the three,” even though one quiets the mind and 
contemplates voidness, as soon as one is immersed in worldly affairs, one will 
lose one’s composure and cling to self and objects of self; attached to both fa
vorable and adverse objects, one will be buffeted by the heavenly winds so 
that mind and objects both become differentiated. But if one can mature 
one’s cultivation of the three liberations, whenever one withdraws from con
templation or become immersed in worldly affairs, the strength of one’s con
templation will still be preserved. One will not cling to characteristics of self 
and others, and will not be attached to wholesome or unwholesome objects. 
For this reason, one will not be buffeted by the heavenly winds, and, forget
ting whether one has accessed or withdrawn [from contemplation], “mind 
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and objects are nondual.” In this wise, this is called putting into operation 
“preserving the three.” The cultivation of this contemplation occurs at the 
level of the ten faiths. The perfection of the function of preservation occurs 
on the level of the ten abidings. This contemplation appears in the section 
on the ten abidings in the Benye jing.255 

From “internal practice” onward is the answer to the second question 
[in the third exchange, II.D.1.b.iii], which clarifies the characteristics of 
contemplation. “internal practice” means the practice of calm radiance, 
which is generated when accessing contemplation. “external practice” 
means the practice of transforming objects, which occurs when withdraw
ing from contemplation. Whether withdrawing or accessing, one does not 
lose the middle way: therefore, it says “[these remain] nondual.” This is as has 
been explained in the “Ten Transferences” section of the Benye jing:

Ten, one proselytizes all sentient beings through this autonomous 
wisdom; this is the socalled absolute truth of the middle way. One 
observes from the locus of prajñŒ and penetrates to the nonduality 
of all dharmas. Because this wisdom incessantly accesses the stage 
of sanctity, while its name resembles the contemplation of absolute 
truth, it is not true contemplation of the absolute truth of the middle 
way.256

A more extensive explanation appears there. “one does not dwell on any 
particular characteristic” means that one engages in the contemplation of 
the two truths. “the mind is free from gain or loss” means that one engages 
in the contemplation of impartiality. Based on these two varieties of expe
dient contemplation [viz. of the two truths and of impartiality; see below], 
one pushes forward into the flowing waters of the dharma of the first 
bhûmi; therefore, it says, “the mind, purified, flows freely into the one-and-
many bhûmi.” As that sûtra [Benye jing] says, 

As for the “three contemplations”: to access voidness from falsity is 
called “the contemplation of the two truths”; to access falsity from 
voidness is called “the impartial contemplation.” These two con
templations are expedient paths. Owing to these two contemplations 
of voidness, one is able to gain [647a] access to the contemplation of 
the absolute truth of the middle way. By reflecting on both of these 
two truths, each and every state of mind is calm and extinct, and one 
pushes forward into the flowing waters of the dharma of the first 
bhûmi.257

An extensive explanation appears there. 
Nota Bene: In this passage, “contemplation of the two truths” means 

that one dispels the conventional to observe the absolute; this is in fact the 
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expedient of the essential knowledge [viz. mûlajñâna]. “Impartial contem
plation” means that one contemplates the conventional while fusing it with 
the absolute; this is in fact the expedient of the knowledge that is acquired 
subsequently. It is called “impartial” because it contemplates the conven
tional as being illusory, without clinging to gain or loss and without either 
approving of or rejecting anything. “the-one-and-many bhûmi”: this is an al
ternate name for the first bhûmi. This is because the first bhûmi in fact en
compasses all ten bhûmis, for in one moment one may suddenly access the 
ten types of dharmadhŒtus. The ten bhûmis are in fact the first bhûmi, for 
all [ten] may instantly be completely fulfilled at this initial gate [of the first 
bhûmi]. Owing to the fact that the ten bhûmis are in fact the first bhûmi, 
[the first bhûmi] is called the “one.” But because the first bhûmi is in fact 
the ten bhûmis, it is also “many.” Consequently, [the first bhûmi] is called 
the “one-and-many bhûmi.” Through these two expedients, one purifies his 
mind and for this reason flows into the oneandmany bhûmi. For this rea
son it said, “the mind, purified, flows freely into [the one-and-many bhûmi].” 
This passage extensively explains only the first and last two contempla
tions; the middle contemplation must be inferred. 

“Bodhisattva! Such a person does not linger over any dualistic charac-
teristics. although he does not go forth into homelessness (pravrajita), 
he no longer dwells in the household. for this reason, although he 
wears no dharma-robes, does not fully observe the prŒ¡imokºa pre-
cepts [monk’s disciplinary rules], and does not participate in the poºada 
[fortnightly religious observance], he can observe the retreat-ending 
Ceremony [pravâraÿa] spontaneously (muwi) in his own mind and gain 
the fruition of sainthood. he does not linger over either of the two ve-
hicles but instead accesses the bodhisattva path. Subsequently he will 
complete all the bhûmis and attain the bodhi of the buddhas.”

From here onward in the second [part, II.D.2] of [II.D, on the expedi
ents for gaining access to the edge of reality] in the main exegesis [section 
II], [an elucidation of] the supreme inspiration [viz. benefits] of those ex
pedients. It is in four [subparts]: 

one [II.D.2.a], the supreme inspiration of gaining fruition;
two [II.D.2.b], the supreme inspiration of receiving offerings;
three [II.D.2.c], the supreme inspiration that derives from being free 

from distress;
four[ II.D.2.d], the supreme inspiration that derives from being 

nonabiding. 

This [passage] is the first [subpart], on the supreme inspiration of gaining 
fruition. 
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In this initial [subpart, II.D.2.a], there are four types of supreme inspira
tion. One [II.D.2.a.i] [647b] is the supreme inspiration of leaving behind all 
extremes. This means that one does not fall into the characteristics of the 
two extremes of sacred or secular. As the sûtra says: “Such a person does not 
linger over any dualistic characteristics. although he does not go forth into home-
lessness, he no longer dwells in the household.” Two [II.D.2.a.ii] is the supreme 
inspiration of autonomy. This means that he is not regulated by the precepts 
and discipline of the approach of the doctrinal teachings, but rather is able 
with his own mind to analyze the rationale so that, in perfect solitude, he ac
complishes everything without doing anything. As the sûtra [says], “although 
he wears no dharma-robes . . . [up to] . . . gain the fruition of sainthood.” Three 
[II.D.2.a.iii] is the supreme inspiration of accessing the path. As the sûtra 
[says], “he does not linger over either of the two vehicles but accesses the bodhi-
sattva path.” Four [II.D.2.a.iv] is the supreme inspiration of gaining fruition. 
As the sûtra [says], “Subsequently he will complete all the bhûmis and attain the 
bodhi of the buddhas.”

taeryõk Bodhisattva remarked: “this is inconceivable! even though 
such a person has not gone forth into homelessness, he cannot but 
have gone forth. Why is this? he has entered the domicile of nirvŒÿa, 
where he dons the robe of the tathŒgatas and sits on the bodhi-seat 
(bodhimaÿøa). Such a person should be worshiped respectfully even by 
šramaÿas [religious mendicants].”
 the Buddha said: “So it is. Why is this? accessing the domicile of 
nirvŒÿa, the mind generates258 the three realms of existence.259 donning 
the robe of the tathŒgatas, he accesses the site of the voidness of dhar-
mas. Seated on the bodhi-seat, he ascends to the unique260 bhûmi of right 
enlightenment. the mind of such a person transcends the two types of 
[belief in] selfhood [i.e., believing in the selfhood of the person and of 
dharmas]. So why wouldn’t the šramaÿas worship him respectfully?”

From here onward is the second [subpart, II.D.2.b], on the supreme in
spiration of receiving offerings. One who gains three superior meritorious 
qualities will be fit to serve as a field of merit (puÿyakºetra) and will be worthy 
of offerings from all religious and laity. The passage is in three [divisions]: 

initially [II.D.2.b.i], a clarification of the field of merit of bodhisattvas; 
next [II.D.2.b.ii], an elucidation of the fact that the twovehicle adherents 

cannot see it; 
finally [II.D.2.b.iii], an elucidation of the fact that bodhisattvas are able to 

see it. 

In this first [division, II.D.2.b.i], it reveals three fields of merit. “access-
ing the domicile of nirvŒÿa, the mind generates the three realms of existence”: 
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this is the functioning of the three liberations, “preserving the three.” The 
voidcalmness of the three realms of existence is called “the domicile of 
nirvŒÿa,” because it is that locus of purity where one pacifies the mind and 
settles down. While accessing the voidness of the three realms of existence, 
the contemplation of the three liberations does not cling to that realiza
tion but instead generates the conventional mind, enabling one universally 
to proselytize all the three realms of existence. [647c] Therefore, it says 
“the mind generates the three realms of existence.” While the mind generates 
the three realms of existence, it is not attached to maculations; this is pre
cisely what is meant by the function of preserving [the three]. “donning the 
robe of the tathŒgatas, he accesses the site of the voidness of dharmas”: this is 
the contemplation that guards the thusness of the one mind. That is to say, 
when he is involved in universally proselytizing all the three realms of exis
tence, he dons the robes of patient endurance (kºânti) without ever becom
ing exhausted; instead, he accesses the voidness of dharmas and guards 
the thusness of the one mind. As the Lotus Sûtra says, “The delicate [mind] 
of patient endurance is his clothes.”261 “Seated on the bodhi-seat, he ascends 
to the unique bhûmi of right enlightenment” refers to this mind of noumenal 
contemplation of the tathŒgatadhyŒna. This is to say, seated amid the void
ness of dharmas, one proceeds to cultivate expedients until he succeeds in 
climbing up to the first bhûmi’s absolute contemplation of right enlighten
ment. As the Lotus Sûtra says, “The voidness of all dharmas is his seat.”262 In 
this wise, each of these three ranks involves the contemplation on the two 
voidnesses. Because he subdues and extinguishes the two types of grasp
ing—to the selfhood of person and the selfhood of dharmas—it says, “tran-
scends the two types of selfhood.” Because he transcends the two types of 
selfhood, he is fully endowed with the meritorious quality of letting go 
(prahŒÿa). And because he cultivates the three contemplations, he also is 
equipped with the meritorious quality of knowledge. Therefore, he is fit to 
serve as a field of merit for religious and laity. 

taeryõk Bodhisattva remarked, “adherents of the two vehicles do not 
see such a unique bhûmi or the sea of voidness.”
 the Buddha responded: “So it is. those two-vehicle adherents 
savor samŒdhi and gain the samŒdhi-body. With regard to that unique 
bhûmi and the sea of voidness, they become like alcoholics who stay 
drunk and never sober up. Continuing through numerous kalpas [eons], 
they remain unable to gain enlightenment. But once the liquor has 
worn off and they first awaken, they will then be able to cultivate these 
practices and subsequently gain the body of a buddha.”

From here onward is the second [division, II.D.2.b.ii, which elucidates 
the fact that] twovehicle adherents cannot see [that unique bhûmi and the 
sea of voidness]. It has two [subdivisions]: 
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initially [II.D.2.b.ii.a], a question; 
subsequently [II.D.2.b.ii.b], an answer. 

In the question [subdivision, II.D.2.b.ii.a], the term “unique bhûmi” 
means that bhûmi to which one ascends, in which the ten bhûmis are identi
cal to the first bhûmi; this is called the “unique bhûmi.” “Sea of voidness” means 
that the voidness one has accessed through the preceding three contempla
tions is extremely deep, expansive, and vast; therefore it is called a “sea.” 

In the answer [subdivision, II.D.2.b.ii.b], the response “so it is” confirms 
the fact that [twovehicle adherents] do not see it. Following that [exclama
tion], he explicates the reasons why twovehicle adherents [648a] do not see 
it. “those two-vehicle adherents savor samŒdhi” means that, in enjoying tran
quil absorption, they end up pursuing quiescence. “gain the samŒdhi-body”: 
through this enjoyment and pursuit they access the concentration in which 
the mind is extinguished [viz. nirodhasamŒpatti]; because of having accessed 
nirvŒÿa, they scorch their bodies and extinguish their knowledge. At the 
point where they know the mind is extinguished, the experience of this 
trance of extinction occurs, which neutralizes both mind and mental con
comitants. In this wise, it is called “gain the samŒdhi-body.” Their enjoyment of 
quiescence suffuses the foundational consciousness; owing to this, they do 
not awaken to the sea of voidness, the unique bhûmi. “they become like alco-
holics who stay drunk and never sober up. Continuing through numerous kalpas, 
they remain unable to gain enlightenment”: the šrotŒpanna [streamenterer; the 
first stage of sanctity in the HînayŒna] abides [in nirvŒÿa] for eighty thou
sand kalpas . . . on up to arhats [the fourth, and last, stage of sanctity] abide 
for twenty thousand kalpas. Pratyekabuddhas [solitary buddhas who do not 
teach] abide for ten thousand kalpas. All are abiding in nirvŒÿa but never 
awakening. Now, he describes this generic characteristic by saying “continu-
ing through numerous kalpas.” “But once the liquor has worn off and they first 
awaken, they will then be able to cultivate these practices”: depending on the 
extent to which the suffusion of their attachment to enjoyment is heavy or 
light, their feelings of attachment will eventually dissipate so that they may 
instead generate the mind [of enlightenment]. Once they have generated 
that mind, they dedicate their minds to accessing the Great [Vehicle]. they 
will then be able to cultivate the three types of contemplation practice dis
cussed above. As a verse in the LaækŒvatŒrasûtra says, “It is like a drunkard, / 
Whose liquor wearing off, later awakens, / He gains the supreme essence of 
buddhahood, / Which is my true dharmabody.”263 An extensive explanation 
appears there. 

“from the moment that such a person abandons the [status of the] icchan-
tika [a person who is blocked from ever attaining enlightenment], he may 
access the six practices. on those stages of practice, his mind is purified in 
a single moment of thought and he gains absolute clarity and brightness. 
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the power of his adamantine knowledge renders him avaivartaka [not 
subject to spiritual retrogression]. he ferries sentient beings across to 
liberation and has inexhaustible friendliness and compassion.”264

This [is the third division, II.D.2.b.iii, an elucidation of the fact that bod
hisattvas are able to see it and become enlightened. It] explicates the fact 
that, from the moment when a person who is endowed with the lineage 
(gotra) of the bodhisattva abandons the icchantika’s obstacle of disbelief, he 
immediately accesses the ten faiths, the initial level of the six practices. At 
that stage of practice, he then arouses one thoughtmoment of purity of 
mind, which is the initial arousal of the thought [of enlightenment, on the 
first stage] of the ten abidings. “he gains absolute clarity and brightness” means 
that on the level of the ten practices all practices become clear and pure. 
“the power of his adamantine knowledge” refers to the firm power of knowl
edge [he develops on] the ten transferences. “avaivartaka” means that, from 
the first bhûmi onward, [648b] his true realization is irreversible. “he ferries 
sentient beings across to liberation and has inexhaustible friendliness and compas-
sion” means that, on the preceding levels he practiced so as to benefit others, 
which is something that the unrelated twovehicle adherents cannot practice.

taeryõk Bodhisattva said, “But such a person would not have to main-
tain the moral codes and he should not show respect to the šramaÿas.”
 the Buddha replied: “those who recite the prŒ¡imokºa precepts 
do so because of their unwholesome haughtiness and because of the 
waves and swells of the sea. on the mind-ground, the sea of the eighth 
consciousness is limpid and the flow of its ninth consciousness is pure. 
the winds cannot buffet them, so waves and swells do not arise.265 the 
nature of the moral codes is equanimous and void; [the šrŒvakas] who 
hold fast to them are deluded and confused. 
 “for such a person, the seventh and sixth [consciousnesses] will not 
be produced, and all origination ceases [for he has achieved] meditative 
absorption. remaining close to the three buddhas [below, p. 649a], he 
arouses bodhi. his compliant mind mysteriously accesses the three 
[types of] signlessness. he deeply reveres the triratna, he does not ne-
glect his dignified demeanor (îryŒpatha), and he would not show disre-
spect toward the šramaÿas.
 “Bodhisattva! that humanhearted person will not linger over any 
worldly dharmas, whether active or motionless. [rather,] he will access 
the three types of voidness and extinguish the mind that is involved 
with the three realms of existence.”

This is the third [subpart, II.D.2.c], on the supreme inspiration that de
rives from being free from distress, because it refers to being free from the 
distress of the causes and fruitions that afflict the ordinary person. 
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Herein, initially [in the question, II.D.2.c.i.], the remark “but such a per-
son would not have to maintain the moral codes” refers to the preceding line 
“[he does] not observe all the prŒ¡imokºa precepts” (p. 647a). “he should not 
show respect to the šramaÿas”: since he does not have to keep the precepts, he 
should not have to respect [the šramaÿas] who do need to keep the precepts. 

The answer [division, II.D.2.c.ii], is in two [subdivisions]: 

initially [II.D.2.c.ii.a], assenting to the previous query; 
next [II.D.2.c.ii.b], negation of the subsequent remark. 

In the initial [subdivision, II.D.2.c.ii.a], regarding the statement “those 
who recite the prŒ¡imokºa precepts”: those people who recite the PrŒ¡imokºa 
precepts refers to all the šrŒvakas [disciples of the Buddha]. Because they are 
conceited about their own adherence to the precepts and hold in contempt 
all those who break the precepts, it says “because of their unwholesome haugh-
tiness.” Because this person has yet to realize the voidness of all dharmas, the 
waves of the seven consciousnesses are churning on the sea of the latent pro
clivities (anušaya); therefore, it says “because of the waves and swells of the sea.” 
This [passage] alludes to the faults of people who adhere to the precepts. 
“on the mind-ground” means that the mind of the bodhisattva realizes the 
voidness of all dharmas and accesses the great [648c] bhûmi. The discrimina
tions in the eighth consciousness that are generated, such as the two types of 
attachments [to person and dharmas] and the latent proclivities, all vanish 
without a trace; therefore, it says “the sea of the eighth consciousness is limpid.” 
“Limpid” means “clear.” The wisdom of nondiscrimination accesses through 
realization the original enlightenment and, progressing through all the 
bhûmis, leaves behind the various sorts of maculations; therefore, it says, 
“the flow of its ninth consciousness is pure.” “Original enlightenment” refers 
explicitly to this “ninth consciousness.” Because the mind is free of discrimi
nations and unmoved by senseobjects, it says, “the winds cannot buffet them.” 
Because [the mind] cannot be moved, the maculated seven [conscious
nesses] are not produced; therefore, it says, “Waves and swells do not arise.” 
Since this person realizes that all dharmas are void and penetrates to the 
fact that the nature of the seven strictures of the precepts266 is void and quies
cent, it says, “the nature of the moral codes is equanimous and void.” But since 
šrŒvakas do not realize that dharmas are void, they are attached to the no
tion that the moral codes actually have a “nature” that exists in reality and 
are conceited about their own ability to adhere [to the precepts]; therefore, 
it says “[those] who hold fast to them are deluded and confused.” This answers 
the initial query [II.D.2.c.i.a, “but such a person would not need to maintain the 
codes of morality”], clarifying that there is no fault in not adhering to the 
precepts. 

From “for such [a person]” onward is the next [subdivision, II.D.2.c.ii.b], 
answering the subsequent remark [II.D.2.c.i.b, “he would not show disrespect 
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toward the šramaÿas”], which clarifies why there should be no haughtiness. 
“the seventh and sixth [consciousnesses] will not be produced” means that the 
four defilements (kleša) of the mano[vijñŒna] are no longer made manifest, 
and the seeds of the defilement of [wrong] view are already eradicated com
pletely. “all origination ceases [for he has achieved] meditative absorption”: all 
the consciousnesses that are generated, as well as the origination of mind 
and mental concomitants, vanish without a trace, for he has already achieved 
the meditative absorption that derives from accessing the principle. “remain-
ing close to the three buddhas, he arouses bodhi” clarifies that with the arousal 
of the thought [of enlightenment], he universally reveres the tathŒgatagarbha
buddha produced in the mind. This is because, based on that arousal of the 
thought [of enlightenment], none of these sentient beings will casually ex
hibit haughtiness. “his compliant mind mysteriously accesses the three [types 
of] signlessness”: at the time that one has perfected the access of practice, he 
uproots the root of ignorance, as was explained previously. He accesses 
deeply the three types of liberation by complying with the dharma of the 
one mind. For this reason, “he deeply reveres the triratna,” which means that 
he cannot but venerate the buddha as image, the dharma written on paper, 
white silk, and so forth, and the fourfold saœgha [monks, nuns, laymen, lay
women]. Therefore, “he would not show disrespect toward the šramaÿas,” be
cause he has aroused the thought [of enlightenment] by relying on those 
three buddhas and has eradicated the root of pride and conceit and the 
seeds of ignorance. [649a] 

The preceding [discussion] clarifies that he leaves behind the distress 
prompted by all types of causes. From this point on, he elucidates the need 
to leave behind the distress prompted by all types of fruitions. “[he] will not 
linger over any worldly dharmas, whether active or motionless”: meritorious 
and pleasurable fruitions [derive from rebirth among] humans or heav
enly beings in the desirerealm are called “active dharmas,” because they 
are the fruition of wholesome actions performed in distraction; quiescent 
and tranquil fruitions [deriving from rebirth in the heavenly] realms of 
subtle materiality and formlessness are called “motionless dharmas,” be
cause they are the fruition of wholesome actions performed in stability. Be
cause he is not attached to these, it says “will not linger.” “he will access the 
three types of voidness”: as discussed previously, he progressively works his 
way toward this access; therefore, these are called “types.” By not directly 
trying to be unattached, he is also able to prompt [the existent mind] to be 
unproduced; for this reason, it says “extinguish the mind that is involved with 
the three realms of existence.”

taeryõk Bodhisattva stated: “that virtuous one arouses the thought of 
bodhi at the sites of the [three] buddhas: that is, [1] the buddha endowed 
with all meritorious qualities of the fruition, [2] the tathŒgatagarbha- 
buddha, and [3] the buddha as image. he accesses the three codes of 
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morality [see KsGN, p.650b/651b below] but does not linger over their 
characteristics. he extinguishes all thoughts of the three realms of ex-
istence but does not reside in that calm place. Not forsaking the assem-
bly that is capable [of salvation], he reenters the untamed stage. it is 
inconceivable!”

This is the fourth [subpart, II.D.2.d], on the supreme inspiration of 
being nonabiding. It is in two [divisions]: 

initially [II.D.2.d.i], comprehension of the preceding discussion; 
subsequently [II.D.2.d.ii], [an explicit] elucidation of [the supreme inspi

ration of] nonabiding. 

In the comprehension [division, II.D.2.d.i], there are two passages. 
The initial [passage, division II.D.2.d.i.a] expresses comprehension of 

the line “remaining close to the three buddhas.” “the buddha endowed with all 
the meritorious qualities of the fruition” means that, with the consummation 
of acquired enlightenment, he is fully endowed with myriad meritorious 
qualities. “the tathŒgatagarbha-buddha” means the original enlightenment 
inherent in all sentient beings. “the buddha as image” means the gold, 
bronze, clay, and wood that can be shaped into representations of [the bud
dha’s] venerated image. [“(he) remain(s) close to the three buddhas”] be
cause he neglects nothing of either cause and fruition or principle and 
phenomena. 

“he accesses the three codes of morality but does not linger over their char-
acteristics”: this [second passage, II.D.2.d.i.b] expresses comprehension of 
the line “the nature of the moral codes is equanimous and void.” This means 
that the four conditions [see p. 651a below] for accessing the precepts do not 
cling to the characteristics of the precepts. The three moral codes and the 
four conditions will be explained in the following chapter. 

From here onward is [the second division, II.D.2.d.ii], an explicit eluci
dation of the supreme inspiration of nonabiding. Although, furthermore, 
“he will access the three types of voidness and extinguish the mind that is involved 
with the three realms of existence,” he “does not abide in that calm place.” In
stead, he passes through all the places where sentient beings who pant se-
verely in the six destinies reside; [649b] this is called “the untamed stage.” 
Owing to the latent proclivities, he takes rebirth through karma that does 
not subject him to further bondage [viz. indeterminate karma; avyŒk¿ta
karman]; therefore, it says “he reenters.” The term “latent proclivities” means 
that they do not quickly vanish, which is the case with HînayŒnists, who grad
ually eradicate them over three infinitely long great kalpas but for whom 
they are extinguished only when they finally gain bodhi. It does not mean 
that they remain uneradicated up until [the stage] of the adamantine [samâ
dhi]; therefore, they are termed “latent.” 
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at that time, ŠŒriputra rose from his seat, came forward, and recited 
these gŒthŒs:

he perfects the sea of prajñŒ,
and he does not dwell in the city of nirvŒÿa,
Just as the exotic lotus blossom,
does not grow in the high plains.267

all the buddhas over immeasurable kalpas,
did not forsake all the defilements,
only after saving the world did they gain [nirvŒÿa],
Like the lotus rising from the mud.
Just as those six stages of practice,
are what are cultivated by the bodhisattvas;
So too are those three types of voidness,
the true path to bodhi.

From here onward is the third [section, III], in which êŒriputra gains 
understanding. It is intended to help the lesser congregation [of Hînayânists] 
arouse the great mind [of enlightenment]. It is in two [subsections]: 

one [III.A], gaining understanding; 
two [III.B], a conclusion to the narrative. 

The initial [subsection] is also in two [parts]: 

[III.A.1] the preceding three verses versify what was discussed previously; 
[III.A.2] the subsequent two verses explain one’s personal arousal of the 

thought [of enlightenment]. 

The first [part] has three [subparts]: 

one [III.A.1.a], the preceding two verses versify the path of nonabiding; 
next [III.A.1.b] are two lines that versify the levels of the six practices; 
[III.A.1.c] the last two lines versify the three types of voidnesses. 

In the first [subpart, III.A.1.a], the line “he perfects the sea of prajñŒ“ 
means that the three liberations subsume the three types of wisdom. “he 
does not dwell in the city of nirvŒÿa” means that “he extinguishes all thoughts of 
the three realms of existence but does not reside in that calm place.” “does not 
grow in the high plains”: it is just as is the case with those twovehicle adher
ents, who may leave behind the mud of the defilements but will still not 
arouse the mind [of enlightenment] for eighty thousand kalpas. “did not for-
sake all the defilements”: unlike twovehicle adherents, [the buddhas] quickly 
eradicate [the defilements] completely in four268 lifetimes [two to master the 
šrâvaka, or disciple, stage and two, the pratyekabuddha, or nonteaching bud
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dha, stage]. “Like the lotus rising from the mud”: owing to the latent proclivi
ties, “he reenters the untamed stage” and there completes the cultivation of 
the bodhisattva practices. Owing to this [cultivation], [649c] he is able to re
alize the fruition of bodhi; therefore, it says he practices “those three types 
[of voidness].” This is obvious from the passage.

i now abide in nonabiding, 
Just as the Buddha has explained.
i will return again to this place whence i came,
and discard [these bodies] only after completion.
furthermore, i will urge all sentient beings,
to join with me [in pursuing this same vow] and not remain apart.
May those who came before and those who will come afterward,
all be encouraged to climb to right enlightenment.

This is the second [part, III.A.2], on the personal arousal of the thought 
[of enlightenment]. It is in two [subparts]: 

initially [III.A.2.a], two lines explain the present rank of arousing the 
thought [of enlightenment];

subsequently [III.A.2.b], a verse and a half represent the practice of the 
cultivation that follows [arousing the thought of enlightenment]. 

[III.A.2.a] “i now abide in nonabiding”: now, having heard the Buddha’s 
words, I have aroused the great mind [of enlightenment] and instantly abide 
in the mind that “does not reside in that calm place.” “i will return again to this 
place whence i came”: after transmigrating among them since time immemo
rial, I now once again return to those places that I initially left behind and re
enter the three realms of existence in order to ferry across sentient beings; I 
manifest as is appropriate the bodies I have received through the power of 
my absorption in this extreme limit [viz. the edge of reality]. [“and discard 
them only after completion”]: after completing all the bodhisattva practices, I 
discard these bodies and gain a buddha’s body. “those who came before” 
means those in the past whose wholesome faculties (kušalamûla) had already 
matured. “those who will come afterward” means those whose [wholesome 
faculties] will finally mature only in a future age. The implication is that, to 
the end of time, he will never rest.

at that time, the Buddha proclaimed to ŠŒriputra: “this is inconceiv-
able! You are certain subsequently to complete the path to bodhi. innu-
merable sentient beings will transcend the sea of birth and death.”

This is the second [subsection, III.B], a conclusion to the narrative, 
which sanctions what [êŒriputra] said. 
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at that time, the great congregation all awakened to bodhi, and all the 
lesser congregation, and so forth, accessed the sea of the five 
voidnesses.

This is the fourth [section, IV,] of the main exegesis, in which the con
gregation present at the time gains benefit. The term “great congregation” 
[650a] refers to the MahŒyŒna congregation. “awakened to bodhi” means 
that, on the first bhûmi, they awakened and accessed the mind of bodhi. 
“Lesser congregation” refers to the congregation of šrŒvakas, who succeeded 
in accessing the approach of the three types of true thusness. 
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Exposition of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra

Roll Three

[Part Four: An Exegesis of the Text (cont.)]

[Section Two: Main Body (cont.)]

VajrasamÂdhi-sûtra, Chapter six: the voidness of the true nature

[650b] The dharma of true thusness subsumes all meritorious qualities and 
serves as the original nature of all the qualities gained through spiritual 
practice; for this reason, it is called “true nature.” The true nature in this wise 
neutralizes all names and characteristics; for this reason, it is called “the 
voidness of the true nature.” Moreover, this true nature leaves behind both 
characteristics and nature: “leaves behind characteristics” means that it stays 
far removed from deceptive characteristics; “leaves behind nature” means 
that it stays far removed from any sense of a “true nature.” Because it stays far 
removed from deceptive characteristics, these deceptive characteristics are 
void. Because it stays far removed from true nature, that true nature is also 
void. For this reason, it is called “the voidness of the true nature.” Now, in this 
chapter, these two meanings are elucidated; and, based on these aspects, the 
title of the chapter is given.

Fifth Division of Contemplation Practice: 
Sanctified Practices Emerge from the Voidness of the True Nature

at that time, ŠŒriputra addressed the Buddha, saying: “Lord! the culti-
vation of the bodhisattva path is free from both names and characteris-
tics. the three [codes of] morality do not demand a dignified demeanor. 
how should we receive and keep these [codes] so that we may then 
preach them to sentient beings? i beg that the Buddha may proclaim this 
for us, out of his compassion.”

Among the six divisions of contemplation practice that are being ex-
plained sequentially, the fourth division, Abandoning the Spurious to Ac-
cess Reality, has been completed above. From here onward is the fifth 
division, a clarification that All the Sanctified Practices Emerge from the 
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Voidness of the True Nature. The main outline of this chapter is in two 
[sections]: 

One [I], for those with sharp faculties, there are numerous passages offer-
ing extensive explanations; 

Two [II], for those with dull faculties, there are just a few passages offer-
ing a brief synopsis. 

The initial extensive explanation [section] is in six subsections: 

one [I.A], clarification that the three moral codes are perfected through 
the true nature; 

two [I.B], clarification that the practices included among the constituents 
of the path (bodhipakºikadharma) are established through the voidness 
of the true nature; 

three [I.C], clarification that the teachings of the TathŒgata are spoken in 
accordance with principle;

four [I.D], clarification that the bodhisattva ranks emerge from the origi-
nal inspiration;

five [I.E], clarification that great prajñŒ neutralizes [650c] all causes and 
conditions;

six [I.F], clarification that great dhyŒnic absorption transcends all names 
and classifications. 

In the first [subsection, I.A], on the three moral codes, the text is in five 
parts: 

one [I.A.1], a question; 
two [I.A.2], a [brief] answer; 
three [I.A.3], a [reiterated] query; 
four [I.A.4], an [extensive] explanation; 
five [I.A.5], gaining understanding. 

This is the first [part, I.A.1]. The passage “the cultivation of the bodhisat-
tva path is free from both names and characteristics” is a generic allusion to all 
practices. “the three [codes of] morality do not demand a dignified demeanor” 
describes sequentially the practice of morality. As the previous chapter said 
(p. 649a), “he accesses the three codes of morality but does not linger over their 
characteristics.” This means that the three moralities are signless and “do not 
demand a dignified demeanor.” “how should we” ourselves “receive and keep 
these [codes] so that we may preach them” to others? Since êŒriputra has just 
entered the Great [Vehicle] and was just beginning to engage in spiritual 
cultivation with morality at its root, he therefore asks about the initial prac-
tice among the three trainings [morality, meditation, wisdom]. Furthermore, 
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“Body Son” [the literal translation of êŒriputra] is born from the body. Now, 
this chapter explains that all the practice dharmas are born from the dharma 
body. Therefore, “Body Son” is deputed to ask the question. 

the Buddha replied: “oh son of good family! May you now listen well 
and i will proclaim this for you.
 “oh son of good family! Both wholesome and unwholesome dhar-
mas are projections of the mind. all the sense-realms are but the dis-
criminations of ratiocination and verbalization. Control this 
[discrimination through] one-pointedness of mind and all conditioning 
will be brought to an end. 
 “Why is this? oh son of good family! the one is originally not gen-
erated. the functioning of the three is inoperative. abiding in that prin-
ciple of thusness, the gates leading to the six destinies are closed, and 
the four conditions that accord with thusness become imbued with the 
three moral codes.”

This is the second [part, I.A.2], a brief answer, which is in two [subparts]. 
The first [subpart, I.A.2.a] is the answer to the general question. “Both 

wholesome and unwholesome dharmas are projections of the mind” means that 
the causes and activities of the three types of karma [via body, speech, and 
mind] are all created by the mind. “all the sense-realms are but the discrimina-
tions of ratiocination and verbalization” means that none of the objects coming 
to fruition in the six destinies [hell-denizens, hungry ghosts, animals, hu-
mans, asuras, gods] are not transformations of thought. Because [these ob-
jects] are initiated chaotically by the mind and cannot be controlled, they 
come to serve as the causes and effects that prompt one to travel continually 
over the sea of suffering. For this reason, one who wishes to cross over the sea 
of suffering should cultivate the bodhisattva path. By controlling the mind 
so that it becomes one-pointed and [absorbed in] thusness, “all conditioning 
will be brought to an end.” Therefore the cultivation of the bodhisattva is 
nameless and signless.

From “Why is this?” [651a] onward is [the second subpart, I.A.2.b], a fol-
low-up answer to [the Buddha’s own] separate question. Although a summary 
explanation has already been given, êŒriputra has not yet heard about spe-
cific practices. Therefore, [the Buddha] asks again, “Why is this?” “the one is 
originally not generated” means that the one original enlightenment, which is 
the basis of the three moral codes, is originally calm and tranquil; therefore, it 
says “not generated.” “the functioning of the three is inoperative”: since the func-
tioning of the three moral codes is perfected by relying on the original enlight-
enment, this functioning is independent from maintaining a dignified 
demeanor and from any operative characteristics; therefore, it is inoperative. 
Since it abides harmoniously in the one original [enlightenment], it says “abid-
ing in that principle of thusness.” Since it abides in that principle of thusness, it 
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extinguishes all causation; therefore, it says “the gates leading to the six destinies 
are closed.” The power of the four conditions is subsumed in this principle of 
unitary thusness; and since one who is able to remain in harmony with this 
unitary thusness is then imbued with the three moral codes, it says, “the four 
conditions that accord with thusness become imbued with the three moral codes.”

ŠŒriputra asked, “how is it that ‘the four conditions that accord with 
thusness become imbued with the three moral codes’?”

This is the third [part, I.A.3], the reiterated query.

the Buddha replied: “the four conditions are (1) the condition that 
keeps [the precepts] through the power of the analytical suppression 
(pratisaœkhyŒnirodha); it corresponds to the moral code that maintains 
both the discipline and the deportments. (2) the condition that is gen-
erated through the power of the pure basis of original inspiration; it 
corresponds to the moral code that accumulates wholesome dharmas. 
(3) the condition that is the power of the great compassion of original 
wisdom; it corresponds to the moral code that aids all sentient be-
ings.269 (4) the condition that is the power of the penetrative knowl-
edge of the one enlightenment; it accords with abiding in thusness. 
these are called the four conditions. oh son of good family! in this 
wise, the great power of the four conditions does not linger over phe-
nomenal characteristics and does not lack efficacious functioning. as it 
remains separate from any one locus, it cannot be sought.
 “oh son of good family! in this wise, the one phenomenon [viz. the 
one enlightenment] completely subsumes the six practices. it is the 
buddhas’ sea of bodhi and sarvajña.”

This is the fourth [part, I.A.4], an [extensive] explanation. It is in two 
[subparts]:

one [I.A.4.a], an explicit answer, which clarifies the causes and conditions 
of morality; 

two [I.A.4.b], he avails himself of the opportunity to offer a generic over-
view of all [the myriads of] spiritual practices. 

In the initial [subpart, I.A.4.a, on the explicit answer; this is the general 
import division, I.A.4.a.i.], “the four conditions” means that four powerful 
functions are contained within the one mind’s inspiration of original en-
lightenment, which serve as the conditions for the three moral codes. These 
are (1) the condition that is based on suppression, (2) the condition based 
on production, (3) the condition based on assistance, (4) the condition 
based on separation. [651b] 
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[1] “Based on suppression” means that, in original enlightenment, the 
meritorious qualities engendered by the tranquillity of the nature are in 
their own-nature diametrically opposed to all the defilements. Through this 
condition, one perfects the moral code that subsumes both the discipline 
and the deportments (saœvarašîla). 

[2] “Based on production” means that, in original enlightenment, the 
meritorious qualities engendered by the wholesomeness of the nature are 
all commensurate in their own natures with the wholesome faculties 
(kušalamûla). Through this condition, one perfects the moral code that 
subsumes all wholesome dharmas (kušaladharmasaœgrâhakašîla). 

[3] “Based on assistance” means that, in original enlightenment, the 
nature produces great compassion that by its very nature does not abandon 
even a single sentient being. Through this condition, one perfects the 
moral code that assists all sentient beings (sattvârthakriyâšîla). 

[4] “Based on separation” means that, in original enlightenment, the 
nature produces prajñŒ that by its very nature stays far removed from all 
phenomenal characteristics. Through this condition, one is able to keep 
the three moral codes separate from phenomenal characteristics and to 
abide in accordance with thusness. 

The first three conditions have a specific application; the last one is a 
condition that is of comprehensive application. When a bodhisattva arouses 
the thought [of enlightenment] and receives the three moral codes, he re-
ceives and keeps these while remaining in harmony with the inspiration of 
original enlightenment; hence these four conditions are replete with the 
three moral codes. This has been the general import [of this passage]. 

Next [I.A.1.a.ii] is the exegesis of the text itself.
“(1) the condition that keeps [the precepts] through the power of the analyti-

cal suppression”: original enlightenment originally leaves behind the bonds of 
the defilements. It produces the pratisaœkhyŒnirodha liberation by maintaining 
its own essence and is endowed with that force which is able to keep the spe-
cific liberating precepts [viz. the PrŒtimokºa precepts]. Like a magnet attract-
ing a needle, this powerful function occurs even without any specific intention. 
We should know that this is also the case with the principle of the middle way. 
“(2) the condition that is generated through the power of the pure basis of original 
inspiration”: the original enlightenment is originally endowed with the merito-
rious qualities derived from the purity of the nature, which have as their basis 
all the qualities engendered through spiritual practice. Owing to this funda-
mental power, it produces all the wholesome dharmas and serves as the condi-
tion for the accumulation and production of those wholesome dharmas. It is 
this very condition that “accumulates wholesome dharmas.” “(3) the condition 
that is the power of the great compassion of original wisdom; it corresponds to the 
moral code that aids all sentient beings”: the wisdom inherent in original enlight-
enment that illuminates the mundane world is in fact the great compassion 
that constantly soothes sentient beings. It is through this condition that one 
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perfects “the moral code that aids all sentient beings.” “(4) the condition that is the 
power of the penetrative knowledge of the one enlightenment; it accords with 
abiding in thusness”: [651c] the knowledge inherent in original enlightenment 
that irradiates one’s very nature brings all three moral codes into accord “with 
abiding in thusness.” In this wise, the four conditions pervade all dharma-realms 
and their functions subsume all the myriads of spiritual practices; therefore, it 
says that they have “great power.” Although they have great power, they all have 
the same one taste. Because they stay far removed from all names and charac-
teristics and from the discriminative functions of phenomena, it said that they 
do “not linger over phenomenal characteristics.” Although they are free of phe-
nomenal characteristics, they are endowed with superior capabilities that en-
able them to subsume all supramundane meritorious qualities that derive 
from spiritual practice; therefore, it said that they do “not lack efficacious func-
tioning.” For this reason, only original enlightenment has no such implication 
with regard to conventional dharmas; therefore, it says, “as it remains separate 
from any one locus, it cannot be sought.”

The preceding has been [the explicit answer], which clarifies sequen-
tially the conditions that generate the three moral codes. From here on-
ward is [I.A.4.b], a clarification of the generic overview of [all] the myriads 
of spiritual practices. Each and every one of the practices on all the six 
stages—from the ten faiths through virtual enlightenment—are all sub-
sumed by the one enlightenment. Therefore, it says, “the one phenomenon 
completely subsumes the six practices.” It is not merely the bodhisattvas who 
take refuge in this original enlightenment. All the buddhas too, through 
their consummate knowledge, together take refuge in this sea; therefore, it 
says, “it is the buddhas’ sea of bodhi and sarvajña.” 

ŠŒriputra remarked: “[You said that] it ‘does not linger over phenomenal 
characteristics and does not lack efficacious functioning.’ such a dharma 
would be true voidness, which is permanent, blissful, selfhood, and pure. 
as it transcends [the attachment to] the two types of selfhood [viz. the 
selfhood of person and of dharmas], it is great parinirvŒÿa. that mind 
has no bonds: it is a contemplation that has great power.

This is the fifth [part, I.A.5], on gaining understanding. It is in two 
[subparts]. 

Initially [I.A.5.a], he recognizes that the one thusness with which he is 
in conformity is in fact the dharma-body. It is fully endowed with four mer-
itorious qualities [viz. it “is permanent, blissful, selfhood, and pure”] and tran-
scends the characteristics of person and of dharmas. It is great nirvŒÿa. 

Subsequently [I.A.5.b], he recognizes that the mind that conforms with 
thusness leaves behind all bonds by conforming to that thusness and has 
nothing that it cannot accomplish. It is endowed with that great autonomous 
power. 
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“all the thirty-seven constituents of the path (bodhipakºikadharma) are 
necessarily contained in this contemplation and enlightenment.”
 the Buddha said: “so indeed does it contain the thirty-seven con-
stituents of the path. 
 “What are these? they are the four loci of mindfulness 
(sm¿tyupasthŒna); the four right efforts (samyakprahŒÿa); the four bases of 
psychic power (¿ddhipŒda); the five faculties (indriya); the five powers (bala); 
the seven aspects of enlightenment (bodhyaæga); [652a] and the eightfold 
noble path (mŒrgŒæga). these several classifications have but a single as-
pect, for they are neither identical nor different. Being numerical lists, 
they are merely names and merely letters;270 those dharmas are unascer-
tainable (anupalabdhi). an unascertainable dharma has but a single aspect 
and is free from locution. that characteristic of being free from locution is 
the nature of true and real voidness. the meaning of that void nature ac-
cords with reality (yathŒbhûta) and is thus. that principle which is thus 
contains all dharmas. oh son of good family! a person who abides in that 
principle of thusness crosses over the sea of the three sufferings.”271

This is the second [subsection] in the main outline [I.B], clarification 
that the practice of the constituents of the path (bodhipakºikadharma) are es-
tablished through the voidness of the true nature. It is in two [parts]: 

initially [I.B.1], a question; 
subsequently [I.B.2], an answer.

In the question [part, 1.B.1], the passage “in this contemplation and en-
lightenment” refers to the contemplation that is the agent of harmonization 
and the original enlightenment that is the object of harmonization. “in this 
contemplation and enlightenment,” which balances agent and object, one per-
force will be fully endowed with the practices of all the thirty-seven constitu-
ents of the path. 

In the answer [part, I.B.2], there are two [subparts]: 

initially [I.B.2.a], assent [“so indeed does it contain the thirty-seven constit-
uents of the path.”]; 

subsequently [I.B.2.b], the explication. 

From “what are these?” onward is the second [subpart, I.B.2.b], on the 
explication, which is in two [divisions]: 

a direct explication [I.B.2.b.i]; 
a reiterated elucidation [I.B.2.b.ii]. 

In the first [division, I.B.2.b.i], the words “these many classifications have 
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but a single aspect” mean that the aspects categorized in the thirty-seven con-
stituents involve merely this solitary contemplation and enlightenment; they 
are not dualistic dharmas. “they are neither identical nor different” means 
that contemplation and enlightenment are neither identical nor different. 
From the standpoint of their being “not different,” it says that they “have but 
a single aspect.”

From the words “but because their designations are manifold” onward is 
the reiterated elucidation [I.B.2.b.ii], which is in four [subdivisions]:

initially [I.B.2.b.ii.a], a rejection of the aspect of difference; 
next [I.B.2.b.ii.b], an elucidation of the aspect of being identical; 
three [I.B.2.b.ii.c], a clarification that the aspect of being identical sub-

sumes all dharmas; 
four [I.B.2.b.ii.d], a clarification that the aspect of being identical leaves 

behind all dangers (Œdînava). 

In the initial [subdivision, I.B.2.b.ii.a], the passage “but because their 
designations are manifold, they are merely names and merely letters; those 
dharmas are unascertainable (anupalabdhi)” means that the mundane practice 
dharmas listed among the constituents of the path are classified into thirty-
seven listings according to their designations. Bodhisattvas, through their 
enlightened wisdom, seek those aspects enumerated in these thirty-seven 
dharmas but find them all to be unascertainable. 

In the second [subdivision, I.B.2.b.ii.b], the passage “an unascertainable 
dharma has but a single aspect and is free from locution” means that, when one 
seeks those specific dharmas but finds that they are unascertainable, this 
[unascertainable] dharma will then have but a single taste because it neu-
tralizes all locution and verbalization. 

In the third [subdivision, I.B.2.b.ii.c], the passage “that characteristic of 
being free from locution is the nature of true and real voidness” means that, 
[652b] since one cannot ascertain any mind that actually contemplates spe-
cific dharmas, one neutralizes all locution and verbalization and leaves be-
hind all differentiated characteristics. “the meaning of that void nature accords 
with reality and is thus”: the mind that is the agent of contemplation leaves be-
hind all characteristics and aspects, for it is not different from the true char-
acteristic’s principle of thusness. In this wise, original enlightenment’s 
principle of thusness in fact contains all the dharmas that perfect cultiva-
tion, including the constituents of the path, just as smelted gold inherently 
contains all the [thirty-two] major and [eighty] minor marks of a [buddha-] 
image. For this reason, it says, “that principle which is thus contains all 
dharmas.”

Since abiding in this principle of thusness, which subsumes all merito-
rious qualities, leaves behind the dangers of the various types of macula-
tions, it says, “a person who abides in that principle of thusness crosses over 
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the sea of the three sufferings.” This is the fourth [subdivision, I.B.2.b.ii.d], 
on leaving behind all dangers.

If we were briefly to clarify the meaning of the constituents of the path 
in this passage, we could divide them into four alternatives: 

1. subsume the thirty-seven [constituents of the path] into ten dharmas;
2. subsume the ten dharmas into four dharmas; 
3. subsume the four dharmas into one aspect; 
4. clarify that this one aspect subsumes all thirty-seven 

[bodhipakºikadharmas]. 

As the [Da]zhidu lun says, “These thirty-seven constituents have ten dharmas 
as their basis.”272 An extensive explanation is provided there. We should 
know that these ten are expanded to make the thirty-seven, but if we discuss 
the essence of those [thirty-seven] dharmas, there are only these ten dhar-
mas. What are the ten? (1) Morality (šîla), [five of the ten predominant fac-
tors (mahŒbhûmika), viz.] (2) volition (cetanŒ), (3) sensation (vedanŒ), (4) 
mindfulness (sm¿ti), (5) absorption (samŒdhi), and (6) wisdom (mati  =  prajñŒ); 
[and four of the ten predominant wholesome dharmas (kušalamahŒbhûmika), 
viz.] (7) faith (šraddhŒ), (8) vigor (vîrya), (9) tranquillity (prašabdhi), (10) equa-
nimity (upekºŒ). 

[First,] how are these ten expanded to make thirty-seven? Morality is ex-
panded into three: right speech, action, and livelihood. The listing for inten-
tion is just one: right intention. Sensation is also just one: the “bliss” aspect of 
enlightenment (prîtibodhyaæga). Mindfulness is expanded into four: the fac-
ulty of mindfulness, the power of mindfulness, the mindfulness aspect of en-
lightenment, and right mindfulness. Absorption is expanded into eight: the 
four bases of psychic power [¿ddhipŒda; viz. desire-to-be, vigor, thought, anal-
ysis], the faculty of absorption, the power of absorption, the absorption as-
pect of enlightenment, and right absorption. Wisdom also becomes eight: 
the four loci of mindfulness [sm¿tyupasthŒna; viz. with regard to body, sensa-
tions, thought, and dharmas], the faculty of wisdom, the power of wisdom, 
the investigation-into-dharmas aspect of enlightenment (dharmapravicayabo
dhyaæga), and right view. Vigor also becomes eight: the four right efforts 
(samyakprahŒÿa),273 the faculty of vigor, the power of vigor, the vigor aspect of 
enlightenment, and right vigor. Faith becomes two: the faculty of faith and 
the power of faith. [652c] Tranquillity and equanimity are each one: the 
tranquillity aspect of enlightenment and the equanimity aspect of enlight-
enment. In summary, there are five categories. (1) Three [dharmas] are ex-
panded into eight: viz. the twenty-four [separate aspects of] absorption, 
wisdom, and vigor are subsumed in these three [dharmas]. (2) One is ex-
panded into four: viz. the four [loci of] mindfulness are compressed in this 
one [dharma of] mindfulness. (3) One is expanded into three: viz. the three 
aspects of morality are compressed in that one [dharma of] morality. (4) 
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One is expanded into two: viz. the two aspects of faith are compressed in that 
one [dharma of] faith. (5) Four are listed singly: viz. intention, sensation, 
tranquillity, and equanimity each embraces its own nature. In this wise, ten 
dharmas subsume the thirty-seven. 

Second, we may compress the ten dharmas into four dharmas. First, 
morality is included in the dharmas of materiality, both manifested (vij
ñapti) and unmanifested (avijñapti). Second, intention and feeling are in-
cluded among the predominant factors (mahŒbhûmika) of the mental 
constituents (caitta/caitasika). Third, mindfulness, absorption, and wisdom 
are included among the mental constituents that involve specific objects 
(anyajŒtîyŒlambana). Faith and so on [viz. vigor, tranquillity, and equanim-
ity] are included among the wholesome dharmas (kušalamahŒbhûmika). 

Third, we may compress the four dharmas into one aspect. Through 
one’s enlightened wisdom, one investigates in this wise these four dharmas. 
The first dharma, of materiality, is unascertainable, regardless of whether or 
not its existence can be located. The latter three mental constituents are all 
unascertainable, regardless of whether or not they exist in the present mo-
ment. Although this does not mean that they are nonexistent dharmas, no 
ascertainable dharmas can be found. They are impartial and have but a single 
taste. Therefore, you should know that these four dharmas have but one as-
pect. For this reason, it says, “these many classifications have but a single aspect.” 

Fourth, we may clarify that this one aspect subsumes all thirty-seven [con-
stituents of the path]. This refers to the aspect of the single taste, in which sub-
ject and object are in equilibrium. Observing the voidness of the body, and so 
forth, are the four loci of mindfulness. Leaving behind all sloth and torpor is 
the four right efforts. Calming and extinguishing all distracted thoughts are 
the bases of psychic power. Leaving behind a lack of faith, and so forth, is what 
is meant by the faculty of faith, [etc.]. Extinguishing ignorance, and so forth, 
are the seven aspects of enlightenment. Leaving behind the eight perverted 
dharmas is the eightfold noble path. In this wise, this one aspect, in which one 
leaves far behind all the various types of maculations, is fully endowed with 
immeasurable meritorious qualities. Therefore, it says, “all the thirty-seven 
[653a] constituents of the path are necessarily contained in this contemplation en-
lightenment.” It also says, “that principle which is thus contains all dharmas.”

ŠŒriputra asked: “each and every one of the myriads of dharmas is but 
verbalization and locution. these things that are characterized by ver-
balization and locution in fact have no meaning and a meaning that ac-
cords with reality cannot be explained verbally. so why now does the 
tathŒgata preach the dharma?”

From here onward is the third [subsection] in the main outline [I.C], a 
clarification that the words and teachings of the Buddha are spoken in ac-
cordance with the principle of thusness. 
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Initially [I.C.1], there is a question; 
subsequently [I.C.2], an answer.

In the question [I.C.1], the passage “each and every one of the myriads of 
dharmas” refers to dharmas that are established according to conventional 
speech, for dharmas that are explained in accordance with words are all 
unascertainable. Only “verbalization and locution in fact have no meaning” 
means that the real meaning of all dharmas neutralizes all locution and 
verbalization. Now, if the Buddha’s preaching of the dharma were all  
verbalization and locution, it then in fact would have no real meaning, and 
if it had real meaning, it necessarily would be free of verbalization and  
locution. Therefore, [êŒriputra] asks the question, “Why . . . preach the 
dharma?”

the Buddha replied: “i preach the dharma because you sentient beings 
persist in needing explanations. i preach what cannot be spoken of. 
this is why i preach on it. 
 “My speech consists of meaningful words, not mere locution. sen-
tient beings’ speech consists of verbalization and locution and is not 
meaningful. 
 “Meaningless words are all spurious and worthless; spurious and 
worthless words say nothing about meaning. 
 “anything that does not convey meaning is all false speech.
 “Concerning speaking in accordance with meaning, the real is void 
and yet not void; voidness is real and yet unreal. [speaking in accor-
dance with meaning] remains separate from dualistic characteristics, 
but also is not centered in between. the dharma that is not so cen-
tered remains far removed from these three characteristics [voidness, 
reality, and the nonduality of both]; its location cannot be found.
 “[those words that remain separate from these three characteris-
tics] are spoken in accordance with thusness. 
 “thusness does not make existence nonexistent, for how in non-
existence would existence be made nonexistent? thusness does not 
make nonexistence existent, for how in existence would nonexistence 
be made to exist? neither existence nor nonexistence applies. Because 
such statements are inapplicable, [the concept ‘thusness’ too] is inappli-
cable. thusness is not said to be either a thusness that is existent or a 
thusness that is nonexistent.”

This is the second [part, I.C.2], the answer, which is in two [subparts]: 

initially [I.C.2.a], the motive behind the Buddha’s speech; 
subsequently [I.C.2.b], an elucidation of the difference between locution 

and meaning. 
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In the first [subpart, I.C.2.a], concerning the passage “i preach the 
dharma because you sentient beings persist in needing explanations”: “you” re-
fers to êŒriputra; “sentient beings” refers to all [653b] ordinary persons. 
Were I to preach about uncompounded [dharmas, you] then would pre-
sume this implied the existence of a dharma-essence. Were I to preach 
about compounded [dharmas, you] then would presume these implied the 
production of the characteristics of dharmas. The sort of speech that is as-
sociated with “existence” and “production” cannot explain real meaning. 
Mine is different from that type of speech, and “this is why i preach on it.” 
This is the motive behind the Buddha’s speech and teachings.

Next, in [subpart I.C.2.b], an elucidation of the differing characteris-
tics of locution and meaning, there is

Initially, an overview, in two sentences [I.C.2.b.i]; 
subsequently, the explication, in two sentences [I.C.2.b.ii]. 

In the overview [division, I.C.2.b.i], [the first sentence, “My speech con-
sists of] meaningful words, not mere locution” means that speech should have 
real meaning, not just be spurious locution. [The second sentence, “sentient 
beings’ speech consists of] verbalization and locution and is not meaningful” means 
that speech is mired in spurious locution and is unrelated to real meaning. 

In the second [division, I.C.2.b.ii], the explication, he initially explicates 
the latter sentence. “[Meaningless words] are all spurious and worthless” means 
that, as spurious locution, they have no real meaning; this explicates the pas-
sage [“sentient beings’ speech consists of] verbalization and locution. . . . ” “[spu-
rious and worthless words] say nothing about meaning” means that they are 
unable either to refer to or to discuss anything regarding the meaning that 
accords with reality; this explicates the passage “and is not meaningful.” 

What follows is a summation [viz. I.C.2.b.iii].274 The sentence “[any-
thing that does not convey meaning] is all false speech” means that, although 
[a phrase] may be semantically correct, it can be contrary to fact, such as 
saying you see when you don’t or saying you don’t see when you do. 

From “[concerning speaking] in accordance with meaning” onward is the 
succeeding explication of the initial sentence [in the overview: viz. “My speech 
consists of meaningful words, not mere locution.”] It is in two [subdivisions]: 

a direct explication [I.C.2.b.ii.a]; 
a reiterated elucidation [I.C.2.b.ii.b]. 

The initial [direct explication subdivision, I.C.2.b.ii.a] is also in two 
[segments]: 

initially [I.C.2.b.ii.a.1], an explication of “not mere locution”; 
subsequently [I.C.2.b.ii.a.2], an explication of “meaningful words.” 
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The explication of “not mere locution” [I.C.2.b.ii.a.1] means that [mean-
ingful words] are not “spurious and worthless,” for they are not spurious locu-
tion and are not meaningless. The explication of “meaningful words” 
[I.C.2.b.ii.a.2] means that meaning corresponds to words and words con-
form to meaning. 

In the initial explication [of “not mere locution,” I.C.2.b.ii.a.1], the words 
“the real is void and yet not void” means that we say the real characteristic of 
true thusness is also void. As was said previously, “the characteristic of void-
ness is also void” (p. 639c). While it says that “the real is void,” it does not obvi-
ate the principle of its real characteristic; therefore, it says “and yet not void.” 
Although it does not involve the real, it also is not devoid of the real; there-
fore, it says that “voidness is real and yet unreal.” This means that explaining 
the principle of true voidness involves the real; therefore, it says “voidness is 
real”; but because it does not linger in this principle of true voidness, it there-
fore says “and yet unreal.” This is because, although it is not devoid of voidness, 
it does not involve voidness. “[it] remains separate from dualistic characteristics, 
but also is not centered in between”: [653c] locution that is not void is far re-
moved from the characteristic of voidness, and locution that is unreal is far 
removed from the characteristic of reality; therefore, it says, “[it] remains sep-
arate from dualistic characteristics.” Nevertheless, it does not linger in this 
state of nonduality between these two characteristics of voidness and reality; 
therefore, it says “but [it] also is not centered in between.” Since it stays far re-
moved from these two extremes, without also falling in between, it therefore 
says, “[the dharma that is not so centered] remains far removed from these 
three characteristics.” The loci of thought, speech, and action do not extend 
beyond these three characteristics. However, the words of the Buddha leave 
far behind these three characteristics and at their intersection the pathways 
of thoughts and words are eradicated; therefore, it says, “its location cannot 
be found.” In this wise, [the words of the Buddha] sublimely tally with this as-
pect in which words are eradicated and consequently are not the same as 
meaningless locution. This has explicated “not mere locution.”

“[those words that remain separate from these three characteristics] are 
spoken in accordance with thusness (yõ yõyõ sõl)”: this is the explication of 
“meaningful words” [I.C.2.b.ii.a.2]. The first yõ [in accordance with] means “in 
correspondence with.” The last two yõs [thusness] refer to meaning and prin-
ciple. This is just like the previous line “[it] remains far removed from these 
three characteristics,” which was spoken in correspondence with meaning 
and principle. Consequently, the Buddha’s speech involves “meaningful words”; 
it is not the same as the meaninglessness of ordinary words. 

From “thusness is nonexistent” onward is the second [subdivision], the 
reiterated elucidation [I.C.2.b.ii.b]. 

Initially [I.C.2.b.ii.b.1], it elucidates “not mere locution”; 
subsequently [I.C.2.b.ii.b.2], it elucidates “meaningful words.”
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In the first [segment, I.C.2.b.ii.b.1, on the elucidation of “not mere locu-
tion”], the passage “thusness does not make nonexistence existent, for how in 
existence would nonexistence be made to exist” means that, although the prin-
ciple of true thusness may not be existent, nevertheless the original nonexist-
ence of thusness causes its state of existence not to exist; that is to say, it 
causes any existent dharmas within those nonexistent dharmas not to exist. 
The reason for this is that thusness is originally not existent; so from what 
state of existence would nonexistence fall into nonexistence? Hence, this is a 
statement that synthesizes the voidness and nonvoidness of reality. “thusness 
does not make nonexistence existent, for how in existence would nonexistence 
be made to exist”: although the principle of true thusness is not nonexistent, 
nevertheless the original nonexistence of thusness causes its nonexistence to 
exist; that is to say, it causes nonexistent dharmas within those existent dhar-
mas to exist. The reason for this is that thusness is originally not nonexistent; 
so from what state of nonexistence would existence fall into existence? 
Hence, this is a statement that synthesizes the reality and unreality of void-
ness. “neither existence nor nonexistence applies”: because “thusness is nonex-
istent and makes existence nonexistent,” existence is inapplicable; because 
“thusness is nonexistent and makes nonexistence existent,” nonexistence is in-
applicable. [654a] Since these two do not apply, how can one find anything 
in between? These are words that correlate with [this notion of] “remain[ing] 
far removed from these three characteristics.” Since this is also the case with 
the idea of thusness, it correlates with [this notion of] “meaningful words.” 
Therefore the Buddha’s words in reality are “not mere locution.” This has 
been the reiterated elucidation of the explication of “not mere locution.”

Because the concepts and words spoken by the Buddha correspond in 
this wise with the principle, the subsequently obtained wisdom (tatp¿º¡alab
dhajñŒna) is embellished with these sorts of concepts. By reflecting on true 
thusness, one then succeeds in observing intimately the essence of the prin-
ciple of true thusness; therefore, among the [four] alternatives [of same, dif-
ferent, both, and neither], this is the alternative of ‘both.’ 

In this second [segment, I.C.2.b.ii.b.2], on the reiterated elucidation of 
“meaningful words,” the line “because such statements are inapplicable, [the con-
cept ‘thusness’ too] is inapplicable” means that the Buddha’s words are spoken 
without being applicable to either existence or nonexistence. Existence and 
nonexistence are inapplicable to the principle of true thusness. [The Bud-
dha’s words] are inapplicable to existence because thusness is not existent; 
they are inapplicable to nonexistence because thusness is not nonexistent. 
Consequently, [the Buddha] speaks in accordance with that thusness which 
is neither existent nor nonexistent. Therefore, it says, “thusness is not said to 
be either a thusness that is existent or a thusness that is nonexistent.” For this 
reason, the preceding line “[those words] are spoken in accordance with thus-
ness” in this wise offers a reiterated elucidation of the explication of [the sen-
tence] “[my speech consists of] meaningful words, [not mere locution].”
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This completes the third subsection [I.C, clarification that the teachings 
of the TathŒgata are spoken in accord with thusness] of the six subsections 
[of the main outline].

ŠŒriputra said: “all sentient beings begin as icchantikas. on what levels 
should the icchantika’s thoughts abide in order to reach the [level of] 
the tathŒgatas and the tathŒgatas’ real characteristic?”
 the Buddha said, “from the [level of] the icchantika’s mind up until 
one reaches the tathŒgatas and the real characteristic of the tathŒgatas, 
one passes through five ranked levels.”275

From here onward is the fourth subsection of the main outline [I.D], clari-
fication that the bodhisattva ranks emerge from the original inspiration. It 
is in two [parts]: 

initially [I.D.1], a question; 
subsequently [I.D.2], the answer. 

The answer is in three [subparts]: 

one [I.D.2.a], a listing of the classifications in a summary overview;
two [I.D.2.b], a sequential explication; 
three [I.D.2.c], a summary clarification. 

This [statement] is the general overview [I.D.2.a]. “five ranked levels”: 
“ranked” means “stage.” “from the [level of] the icchantika’s mind”: those who 
have yet to arouse the mind of supreme bodhi are called icchantikas because 
they do not have decisive faith in the MahŒyŒna. However, icchantikas are, in 
brief, of two types.276 (1) Icchantikas who have make a great vow: they are 
those who [654b] refuse ever to access nirvŒÿa. (2) Icchantikas who do not 
have great faith, which are also in two subtypes. One [2a], disjoined icchanti
kas, meaning those who, by generating great perverse views, have eradicated 
their wholesome faculties (samucchinnakušalamûla) [and fallen into the hells]. 
Two [2b], conjoined icchantikas, meaning those who have not yet aroused the 
great mind [the thought of enlightenment] and thus lack great faith; every-
one [at stages] up through the four fruitions of two-vehicle adherents [viz. 
stream-enterer, once-returner, non-returner, arhat] is included at this level 
of icchantikas.

Now, because this passage is given from the standpoint of this very last 
[type, the conjoined icchantikas], it states, “from the [level of] the icchantika’s 
mind up until one reaches the tathŒgatas, [there are] five ranked levels.” This is be-
cause anyone who has not yet accessed the ten faiths is called an icchantika. 

With regard to these [rankings], let me first clarify the ordering system 
of the five levels. 
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The first level, faith, involves the practice of the ten faiths. Although 
[practitioners on this level] have yet to achieve nonretrogression, they have 
aroused the great mind [the thought of enlightenment]. In the Benye jing 
[Original Acts of the Bodhisattva], this is called a bodhisattva characterized 
by faith.277 

The second level, consideration [viz. the three levels of the ten abidings, 
ten practices, and ten transferences], involves thirty states of mind. Here, 
one reflects upon the principle that all dharmas are consciousness-only but 
has not yet achieved cultivation involving authentic realization that is free 
from discrimination.

The third level, cultivation, involves the practice of the ten bhûmis. 
Here, one achieves cultivation involving authentic realization that counter-
acts the ten obstructions.278

The fourth level, practice, involves the practice of virtual enlighten-
ment. Here, the causal practices are already fulfilled, but one has not 
reached the stage of fruition. 

The fifth level, relinquishment, involves the stage of sublime enlight-
enment. Here, one does not cling to calm extinction but instead prosely-
tizes everyone with great compassion. 

For this reason, we establish these “five ranked levels” in order to eluci-
date the distinctions between levels that involve retrogression and nonretro-
gression, realization and nonrealization, integration and nonintegration, 
the fulfillment of the appropriate causes, and the consummation of fruition. 
In accordance with their sequential order, we establish “five ranked levels.”

The general meaning is as above. Next is an explication of the text. 

“first is the level of faith [viz. the ten faiths]. [the practitioner] has 
faith that in this body there is a seed of true thusness,279 which is ob-
scured by deception. By relinquishing the deceptive thoughts and leav-
ing them far behind, the pure mind will become clear and transparent. 
one will then know that all the sense-realms are just the discrimina-
tions of ratiocination and verbalization.”

From here onward is the second [subpart, I.D.2.b], a sequential expli-
cation. It is in two [divisions]: 

initially [I.D.2.b.i], [a clarification of] faith; 
subsequently [I.D.2.b.ii], [a clarification of] comprehension. [654c]

First [I.D.2.b.i], the clarification of faith. “Faith” involves three aspects 
of the buddha-nature. “[the practitioner] has faith that in this body there is a 
seed of true thusness” means the faith that [1] the buddha-nature abides in 
one’s own nature, [2] true thusness is in fact absolute voidness, and [3] the 
seed is in fact the middle way of anuttara[samyaksaœ]bodhi. One’s own nature’s 
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purity of mind is foundational and maintains its own natural state; there-
fore, it is called “true thusness.” Because it serves as the direct cause for the 
fruition of the three bodies [of the buddhas, viz. the dharma, enjoyment, 
and transformation bodies], it is called a “seed.” Abiding in that state in 
which one has not yet aroused the mind [of enlightenment] is called “abid-
ing in one’s own nature.” Not yet overcoming all the hindrances is to be “ob-
scured by the deceptions.” The passage “by relinquishing the deceptive thoughts 
and leaving them far behind” means to have faith in the guidance of the bud-
dha-nature. This means that, from the level of the ten faiths up through vir-
tual enlightenment, one gradually removes the hindrances of incredulity 
and nescience and accordingly relinquishes the coarse and deceptive dis-
criminations of mind. “the pure mind will become clear and transparent” re-
fers to faith that one will successfully reach the buddha-nature. This means 
that, after [consummating] the path, one leaves behind all the maculations 
so that the pure mind of one’s own nature will become clear and transparent. 
The use of the character “faith” in the first passage carries over into the last 
two passages. “one will then know that all the sense-realms are just the discrimi-
nations of ratiocination and verbalization”: since one has faith in the three types 
of buddha-nature, one also understands the principle of consciousness-only. 
Therefore, one knows that all the sense-realms to which the mind clings are 
merely created by “the discriminations of ratiocination and verbalization,” and 
will no longer exist if one leaves behind discrimination. 

“second is the level of consideration. ‘Consideration’ means to con-
template the fact that all the sense-realms are nothing more than ratio-
cination and verbalization. through the discriminations of ratiocination 
and verbalization, [those sense-realms] manifest according to one’s 
mind (manas), but the sense-realms that are perceived are not my foun-
dational consciousness. i know that the foundational consciousness is 
neither a dharma, nor its object, nor [the perceived objects] to which 
one clings, nor that [perceiving subject] which clings.”

[Now begins the second division, I.D.2.b.ii, the clarification of compre-
hension, which is in four subdivisions: I.D.2.b.ii.a, clarification of the level of 
consideration; I.D.2.b.ii.b, clarification of the level of cultivation; I.D.2.b.ii.c, 
clarification of the level of practice; I.D.2.b.ii.d, clarification of the level of 
relinquishment.280] 

[The first subdivision, I.D.2.b.ii.a,] clarification of the level of consid-
eration, which involves two passages:

initially [I.D.2.b.ii.a.1], a clarification of the contemplation on the [four] 
aspirations (paryeºaÿâ), which involves signlessness; 

subsequently [I.D.2.b.ii.a.2], an elucidation of the [four] wisdoms that ac-
cord with reality (yathâbhûtaparijñâna), which involves nonproduction. 
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In the initial [passage, I.D.2.b.ii.a.1], “to contemplate” means to reflect 
on and investigate. “[all the sense-realms] are nothing more than ratiocination 
and verbalization” means that the external sense-spheres, which are the per-
ceived objects, are unascertainable. [655a] “[those sense-realms] manifest ac-
cording to one’s mind” means that characteristics that appear to be external 
are not separate from one’s subjective view. “[the sense-realms that are per-
ceived] are not my foundational consciousness”: since those sense-realms that 
are perceived to be separate from my consciousness are not my foundational 
consciousness, they therefore are unascertainable. In this [sentence], the 
term “foundational consciousness” means the sixth consciousness that is the 
origin of the three realms of existence. As a gŒthŒ recited by [Ârya] Deva 
Bodhisattva says, 

The mind-consciousness is the basis of the three realms of existence.
And all the dusty sense-objects are its causes.
If one perceives that these dust motes do not exist,
Its seeds will spontaneously be extinguished.281 

The preceding has been a generic elucidation of the aspirations that in-
volve signlessness and the wisdoms that accord with reality. From here on-
ward is a [specific] clarification [of the wisdoms that accord with reality, 
which involve] the principle of nonproduction [I.D.2.b.ii.a.2]. “i know that 
the foundational consciousness is neither a dharma, nor its object” means that it 
is neither a dharma, which is description, nor an object, which is the de-
scribed, for he knows that concept and object are both subjective. “nor [is 
the foundational consciousness . . . the perceived objects] to which one clings, 
nor that [perceiving subject] which clings”: since the dusty sense-objects, the 
perceived objects, are nonexistent, [mentality], the perceiving subject, can-
not occur. The perceiving subject is perforce dependent on the perceived ob-
jects, and since there are no objects that are dependent, there is in fact no 
subject that is dependent. 

This has been a generic elucidation of the aspirations that involve nonpro-
duction and the wisdoms that accord with reality. Starting from the ten types 
of comprehension up through the highest worldly dharmas (laukikŒgradharma), 
one cultivates this contemplation of the aspirations and these wisdoms that ac-
cord with reality. Although one also cultivates wisdom and investigation dur-
ing this [stage], one never leaves behind the discriminations prompted by 
reflection. Therefore, it is given the general name “level of consideration.”

“third is the level of cultivation. ‘Cultivation’ involves constant training 
in the catalysts of spiritual development [i.e., calmness (šamatha) and in-
sight (vipašyanŒ)]. training and cultivation are to be simultaneous and ini-
tially guided by knowledge. eliminating all hindrances and difficulties, one 
removes all restraints and fetters and stays far removed from them.”
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This clarification of the “level of cultivation” [I.D.2.b.ii.b] is also in two 
passages: 

initially [I.D.2.b.ii.b.1], a clarification of the characteristics of cultivation; 
subsequently [I.D.2.b.ii.b.2], an elucidation of the causes of cultivation. 

The term “characteristics of cultivation” [in this first segment, I.D.2.b.ii.
b.1] refers to knowledge of the actual essence. Because the simultaneous op-
eration of calmness (šamatha) and contemplation (vipašyanŒ) involves no fur-
ther egress or access, it refers to “constant training.” The term “catalysts” means 
calmness as the catalyst, for it can catalyze contemplation. Next, the term 
“training” refers to the contemplation that is the object of training. Because 
these are not separate from calmness and contemplation, it says that these 
“are to be simultaneous.” This is because the characteristics of calmness and 
the contemplation of thusness perforce are to be simultaneous. 

This [passage] has clarified the characteristics of cultivation; next [I.
D.2.b.ii.b.2] is an elucidation of the [655b] causes [of cultivation] For this 
reason, one gains this cultivation in which [calmness and contemplation] 
are simultaneously operative because one’s initial preparatory practice has 
“eliminat[ed] all hindrances.” The phrase “guided by knowledge” refers to the 
preparatory knowledge (saœbhŒrajñŒna). Because “the discriminations of ratio-
cination and verbalization” are not separate from concepts and verbalization, 
they therefore are called “preparatory knowledge.” All the [bodhisattva] 
bhûmis up to the seventh bhûmi involve preparatory practice because they 
initially must subdue the hindrances. “eliminating all hindrances and difficul-
ties” means that one overcomes the debilitating [afflictions; dauº¡hûlya].282 
“one removes all restraints and fetters and stays far removed from them” means 
that one does not generate any fetters in the present. 

“fourth is the level of practice. practice means to leave behind all the 
stages of practice. the mind that is free from both clinging and rejec-
tion [manifests] the extremely pure, fundamental inspiration. the thus-
ness of the mind will be motionless and the real nature will become 
fixed. this is great parinirvŒÿa; its very nature is void and vast.”

The [clarification of] the level of virtual enlightenment [I.D.2.b.ii.c] is 
also in two passages: 

initially [I.D.2.b.ii.c.1], a clarification of the qualities of this level; 
subsequently [I.D.2.b.ii.c.2], an elucidation of its practices. 

In the initial [segment I.D.2.b.ii.c.1], the passage “to leave behind all the 
stages of practice” means that this practice has surmounted all ten bhûmis. 
“the mind that is free from both clinging and rejection” means that one’s com-
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prehension is equivalent to that of the buddhas. Therefore, it is said that this 
level is called the practice of virtual enlightenment. Next is a summation. 
The phrase “the extremely pure, fundamental inspiration” refers to the mind of 
original enlightenment because it elucidates the fact that all causes [of en-
lightenment] have been completely fulfilled. 

Next [I.D.2.b.ii.c.2], in the clarification of its practices, the passage 
“the thusness of the mind will be motionless and the real nature will become 
fixed” means that this level succeeds in accessing the vajrasamŒdhi. “this is 
great parinirvŒÿa; its very nature is void and vast” means it is calm extinction 
and uncompounded; it has a single characteristic and is signless. As the 
Benye jing says, “Upon accessing the vajrasamŒdhi, its one characteristic is 
to be signless. Calm extinction is uncompounded, and it therefore is called 
the immaculate stage.”283

“fifth is the level of relinquishment [viz. sublime enlightenment, the 
stage of buddhahood]. ‘relinquishment’ means that not lingering in the 
voidness of the nature, right knowledge flows freely. Great compassion 
is characterized by thusness, but that characteristic does not linger in 
thusness. samyaksaœbodhi empties the mind so that there is nothing to 
realize. as the mind is boundless and limitless, it does not focus on a 
single, limited spot. this is reaching tathŒgatahood.”

This is [subdivision I.D.2.b.ii.d], clarification of the bhûmi of buddha-
hood, which is also in two passages. 

First [I.D.2.b.ii.d.1] is the clarification of the meaning of relinquish-
ment. [655c] It offers three aspects by which to elucidate the characteristics 
of relinquishment. [1] “not lingering in the voidness of the nature, right knowl-
edge flows freely”: by not lingering in nirvŒÿa, one incinerates the physical 
body and extinguishes [discriminative] knowledge. But because [right] 
knowledge is not extinguished, measured knowledge continues to flow and 
changes freely in accordance with the faculties, performing the acts of the 
buddhas. [2] “its great compassion is characterized by thusness, but that charac-
teristic does not linger in thusness”: the great compassion that is free of condi-
tions does not cling to the discriminative signs of person and dharmas; 
therefore, it says it is “characterized by thusness.” Because he has never come 
to rest in any of the six destinies, which are as numerous as the sands of the 
Ganges, it says “that characteristic does not linger in thusness.” [3] samyak 
means “right.” saœ means “commensurate.” “Bodhi” means “enlightenment.” 
All together, the term means “right, commensurate enlightenment,” which 
is the consummate, unsurpassed enlightenment. But even there, there is no 
lingering, so one “empties the mind so that there is nothing to realize.” Of these 
three aspects, the first two are the relinquishment that derives from not lin-
gering in nirvŒÿa; the last one is the relinquishment that derives from not 
clinging to bodhi. 
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Next [I.D.2.b.ii.d.2] is the clarification of the qualities of this level. “as 
the mind is boundless and limitless”: returning to the fountainhead of the one 
mind, the mind-essence becomes all-pervasive and extensive. Because it per-
vades the ten directions, it is “boundless.” Because it extends through the 
three time periods, it is “limitless.” Even though it extends through the three 
time periods, it recognizes no distinction between past and present; even 
though it pervades the ten directions, it recognizes neither this place nor 
that place. For this reason, it says, “it does not focus on a single, limited spot.” 
In this wise, the ultimate fruit [of buddhahood] is nothing like that associated 
with other types of persons. It is something that is reached only by availing 
oneself of thusness. For this reason, it says, “this is reaching tathŒgatahood.” 

The sequential clarification of each of the five ranked levels [viz. I.
D.2.b.i and I.D.2.b.ii.a–d] is finished as above. 

“oh son of good family! these five levels are but one enlightenment; 
they are accessed through the original inspiration. the proselytization 
of sentient beings must derive from that original locus.”

From here onward is the second [sic, third, subpart, I.D.2.c], a sum-
mary clarification, which is in two [divisions]: 

one [I.D.2.c.i], an explicit clarification of what proceeds from original 
[enlightenment]; 

two [I.D.2.c.ii], a reiterated elucidation through a set of exchanges. 

This [passage] is the first gateway [viz. I.D.2.c.i, an explicit clarification 
of what proceeds from original enlightenment]. None of the practices of the 
five levels are separate from original enlightenment; none of them are not 
perfected through the original inspiration. At the time that those practices are 
perfected, one moves from the preceding [level] to the succeeding one; 
therefore, it is called an “access.” “access” means benefiting oneself; “prosely-
tization” means benefiting others. In this wise, these two practices both 
[656a] “derive from the original locus.” 

ŠŒriputra asked, “What do you mean by ‘must occur from that original 
locus’?”
 the Buddha replied: “originally there is no original locus; on the 
brink of voidness, which has no locus, one accesses reality. arousing 
bodhi, one completes the sanctified path. Why is this? oh son of good 
family! Like a hand grabbing at air, it is neither obtained nor not 
obtained.”

This is the reiterated elucidation [I.D.2.c.ii]. [It is in two subdivisions: 
I.D.2.c.ii.a, Šâriputra’s question; and I.D.2.c.ii.b, the Buddha’s answer.]
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In the answer [subdivision, I.D.2.c.ii.b], there are two [segments]: 

initially [I.D.2.c.ii.b.1], an instruction; 
subsequently [I.D.2.c.ii.b.2], a simile. 

In the instruction [I.D.2.c.ii.b.1], there are four passages. The first two 
passages clarify that the original locus has no locus [viz. “originally there is 
no original locus; on the brink of voidness, which has no locus, one accesses re-
ality”]. The latter two passages elucidate that [practice] is perfected through 
cause and effect [viz. “arousing bodhi, one completes the sanctified path”]. 

“Why is this?” is asked in response to a doubt. “Why” means that, if origi-
nally there is no locus, one should not be able to gain access to it; and if one is 
able to gain access to it, then this could not occur without that original locus. 

In order to resolve this doubt, he therefore brings up a simile [I.D.2.c.ii.
b.2] in order to explicate it. “Like a hand grabbing at air”: “a hand grabbing” is a 
simile for practice, the catalyst of access; “air” is a simile for that origin which 
is the object of access. “neither obtained” means that the air has no form that 
can be grasped. “nor not obtained” means that air is present inside that grasp-
ing fist. The original inspiration is also just the same: because originally it has 
no nature of being an original locus, it cannot be ascertained; but because 
the origin that is originless is not nonexistent, it cannot not be ascertained. 

ŠŒriputra remarked: “as the Lord has explained, at the inception of one’s 
vocation, one should cleave to the original inspiration. such a state of 
mind is calm and extinguished, and that calm extinction is thus. [thusness] 
encodes all the meritorious qualities and collects the myriad of dharmas 
so that they are consummately interfused and nondual. it is inconceivable! 
 “We should know that this dharma is in fact mahŒprajñŒpŒramitŒ. it 
is the great spiritual spell, the spell of great clarity, the unsurpassed 
spell, the unequaled spell.”284

From here onward is the fifth [subsection, I.E], clarification that great 
prajñŒ [neutralizes all causes and conditions and] is consummately inter-
fused and free from duality. It is in two [parts]: 

one [I.E.1], êŒriputra’s respectful remark; 
two [I.E.2], completion of the TathŒgata’s [656b] narrative. 

The first [part] also has two [subparts]: 

initially [I.E.1.a], comprehension of the Buddha’s explication that the 
original inspiration is consummately interfused; 

subsequently [I.E.1.b], an elucidation that this is in fact the great perfec-
tion of prajñŒ. 
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The line [in subpart I.E.1.a] “at the inception of one’s vocation, one should 
cleave to the original inspiration” is the comprehension of the Buddha’s words. 
When ordinary people are about to mention the acts of the buddhas, they 
first should always cleave to the inspiration of original enlightenment. 
Thoughts that involve birth and death originally are calm and extinguished; 
and that which, in this wise, is calm and extinguished is in fact the principle 
of thusness. This principle comprehensively subsumes all the meritorious 
qualities of both original and acquired [enlightenments] and also then 
amalgamates all the myriad dharmas involved in birth and death “so that 
they are consummately interfused and nondual.” Since it is extremely profound, 
“it is inconceivable!” 

[I.E.1.b] Although this [thusness that subsumes both original and ac-
quired enlightenments] is replete with immeasurable meritorious qualities, 
in its essence, it is nothing more than that original enlightenment and ac-
quired enlightenment, which are in equilibrium and nondual. Therefore, it 
says, “[this dharma] is in fact mahŒprajñŒpŒramitŒ.” Because, in this wise, prajñŒ 
plumbs the fountainhead and exhausts its nature, it is called a “pŒramitŒ” 
[perfection]. Explaining it separately according to its two destinations, at the 
level of virtual enlightenment, [prajñŒ] reaches the other shore of [viz. per-
fects] the myriad practices; while at the time of sublime enlightenment, it 
reaches the other shore of the myriad meritorious qualities. 

At the level of virtual enlightenment, [prajñŒ] has, in brief, two destina-
tions. (1) [PrajñŒ] has great spiritual power, which can vanquish the enemy, 
the three mŒras;285 this is like the sûtra’s “great spiritual spell.” (2) [PrajñŒ] has 
great clarity and radiance, which can scrutinize pervasively all the realms 
[seen by] the four eyes;286 this is like the sûtra’s “spell of great clarity.” 

At the level of sublime enlightenment, [prajñŒ] also has two destina-
tions. (1) It is fully endowed with the four knowledges287 and completely ful-
fills all the five eyes.288 It radiates throughout all the dharmadhŒtu and has 
nothing further that needs to be sustained; this is like the sûtra’s “the unsur-
passed spell.” (2) It makes manifest the three bodies [of the buddhas].289 
There is nothing that equals unsurpassed bodhi, which is identical in all the 
buddhas; this is like the sûtra’s “the unequaled spell.” 

“spell” means “supplication.” Worldly spells have great awesome power: 
for one who makes supplication to spirits by reciting spells, there is no merit 
that is not invited and no misfortune that is not expelled. It is exactly the 
same with this mahŒprajñŒpŒramitŒ: it contains the above four qualities [the 
four types of spells above] and has great spiritual power. Internally, there are 
no meritorious qualities with which it is not endowed and, externally, [656c] 
there are no calamities that it does not leave behind. If one recites the words 
of this spell with a mind of utmost sincerity and makes supplication to all the 
buddhas, bodhisattvas, spirits, and [enlightened] persons, there then will be 
nothing that you seek or for which you pray that will not be accomplished. 
This is why it is called a “spell.” It is just like êakra, the Emperor of Heaven, 
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who recited the words of this spell and vanquished the hordes of asuras: this 
is the appropriate explanation here. 

the Buddha said, “so it is, so it is! 
 “true thusness has voidness as its nature. as its nature is void, its 
knowledge is empyreal, incinerating all the fetters. in an equipoised and 
balanced manner, the three stages of virtual enlightenment and the 
three bodies of sublime enlightenment radiate brilliantly in the ninth 
consciousness so that there are no shadows.”290

From here onward is the second [part, I.E.2], the TathŒgata’s narra-
tive, which is in three [subparts]: 

initially [I.E.2.a], a summary narrative; 
next [I.E.2.b], a sequential narrative [about reaching the other shore]; 
finally [I.E.2.c], the summary conclusion. 

The “summary narrative” [I.E.2.a] is the line “so it is, so it is!” 
The specific [narrative, subpart I.E.2.b] is also in two [divisions]:

initially [I.E.2.b.i], a narrative about the fulfillment of the cause; 
subsequently [I.E.2.b.ii], a narrative about the consummation of the 

fruition. 

In the first [division, I.E.2.b.i], it elucidates “the three stages of virtual en-
lightenment.” What are “the three stages of virtual enlightenment”? (1) the level 
of one hundred kalpas [eons], (2) the level of one thousand kalpas, (3) the 
level of myriad kalpas. As the Benye jing states:

Sons of the buddhas! One who receives the designation “Necklace 
of Maÿi [Jewels]” is a person who is ensconced within the nature of 
virtual enlightenment; his name is Jin’gang Hui [Adamantine Wis-
dom] Bodhisattva. He abides in the absorption of supreme calm-
ness and, through the power of his great vow, he lives for a hundred 
kalpas. After cultivating a thousand samŒdhis, he accesses the 
vajrasamŒdhi and is identical to the nature of all dharmas, the two 
truths [conventional and absolute], the one truth [the absolute], 
and the single common characteristic (piÿøagrâha). Next, he lives 
for a thousand kalpas, training in the dignified demeanor of the 
buddhas until he practices like a buddha, sitting at a buddha’s 
bodhimaÿøa [seat of enlightenment] and overcoming the three 
mŒras. Next, he lives for myriad kalpas, transforming himself into a 
buddha, until he manifests himself identically to all the buddhas of 
antiquity; while constantly practicing the middle way and enjoying 
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immensely the unconditioned, he still recognizes the distinction 
between production and cessation.291

Now, in this passage [in our sûtra], the phrase “true thusness has voidness as its 
nature” is a reference to being “identical . . . to [657a] the single common char-
acteristic.” This means that [true thusness] is common in all existent and non-
existent dharmas—that is, both of the two truths are identically fused in the 
one truth and this one truth is in fact identical to this single common charac-
teristic. In this wise, it is said that “true thusness has voidness as its nature.” “as its 
nature is void, its knowledge is empyreal, incinerating all the fetters”: this is the sec-
ond [stage of virtual enlightenment], “transcending the three mŒras.” “inciner-
ating all the fetters” means to extinguish the mŒra of the defilements. Because 
he extinguishes the defilements, the mŒra of the skandhas will not bind him. 
Because he extinguishes these two mŒras, the MŒra of Heaven [the devil] will 
be naturally vanquished. Only the mŒra of death, who governs inconceivable 
change, will remain. “in an equipoised and balanced manner” (p’yõngdÅng p’yõng
dÅng): this is the third [stage of virtual enlightenment], “constantly practicing 
the middle way.” Because he does not fall into either of the two extremes, it is 
said to be p’yõngdÅng [equipoised]. Because it elucidates constant practice, it re-
peats the term p’yõngdÅng [balanced]. “the three stages of virtual enlightenment” 
includes these above three stages. Among these, the first two refer to “the great 
spiritual spell”; the third one refers to “the spell of great clarity.” 

From “sublime enlightenment” onward clarifies the consummation of the 
fruition [I.E.2.b.ii]. “the three bodies”: the first is called the dharma-body; 
the second, the response [viz. reward] body; the third, the transformation 
body. The path to these three bodies is the same for all the buddhas. This re-
fers to the phrase “the unequaled spell.” “[the three bodies of sublime enlighten-
ment] radiate brilliantly in the ninth consciousness so that there are no shadows”: 
this refers to the phrase “the unsurpassed spell.” The previous stage of virtual 
enlightenment is still involved with birth and death and has not yet uncov-
ered the fountainhead of the mind; for this reason, it is located among the 
eight consciousnesses. But upon reaching sublime enlightenment, one for-
ever leaves behind birth and death and fully returns to the fountainhead of 
the one mind of original enlightenment. Hence, he accesses the radiant pu-
rity of the ninth consciousness. 

Furthermore, the previous causal level [of virtual enlightenment] in-
volves the aspect of relying on conditions; therefore, the shadowy images 
manifest in the mind. But returning now to the fountainhead of the mind, 
one experiences their original substance and, consequently, all the charac-
teristics of those shadows vanish. For this reason, it says “there are no shad-
ows.” As the Benye jing says:

Sons of the buddhas! The necklace of crystal radiates strikingly 
both internally and externally; the constant abiding in sublime en-
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lightenment radiates brilliantly. This is called the stage of all-
embracing wisdom (sarvajñŒ; alt. sarvŒkŒrajñŒna). Constantly 
residing in the middle way [657b], one transcends the four mŒras 
while remaining involved in all dharmas. Being neither existent 
nor nonexistent, all characteristics vanish and one suddenly under-
stands great enlightenment. One recognizes illusion and experi-
ences the spirit. The two bodies abide constantly, so as to 
transform everything that is conditioned.292

Nota Bene: That [Benye] sûtra mentions two bodies: (1) the body of the 
dharma-nature [= dharmakŒya], (2) the dharma-body of responsive trans-
formation, which combines the two remaining bodies [the saœbhoga and 
nirmŒÿakŒyas] into one body. Now in this [Vajrasamâdhi] sûtra, this [sec-
ond body] is bifurcated back into two; therefore, it refers to “three bodies.” 
Whether three or two, they are “equipoised and . . . balanced.” 

The preceding has been the sequential narrative [I.E.2.b] about reach-
ing the other shore.

“oh son of good family! this dharma is not a cause and not a condition, 
because it is just the spontaneous functioning of wisdom. it is neither 
moving nor still, because the nature of that functioning is void. its 
meaning neither exists nor does not exist, because the characteristic of 
voidness is void.
 “oh son of good family! if one proselytes sentient beings, one 
should make those sentient beings access this meaning through con-
templation. one who accesses this meaning will see the tathŒgatas.”

This is [the third subpart, I.E.2.c,] the summary conclusion, which 
concerns [the phrase] “they are consummately interfused and nondual” (p. 
656a). The preceding [subpart, the sequential narrative, I.E.2.b,] gave an 
explanation that proceeded from the superficial to the profound in order 
to elucidate the distinction between cause being fulfilled and fruition con-
summated. If instead we give an explanation that proceeds from the stand-
point that the one dharma is nondual, then cause and fruition are free 
from duality and mind and sense-objects are undifferentiated. Because 
cause and fruition are free from duality, it says “not a cause.” Because mind 
and sense-object are undifferentiated, it says “not a condition.” The reason 
for this is as explained previously: cause and fruition and mind and sense-
objects are all simply the “spontaneous functioning” of the one, consummate 
“wisdom.” Since it is just spontaneous functioning, what causes or conditions 
could there be? Furthermore the functioning of this wisdom is called “ra-
diant and calm wisdom” at the level of virtual enlightenment, because it 
has not yet left behind the active characteristics of production and cessa-
tion. Upon reaching the sublime-enlightenment level, it is called “calm 
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and radiant wisdom,” because it has returned to the ultimate stillness of 
the ninth consciousness. 

However, now, from the standpoint of this instruction on nonduality, 
there is neither activity initially nor calmness subsequently. The function-
ing of calmness and activity occurs “because the nature of that functioning is 
void.” If, from this standpoint, it were presumed that the voidness of the  
nature is nonexistent because “it is neither moving nor still,” this also would 
be wrong. Therefore, it says, “[its object] neither exists nor does not exist.” If 
it is correct to say that it does not exist, [657c] then how can it not not-exist? 
This is “because the characteristic of voidness is void.” Thus is the summary 
conclusion regarding [the phrase] “they are consummately interfused and 
nondual.” 

From “if one proselytes” onward, [the Buddha] encourages him to “ac-
cess this meaning.” 

ŠŒriputra remarked: “Contemplation of the tathŒgatas’ meaning does 
not linger in any of the currents. one should leave behind the four 
dhyŒnas and transcend the summit of existence (bhavŒgra).”293

 the Buddha said, “so it is. 
 “Why is this? all dharmas are but names and classifications; this is 
also the case with the four dhyŒnas. 
 “if one sees the tathŒgatas, [one’s own] tathŒgata-mind will be-
come autonomous (aišvarya) and remain eternally in a state of extinc-
tion, neither withdrawing from [that state] nor accessing it. this is 
because both internal and external will be in equilibrium.”

From here onward is the sixth [subsection, I.F] in the main outline, 
clarification that great dhyŒnic absorption transcends all names and classi-
fications. It is in two [parts]: 

initially [I.F.1], a question; 
subsequently [I.F.2], an answer. 

In the question [I.F.1], “any of the currents” refers to the three realms of 
existence [desire, subtle materiality, formlessness], for one continually drifts 
between these states without ever resting. “summit of existence” refers to the 
sphere of [neither perception nor] nonperception (naivasaœjñŒnâsaœjñŒ
yatana), which is the summit of the three realms of existence. 

The answer [I.F.2] is in two subsections: 

a general assent [I.F.2.a, viz. “so it is”]; 
and a sequential analysis [I.F.2.b]. 

The sequential analysis is also in two [divisions]: 
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a brief clarification [I.F.2.b.i]; 
an extensive explanation [I.F.2.b.ii]. 

In the brief [clarification, I.F.2.b.i], there are two passages: 

initially [I.F.2.b.i.a], a clarification that the mundane dhyŒnas are not sep-
arate from names and classifications; 

subsequently [I.F.2.b.i.b], an elucidation that supramundane dhyŒna tran-
scends those names and classifications. 

[I.F.2.b.i.b:] “if one sees the tathŒgatas”: as explained previously (p. 657b), 
this means that one accesses the tathŒgatas’ contemplation. “[one’s own] 
tathŒgata-mind will become autonomous” means that contemplating the mind 
of the tathŒgatas leaves behind all the bonds. “remain eternally in a state of 
extinction” means that the dharmas of mind (citta) and mental concomitants 
(caitta) are unproduced. “neither withdrawing from [that state] nor accessing 
it” means that the mind-essence’s principle of thusness neither arises nor is 
extinguished. For this reason, one who is able to gain this state of neither 
egress nor access impartially observes both the “internal,” the mind, and the 
“external,” sense-objects. The exegesis of the brief clarification [I.F.2.b.i] is 
finished. 

“oh son of good family! in the same way, all dhyŒnic contemplations 
are absorptions that involve past conceptions. But this thusness, fur-
thermore, is not the same as those [types of dhyŒna]. Why so? one 
who contemplates thusness according to reality perceives no sign that 
he is ‘contemplating thusness.’ all signs are already calm and extinct. 
Calm extinction is in fact the meaning of thusness.
 “in the same way, that dhyŒnic absorption which involves such con-
ceptions is active and is not dhyŒna.294 Why is this? the nature of 
dhyŒna [658a] is separate from all movement. it neither taints nor is 
tainted; it is neither a dharma nor its shadow. 
 “it remains far removed from all discrimination, because it is the 
meaning of the original meaning.295 
 “oh son of good family! this sort of contemplative absorption 
alone deserves to be called dhyŒna.”

This is the second [division], the extensive explanation [I.F.2.b.ii]. It is 
in four [subdivisions:]

one [I.F.2.b.ii.a], a clarification from the standpoint of characteristics of 
how to leave behind characteristics; 

two [I.F.2.b.ii.b], an elucidation from the standpoint of activity of how to 
leave behind activity; 
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three [I.F.2.b.ii.c], a conclusion regarding these aspects;
four [I.F.2.b.ii.d], a conclusion regarding the names.

In the first [subdivision, I.F.2.b.ii.a], it initially alludes to the characteris-
tic of clinging to all the types of dhyŒna. “all dhyŒnic contemplations” mean 
the mundane eight dhyŒnas [the four rûpa and four Œrûpya-dhyŒnas]. The 
words “that involve past conceptions” mean that one does not leave behind the 
past grasping at the beginningless delusive conceptions that cling to all types 
of characteristics. He next elucidates [the meaning of] leaving behind char-
acteristics. “But this thusness, furthermore, is not the same as those [types of 
dhyŒna]” means that accessing the tathŒgatas’ contemplation, in which sub-
ject and object are in equilibrium, is called “thusness.” “one who contem-
plates thusness according to reality” means that this knowledge of equanimity 
penetrates to that which accords with reality (yathŒbhûta). “[he] perceives no 
sign that he is ‘contemplating thusness’ ” means that he does not perceive any 
characteristic differentiating the knowledge that is the agent of contempla-
tion from the thusness that is the object of contemplation; for these are in 
equilibrium and have but a single taste. Since he has forgotten subject and 
object, a perceiving subject and perceived objects do not arise; therefore, it 
says, “all signs are already calm and extinct.” Because they are calm, extinct, 
and undifferentiated, this is in fact “the meaning of thusness.” 

From “in the same way, that” onward is [the second subdivision, I.F.2.b.ii.
b], an elucidation from the standpoint of activity of how to leave behind ac-
tivity. It initially brings up [the meaning of] this “activity”: that is, the arising 
of a mind that clings to the characteristics of mundane dhyŒnas in fact in-
volves active thought. Because active thought is not still, it “is not true dhyŒna.” 
He next elucidates the fact that true dhyŒna leaves behind all characteristics 
of activity. “it neither taints” means that it does not serve as an agent of taint-
ing, for it is not active thought. “nor is tainted” means that it is not tainted by 
activity, for it is originally still. “it is neither a dharma” means that it is not a 
mental dharma, which would function as the objective support of sensory 
impressions. “nor its shadow” means that it is not the shadowy images [of 
sense-objects] that are made manifest. Owing to these aspects, [true dhyŒna] 
leaves behind all types of activity. 

“it remains far removed from all discrimination, because it is the meaning of 
the original meaning” is the third [subdivision, I.F.2.b.ii.c], a conclusion re-
garding these aspects. “it remains far removed from . . . discrimination” is the 
conclusion regarding the aspect of leaving behind characteristics, since by 
remaining far removed from discrimination, one will not cling to character-
istics. “the meaning of the original meaning” is the conclusion regarding the as-
pect of leaving behind activity, [658b] because the original stillness does not 
give rise to activity. 

“this sort of contemplative absorption alone deserves to be called dhyŒna” 
is the fourth [subdivision, I.F.2.b.ii.d], a conclusion regarding the names. 
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Only by leaving behind both characteristics and activity does it earn the 
name “dhyŒna,” because dhyŒna is the designation for still pensiveness. As 
for those mundane absorptions that are called dhyŒnas: these are provi-
sional designations for dhyŒna; they are not true dhyŒna. 

In the two major sections of this chapter, we have now completed the 
six sections [of section I], which has provided numerous passages offering 
extensive explanations for those with sharp faculties.

ŠŒriputra asked: “it is inconceivable! the tathŒgata constantly prose-
lytes sentient beings by means of that which accords with reality (yathŒ-
bhûta). in this wise, the real meaning has many locutions and vast 
import. sentient beings of sharp faculties alone are able to cultivate it; 
sentient beings of dull faculties find it difficult to recall the ideas. 
through what expedient device may we prompt those of dull faculties 
to gain access to this truth?”

From here onward is the second [section, II], which provides just a few 
passages offering a brief synopsis for those of dull faculties. 

Nevertheless, there are two standpoints regarding extensive and brief 
[accounts] among those who are of sharp and dull [faculties]. [First,] if we 
were to discuss the means by which they gain understanding, the sharp pre-
fer brief and the dull prefer extensive. This is because the sharp hear one 
and understand ten,296 while the dull must hear ten to be able to understand 
ten. [Second,] if we were to categorize them according to how their under-
standing is expressed in words, then the sharp prefer extensive and the dull 
prefer brief. The sharp gain much understanding by learning much, while 
the dull memorize the gist by reciting a few brief lines. Here, this passage 
should be understood from the latter standpoint. 

In this section, there are five [subsections]: 

one [II.A], a question; 
two [II.B], the answer; 
three [II.C], an entreaty; 
four [II.D], an explanation; 
five [II.E], the congregation hears the explanation and gains benefit. 

This [passage] is the first subsection. It is in two [parts]: 

initially [II.A.1], comprehension of the preceding explanation; 
subsequently [II.A.2], a question regarding a doubt. 

“to recall” means “to keep in mind.” The shallow erudition of people of 
dull faculties makes it difficult for them to retain the ideas found in lengthy 
passages involving extensive meanings. 
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the Buddha replied: “one should encourage those people of dull facul-
ties to receive and keep one four-line gŒthŒ; this will then allow them 
access to the real truth. all of the buddhadharmas are contained within 
a single297 gŒthŒ.”

This is the second [subsection, II.B], the answer. The TathŒgata’s eru-
dition is unhindered and autonomous. Therefore when he speaks one 
gŒthŒ, it subsumes all the buddhadharmas. The essentials of the buddhad-
harma are contained even within a [658c] four-line verse. “one should 
encourage . . . those of dull faculties to recite and keep one . . . gŒthŒ“ and con-
stantly recollect and reflect upon it, until they have pervasive knowledge of all 
the buddhadharmas: these are called the skillful stratagems and expedients 
of the tathŒgatas. 

ŠŒriputra asked: “What is this four-line gŒthŒ? i beg you to recite it.”

This is the third [subsection, II.C], an entreaty. 

thereupon, the Lord recited the gŒthŒ: 
objects298 that are produced by causes and conditions,
those objects are extinguished and unproduced.
extinguish all objects subject to production and extinction,
and those objects will be produced and unextinguished.299

This is the fourth [subsection, II.D], an explanation. The meaning of 
these four lines involves both specific and comprehensive [standpoints]. 
From a specific [standpoint], it clarifies the meaning of the two aspects [of 
mind]. From a comprehensive [standpoint], it elucidates the dharma of the 
one mind. In this wise, there are none of the buddhadharmas that are not 
subsumed within the two aspects of the one mind. What does this mean? 
The first two lines fuse the conventional with the absolute to elucidate the 
meaning of uniformity. The latter two lines fuse the absolute with the con-
ventional to elucidate the aspect of differentiation. But explaining these 
comprehensively, true and conventional, while nondual, do not guard the 
one. Since they are nondual, they are in fact identical to the one mind. But 
because they do not guard the one, we say that their essences are dualistic. In 
this wise, we call them the one mind and its two aspects. Such is the main im-
port [of the passage]. Next, I explicate the text. 

“objects that are produced by causes and conditions”: this alludes to all 
dharmas that are associated with conventional truth. “those objects are ex-
tinguished” fuses conventional with absolute; this means that the aspect of 
production is originally calm and extinct. “unproduced” elucidates the rea-
son why the aspect of production in fact involves extinction. Since the aspect 
of production is in fact “unproduced,” one will never succeed in discovering 
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this aspect of production. Therefore, the aspect of production is identical to 
calm extinction (viz. nirvŒÿa). 

“extinguish all objects subject to production and extinction”: this refers to 
the dharma of calm extinction, which is associated with absolute truth. “and 
those objects will be produced” fuses absolute with conventional; this means 
that the dharma of calm extinction is produced from conditions. “unextin-
guished” [659a] elucidates why this calm extinction is in fact production. 
Since this calm extinction is not calm and extinct, one may try to discover 
this aspect of calm extinction, but it can never be ascertained. For this rea-
son, calm extinction is produced from conditions. “This calm extinction is 
in fact production” refers to the production that is unproduced. “The aspect 
of production is in fact extinction” refers to the extinction that is unextin-
guished. Because it is the extinction that is unextinguished, extinction is in 
fact production. Because it is the production that is unproduced, production 
is in fact extinction. To describe them synthetically (hap), while production is 
in fact calm extinction, it does not validate [lit. guard] that extinction; and 
while extinction is in fact production, it does not linger in production. Pro-
duction and extinction are nondual; action and calmness are undifferenti-
ated. It in this wise comes to be called the dharma of the one mind. Although 
in reality they are nondual, they do not “guard the one.” Thus, this suggests 
that the essence produces action in accord with conditions and, in accord 
with conditions, the essence becomes calm extinction. For this reason, pro-
duction is calm extinction and calm extinction is production. They are unob-
structed and unhindered, not one and not different. This is what is meant by 
the comprehensive and specific aspects of this one gŒthŒ. 

at that time, the great congregation heard this gŒthŒ and all were ut-
terly rapturous. everyone gained comprehension of extinction and pro-
duction, the prajñŒ that comprehends extinction and production, and 
the sea of the knowledge that the nature is void.

This is the fifth [subsection, II.E], [the congregation] hears the explana-
tion and gains benefit. This elucidates the fact that they gain understanding 
of the principle from both comprehensive and specific perspectives. Here 
the term “extinction” means extinction from the standpoint of production in 
the first two lines [of the gŒthŒ]. The next term, “production,” refers to pro-
duction from the standpoint of extinction in the last two lines. This clarifies 
that they comprehend both aspects. “the prajñŒ that comprehends extinction 
and production”: this elucidates the fact that they gain these two types of un-
derstanding, inspired by relying on this approach involving specifics. “the 
sea of the knowledge that the nature is void” means to contemplate this from 
comprehensive perspective. Whether production or extinction, neither 
guards its own nature. This knowledge that their natures are void is pro-
found, vast, and limitless; it is in this wise called “the sea of the knowledge that 
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the nature is void.” This means that they gain benefit by relying on this com-
prehensive approach.

[Part Four: An Exegesis of the Text (cont.)]

[Section Two: Main Body (cont.)]

VajrasamÂdhi-sûtra, Chapter seven: the tathÂGataGarBha

There is one true dharma, in which absolute and conventional are non-
dual; as it is that to which all the buddhas return, it is called [659b] the 
tathâgatagarbha [storehouse of the tathâgatas]. Now, in this chapter, [the 
Buddha] clarifies that there are none of the immeasurable dharmas or 
practices that do not end up accessing the tathŒgatagarbha; therefore, the 
title [of this chapter] is derived from the object that is accessed. 

Sixth Division of Contemplation Practice:  
Immeasurable Dharmas Access the Tathâgatagarbha

at that time, the elder põmhaeng arose from the original limit (ponje) 
and addressed the Buddha: “Lord! the object that is produced is not 
extinguished; the object that is extinguished is not produced. the ob-
ject that in this wise is thus is in fact the bodhi of the buddhas. the na-
ture of bodhi is in fact free from differentiation and discrimination. the 
nondiscriminative knowledge cannot be fathomed by discrimination. 
this characteristic of being unfathomable is simply the extinction of 
discrimination.300 in this wise, both objects and characteristics are in-
conceivable, and in this inconceivability there is accordingly no 
discrimination.”

In the six divisions of the sequential clarification of contemplation 
practice, the elucidation that All Practices Derive from the Voidness of the 
True Nature is finished as above. From here onward is the sixth division [of 
contemplation practice]: a clarification that Immeasurable Dharmas Ac-
cess the TathŒgatagarbha. The text is in two [sections]: 

One [I], a clarification that all dharmas and all practices together access 
the locus of oneness; 

Two [II], an elucidation of the distinctions between the causes and frui-
tions of the practices that bring about access and the knowledges 
gained through access.

The initial [section] is also in two [subsections]: 
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the former [I.A] clarifies the aspect that all dharmas access the one 
reality; 

the latter [I.B] clarifies that all practices access the one path to 
buddhahood.

The initial [subsection] has four [parts]: 

one [I.A.1], a question;
two [I.A.2], the answer; 
three [I.A.3], comprehension; 
four [I.A.4], a conclusion to the narrative. 

In the question [part, I.A.1], there are two [subparts]: 

initially [I.A.1.a], comprehension of the preceding sermon; 
subsequently [I.A.1.b], a question regarding a doubt. 

In this [chapter], the questioner is named “põmhaeng” [Moral Practice; 
Brahmacarya]. Although this person’s body appears to be that of an ordi-
nary householder, his mind abides in the single taste, for this single taste 
absorbs all tastes. Although he may seem to be a sullied layman who com-
mingles all kinds of tastes, he in fact does not neglect that moral and pure 
practice that has but a single taste. Since this chapter elucidates this aspect, 
it therefore has him serve as the interlocutor. 

[I.A.1.a] “[the elder põmhaeng] arose from the original limit”: hearing what 
the Buddha had preached, he had accessed the “original limit”; now, wishing 
to ask a question, he “arose” from that [state]. “the object that is produced is 
not extinguished”: this demonstrates his comprehension of the latter half [of 
the gŒthŒ in the previous chapter, (p. 658c)], that is, “those objects will be 
produced and unextinguished.” “the object that is extinguished is not produced”: 
this demonstrates comprehension of the former half [of the gŒthŒ], that is, 
“those objects are extinguished and [659c] unproduced.” “the object that in this 
wise is thus” demonstrates thorough comprehension of the whole gŒthŒ: the 
idea that nonextinction and nonproduction are nondual. In this wise, be-
cause the idea of nonduality is the path to which all the buddhas awaken, it 
says, “[it] is in fact the bodhi of the buddhas.” Because awakening conforms to 
nonduality, which is undifferentiated and undiscriminating, it says, “[it] is in 
fact free from differentiation and discrimination.” Since there is nothing that it 
discriminates, there then is nothing that it is not able to discriminate; there-
fore, it says, “the nondiscriminative knowledge cannot be fathomed by discrimi-
nation.” For this reason, that which “cannot be fathomed by discrimination” 
derives solely from the extinction of all discrimination; therefore, it says, 
“this characteristic of being unfathomable is just the extinction of discrimina-
tion.” Because it is far removed from words and eradicates thought, it is “in-
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conceivable.” Because both mind and words vanish in this inconceivability, he 
is then free from discrimination. In this wise, he demonstrates his compre-
hension of the ideas in the gŒthŒ that was preached previously.

 “Lord! all the classifications of dharmas are immeasurable and limitless, 
but that limitless characteristic of dharmas has the nature of having but one 
real meaning. they merely abide in that one nature: how can that be?”

This is [the second subpart, I.A.1.b], an explicit question regarding his 
doubt. The doctrine of the Hînayâna involves eighty thousand aggregations 
of dharma (dharmaskandha), and each single aggregation measures some one 
thousand classifications in size. Now, because the doctrine of the Great Vehi-
cle is not limited to these eighty thousand, it says, “the classifications of dhar-
mas are immeasurable and limitless.” The terminology, meanings, and 
characteristics of those limitless doctrinal teachings have no extraneous sig-
nificance: they involve only the “one real meaning.” The doctrinal teachings 
may be multitudinous, but “they merely abide in that one nature.” This is ex-
tremely difficult to comprehend, so “how can that be?”

the Buddha replied: “elder! it is inconceivable! i preach all the dharmas 
out of concern for those who are deluded and because it is an expedi-
ent way. all the characteristics of dharmas are but the knowledge of 
this one real meaning. Why is this? it is just like four gates that open 
upon a single city: one may return to that single city through any of 
those four gates.301 and just as the populace [of that city] may freely 
enter [through any gate], just so is it the same with the taste of the var-
ious types of dharmas [all of which have but a single taste].” [660a]

This is the second [part, I.A.2], the answer, which is in three [subparts]: 

[I.A.2.a] an instruction; 
[I.A.2.b] a simile; 
[I.A.2.c] their correlation.

In the initial instruction [subpart, I.A.2.a], the phrase “i preach all the 
dharmas” refers to the teaching of the three vehicles and the teaching of 
the one vehicle. “out of concern for those who are deluded”: I speak out of 
concern for those who have not yet penetrated to the single taste. “Because 
it is an expedient way” means that [teachings] are all expedients for access-
ing the single taste. This is because, when one accesses right contempla-
tion, there is no need for verbal teachings. “all the characteristics of dharmas 
are but the knowledge of this one real meaning” means that the characteris-
tics that are accessed through the doctrinal teachings are only the one real 
meaning’s knowledge of right contemplation. 
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In the simile [subpart, I.A.2.b], “a single city” is a simile for this “one real 
meaning.” “four gates” is a simile for the four types of teachings, that is, the 
teachings of the three vehicles and the teachings of the one vehicle. “one 
may return to that single city through any of those four gates”: this is said be-
cause all those who rely on the four teachings will return to the one reality. 
“and just as the populace may freely enter [through any gate]”: based on the 
shallowness or depth of one’s faculties, one accordingly accesses the one 
teaching. The reason “ ‘a single city’ is used as a simile for this ‘one real mean-
ing’ ” is that it is that which is accessed by all the people [lit. the “hundred sur-
names”] and that to which all sentient beings return. 

In the correlation [subpart, I.A.2.c], the words “the various types of dhar-
mas” correlate with the “four gates.” The last reference to “taste” means the 
taste that is imbibed, which correlates with the “single city.”

the elder põmhaeng remarked, “if this is indeed how dharmas are, i should 
be able to imbibe each and every taste while lingering in that single taste.”

This is the third [part, I.A.3], on gaining comprehension. “to imbibe 
. . . every taste” means to imbibe the tastes of all the doctrines and to return 
to the one reality.

the Buddha replied: “so it is, so it is! Why is this? the true meaning of 
the single taste—its taste302 can be compared to that of the one ocean: 
none of the myriad of streams does not flow into it. elder! the tastes 
of all the dharmas are just like those streams: while their names and 
classifications may differ, that water is indistinguishable.303 and once 
[those streams] have flowed into the ocean, [that seawater] then304 ab-
sorbs all those streams.305 [in the same way, ] if one lingers in the single 
taste, then all tastes are imbibed.” [660b]

This is the fourth [part, I.A.4], a conclusion to the narrative, which is 
in two [subparts]: 

[I.A.4.a] a generic statement [viz. “so it is, so it is!]; 
[I.A.4.b] a specific conclusion.

The specific conclusion [I.A.4.b] is in three [divisions]: 

[I.A.4.b.i] an instruction [viz. “the true meaning of the single taste”]; 
[I.A.4.b.ii] a simile [viz. “its taste can be compared to that of the one ocean”]; 
[I.A.4.b.iii] their correlation. 

The correlation [I.A.4.b.iii] is in two [subdivisions]. First [I.A.4.b.iii.a] 
is the correlation with “those streams,” where [the streams] are initially cor-
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related with the teachings and subsequently illustrated with a simile. Sec-
ond [I.A.4.b.iii.b] is the correlation with “absorbs all those streams,” where 
it initially brings up the simile and subsequently correlates it with the 
instruction. 

the elder põmhaeng asked: “if all dharmas are of a single taste, then 
how is it that there are [separate] paths for the three vehicles? does 
their knowledge have distinctions?”

From here onward is the second [subsection, I.B], the clarification that 
all practices access the one path to buddhahood. There is

initially [I.B.1], a question; 
subsequently [I.B.2], an answer. 

The question [I.B.1] concerns “distinctions” [in the understanding of 
adherents of the three vehicles].

the Buddha replied: “elder! it is like the [Chang]jiang [Yangtze river], 
the [huang]he [Yellow river], the huai [river], and the ocean: because 
there are variations in their size, disparities in their depth, and differ-
ences in their names, when water is in the [Chang]jiang it is called Jiang 
water, when it is in the huai it is called huai water, and when it is in the 
he it is called he water. But once all these types [of water] enter the 
ocean, they are just called seawater.306 the dharmas [i.e., the three ve-
hicles] are also the same: once they all abide in true thusness they are 
just called the path to buddhahood.”

This is the second [part, I.B.2], the answer. It includes: 

a simile [I.B.2.a]; 
the correlation [I.B.2.b]. 

In the first [simile subpart, I.B.2.a], “the Jiang, the he, the huai” are simi-
les for the practices of the three vehicles. “the ocean” is a simile for the path 
to buddhahood. “variations in their size” is a simile for dissimilarities in the 
breadth or narrowness of the minds of three-vehicle adherents. “disparities 
in their depth” is a simile for differences in the superiority or inferiority of the 
knowledge of three-vehicle adherents. In accordance with the preceding two 
aspects, they are each given separate names. “But once all these types [of 
water] enter the ocean, they are just called seawater” is a simile for the fact 
that, at the stage of the ten bhûmis, these three vehicles access together the 
“true thusness” of the voidness of dharmas. “they are just called the path to 
buddhahood,” which makes superfluous separate names for the three vehicles. 
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You should know that the distinctive practices of the three vehicles are 
all part of the path of expedients, which precedes the bhûmis. There are 
none of them that do not ultimately access the right contemplation of true 
thusness. For this reason, when the three vehicles reach their culmination, 
they have no separate refuge, just as all the doctrinal teachings together 
access the single taste. The words of the simile and the correlation can be 
found in the text itself. [660c]

“elder! one who abides in the one path to buddhahood then compre-
hends three practices.”
 the elder põmhaeng asked, “What are those three practices?”
 the Buddha replied: “first is the practice that cleaves to phenom-
ena. second is the practice that cleaves to consciousness. third is the 
practice that cleaves to thusness.”

From here onward is the second [section, II,] of the main exegesis, the 
distinctions between the causes and fruitions of the practices that bring 
about access and the knowledges gained through access. It is in four 
[subsections]: 

one [II.A], distinctions in the practices that bring about access; 
two [II.B], distinctions in the knowledge gained through accessing [the 

tathŒgatagarbha];
three [II.C], the operation and functioning of the causes that bring about 

access;
four [II.D], constantly abiding in the fruition gained through accesss. 

The initial [subsection, II.A,] is in three [parts]. 

one [II.A.1], a generic proposition. “one who abides in the one path to bud-
dhahood”: the first bhûmi on up is called “abiding in the path to bud-
dhahood,” because by fulfilling three types of knowledge, one 
penetrates to the three practices. 

two [II.A.2], a question [“What are those three practices?”]. 
three [II.A.3], the answer. 

The answer is in two [subparts]: 

a specific clarification [II.A.3.a]; 
a general explication [II.A.3.b]. 

In the specific clarification [II.A.3.a], the line “the practice that cleaves to 
phenomena” means that, while relying on the four noble truths and the twelve 
links of conditioned generation, and in accordance with phenomena [that 
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are governed by] cause and fruition, one cleaves to the practice of the [thirty-
seven] constituents of the path. “the practice that cleaves to consciousness” 
means that all sentient beings are created by the one mind alone and, in ac-
cordance with that principle of consciousness-only, they cleave to the prac-
tice of the four means of conversion (saœgrahavastu).307 “the practice that 
cleaves to thusness” means that all dharmas are impartial and uniform; in ac-
cordance with that impartial thusness, one cleaves to the practice of the six 
pŒramitŒs. “Cleaves” means that it accumulates practices and assimilates 
them in the mind; it does not refer to the clinging that discriminates subject 
from object. 

“elder! in this wise, the three practices subsume completely all ap-
proaches; there are no approaches to dharma that are not accessed 
thereby. one who accesses these practices does not produce the char-
acteristic of voidness. and one who accesses [these practices] in this 
manner can be said to have accessed the tathŒgata. one who accesses 
the tathŒgata accesses that access at nonaccess.”

This is the general explication of the three practices [II.A.3.b]. “the 
practice that cleaves to phenomena” is an approach that is associated with the 
HînayŒna. “the practice that cleaves to consciousness” is the approach that is 
exclusive to the MahŒyŒna. These two are distinct approaches; the third [the 
practice that cleaves to thusness] is an impartial approach. Thanks to this 
principle, [these three approaches] “subsume completely all approaches.”

Furthermore, the practice of the [thirty-seven] constituents of the path 
does not linger in the production-and-extinction aspect, and the practice 
of the four [661a] means of conversion does not linger in the nirvŒÿa as-
pect. The soteriological practice that is in accordance with thusness is the 
approach of impartiality and nonduality. Therefore “there are no ap-
proaches to dharma that are not accessed thereby.” “one who accesses these 
practices does not produce the characteristic of voidness” means that, al-
though one practices in accordance with thusness, one also constantly 
practices in accordance with phenomena and consciousness as well. For 
this reason, while not clinging to the characteristic of voidness, one abides 
in calm extinction. “Can be said to have accessed the tathŒgata”: although 
one remains in accord with phenomena and consciousness, one constantly 
remains in accord with thusness and cleaves to the practice of impartiality. 
This is what can be termed the capacity to access the sea of the tathŒ-
gatagarbha. “accesses that access at nonaccess”: since nonaccess is what is 
accessed by the mind that gains access, the agent and object of access are 
uniform and are indistinguishable; hence, it says “nonaccess.” Although 
they are not different or distinguished, they are, however, not one; hence, 
from the standpoint of the mind that contemplates, it is provisionally called 
“the mind that gains access.” In this wise, the mind that gains access does 
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not preserve this characteristic of gaining access; hence, one “accesses that 
access at nonaccess.”

the elder põmhaeng asked: “this is inconceivable! accessing the tathŒ-
gatagarbha has no access point; it is like a sprout that matures into a 
fruit. through the power of the fundamental inspiration, that inspira-
tion will bring about the recovery of the original [edge of reality]. in at-
taining that original edge of reality, how many kinds of knowledge 
would one have?”

From here onward is the second [subsection, II.B], distinctions in the 
knowledge gained through accessing [the tathŒgatagarbha]. 

Initially [II.B.1], there is a question; 
subsequently [II.B.2], an answer.

In the question [part, II.B.1], there are two [subparts]: 

initially [II.B.1.a], comprehension of the preceding sermon;
subsequently [II.B.1.b], a question concerning his doubt [viz. “in attaining 

that original edge of reality, how many kinds of knowledge would one 
have?”]

[In subpart II.B.1.a, comprehension of the preceding sermon:] “it is 
like a sprout that matures into a fruit”: just as when a sprout matures into an 
ear of grain, there is no thing that is the agent of access and no place that 
is the object of access [i.e., there is nothing that causes the seed to sprout 
and no viable way of explaining how the sprouting of a seed can lead to an 
ear of grain]. You should know it is just the same with “accessing the tathŒ-
gatagarbha.” “sprout” is a simile for the inspiration of original [enlighten-
ment]. “fruit” is a simile for attaining that original [enlightenment]. At the 
time one gains access, [the essence and function of original enlighten-
ment] are in equilibrium, for there is no place that is the object of access. 

the Buddha replied: “his knowledge would be unfathomable. explain-
ing it briefly, he has four types of knowledge. What are the four? first is 
decisive knowledge: that is, [knowledge that] accords with thusness. 
second is adaptable knowledge: that is, [knowledge that], through ex-
pedients, neutralizes and rebuts [concepts]. third is nirvŒÿa knowledge: 
that is, [knowledge that] removes lightning[-like] sensory awareness. 
fourth is ultimate knowledge: that is, [661b] [knowledge that] accesses 
reality and perfects the path.
 “elder! in this wise, the operation of these four great matters has 
been explained by all the buddhas of antiquity as being a great bridge 
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and a great ford. if you are to proselyte sentient beings, you should 
make use of these knowledges.”

This is the second [part, II.B.2], the answer, which is in three [subparts]: 

[II.B.2.a] a general overview; 
[II.B.2.b] a specific explication; 
[II.B.2.c] a comprehensive clarification.

In the general overview [II.B.2.a], the statement “his knowledge would 
be unfathomable” means that, because his penetration is limitless, his knowl-
edge also would be unfathomable. It is merely in terms of their respective 
range of meanings that [these knowledges] are explained both compre-
hensively and briefly as having just four types.

In the specific explication [II.B.2.b], the term “decisive knowledge” 
means impartial wisdom (samatŒjñŒna). Because it involves direct percep-
tion alone and makes no use of expedients, it is called “decisive knowledge.” 
[This type of knowledge] counteracts the mano[vijñŒna] and the clinging 
to “I” and “mine,” and regardless of whatever it perceives, it remains impar-
tial; therefore, it says that it is “[knowledge that] accords with thusness.” 

“adaptable knowledge” is the wisdom of marvelous observation (pratya
vekºanŒjñŒna). At the level of the sixth consciousness [viz. mentality], it gen-
erates progress by applying expedients; therefore, it is called “adaptable.” On 
the path of applying expedients, it thoroughly pursues ways to neutralize and 
rebut concepts and phenomena; therefore, it says “neutralizes and rebuts.” This 
knowledge in reality incorporates both expedient [contemplation] and direct 
contemplation [perception]; but, because it is distinguished from decisive 
knowledge, it is referred to summarily as involving “expedients.”

“nirvŒÿa knowledge” is the wisdom of having accomplished what was to 
be done (k¿tyŒnuº¡ŒnajñŒna). By being able to make manifest the eight epi-
sodes [the stereotypical events in the life of a buddha],308 one masters the 
tasks of the buddhas and demonstrates the final sign [of passing into 
parinirvŒÿa]; this is called “nirvŒÿa knowledge.” Bringing an end to the five 
sensory consciousnesses produces this type of knowledge; for this reason, it 
is called “[knowledge that] removes lightning[-like] sensory awareness.” “Light-
ning[-like] sensory awareness” refers to the five consciousnesses, which abruptly 
arise and abruptly vanish, like flashes of lightning. 

“ultimate knowledge” is the great perfect mirror wisdom (ŒdaršanajñŒna) 
because it is only at that ultimate level that one achieves this knowledge. 
Since there are no realms it is unable to fathom, it accesses the one real 
meaning. Therefore it is called “[knowledge that] accesses reality.” Since there 
are no realms that it is unable to make manifest, it is called “[knowledge that] 
perfects the path.” 

In the comprehensive clarification [II.B.2.c], “the operation of these four 
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great matters” means that there are no operations that have not been com-
pleted. “[this] has been explained by all the buddhas of antiquity” means that it 
has been identical in all the buddhas’ dispensations. They are a “great bridge” 
because these four wisdoms convey three-vehicle adherents across to the 
other shore of the one vehicle. [661c] They are a “great ford” because the op-
eration of these four wisdoms pervades all the six destinies and reveals that 
transcendental path which crosses over the river of craving. For this reason, 
one who seeks “to proselyte . . . should make use of these knowledges.”

“elder! their functions are great functions. these, furthermore, involve 
three great matters. first, in the three samŒdhis (p. 662a below), the 
internal and the external do not mutually encroach309 on one another. 
second, in the great object matrix (p. 662b below), the analytical sup-
pression (pratisaœkhyŒnirodha) occurs in accordance with the path. 
third, in the wisdom and concentration that are thus, these are both 
inspired by compassion. in this wise, these three matters perfect bodhi. 
one who does not practice these matters will then be unable to flow 
into the sea of the four knowledges and will be subject to the whims of 
all the great mŒras.
 “elder! until all of you in the congregation attain buddhahood, you 
ought constantly to cultivate and train, without even a temporary respite.”

From here onward is the third [subsection, II.C], the operation and 
functioning of the causes that bring about access [to the tathâgatagarbha], 
which is in two [parts]: 

[II.C.1] a prose explanation; 
[II.C.2] reiterative verses. 

In the first [part, II.C.1], there are three [subparts]: 

[II.C.1.a] a concise clarification; 
[II.C.1.b] a repeated elucidation [II.C.1.b]; 
three [II.C.1.c], gaining comprehension. 

The initial[subpart, II.C.1.a,] is in four [divisions]: 

one [II.C.1.a.i], a general overview;
two [II.C.1.a.ii], specific understanding; 
three [II.C.1.a.iii], a synthetic clarification; 
four [II.C.1.a.iv], a concluding inducement. 

In the general overview [II.C.1.a.i], the statement “their functions are 
great functions” refers to the great functioning of the four knowledges, as 
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explained previously (p. 661b above). These are positioned [at stages rang-
ing] from the bhûmis through the fruition of buddhahood. 

[II.C.1.a.ii, specific understanding:] “[these,] furthermore, involve three 
great matters”: there are three [matters] that serve as catalysts that perfect 
the four wisdoms. For one who practices these three matters on the four lev-
els of the path that precede the bhûmis [viz. the ten faiths, ten abidings, ten 
transferences, and ten practices], the initial concentration, the succeeding 
wisdom, and the third joint practice of concentration and wisdom all have 
compassion as their essence. The initial reference to “concentration” here 
means “the three samŒdhis.” There are several different lists of these [three 
samŒdhis], which offer varying explanations from a variety of standpoints, 
including voidness (šûnya), signlessness (Œnimitta), and wishlessness (apra
ÿihita); wishlessness, signlessness, and the voidness of voidness (šûnyašûnyatŒ); 
or voidness, wishlessness, and signlessness. These [three samŒdhis] can be 
established as is appropriate, without any hindrances or obstructions. They 
may be termed the three [gates to] liberation (vimokºadvŒra), because they 
exist only where there are no contaminants. They may also be termed “the 
three samŒdhis,” [662a] because they also incorporate that which involves the 
contaminants. Each of their specific meanings will be explained in the fol-
lowing passage. 

[II.C.1.a.iii, a synthetic clarification:] “the internal and the external do 
not mutually encroach on one another” means that the internal conscious-
nesses and the external sense-realms make each other manifest and create 
clinging to the favorable and the unfavorable, both encroaching on [lit. 
snatching away] all the wholesome faculties. Now, penetrating to the fact 
that all is voidness, such encroachment will no longer be allowed to occur. 
“in the great object matrix, the analytical suppression (pratisaœkhyŒnirodha) oc-
curs in accordance with the path” means that one analyzes the four great ele-
ments [viz. earth, air, fire, water] and the three main classifications of 
dharmas [viz. skandha, dhŒtu, and Œyatana] in accordance with the principle, 
eradicating all signs and bringing to an end the seeds of conceptual prolifer-
ation (prapañca) inherent in the foundational consciousness [viz. the âlayavi
jñâna]. The preceding three samŒdhis overcome the snares (paryavasthâna)310 
that have currently appeared; this wisdom that derives from analysis eradi-
cates their seeds. Because of this, at the time that one accordingly perfects 
the four wisdoms, one can dig up the seeds and transmute the eight con-
sciousnesses [into the ninth immaculate consciousness]. “in the wisdom and 
concentration that are thus, these are both inspired by compassion”: the preced-
ing wisdom and concentration both accord with the principle of thusness; 
therefore, [the text] refers to “the wisdom and concentration that are thus.” 
This [matter] is also associated with the cultivation of great compassion, 
which inspires both oneself and others; therefore, it says “these are both in-
spired.” This is because, if one cultivates samŒdhi and wisdom directly but is 
devoid of great compassion, one will fall into the stage of two-vehicle adher-
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ents and find the bodhisattva path blocked. And were one merely to give rise 
to compassion but not cultivate samŒdhi and wisdom, one would fall into the 
distress that ordinary people face, which is not the bodhisattva path. There-
fore, cultivating these three matters allows one to remain far removed from 
these two extremes, to cultivate the bodhisattva path, and to perfect supreme 
enlightenment. Therefore, it says, “in this wise, these three matters perfect 
bodhi.” If one does not practice together all three of these matters, one 
inevitably will linger in birth and death (saœsŒra) and be attached to 
nirvŒÿa; one “will then be unable to flow into the great sea of the four knowl-
edges and will be subject to the whims of the four mŒras.” This has been the 
synthetic clarification [II.C.1.a.iii].

Following is the fourth gateway [II.C.1.a.iv], the inducement to culti-
vate [viz. “elder! until all of you in the congregation attain buddhahood, you 
ought constantly to cultivate and train, without even a temporary respite”].

the elder põmhaeng asked, “What are the three samŒdhis?”
 the Buddha replied: “the three samŒdhis are the samŒdhi of void-
ness (šûnyasamŒdhi), the samŒdhi of wishlessness (apraÿihitasamŒdhi), 
and the samŒdhi of signlessness (ŒnimittasamŒdhi).311 these are the 
samŒdhis.”

This is the second [subpart, II.C.1.b], a repeated elucidation. It involves 
two exchanges, which elucidate the first two of the three gateways [viz. the 
first two of the three matters listed in subsection II.C (p. 661c above)]. 
[662b] 

This [passage] elucidates the first gateway [of the three samŒdhis, II.
C.1.b.i]. The differences among these three [samŒdhis] can briefly be de-
scribed in terms of three categories: (1) essence, function, and characteris-
tics; (2) mind, cause, and fruition; (3) consciousness, sensory awareness, 
and [external] characteristic. [One,] essence, function, and characteris-
tics: None of the ordinary dharmas involve anything other than these 
three. Because the essence of dharmas is void, we establish the samŒdhi of 
voidness. Because they involve no active functioning, they are the samŒdhi 
of wishlessness. Because they have no characteristics or attributes, they are 
the samŒdhi of signlessness. [Two,] mind, cause, and fruition: The arising 
of cause and fruition proliferates the activities of mind. Because the activi-
ties of mind are void, we establish the samŒdhi of voidness. Because all 
causes are nonexistent, we establish the samŒdhi of wishlessness. Because 
all fruitions are unascertainable, we establish the samŒdhi of signlessness. 
[Three,] consciousness, sensory awareness, and [external] characteristic: 
Because the own-essences of all the consciousnesses are void, we establish 
the samŒdhi of voidness. Because it abandons the aspect of sensory aware-
ness, we establish the samŒdhi of wishlessness. Because it abandons the as-
pect of [external] characteristics, we establish the samŒdhi of signlessness. 
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This third gateway accords with the previous line “the internal and the ex-
ternal do not mutually encroach on one another.” 

the elder põmhaeng asked, “What is the great object matrix?”
 the Buddha replied: “ ‘Great’ means the four great elements.  
‘object’ means the aggregates (skandha), sense-elements (dhŒtu), 
sense-fields (Œyatana), and so forth. ‘Matrix’ means the foundational 
consciousness. this is called the great object matrix.”

This [passage] elucidates the second gateway [viz. the second matter, the 
great object matrix, II.C.1.b.ii]. The reason that “the four great elements” are es-
tablished separately is in order to elucidate the elementary cultivation for neo-
phytes, which initially investigates coarse sensory realms. This means that, 
among all dharmas, the dharmas of materiality are the coarsest. These include 
the physical body, and so forth, internally, and the mountains, rivers, and so 
forth, externally. One observes that these sorts of dharmas are not separate 
from the four great elements. One [also] observes that all these four great ele-
ments are unascertainable, because regardless of the direction in which one 
looks, they all are unformed. After finishing this sort of general investigation, 
one moves on to observe the subtler “object” [of materiality], which means the ag-
gregates (skandha), sense-elements (dhŒtu), and sense-fields (Œyatana).” These involve 
brief, extensive, and average listings. “Brief” means to observe the five [skand-
has]. “Extensive” means to observe the eighteen [dhâtu]. Averaging the brief and 
extensive [listings] means to observe the twelve [âyatana]. One observes that all 
of these are unascertainable. The next words “and so forth” refer to other dharma 
lists, such as the twelvefold chain of conditioned generation, and so forth. In this 
wise, because of the power of analytical observation [662c] and investigation, 
one immediately obliterates the beginningless seeds of conceptual proliferation 
and conceptualization that are inherent in the foundational consciousness. At the 
inception [of this type of practice], these are obliterated, which culminates in 
the absorption of suppression. Therefore, it said previously, “the analytical sup-
pression (pratisaœkhyŒnirodha) occurs in accordance with the path” (p. 661c). 

the elder põmhaeng said: “it is inconceivable! in this wise, the knowl-
edges and matters inspire both oneself and others, transcend the lands 
of the three realms of existence, do not linger in nirvŒÿa, and access 
the bodhisattva path.
 “these sorts of characteristics of dharmas are dharmas that are 
subject to production and extinction, because they involve discrimina-
tion. if one stays far removed from discrimination, these dharmas ought 
not to be subject to extinction.”

This is the third [subpart, II.C.1.c], gaining comprehension, which is in 
two [divisions]: 
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initially [II.C.1.c.i], comprehension of contemplation practice; 
subsequently [II.C.1.c.ii], understanding their experiential realms.

[II.C.1.c.i: comprehension of contemplation practice:] “in this wise, the 
knowledges and matters” means the functioning of the three types of matters 
that in this wise are able to perfect the four knowledges. “inspire both oneself 
and others” means the preceding two types that inspire oneself [viz. concen-
tration and wisdom] and the third type that inspires other people [viz. great 
compassion]. “transcend the lands of the three realms of existence” refers to 
the preceding two [stages] of concentration and wisdom, which are distinct 
from ordinary persons. “do not linger in nirvŒÿa” refers to the third [stage] of 
great compassion, which is distinct from two-vehicle adherents; by remain-
ing far removed from these two extremes, one will “access the bodhisattva 
path.”

From “these sorts” onward explains [division II.C.1.c.ii,] understanding 
their experiential realms. This means that at the realm of the initial stage of 
concentration, [one comes to know] the sensory perceptions and character-
istics of all the consciousnesses, while at the next realm of knowledge, [one 
comes to know] the dharmas of the great object matrix. “these sorts of char-
acteristics of dharmas are all dharmas that are subject to production and extinc-
tion”: this is because the mind’s sea is moved due to deceptive discrimination. 
From the standpoint of the original quiescence, “if one stays far removed from 
discrimination” there will no longer be any causes, so whence would produc-
tion and extinction arise? For this reason, it says, “these dharmas ought not to 
be subject to extinction.” 

Wishing to proclaim this idea, the tathŒgata then recited this gŒthŒ:
dharmas are produced by discrimination,
and in turn are extinguished owing to discrimination,
extinguish all dharmas that are subject to discrimination,
and those dharmas will be neither produced nor extinguished.

From here onward is the second [part, II.C.2], reiterative verses in 
gŒthŒs, which is in two [subparts]: 

one [II.C.2.a], a brief pronouncement by the TathŒgata; 
two [II.C.2.b], an extensive disquisition [in verses] by the elder. 

[II.C.2.a: a brief pronouncement by the TathŒgata:] Now, in this verse, 
[663a] the word “dharmas” means the dharma of the one mind, for if there is 
deceptive discrimination, the mind’s sea will begin to move. There is not a 
single characteristic that, whether produced or extinguished, is not created 
from discrimination. From the standpoint of the original quiescence of orig-
inal enlightenment, if one stays far removed from all discrimination, then 
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these dharmas will be neither produced nor extinguished. This means that 
through the original extinction of all types of discrimination, there will be 
no causes that give rise either to production or extinction, and therefore 
“[those dharmas] will be neither produced nor extinguished.” If production and 
extinction both come to be created through discrimination, how will this be 
reconciled with the explanation given in the YogŒcŒra school? As the “Bhûmi 
on Being Perfected by Thought” [in the YogŒcŒrabhûmišŒstra] explains, “There 
is no function [whereby dharmas] extinguish any other thing; and no func-
tion [whereby dharmas] are self-extinguished.”312 

Question: Just as things are produced through the amalgamation of 
many conditions, would not they also be extinguished through an amalga-
mation of many conditions? 

Answer: Things are produced through the amalgamation of many con-
ditions, but after being produced, they are naturally extinguished. 

How do we reconcile this contradiction? 
Explanation: The principle of causes and conditions is as explained in 

that šâstra. The principle of consciousness-only is as explained in this 
sûtra. Therefore these two explanations both involve correct principles. 

at that time, the elder põmhaeng heard the recitation of this gŒthŒ, and 
his mind was jubilant and elated. Wishing to proclaim its meaning, he 
recited gŒthŒs:

all dharmas are originally calm and extinguished,
But this calm extinction is also unproduced,
all those dharmas that are subject to production and extinction,
those dharmas are not unproduced.
those are thence not associated with these,
Because each is subject to either annihilationism or eternalism,
this [verse spoken by the Buddha above] thence leaves behind all such 

dualities,
But it also does not persist in lingering in oneness.

From this point on is [subpart II.C.2.b], an extensive [disquisition in] 
verses by the elder. There are eight quatrains of gŒthŒs in five divisions. 

one [II.C.2.b.i], the first two quatrains, which are an explicit disquisition 
on the preceding aspect;

two [II.C.2.b.ii], the next two verses, which eliminate all types of perverse 
understanding;

three [II.C.2.b.iii], one verse that personally declares the right type of 
grasping;

four [II.C.2.b.iv], two verses that honor those who preach appropriately;
five [II.C.2.b.v], one [verse] that invites [the Buddha] to speak what has 

not been heard before. 
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This [passage] is the first [division, II.C.2.b.i], an explicit disquisition 
on the preceding verses [sic; aspect]. It is in three [subdivisions]: [663b] 

one [II.C.2.b.i.a], two lines that explain that last half [of the above 
discussion]; 

two [II.C.2.b.i.b], two lines the explain the first half; 
three [II.C.2.b.i.c], one verse that provides a comprehensive disquisition 

on both aspects. 

In the initial [subdivision, II.C.2.b.i.a], the line “all dharmas are originally 
calm and extinguished” means that the dharmas of the skandhas, dhŒtus, and 
so forth, are originally calm and extinct. “But this calm extinction is also un-
produced” means that it is not just all dharmas that are originally calm and 
extinct, for this principle of calm extinction is also unproduced.

In the second [subdivision, II.C.2.b.i.b], the statement “all those dharmas 
that are subject to production and extinction” refer to the worldly, mundane 
dharmas of the skandhas, dhŒtus, and so forth. “those dharmas are not un-
produced” means that they come into existence through the activity of 
discrimination. This [line] elucidates, from the standpoint of the approach 
that absolute and conventional [truths] are not one, the aspect that activity 
and rest are not to be confused indiscriminately. 

In the third [subdivision, II.C.2.b.i.c], the statement “those are thence 
not associated with these” means that those dharmas that are calm, extinct, 
and unproduced are not associated with these dharmas that are subject to 
production and extinction. “Because each is subject to either annihilationism 
or eternalism” means that, if “those” exist in tandem with “these,” then 
“these” dharmas that are subject to production and extinction would 
thence be subject to annihilationism and “those” dharmas that are con-
stantly calm and extinct would thence be subject to eternalism. Since it vio-
lates the middle way, this is the same mistake made by two-vehicle adherents. 
Nevertheless, because the idea explained by the Buddha in his single gŒthŒ 
[above] does not fall into either annihilationism or eternalism, “this thence 
leaves behind all such dualities”; but because it is not devoid of both activity 
and rest, “it also does not persist in lingering in oneness.” “it . . . does not per-
sist in lingering in oneness” means that it does not guard the nature of the 
one mind, the one reality. That it “leaves behind all such dualities” refers to 
the fact that the essence’s activity and rest are not dualistic dharmas. You 
therefore should know that this matter is inconceivable. 

if it is said that dharmas are one,
this characteristic will be like a hairnet,313

it is like mistaking heat waves for water,
this is because all [such conceptions] are false and deceptive.314

if you perceive the nonexistence of dharmas,
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those dharmas will be identical to voidness,
Just like a blind man who mistakenly believes that the sun is nonexistent,
Your preaching of the dharma would be as [deceptive as] the [nonexistent] 

hair of a tortoise.

This is the second [division of the verses, II.C.2.b.ii], which eliminates all 
types of perverse understanding. Although perverse understandings may be 
many, there are two types that are the worst, for in relying on the most pro-
found of teachings and clinging literally to their meaning, they claim that 
these are the ultimate. [663c] Therefore, these are the most difficult to cor-
rect. The first is, having heard the Buddha’s explanation that activity and 
rest are nondual, someone then claims that they are one—that is, they are 
the one mind that is the one reality—and, accordingly, he slanderously repu-
diates the principle of the two truths. The second is, having heard the Bud-
dha’s explanation that voidness involves two aspects, someone presumes that 
they do not involve one reality but instead are dualistic dharmas, and, ac-
cordingly, he slanderously repudiates the principle of the middle way of non-
duality. These two types of perverse understanding are like ingesting a 
medicine that instead ends up making you ill: they are extremely difficult to 
cure. [The elder Põmnang] now exposes these faults and, in these two verses, 
systematically elucidates them. 

In the opening [verse], “if it is said that dharmas are one”: as explained 
above, this statement means that one presumes there is a single reality and, 
based on this presumption, advocates that there is but a single dharma. “this 
characteristic will be like a hairnet” means that the characteristic of that one 
real dharma which is presumed to exist is like a hairnet seen by someone suf-
fering from conjunctivitis [i.e., blurred vision]. “it is like mistaking heat waves 
for water”: just as a thirsty deer sees heat waves and, thinking there is water, 
bounds over to find it but is completely confused and mistaken, so too is it 
the same with presuming there is one mind. “this is because all [such concep-
tions] are false and deceptive”: whether it is a thirsty deer seeing “water,” a per-
son suffering from conjunctivitis seeing a “[hair]net,” or an exegete 
presuming there is but “one” [mind], all these sorts of presumptions are 
equally deceptive and false. 

Next, he eliminates the view of nonexistence. “if you perceive the non-
existence of dharmas”: as explained above, this means to presume that there 
are two truths but not the dharma of the one mind. “those dharmas will be 
identical to voidness”: this means that one presumes that the one mind is 
identical to the principle of voidness, for apart from the principle of void-
ness there originally is no other single reality. “Just like a blind man who mis-
takenly believes that the sun is nonexistent” means that he is like a poor, 
destitute beggar who is congenitally blind and has never seen the efful-
gence of the orb of the sun: the sighted may refer to the sun, but the blind 
man will not believe a sun can exist, for he is utterly deluded. One who pos-
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its [that the one mind is nonexistent] will be just the same: since he origi-
nally learned only about voidness and existence and has never heard of the 
middle way of nonduality, even were it to be explained to him, he would 
never believe or accept it. Accordingly, the orb of the sun is a simile [664a] 
for the middle way: the sun’s orb is perfectly round and emits great efful-
gence; except for the blind, there is no one who cannot see it. The one 
mind is also just the same: it is completely perfect and flawless, and radiates 
with the great effulgence of original and acquired enlightenments; except 
for the incredulous, there is no one who cannot access it. “Your preaching of 
the dharma would be as [deceptive as] the [nonexistent] hair of a tortoise”: the 
person who clings to the view of nonexistence explains that the dharma of 
the one mind refers only to that which has no essence, like the hair of a tor-
toise; he is no different from a blind person who says that the orb of the sun 
is nonexistent.

i have now heard the Buddha say,
Knowledge of the dharma is not [perceived through] dualistic views,
it also does not depend on remaining in between,
it therefore is grasped by not abiding anywhere.

This is the third [division, II.C.2.b.iii], where he personally declares the 
correct type of grasping. “Knowledge of the dharma is not [perceived through] 
dualistic views” means he knows the dharma of the middle way is not per-
ceived through understanding existence or nonexistence. This is leaving be-
hind the second misconception, that the sun does not exist. “it also does not 
depend on remaining in between”: although one leaves behind the two ex-
tremes, one does not linger on, guarding the one reality of the middle way. 
This is leaving behind the first delusion, of [misperceiving] a hairnet or 
water. Because one, in this wise, leaves behind the errors of both these ex-
tremes, one is able to comprehend the import of the referent “nonabiding” 
through the reference made to “nonabiding” in the Buddha’s teachings. 
Thus, it says, “it therefore is grasped by not abiding anywhere.” 

the dharma spoken by the tathŒgatas,
derives completely from this nonabiding,
it is from that nonabiding place,
that i worship the tathŒgatas.
respectfully worshiping the characteristic of the tathŒgatas—
that motionless wisdom which is equal to empty space,
at that place which is free from grasping and which does not exist,
i respectfully worship their nonabiding bodies.

This is the fourth [division, II.C.2.b.iv], honoring the preachers. It is in 
three [subdivisions]: 
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one [II.C.2.b.iv.a], one verse honoring the preachers; 
two [II.C.2.b.iv.b], two lines honoring the knowledge of the preachers; 
three [II.C.2.b.iv.c], two lines honoring the bodies of the preachers. 

In the first [subdivision, II.C.2.b.iv.a, honoring the preachers], the state-
ment “the dharma spoken by the tathŒgatas, / derives completely from this nona-
biding” means that the dharma of the Buddha’s teachings are derived in 
accordance with nonabiding. “it is from that nonabiding place, / that i worship 
the tathŒgatas” [664b] means that, at this nonabiding place which is derived 
from relying on these teachings, one knows still further that the tathŒgatas 
are the most worthy of honor and respect; therefore, at that place one wor-
ships the preachers. In this [passage], the term “nonabiding” means not abid-
ing in the two truths, but also not lingering in between. While not lingering 
in between, one leaves behind the two extremes; in this wise, it comes to be 
called the “nonabiding place.” 

In the second [subdivision, II.C.2.b.iv.b, honoring the knowledge of 
the preachers], concerning the statement “the characteristic of the tathŒga-
tas”: we do not consider the [thirty-two] major and [eighty] minor charac-
teristics [of the buddhas’ bodies] to be “the characteristic of the tathŒgatas.” 
Rather, the “motionless wisdom” is the characteristic of the tathŒgatas. The 
statement “equal to empty space” means that the knowledge of the tathŒga-
tas is immeasurable and limitless and, like the realm of empty space, there 
is no place it does not pervade. The word “motionless” means that it univer-
sally penetrates all the three time periods without limitation; though there 
may be an ebb and flow of those time periods, the functioning of that 
knowledge is unchanging. 

In the third [subdivision, II.C.2.b.iv.c, honoring the bodies of the preach-
ers], the statement “free from grasping” means that the dharmakâya leaves be-
hind the two extremes. “at that place which . . . does not exist” means that it 
does not abide in between. Therefore it says, “i respectfully worship their non-
abiding bodies.”

i, in all places,
Constantly see all the tathŒgatas,
i wish only that all the tathŒgatas,
Will explain the perpetual dharma to me.

This is the fifth [division, II.C.2.b.v], asking [the Buddha to speak] 
what has not been heard before. In this [division], the first half is a per-
sonal declaration regarding his constant companions [viz. the buddhas]; 
in the following two lines he requests that [the Buddha] explain the per-
petual dharma. As for the idea behind a personal declaration: because I 
leave behind all extremes and gain that knowledge of nonabiding, I am 
able in each and every dust mote to perceive perpetually all the number-
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less buddhas of the ten directions; and, in all the dust motes of the world 
systems of the ten directions, there is no place where I do not perceive 
numberless buddhas. Therefore, it says, “[i,] in all places, / Constantly see all 
the tathŒgatas.” As the Avataœsakasûtra says, 

In a single dust mote, 
I see buddhas without number everywhere. 
And just as with that one dust mote, 
So too is it the same with all dust motes.315 

Since he has this sort of power, he is worthy of hearing the perpetual 
dharma. Therefore, he wishes to hear [the Buddha] “explain the perpetual 
dharma.”

at that time the tathŒgata made this statement: “all you good men! 
[664c] Listen well and i will explain for all of you the perpetual dharma.”

From here onward is the fourth [subsection, II.D], the perpetual 
dharma, which is the fruition gained through access [sic].316 It is in three 
[parts]: 

one [II.D.1], the TathŒgata’s explanation; 
two [II.D.2], the elder’s disquisition; 
three [II.D.3], the congregation gaining benefit.

In the first [part], there are two [subparts]:

[II.D.1.a] consent to speak; 
[II.D.1.b] an explicit explanation. 

This [passage] is the consent to speak.

“oh son of good family! the perpetual dharma is not a perpetual 
dharma; it is neither the spoken nor the written word; it is neither 
truth nor liberation. it is neither nonexistence nor the [sense-] realms 
and remains far removed from the limits of deception and annihilation-
ism. But this dharma is also not impermanent, for it remains far re-
moved from either eternalism or annihilationism. [at the moment of] 
cognition, the consciousnesses are permanent. these consciousnesses 
are perpetually calm and extinct; but that calm extinction is also calm 
and extinct.

From here onward is the second [subpart, II.D.1.b], the direct explana-
tion. It is in two [divisions]: 
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initially [II.D.1.b.i], an explanation of “perpetual” from the standpoint of 
fruition; 

subsequently [II.D.1.b.ii], a revelation of “perpetual” from the standpoint 
of cause. 

The initial [division, II.D.1.b.i,] is in two [subdivisions]: 

the perpetuity of the dharma [II.D.1.b.i.a];
the perpetuity of the buddhas [II.D.1.b.i.b]. 

As for this first [subdivision, II.D.1.b.i.a, the perpetuity of the dharma], 
the statement “the perpetual dharma is not a perpetual dharma” means that 
the essence of the dharmakŒya, which is the teacher of the buddhas, re-
mains far removed from the characteristics of production and extinction; 
therefore, it is called the “perpetual dharma.” But because it remains far re-
moved from that nature of constant abiding, it “is not a perpetual dharma.” 
“it is neither the spoken nor the written word” means that it neutralizes all 
terms of reference. “it is neither truth nor liberation” means that it tran-
scends the real meaning of those referents. “it is neither nonexistence nor 
the [sense-] realms and remains far removed from the limits of deception and 
annihilationism” means that it is not ultimately nonexistent, but also does 
not involve the sense-realms. Because it does not involve the sense-realms, 
it remains far removed from any experience that involves deceptive grasp-
ing; but because it is not nonexistent, it remains far removed from any ex-
perience of annihilationism. “Limits” is a synonym for “realm.” “But this 
dharma is also not impermanent, for it remains far removed from either eter-
nalism or annihilationism”: because it is “not impermanent,” it leaves behind 
all annihilationist views. But because it is “this dharma,” it leaves behind all 
eternalist views; this is because “this dharma” is not something that can be 
grasped by eternalist views. 

I have already clarified the perpetuity of the dharma; next [II.D.1.b.i.b], 
I elucidate the perpetuity of the buddhas. “[at the moment of] cognition, the 
consciousnesses are permanent” refers to the ultimate cognition of that per-
petual dharma. At that moment of cognition, all “the consciousnesses are 
permanent.” This is because the mind of original quiescence may be moved 
initially in accordance with ignorance; but now, in accordance with that cog-
nition, one returns to that original quiescence. “these consciousnesses are 
perpetually [665a] calm and extinct” means that all the consciousnesses are 
originally free from production or extinction; and because they are free 
from production and extinction, their natures are perpetually calm and ex-
tinct. Now, because at the moment of cognition one extinguishes forever the 
consciousnesses that in this wise are calm and extinct, it therefore says “but 
that calm extinction is also calm and extinct.” This is because those calm and 
extinct consciousnesses are these impermanent dharmas; and it is only after 
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their extinction that one gains permanence. This idea will be elucidated in 
the following “DhŒraÿî” [Codes] chapter. Furthermore, this nature that is 
originally calm and extinct does not linger in constant abiding; therefore, it 
says “[that calm extinction] is also calm and extinct.” 

“oh son of good family! since he who knows that dharmas are calm 
and extinct need not make his mind calm and extinct, his mind remains 
constantly calm and extinct. the mind of one who attains calm extinc-
tion constantly engages in absolute contemplation.”

From here onward is the second [division, II.D.1.b.ii], which reveals 
“perpetual” as [from the standpoint of] cause. It is in two [subdivisions]: 

a specific clarification [II.D.1.b.ii.a];
a comprehensive summation [II.D.1.b.ii.b]. 

The specific [clarification] is also in two [segments]: 

initially [II.D.1.b.ii.a.1], contemplation from the standpoint of absolute 
realization; 

subsequently [II.D.1.b.ii.a.2], contemplation according to expedients. 

In this initial [segment, II.D.1.b.ii.a.1], the line “he who knows that dhar-
mas are calm and extinct” means that adepts from the first bhûmi onward 
know that all dharmas are originally calm and extinct. Since they know [the 
dharmas] are not generated, they need not extinguish the mind. “Not extin-
guish the mind” means that [the mind] is “constantly calm and extinct.” Be-
cause it is “constantly calm and extinct,” it therefore elucidates that calm 
extinction which is the object of knowledge. “the mind of one who attains 
calm extinction constantly engages in absolute contemplation”: this clarifies that 
the mind that is the agent of realization is constantly abiding and, in accor-
dance with the principle that is realized, leaves far behind the characteristics 
of production and extinction but without ever neglecting the contemplation 
that illuminates the absolute.

“he knows that all mentality and materiality are nothing but the igno-
rant mind. the discriminations of the ignorant mind differentiate all the 
dharmas; [all the dharmas] are nothing apart from name and materiality. 
if in this wise one knows dharmas and does not pursue written and 
spoken language, the mind will think only of meaning and will not distin-
guish a self.”

This is the second [segment, II.D.1.b.ii.a.2], which clarifies contempla-
tion according to expedients. It is in two [subsegments]: 
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initially [II.D.1.b.ii.a.2.a], a clarification that applied thought (vitarka) is 
consciousness-only; 

subsequently [II.D.1.b.ii.a.2.b], an elucidation of the knowledge that ac-
cords with reality. 

In the first [subsection, II.D.1.b.ii.a.2.a], in the line “[all the dharmas] are 
nothing apart from name and materiality,” “name” refers to the four [mental] 
skandhas and “materiality” refers to the skandha of materiality. All of the 
dissociated [dharmas] are established hypothetically and [665b] have no dis-
crete essence apart from name and materiality. All compounded phenom-
ena are constructed from name and materiality. In this wise, all dharmas are 
created by mind-alone: there are no objects apart from mind and no mind 
apart from objects. In this wise, “name” means the applied thought that is 
consciousness-only. As the Avataœsakasûtra [Flower Garland Sûtra] says, 

The mind is like a painter,
Who paints all aspects of the five skandhas.
Throughout everything of this world,
There are no dharmas it does not create.
As it is with the mind, so too is it with the buddhas,
As it is with the buddhas, so too is it the same with sentient beings,
The mind, the buddhas, and sentient beings,
These three are not differentiated.317

I have already clarified applied thought; next [II.D.1.b.ii.a.2.b], I eluci-
date the knowledge that accords with reality. “if in this wise one knows dhar-
mas and does not pursue written and spoken language”: this explains that the 
knowledge that accords with reality is realized through applied thought. 
“the mind will think only of meaning and will not distinguish a self”: “meaning” 
here refers to the fact that the knowledge that accords with reality is realized 
through applied thought. Therefore the two types of selfhood—of person 
and of dharmas—are both meaningless. For this reason, one does “not dis-
tinguish” either of them. 

“Knowing that the self is a hypothetical name is in fact the attainment 
of calm extinction. if one attains calm extinction, one then attains 
anuttarasamyaksaœbodhi.”

This is the second [subdivision, II.D.1.b.ii.b], a comprehensive summation. 
The preceding two [segments] achieved the contemplation of the abso-

lute by consummating the preceding [contemplation according to] expedi-
ents [viz. segment II.D.1.b.ii.a.2] and, moreover, achieved the fruition of 
bodhi by consummating the contemplation of the absolute [viz. segment 
II.D.1.b.ii.a.1].
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once the elder põmhaeng had heard this speech, he recited gŒthŒs:
nominal characteristics and discriminative phenomena,
together with dharmas—these are called the three,
true thusness and right and sublime knowledge:
together with those make five.318

i now know that these dharmas,
are fettered by annihilationism and eternalism,
and access the path of production and extinction,
this is annihilationism, not eternalism.

the dharmas of voidness spoken by the tathŒgata,
remain far removed from annihilationism and eternalism.

From this point on is the second [part, II.D.2], the elder’s disquisition, 
which contains eight verses that convey three ideas. 

The first two and a half verses [II.D.2.a] analyze the idea of the bud-
dha’s teaching.

Next, there are five verses [II.D.2.b] that break down the grasping at 
the two extremes. 

The final two lines [II.D.2.c] also involve this contemplation of nondu-
ality. [665c] 

In this first [set of verses, II.D.2.a]:

the first two verses [II.D.2.a.i] describe a teaching that falls into the two 
extremes;

the last two lines [II.D.2.a.ii] elucidate the teaching that leaves behind 
these two extremes.

In the first [subset, II.D.2.a.i], the term “nominal characteristics” refers to 
words (nŒmakŒya), phrases (padakŒya), and syllables (vyañjanakŒya).319 Phrases 
are formed from words, and syllables are the constituents of words. Since all 
of these factors make words manifest, together they are called “nominal char-
acteristics.” “discriminative phenomena” refer to all states of mind that are sub-
ject to the contaminants as well as to the dharmas and phenomena that are 
constituents of mind. The words “together with dharmas” mean all the char-
acteristics of dharmas, apart from the previous two. These are all the refer-
ents of words and sentences and the products of discrimination. These refer 
to all the characteristics of dharmas, such as the ten constituents of material-
ity [the ten material sense-bases and sense-objects] and those [dharmas asso-
ciated with mentality] among the list of dharmas, which are dissociated from 
materiality. These three are of a single type, which clarifies that they are all 
characteristics that involve miscellaneous types of maculations. For this rea-
son they are explained separately and “are called the three.” “true thusness” 
refers to the object of right knowledge. “right and sublime knowledge” refers 
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to the two wisdoms, fundamental (mûla) and subsequently obtained (p¿º¡ala
bdhajñŒna).320 “together with those”: together with those previous three, these 
two and those three together make five matters. These refer to the charac-
teristics of dharmas in the teachings of the three vehicles. “i now know that 
these dharmas, / are fettered by annihilationism and eternalism”: this clarifies 
that the five matters explained in those teachings inevitably involve the at-
tachment to the two views of annihilationism and eternalism. The reason for 
this is that those four types of dharmas [all except “true thusness”] all entail 
the characteristics of production and extinction and thus inevitably involve 
the experience of attachment to the view of annihilationism; this dharma of 
true thusness has the nature of constant abiding and thus inevitably involves 
the experience of clinging to the view of eternalism. “and access the path of 
production and extinction, / this is annihilationism, not eternalism”: the preced-
ing three that were discussed separately as well as the right and sublime 
knowledge all involve the four [compounded] characteristics [of production, 
subsistence, decay, and extinction] that are part of the path of production 
and extinction; these directly involve the extreme of annihilation and are 
distinct from the extreme of eternalism. The elucidation of true thusness is 
part of the path of eternal existence; it directly involves the extreme of eter-
nalism and is distinct from the extreme of annihilationism. 

“the dharmas of voidness spoken by the tathŒgata, / remain far removed 
from annihilationism and eternalism”: this [half-verse, II.D.2.a.ii,] clarifies the 
teaching of the one vehicle. It explains that the three dharmas of voidness 
remain far removed from the errors of the two extremes of annihilationism 
and eternalism. The reason for this is, as explained previously (p. 639c), “the 
characteristic of voidness is also void; the voidness of voidness is also void; that 
which is voided is also void.” In this wise, the three voidnesses neither [666a] 
obviate absolute and conventional nor preserve absolute and conventional. 
Although one leaves behind both activity and rest, one does not linger in be-
tween them, either. Therefore, they remain far removed from the extremes of 
annihilationism and eternalism. 

Causal conditions are nonexistent and unproduced,
and because they are unproduced, they are not extinguished,321

Grasping at the existence of causal conditions,
is like reaching for flowers in the sky,
or expecting a barren woman’s child—
ultimately it is unascertainable.322

From here onward is the second [set of five verses, II.D.2.b], which 
breaks down the grasping at the two extremes. It is in two [divisions]: 

first [II.D.2.b.i], four verses that break down the grasping at the extreme 
of existence; 
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second [II.D.2.b.ii], one verse that removes the attachment to the extreme 
of voidness. 

The first [division] is in two [subdivisions]:

the preceding two and a half verses [II.D.2.b.i.a], which break down the 
attachment to existence; 

the latter verse and a half [II.D.2.b.i.b], which reveals the true voidness. 

This first [subdivision] is also in two [segments]: 

the initial verse and a half [II.D.2.b.i.a.1], which breaks down the grasping 
at causal conditions (hetupratyaya); 

the next verse [II.D.2.b.i.a.2], which breaks down the remaining three 
kinds of conditions. 

In this first [segment, II.D.2.b.i.a.1], “causal conditions are nonexistent and 
unproduced” means that, whether identical or different, all the seeds present 
in the foundational consciousness, along with the fruition consciousness 
(vipŒkavijñŒna; viz. the âlayavijñâna) itself, are all unascertainable. If they are 
“identical,” then they are like things that ripen entirely on their own; if they 
are “different,” then they are like a rabbit’s horn. If they are neither identical 
nor different, they would also be nonexistent, like a “ jar” or a “house,” which 
have merely nominal reality. Owing to this principle, even though there is 
neither production nor extinction, a student who relies on the instructions 
and teachings of the three vehicles would grasp firmly at the notion that the 
seeds of causal conditioning exist in reality. Just like an idiot, he would be 
“reaching for flowers in the sky” or “expecting a barren woman’s child.” It is the 
same with the causal condition: it is forever “unascertainable.” In this [pas-
sage], “flowers in the sky” are a simile for striving to eradicate maculated 
seeds. “a barren woman’s son” is a simile for seeking to nurture pure seeds. 

one leaves behind all clinging to causal conditions,
But [one] also does not [presume that] it is because of anything else that 

extinction [occurs],
or [because of] the selfhood of the [threefold matrix of] meaning and the 

[four] great [elements],
Because of relying on thusness one attains reality,

This is [segment II.D.2.b.i.a.2,] breaking down the remaining three 
kinds of conditions. If one leaves behind all the seeds, that is, the causal con-
dition, but clings to the remaining three types of conditions and presumes 
that production occurs because of them, then developing this sort of grasp-
ing would also not accord with the principle; as the sûtra says, “But [one] also 
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does not [presume that] it is because of anything else that extinction [occurs].” 
“anything else” here [666b] refers to the predominant condition (adhipatipra
tyaya) and the objective-support condition (Œlambanapratyaya). It is just like 
the production of visual consciousness, which requires materiality to serve as 
the condition for the visual sense-base; but even when in this wise there is 
the coming together of the eye, materiality, and [visual] consciousness, there 
still is no nature of consciousness. Therefore, it is called “anything else.” Even 
though the antecedent condition (samanatarapratyaya) shares this quality of 
consciousness, its essence has already been extinguished; therefore, it is 
called “extinction.” Whether “anything else” or “extinction,” [these three con-
ditions] are all devoid of self-nature. Therefore the production of conscious-
ness also does not derive from something else.323 

As for the next line, “or [because of] the selfhood of the [threefold matrix 
of] meaning and the [four] great [elements]”: one moreover assumes that the 
dharmas of the skandhas, elements (dhŒtu), and so forth, all have their own 
essences that exist in the future but have not yet been produced in the pres-
ent; and that they will be produced in the present thanks to this own essence. 
In order to counter this assumption, it therefore says, “But [it is] also 
not . . . [because of] the selfhood of the [threefold matrix of] meaning and the 
[four] great [elements].” The words “not . . . because of” in the preceding line 
continues into the latter line as well. As was explained above (p. 662b), “ob-
ject” here refers to the [five] aggregates (skandhas), the [eighteen] elements 
(dhŒtu), and the [twelve] sense-fields (Œyatana); and “great” refers to the four 
great elements. One assumes that these sorts of dharmas originally have 
their own self-essences and for this reason it refers to “the selfhood of the 
[threefold matrix of] meaning and the [four] great [elements].” 

“Because of relying on thusness one attains reality” means that, were I one 
who was able to break down the grasping at all types of existence, it is because 
this destruction occurred by relying on the principle of thusness that one at-
tains the aspect of reality. 

for this reason, the dharma of true thusness,
is constantly autonomous and thus;
all the myriads of dharmas,
are transformations of those consciousnesses that are not thus.
that dharma which remains separate from consciousness is void,
hence it is explained from the standpoint of voidness.

This is the second [subdivision, II.D.2.b.i.b, the latter verse and a half], 
which reveals the dharma of true voidness. As for the words “for this reason”: 
this preceding grasping at existence is all illusory and deceptive; and for this 
reason that which serves as the agent of its annihilation is what achieves the 
real. Since true thusness is motionless, deceptive dharmas are not created. 
“transformations of those consciousnesses”: [all dharmas] are the supposi-
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tions of consciousness, and that characteristic of supposition is, in principle, 
unascertainable but derives directly from affective existence. Therefore it 
says that [all dharmas are] “transformations.” Because “all . . . dharmas, / are 
transformations of those consciousnesses that are not thus,” that dharma which 
remains separate from consciousnesses is void and unascertainable. Therefore 
I [Elder Pomhaeng] explain thusness from the standpoint of voidness. [666c]

one who extinguishes all those dharmas that are subject to production 
and extinction,

and thence dwells in nirvŒÿa,
he will be snatched away by the great compassion [of the buddhas],
so that nirvŒÿa is extinguished and he will not linger there.

[This is the second division (II.D.2.b.ii), one verse that removes the attach-
ment to the extreme of voidness.] The passage above has already broken down 
the ordinary person’s grasping at existence. This verse also counters the ten-
dency of two-vehicle adherents to linger in voidness. This means that followers 
of the two vehicles access extinction through the dharma of the production 
and extinction of the body of cognition. Lingering therein for eighty thousand 
kalpas or even for ten thousand–fold kalpas, they are snatched away from that 
nirvŒÿa owing to the great compassion that is identical in all the buddhas and 
are prompted instead to arouse the thought [of enlightenment]. At the very 
time they arouse that thought, nirvŒÿa is extinguished. It is just like a great 
merchant, who extinguishes that conjured city and does not linger therein 
ever again.324 When that state of mind no longer exists, there is no need for any 
explicit annihilation [of clinging]. This explicitly elucidates the fact that all the 
buddhas negate that nirvŒÿa, neutralizing thereby that person’s presumption 
that he has not yet accessed [nirvŒÿa]. With the above is completed the break-
ing down of the two extremes of existence and nonexistence.

transmuting (pariv¿tti) both the subject and object of clinging [mind and 
sensory objects],

he accesses the tathŒgatagarbha.

This is the third [subpart, II.D.2.c], which reveals the contemplation of 
nonduality. He has already broken down the grasping at the two extremes 
of ordinary persons and saints. Now he transmutes those two congrega-
tions of ordinary persons and saints, and prompts them to access that con-
templation in which subject and object are uniform. The preceding eight 
verses have been the disquisition of the elder [II.D.2]. 

at that time the great assembly heard this meaning and all attained 
right vocation (samyagŒjîva) and accessed the tathŒgatas and the sea of 
the tathŒgatagarbha.
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This is the third [part, II.D.3], the congregation gaining benefit. “at-
tained right vocation”: leaving behind the extremes of existence and nonexis-
tence, they gained the middle way’s livelihood of right wisdom. “accessed the 
tathŒgatas” means that they have already accessed a share of the tathŒgatas’ 
knowledge. “accessed . . . the sea of the tathâgatagarbha” means that they have 
accessed the profound and vast aspect of the original enlightenment. 

[Part Four: An Exegesis of the Text (cont.)]

VajrasamÂdhi-sûtra, Chapter eiGht: dhÂraÿî [Codes]

In this [chapter] are resolved all the doubts remaining from the previous chap-
ters. It comprehensively encodes (dhŒrayati) their important meanings, without 
[667a] forgetting them; this is why [this chapter] is titled “DhŒraÿî.” Moreover, 
because Chijang (Earth-Store; Skt. Kºitigarbha) Bodhisattva had already at-
tained the dhŒraÿî that encodes both text (grantha) and meaning (artha), he 
comprehensively encodes the meaning of all the passages in the preceding 
chapters and recalls the points on which the congregation had doubts. Next, 
he asks questions in order to resolve skillfully all those doubts. Because of his 
ability to pose these questions, [this chapter] is titled “DhŒraÿî.”325

Section Three (A): Dhâraÿî [Codes] and Section Three (B): Dissemination

at that time, Chijang (earth-store; Kºitigarbha) Bodhisattva arose from 
amid the congregation and came before the Buddha. Joining his palms 
together and genuflecting in foreign fashion, he addressed the Buddha: 
“Lord! i observe that the congregation entertains doubts that have yet 
to be resolved. the tathŒgata is now about to dispel those doubts. i 
will now ask questions on behalf of this congregation concerning the 
doubts that remain; i beg that the tathŒgata, out of his friendliness and 
compassion, will take pity on us and grant this request.”
 the Buddha replied: “Bodhisattva-mahŒsattva! that you are inter-
ested in rescuing sentient beings shows that your great compassion and 
empathy is inconceivable. You should question me extensively, and i will 
answer you.”

In the main body [of the exegesis], there were two major sections [sic; 
“three” at p. 607b]. The sequential clarification of contemplation practice 
[section 2; viz. VS, chapters 2–7] ended with the previous [chapter]. From 
here onward is the second section [section 3 (A, B), viz. VS, chapter 8], which 
completely resolves all remaining doubts. 

There are four [sections] in this chapter:
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Initially [I], a request; 
Next [II], consent; 
Three [III], resolution; 
Four [IV], comprehension. 

This exchange represents the request and consent [sections I, II].
[Section I:] The questioner here is named Chijang [earth-store], because 

this person attains the great compassion that comes from viewing himself as 
being identical in essence with all others and because he matures the whole-
some faculties of all sentient beings, just as the great “earth” (chi) nurtures all 
plants and trees. He retains all meritorious qualities through dhŒraÿîs, and 
though he generously offers them to everyone, they are never exhausted, just 
as the precious gems in a great “store” (jang) of jewels are inexhaustible. Be-
cause of these two aspects, he is called “earth-store” (Chijang). Now, in this 
chapter, he resolves all his remaining doubts and confusions and produces 
resolute faith and understanding (šraddhŒdhimukti), exposing the jewels of 
resolution and offering them to the congregation that is seeking the dharma. 
Because these aspects correspond to his name, [Chijang] is therefore called 
upon to serve as the interlocutor. 

Section Three (A): Completely Resolving All Remaining Doubts

Chijang Bodhisattva asked, “how is it that all dharmas are not condi-
tionally produced?” [667b]
 Wishing to proclaim this meaning, the tathŒgata then recited a 
gŒthŒ:

if dharmas are produced by conditions,
then no dharmas could exist apart from conditions.
how is it that conditions can produce dharmas,
When the dharma-nature is nonexistent?

From here onward is the third [section, III], an explicit resolution of 
all remaining doubts. It is in two [subsections]: 

one [III.A], six doubts remaining from the six chapters, which are re-
solved in contrary order; 

two [III.B], three doubts remaining from one chapter, which are dispelled 
in direct order. 

The first [subsection] is also in two [parts]:

one [III.A.1], a sequential resolution; 
two [III.A.2], a general clarification. 
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In the first [part] on the sequential resolution, he sequentially resolves 
six doubts remaining from the last [chapter] back to the first [III.A.1.a–f], 
resolving them in contrary order. 

Now, this exchange [III.A.1.a] resolves a doubt remaining from the 
“TathŒgatagarbha” chapter. There it said, “Causal conditions are nonexistent 
and unproduced, / and because they are unproduced, they are not extinguished” 
(p. 666a). In this [passage], there remains some clinging to the notion that 
the causal condition (hetupratyaya) is the agent of production, and thus a 
doubt remains as to why the fruition [of that causal process] would not be 
conditionally produced. Hence, [Chijang] avails himself of this doubt in 
order to ask about conditioned generation (pratîtyasamutpŒda). The TathŒga-
ta’s single verse explicitly resolves this doubt. In it, the first half determines 
the nature of that fundamental clinging; the second half makes use of that 
to subvert the idea of conditioned generation. This idea explicitly sets up the 
notion that dharmas are not produced by conditions. Looking for the state 
in which “no dharmas could exist” is like looking for a rabbit’s horn. Thanks 
to this inference (anumŒna), that doubt has been resolved. 

at that time, Chijang Bodhisattva asked, “if dharmas are unproduced, 
then how is it that in your preaching of dharma [you say that] dharmas 
are produced by the mind?”

thereupon, the Lord recited a gŒthŒ:
dharmas that are produced by the mind,
these dharmas cling to subject and object,
they are like sky-flowers in a drunkard’s eyes,
these dharmas are just-so and not otherwise.

From here onward is the second [exchange, III.A.1.b], which resolves a 
doubt remaining from the “Voidness of the True Nature” chapter. There it 
said, “i preach the dharma because you sentient beings persist in needing expla-
nations. . . . this is why i preach on it” (p. 653a). Given this [statement], his 
doubt is this: based on this passage, the dharmas that are explained in the 
Buddha’s preaching of the dharma arise from the Buddha’s mind; so, how, 
then, can we say that dharmas are unproduced? There are two levels at which 
to rebut this doubt: [667c] 

one [III.A.1.b.i], an explicit rebuttal [of the doubt]; 
two [III.A.1.b.ii], a reiterated resolution. 

This [passage] is the explicit rebuttal [of the doubt, III.A.1.b.i]. “dhar-
mas that are produced by the mind, / these dharmas cling to subject and object”: 
those dharmas that you now presume to be produced by the mind are in fact 
the deluded mind’s subjects and objects of clinging. they are like sky-flowers 
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seen in an intoxicated drunkard’s eyes. “these dharmas are just-so and not oth-
erwise”: these dharmas that you presume have been produced by the mind 
are like those sky-flowers. these dharmas are also just-so; they are not dhar-
mas spoken otherwise by him [the Buddha] but are identical to those that 
you presume were produced. This idea explicitly clarifies that the dharmas 
you presume to exist are void and unascertainable. Because they serve as ob-
jects of clinging, they are like sky-flowers. But the dharmas that I preach 
leave behind speech and dispel ratiocination; they cannot be described as ei-
ther subjects or objects of clinging. 

at that time, Chijang Bodhisattva remarked: “if this is what dharmas 
are like, then those dharmas would have no analogues.326 dharmas that 
have no analogues—those dharmas ought to be generated spontane-
ously [viz. without causes].”
 thereupon the Lord recited a gŒthŒ:

dharmas are originally free from both existence and nonexistence,
so too is this the case for self and others,
as [these dharmas] have neither beginning nor end,
Both accomplishment and failure are in fact nonabiding.

This is the second [division, III.A.1.b.ii], the reiterated resolution. It is in 
two [subdivisions]: 

initially [III.A.1.b.ii.a], a criticism; 
subsequently [III.A.1.b.ii.b], its resolution. 

The gist of the criticism [III.A.1.b.ii.a] is as follows. If it were the case that 
the dharmas of the verbal teachings preached by the Buddha are not objects 
of clinging, they are not the same as sky-flowers, which ultimately do not exist. 
If this were so, then “those dharmas ought to be generated spontaneously”; and 
since they “would have no analogues,” they would be like true thusness. 

[III.A.1.b.ii.b, its resolution:] In order to rebut this criticism, [the Bud-
dha] therefore recited a gŒthŒ. The idea of the gŒthŒ is this: because the 
dharmas I preach dispel names and words, they are “originally free from 
both existence and nonexistence,” “self and others,” or “beginning” and “end.” 
Whether they are subject to “accomplishment and failure,” both “are in fact 
nonabiding.” How, then, are you able to say that they are “generated sponta-
neously?” This elucidates the fact that that cause contains the flaw of mu-
tual contradiction: namely, that dharmas are free from either creation or 
destruction because they are without analogues. Thus, they have nothing 
to which one may cling and, furthermore, are like [668a] true thusness. 
Thanks to this principle, that criticism is not upheld; and because it is not 
upheld, his doubt is resolved. 
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at that point Chijang Bodhisattva said: “the characteristics of each and 
every dharma are originally nirvŒÿa. this is also the case with nirvŒÿa 
and the characteristic of voidness. the dharma that remains once these 
types of dharmas are nonexistent ought to be thus.”
 the Buddha replied, “once there are no such dharmas, that [re-
maining] dharma will be thus.”

From here onward is the third [exchange, III.A.1.c], which resolves a 
doubt remaining from the “Accessing the Edge of Reality” chapter. There it 
said: “taeryõk Bodhisattva said . . . ‘as far as the mental characteristics of sen-
tient beings are concerned, those characteristics are identical to those of the 
tathŒgatas. so, should the minds of sentient beings also not involve any discrete 
sense-realms?’ the Buddha said: ‘so it is. the minds of sentient beings are in real-
ity free from any discrete sense-realms. Why is that? it is because the mind is orig-
inally pure and the principle unsullied’ ” (pp. 640b, 641a). Based on this passage, 
[the bodhisattva] thinks, “The mind that is originally pure is in fact the prin-
ciple of thusness; and that which is originally pure—its own-nature is nirvŒÿa. 
But if nirvŒÿa is assumed to be void and nonexistent, then this perforce 
would have to be a spurious conception of nonexistence, not the principle of 
thusness. In order to rebut this doubt, he therefore says that all [the charac-
teristics of dharmas] are thus. 

This passage can be divided into four [divisions]: 

initially [III.A.1.c.i], a question;
next [III.A.1.c.ii], assent;
three [III.A.1.c.iii], comprehension; 
four [III.A.1.c.iv], a narrative conclusion. 

The idea in the initial question [division, III.A.1.c.i,] is that, if through 
the idea of voidness, “the characteristics of each and every dharma” are real-
ized to be the “originally pure nirvŒÿa,” this in effect would then conflate 
nirvŒÿa and the characteristic of voidness, rendering moot the distinction 
between nirvŒÿa and voidness. As for this dharma that has but a single 
taste—“the dharma . . . ought to be thus.” In order to counter that sort of 
grasping, he therefore asks this question. 

In the second answer [division, III.A.1.c.ii], [the Buddha] assents to the 
premise of this question. 

Chijang Bodhisattva said: “this is inconceivable. the characteristic of 
thusness is in this wise neither associated nor dissociated. Clinging to 
mentality and clinging to action are in fact both void and calm. the void 
and calm mind-dharma may not cling to both [saœsŒra and nirvŒÿa] or 
neither, for it too is perforce calm and extinct.”
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This is the third [division, III.A.1.c.iii], on gaining comprehension, 
which is intended to rebut the point of criticism. Having heard the preced-
ing explanation, [the bodhisattva] raises this problematic point: since the 
original nirvŒÿa is this one thusness, if [668b] one conflates nirvŒÿa and 
the characteristic of voidness, one would have to posit a second type of 
thusness. In this wise, these two types of thusness would be either “associ-
ated or dissociated.” If we say they are “associated,” this could not in fact 
refer to the principle of thusness, for these two would have to exist side by 
side. If we say that are “dissociated,” this would mean that there is nothing 
further that could be made void, for they would both be merely a single 
thusness. In order to rebut this point of criticism, it therefore says, “[the 
characteristic of thusness is in this wise] neither associated nor dissociated.” 
“neither associated” means that it is nondual and thus. neither . . . disso-
ciated” means that both alternatives are rebutted. Although what is rebut-
ted are these two alternatives, the points that are rebutted are nondual. 
Therefore the criticisms he has raised are perforce all illogical. “Clinging to 
mentality and clinging to action are in fact both void and calm”: this elucidates 
the fact that the two alternatives that are rebutted as well as the points that 
are rebutted are nondual. “Clinging to mentality” refers to nirvŒÿa, for that 
is the condition to which void calmness clings. “Clinging to action” refers to 
saœsŒra, because that is the object to which all defiled actions cling. These 
two are both void, and this void calmness is nondual. “the void and calm 
mind-dharma may not cling to both [saœsŒra and nirvŒÿa] or neither, for it too 
is perforce calm and extinct”: this clarifies that the one mind-dharma also 
does not guard the one. SaœsŒra and nirvŒÿa are void, calm, and nondual. 
This point of nonduality is the one mind-dharma. Based on this one mind-
dharma, there are two types of approaches. Nevertheless, if one clings to 
both these two approaches, one will never realize the mind, for these are 
two, not one. If one abrogates these two approaches, clinging to neither of 
them, one also will not realize the mind, for there is nothing that is not the 
mind. Owing to these aspects, the nondual mind-dharma “may not cling to 
both [saœsŒra and nirvŒÿa] or neither, for it too is perforce calm and extinct.”

thereupon, the Lord recited a gŒthŒ:
all void and calm dharmas,
those dharmas are calm but not void,
When the mind is not void,
that will bring about the nonexistence of the mind.

This is the fourth [division, III.A.1.c.iv], a conclusion to the narrative [in 
the third exchange]. “all void and calm dharmas” means all the void and calm 
dharmas in both saœsŒra and nirvŒÿa. “those dharmas are calm but not void” 
means that this nondual mind-dharma is not entirely a nonexistent dharma. 
Although [668c] [the mind-dharma] may not be this nonexistent dharma, 
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this does not mean it is existent, either. Therefore, when one understands 
that the mind is not void, one understands at that time the mind’s nonexis-
tence. Therefore the previous explanation that one “may not cling to both 
[saœsŒra and nirvŒÿa] or neither, for it too is perforce calm and extinct” (p. 
668a) does not contradict this principle. 

at that point, Chijang Bodhisattva said: “this dharma [of the one mind] 
does not involve the three truths, for [the three truths of] materiality, 
voidness, and mind are also extinguished. When these [three] dharmas 
are originally extinguished, that dharma [of the one mind] ought also to 
be extinguished.”
 thereupon the Lord recited a gŒthŒ:

dharmas are originally devoid of own-nature,
they are produced by that,
While not found in this sort of loci,
they are involved in this wise with that.

This is the fourth [exchange, III.A.1.d], which resolves a doubt remain-
ing from the “Inspiration of Original Enlightenment” chapter. There it said: 
“Muju Bodhisattva said, ‘if all the sense-realms are void, all bodies are void, and all 
consciousnesses are void, then enlightenment too must be void.’ the Buddha re-
plied: ‘each and every enlightenment has a fixed nature that is not destroyed and 
not annihilated. they are not void and not nonvoid, for they are free from void-
ness or nonvoidness’  ” (p. 631b–c). He has the following doubt deriving from 
this passage: if this one mind is also not existent and therefore is calm and 
extinct, why is it that in the preceding explanation not one single [type of] 
enlightenment is annihilated? This is not the same as the voidness of the 
mind that is associated with materiality. Now, availing himself of this doubt, 
he therefore asks this question. “this dharma does not involve the three truths”: 
as a previous gŒthŒ explained, this one mind-dharma is not the voidness of 
the mind that is associated with materiality; therefore it does not involve the 
three truths. However, this approach of the three truths is, in brief, of three 
types: 

one, the truth of materiality, the truth of mentality, and absolute truth; 
two, the truth of existence, the truth of nonexistence, and the absolute 

truth of the middle way; 
three, as in this chapter, [a listing] that is explained in a subsequent pas-

sage (p. 672c below). 

Now, the idea behind this question is derived from the first approach. “Mate-
riality, voidness, and mind are also extinguished”: since this dharma [of the one 
mind] is not subsumed among the three truths, the characteristics of materi-
ality are originally void, and the mind is also calm and extinct. At the time 
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that these dharmas of materiality and mind are originally calm and extinct, 
this dharma of the one mind also should be identical to calm extinction. As 
the previous [669a] gŒthŒ explained (p. 668b), this brings about “the non-
existence of the mind.” The previous explanation that it is not the same as void-
ness is vacuous conversation made in vain—this is the sort of doubt he has. 

Regarding this [doubt] he clarifies in the verses that these are not the 
same. “dharmas are originally devoid of own-nature”: the dharmas of materi-
ality and mentality are originally devoid of own-nature. “they are produced by 
that”: they are produced by that mind of original enlightenment. The mate-
riality and mind that are produced are marked by discrimination, but that 
mind of original enlightenment stays far removed from both characteris-
tics and nature. While not found in this sort of discriminative loci, they are in-
volved in this wise with that one enlightenment that stays far removed from 
characteristics. Therefore, even at the time that one voids these discrimi-
native characteristics of materiality and mind, it is not the same as neutral-
izing that one enlightenment that leaves behind characteristics. Owing to 
this principle, the preceding is not a spurious explanation. 

at that time, Chijang Bodhisattva asked: “all dharmas are neither pro-
duced nor extinguished. so how is it that they are not all one?”
 thereupon, the Lord recited a gŒthŒ:

an abiding place for dharmas does not exist,
Both characteristics and classifications are void and therefore 

nonexistent.
these two—name and locution—together with dharmas,
these in fact involve grasping at subject and object.

This is the fifth [exchange, III.A.1.e], which resolves a doubt remaining 
from the “Practice of Nonproduction” chapter. There it said, “these condi-
tions are generated, but there is no production; these conditions decay, but there 
is no extinction. . . . there is no place where they abide, nor is there seen anything 
that abides, because their natures are fixed. . . . this fixed nature is neither unitary 
nor different” (p. 625a–b). Based on this passage, he has the following doubt. 
Dharmas of materiality, mentality, and so forth, are neither produced nor ex-
tinguished; they are in fact equipoised and are the fixed, real nature. This 
being the case, from a spatial perspective, they are free of distinctions be-
tween materiality and mentality, and, from a temporal perspective, they are 
free of discriminations between production and extinction. Being without 
distinctions or discriminations, they perforce have but a single taste. Since 
there is no differentiation that can be sanctioned, why are they not unitary? 

In response to this, the verses elucidate the aspect of being nonunitary. 
“an abiding place for dharmas does not exist” means that there cannot be 
found either the abiding of or an abiding place for any dharma. “Both char-
acteristics and classifications are void and therefore nonexistent” means that the 
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characteristics of materiality, mind, and so forth, and the classifications of uni-
tary, differentiated, and so forth, are void and therefore nonexistent. Since 
characteristics and classifications are nonexistent, how [669b] would either 
of them be unitary? Furthermore, because materiality is nonexistent, there 
is therefore no characteristic of mind; and since these are not differentiated, 
why would they be unitary? And yet, if these two—name and locution—to-
gether with dharmas, which have been discussed, are presumed to exist, these 
in fact involve grasping at subject, the deluded mind, and object; in accordance 
with reality, they are not unitary, dualistic, and so forth. Such names and lo-
cutions refer to the function of referencing and are objects to which the 
mind-consciousness clings. Locutions are the sounds of speech and are cog-
nized by the auditory consciousness. If you say these are unitary, they in fact 
involve both of these two [speech and consciousness], and there would exist 
various dharmas among them that are the objects of reference. These sorts 
of classifications are the deluded mind’s objects of clinging; they do not in-
volve the aspect of reality. Given these sorts of classifications, how would they 
all involve but a single taste? 

at that point, Chijang Bodhisattva remarked: “all the characteristics of 
dharmas—there are none that linger on either of the two shores [of 
saœsŒra or nirvŒÿa]; they also do not linger in the current between 
them. Mind and consciousness are also just the same [in being free 
from both production and extinction]; so how is it that all the sense-
realms are produced by consciousness? if consciousness is the cause of 
that production, then consciousness too must be produced from 
[something else]. so how then can consciousness be unproduced? if 
there is production, then there must be a product.”
 thereupon, the Lord recited a gŒthŒ:

these two things—product and production,
these two are causality and the caused,
Both are originally [mere] names and are themselves nonexistent,
Clinging to their existence is like a sky-flower or a mirage.

When consciousness has not yet been produced,
objects then are not produced either,
When objects have not yet been produced,
Consciousness is then also extinguished.
these are both originally nonexistent,
they also do not exist and do not not-exist,
Consciousness that is unproduced is also nonexistent,
so how is it that objects exist on account of it?

This is the sixth [exchange, III.A.1.f], which resolves a doubt remaining 
from the “Signless Dharma” chapter. There it said: “ ‘What is [meant by the 
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statement] “that characteristic of discriminative awareness which is subject to 
production and extinction”?’ the Buddha replied: ‘ . . . the principle is free from 
either acceptance or rejection. if there were acceptance or rejection, then all 
kinds of thoughts would be produced. the thousands of conceptions and myriad 
of mentations are marked by production and extinction’  ” (p. 617b). Now, given 
the subsequent explanations, he in turn has a doubt about this passage. If 
the consciousnesses are able to produce sense-realms that are subject either 
to acceptance or rejection, then those sense-realms in turn should produce 
consciousness of all kinds of thoughts. This would explicitly suggest that the 
mind and consciousnesses are subject to production and extinction. So how 
would one say that “there are none that linger on either of the two shores”? 
[669c] But if the mind and consciousnesses are all free from production and 
extinction, how then would all the consciousnesses be able to produce the 
sense-realms? Availing himself of this kind of doubt, he raises this sort of 
question. 

“there are none that linger on either of the two shores” means that they 
are free from production and extinction. “they also do not linger in the cur-
rent between them” means that they also are not unitary. Since mind and con-
sciousness are the same in that they are both free from production or 
extinction, how is it that . . . sense-realms that are subject to acceptance or re-
jection would be produced by consciousness? If consciousness is able to pro-
duce the sense-realms, and the consciousnesses are also produced from the 
sense-realms, then how would they be unproduced? Since consciousness is 
the agent of production, existence would be the object of that production. 

In order to dispel this doubt, [the Buddha] therefore speaks these three 
verses. The text of these three verses can be divided into two: 

the first verse [III.A.1.f.i] reveals the principle;
the last two verses [III.A.1.f.ii] eradicate the grasping that is produced 

with regard to characteristics. 

In the first verse [III.A.1.f.i], the line “these two are causality and the 
caused” means that your presumption that the consciousnesses are the 
agent of production and the sense-realms are the objects of production is a 
deceptive clinging to both causality and the objects produced by causal 
processes. Both are originally mere names and devoid of own [nature]. If 
you cling to them as existing, it would be like clinging to a sky-flower and 
clinging to a mirage, as if they existed in reality. For this reason, this is no 
different from being free from production or extinction. 

In the rebuttal [III.A.1.f.ii], the lines “When consciousness has not yet 
been produced, / objects then are not produced either” clarifies that conscious-
ness—when it is serving as the agent of production— does not yet exist, and 
the sense-realms that are the objects of production are not then produced. 
“When objects have not yet been produced, / Consciousness is then also extin-
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guished”: this clarifies that the sense-realms—when they are serving as the 
agents of production—do not yet exist, and the consciousness that is the ob-
ject of production is also then extinguished. “extinguished” means calm  
extinction—that is, original nonexistence. “these are both originally non-
existent, / they also do not exist and do not not-exist” means that these two—
when they are serving as the agents of production—are both originally 
nonexistent; and since there are no agents of production, they also are noth-
ing that can be caused to exist. Therefore, it says “they . . . do not exist.” Be-
cause there is nothing that can be caused to exist, throughout the future, 
they remain unproduced; therefore, it says “they . . . do not not-exist.” “Con-
sciousness that is unproduced is also nonexistent”: given this aspect of nonpro-
duction, how could consciousness ever exist? Because consciousness does 
not exist, the sense-realms [670a] do not correspondingly come to exist. 

In this passage, there are two syllogistic inferences. The first syllogism: 

Consciousness is unproduced, 
Because it is not subject to production, 
Like expecting a scorched seed [to sprout]. 

The second syllogism: 

The sense-realms are not generated, 
Because there is nowhere where they are found, 
Like finding hair on a tortoise’s back.327 

The preceding six divisions on the specific resolution of each doubt are 
now finished. 

at that time, Chijang Bodhisattva remarked: “the characteristics of 
dharmas, in this wise, are void both internally and externally. these 
two groups—sensory objects and sensory awareness—are originally 
calm and extinct. as the tathŒgata has explained, a dharma that in this 
wise is the real characteristic and true voidness would not be subject 
to origination.”

From here onward is the second [part, III.A.2], a summary determina-
tion of what has been explained. It is a summary determination of the fact 
that these six resolutions are not diseases but medicines. It is in two 
[subparts]:

initially [III.A.2.a], a clarification that these [characteristics of dharmas] 
are not diseases; 

subsequently [III.A.2.b], a clarification that this [dharma of voidness] is a 
medicine. 
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The initial [subpart] is also in two [divisions]: 

a query [III.A.2.a.i]; 
[the Tathâgata’s] assent [III.A.2.a.ii]. 

In the query [division, III.A.2.a.i], the words “the characteristics of dhar-
mas, in this wise” suggest the summary comprehension of the characteristics 
of dharmas brought up in the preceding discussion of these six divisions [of 
contemplation practice]. The words “internally and externally” mean the 
sense-consciousnesses, internally, and the sense-realms, externally. “these 
two groups” mean the manifold types of sensory objects and sensory aware-
ness. “Would not be subject to origination” means that it would not originate 
the various maculations and tribulations present in saœsŒra. This is because 
[true voidness] is not the same as wrongly clinging to voidness, which in turn 
originates all types of tribulations. 

the Buddha responded: “so it is. dharmas that accord with reality are 
formless and nonabiding. they are not originated, nor do they prompt 
origination. they are not objects and not the great [elements]. they 
are the aggregation of the profound, meritorious qualities [inherent in] 
the dharma of the matrix of the one original [enlightenment].”

This is the TathŒgata’s assent [III.A.2.a.ii]. The word “formless” means 
that [such dharmas] do not produce the disease of attachment to existence. 
“nonabiding” means that they also leave behind any mistaken clinging to 
voidness or to tribulations. “they are not originated” means that the [first 
noble] truth of suffering is void. “nor do they prompt origination” means that 
the [second noble] truth of origination is void. “they are not objects” means 
that they leave behind the distinctive categories of the skandhas, dhŒtus, and 
so forth [viz. the Œyatanas]. “they are . . . not the great” means that they leave 
behind the creative characteristics of earth [solidity], water [fluidity], and so 
forth. “the dharma of the matrix of the one original [enlightenment]” refers to 
the one original enlightenment because, with that as the root, it can catalyze 
the production of all the formations (saœskŒra) and all types of meritorious 
qualities (guÿa). However, this matrix is of two types. The first [670b] is the 
matrix that involves various maculations, that is, the foundational conscious-
ness, the meaning of which was explained above (p. 662a–c). The second is 
the matrix of pristine purity, that is, the one original enlightenment, as is ex-
plained in this passage. In that foundational consciousness, all the seeds of 
the various maculations are accumulated; but in this original enlighten-
ment, only those meritorious qualities that are extremely profound in nature 
are aggregated. They are called “profound” because they leave behind both 
characteristics and nature. They are called “aggregation” because their num-
bers surpass that of the sands of the Ganges.
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Chijang Bodhisattva said: “it is inconceivable! this is an inconceivable 
aggregation! the seventh [consciousness] and the five [sensory con-
sciousnesses] are not produced. the eighth and sixth [conscious-
nesses] are calm and extinct. the characteristic of the ninth 
[consciousness] is to be void and nonexistent. existence is void and 
nonexistent. nonexistence is void and nonexistent. as the Lord has 
explained, dharmas and phenomena are both void. accessing voidness, 
there are no remaining practices, but one also does not neglect any 
actions. there are neither self nor objects-of-self, neither subject nor 
object, nor the false view of selfhood (satkâyad¿º¡i). all the internal and 
external bonds and defilements are calm and still. accordingly, wishes 
are also assuaged. in this wise, contemplation of principle is the true 
thusness that involves wisdom and concentration. the Lord constantly 
explains that, in this wise,328 the dharma of voidness is a superb 
medicine.”

From here onward is the second [subpart, III.A.2.b], a clarification that 
[the dharma of voidness] is a medicine. It also is in two [divisions]:

initially [III.A.2.b.i], the bodhisattva’s query; 
[subsequently (III.A.2.b.ii), the TathŒgata’s assent and approval.]329

In this query [division], there are three [subdivisions]: 

one [III.A.2.b.i.a], comprehending the previous reference to “the aggrega-
tion of the profound, meritorious qualities”; 

two [III.A.2.b.i.b], availing himself of and elucidating the profound access 
to the contemplation of principle; 

three [III.A.2.b.i.c], a query regarding the superior qualities of this su-
perb medicine. 

The first [subdivision] is also in three [segments]: 

a summary overview [III.A.2.b.i.a.1]; 
a sequential elucidation [III.A.2.b.i.a.2]; 
finally [III.A.2.b.i.a.3], a summary conclusion. 

“this is an inconceivable aggregation!” is the summary overview [III.
A.2.b.i.a.1] of the meritorious qualities that leave behind both characteris-
tics and nature. 

In the sequential elucidation [III.A.2.b.i.a.2],

initially [III.A.2.b.i.a.2.a], he clarifies leaving behind characteristics;
subsequently [III.A.2.b.i.a.2.b], he elucidates leaving behind the nature. 
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In the initial [subsegment, III.A.2.b.i.a.2.a], the line “the seventh [con-
sciousness] and the five [sensory consciousnesses] are not produced” is a joint 
explanation of the voidness of the two kinds of subsidiary consciousness. 
This means that, within the consciousnesses that are constantly active [viz. 
the kliº¡amanovijñŒna and the âlayavijñâna], the seventh [kliº¡amanovijñŒna] 
is the subsidiary [consciousness]; but within the consciousnesses that are not 
constantly active [the five sensory consciousnesses and the manovijñŒna], the 
five [sensory] consciousnesses are the subsidiary ones. “the eighth and sixth 
[consciousnesses] are calm and extinct” is a joint explanation of the calmness 
of the two kinds of foundational consciousness. This means that, within the 
consciousnesses that are constantly active, the eighth [ŒlayavijñŒna] is the 
foundational [consciousness]; but within the consciousnesses that are not con-
stantly active, the sixth [manovijñŒna] is the foundational [consciousness].

Next [III.A.2.b.i.a.2.b], he elucidates leaving behind the nature. “the 
characteristic of the ninth [consciousness] is to be void and nonexistent” means 
that the characteristic of the ninth consciousness [670c] also does not guard 
its own nature. “existence is void and nonexistent” is a reiteration of the aspect 
of leaving behind characteristics; this means that the dharmas of the eight 
consciousnesses, which involve characteristics, are void and unascertainable. 
“nonexistence is void and nonexistent” is a reiteration of the aspect of leaving 
behind the nature; this means that the nature of the ninth consciousness, 
which is signless, is void and unascertainable. The one mind, in this wise, 
leaves behind both characteristics and the nature. It is in fact an aggregation 
of immeasurable meritorious qualities and, in this wise, is called “an incon-
ceivable aggregation.” 

“as the Lord has explained, dharmas and phenomena are both void”: this is 
the third [segment, III.A.2.b.i.a.3], a summary conclusion to [this discussion 
of the aspects of] leaving behind characteristics and leaving behind the 
nature. 

Next [III.A.2.b.i.b], he clarifies the contemplation of principle. It is in 
two [segments]: 

a sequential clarification [III.A.2.b.i.b.1];
a summary conclusion [III.A.2.b.i.b.2]. 

In the sequential clarification [III.A.2.b.i.b.1], there are three passages. 
“accessing voidness, there are no remaining practices, but one also does not 

neglect any actions”: this refers to the samŒdhi of voidness [viz. the gate to lib-
eration of voidness]. This means that in accessing voidness through the con-
templation of principle, there are no remaining subjects or objects of 
practice; but even though there are no remaining subjects or objects, one 
does not neglect the actions of the six perfections, and so forth. 

The next [passage] clarifies the samŒdhi of signlessness [viz. the gate to 
liberation of signlessness]. “there are neither self nor objects-of-self, neither 
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subject nor object views”: this means that one leaves behind all the defiled 
characteristics that are associated with views, the characteristics that are af-
filiated with self and objects-of-self, and the characteristics of seer and seen. 
“all the internal and external bonds and defilements are calm and still”: this 
means that one leaves behind all the characteristics of the bonds and defile-
ments that are associated with craving, including all the internal bonds and 
all the external defilements. This is because all the characteristics of the de-
filements that are affiliated with the three realms of existence are void. In 
this wise, it is called the samŒdhi of signlessness. 

“accordingly, wishes are also assuaged”: this clarifies the samŒdhi of wish-
lessness [viz. the gate to liberation of wishlessness]. Since all dharmas in the 
three realms of existence are calm and still, the mind that wishes and seeks 
for things is spontaneously assuaged forever. In this wise, it is called the 
samŒdhi of wishlessness. 

“in this wise, contemplation of principle is the true thusness that involves 
wisdom and concentration”: this sentence is the summary conclusion [III.
A.2.b.i.b.2]. This means that, just as the preceding three types [of samŒdhis 
or gates to liberation] are all included in the contemplation of principle, 
they are unbiased toward either calmness or contemplation, and nondualis-
tic with regard to subject or object. 

“the Lord constantly explains that, in this wise, the dharma of voidness is a 
superb medicine”: this is the third query [subdivision, III.A.2.b.i.c, regard-
ing the superior qualities of this superb medicine]. In this wise, the dharma 
of voidness is fully endowed with all types of meritorious qualities and 
counteracts [671a] all the defilements. Therefore [he asks], “Should this be 
a superb medicine?” 

the Buddha replied: “so it is. Why is this? Because of voidness. as this 
void-nature is unproduced, the mind is perpetually unproduced. as this 
void-nature is not extinguished, the mind is perpetually unextinguished. 
as the void-nature is nonabiding, the mind is also nonabiding. as the 
void-nature is inactive (muwi), the mind is also inactive.
 “voidness is free from both egress and access, and leaves behind 
both gain and loss. the skandhas, dhâtus, and âyatanas, and so forth, 
are also all nonexistent. so too is this the case with the mind, which 
likewise is unattached. 
 “Bodhisattva! i have discussed the several classifications of void-
ness in order to refute all existence.”

This is the TathŒgata’s assent and approval [III.A.2.b.ii]. It is in three 
[subdivisions].

One [III.A.2.b.ii.a], is the summary assent. As for the line “because of 
voidness”: the reason that [voidness] serves as a superb medicine is simply be-
cause it is void, for existence instantly gives rise to disease. 
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From “void-nature” onward is the second [subdivision, III.A.2.b.ii.b], a 
sequential approval. It is in two [segments]. 

initially [III.A.2.b.ii.b.1], he clarifies that, by ingesting the medicine of 
voidness, one is able to leave behind the tribulations that are the re-
sults of wandering on in saœsŒra. 

subsequently [III.A.2.b.ii.b.2], he elucidates that, by ingesting the medi-
cine of voidness, one cures the diseases that are the causes of clinging 
and attachment. 

In this first [segment, III.A.2.b.ii.b.1], the sentence “as this void-nature is 
unproduced, the mind is perpetually unproduced” means that the mind that ac-
cesses voidness is unproduced, just as is the case with voidness. Furthermore, 
in accord with this freedom from extinction, the mind is constantly unextin-
guished; and, because being subject to production and extinction is what is 
meant by “impermanence,” these two by contrast are therefore called “per-
manent.” “the mind is also nonabiding”: not merely is [the mind] free from any 
past or future characteristics, but there also is no characteristic of abiding in 
the interstice between them [viz. the present]. This is a sequential clarifica-
tion of leaving behind the three characteristics [of past, present, and future]. 
“the mind is also inactive”: this is a summary elucidation of leaving behind the 
three characteristics of compounded objects (saœsk¿talakºaÿa). This clarifies 
that ingesting [the medicine of] voidness frees one from the disease of 
impermanence. 

The next [segment, III.A.2.b.ii.b.2] clarifies that [ingesting the medi-
cine of voidness] also cures the diseases of clinging and attachment. “[void-
ness] is free from both egress and access” means that it makes no distinction 
between withdrawing from contemplation or accessing contemplation. 
“Leaves behind both gain and loss” means that [voidness] also leaves behind 
the characteristics of gaining the new and losing the old. “so too is this the 
case with the mind, which likewise is unattached”: the mind that is the agent of 
contemplation, like the principle of voidness, also does not cling to the char-
acteristics of egress and access, or gain and loss, and is unattached to such 
dharmas as the skandhas, dhŒtus, Œyatanas, and so forth. This clarifies that in-
gesting voidness cures the disease of clinging and attachment. 

“i [671b] have discussed the several classifications of voidness in order to de-
stroy all existence”: this is the third [subdivision, III.A.2.b.ii.c], the conclud-
ing assent. Discussed from the standpoint of reality, the principle of voidness 
is nondual, [but the Buddha] explains that there are several classifications of 
voidness, such as the five, the three, and so forth, in order to heal the diseases 
of people’s attachment to existence. Just as there are many such diseases, so 
too must there be many explanations of voidness. Moreover, the principle is 
in reality not void; although it is not void, we force the name “voidness” on it 
merely in order to refute existence. This is because the concept “voidness” 
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does not validate the nature of voidness. Through these two ideas, he con-
cludes the instruction on the various classifications of voidness. 

Chijang Bodhisattva said: “Lord! Would that person be considered wise 
who knows that existence is unreal, like heat waves that are [not] 
water, and that reality is not nonexistent, like the sovereignty of fire 
that is inherent [in wood]?330

The [subsection, III.A,] on the six doubts remaining from the six chap-
ters that were to be resolved in contrary order, including a sequential resolu-
tion [III.A.1] and a summary clarification [IIII.A.2], has been completed as 
above. 

From here onward is the second [subsection, III.B], on three doubts re-
maining from one chapter, which are rebutted in sequential order. It is in 
three [parts]. This means that there were three additional doubts regarding 
just the “TathŒgatagarbha” chapter, which will be rebutted sequentially.

As for the first doubt [III.B.1], as Elder Põmhang’s verses state (p. 
663b):

if it is said that dharmas are one . . .
it is like mistaking heat waves for water . . .
if you perceive the nonexistence of dharmas . . .
[You are] just like a blind man who mistakenly believes that the sun is 

nonexistent.

[Chijang Bodhisattva] has a doubt about this explanation: since the elder is 
merely a layperson, is his analysis a wrong view, or is it authentic wisdom? 
Since he has this sort of doubt, he is unwilling to accept in faith [the elder’s 
explanation]. In order to rebut this doubt, he brings up a question [III.B.1.a] 
regarding that matter. The simile of “heat waves” has already been explained 
above (p. 663c). “that reality is not nonexistent” means that one is able to 
know that the nature that involves the aspect of the one reality is not nonexist-
ent. Someone who presumes that there is no such reality is “just like a blind 
man who mistakenly believes that the sun is nonexistent.” He recognizes that 
the elder “knows . . . that reality is not nonexistent.” This aspect of being “not 
nonexistent” is “like the sovereignty of fire that is inherent [in wood]”: the na-
ture of the great element of fire is innate in wood, but if one splits [that 
wood] in order to find that [fire nature], one will never discover its charac-
teristic of heat. Even so, that nature of fire is in fact not nonexistent in wood, 
because if one uses friction to find it, [671c] that fire perforce will appear. It 
is just the same with the one mind: one cannot find the nature of the mind 
simply by splitting it into all its characteristics. Even so, that mind is in fact 
not nonexistent in all those dharmas, and if one cultivates the path in order 
to find it, the one mind will appear. In this wise, as far as the nature of fire is 
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concerned, its characteristic [of heat] may be hidden, but its efficacy is still 
great, just like the sovereign of a kingdom; hence, it mentions “sovereignty.” 
If the elder, in this wise, leaves behind the two extreme views, “would that 
person be considered wise”? This is the sort of question raised. 

the Buddha replied: “so it is. Why is this? this person’s true contem-
plation contemplates the calm extinction of the one [mind]. signs and 
signlessness are grasped as being equally void, and since voidness is cul-
tivated, one does not lose one’s vision of the buddhas. Because one 
sees the buddhas, one does not flow along with the three currents.”

From here onward is the TathŒgata’s resolution of this doubt [III.
B.1.b]. It is in two [divisions]: 

an explicit resolution [III.B.1.b.i]; 
a resolution through an explication [III.B.1.b.ii]. 

“so it is” is the [explicit] resolution [III.B.1.b.i], that such a person would 
in fact be considered wise. 

From “Why is this?” onward explicates [III.B.1.b.ii] the quality of his 
wisdom. It is in two [subdivisions]: 

a brief explication [III.B.1.b.ii.a];
an extensive disquisition [III.B.1.b.ii.b]. 

In the first [subdivision, III.B.1.b.ii.a], “contemplates the calm extinction 
of the one” means that he contemplates the calm and extinct aspect of the 
dharma of the one mind. “signs and signlessness are grasped as being equally 
void” means that he contemplates that the mundane truth of signs and the 
absolute truth of signlessness are equally invalid and conflated into one. In 
this wise, “since voidness is cultivated” and one verily accords with the buddha-
mind, one constantly sees the body of the buddhas without ever losing [that 
vision]; therefore, it says, “one does not lose one’s vision of the buddhas.” Since 
one constantly sees the buddhas, one intensifies one’s contemplation of void-
ness. And as one’s contemplation of voidness develops still further, one turns 
against all aspects of existence; therefore, it says “one does not flow along with 
the three currents.” “the three currents” subsume all the defilements of the 
three realms of existence, meaning the three currents (ogha) of greed for 
sensual experience (kŒmarŒga), greed for existence (bhavarŒga), and igno-
rance (avidyŒ). The meaning of these so-called three currents is as is com-
monly explained. 

“in the MahŒyŒna, the three paths to liberation [voidness, signlessness, 
wishlessness] have but a single essence and are devoid of nature. Be-
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cause they are devoid of nature, it is void; because it is void, it is sign-
less; because it is signless, it is wishless; because it is wishless, it seeks 
nothing; because it seeks nothing, it is free from anticipation. owing to 
this action, the mind is purified. Because the mind is purified, one sees 
the buddhas. Because one sees the buddhas, one then will be reborn in 
the pure Land. [672a]
 “Bodhisattva! diligently cultivate the three transformations331 with 
regard to this profound dharma. Wisdom and concentration will be 
completely perfected, and one will immediately transcend the three 
realms of existence.”

This is the second [subdivision, III.B.1.b.ii.b], an extensive disquisi-
tion. It is in two [segments]: 

initially [III.B.1.b.ii.b.1], a clarification of the superior benefit of the 
“three paths to liberation”; 

subsequently [III.B.1.b.ii.b.2], an elucidation of the superior benefit of 
“diligently cultivat[ing] the three transformations.”

In the first [segment, III.B.1.b.ii.b.1], “have but a single essence and are 
devoid of nature” means that [the MahŒyŒna account of the three paths to 
liberation] is distinct from the three paths to liberation of the HînayŒna, 
which have natures that involve distinctive essences. This elucidates the 
fact that they are of a single essence with the contemplation practice of 
MahŒyŒna bodhisattvas. During one’s contemplation of the mind, when 
one realizes that these are “devoid of nature,” one can still provisionally de-
scribe them in accordance with their aspects and posit three separate types 
of liberation. Voidness liberation is posited with regard to the aspect of for-
getting their essential nature; signless liberation is posited with regard to 
the aspect of forgetting their essential characteristics; and the liberation 
that is free of anticipation—also known as the wishless liberation—is pos-
ited with regard to the aspect of forgetting their essential functions. By elu-
cidating this contemplation that [these three liberations] are singular and 
undifferentiated, there will be none of the essential natures, characteris-
tics, and functions of all dharmas that will not be neutralized and none 
that will not be assimilated. It is for this reason that three gates to libera-
tion are posited. “due to this action, the mind is purified”: by forgetting all as-
pects of essence, characteristics, and function, one is able to purify the 
mind that becomes immersed in the mundane after withdrawing from 
contemplation and leave behind all the tainted attachments. By leaving be-
hind this mind which is subject to tainted attachments, one is able to see 
the reward [body] of the buddha; and because one sees this reward bud-
dha, one is able to be “reborn in the pure Land.” This is the superior benefit 
that derives from the three paths to liberation. 
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[In the second segment, III.B.1.b.ii.b.2,] the line “diligently cultivate the 
three transformations with regard to this profound dharma” means diligently to 
cultivate the three voidnesses with regard to that dharma of voidness. What 
are these? The voidness of the characteristic of voidness is the cultivation of 
the first transformation. The voidness of voidness itself is the cultivation of 
the second transformation. The voidness of that which is voided is the culti-
vation of the third transformation. The meanings of these are as was ex-
plained previously (p. 639a), and they are therefore not discussed separately 
here. “diligently cultivat[ing] the three transformations” means to penetrate to 
the one mind. By penetrating to the one mind, “wisdom and concentration 
will be completely perfected,” and, at that point of complete perfection, “one 
will immediately transcend the three realms of existence.” This is the superior 
benefit that derives from diligently cultivating the three transformations.

Chijang Bodhisattva asked: “as the tathŒgata has said, nonproduction 
and nonextinction [672b] are impermanent, so extinguish this produc-
tion and extinction. once production and extinction have been extin-
guished, this calm extinction will be permanent. Because it is permanent, 
it cannot be excised. that dharma which cannot be excised remains far 
removed from all the active and motionless dharmas of the three realms 
of existence. [one should avoid] the conditioned dharmas as if avoiding 
a fiery pit. through relying on what dharma may one admonish oneself 
and access that one approach [to dharma]?”

From this point on, he dispels a second doubt [III.B.2] remaining from 
the “TathŒgatagarbha” chapter. There, it says: “[at the moment of] cognition, 
the consciousnesses are permanent. these consciousnesses are perpetually calm 
and extinct, but that calm extinction is also calm and extinct” (p. 664c). He has 
this doubt regarding this passage: although the dharma of calm extinction, 
which in this wise is perpetually abiding, can be enjoyed, it is exceedingly 
rare; it would be difficult to fathom with the shallow minds of sentient be-
ings. So how can we train the mind so that we can approach that gateway? 
Given this doubt, he asks this question. 

The question is in two [subparts]: 

initially [III.B.2.a], he brings up how distant the fruition [of nirvŒÿa is 
from its cause]; 

subsequently [III.B.2.b], he asks about the causes of access. 

In the first [subpart, III.B.2.a], the words “nonproduction and nonextinc-
tion are impermanent” express comprehension of the preceding line “these 
consciousnesses are perpetually calm and extinct” (p. 664c). Because [these 
consciousnesses] are originally calm and extinct, they are in a state of “non-
production and nonextinction”; but because they are originally not perma-
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nent, they are “impermanent.” “extinguish this production and extinction. once 
production and extinction have been extinguished, this calm extinction will be 
permanent”: this expresses comprehension of the preceding line “that calm 
extinction is also calm and extinct” as well as of the sentence “[at the moment 
of] cognition, the consciousnesses are permanent.” 

From “the conditioned dharmas” onward is the second explicit question 
concerning the expedients that will help one to access that gateway [III.
B.2.b.i]. Although previously he explained the explicit expedient contem-
plations, they were explained only briefly. He asks here for a more exten-
sive explanation. 

the Buddha replied: “Bodhisattva! admonish your mind concerning the 
three great matters; access this practice via the three great truths.”
 Chijang Bodhisattva asked: “how may one admonish one’s mind in 
regard to these three matters? how may one access the one practice 
via the three truths?”
 the Buddha replied: “as for the three great matters: the first is 
cause; the second is fruition; the third is consciousness. these three 
matters are, in this wise, void and nonexistent from their inception; 
they are not the self, but instead are true self. so how is it [672c] that 
the taint of craving (t¿ºÿŒ) arises concerning them? Contemplate these 
three matters as being bound332 by the bonds and being aimlessly adrift 
in the sea of suffering. it is because of such matters that one must con-
stantly admonish oneself.
 “as for the three truths: the first truth is that the path to bodhi is 
impartial, not unimpartial. the second truth is that great enlightenment 
is gained through the orthodox knowledge [of the Buddhists], not 
through the perverse knowledge [of the non-Buddhists]. the third 
truth is that truth is accessed by not differentiating the practices of wis-
dom and concentration; truth is not accessed by practicing them ran-
domly. Cultivating the path to buddhahood by means of these three 
truths—that person cannot but attain right enlightenment concerning 
these dharmas. Gaining the knowledge of right enlightenment, one 
spreads immense friendliness.
 “Benefiting both oneself and others, one achieves the bodhi of the 
buddhas.”

This passage [which continues the discussion on the expedients that 
will help one to access that gateway, III.B.2.b,] has four [divisions]: 

initially [III.B.2.b.i], the [preceding] question; 
next [III.B.2.b.ii], the answer; 
three [III.B.2.b.iii], a query; 
four [III.B.2.b.iv], the explanation. 
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In the explanation [III.B.2.b.iv], there are two [subdivisions; sic]:

initially [III.B.2.b.iv.a], an explanation of the expedient of 
admonishment; 

subsequently [III.B.2.b.iv.b], a narration of the expedients that bring 
about access; 

[three (III.B.2.b.iv.c), a summary conclusion.]333

In the first [subdivision, III.B.2.b.iv.a], the term “cause” means the cause 
of the five precepts and the ten wholesome [ways of] actions. “fruition” means 
the fruition of the merits that bring about rebirth among humans and gods. 
“Consciousness” is that which retains these causes and fruitions—that is, the 
foundational consciousness. Although sentient beings misconstrue this [foun-
dational consciousness] as being their own internal self, its nature is void; 
therefore, they are not the self. This principle of nonself (anŒtman) is expedi-
ently [termed] the “true self.” Therefore, one should not produce the “taint of 
craving” regarding that which is “not the self.” “Contemplate these three matters 
as being bound by the bonds”: since the four bonds obstruct the mind that in 
this way becomes concentrated, they induce these three matters [cause, fru-
ition, and consciousness] to be “aimlessly adrift in the sea of suffering.” 

What are these four bonds? As the “Truths” chapter of the Abhidharma
samuccaya [Duifa lun, viz. Da Abidamo zaji lun] states:

There are four types of bonds (kâyagrantha). These are the physical 
bonds of covetousness, ill will, attachment to mere rules and ritu-
als, and clinging to [the self] as being real [viz. dogmatic fanati-
cism]. Because these can obstruct and hinder the mind-made body 
(manomayakâya) produced through meditation, they are called 
“bonds.” What is the reason for this? Since these can obstruct the 
mind-made body produced through concentrated thought, they 
are called “bonds” not because they can obstruct the physical body. 
Why is this? It is because they serve as four causes of mental agi-
tation. [673a] Covetousness toward possessions serves as causes of 
mental agitation. Conflict, disputation, and other inappropriate 
actions serve as a cause of mental agitation. Tormenting oneself 
with rules and rituals that are difficult to cultivate serves as a cause 
of mental agitation. Seeking truth in invalid principles [such as the 
belief in an eternal soul] serves as a cause of mental agitation. 
Based on those [principles], each creates a subjective viewpoint. 
Therefore, various sorts of miscalculations occur regarding the in-
valid principles that derive from these subjective points of views, 
mistakenly producing grasping and attachment. This means that 
they presume that their [own personal views] alone are correct, 
and all others are foolish and false. This serves as a cause of mental 
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agitation. Regardless of the kind of agitation that might be pres-
ent, knowledge and vision that accords with reality 
(yathâbhûtajñânadaršana) will lead to a concentrated mind.334

“it is because of such matters that one must constantly admonish oneself”: this 
means that one admonishes oneself concerning the four bonds that bind 
and loathes the three matters in which one is adrift. This completes the ex-
planation of the expedient of admonishment. 

What are the expedients that bring about access [III.B.2.b.iv.b]? They in-
volve the careful scrutiny of the three truths. “the first truth is that the path to 
bodhi is impartial, not unimpartial”: this means that there is nothing of the 
bodhi of the purity of the nature realized by the buddhas that is not fully 
probed; therefore, it is called a “path.” All living creatures are identical in this 
nature, and there is not a single one who does not return to it—this is the ul-
timate path. Therefore, it says it is “impartial, not unimpartial.” This serves as 
the antidote to the separate byways taken by two-vehicle adherents. “the sec-
ond truth is that great enlightenment is gained through the orthodox knowledge 
[of the Buddhists], not through the perverse knowledge [of the non-Buddhists]”: 
this means that the fruition of the great enlightenment of omniscience solely 
involves the realization of impartiality and is the product of orthodox [Bud-
dhist] knowledge. It is not conditioned by the products of perverse [non-
Buddhist] knowledge, including such factors as the principle of unmanifest 
potentiality (myõngch’e; avyakta, viz. prak¿ti) or the property of genericness 
(taeyu; sâmânyapadârtha).335 This is the antidote to the attachments of those 
who are outside the path [of Buddhism]. “the third truth is that truth is ac-
cessed by not differentiating the practices of wisdom and concentration; truth is 
not accessed by practicing them randomly”: this means that, when one gains or-
thodox knowledge and accesses impartiality, wisdom and concentration will 
be consummately interfused and it will be impossible to differentiate spe-
cific characteristics of practice. This will then be the authentic access to the 
truth of impartiality. It will be quite unlike the worldly mind-king’s tendency 
toward discrimination, which enumerates separate essences and distin-
guishes the practices of concentration and wisdom. These sorts of random 
practices are not an authentic access. [673b] This is the antidote to worldly 
contemplation practice, that worst form of conceit (abhimŒna) in which one 
presumes one has achieved realization, when in fact one has not. 

As to why these three sorts of penetration are generically termed “truths,” 
they are the objects perceived by the contemplation that entails careful scru-
tiny. Curing each of these three different kinds of grasping will then enable 
one to cultivate correctly the one way to buddhahood; therefore, it says “culti-
vating the path to buddhahood by means of these three truths.” 

Next, he elucidates the fruition gained by cultivating the path. “that 
person cannot but attain right enlightenment concerning these dharmas”: this 
elucidates the fruition of the meritorious quality of knowledge, which bene-
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fits oneself. Cultivating the path to buddhahood . . . concerning these dharmas of 
the three [truths], it will be impossible not to obtain the fruition of right en-
lightenment. “Gaining the knowledge of right enlightenment, one spreads im-
mense friendliness”: this elucidates the fruition of the meritorious quality of 
empathy, which benefits others. One universally spreads immense, uncondi-
tional friendliness, pervading the dharma-realm, so that there are none who 
are not benefited thereby. 

“Benefiting both oneself and others, one achieves the bodhi of the bud-
dhas”: this is a summary conclusion [III.B.2.b.iv.c] to the previous two [sub-
divisions of the explanation], which means that the two types of benefit are 
consummately fulfilled and one achieves perfect enlightenment. 

Chijang Bodhisattva asked: “Lord! such a dharma would in fact be free 
from causes and conditions. if a dharma is unconditioned, there then 
would be no causes that are generated. so how can such a motionless 
dharma prompt access to the tathŒgata[garbha]?”

From here onward, he rebuts a third doubt [III.B.3] remaining from the 
“TathŒgatagarbha” chapter. As a verse at the end of that chapter states: 
“transmuting both the subject and object of clinging, /  he accesses the tathŒ-
gatagarbha” (p. 666c). Based on this account, [Chijang Bodhisattva] has a 
doubt about this [statement, III.B.3.a]: in this [passage], the path to bodhi 
and the truth of impartiality are in fact the tathŒgatagarbha. Without avail-
ing himself of the power of causes and conditions, how would he transmute 
both subjective and objective causes and be able to gain access to the tathŒ-
gatagarbha-dharma? Because he has this doubt, he brings up this question. 
“[such a dharma] would in fact be free from causes and conditions”: because 
[dharmas] are impartial, they do not derive from causal conditions (hetupra
tyaya). Furthermore, because they are impartial, they do not involve any ad-
ditional conditions. Since there are also no additional conditions, causes 
could not be generated. So how would ungenerated, motionless dharmas 
draw on causes and conditions to gain [673c] access to the tathŒgata[garbha]? 
If one were to gain access by making use of causal power, then this would be 
availing oneself of causes and conditions, not motionlessness.

Wishing to proclaim this meaning, the tathŒgata then recited these gŒthŒs:

the characteristics of all dharmas,
their natures are void, nonexistent, and motionless.

these dharmas, in this time, 
are not generated in this time,
But dharmas do not involve another time,
and are not generated in another time either.336
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dharmas are neither moving nor motionless,
as their natures are void, they are calm and extinct.

only at the time when their natures are void, calm, and extinct,
Will those dharmas then appear.
as they leave behind all characteristics, they abide calmly,
and as they abide calmly, they are unconditioned.

From here onward is the TathŒgata’s explicit resolution of the doubt 
[III.B.3.b]. It describes how, through impartiality and motionlessness, one 
succeeds at gaining access. These eight verses are in two divisions: 

the initial three [verses] are the brief explanation [III.B.3.b.i]; 
the subsequent five are the extensive proclamation [III.B.3.b.ii]. 

In the brief [explanation division, III.B.3.b.i], there are two [subdivisions]:

the initial two337 verses clarify the aspect of motionlessness [III.B.3.b.i.a]; 
the subsequent single verse elucidates the aspect of gaining access [III.

B.3.b.i.b]. 

In the initial [subdivision], there are three [segments]:

overview [III.B.3.b.i.a.1];
explication [III.B.3.b.i.a.2]; 
conclusion [III.B.3.b.i.a.3]. 

This means that the first two lines [the characteristics of all dharmas, /their na-
tures are void, nonexistent, and motionless] provide an overview of the aspect 
of motionlessness; the next four lines [these dharmas, in this time, / . . . and are 
not generated in another time either] explicate the aspect of motionlessness. 

[In the explication (III.B.3.b.i.a.2)] concerning the lines “these dhar-
mas, in this time, / are not generated in this time”: “this time” means “this time 
period.” “This time period” is the present. The present time does not stop for 
even a moment. There is no interval between past and future, just as there is 
no space between light and shadow. Therefore, in this present time, nothing 
is able to be generated. “But dharmas do not involve another time, / and are not 
generated in another time either”: “another time” means past and future. Be-
cause the future has not yet come into existence, it involves the aspect of 
being ungenerated; but because the past has already passed out of existence, 
it as well involves the aspect of being ungenerated. For this reason, dharmas 
are devoid of the activity of generation; and since they are devoid of the activ-
ity of production, they also are neither constantly abiding nor motionless. 

For this reason, it says, “dharmas are neither moving nor motionless, / as 
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their natures are void, [674a] they are calm and extinct.” These two lines are 
the conclusion [III.B.3.b.i.a.3] regarding this aspect of motionlessness. 

The next verse clarifies the aspect of gaining access [III.B.3.b.i.b]. 
“only at the time when their natures are void, calm, and extinct”: at the time 
when there is the clear vision that “their natures are void, calm, and extinct,” 
the dharma of motionlessness will then appear. The appearance of [mo-
tionlessness] in the mind is therefore called “gaining access.” In this wise, 
the first half [of the verse] clarifies the aspect of gaining access. Neverthe-
less, this apparent dharma leaves behind all characteristics; and because it 
leaves behind all characteristics, it abides in calm stillness. Because it 
abides in calm stillness, it is never again subject to conditions. For this rea-
son, although access is possible, it does not abrogate this aspect of leaving 
behind conditioning. In this wise, the second half [as they leave behind all 
characteristics, they abide calmly, / and as they abide calmly, they are uncondi-
tioned] elucidates the aspect of leaving behind conditioning. 

all these conditionally produced dharmas,
those dharmas are not produced by conditions.

Because there is no production or extinction due to causes and 
conditions,

the natures of production and extinction are void and calm.
the nature of conditions involves both the subject and object conditions,
these conditions arise from the original condition.

hence, the production of dharmas is not due to conditions,
this is also the case with the nonproduction of conditions.

dharmas that are produced according to causes and conditions,
these dharmas [in turn function as] causes and conditions.
[those dharmas that] are characterized by being produced and extin-

guished according to causes and conditions,
those are in fact free from production and extinction.

From here onward is the second [division, II.B.3.b.ii], an extensive 
proclamation. It is in two [subdivisions]: 

the first three verses [II.B.3.b.ii.a] are an extensive explanation of the 
meaning of motionlessness; 

the last two verses [II.B.3.b.ii.b] proclaim the aspect of gaining access. 

The first [subdivision] also has two [segments]: 

the first two verses [II.B.3.b.ii.a.1] explore [the idea that causes and  
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conditions] are originally unascertainable, thereby elucidating 
motionlessness; 

the last single verse [II.B.3.b.ii.a.2] examines [the idea that causes and 
conditions] are ultimately unascertainable, thereby elucidating 
motionlessness. 

This first [segment] has three [subsegments]: 

overview [II.B.3.b.ii.a.1.a]; 
explication [II.B.3.b.ii.a.1.b]; 
conclusion [II.B.3.b.ii.a.1.c]. 

In the first [subsegment, II.B.3.b.ii.a.1.a], the lines “all these conditionally 
produced dharmas, / those dharmas are not produced by conditions” offer an 
overview of the fact that, for all dharmas that have come to fruition, their 
conditions are unproduced. 

Next [II.B.3.b.ii.a.1.b], there are four lines that explicate the aspect of 
nonproduction. “Because there is no production or extinction due to causes 
and conditions” clarifies that all causes and conditions are being produced 
and extinguished without respite; therefore, they have no efficacy to pro-
duce a fruition. “the natures of production and extinction are void and calm”: 
because there is no abiding, there is in fact no production or extinction. 
Because their natures are void and calm, there are also no fruitions that 
are produced. “the nature of conditions involves both the subject and object 
conditions”: the hidden potency inherent in the seeds that serve as causes 
and conditions is called “nature.” That faculty, which is the predominant 
condition (adhipatipratyaya), has the capacity to serve as the counterpart of 
the sensory realms; therefore, it is called [674b] the “subject . . . condition.” 
The sensory realms, which are the objective-support condition (Œlam
banapratyaya), are the objective counterpart of that faculty; therefore, they 
are called the “object . . . condition.” Because sequentially conditioned dhar-
mas are extinguished, they are not discussed here. In this wise, seeds—the 
“nature of conditions”—together with the two conditions of subject and ob-
ject, are all generated by the original condition. Therefore, it says, “these 
conditions arise from the original condition.” Since these are in fact the origin 
of all conditions, it is just as was explained previously: because “the natures 
of production and extinction are void,” the function of production does not 
occur. Owing to these three aspects, we can refer to the nonproduction as-
pect of conditions. 

“hence, the production of dharmas is not due to conditions”: this conclu-
sion [II.B.3.b.ii.a.1.c] states that the arising of fruition dharmas is not pro-
duced by conditions. “this is also the case with the nonproduction of conditions”: 
this conclusion states that the nonproduction of conditions is also identical 
to that fruition. 
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Next [II.B.3.b.ii.a.2] is a single verse that examines [the idea that causes 
and conditions] are ultimately unascertainable, thereby elucidating motion-
lessness. “dharmas that are produced according to causes and conditions, / these 
dharmas [in turn function as] causes and conditions”: this clarifies that all frui-
tion dharmas also serve as the causal condition (hetupratyaya) because they 
operate as the conditions for those dharmas that are expected to be pro-
duced later. Since all these fruition dharmas serve as causal conditions, it is 
just as was explained previously: “the natures of production and extinction are 
void.” Therefore, it says, “[those dharmas that] are characterized by being pro-
duced and extinguished according to causes and conditions, / those are in fact free 
from production and extinction.”

When the previous brief explanation [III.B.3.b.i] was given, it explic-
itly elucidated the fact that the fruition is void. Now, since this extensive 
proclamation [III.B.3.b.ii] explained the causal condition, it sought to elu-
cidate the fact that the causes and fruitions of all dharmas are motionless 
and that this in fact is the impartial path to bodhi.338 One should not seek 
for bodhi apart from this dharma. This explains the main idea of these 
verses. As Dharma Master [Seng]zhao (384–414) said: “How distant is the 
path? Truth is in the things you touch. How distant are the saints? One’s 
spirit is what experiences them.”339 

those characteristics that are thus, true, and real,
originally make no appearance,
all dharmas in the present moment,
produce their appearances themselves.

accordingly that consummately pure origin,
is originally not caused by the multitude of forces.

precisely where this is subsequently obtained,
one reattains the original attainment.

These two verses are the proclamation of the aspect of gaining access 
[II.B.3.b.ii.b]. It is in three [segments]: 

one [II.B.3.b.ii.b.1], the first verse elucidates that all things that are sub-
ject to motion are thus and motionless; 

two [II.B.3.b.ii.b.2], [674c] the next two lines clarify that the motionless 
origin does not avail itself of the mass of conditions; 

three [II.B.3.b.ii.b.3], the last two lines clarify that leaving behind condi-
tioned dharmas is the aspect of gaining access. 

“Where this is subsequently obtained” means that point after the comple-
tion of the path. In the preceding brief explanation [division, III.B.3.b.i], 
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the statement “at the time when [their natures are] . . . calm, and extinct” (p. 
673c) corresponds to the line “where this is subsequently obtained.” Since they 
are calm and extinct, how would there be either place or time? Only by leav-
ing behind time and place would one be able to take advantage of time and 
place. “one reattains the original attainment”: the culmination of the acquired 
enlightenment is called “attainment” because it can catalyze attainment. At 
the culmination of acquired enlightenment, it turns into the original en-
lightenment; for this reason, “one reattains the original attainment.”

The preceding part [III.B.3], on the third resolution of doubt, is now 
complete. 

at that time, Chijang heard what the Buddha said and his mind-ground 
became enraptured. at that time, there was no one in the congregation 
who entertained any further doubts. once [Chijang] had known all 
their minds, he recited gŒthŒs:

i knew the doubts in all their minds,
and accordingly questioned cordially and sincerely,
through his virtue of great friendliness, the tathŒgata
has analyzed [these doubts] and left none remaining.
everyone in these two congregations,
has clearly understood everything.

through my understanding, i now
proselyte universally all sentient beings.
Just as the great friendliness of the Buddha,
does not allow him to abandon his original vow,
hence at that “only-child stage,” 
[the bodhisattva continues to] linger in defilement.

This is the fourth [section, IV], on gaining comprehension. These three 
verses are in two subsections: 

The first verse and a half [IV.A] provide the conclusion to the preceding 
[account] of the benefit of resolving doubts; 

the last verse and a half [IV.B] declare the subsequent practice of univer-
sal proselytization. 

[IV.B: The subsequent practice of universal proselytization:] “only-
child stage” (ilcha chi): from the first bhûmi on up, [a bodhisattva] has al-
ready realized that all sentient beings are equal and he regards each and 
every sentient being as if they were his only child. This is called the pure 
predominant intention (âšaya). He employs a simile to allude to this state of 
mind and calls it the “only-child stage.” “Linger in defilement”: although a bo-
dhisattva realizes the impartiality of all dharmas, owing to the power of his 
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expedients, he refuses to abandon defilements (kleša). This is because, if he 
were to abandon all defilements and proclivities (anušaya) and thence ac-
cess nirvŒÿa, he would be turning his back on his original vow. As it states 
in the analysis of samŒhita [concentrated absorption] in the YogŒcŒrabhûmi
šŒstra: [675a]

The “analytical suppression” (nirodhasamŒpatti) is called “uncontam-
inated” (anâsrava) because it is dissociated from the defilements.  
Because it is not so associated, it is free from any coordinating con-
ditions; and because it is not produced in conjunction with any de-
filements, it is supramundane. It is not something that ordinary 
beings can practice, except for those bodhisattvas who have already 
accessed the [seventh] Far-Reaching Bhûmi. Although bodhisattvas 
have the capacity to generate supramundane dharmas and make 
them manifest, nevertheless, owing to the power of their expedients 
and skillful stratagems, they choose not to abandon defilements.340

Nota Bene: In this passage, “choose not to abandon” does not mean ultimate 
abandonment, like that of the arhats, and so forth; therefore, it says, “choose 
not to abandon.” But because it is not complete nonabandonment, it says, 
“choose not to abandon.” A detailed treatment of this can be found in the 
Essay on the Two Hindrances.341 Because [defilements] are not abandoned, it 
says that [bodhisattvas continue to] “linger in defilement.” But because they 
do not access nirvŒÿa, they universally proselyte the world-systems of the ten 
directions. 

In the three major sections of this one-roll-long sûtra, Section Two: The 
Main Body, is completed as above. 

Section Three (B): Dissemination

at that time, the tathŒgata addressed the congregation: “this bodhi-
sattva is inconceivable! he constantly relieves sentient beings from their 
suffering through his great friendliness. if there is a sentient being who 
keeps the dharma [taught in] this sûtra or keeps this bodhisattva’s name, 
he then will not fall into the evil destinies, and all obstructions and diffi-
culties will completely vanish. if there are sentient beings who have no 
extraneous thoughts remaining, but reflect exclusively on the dharma of 
this sûtra and cultivate and train in it, then this bodhisattva will con-
stantly manifest a transformation body and speak the dharma to them. 
he will guard and protect those persons, never abandon them even for 
a moment, and prompt them quickly to attain anuttarasamyaksaœbodhi.

From here onward is Section Three (B): Dissemination [in part 4: An 
Exegesis of the Text]. It is in six [sections]: 
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One [I], dissemination through praising the interlocutor; 
Two [II], dissemination through encouraging the congregation; 
Three [III], dissemination through assigning a title [to the sûtra]; 
Four [IV], dissemination through receiving and keeping [the sûtra]; 
Five [V], dissemination through repentance; 
Six [VI], dissemination through practicing respectfully [the teachings of 

the sûtra]. 

This is the first [section, I], dissemination through praising the interloc-
utor, [675b] which praises the four kinds of superior meritorious qualities of 
the bodhisattva who is this sûtra’s agent of dissemination: 

1. the meritorious quality of universally proselytizing everyone through 
great friendliness; 

2. the meritorious quality of the special benefit that comes from keeping 
this sûtra;

3. the meritorious quality of speaking the dharma via transformation 
bodies; 

4. the meritorious quality that prompts them to gain the ultimate 
fruition. 

“all of you bodhisattvas! When you proselyte sentient beings, you 
should encourage all of them to cultivate and train in this decisive, de-
finitive meaning (nitŒrtha) of the MahŒyŒna.”

This is the second [section, II], dissemination through encouraging the 
congregation. “decisive, definitive meaning” elucidates the fact that this is the 
most profound and ultimate [truth], which needs no augmentation.

at that time, Ânanda arose from his seat and, coming forward, ad-
dressed the Buddha: “as the tathŒgata has said, the MahŒyŒna’s aggre-
gate of merits is certain to eradicate the fetters. the inspiration of the 
enlightenment, which is unproduced, is inconceivable. 
 “What sûtra title should such a teaching be given? how much merit 
will be forthcoming from receiving and keeping such a sûtra? i beg the 
Buddha to explain this for us, out of his friendliness and compassion.”

From here onward is the third [section, III], dissemination through as-
signing a title [to the sûtra, which has two subsections]: 

initially [III.A], a question;
subsequently [III.B], an answer. 

In the question [subsection], there are two [parts]: 
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initially [II.A.1], comprehension; 
subsequently [III.A.2], a question. 

In the comprehension [part, II.A.1,] are elucidated the four superior ca-
pacities of this sûtra. The first capacity is that [this sûtra] can prompt one 
who keeps it to gain immeasurable merit, as in the sûtra [passage] “the 
MahŒyŒna’s aggregate of merits.” The second capacity is that it can prompt one 
who keeps it to eradicate forever all the fetters, as in the sûtra [passage] “is 
certain to eradicate the fetters.” Three, the principal idea to which it refers is 
the inspiration of original enlightenment, as in the sûtra [passage] “the in-
spiration of the enlightenment, which is unproduced.” Four, the teaching that 
provides such references is difficult to conceptualize, as in the sûtra [pas-
sage] it “is inconceivable.” 

Next, in the question [part, III.A.2], he asks about two matters. Ini-
tially [III.A.2.a], he asks about the sûtra’s title, in order to know the essen-
tial point of the sûtra. Subsequently [III.A.2.b], he asks about the merit 
that derives from keeping [the sûtra], since one keeps a sûtra in order to 
seek merit. 

the Buddha replied: “oh son of good family! the name of this sûtra is 
inconceivable. it has been protected by all the buddhas of antiquity. 
 “it is able to catalyze access into the sea of the tathŒgatas’ all- 
embracing knowledge. [675c] if there is a sentient being who keeps this 
sûtra, then in all other sûtras he will have nothing more to seek. the 
dharma of this scripture encodes all dharmas and includes the essen-
tials of all sûtras. it is the unifying thread of the dharmas of all these 
sûtras. 
 “as far as the title of this sûtra is concerned, it is named sõp 
taesÅng kyõng (mahŒyŒnasaœgraha-sûtra; Compendium of mahŒyŒna scrip-
ture); KÅmgang sammae (VajrasamŒdhi), and muryangÅi chong (anantanirde-
šasiddhânta; source of immeasurable doctrines).”

From here onward, in this answer [subsection, III.B], there are two 
[parts, III.B.1, III.B.2], which answer in sequence the two questions. In the 
first [part, III.B.1], there are also two [subparts]:

initially [III.B.1.a], he praises its name and significance; 
subsequently [III.B.1.b], he assigns specifically its titles. 

This first [subpart] is also in two [divisions]: 

initially [III.B.1.a.i], summary praise of its title [the name of this sûtra is 
inconceivable. it has been protected by all the buddhas of antiquity]; 

subsequently [III.B.1.a.ii], specific elucidation of its significances. 
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From “it is able to catalyze access” onward is the specific elucidation of its 
significances [III.B.1.a.ii], which elucidates three significances. 

[1.] “it is able to catalyze access into the sea of the tathŒgatas’ . . . knowledge. 
. . . he will have nothing more to seek”: this elucidates the significance 
of the title KÅmgang sammae (VajrasamŒdhi). There is no dharma that 
[the vajrasamŒdhi] cannot pulverize and no principle that it cannot 
probe. Owing to these [qualities], it can prompt “access into the sea of 
the tathŒgatas’ . . . knowledge,” for there is nothing further that one 
will anticipate. 

[2.] “the dharma of this scripture encodes all dharmas and includes the essen-
tials of all sûtras”: this elucidates the significance of the title sõp taesÅng 
kyõng (mahŒyŒnasaœgraha-sûtra; Compendium of mahŒyŒna scripture). 

[3.] “it is the unifying thread of the dharmas of all these sûtras”: this elucidates 
the significance of the title muryangÅi chong (anantanirdešasiddhânta; 
source of immeasurable doctrines).

Concerning the distinction in the significance of these [last] two titles, 
the former [sõp taesÅng kyõng] clarifies the denotation of “extensively incor-
porating all the sûtras”; the latter [muryangÅi chong] elucidates that ultimacy 
which threads through all the sûtras. 

Next [III.B.1.b], he assigns its three titles. The details have already been 
extensively explained in the two divisions [III.B.1.a.i, ii] of the preceding 
exegesis. 

“if there is a person who receives and keeps this scripture, he will be 
called one who welcomes and serves [lit., receives and keeps] hundreds 
of thousands of buddhas. such meritorious qualities may be compared 
to the limitlessness of space, which is inconceivable. it is this sûtra 
alone with which i now charge you.”

This is the answer [III.B.2] to the second question, which elucidates four 
types of superior meritorious qualities. [676a] One [III.B.2.a], the superior 
meritorious quality of serving the buddhas. This means that this sûtra is able 
to subsume the minds of all the buddhas, as in the sûtra [passage] that he 
“welcomes and serves hundreds of thousands of buddhas.” Two [III.B.2.b], the 
superior meritorious quality of being extensive and vast, as in the sûtra [pas-
sage] “the limitlessness [of space].” Three [III.B.2.c], the superior meritorious 
quality of being extremely profound, as in the sûtra [passage] “is inconceiv-
able.” Four [III.B.2.d], the meritorious quality of being incomparable, as in 
the sûtra [passage] “it is this sûtra alone.”

Ânanda asked: “as for receiving and keeping this scripture: What sort 
of mental attitude does he maintain? What sort of person does it?”
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 the Buddha replied: “oh son of good family! for the person who 
receives and keeps this scripture, his mind is free from gain or loss and 
constantly cultivates the religious life (brahmacarya). if he constantly 
gladdens and purifies his mind of conceptual proliferation (prapañca), 
then even amidst the crowded masses, his mind will remain ever con-
centrated; even if he dwells in the household life, he will not grasp at 
the three realms of existence.”

From here onward is the fourth [section, IV], dissemination through 
receiving and keeping [the sûtra]. It is in two [subsections]: 

one [IV.A], an explicit clarification of “receiving and keeping”: 
two [IV.B], a reiteration through a series of exchanges. 

The initial [subsection] is in two [parts]: 

initially [IV.A.1], a question; 
subsequently [IV.A.2], an answer. 

The question [part] is in two [subparts]: 

initially [IV.A.1.a], a question regarding the mental attitude of the person 
who receives and keeps this sûtra; 

subsequently [IV.A.1.b], a question regarding the meritorious benefit 
coming to one who receives and keeps this sûtra. 

In the answer [part, IV.A.2], he answers in sequence these two questions. 
In the initial [answer subpart, IV.A.2.a], he [answers question IV.A.1.a, 

“What sort of mental attitude does he maintain?”] by clarifying five kinds of 
mental attitude. (1) “his mind is free from gain or loss” means that he does not 
notice the strengths and shortcomings of other people. (2) He “constantly 
cultivates the religious life (brahmacarya)” means that he cultivates internally 
that pure practice which remains separate from characteristics. (3) “he con-
stantly gladdens and stills342 his mind” means that he is motionless amid action. 
(4) “his mind will remain ever concentrated” means that he is undistracted 
amid distraction. (5) “he will not grasp at the three realms of existence” means 
that he is untainted even while residing amid the taints. 

“there are five types of merits accruing from this person’s appearance 
in the world. first, he will be honored by the congregation. second, he 
will not die an untimely death. third, he will eruditely rebut perverse 
opinions. fourth, he will joyfully ferry across sentient beings. fifth, he 
will be able to access the sanctified path. it is this sort of person who 
will receive and keep this scripture.” [676b]
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This is the answer [IV.A.2.b] to the second question [IV.A.1.b, “What 
sort of person does it [viz. receiving and keeping this sûtra]?”]. In accordance 
with the preceding five [mental] attitudes, one gains these five merits. [1] 
“he will be honored by the congregation” because he does not notice the 
congregation’s strengths and shortcomings. [2] “he will not die an untimely 
death” because he constantly cultivates that practice which remains separate 
from characteristics. [3] “he will eruditely rebut perverse opinions” because 
he gladdens and stills his mind. [4] “he will joyfully ferry across sentient be-
ings” because he is ever concentrated even amid distraction. [5] “he will be 
able to access the sanctified path” because he does not grasp at the three 
realms of existence. 

Ânanda asked, “Will those who ferry across all sentient beings be as 
worthy of receiving offerings as that person or not?”
 the Buddha replied: “such people are able to become a great field 
of merit (puÿyakºetra) for sentient beings, to practice constantly great 
knowledge, and to articulate both expedients and truth; they are the 
saœghas of the four types to be relied on (pratisaraÿa). they receive all 
manner of offerings, including even heads, eyes, marrow, and gray mat-
ter; so how could they not but receive clothes and provisions? oh son 
of good family! such a person is your spiritual mentor, your bridge; how 
could an ordinary person not but worship him?”

From here onward is a reiteration through a series of exchanges [IV.B], 
which is in two [parts]: 

initially [IV.B.1], a clarification regarding the essence of a field of merit; 
subsequently [IV.B.2], an elucidation of his ability to produce merit. 

This [exchange] is the first [subpart, IV.B.1]. “the saœghas of the four 
types to be relied on”: the first type of reliance involves a defiled nature and is 
located before the bhûmis; the remaining three types of reliances are located 
on the bhûmis. This is as is extensively explained in the NirvŒÿa Sûtra.343 

Ânanda asked, “if, at that person’s place, one receives and keeps this 
sûtra and worships that person, how much merit will one accrue?”
 the Buddha answered: “if, furthermore, there is a person who 
gives a cityful of gold and silver, it would not measure up to the incon-
ceivable amount [of merit] forthcoming from receiving and keeping one 
four-line gŒthŒ of this scripture at that person’s place or from worship-
ing that person. Make offerings to this person!”344

This is the second [section, IV.B.2], a clarification that one who keeps 
this sûtra has the ability to produce much merit. The merit accrued from giv-
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ing “a cityful [676c] of gold and silver” to a person who does not keep this sûtra 
does not even compare to the merit that accrues from making offerings of 
even one meal or an article of clothing to a person who keeps even one of its 
four-line gŒthŒs. 

“oh son of good family! the mind of a person who encourages all sen-
tient beings to keep this sûtra will be constantly concentrated; he will 
never forget his original mind. if he forgets his original mind, he then 
must repent. this practice (dharma) of repentance produces clarity and 
coolness (šîtîbhûta).”

From here onward is the fifth [section, V], dissemination through re-
pentance, which is in two [subsections]:

initially [V.A], praising the meritorious quality of repentance; 
subsequently [V.B], reiteration through exchanges. 

In the first [subsection, V.A], regarding the term “clarity and coolness”: 
“clarity” means to bring an end to the turbidities (kaºŒya),345 which are the 
causes of unwholesome action; “coolness” means to leave behind the afflic-
tions, which come to fruition as birth and death. 

Ânanda stated, “repenting of previous evil deeds does not mean that 
they have receded into the past.”
 the Buddha responded: “so it is. it is like bringing a bright lamp 
into a dark room: that darkness instantly vanishes. oh son of good fam-
ily! We do not say that we have repented from all previous evil deeds; 
and yet we still say that they have receded into the past.”

From here onward is the second [subsection, V.B], reiteration through 
exchanges. It contains two dialogues: 

initially [V.B.1], an exchange that elucidates the logic behind repentance;
subsequently [V.B.2], an exchange that elucidates the dharma of practic-

ing repentance. 

In this [first exchange, V.B.1], the intent of the question is to ask about 
“repenting of previous evil deeds.” Doesn’t the term “repentance” imply that 
previous evil deeds have yet to recede into the past? If they are “previous,” 
then they are “not of the present.” But if they have already in fact “receded 
into the past,” then what need would there be to repent of an evil deed that 
no longer exists? 

In the answer, the sentence “so it is” means “so it is” that “previous evil 
deeds have . . . not receded into the past”; therefore, one does not repent from 
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something that is nonexistent. Why is this? Evil deeds that one has performed 
previously suffuse the foundational consciousness [the âlayavijñâna] so that 
their seeds constantly flow out into the present. By this logic, they have not 
yet receded into the past. Moreover, by repenting now, one can control the 
moment of their production, prompting those seeds of evil deeds [677a] to 
stop flowing into the present. Just as when a lamp is lit, the darkness of a 
room vanishes, [so too] the seeds of evil deeds will not reach the present mo-
ment. At that time, while we then explain that [those seeds] have been 
prompted to recede into the past, “we do not say that we have repented from 
all previous evil deeds.” “all previous [evil deeds]” cannot be repented from be-
cause we cannot cause them not to exist in the past; we merely ensure that 
their past existence does not reach into present. “Not reaching into the pres-
ent” is a product of repentance. This differs from the sense of eradicating 
the fetters, in that that [viz. eradication of the fetters] draws upon the princi-
ple of disjunction [lit. production and cessation] to cause what has yet to be 
produced not to reach the present; while this [viz. repentance] draws upon 
the principle of continuity (saœtati) to prompt what has previously existed 
not to reach again into the present. Furthermore, eradicating the fetters 
eradicates forever the seeds [of evil deeds], while repenting from previous 
evil deeds subdues the potential functioning of those seeds so that they do 
not reach into the present. From this standpoint, we may “say that they have 
receded into the past.” 

Ânanda asked, “What is meant by ‘repentance’?”
 the Buddha replied: “By relying on the teachings of this sûtra, one 
accesses the contemplation of true reality. as soon as one accesses 
that contemplation, all evil deeds will vanish completely. Leaving behind 
all evil destinies, one will be reborn in the pure Land, where one will 
quickly achieve anuttarasamyaksaœbodhi.”

This is the second [exchange, V.B.2], which elucidates the dharma of 
practicing repentance. This answer is in two [subparts]: 

initially [V.B.2.a], a clarification of the dharma to be practiced; 
subsequently [V.B.2.b], a revelation of its superior benefit. 

In this first [subpart, V.B.2.a], the sentence “By relying on the teachings of 
this sûtra, one accesses the contemplation of true reality” means that, based on 
the purport of the teachings of the VajrasamŒdhi, one destroys all the charac-
teristics of dharmas; this is called “accesses the [contemplation] of true reality.” 
This refers to the contemplation of apparent reality, which occurs before the 
bhûmis. “as soon as one accesses that contemplation, all evil deeds will vanish 
completely”: all evil obstructions are produced from dubious conceptions. 
Now, by destroying all characteristics and accessing the contemplation of 
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true reality, one suddenly destroys all the objects of those dubious concep-
tions. Therefore, all evil deeds will in an instant vanish completely. 

Next [V.B.2.b], he elucidates its superior benefit, which appears in two 
passages. “Leaving behind all evil destinies, one will be reborn in the pure Land”: 
this clarifies his elegant reward [of rebirth inside a lotus flower in the Pure 
Land]; “one will quickly achieve [677b] anuttarasamyaksaœbodhi”: this reveals 
the reward of the fruition [of enlightenment]. 

When the Buddha had finished preaching this sûtra, Ânanda, the bodhi-
sattvas, and the great fourfold congregation were all enraptured and 
elated, and their minds achieved certitude. Worshiping the Buddha’s 
feet with their foreheads, they were enraptured and elated, and prac-
ticed [his teaching] respectfully. 

This is the sixth [section,VI], dissemination through practicing respect-
fully [the teachings of the sûtra], which is discussed in four passages. [1] 
“Were all enraptured and elated” means that they were enraptured and elated 
by hearing the dharma. [2] “their minds achieved certitude” means that they 
left behind all perplexity (vicikitsŒ). [3] “Worshiping the Buddha’s feet with their 
foreheads” means that they revered the dharma and venerated its speaker. [4] 
“they were enraptured and elated, and practiced [his teaching] respectfully” 
means that they became elated when they practiced [his teaching].

This most profound and sublime teaching of the Vajra[samŒdhi],
Receiving it in reverence and in faith, I have now commented briefly 

upon it. 
May the wholesome roots [produced by writing this commentary]  

pervade the dharma-realm, 
Universally inspiring everyone, without remainder!
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Appendix

A Schematic Outline of Wõnhyo’s 
Exposition of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra

The appendix offers the complete outline of the exegetical sections I 
have proposed in my English translation of Wõnhyo’s Exposition in
cluded in Part 2 of this book. I include it here as a separate appendix so 
that the reader can glean at a glance the complexity of Wõnhyo’s com
mentary. This outline follows the numbering schemata I adopt in my 
translation and does not, of course, occur in Wõnhyo’s original text. 
Page and register numbers marking the beginning of each category, 
which are included in brackets in this English translation, correspond 
to the edition of Wõnhyo’s Kumgang sammaegyõng non published in the 
Han’guk Pulgyo chõnsõ.

Part One: A Statement of its Main Idea 604b

Part Two: An Analysis of the Themes of the Sûtra 604c

I. Synthetic standpoint 604c
II. Analytical standpoint 604c

Part Three: An Explanation of the Title 605a

I. Explication of vajra 605b
I.A. Connotations [of the word vajra] 605b
I.B. An analysis [of the compound vajrasamâdhi] 605b

I.B.1. An examination of samŒdhi and prajñŒ 605b
I.B.2. Distinguishing [three] related concentrations 605c

II. Explication of the term samŒdhi 606a
II.A. Explication of the meaning of samŒdhi 606a
II.B. Overview of different types of concentration 605c
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II.B.1. Distinguishing the different designations [of concentration] 
606a

II.B.2. An overview of their general categories 607a

Part Four: An Exegesis of the Text 607a

Section	One:	Prologue

I. Generic [prologue] 607b
II. Specific [prologue] 607c

II.A. The setting 607c
II.B. Preaching the sûtra 607c

II.B.1. A prologue that gives the sûtra’s title 607c
II.B.2. Praise for the sûtra’s efficaciousness 607c

II.C. Accessing samŒdhi 608a
II.D. Reiterative verses 608a

II.D.1. Prologue 608a
II.D.2. Verses 608a

II.D.2.a. Versifying the preaching of the sûtra 608a
II.D.2.a.i. Succinct clarification 608b
II.D.2.a.ii. Specific elucidations [viz. praises of the questions and 

the responses] 608b
II.D.2.a.ii.a. Praising the breadth and depth of the questions 

608b
II.D.2.a.ii.b. [Praising the superlative inspiration behind the 

Buddha’s response] 608b
II.D.2.b Versifying the access to samŒdhi 608b

Section	Two:	Main	Body,	the	Sequential	Elucidation	of	
Contemplation	Practice

First Division oF Contemplation praCtiCe: rejeCting all CharaCteris-
tiCs oF sense-objeCts to reveal the signless Contemplation

I. Emerging from samŒdhi 609b
I.A. The perfection of the time for preaching the dharma 609b 
I.B. The perfection of the preacher of the dharma 609b
I.C. The perfection of his autonomy 609b

II. Starting to speak 609b 
II.A. Extended prose narration 609b 

II.A.1. Concise overview 609c
II.A.1.a. Overview of the signless contemplation 609c
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II.A.1.a.i. Overview of the fact that the TathŒgata himself ac
cesses the signless contemplation 609c

II.A.1.a.ii. Overview of the fact that he prompts others to access 
the signless contemplation 609c

II.A.1.b. Overview of the dharma that is contemplated 609c 
II.A.1.b.i. An explicit overview of the profundity of the dharma 

that is contemplated 610a
II.A.1.b.ii. Explaining this profound dharma to others 610a

II.A.2. Extensive explanation 610b
II.A.2.a. Initial request 610b

II.A.2.a.i. Prologue involving personal etiquette 610b
II.A.2.a.i.a. Referring to both the time and the speaker 610b
II.A.2.a.i.b. Prologue involving personal etiquette 610b

II.A.2.a.ii. Clarification in the form of an address 610b
II.A.2.a.ii.a. he alludes to the era 610b
II.A.2.a.ii.b. he requests that [the Buddha] speak to them 

610b–c
II.A.2.b. Subsequent explanation/proclamation 610c

II.A.2.b.i. The Buddha’s proclamation to them 610c
II.A.2.b.i.a. Praising the question 610c–611a
II.A.2.b.i.b. Consenting to preach 611a

II.A.2.b.ii. Explicit proclamation in response to the request 611a
II.A.2.b.ii.a. Clarification regarding the signless contempla

tion 611a
II.A.2.b.ii.a.1. An explicit explanation of the characteristics 

of this contemplation practice 611a
II.A.2.b.ii.a.1.a. Expedient contemplation 611a–b
II.A.2.b.ii.a.1.b. Unmediated contemplation 611b–612a

II.A.2.b.ii.a.2. A series of dialogues that resolves all doubts 
and objections 612a
II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.a. First exchange 612a

II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.a.I. Question 612a–b
II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.a.II. Answer 612b

II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.a.II.A. Explicit answer 612b–c
II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.a.II.B. Answer that resolves [a doubt] 

612c
II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b. Second exchange 612c

II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.I. Question 613a
II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II. Answer 613a

II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.A. Treatment for the grasping at 
personality 613a
II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.A.1. Generic [treatment] 613a

II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.A.1.a. Contemplation of con
ditioned production as uncreated 613a
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II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.A.1.b. Contemplation of con
ditioned production as impermanent 613a

II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.A.2. Specific [treatment] 613a
II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.A.2.a. The treatment through 

the comparison particle “much less” 613a–b
II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.A.2.b. The treatment through 

a followup statement 613b
II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.B. Treatment for the grasping at 

dharmas and views involving actualization of the 
mind 613b
II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.B.1. An explicit treatment 

613b–c
II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.B.2. A reinterpretation 613c

II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.c. Third exchange 613c–614b
II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.d. Fourth exchange 614b

II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.d.I. Question 614b
II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.d.II. Answer 614b

II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.d.II.A. A brief reply 614b
II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.d.II.B. A detailed reiteration 614b–c

II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.d.II.B.1. Details on the aspect of pro
duction 614b–c

II.A.2.b.ii.a.2.d.II.B.2. Details on the aspect of non
production 614c

II.A.2.b.ii.b. Extensive explanation of the aspect of the one en
lightenment [alt. An elucidation of the mind of one enlight
enment (cf. 611a)] 614c
II.A.2.b.ii.b.1. First exchange [clarifying that the acquired 

enlightenment is no different from the nature of the 
tathŒgatagarbha of original enlightenment] 614c
II.A.2.b.ii.b.1.a. Question about the mind that does not 

abide anywhere 614c
II.A.2.b.ii.b.1.b. Answer 

II.A.2.b.ii.b.1.b.I. Elucidating the rationale 615a
II.A.2.b.ii.b.1.b.II. Explicit answer to the question 615a

II.A.2.b.ii.b.1.b.II.A. Rejection 615a
II.A.2.b.ii.b.1.b.II.B. Assent 615a

II.A.2.b.ii.b.2. Second exchange [elucidating the fact that 
the nature of the tathŒgatagarbha is a concealed store
house (garbha), which is motionless] 615a–617b
 II.A.2.b.ii.b.2.a. Explaining the concept of tathŒ

gatagarbha based on a threefold account 615b–616b
II.A.2.b.ii.b.2.b. Explaining the concept of tathŒ

gatagarbha based on a twofold account 616b–617b 
II.A.2.b.ii.b.3. First [viz. third] exchange [clarifying the 
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characteristic of discriminative awareness that is the 
agent of concealment] 617b
II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.a. Question 617b
II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.b. Answer 617b

II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.b.I. A brief reply 617b–618a
II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.b.II. An extensive disquisition 618a

II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.b.II.A. Elucidation that the principle 
will be fulfilled in and of itself with regard to the 
characteristics of production and extinction 618a

II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.b.II.B. Clarification of the faults of 
thoughts that are agitated by production and ex
tinction [alt. Clarification that maculated faults 
are overcome in fulfillment of the principle (p. 
618a)] 618b–c

II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.b.II.C. Analysis of the benefits that de
rive from extinguishing maculations in accordance 
with principle and leaving behind activity in order 
to enter into quiescence 618c
II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.b.II.C.1. Explicit elucidation 618c
II.A.2.b.ii.b.3.b.II.C.2. Reiterated conclusion 619a

II.A.2.b.ii.b.4. Second [viz. fourth] exchange [clarifying that 
there is nothing that needs to be either tranquilized or 
brought to an end] 619a–b
II.A.2.b.ii.b.4.a. Question 619b
II.A.2.b.ii.b.4.b. Answer 619b

II.A.2.b.ii.b.4.b.I. Acceptance of nontranquilization 
619b

II.A.2.b.ii.b.4.b.II. Rejection of nontranquilization 619b
II.A.2.b.ii.b.5. Third [viz. fifth] exchange [elucidating the 

contemplation of nonproduction] 619c
II.A.2.b.ii.b.5.a. Question 619c
II.A.2.b.ii.b.5.b. Answer 619c

II.A.2.b.ii.b.5.b.I. Affirmation 619c
II.A.2.b.ii.b.5.b.II. Negation 619c

II.A.2.b.ii.b.6. Fourth [viz. sixth] exchange [dispelling the 
views of increase and decrease] 619c–620a

II.A.2.b.ii.b.7. Fifth [viz. seventh] exchange [countering any 
remaining doubts] 620a
II.A.2.b.ii.b.7.a. Question 620a
II.A.2.b.ii.b.7.b. Answer 620a

II.A.2.b.ii.b.7.b.I. Explicit answer 620a
II.A.2.b.ii.b.7.b.II. Reiterated elucidation 620a

II.A.2.b.ii.b.7.b.II.A. Elucidation of leaving behind all 
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characteristics throughout all three time periods 
620a
II.A.2.b.ii.b.7.b.II.A.1. Instruction 620a–b
II.A.2.b.ii.b.7.b.II.A.2. Simile 620b
II.A.2.b.ii.b.7.b.II.A.3. Correlation 620b

II.A.2.b.ii.b.7.b.II.B. Elucidation of perfecting one’s 
cultivation of the six pŒramitŒs by harmonizing 
with the dharmadhŒtu 620b–c

II.A.2.b.ii.b.8. Sixth [viz. eighth] exchange [containing a re
iterated elucidation of the supramundane aspect of the 
six pŒramitŒs] 620c
II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.a. Question 620c
II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b. Answer 620c

II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.I. Concise overview 620c
II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II. Extensive explication 620c

II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.A. Specific explication [of each 
pŒramitŒ]
II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.A.1. Explication of dânapŒramitŒ 

620c–621a
II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.A.2. Explication of šîlapŒramitŒ 

621a
II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.A.3. Explication of kºântipŒramitŒ 

621a
II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.A.4. Explication of vîryapŒramitŒ 

621a
II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.A.5. Explication of 

dhyânapŒramitŒ 621b
II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.A.6. Explication of prajñâ

pŒramitŒ 621b–c
II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.B. Comprehensive clarification 

621c
II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.B.1. Clarification that the six 

pŒramitŒs are identical to the liberation 
621c–622a

II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.B.2. Elucidation that liberation 
is in fact nirvâÿa 622a
II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.B.2.a. Clarification of libera

tion 622a
II.A.2.b.ii.b.8.b.II.B.2.b. Reference to nirvâÿa 

622a–b
II.B. Reiterative verses 622b

II.B.1. Preface [proclaimed by the editor of the sûtra] 622b
II.B.2. Verses themselves [seven quatrains in twentyeight lines] 622b

II.B.2.a. Six specific quatrains 622b
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II.B.2.a.i. Concise overview in verse form of what has preceded 
[two quatrains and one line, ll. 1–9] 622b–c

II.B.2.a.ii. Extensive explication in verse form of what follows 
[three quatrains and three lines, ll. 10–24] 622c
II.B.2.a.ii.a. Extensive account in verse form of the signless 

contemplation [five lines, ll. 10–14] 622c
II.B.2.a.ii.b. Extensive account in verse form of the aspect of 

one enlightenment [two and a half quatrains, ll. 15–24] 622c
II.B.2.b. One summarizing quatrain [ll. 25–28] 623b 

III. The congregation gains benefit 623b 

Section	Two:	Main	Body	(cont.)

seConD Division oF Contemplation praCtiCe: extinguishing the 
minD subjeCt to proDuCtion in orDer to explain the praCtiCe oF 
nonproDuCtion

I. An explicit explanation 623c
I.A. Series of dialogic exchanges [first subsection] 623c

I.A.1. Question 623c
I.A.1.a. Preface of the sûtra editor 623c–624a
I.A.1.b. Expression of the question 624a

I.A.2. Answer 624a
I.A.2.a. Pointing out the characteristics of the acquiescence to non

production 624a
I.A.2.b. Elucidating the fault of presuming that the acquiescence 

to nonproduction can actually be attained 624b
I.A.3. Problematic point 624b
I.A.4. Rebuttal 624b

I.A.4.a. Explicit rebuttal 624b
I.A.4.b. Explanatory rebuttal 624b

I.A.5. Request 624b–c 
I.A.6. Explication 624c

I.A.6.a. Analyzing the principle of nonattainment 624c
I.A.6.a.i. Instruction 624c
I.A.6.a.ii. Simile 624c
I.A.6.a.iii. Correlation 624c–625a

I.A.6.b. Revealing the principle of nonproduction 625a
I.A.6.b.i. Simile 625a

I.A.6.b.i.a. Clarification of the four negations 625a–b
I.A.6.b.i.b. Clarification of the eight negations 625b–c

I.A.6.b.ii. Correlation 625a
I.A.6.c. Bringing up the negative aspects [of presuming that the 

mindnature exists in reality] 625c
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I.A.6.d. Clarifying the positive aspects [of understanding the 
mindnature] 625c–626a

I.B. Series of exchanges in which the [the Buddha] scrutinizes [the 
bodhisattva] 626a
I.B.1. [The bodhisattva] refers to practice in order to raise a problem

atic point concerning the principle 626a–b
I.B.2. [The Buddha’s] interrogation on whether [the bodhisattva] has 

achieved realization 626b
I.B.3. [The bodhisattva’s] respectful reply that he is free of [any at

tachment to] realization 626b
I.B.3.a. Clarification of his freedom from realization 626b

I.B.3.a.i. Overview 626b–c
I.B.3.a.ii. Explication 626c

I.B.3.b. Raising its negative attributes 626c
I.B.3.c. Elucidating its positive attributes 626c

I.B.4. [The Buddha’s] interrogation of whether [the bodhisattva] has 
attainment 626c–627a

I.B.5. [The bodhisattva’s] respectful reply that he is free of [any at
tachment to] attainment 627a
I.B.5.a. Overview 627a
I.B.5.b. Explication 627a

I.B.5.b.i. Clarification that the bodhi that is attained is free from 
any nature of attainment [anupalabdhitva] 627a–b

I.B.5.b.ii. Elucidation that all the practices that bring about this 
attainment are free from any characteristic of being an agent 
of attainment 627b

I.B.5.c. Conclusion 627b
I.B.6. [The Buddha’s concluding] narrative that he is free from both 

attainment and realization 627b
I.B.6.a. Actual narration 627b

I.B.6.a.i. General narrative 627b
I.B.6.a.ii. Specific narrative 627b

I.B.6.a.ii.a. Narration of [the concept of being] “unproduced” 
627b

I.B.6.a.ii.b. Narration of [the aspect of] “calm” extinction 
627b–c
I.B.6.a.ii.b.1. Sequential enumeration 627c
I.B.6.a.ii.b.2. Extensive explanation 627c

I.B.6.a.iii. Concluding summation 627c–628a
I.B.6.b. Reference to the negative aspects 628a
I.B.6.c. Elucidation of the positive aspects 628a–b

I.B.7. [The bodhisattva] reiterates his doubts 628b–c
I.B.8. [The Buddha] resolves [the bodhisattva’s] doubts 628c

I.C. The bodhisattva gains comprehension 628c–629a
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I.D. Completion of the Tathâgata’s narrative 629a–629b
II. [The bodhisattva’s] praise [of the Buddha’s] words in gâthâs 629b

II.A. Preface 629b
II.B. Verses 629b 

II.B.1. Instruction 629b
II.B.2. Simile 629b
II.B.3. Correlation 629b
II.B.4. Summation 629b

III. Hearing the explanation and gaining benefit 629b–c

[Section	Two:	Main	Body	(cont.)]

thirD Division oF Contemplation praCtiCe: the inspiration oF  
original enlightenment

I. Extensive clarification of the inspiration of original enlightenment 629c
I.A. Clarifying quiescence through movement, which provides a brief 

overview of the theme of original enlightenment 629c
I.A.1. Prompting the body into action, so as to provide an overview of 

original enlightenment 629c–630a
I.A.2. Exchange of words, so as to provide an overview of original in

spiration 630a
I.A.2.a. Question 630a
I.A.2.b. Answer 630a–b
I.A.2.c. Conclusion of the narrative 630b

I.A.3. Emitting rays of light and praising the original inspiration with 
verses 630b
I.A.3.a. Preface of the sûtra editor 630b
I.A.3.b. Specific praise of Muju Bodhisattva 630b–c

I.B. Progressing from the obscure to the evident, which is an extensive 
explanation of the aspect of original inspiration 630c
I.B.1. Explicit and extensive account 630c

I.B.1.a. Question 630c
I.B.1.b. Answer 630c

I.B.1.b.i. Overview 630c–631a
I.B.1.b.ii. Explication 631a

I.B.1.b.ii.a. Direct explanation 631a
I.B.1.b.ii.b. Reexplication 631a

I.B.2. Reiterated disquisition 631a
I.B.2.a. Disquisition on acquired enlightenment 631a

I.B.2.a.i. Disquisition on the fact that all the consciousnesses are 
void and calm 631a–b
I.B.2.a.i.a. First set of two exchanges explicitly clarifying void

calmness 631b
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I.B.2.a.i.a.1. First exchange clarifying the fact that there is 
no generation of motion 631b

I.B.2.a.i.a.2. Second exchange clarifying that perception is 
deceptive 631b
I.B.2.a.i.a.2.a. General clarification 631b
I.B.2.a.i.a.2.b. Specific elucidation 631b

I.B.2.a.i.b. Third exchange clarifying the fact that the charac
teristics [of enlightenment and nonenlightenment] are not 
identical 631c

I.B.2.a.i.c. Last set of three exchanges clarifying the fact that 
the characteristics [of enlightenment and nonenlighten
ment] are not different 631c
I.B.2.a.i.c.1. First exchange clarifying that the senserealms 

are identical to enlightenment 631c–632a
I.B.2.a.i.c.2. Second exchange clarifying that enlightenment 

is the same as the senserealms 632a
I.B.2.a.i.c.3. Third exchange elucidating the fact that en

lightenment and the consciousnesses have the same char
acteristics 632a–b

I.B.2.a.ii. Disquisition on the fact that all the consciousnesses are 
unproduced 632c
I.B.2.a.ii.a. Brief overview 632c

I.B.2.a.ii.a.1. Overview of the consummation of acquired en
lightenment 632c

I.B.2.a.ii.a.2. Overview of the fact that all the conscious
nesses are unproduced 632c

I.B.2.a.ii.b. Extensive explication 632c
I.B.2.a.ii.b.1. Clarification of the fulfillment of the cause 

632c–633a
I.B.2.a.ii.b.2. Elucidation of the consummation of the frui

tion 633a
I.B.2.a.ii.b.2.a. Clarification that enlightenment is con

summated 633a–b
I.B.2.a.ii.b.2.b. Elucidation of the fact that the conscious

nesses are unproduced 633b
I.B.2.b. Disquisition on the meaning of original enlightenment 

633b
I.B.2.b.i. Explicit clarification 633b

I.B.2.b.i.a. Clarification of the principle of original enlighten
ment’s nonduality 633b
I.B.2.b.i.a.1. Question 633b–c
I.B.2.b.i.a.2. Answer 633c

I.B.2.b.i.b. Revelation of the approach that accesses realization 
by removing hindrances 633c
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I.B.2.b.i.b.1. Question 633c–634a
I.B.2.b.i.b.2. Answer 634a

I.B.2.b.i.b.2.a. Specifying what is to be subdued 634a
I.B.2.b.i.b.2.b. Clarifying the agent that performs this sub

duing 634a
I.B.2.b.i.b.2.c. Elucidating the superior benefit that is ob

tained from the act of subduing. 634a
I.B.2.b.ii. Dispelling attachments 634a–b

I.B.2.b.ii.a. Clarification of nonabiding 634b
I.B.2.b.ii.a.1. Question 634b
I.B.2.b.ii.a.2. Answer [that explicitly dispels the grasping at 

abiding] 634b
I.B.2.b.ii.a.2.a. Brief subversion of this grasping 634b
I.B.2.b.ii.a.2.b. Extensive elucidation of the principle [of 

“nonabiding”] 634b
I.B.2.b.ii.a.2.b.I. Drawing on the standpoint of original 

enlightenment to clarify nonabiding 634b–c
I.B.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II. Drawing on the standpoint of actual

ized enlightenment to elucidate nonabiding 634c
I.B.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.A. Overview 634c
I.B.2.b.ii.a.2.b.II.B. Explication 634c–635a

I.B.2.b.ii.b. Narration of nonattainment 635a
I.B.2.b.ii.b.1. Explicit clarification of nonattainment 635a

I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.a. Question 635a
I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b. Answer 635a

I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.I. Instruction 635a
I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.II. Similes 635a

I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.II.A. Simile about the deluded son not 
realizing that he possesses gold coins, traveling 
about in poverty and destitution 635a–b

I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.II.B. Simile of the father revealing to 
his son that the son possesses these gold coins 635b

I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.II.C. Simile of [the son’s] joy at obtain
ing the gold coins 635b–c

I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.II.D. [The father’s] statement that they 
are not something that he has obtained 635c

I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.III. Correlations 635c
I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.III.A. General correlation 635c
I.B.2.b.ii.b.1.b.III.B. Specific correlation 635c–636a 

I.B.2.b.ii.b.2. Dispelling again [the bodhisattva’s] doubts 
636a
I.B.2.b.ii.b.2.a. First exchange [involving a question con

cerning a doubt deriving from the simile and an answer 
dispelling this doubt] 636a
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I.B.2.b.ii.b.2.b. Second exchange [dispelling the Bodhisat
tva’s second doubt and elucidating the evils that are to 
be counteracted] 636a–b

I.B.2.b.ii.b.2.c. Third exchange [dispelling the third 
doubt and clarifying the path that serves as the coun
teragent]. 636b–c

I.B.2.b.ii.b.3. Comprehension 636c
I.B.2.b.ii.b.3.a. Generic statement of comprehension 636c
I.B.2.b.ii.b.3.b. Specific points of comprehension. 

636c–637a
I.B.2.b.ii.b.3.b.I. Comprehension of the words and 

phrases 637a
I.B.2.b.ii.b.3.b.II. Comprehension of their meaning 

637a–b
I.B.2.b.ii.b.4. Conclusion of the narrative 637b

II. Praising [the inspiration of original enlightenment] with gŒthŒs 637b
II.A. General praise of the preacher—first two lines [of verse] 637b
II.B. Praising the preceding explanation of dharma—next four lines [of 

verse] 637b
II.C. Praising the explanation in the simile—last two lines [of verse] 

637b
III. Congregation present at the time gains benefit 637b

Section	Two:	Main	Body	(cont.)	

Fourth Division oF Contemplation praCtiCe: abanDoning the spuri-
ous to aCCess reality

I. Brief overview of the principal intent 637c
I.A. Analysis of the expedients that promote access 637c

I.A.1. Comprehensive overview 637c
I.A.2. Specific analysis [of four types of expedients] 637c

I.A.2.a. Expedient of knowing the time 637c–638a
I.A.2.b. Expedient of recognizing the potential (ki) 638a
I.A.2.c. Expedient that guides one to the access 638a–b
I.A.2.d. Expedient that leaves everything behind 638b

I.B. Revelation of the edge of reality, which is the object of access 638b
I.B.1. Brief clarification 638c
I.B.2. Reexplication 638c
I.B.3. Inappropriateness of grasping at either extreme 638c
I.B.4. Adept’s superior inspiration 638c–639a

II. Extensive elucidation of the rationale 639a
II.A. Elucidation of the aspect of the edge of reality 639a

II.A.1. Clarification of the five voidnesses 639a
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II.A.1.a. Question 639a
II.A.1.a.i. Restatement [of the Buddha’s previous words] 639a
II.A.1.a.ii. Question itself 639a

II.A.1.a.ii.a. Question regarding the teaching regarding the 
five voidnesses 639a

II.A.1.a.ii.b. Question regarding the idea of neither clinging to 
nor rejecting anything 639a

II.A.1.b. Answer 639a–b
II.A.1.b.i. Response to the first question [elucidating the three 

types of true thusness] 639b
II.A.1.b.ii. Response to the second question 639b

II.A.2. Clarification of the three voidnesses 639b–640a
II.A.3. Clarification of the fact that voidness is truth 640a

II.A.3.a. Question 640a
II.A.3.b. Answer 640a–b

II.A.3.b.i. Explicit reply 640b
II.A.3.b.ii. Praise for its profundity 640b

II.A.3.b.ii.a. Explicit praise 640b
II.A.3.b.ii.b. Explicatory praise 640b

II.A.4. Clarification of the fact that truth is thus 640b–c
II.A.4.a. Question 640c

II.A.4.a.i. He raises the principle 640c
II.A.4.a.ii. He asks a question regarding his doubt 640c–641a

II.A.4.b. Answer to his doubt 641a
II.A.4.b.i. An affirmation 641a
II.A.4.b.ii. A negation 641a

II.A.4.b.ii.a. Elucidating the maculated dust of unenlighten
ment 641a

II.A.4.b.ii.b. Briefly making reference to the acquired enlight
enment in distinction to this unenlightenment 641a–b

II.B. Clarification of the aspect of gaining access 641b
II.B.1. Comprehensive clarification of gaining access 641b

II.B.1.a. Question 641b
II.B.1.b. Answer 641b

II.B.2. Specific elucidation of gaining access 641b–c
II.B.2.a. General overview of various classifications 641c
II.B.2.b. Separate elucidation of each [of the two accesses] through 

an exchange 641c
II.B.2.b.i. Question 641c

II.B.2.b.i.a. A question [concerning a statement]. 641c
II.B.2.b.i.b. Objection. 641c

II.B.2.b.ii. Answer 641c
II.B.2.b.ii.a. Answer [consisting of three segments] 641c

II.B.2.b.ii.a.1. A listing of the number 641c
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II.B.2.b.ii.a.2. A roster of the names 641c
II.B.2.b.ii.a.3. Systematic demarcation of their characteris

tics 641c
II.B.2.b.ii.a.3.a. On the access of principle 641c

II.B.2.b.ii.a.3.a.I. Access via the ten faiths 641c–642a
II.B.2.b.ii.a.3.a.II. Access via the ten abidings 642a
II.B.2.b.ii.a.3.a.III. Access via the ten practices 642a
II.B.2.b.ii.a.3.a.IV. Clarify the level of the ten transfer

ences 642a
II.B.2.b.ii.a.3.b. On the access of practice 642a–b

II.B.2.b.ii.b. Resolution of the objection 642b
II.B.3. Leaving behind the faults associated with [the agent] of access 

642b
II.B.3.a. Brief clarification 642b
II.B.3.b. Extensive explication [of leaving behind the dangers] 

642b–c
II.B.3.b.i. Question 642c
II.B.3.b.ii. Answer 642c

II.B.3.b.ii.a. Explication of the statement “they are neither mind 
nor its shadows” 642c
II.B.3.b.ii.a.1. Clarification that accessing the dharma [of 

the edge of reality] leaves behind both mind and shadows 
642c–643a

II.B.3.b.ii.a.2. Clarification that the dharmas of mind and 
shadows are not devoid of the principle of thusness 
643a–b

II.B.3.b.ii.b. Explication of the statement “they are naturally 
pure” 643b

II.B.3.b.iii. Restatement 643b–c
II.B.3.b.iv. Conclusion to the narrative 643c

II.B.4. Leaving behind the extremes when gaining access 643c
II.B.4.a. Clarification of the fact that the buddhanature leaves be

hind the extremes of identity and difference 643c
II.B.4.a.i. Brief clarification 634c

II.B.4.a.i.a. Leaving behind of identity and difference 643c
II.B.4.a.i.b. Explication of [the meaning of] leaving behind 

difference 643c
II.B.4.a.ii. Extensive elucidation 644a–b

II.B.4.b. Elucidation of the fact that [the dharma of] thusness 
leaves behind the extremes of existence and nonexistence 644b
II.B.4.b.i. Explicit clarification of the fact that thusness leaves be

hind extremes 644b
II.B.4.b.ii. Bringing up the fact that the extreme of existence is 

deceptive 644b
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II.B.4.b.iii. Referencing an example of how the mind leaves be
hind extremes 644b

II.B.4.b.iv. Clarifying again that thusness leaves behind words 
644b–c

II.C. Analysis of the stages of gaining access 644c
II.C.1. Clarification of the profundity of the object of access 644c
II.C.2. Listing of the stages of practice, which are the agents of access 

644c
II.C.3. Specific elucidation of each of the stages 644c–645a
II.C.4. Illuminating clarification of the mind that gains access [to the 

edge of reality] 645a
II.D. Revelation of the expedients for gaining access 645a

II.D.1. Clarification of the expedients that catalyze access 645b
II.D.1.a. Summary 645b

II.D.1.a.i. Question 645b
II.D.1.a.i.a. Comprehension of the preceding [discussion] 

645b
II.D.1.a.i.b. Question regarding what comes next 645b

II.D.1.a.ii. Answer 645b
II.D.1.a.ii.a. Description of the characteristics of the obstruc

tions that are to be resolved 645b–c
II.D.1.a.ii.b. Account of the expedients that are the agents of 

this resolution 645c
II.D.1.b. Extensive elucidation [involving three exchanges] 645c

II.D.1.b.i. First exchange [in which various lists are brought up to 
provide a general overview of the appropriate expedients] 645c

II.D.1.b.ii. Second exchange [on the three liberations]. 646a–c
II.D.1.b.iii. Third exchange [on the characteristics of contempla

tion] 646c–647a
II.D.2. Elucidation of the supreme inspiration of those expedients 

647a
II.D.2.a. The supreme inspiration of gaining fruition 647a–b

II.D.2.a.i. The supreme inspiration of leaving behind all ex
tremes 647b

II.D.2.a.ii. The supreme inspiration of autonomy 647b
II.D.2.a.iii. The supreme inspiration of accessing the path 647b
II.D.2.a.iv. The supreme inspiration of gaining fruition 647b

II.D.2.b. The supreme inspiration of receiving offerings 647b
II.D.2.b.i. Clarification of the field of merit of bodhisattvas. 

647b–c
II.D.2.b.ii. Elucidation of the fact that the twovehicle adherents 

cannot see [that unique bhûmi and the sea of voidness] 647c
II.D.2.b.ii.a. Question 647c
II.D.2.b.ii.b. Answer 647c–648a
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II.D.2.b.iii. Elucidation of the fact that bodhisattvas are able to 
see it [and become enlightened] 648a–b

II.D.2.c. The supreme inspiration that derives from being free 
from distress 648b
II.D.2.c.i. A remark 648b
II.D.2.c.ii. Answer 648b

II.D.2.c.ii.a. Assent to the initial query 648b–c
II.D.2.c.ii.b. Negation of the subsequent remark 648c–649a

II.D.2.d. The supreme inspiration of being nonabiding 649a
II.D.2.d.i. Comprehension of the preceding discussion 649a

II.D.2.d.i.a. Initial passage 649a
II.D.2.d.i.b. Second passage 649a

II.D.2.d.ii. Explicit elucidation of the supreme inspiration of 
nonabiding 649a–b

III. Šâriputra gains understanding 649b
III.A. Gaining understanding 649b

III.A.1. Versifying what was discussed previously—first three verses 
649b
III.A.1.a. Versifying the path of nonabiding 649b–c
III.A.1.b. Versifying the levels of the six practices 649c
III.A.1.c. Versifying the three types of voidnesses 649c

III.A.2. Explaining one’s personal arousal of the thought [of enlight
enment]—subsequent two verses 649c
III.A.2.a. Explaining the present rank of arousing the thought [of 

enlightenment] 649c
III.A.2.b. Representing the practice of cultivation that follows 

[arousing the thought of enlightenment] 649c
III.B. Conclusion to the narrative 649c 

IV. Congregation present at the time gains benefit 649c–650a

Section	Two:	Main	Body	(cont.)	

FiFth Division oF Contemplation praCtiCe: sanCtiFieD praCtiCes 
emerge From the voiDness oF the true nature

I. Extensive explanations for those with sharp faculties 650b
I.A. Clarification that the three codes of morality are perfected 

through the true nature 650c
I.A.1. Question 650c
I.A.2. [Brief] answer 650c

I.A.2.a. Answer to the general question 650c
I.A.2.b. Followup answer to [the Buddha’s own] separate question 

651a
I.A.3. [Reiterated] query 651a
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I.A.4. [Extensive] explanation 651a
I.A.4.a. Explicit answer 651a

I.A.4.a.i. General import 651a–b
I.A.4.a.ii. Exegesis of the text itself 651b–c

I.A.4.b. Clarification of the generic overview of [all] the myriads of 
spiritual practices 651c

I.A.5. Gaining understanding 651c
I.A.5.a. Recognizing that the one thusness with which he is in con

formity is in fact the dharmabody 651c
I.A.5.b. Recognizing that the mind that conforms with thusness 

leaves behind all bonds by conforming to that thusness and has 
nothing that it cannot accomplish 651c

I.B. Clarification that the practices included among the constituents of 
the path (bodhipakºikadharma) are established through the voidness of 
the true nature 651c–652a
I.B.1. Question 652a
I.B.2. Answer 652a

I.B.2.a. Assent 652a
I.B.2.b. Explication 652a

I.B.2.b.i. Direct explication 652a
I.B.2.b.ii. Reiterated elucidation 652a

I.B.2.b.ii.a. Rejection of the aspect of difference 652a
I.B.2.b.ii.b. Elucidation of the aspect of being identical 652a
I.B.2.b.ii.c. Clarification that the aspect of being identical sub

sumes all dharmas 652a–b
I.B.2.b.ii.d. Clarification that the aspect of being identical 

leaves behind all dangers (Œdînava) 652b–653a
I.C. Clarification that the teachings of the TathŒgata are spoken in ac

cordance with principle 653a
I.C.1. Question 653a
I.C.2. Answer 653a

I.C.2.a. Motive behind the Buddha’s speech 653a–b
I.C.2.b. Elucidation of the difference between locution and mean

ing 653b
I.C.2.b.i. Overview 653b
I.C.2.b.ii. Explication 653b

I.C.2.b.ii.a. Direct explication 653b
I.C.2.b.ii.a.1. Explication of “not mere locution.” 653b–c
I.C.2.b.ii.a.2. Explication of “meaningful words” 653c

I.C.2.b.ii.b. Reiterated elucidation 653c
I.C.2.b.ii.b.1. Elucidation of “not mere locution” 653c–654a
I.C.2.b.ii.b.2. Elucidation of “meaningful words” 654a

I.D. Clarification that the bodhisattva ranks emerge from the original 
inspiration 654a
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I.D.1. Question 654a
I.D.2. Answer 654a

I.D.2.a. Listing of the classifications in a summary overview 654a–b
I.D.2.b. Sequential explication 654b

I.D.2.b.i. [Clarification of] faith 654c
I.D.2.b.ii. [Clarification of] comprehension 654c

I.D.2.b.ii.a. Clarification of the level of consideration 654c
I.D.2.b.ii.a.1. Clarification of contemplation on the four as

pirations 654c–655a
I.D.2.b.ii.a.2. Elucidation of the four wisdoms that accord 

with reality 655a
I.D.2.b.ii.b. Clarification of the level of cultivation 655a

I.D.2.b.ii.b.1. Clarification of the characteristics of cultiva
tion 655a

I.D.2.b.ii.b.2. Elucidation of the causes of cultivation 655a–b
I.D.2.b.ii.c. Clarification of the level of practice 655b

I.D.2.b.ii.c.1. Clarification of the qualities of this level 655b
I.D.2.b.ii.c.2. Elucidation of its practices 655b

I.D.2.b.ii.d. Clarification of the level of relinquishment 655b
I.D.2.b.ii.d.1. Clarification of the meaning of relinquish

ment 655b–c
I.D.2.b.ii.d.2. Clarification of the qualities of this level 655c

I.D.2.c. Summary clarification 655c
I.D.2.c.i. Explicit clarification of what proceeds from original 

[enlightenment] 655c
I.D.2.c.ii. Reiterated elucidation through a set of exchanges 656a

I.D.2.c.ii.a. êŒriputra’s question 656a
I.D.2.c.ii.b. [The Buddha’s] answer 656a

I.D.2.c.ii.b.1. An instruction 656a
I.D.2.c.ii.b.2. A simile 656a

I.E. Clarification that great prajñŒ neutralizes all causes and conditions 
656a
I.E.1. êŒriputra’s respectful remark 656b

I.E.1.a. Comprehension of the Buddha’s explication that the origi
nal inspiration is consummately interfused 656b

I.E.1.b. Elucidation that this is in fact the great perfection of prajñŒ 
656b–c

I.E.2. Completion of the TathŒgata’s narrative 656c
I.E.2.a. Summary narrative 656c
I.E.2.b. Sequential narrative [about reaching the other shore] 656c

I.E.2.b.i. Narrative about the fulfillment of the cause 656c–657a
I.E.2.b.ii. Narrative about the consummation of the fruition 

657a–b
I.E.2.c. Summary conclusion 657b–c
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I.F. Clarification that great dhyŒnic absorption transcends all names 
and classifications 657c
I.F.1. Question 657c
I.F.2. Answer 657c

I.F.2.a. General assent 657c
I.F.2.b. Sequential analysis 657c

I.F.2.b.i. Brief clarification 657c
I.F.2.b.i.a. Clarification that the mundane dhyŒnas are not 

separate from names and classifications 657c
I.F.2.b.i.b. Elucidation that supramundane dhyŒna transcends 

those names and classifications 657c
I.F.2.b.ii. Extensive explanation 657c–658a

I.F.2.b.ii.a. Clarification from the standpoint of characteristics 
of how to leave behind characteristics 658a

I.F.2.b.ii.b. Elucidation from the standpoint of activity of how 
to leave behind activity 658a

I.F.2.b.ii.c. Conclusion regarding these aspects 658a–b
I.F.2.b.ii.d. Conclusion regarding the names 658b

II. Brief synopsis for those with dull faculties 658b
II.A. Question 658b

II.A.1. Comprehension of the preceding explanation 658b
II.A.2. Question regarding a doubt 658b

II.B. Answer 658b–c
II.C. Entreaty 658c
II.D. Explanation 658c–659a
II.E. Congregation hears the explanation and gains benefit 659a

Section	Two:	Main	Body	(cont.)	

sixth Division oF Contemplation praCtiCe: immeasurable Dharmas  
aCCess the tathÂgatagarbha

I. Clarification that all dharmas and all practices together access the locus 
of oneness 659b
I.A. Clarifies that aspect that all dharmas access the one reality 659b

I.A.1. Question 659b
I.A.1.a. Comprehension of the preceding sermon 659b–c
I.A.1.b. Explicit question regarding his doubt 659c

I.A.2. Answer 659c–660a
I.A.2.a. An instruction 660a
I.A.2.b. A simile 660a
I.A.2.c. Their correlation 660a

I.A.3. Comprehension 660a
I.A.4. Conclusion to the narrative 660a–b
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I.A.4.a. Generic statement 660b
I.A.4.b. Specific conclusion 660b

I.A.4.b.i. An instruction 660b
I.A.4.b.ii. A simile 660b
I.A.4.b.iii. Their correlation 660b

I.A.4.b.iii.a. Correlation with “those streams,” where [the 
streams] are initially correlated with the teachings and sub
sequently illustrated with a simile 660b

I.A.4.b.iii.b. Correlation with “absorbs all those streams,” where 
it initially brings up the simile and subsequently correlates it 
with the instruction 660b

I.B. Clarifies that all practices access the one path to buddhahood 660b
I.B.1. Question concerning “distinctions” [in the understanding of 

adherents of the three vehicles] 660b
I.B.2. Answer 660b

I.B.2.a. A simile 660b
I.B.2.b. The correlation 660b

II. Elucidation of the distinctions between the causes and fruitions of the 
practices that bring about access and the knowledges gained through 
access 660c
II.A. Distinctions in the practices that bring about access 660c

II.A.1. Generic proposition statement 660c
II.A.2. Question 660c
II.A.3. Answer 660c

II.A.3.a. Specific clarification 660c
II.A.3.b. General explication [of the three practices] 660c–661a

II.B. Distinctions in the knowledge gained through accessing [the 
tathŒgatagarbha] 661a
II.B.1. Question 661a

II.B.1.a. Comprehension of the preceding sermon 661a
II.B.1.b. Question concerning his doubt 661a

II.B.2. Answer 661a–b
II.B.2.a. General overview 661b
II.B.2.b. Specific explication 661b
II.B.2.c. Comprehensive clarification 661b–c

II.C. Operation and functioning of the causes that bring about access 
661c
II.C.1. Prose explanation 661c

II.C.1.a. Concise clarification 661c
II.C.1.a.i. General overview 661c
II.C.1.a.ii. Specific understanding 661c–662a
II.C.1.a.iii. Synthetic clarification 662a
II.C.1.a.iv. Concluding inducement 662a

II.C.1.b. Repeated elucidation 662a
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II.C.1.b.i. Elucidating the first gateway [of the three samŒdhis] 
662b

II.C.2.b.ii. Elucidating the second gateway [viz. the second mat
ter, the great object matrix] 662b–c

II.C.1.c. Gaining comprehension 662c
II.C.1.c.i. Comprehension of contemplation practice 662c
II.C.1.c.ii. Understanding their experiential realms 662c

II.C.2. Reiterative verses 662c
II.C.2.a. Brief pronouncement by the TathŒgata 662c–663a
II.C.2.b. Extensive disquisition in verses by the elder (eight qua

trains total) 663a
II.C.2.b.i. Explicit disquisition on the preceding aspect (two 

verses) 663a–b
II.C.2.b.i.a. Two lines that explain that last half [of the above 

discussion] 663b
II.C.2.b.i.b. Two lines that explain the first half 663b
II.C.2.b.i.c. One verse that provides a comprehensive disquisi

tion on both aspects 663b
II.C.2.b.ii. Eliminating all types of perverse understanding (two 

verses) 663b–664a
II.C.2.b.iii. Personally declaring the right type of grasping (one 

verse) 664a
II.C.2.b.iv. Honoring those who preach appropriately (two 

verses) 664a
II.C.2.b.iv.a. One verse honoring the preachers 664a–b
II.C.2.b.iv.b. Two lines honoring the knowledge of the preach

ers 664b
II.C.2.b.iv.c. Two lines honoring the bodies of the preachers 

664b
II.C.2.b.v. Inviting [the Buddha] to speak what has not been 

heard before (one verse) 664b
II.D. Constantly abiding in the fruition gained through access 664b–c

II.D.1. Explanation of the TathŒgata 664c
II.D.1.a. Consent to speak 664c
II.D.1.b. Explicit explanation 664c

II.D.1.b.i. Explanation of “perpetual” from the standpoint of fru
ition 664c
II.D.1.b.i.a. Perpetuity of the dharma 664c
II.D.1.b.i.b. Perpetuity of the buddhas 664c–665a

II.D.1.b.ii. Revelation of “perpetual” from the standpoint of 
cause 665a
II.D.1.b.ii.a. Specific clarification 665a

II.D.1.b.ii.a.1. Contemplation from the standpoint of abso
lute realization 665a
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II.D.1.b.ii.a.2. Contemplation according to expedients 665a
II.D.1.b.ii.a.2.a. Clarification that applied thought (vi-

tarka) is consciousnessonly 665a–b
II.D.1.b.ii.a.2.b. Elucidation of the knowledge that accords 

with reality 665b
II.D.1.b.ii.b. Comprehensive summation 665b

II.D.2. The elder’s disquisition (eight verses total) 665b
II.D.2.a. Analyzing the idea of the buddha’s teaching (two and a 

half verses) 665b–c
II.D.2.a.i. Two verses that describe a teaching that falls into the 

two extremes 665c
II.D.2.a.ii. Two lines that elucidate the teaching that leaves be

hind these two extremes 665c–666a
II.D.2.b. Breaking down the grasping at the two extremes (five 

verses) 666a
II.D.2.b.i. Four verses that break down the grasping at the ex

treme of existence 666a
II.D.2.b.i.a. Preceding two and a half verses, which break down 

the attachment to existence 666a
II.D.2.b.i.a.1. Initial verse and a half, which breaks down the 

grasping at causal conditioning (hetupratyaya) 666a
II.D.2.b.i.a.2. Next verse, which breaks down the remaining 

three kinds of conditions 666a–b
II.D.2.b.i.b. Latter verse and a half, which reveals the true void

ness 666b
II.D.2.b.ii. One verse that removes the attachment to the ex

treme of voidness 666c
II.D.2.c. Contemplation of indivisibility (two lines) 666c

II.D.3. The congregation gains benefit 666c

Section	Three	(A):	Dhâraÿî	(Codes)	

I. Request 667a
II. Consent 667a
III. Resolution 667b

III.A. Six doubts remaining from the six chapters, which are resolved in 
contrary order 667b
III.A.1. Sequential resolution 667b

III.A.1.a. Resolving a doubt remaining from the “TathŒgatagarbha” 
chapter 667b

III.A.1.b. Resolving a doubt remaining from the “Voidness of the 
True Nature” chapter 667b
III.A.1.b.i. Explicit rebuttal [to the doubt] 667c
III.A.1.b.ii. Reiterated resolution 667c
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III.A.1.b.ii.a. Criticism 667c
III.A.1.b.ii.b. Resolution 667c–668a

III.A.1.c. Resolving a doubt remaining from the “Accessing the 
Edge of Reality” chapter 668a
III.A.1.c.i. Question 668a
III.A.1.c.ii. Assent 668a
III.A.1.c.iii. Comprehension 668a–b
III.A.1.c.iv. Conclusion to the narrative 668b–c

III.A.1.d. Resolving a doubt remaining from the “Inspiration of 
Original Enlightenment” chapter 668c–669a

III.A.1.e. Resolving a doubt remaining from the “Practice of Non
production” chapter 669a–b

III.A.1.f. Resolving a doubt remaining from the “Signless Dharma” 
chapter 669b–c
III.A.1.f.i. One verse that reveals the principle [in order to rebut 

this doubt] 669c
III.A.1.f.ii. Two verses that eradicate the grasping that is pro

duced with regard to characteristics 669c–670a
III.A.2. Summary clarification [of the fact that these six resolutions 

are not diseases but medicines] 670a
III.A.2.a. Clarification that these [characteristics of dharmas] are 

not diseases 670a
III.A.2.a.i. Query 670a
III.A.2.a.ii. Assent [of the TathŒgata] 670a–b

III.A.2.b. Clarification that this [dharma of voidness] is a medicine 
670b
III.A.2.b.i. Bodhisattva’s query 670b

III.A.2.b.i.a. Comprehending the previous reference to “the 
aggregation of the profound, meritorious qualities” 670b
III.A.2.b.i.a.1. Summary overview [of the meritorious quali

ties that leave behind both characteristics and nature] 
670b 

III.A.2.b.i.a.2. Sequential elucidation 670b
III.A.2.b.i.a.2.a. He clarifies leaving behind characteris

tics 670b
III.A.2.b.i.a.2.b. He elucidates leaving behind the nature 

670b–c
III.A.2.b.i.a.3. Summary conclusion 670c

III.A.2.b.i.b. Availing himself of and elucidating the profound 
access to the contemplation of principle 670c
III.A.2.b.i.b.1. Sequential clarification 670c
III.A.2.b.i.b.2. Summary conclusion 670c

III.A.2.b.i.c. Query regarding the superior qualities of this su
perb medicine 670c– 671a
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III.A.2.b.ii. TathŒgata’s assent and approval 671a
III.A.2.b.ii.a. Summary assent 671a
III.A.2.b.ii.b. Sequential approval 671a

III.A.2.b.ii.b.1. The bodhisattva clarifies that, by ingesting 
the medicine of voidness, one is able to leave behind the 
tribulations that are the results of wandering on in 
saœsŒra 671a

III.A.2.b.ii.b.2. The bodhisattva elucidates that, by ingesting 
the medicine of voidness, one cures the diseases that are 
the causes of clinging and attachment 671a

III.A.2.b.ii.c. Concluding assent 671b
III.B. Three doubts remaining from one chapter, which are rebutted in 

sequential order 671b
III.B.1. First doubt [concerning Elder Pímhang’s explanation (cf. 

663b)] 671b
III.B.1.a. Question 671b–c
III.B.1.b. The TathŒgata’s resolution of this doubt 671c

III.B.1.b.i. Explicit resolution 671c
III.B.1.b.ii. Resolution through an explication 671c

III.B.1.b.ii.a. Brief explanation 671c
III.B.1.b.ii.b. Extensive disquisition 671c–672a

III.B.1.b.ii.b.1. Clarification of the superior benefit of the 
“three paths to liberation” 672a

III.B.1.b.ii.b.2. Elucidation of the superior benefit of “dili-
gently cultivat[ing] the three transformations” 672a–b

III.B.2. Second doubt remaining from the “TathŒgatagarbha” chap
ter 672b
III.B.2.a. Question regarding how distant the fruition [of nirvŒÿa 

is from its cause] 672b
III.B.2.b. Question concerning the expedients that will help one to 

access the gateway 672b–c
III.B.2.b.i. Question 672b
III.B.2.b.ii. Answer 672c
III.B.2.b.iii. Query 672c
III.B.2.b.iv. [The Buddha’s] explanation 

III.B.2.b.iv.a. Explanation of the expedient of admonishment 
672c–673a

III.B.2.b.iv.b. Narration of the expedients that bring about ac
cess 673a–b

III.B.2.b.iv.c. Summary conclusion 673b
III.B.3. Third doubt remaining from the “TathŒgatagarbha” chapter 

673b–c
III.B.3.a. Statement 673c
III.B.3.b. Explicit resolution of the doubt 673c
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III.B.3.b.i. Brief explanation in three verses 673c
III.B.3.b.i.a. Clarifying the aspect of motionlessness—initial 

two verses 673c
III.B.3.b.i.a.1. Overview 673c
III.B.3.b.i.a.2. Explication 673c
III.B.3.b.i.a.3. Conclusion 673c–674a

III.B.3.b.i.b. Elucidating the aspect of gaining access—last 
verse 674a

III.B.3.b.ii. Extensive proclamation in five verses 674a
III.B.3.b.ii.a. Extensive explanation of the meaning of motion

lessness—first three verses 674a
III.B.3.b.ii.a.1. Two verses that explore [the idea that causes 

and conditions] are originally unascertainable, thereby 
elucidating motionlessness 674a
III.B.3.b.ii.a.1.a. Overview 674a
III.B.3.b.ii.a.1.b. Explication 674a–b
III.B.3.b.ii.a.1.c. Conclusion 674b

III.B.3.b.ii.a.2. Single verse that examines [the idea that 
causes and conditions] are ultimately unascertainable, 
thereby elucidating motionlessness 674b

III.B.3.b.ii.b. Proclaiming the aspect of gaining access—last 
two verses 674b–c
III.B.3.b.ii.b.1. First verse elucidating that all things that are 

subject to motion are thus and motionless 674b
III.B.3.b.ii.b.2. Two lines [of last verse] clarifying that the 

motionless origin does not avail itself of the mass of con
ditions 674c

III.B.3.b.ii.b.3. Last two lines [of last verse] clarifying that 
leaving behind conditioned dharmas is the aspect of gain
ing access 674c

IV. Gaining comprehension—three verses 674c
IV.A. Providing the conclusion to the preceding [account] of the bene

fit of resolving doubts (first verse and a half) 674c
IV.B. Declaring the subsequent practice of universal proselytization 

(last verse and a half) 674c–675a

Section	Three	(B):	Dissemination	675a

I. Dissemination through praising the interlocutor 675a–b
II. Dissemination through encouraging the congregation 675b
III. Dissemination through assigning a title [to the sûtra] 675ab

III.A. Question 675b
III.A.1. Comprehension, in which the four superior capacities of this 

sûtra are elucidated 675b
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III.A.2. Question [concerning] two matters 675b
III.A.2.a. [Concerning] the sûtra’s title 675b
III.A.2.b. [Concerning] the merit that derives from keeping [the 

sûtra] 675b
III.B. Answer 675b–c

III.B.1. Answer [concerning the sûtra’s title] 675c
III.B.1.a. Praising its name and significance 675c

III.B.1.a.i. Summary praise of its title 675c
III.B.1.a.ii. Specific elucidation of its significance 675c 

III.B.1.b. Assigning its titles 675c
III.B.2. Answer [concerning the merit that derives from keeping the 

sûtra] 675c–676a
III.B.2.a. The superior meritorious quality of serving the buddhas 

676a
III.B.2.b. The superior meritorious quality of being extensive and 

vast 676a
III.B.2.c. The superior meritorious quality of being extremely pro

found 676a
III.B.2.d. The meritorious quality of being incomparable 676a

IV. Dissemination through receiving and keeping [the sûtra] 676a
IV.A. Explicit clarification of “receiving and keeping” 676a

IV.A.1. Question 676a
IV.A.1.a. Question regarding the mental attitude of the person who 

receives and keeps this sûtra 676a
IV.A.1.b. Question regarding the meritorious benefit coming to 

one who receives and keeps this sûtra 676a
IV.A.2. Answer 676a

IV.A.2.a. Answer to the first question [IV.A.1.a] 676a
IV.A.2.b. Answer to the second question [IV.A.1.b] 676a–b

IV.B. Reiteration through a series of exchanges 676b
IV.B.1. Clarification regarding the essence of a field of merit 676b

IV.B.2. Elucidation of [the fact] that one who keeps this sûtra has 
the ability to produce merit 676b–c

V. Dissemination through repentance 676c
V.A. Praising the meritorious quality of repentance 676c
V.B. Reiteration through exchanges 676c

V.B.1. Exchange that elucidates the logic behind repentance 
676c–677a

V.B.2. Exchange that elucidates the dharma of practicing repentance 
677a
V.B.2.a. Clarification of the dharma to be practiced 677a
V.B.2.b. Revelation of its superior benefit 677a–b

VI. Dissemination through practicing respectfully [the teachings of the 
sûtra] 677b
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Notes

Notes to Part 1

1. KÅmgang sammaegyíng non, in 3 rolls (kwín), HPC 1.604b–677b; T 1730: 
34.961a–1008a. An exquisite modern vernacular Korean translation of the Exposi-
tion, which constitutes a major step forward in interpreting the text, has been made 
by Ün ChõnghÅi and Song Chinhyõn, trans., Wínhyo Åi KÅmgang sammaegyõng non 
(Seoul: Ilchisa, 2000). The pioneering Korean translation of the Exposition was 
made by the premier Korean Buddhist scholar of the last generation, Rhi Ki-yong 
(Yi Kiyíng), trans., KÅmgang sammaegyíng non, Han’guk myíngjí taejínjip (The 
great works of Korea) (Seoul: Taeyang Síjík, 1973), 331 pp. Still useful is Kim 
Talchin, trans., KÅmgang sammaegyíng non, Wínhyo chínjip (Collected works of 
Wínhyo), vol. 1 (Seoul: YírÅmsa, 1986), 403 pp. Satô Shigeki has made an extensive 
study of the entire text of the Exposition in his Wínhyo Åi hwajaeng nolli: Mui pulsuil sa-
sang (Wínhyo’s Logic of Doctrinal Reconciliation: “Nondual without guarding the 
one” thought) (Seoul: Minjoksa, 1996). The sûtra itself has also been the subject of 
a modern translation and exposition; see Kim ChaegÅn (Mubyõn), KÅmgang sam-
maegyõng sin’gang (New lectures on the Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra) (Seoul: Poryon’gak, 
1980).

2. Sung-bae Park’s translation of this treatise will appear in a later volume of 
the Collected Works of Wínhyo series. 

3. In this regard, tathâgatagarbha builds on an ancient strand in Buddhist 
thought, of which the locus classicus is the oft-quoted statement in Aæguttara-nikâya 
1.10 “The mind, oh monks, is luminous but defiled by adventitious defilements” 
(pabhassaraœ idam bhikkhave cittaœ, tañ ca kho âgantukehi upakkilesehi upakkili¡¡haœ). 
While this passage is discussed in much of the relevant secondary literature, its im-
plications for Buddhist spiritual cultivation are brought out best in two classic 
books by Bhikkhu Ñâÿananda: Concept and Reality in Early Buddhist Thought: An 
Essay on “Papañca” and “Papañca-Saññâ-Saækhâ” (Kandy, Sri Lanka: Buddhist Publi-
cation Society, 1971), esp. p. 58; and The Magic of the Mind: An Exposition of the 
Kalâkârâma Sutta (Kandy, Sri Lanka: Buddhist Publication Society, 1974), pp. 83–
88. Similar passages can also be found in other Mahâyâna materials. The Aº¡asâha-
srikâprajñâpâramitâ-sûtra (1.5) says, for example, “When a Bodhisattva courses in 
perfect wisdom and develops it, he should so train himself so that he does not 
pride himself on that thought of enlightenment. That thought is no thought, since 
in its essential original nature thought is transparently luminous.” See Edward 
Conze, trans., The Perfection of Wisdom in Eight Thousand Lines and Its Verse Summary 
(Bolinas, Calif.: Four Seasons Foundation, 1975), p. 84.

4. See Takasaki Jikidô, trans., A Study on the Ratnagotravibhâga (Uttaratantra): 
Being a Treatise on the Tathâgatagarbha Theory of Mahâyâna Buddhism, Serie Orientale 
Roma 33 (Rome: Istituto Italiano per il Media ed Estremo Oriente, 1966), pp. 22–
23. A number of Tathâgatagarbha sûtras and šâstras state that enlightenment, or 



the absolute aspect of existence (paramârtha), is accessible only through faith (adh-
imukti); see David Seyfort Ruegg, “On the Knowability and Expressibility of Abso-
lute Reality in Buddhism,” Indogaku Bukkyôgaku kenkyû 20 (1971): 495–489 [sic].

5. Wínhyo takes the first half of the definition (“that characteristic of discrim-
inative awareness, subject to production and extinction”) as the void tathâgata-
garbha and the second half (“conceals the principle so that it is not made manifest”) 
as the nonvoid tathâgatagarbha. KSGN, p. 617a.

6. The seminal text of the doctrine, the Tathâgatagarbha-sûtra, for example, says, 
“All sentient beings have the tathâgatagarbha . . . which is covered over and hidden 
by all the defilements.” See Dafangdeng rulaizang jing, T 666:16.457c25–26. Another 
early Tathâgatagarbha scripture, êrîmâlâdevîsiœhanâda-sûtra, offers a similar inter-
pretation of tathâgatagarbha: “this dharmakâya of the tathâgata when not free from 
the store of defilement (avinirmuktaklešakoša) is referred to as the tathâgatagarbha.” 
See Shengman jing, T 353:12.221c11; rendering by Alex Wayman and Hideko Way-
man, trans., The Lion’s Roar of Queen Srîmâlâ (New York: Columbia University Press, 
1974), p. 98. This passage need not imply that dharmakâya and tathâgatagarbha are 
identical; rather both should be viewed instead as variant aspects of the unitary thus-
ness, where defiled thusness is tathâgatagarbha and undefiled thusness dharmakâya. 
See Wayman and Wayman, Lion’s Roar, p. 98, n. 83.

7. Dasheng qixin lun, T 1666:32.576a24–26; Yoshito S. Hakeda, trans., The Awak-
ening of Faith, Attributed to Ašvaghosha (New York: Columbia University Press, 1967), 
p. 34.

8. See, for example, Shengman jing (Šrîmâlâdevîsiœhanâda-sûtra), T 353:12.221c16–
18; Wayman and Wayman, trans., Lion’s Roar, p. 99.

9. Takasaki, trans., Ratnagotravibhâga, p. 187; cf. Jiujing yisheng baoxing lun 2,  
T 1611:31.827a1–4.

10. Dasheng qixin lun, T 1666:32.465b8–9; after Peter Gregory’s translation in 
“The Problem of Theodicy in the Awakening of Faith,” Religion 22 (1986): 73.

11. Dasheng qixin lun, T 1666:32.465b8.
12. Dasheng qixin lun, T 1666:32.577c2–3; cf. Hakeda, Awakening of Faith, p. 50.
13. For the passage, see KSGN, p. 608a.
14. KSGN, pp. 608a–609a.
15. Original enlightenment, in fact, is an indigenous Chinese term, which ap-

pears in sûtra literature only in Sinitic apocrypha; for background on the term, see 
Lewis R. Lancaster, “Buddhist Apocryphal Words” (Paper delivered at panel on 
Chinese Buddhist Apocrypha, American Academy of Religion annual meeting, 
November 24, 1986). See also Jacqueline I. Stone, Original Enlightenment and the 
Transformation of Medieval Japanese Buddhism, Kuroda Institute Studies in East Asian 
Buddhism, no. 12 (Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 1999), pp. 5–10.

16. Yuancheng (Jin’gang sanmei jing zhujie, ZZ 1, 55, 2–3, p. 199b13–16) takes a 
somewhat different tack in his interpretation of this passage: “Because the previous 
fifth, sixth, and seventh consciousnesses are [marked by] mundane characteristics, 
they are affective consciousnesses. The eighth consciousness then contains both the 
mundane and the transcendental. The ninth consciousness alone is transcendental. 
This passage means that one transmutes these mundane affective consciousnesses 
so that they access the transcendental pure nature.” Yuancheng’s reading of this pas-
sage is an apparent attempt to resurrect the southern Dilun school’s bifurcation of 
the âlayavijñâna into both pure and impure aspects. This reading cannot really be 
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supported by VS, however, since in the following exchange Muju Bodhisattva states 
unequivocally that all eight consciousnesses are mundane (“Each and every one of the 
eight consciousnesses arises conditioned by the sense-spheres”). Cf. also Zhuzhen, 
Jin’gang sanmei jing tongzong ji, ZZ 1, 55, 3, pp. 256d–257a.

17. See KSGN, p. 631a, supra; and cf. Dasheng qixin lun, T 1666:32.576b15; Hakeda, 
Awakening of Faith, p. 37.

18. Dasheng qixin lun, T 1666:32.576c1–4; cf. Hakeda, p. 40. Wínhyo cites this 
same passage also at KSGN, p. 619a.

19. For the tiyong distinction in the Awakening of Faith, see Dasheng qixin lun, 
T 1666:32.575c; Hakeda, Awakening of Faith, pp. 29–30. For Wínhyo’s use of this dis-
tinction in explicating the treatise, see Sung Bae Park, “A Comparative Study of 
Wínhyo and Fa-tsang on the Ta-Ch’eng Ch’i-hsin lun,” in Cheil hoe Han’gukhak Kukche 
haksurhoe Åi nonmunjip (Papers of the First International Conference on Korean Studies) 
(Síngnam, Korea: Academy of Korean Studies, 1979), pp. 579–597.

20. See Zhanran’s account of Paramârtha’s role in developing the amalavijñâna 
concept in Chiguan quanxing quanhong jue 3a, T 1912:46.221c2–9; quoted in Diana Y. 
Paul, Philosophy of Mind in Sixth-Century China: Paramârtha’s “Evolution of Consciousness” 
(Stanford: Stanford University Press, 1984), p. 70. It is principally in an anthology of 
Paramârtha’s own works, the Wuxiang lun, that the amalavijñâna is treated; see Paul, 
Philosophy of Mind, p. 94. For a convenient survey of the theory of amalavijñâna as at-
tributed to Paramârtha, see ibid., pp. 6–7, 108–111, 160; and for background on the 
controversy within Chinese Yogâcâra concerning the various schemes of conscious-
nesses, see pp. 46–71, summarizing the work of Yûki Reimon, Fukaura Seibun, and 
Sakaino Kôyô (for which see pp. 196–197, n. 55). Other summaries of amalavijñâna 
doctrine appear in David S. Ruegg, La théorie du Tathâgatagarbha et du Gotra: Études sur 
la sotériologie et la gnoséologie du Bouddhisme, Publications de l’École Française 
d’Extrême-Orient, vol. 70 (Paris, 1969), pp. 439–444, and Eric Frauwallner, “Amala-
vijñânam und âlayavijñânam,” Beitrage zur Indischen Pilologie und Alterumskunde: Fest-
schrift W. Schubring, (Hamburg: Cram, 1951), pp. 148–159. Pehaps the most complete 
treatment of the meaning and significance of the amalavijñâna is found in Fukaura 
Seibun, Yuishikigaku kenkyû (Studies in Yogâcâra teachings) (2nd ed., Kyoto, 1977), 
vol. 1, pp. 188–228. For other sources and Liebenthal’s thoughts on the topic with 
reference to the Vajrasamâdhi, see Walter Liebenthal, “Notes on the ‘Vajrasamâdhi,’ ” 
(hereafter Liebenthal), T’oung Pao 1956: 268–269n.

21. VS, chap. 5; KSGN, p. 648b. My interpretation here follows Wínhyo.
22. “Original enlightenment is precisely the amalavijñâna”; KSGN, p. 631a.
23. Kisillon pyílgi 1, T 1845:44.230a19–21.
24. Pusa yingluo benye jing, T 1485:24.1012c27–1013a9. For the Chinese prove-

nance of this text, see Mochizuki Shinkô, Bukkyô kyôten seiritsu shiron (Studies on the 
history of the composition of Buddhist scriptures) (Kyoto: Hôzôkan, 1946), pp. 
471–484.

25. See Pusa yingluo benye jing 2, T 1485:24.1017a3, 1010b278, 1022b13; cited in 
Liebenthal, “Vajrasamâdhi,” p. 362, n.1.

26. Cf. also Zhuzhen, Tongzong ji 9, p. 277c; Yuancheng, Zhujie 2, p. 212a–b.
27. See Cullavagga ix.14; for “single taste,” see also Jieshenmi jing (Sandhinirmo-

cana-sûtra) 1, T 676:16.692a25.
28. Wínhyo provides alternate analyses of the significance of each chapter of 

the scripture in KSGN, pp. 608c–609b.
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29. Ko Ikchin gives convenient charts outlining these four schemata; “Wínhyo 
Åi sasang Åi silch’õn wõlli” (Praxis in Wínhyo’s thought), in Sungsan Pak Kilchin 
Paksa Hwagap Kinyím Saíphoe, eds., Han’guk Pulgyo sasangsa, Sungsan Pak Kilchin 
paksa hwagap kinyím (History of Korean Buddhist thought, presented in commemo-
ration of the sixtieth birthday of [Sungsan] Dr. Pak Kilchin) (Iri: Wín Pulgyo Sa-
sang Yín’guwín, 1975).

30. KÅmgang sammae kyíng (Jin’gang sanmei jing), T 273:9.365c–374b; the sûtra is 
embedded here in my translation of Wínhyo’s Exposition. I have translated the sûtra 
in full in an earlier work, Robert E. Buswell Jr., The Formation of Ch’an Ideology in China 
and Korea: The “Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra,” a Buddhist Apocryphon, Princeton Library of Asian 
Translations (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1989).

31. Tang Xinluoguo Huanglongsi Yuanxiao zhuan (Biography of Wínhyo of 
Hwangnyongsa in the Tang Dominion of Silla), in Song Gaoseng zhuan 4, T 2061: 
50.730a6b–29. I have translated both this biography and the later hagiography by 
Iryín in my article “The Hagiographies of the Korean Monk Wínhyo (617–686),” 
in Buddhism in Practice, ed. Donald S. Lopez Jr. (Princeton: Princeton University 
Press, 1995), pp. 553–562.

32. The identity of this Trepi¡aka is another of the mysteries of this biography. 
The most probable candidate for the person referred to in our story would seem to 
be the third Huayan patriarch Fazang (643–712), who was widely referred to as fan-
jing dade, as his biography notes (T 2054:50.280c17). Fazang is well known to have 
been familiar with Wínhyo’s work and to have held him in great respect.

33. The term lun was generally reserved by Chinese translators for indepen-
dent treatises and expositions presumed written by Indian bodhisattva-masters; 
translated from Sanskrit, such texts were accorded canonical status on a par with 
scriptures attributed to the Buddha himself. Indigenous treatises on translated 
sûtras were usually given the appellation shu (Kor. so), “commentary,” and had only 
semicanonical status. Hence, conferring such a designation would have been 
equivalent to placing Wínhyo on a par with his Indian predecessors. See also dis-
cussion in Kim Yíngt’ae, “Chín’gi wa sírhwa rÅl t’onghan Wínhyo yín’gu” (A 
Study of Wínhyo from the standpoint of biographies and legends), PGHP 17 
(1980): 31. Robert Shih’s statement (Biographies des moines éminents [Kao seng tch-
ouan] de Houei-kiao [Louvain: Institut Orientaliste, 1968], p.169) concerning the 
Liang Gaoseng zhuan that lun refers to a Chinese composition is not necessarily 
valid for later texts; indeed, many of the interpretation of terms given by Shih in 
the appendix to his book should be followed cautiously for post-sixth-century 
materials.

34. Buswell, Ch’an Ideology, chapter 4. 
35. Kim Yíngt’ae, “Silla esí iruktoen KÅmgang sammae kyíng” (The Vajrasamâ-

dhi-sûtra composed in Silla), PGHP 25 (1988): 35–36.
36. Samguk yusa 4, T 2039:49.1004c26.
37. Yanagida Seizan, “Kongôzammaikyô no kenkyû“ (A study of the Vajrasamâdhi-

sûtra), Paengnyín Pulgyo nonjip 3 (1993): 440 (Korean translation, p. 467).
38. Han T’aesik, “Kanbantô de tsukurareta gigi kyô ni tsuite” (On apocryphal 

scriptures produced on the Korean Peninsula), IBK 45:1 (1996).
39. Buswell, Ch’an Ideology, p. 172. 
40. Ibid., p. 173. 
41. Ishii Kôsei, “Kongôzammaikyô no seiritsu jijô,” IBK 46:2 (1998), 31–37. 
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42. Buswell, Ch’an Ideology, p. 177.
43. This section is adapted from my article “The Chronology of Wínhyo’s Life 

and Works: Some Preliminary Considerations,” in Wínhyo yín’gu nonch’ong: kÅ ch’írhak 
kwa in’gan Åi modÅn kít (Wínhyo studies: various aspects of his philosophy and hu-
manism), ed. Kim Chigyín (Seoul: Kukt’o T’ongirwín, 1987), pp. 932–964. See also 
my Ch’an Ideology, pp. 60–73.

44. See the fragments of the P’an piryang non edited by Kim Chigyín, in Cho 
Myínggi, ed., Wínhyo taesa chínjip (Collected works of the great master Wínhyo), 
(Seoul: Poryín’gak, 1978), pp. 674, 683; and HPC 1.817a. The P’an piryang non will be 
translated by Cuong Tu Nguyen in a later volume of the Collected Works of Wínhyo 
series. 

45. For this continuity in the citations that appear in Wínhyo’s works, see Rhi 
Ki-yong (Yi Kiyíng), “Kyíngjín inyong e nat’anan Wínhyo Åi tokch’angsíng” 
(The uniqueness of Wínhyo as manifested in his citations of scriptures), in Pak 
Kilchin Festschrift, pp. 192–223.

46. For this biography, see Samguk yusa, T 2039:49.1006a7–b29. I have also 
translated this biography in full in my article “The Hagiographies of the Korean 
Monk Wínhyo,” pp. 559–562.

47. Iryín came from Changsan (the old Amnyanggun mentioned in Wínhyo’s 
biography), which might account for his familiarity with the hyangjín materials on 
Wínhyo. See Kim Pusik, Samguk sagi, k. 34, p. 539a; Sinjung Tongguk yíji sÅngnam, 
k. 27, fol. 1a–b. 

48. The Chinyõk Hwaõmgyõng so is to be translated by Pokan Chou in a later vol-
ume of the Collected Works of Wínhyo series. 

49. See, for example, Samguk yusa 3, T 2039:49.997a10–11, where Iryín at-
tempts to clarify the problematic chronological relationship between Wínhyo, Üi-
sang, and Pímil (810–889). 

50. There have been a number of attempts to establish a chronology of Wín-
hyo’s career, all of which should be used cautiously (including my own). That of 
Motoi Nobuo (“Shiragi Gangyô no denki ni tsuite” [On the biography of Wínhyo], 
Ôtani gakuhô [Ôtani University reports] 41 [1961]: 50–51) is especially problematic, 
since he often interpolates dates for the events described in Wínhyo’s two major 
hagiographies without any apparent evidence. See also Sung Bae Park, “Wínhyo’s 
Commentaries on the Awakening of Faith in Mahâyâna” (Ph.D. diss., University of 
California, Berkeley, 1979), p. 71. 

51. For fuller details of the complete chronology of Wínhyo’s life, see my Ch’an 
Ideology, pp. 60–73.

52. The Yu simallak to (Wandering the path to mental peace and bliss) is trans-
lated by Richard McBride in a later volume of the Collected Works of Wínhyo series; 
his introduction will also provide an extensive discussion of the doubts scholars have 
raised concerning Wínhyo’s authorship of this text. As Etani Ryûkai (Shiragi Gangyô 
no Yûshinanrakudô wa gisaku ka,” IBK 23 [1974]: 16–23) notes, for example, the issues 
include the dearth of catalogue entries for this text until the Kamakura period, its 
quotation of passages from two works not translated until after 713, and the similari-
ties between its first half and another of Wínhyo’s works, the Muryangsu chongyo 
(Thematic essentials of the Amitâbha-sûtra). McBride proposes that the work was 
compiled by a Tendai adept in tenth-century Japan as an overview of contemporary 
debates concerning Pure Land doctrines. 
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53. See discussion in Kim Yíng’tae, “Chõn’gi wa sõrhwa rÅl t’onghan Wínhyo 
yõn’gu,” 56. 

54. Samguk yusa 2, p. 1006b14. 
55. Mizuno Kôgen (“Bodaidaruma no Ninyûshigyô setsu to Kongô sammaikyô” 

[Bodhidharma’s Explanation of the two accesses and four practices and the Vajrasamâdhi-
sutra] (hereafter cited as Mizuno), Komozawa daigaku kenkyû kiyô 13 [1995]: 40), Motoi 
Nobuo (“Gangyô no denki,” p. 51), Rhi Ki-yong (KÅmgang sammaegyíng non, p. 331), 
Etani Ryûkai (“Shiragi Gangyô no Yûshinanrakudô wa gisaku ka,” p. 19), and Kim 
Yíngt’ae (“Wínhyo yín’gu,” p. 59) all accept that Hwaímgyíng so was Wínhyo’s last 
work. 

56. Only the preface and third kwín of Wínhyo’s Chin’yík Hwaímgyíng so are 
extant; see HPC 1.495a–497c (T 2757:85.234c–236a). This text is first listed in Bud-
dhist scriptural catalogues, though without comment, in the Japanese Kegon cata-
logue, Kegonshû shôsho byô immyôroku (T 2177:55.1133a19), compiled in 914 by Enchô 
(d.u.). Üich’ín lists it in his 1090 catalogue, Sinp’yín chejong kyojang ch’ongnok (T 2184: 
55.1166b4), as a ten-kwín work. His interlinear note adds: “Originally this [com-
mentary] was in eight kwín. Now, its fifth kwín has been divided [kae; lit. ‘opened 
up’] and [Wínhyo’s Hwaímgyíng] chongyo combined with it, to make [a total of] 
ten kwín.” Üich’ín’s notice suggests that the entire commentary was extant at least 
through the early eleventh century. 

57. See Sung Bae Park, “Wínhyo’s Commentaries,” p. 71. I have speculated 
elsewhere that Wínhyo’s anomalous Palsim suhaeng chang (Arouse your mind and 
practice!) may well have been one of these songs he sang while on the road as a 
missionary; see the introduction to my translation of this text in Sourcebook of Ko-
rean Civilization, volume 1: From Early Times to the Sixteenth Century, ed. Peter H. Lee 
(New York: Columbia University Press, 1993), p. 154. This work will also be in-
cluded in a later volume of the Collected Works of Wínhyo series.

58. See the convenient chart of Wínhyo’s extant works and the texts they cite 
in Rhi Ki-yong, “Kyíngjín Åi nat’anan Wínhyo Åi tokch’angsíng” (The unique-
ness of Wínhyo as manifested in his citations of scriptures), in Pak Kilchin Fest-
schrift, pp. 220–223.

59. The Buddhist newspaper Taehan Pulgyo (Korean Buddhism), in its February 
10, 1979 (Pulgi 2524, p. 2) issue, carries an illustration of a xylograph of Wínhyo’s 
KÅmgang sammaegyíng non in the Haeinsa monastic library, which is said to date to 
the sixth year of the Silla King Sinmun’s reign (680). I have not seen the xylograph, 
but if this dating is correct, it fits perfectly with the chronology I have proposed 
here. 

60. This section is adapted from my article “Did Wínhyo Write Two Versions 
of His KÅmgang sammaegyíng-ron [Exposition of the Book of Adamantine Absorption]?: 
An Issue in Korean Buddhist Textual History,” Papers of the Fifth International Confer-
ence on Korean Studies: Korean Studies, Its Tasks and Perspectives (Síngnam, Korea: 
Academy of Korean Studies, 1988), vol. 2, pp. 585–601.

61. Samguk yusa, T 2039:49.1006b21–24.
62. Sinp’yín chejong kyojang ch’ongnok 1, T 2184:55.1171b10. I might note too that 

Üich’ín mentions in his catalogue a Korean commentary to the Vajrasamâdhi by 
SÅngdun (alt. Toryun or Tullyun), titled KÅmgang sammaegyíng chu (Notes to the 
Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra); see Sin’yín chejong kyojang ch’ongnok 1, T 2184:55.1171b11. We 
know little about this SÅngdun except that he lived at HÅngnyunsa during the Silla 
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period. While this text is no longer extant, it is cited under the listing for amalavi-
jñâna (immaculate consciousness) in Fanyi mingyi ji 6, T 2131:54.1158b–c, indicating 
that it may have remained in circulation at least through 1143, the composition date 
of that lexicon.

63. Üich’ín’s memorial inscription mentions that he dispatched agents through-
out China, Japan, and the Khitan Liao regions of northeast Asia to scout for indige-
nous Buddhist writings; see the inscription in Yi NÅnghwa, Chosín Pulgyo t’ongsa (A 
comprehensive history of Korean Buddhism) (1918; reprint ed., Seoul: Poryín’gak, 
1979), vol. 3, p. 310, l. 2. For Üich’ín’s role in compiling the catalogue and Supplement 
to the canon, see Lewis R. Lancaster and Sung Bae Park, eds., The Korean Buddhist 
Canon: A Descriptive Catalogue (Berkeley and Los Angeles: University of California 
Press, 1979), pp.xiii–xiv; Cho Myínggi, Koryí Taegak kuksa wa Ch’ínt’ae sasang (Na-
tional Master Üich’ín of Koryí and Ch’ínt’ae thought) (Seoul: Tongguk Munhwasa, 
1964), pp. 78–103.

64. Ishida Mosaku, Shakyô yori mitaru Narachô Bukkyô no kenkyû (Nara Buddhism 
as reflected in manuscript copies), Tôyô bunko ronshû, vol. 11 (Tokyo: Tôyô Bunko, 
1930), p.111; the catalogue of manuscripts appears in the appendix, pp. 1–156.

65. Wínhyo cites his own Yijang chang at five places in the Exposition; see KSGN, 
pp. 613a, 616a, 623b, 641b, and 675a. The Yijang Åi is translated by Charles Muller 
in a later volume of the Collected Works of Wínhyo series. 

66. See Stanley Jeyraja Tambiah, The Buddhist Saints of the Forest and the Cult of 
Amulets: A Study of Charisma, Hagiography, Sectarianism, and Millennial Buddhism 
(Cambridge: Cambridge University Press, 1984), pp. 28–29.

67. This conclusion is not meant to suggest that the information appearing in 
the Buddhist bibliographical catalogues is consistently trustworthy; nothing in fact 
could be further from the truth. For the limitations on the evidence found in Bud-
dhist catalogues, see Kyoko Tokuno, “The Evaluation of Indigenous Scriptures in 
Chinese Buddhist Bibliographical Catalogues,” in Chinese Buddhist Apocrypha, ed. 
Robert E. Buswell Jr. (Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 1990), pp. 31–74. This 
caveat should not, however, deter us from using catalogue references as the starting 
point in any research on the indigenous texts of Korean Buddhism—or indeed on 
the texts of any of the East Asian traditions. Uncritical acceptance of hagiographic 
accounts, without checking them against the catalogues, could easily lead us astray 
in understanding the textual history of a Buddhist author’s writings, as we have seen 
here is the case with Wínhyo.

68. The first Buddhist exegetical work said to have been written in Silla was 
the Sabunnyul kalma ki (Commentary to the Karman section of the Dharmaguptaka-
Vinaya), by Chimyíng (d.u.), ca. early seventh century, but this work is no longer 
extant. Wínhyo’s friend Üisang wrote but two or three shorter exegeses contempo-
raneously with Wínhyo, but Wínhyo still remains the earliest, and most prolific, of 
Silla’s Buddhist exegetes. See discussion in Rhi Ki-yong, “Wínhyo and His Thought,” 
Korea Journal 11:1 (January 1971), 5. 

69. See Zanning’s definition of “doctrinal exegetes,” the second of the ten cate-
gories of monks listed in the Song gaoseng zhuan, at T 2061:50.710a. Wínhyo is also 
listed among “doctrinal exegetes” in the Koryí-period Samguk yusa. For the role that 
Koreans played in developing the indigenous Sinitic schools of Buddhism, see my 
edited volume Currents and Countercurrents: Korean Influences on the East Asian Buddhist 
Traditions (Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 2005).
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70. John B. Henderson, Scripture, Canon, and Commentary: A Comparison of Con-
fucian and Western Exegesis (Princeton: Princeton University Press, 1991), p. 1. 

71. See José Ignacio Cabezón’s discussion about the contemporary mistrust of 
exegesis in his edited volume Scholasticism: Cross-Cultural and Comparative Perspec-
tives (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1998), introduction. Note also Ed-
ward Conze’s denigration of the new in his Buddhist Thought in India (London: 
George Allen and Unwin, 1962), preface, p. 8. 

72. An intriguing suggestion proposed in Jörg Plassen, “Another Inquiry into 
the Commentarial Structure of Wínhyo’s Works, Focussing on KÅmgang sammae-
gyõng non,” Proceedings of the Twenty-First Conference of the Association for Korean Studies 
in Europe, ed. Antonetta Bruno and Federica Baglioni (Frascati: AKSE, 2003), pp. 
270–275.

73. K. R. Norman, A Philological Approach to Buddhism, The Buddhist Forum, 
vol. 5 (London: School of Oriental and African Studies, University of London, 
1997), chap. 9, “Buddhism and the Commentarial Tradition,” pp. 156–157. 

74. Majjhima-nikâya, no. 133; see the fascinating treatment in Bhikkhu Ñâÿa-
nanda, Ideal Solitude: An Exposition of the Bhaddekaratta Sutta, The Wheel Publication, 
no. 188 (Kandy: Buddhist Publication Society, 1973). 

75. Norman, Philological Approach, p. 149. This frequent usage of synonyms in ex-
egesis is all the more plausible given the wide range of dialectical variation used in 
the various regions in which Buddhism was taught and the need to gloss words that 
would be difficult or impossible to comprehend in different dialects. For example, 
Norman (ibid.) cites a passage from the Pâli canon where the Buddha gives seven 
different dialectical forms (what he calls “country language” [janapadanirutti]) of the 
words for “bowl,” as an example of this tendency to replace words with synonyms. 

76. The Nidessa, however, does display some incipient attempts to analyze even 
lengthier sections of the text in order to demonstrate how a term is used not just in 
the text of the Sutta-nipâta proper but in a wider context. See Norman, Philological 
Approach, p. 150.

77. See Norman, Philological Approach, p. 159.
78. See discussion in ibid., p. 161.
79. See Luis O. Gómez, “Buddhist Literature: Exegesis and Hermeneutics,” in 

Encyclopedia of Religion (New York: Macmillan, 1987), vol. 2, p. 532.
80. See the treatment of Vasubandhu’s commentary (T 1510:25.757a–766a), in 

Giuseppe Tucci, Minor Buddhist Texts, part 1 (Rome: Istituto Italiano per il Medio 
ed Estremo Oriente, 1956), pp. 129–171.

81. See George D. Bond, The Word of the Buddha: The Tipi¡aka and Its Interpreta-
tion in Theravâda Buddhism (Colombo: M. D. Gunasena and Co., 1982); and the 
brief summary of the Netti schema in Gómez, “Buddhist Literature,” p. 531.

82. Prayojanaœ sapiÿøârthaœ padârtha÷ sânusaœdhika÷ / sacodyaparihâraš ca vâcya÷ 
sûtrârtha vâdibhi÷  // Abhisamayâla×kârâloka Prajñâpâramitâvyâkhyâ, by Haribhadra, 
ed. U. Wogihara (Tokyo: Tôyô Bunko, 1934), p. 15; quoted in José Ignacio Cabezón, 
“Vasubandhu’s Vyâkhyâyukti on the Authenticity of the Mahâyâna Sûtras,” in Texts in 
Context: Traditional Hermeneutics in South Asia, ed. Jeffrey R. Timm (Albany: State Uni-
versity of New York Press, 1992), pp. 237–238, n. 16. 

83. The Western scholar who has undertaken the most sustained study of this 
important text is José Ignacio Cabezón. See his “Vasubandhu’s Vyâkhyâyukti.” The 
quote is taken from p. 224 of this article. See also José Ignacio Cabezón, Buddhism 
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and Language: A Study of Indo-Tibetan Scholasticism (Albany: State University of New 
York Press, 1994). 

84. For background on the early Han commentarial tradition, see see Rudolf G. 
Wagner, The Craft of a Chinese Commentator: Wang Bi on the “Laozi” (Albany: State Uni-
versity of New York Press, 2000), pp. 31–51.

85. Daniel K. Gardner, “Confucian Commentary and Chinese Intellectual His-
tory,” Journal of Asian Studies 57:2 (May 1998), 400, 401. East Asian Buddhist commen-
tary is an area of the tradition that has been much neglected by scholars to date, and 
my treatment here has benefited greatly from several recent works on commentary 
within the Chinese Confucian tradition. I am particularly indebted to Daniel K. 
Gardner’s insightful article cited above and to John B. Henderson’s Scripture, Canon, 
and Commentary. This neglect of Buddhist commentary by modern scholars is all the 
more reason to anticipate publication of Alexander L. Mayer’s Habilitation thesis at 
Heidelberg University on Tang dynasty Buddhist commentary: “Das Vajracchedikâ-
sûtra und die chinesische Auslegung der prajñâ: Ein Beitrag zur Expositorik,  
Exegese under Hermeneutik im sino-buddhistischen Sûtra-Kommentar” (Habilita-
tion-Schrift, Heidelberg University, 1999), which was not available to me. See also  
Alexander L. Mayer’s article on “Commentarial Literature,” in Robert E. Buswell Jr., 
editor-in-chief, Encyclopedia of Buddhism (New York: Macmillan, 2004), vol. 1, pp. 
166–169. 

86. See my definition of the meaning of “Buddhist apocrypha” in my article 
“Prolegomenon to the Study of Buddhist Apocryphal Scriptures,” in Chinese Buddhist 
Apocrypha, ed. Robert E. Buswell Jr. (Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 1990), 
pp. 3–8. 

87. For this and other exegetical categories, see the comprehensive article by 
Luis O. Gómez, “Buddhist Literature: Exegesis and Hermeneutics,” in Buswell, Ency-
clopedia of Religion. Gómez notes that this threefold schema is not attested until some 
three centuries later in India.

88. See Kôgen Mizuno, Buddhist Sutras: Origin, Development, Transmission 
(Tokyo: Kôsei Publishing Co., 1982), p. 143. For further information on the Tiantai 
exegetical and hermeneutical schemata, see David W. Chappell, “Introduction to 
the ‘T’ien-t’ai ssu-chiao-i,’ ” Eastern Buddhist, n.s. 9 (May 1976): 72–86. The Tiantai 
sijiao yi is attributed by the tradition to Zhiyi but is now generally presumed to have 
been written by Guanding.

89. For the importance of this interlocking style in Chinese classical litera-
ture, see Wagner, The Craft of a Chinese Commentator, chap. 3. 

90. For an interesting discussion of the ways in which Wínhyo seeks to unify the 
contents of the scripture into an organic whole, see Plassen, “Another Inquiry.” 

91. As John Henderson says in Scripture, Canon, and Commentary, “The canon is 
self-consistent, [and] internal contradictions in it are only apparent” (p. 115; dis-
cussion, pp. 115–121); and the canon is “well ordered and coherent, arranged  
according to some logical, cosmological, or pedagogical patterns” (p. 106 and dis-
cussion, pp. 106–115). 

92. See discussions on the tendency toward categorization as being a general 
feature of scholastic traditions in José Ignacio Cabezón, Buddhism and Language: A 
Study of Indo-Tibetan Scholasticism (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1994), 
chap. 1, “Scholasticism,” pp. 11–26; and Cabezón, Scholasticism, “Introduction,” pp. 
1–17.
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93. A term suggested to me by my colleague Robert Gimello. 
94. Alexander Mayer, “Commentarial Literature,” in Buswell, Encyclopedia of 

Buddhism. 
95. Satô Shigeki, Wínhyo Åi hwajaeng nolli, appendix, pp. 315–321. See also a sim-

ilar type of exegetical chart included with Ün ChõnghÅi and Song Chinhyõn, trans. 
Wínhyo Åi KÅmgang sammaegyõng non, which is more readable because of its larger 
scale. 

96. Mayer, “Das Vajracchedikâ-sûtra und die chinesische Auslegung der prajñâ.” 
97. For an early example, see the elaborate outline, down to some four levels 

of subheading, in E. Obermiller’s Analysis of the Abhisamayâlaœkâra, Calcutta Orien-
tal Series, no. 27 (Luzac and Co., 1933). For East Asian commentaries, note Paul L. 
Swanson’s use of an outline format in translating Zhiyi’s Fahua xuanyi; see his Foun-
dations of T’ien-t’ai Philosophy: The Flowering of the Two Truths Theory in Chinese Bud-
dhism (Berkeley: Asian Humanities Press, 1989), pp. 159–163.

98. As Gardner (“Confucian Commentary,” p. 404), remarks: “The commen-
tator wishes to ‘fix’ the meaning of the text he is commenting on, to persuade oth-
ers to read and understand the text just as he has.”

99. See discussion in my Ch’an Ideology, p. 58, following Michael Rogers’ char-
acterization of Korean needs to repudiate Tang suzerainty over their land in his 
seminal article “P’yínnyín T’ongnok: The Foundation Legend of the Koryí State,” 
Korean Studies (University of Washington), 4 (1982–1983): 42. 

100. Gardner, “Confucian Commentary,” p. 404.
101. Paraphrasing ibid., p. 404. 
102. One of the best treatments of the close connections between Buddhism 

and the state in ancient Korea appears in Ko Ikchin, “Han’guk kodae Åi Pulgyo sa-
sang” (Buddhist thought in Ancient Korea), in Ch’ogi Han’guk Pulgyo kyodansa Åi 
yõn’gu (History of Buddhist sectarianism in early Korea), Pulgyohak nonjip (Essays 
in Buddhist Studies) (Seoul: Minjoksa, 1986), pp. 11–106. For accessible treatments 
of the role of Buddhism in state formation in Three Kingdoms Korea, see An Kye-
hyín, “Silla Buddhism and the Spirit of the Protection of the Fatherland,” Korea 
Journal 17: 4 (April 1977), 27–29; Hee Sung Keel, “Buddhism and Political Power in 
Korean History,” Journal of the International Association of Buddhist Studies 1 (1978): 
10–12; Enchô Tamura, “Japan and the Eastward Permeation of Buddhism,” Acta 
Asiatica 47 (1985): 10–12. For the hwarang system, see Richard Rutt, “The Flower 
Boys of Silla (Hwarang): Notes on the Sources,” Transactions of the Korea Branch of the 
Royal Asiatic Society 38 (1961): 1–66. The legend of Ich’adon appears in the biogra-
phy of Pípkong in Haedong kosÅng chín (T 2065:50.1018c–1019a); see Peter H. Lee, 
trans., Lives of Eminent Korean Monks: Haedong KosÅng Chín, Harvard-Yenching In-
stitute Studies, no. 25 (Cambridge: Harvard University Press, 1969), pp. 58–63. 

103. See Hwaím ilsÅng pípkye to (T 1887A:45.711a). For the importance of 
Hwaím Buddhism in Silla national ideology, see Ki-Baek Lee, A New History of 
Korea, trans. Edward W. Wagner, with Edward J. Shultz (Cambridge: Harvard Uni-
versity Press, 1984), p. 81. 

104. Both kae and hap are hermeneutical terms that occur frequently in East 
Asian Buddhist commentarial exegesis. For Wínhyo’s use of these terms, see Pak 
Chonghong, “Wínhyo Åi chõrhak sasang,” in Han’guk sasang sa (History of Korean 
Thought) (Seoul: Ilsinsa, 1966), pp. 59–88; reprinted in Pak’s Han’guk sasang sa: 
Pulgyo sasang p’yõn (History of Korean Thought: Buddhist Thought,” Sõmun mun’go, 
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no. 11 (Seoul, 1972), pp. 85–127. I have translated this article as “Wínhyo’s Philosophi-
cal Thought,” in Assimilation of Buddhism in Korea: Religious Maturity and Innovation in 
the Silla Dynasty, Studies in Korean Religions and Culture, vol. 4, ed. Lewis R. Lan-
caster and C. S. Yu (Berkeley: Asian Humanities Press, 1991), pp. 47–103. Sung Bae 
Park, who has been critical of Pak Chonghong’s interpretation, has proposed the ren-
derings “opening” (kae) and “sealing” (hap) for these terms; see his article “Silla Bud-
dhist Spirituality,” in Buddhist Spirituality: Later China, Korea, Japan and the Modern 
World, World Spirituality, an Encyclopedic History of the Religious Quest, vol. 9, ed-
ited by Takeuchi Yoshinori et al. (New York: Crossroad Publishing Company, a Herder 
and Herder Book, 1999), p. 63. Cf. also Fa-tsang, Huayan wujiao zhang  2, T 1866:45.482a–
b; Yíndam Yuil (1720–1799), Pípchip pyírhaengnok chíryo kwamok pyíngip sagi (Tae-
hungsa xylograph, dated 1916, in the Tongguk University archives), fol. 8b10.

105. TaesÅng kisillon so, HPC 1:698c7–8.
106. Daisetz Teitaro Suzuki, Studies in the Laækâvatâra Sûtra (1932; reprint, 

Boulder: Prajñâ Press, 1978), p. 17; and note also Suzuki’s Essays in Zen Buddhism, 
series 1 (London: Routledge and Kegan Paul, 1970), p. 75. 

107. For a similar attempt by the Qing dynasty commentator Zhuzhen (d.u.) to 
present a systematic and complete outline of the Vajrasamâdhi, see Buswell, Ch’an 
Ideology, p. 255. 

108. A suggestion made to me by my UCLA colleague Gregory Schopen.
109. A listing derived from the Adhyâšayasañcodana-sûtra; see the discussion in 

Ronald M. Davidson, “An Introduction to the Standards of Authenticity in Indian 
Buddhism,” in Chinese Buddhist Apocrypha, ed. Robert E. Buswell Jr. (Honolulu: Uni-
versity of Hawai‘i Press, 1990), p. 310.

110. This is not to deny José Ignacio Cabezón’s rather more sanguine view of this 
decision (“Vasubandhu’s Vyâkhyâyukti,” p. 233) as being not “an instance of herme-
neutical naiveté . . . [but] in fact, the result of a considerable critical reflection.” 

111. See Cabezón, “Vasubandhu’s Vyâkhyâyukti,” p. 233.
112. I am drawing here from my treatment of the premodern understanding of 

the Buddhist tradition in East Asia; see my article “Imagining ‘Korean Buddhism’: 
The Invention of a National Religious Tradition,” in Nationalism and the Construction 
of Korean Identity, ed. Hyung Il Pai and Timothy R. Tangherlini, Korea Research 
Monograph, no. 26 (Berkeley: Institute of East Asian Studies, 1998), pp. 83–84.

113. For Wínhyo’s contributions to the developing East Asian tradition of pan-
jiao, see Rhi Ki-yong (Yi Kiyíng), “Kyop’ansasang aesí pon Wínhyo Åi wich’i 
(Wínhyo’s place in the history of doctrinal taxonomies), in Han’guk Pulgyo yõn’gu 
(Seoul: Han’guk Pulgyo Yín’guwín, 1982), pp. 345–358.

114. Even the Indian exegete Vasubandhu bewails this difficult of establishing 
the veracity of the textual transmission based on historicity; as he states in his 
Vyâkhyâyukti: “How can all of those mutually inconsistent expositions be considered 
the Buddha’s word?” (translated in Cabezón, “Vasubandhu’s Vyâkhyâyukti, p. 228).

Notes to Part 2

1. The three voidnesses: (1) voidness of characteristics (conventional voidness), 
(2) voidness of voidness (absolute voidness), (3) voidness of both. VS, chap. 5 (p. 
369b15–17); KSGN, p. 639b24–c3; see also Wínhyo’s comments at KSGN, p. 639c.
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2. Wínhyo’s abundant usage of symmetry and chiasmus throughout part 1 sug-
gests that the main idea he seeks to highlight here is the rhetorical, or perhaps “exe-
getical,” method employed in the sûtra, i.e., the pattern of interlocking correspondences, 
in which all propositions are shown to intersect. Wõnhyo defers most of discussion of 
emblematic doctrines or teachings contained in the sûtra itself until the following 
part 2. See the interpretation in Plassen, “Another Inquiry into the Commentarial 
Structure of Wínhyo’s Works,” p. 157; but cf. Satô Shigeki, Wínhyo Åi hwajaeng nolli, 
pp. 48–58, which highlights the importance of the fountainhead of the one mind 
and the sea of three voidnesses in understanding part 1. 

3. Hwanjung is also used metaphorically to allude to the sphere of absolute real-
ity beyond all relative discrimination and is commonly used to refer to the dharma-
dhŒtu. See Zhao lun, T 1858:45.157a16. 

4. These are the three titles the sûtra is given in chapter 8 of VS (p. 374a28–29) 
at the conclusion of the discourse; KSGN, p. 675c4–5. 

5. Literally, kae (to open) means “to open up” for detailed analysis the intri-
cate relationships between different doctrinal categories; hap (to combine) means 
“to combine” or “to bring together” via a synthetic approach the foundational qual-
ities fundamental to all such doctrinal categories. For discussion, see the section 
“Wínhyo’s Hermeneutical Strategy,” in the Study part of this book. 

6. The “single taste” is explained in chapter 7 of VS (p. 371c22–25). See KSGN, 
p. 660a. 

7. “Spatial dimension . . . temporal perspective” are free renderings for what is 
literally “horizontal discourse” (hoengnon) and “vertical viewing” (sumang): e.g., “Hor-
izontally penetrating the ten directions . . . vertically piercing the three time limits” 
(Jin’gang jing zuanyao kanding ji 4, T 1702:33.201a16–17; and Qixin lun pi xue ji, T 1848: 
44.299a5–8). In their Buddhist usage, “horizontal” and “vertical” often refer respec-
tively to unsystematic and systematic treatments of doctrinal questions; see Youqieshi 
di lun (YogŒcŒrabhûmišŒstra) 11, T 1579:30.330b15. Their directional senses are con-
veyed in such usages as “vertically piercing, horizontally pervading, perfect interfu-
sion is unimpeded” (Qixin lun shu bi xue ji, T 1848:44.297b10) and “horizontally and 
vertically it radiates universally; its opening and its combination (kaehap; see note 5 
above) are perfectly free” (Miaofa lianhua jing wenju 3b, T 1718:34.43b21–22). Finally, 
and in their least technical usages, the terms are used simply to convey two contrast-
ing ideas, e.g., “on the one hand . . . on the other hand”: cf. “On the one hand, it re-
veals the qualities of action. . . . On the other hand, it reveals the characteristics of 
action” (TaesÅng Kisillon naeÅi nyakt’am ki, T 1849:44.415b20–21); “Expounded upon 
from one standpoint (lit. horizontally), the principle transcends eight affairs; from 
the other standpoint (lit. vertically), the four antinomies (catuºko¡i) are all negated” 
(Zhongguan lun shu 2b, T 1824:42.30c16–18); or, “The TathŒgata, on the one hand, 
takes the medicine of gracious response, and his wisdom accords with the profound 
principle. Because he, on the other hand, takes the medicine of absolute truth, he 
benefits [living] things everywhere” (Miaofa lianhua jing wenju 9b, T 1719:34.327b2–
3; and note Fahua xuanyi shiqian 18, T 1717:33.943c29–944al). 

8. The five dharmas: the pure dharmadhŒtu, which is the manifestation of the 
ninth amalavijñŒna; and the four wisdoms into which the remaining eight conscious-
nesses develop. Along with the exegesis that immediately follows, see also KSGN 1,  
p. 618c; and see note 11 below.

9. Six practices: The cultivation of (1) the ten faiths, (2) ten abidings, (3) ten 
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practices, (4) ten transferences, (5) ten bhûmis, (6) virtual enlightenment. Along 
with the following exegesis, see KSGN, p. 651c; VS, chap. 4 (p. 370a12–14). 

10. In these last sentences, Wínhyo has outlined the core chapters of the sûtra. 
“Practices which are unproduced” refer to chapter 3 of the sûtra. “The signless 
dharma” is chapter 2, which is the first chapter of the main body of the scripture it-
self. “Original inspiration” refers to chapter 4, “The Inspiration of Original Enlight-
enment.” “Edge of reality” alludes to the fifth chapter, “Accessing the Edge of Reality.” 
“Is devoid of any nature of its own, the authentic edge is also void” refers to chapter 
6, “The Voidness of the True Nature.” Finally, “accessing the tathŒgatagarbha” refers 
to the seventh chapter, “The TathŒgatagarbha.” 

11. The transformations of the eight consciousnesses into the four wisdoms of 
the buddhas is a common theme in YogŒcŒra texts. First, the great perfect mirror 
wisdom (mahŒdaršanajñŒna), which is a transformation of the eighth consciousness, 
the ŒlayavijñŒna, sees the perfect interfusion of all things as if everything were simul-
taneously reflected in a great mirror. Second, the impartial wisdom (samatŒjñŒna), a 
transformation of the seventh kliº¡amanovijñŒna, rises above all distinctions and sees 
all things impartially without coloring by the ego. Third, the sublime-observation 
wisdom (pratyavekºanŒjñŒna), a transformation of the sixth manovijñŒna, is the wis-
dom that contemplates the unique and common characteristics of all dharmas. 
Fourth, the perfection in action wisdom, or the wisdom that has accomplished what 
was to be done (k¿tyŒnuº¡hŒnajñŒna), a transformation of the five sensory conscious-
nesses, accomplishes actions that benefit both oneself and others. See Cheng weishi 
lun 10, T 1585:31.56a12–28, 56b2–3; Fodi jing lun 3, T 1530:26.302b23–c11; for all four 
wisdoms, see also KSGN, p. 633b. In an innovation found only in this sûtra (VS, p. 
372a8–12), however, designations that differ from the standard names are given to 
the four wisdoms into which the consciousnesses evolve. The revised list, along with 
the standard wisdoms to which they correspond (in parentheses) in Wínhyo’s inter-
pretation: (1) decisive wisdom (impartial wisdom), (2) adaptable wisdom (sublime 
observation wisdom), (3) nirvŒÿa wisdom (wisdom that has accomplished what was to 
be done), (4) ultimate wisdom (great perfect mirror wisdom). See KSGN, p. 661b–c;. 

12. The three bodies: commonly, the law body (dharmakŒya), enjoyment body 
(saœbhogakŒya), and transformation body (nirmŒÿakŒya). The VS listing once again 
differs slightly: the fruition buddha who is endowed with all meritorious qualities 
(equivalent to the saœbhogakŒya); the tathŒgatagarbha buddha (equal to the dhar-
makŒya); and the form buddha (the nirmŒÿakŒya). See VS, p. 370b29; the passage, 
along with Wínhyo’s explanations of these terms, appears in KSGN, pp. 657a.

13. The term “one enlightenment: is used in VS, p.366b15. Wínhyo explains, 
“Because original and actualized [enlightenments] are nondual, they are called 
one enlightenment”; KSGN, p. 633b. 

14. “Two kinds of selfhood”: the selfhood of person (pudgala) and dharmas; 
VS, p. 370b13; and KSGN, p. 647c. 

15. “Two extremes”: specifically, the extreme views (antagrŒhad¿ºti) that the self 
continues after death (“eternalism,” or šŒšvatavŒda) or that are brought to an end 
forever after one’s demise (“annihilationism,” or ucchedavŒda). 

16. “Two accesses”: the accesses of principle and practice are discussed in 
chapter 5 of VS (p. 369c7 ff); see KSGN, pp. 641b–642b. 

17. “Three buddhas”: identical to the VS listing given in note 12 above.
18. “Three moral codes”: the rules of conduct and deportment, the cultivation 
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of all wholesome dharmas, aiding all sentient beings. VS, chap. 6 (p. 370c25–27); 
KSGN, p. 651a. 

19. “Three great truths”: (1) the path to bodhi is all-embracing, (2) enlighten-
ment is attained via correct wisdom, (3) one enters enlightenment by not differen-
tiating between the practices of samŒdhi and prajñŒ. VS, chap. 8 (p. 373c9–12); 
KSGN, p. 672c–673b; and cf. Leon Hurvitz, “Chih-i (538–597): An Introduction to 
the Life and Ideas of a Chinese Buddhist Monk,” Mélanges chinois et bouddhiques 12 
(1962): 315. 

20. “Three liberations”: this list is unique to VS: (1) empty-space liberation, (2) 
adamantine liberation, (3) prajñŒ liberation; VS, chap. 5 (p. 370a29). Wínhyo cor-
relates them with the more common group of eight liberations; KSGN, p. 646a–b. 

21. “Three levels of virtual enlightenment” appear in chapter 6 of VS (p. 371b15); 
they involve abiding on the virtual-enlightenment stage for (1) one hundred kalpas, 
(2) one thousand kalpas, (3) myriad kalpas. KSGN, p. 656c. The idea has been ad-
opted from the apocryphal Pusa yingluo benye jing 1, T 1485:24.1012c27–1013a9. 

22. “Three bodies of sublime enlightenment” are noted but not listed in chap-
ter 6 of VS (p. 371b15). Wínhyo interprets them as simply the dharmakŒya, saœ-
bhogakŒya, and nirmŒÿakŒya; KSGN, p. 657a. 

23. “Three groups of voidness”: see note 1 above.
24. The three existences are the equivalents of the three realms of existence 

(traidhâtuka): (1) the desire realm, (2) the subtle-materiality realm, (3) the formless 
realm; Apidamo dabiposha lun (AbhidharmamahŒvibhŒºŒ) 60, T 1545:27.310b9–12; Abi-
damo zhiyimen zulun (AbhidharmasaœgîtiparyŒya) 4, T 1536:26.383b25–c1. 

25. Four right efforts: (1) to avoid unwholesome states that have not yet arisen, 
(2) to overcome unwholesome states that have already arisen, (3) to develop whole-
some states that have not yet arisen, (4) to maintain wholesome states that have al-
ready arisen. These constitute the sixth stage of the eightfold path and the second 
category of the thirty-seven limbs of enlightenment. 

26. Four bases of supranormal power: (1) concentration of will, (2) concentra-
tion of mind, (3) concentration of effort, (4) concentration of investigation. These 
constitute the third category of the thirty-seven constituents of enlightenment 
(bodhipâkºkadharma). 

27. Four great conditions: Wínhyo explains that these are four powers inher-
ent in original enlightenment; they act as the conditions for the observation of the 
three moral codes (see note 18 above). They are (1) suppression, which acts as the 
condition for perfecting the rules of conduct and deportment; (2) its pure basis, 
which acts as the condition for cultivating all wholesome dharmas; (3) compas-
sion, which acts as the condition for encouraging one to aid all sentient beings; (4) 
penetrating knowledge, which acts as the condition for freeing the mind from all 
attachments to the phenomenal characteristics of the above three moral codes so 
that they will conform to thusness (tathatŒ). VS, chap. 6 (p. 370c25–28); KSGN,  
p. 651a–c. 

28. Four postures (îryâpatha): walking, standing, sitting, and lying down. 
29. Four dhyŒnas: The four stages of meditation that are associated with the 

realm of subtle-materiality, each of which is accompanied by specific mental 
concomitants. (1) The absorption that is accompanied by thought and imagina-
tion, born of detachment, and associated with joy and ease. (2) The absorption 
free from thought and imagination, born of concentration, and associated with 
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joy and ease. (3) The absorption free from thought, imagination, and joy; and 
associated with ease. (4) The absorption free from ease and associated only with 
equanimity. 

30. Denigration (apavŒda) is an aspect of wrong view (mithyŒd¿º¡i), the “denigra-
tion” of that which really exists; see discussion in KSGN, p. 623c, and the relevant 
note there (note no. 173). 

31. “Stage of the four vast [wisdoms]”: this term is used chapter 4 of VS  
(p. 368c14), which Wínhyo interprets as the four wisdoms (for which see note 11 
above); KSGN, p. 633b. 

32. Five skandhas: materiality, sensation, perception, impulses, consciousness. 
33. The fifty evils are another unusual listing found in VS (chap. 4; VS, p. 369a14). 

The consciousness aggregate (vijñŒnaskandha) includes eight evils—the eight con-
sciousnesses—as do both the sensation and perception skandhas. The impulse skan-
dha possesses nine evils: eight associated with mind (cittasaœprayukta) and one 
disassociated therefrom (cittaviprayukta). The materiality skandha possesses seven-
teen evils: the four primary elements and the thirteen derivative forms. These make 
a total of fifty evils. See KSGN, p. 636a–b.

34. Five moral faculties: faith, exertion, mindfulness, concentration, wisdom. 
These are the fourth category in the thirty-seven constituents of enlightenment.

35. Five powers: the preceding five moral faculties once they have developed 
into potent forces. These are the fifth of the categories in the thirty-seven constitu-
ents of enlightenment.

36. Five voidnesses: another peculiar listing in VS (chap. 5, p. 369b12–13). (1) 
The three realms of existences (see note 24 above) are void; (2) the shadows of the 
six destinies are void; (3) dharma characteristics are void; (4) nominal characteristics 
are void; (5) the objects of mental consciousness are void. See KSGN, p. 639a.

37. The five ranked levels are discussed in chapter 6 of VS (p. 371a23–b5): (1) 
faith, (2) consideration, (3) cultivation, (4) practice, (5) relinquishment. Wínhyo 
correlates these ranked levels with the following stages of the standard bodhisattva 
path: (1) the ten faiths; (2) ten abidings, ten practices, and ten transferences; (3) 
ten bhûmis; (4) virtual enlightenment; (5) sublime enlightenment; see his inter-
pretation at KSGN, p. 654a–655c.

38. Quoted from VS (chap. 2, p. 366c23); see KSGN, p. 618c.
39. The five realms of existence: divinities, humans, animals, hungry ghosts, 

denizens of hell.
40. Six pŒramitŒs: giving, moral discipline, patience, exertion, mental absorp-

tion, wisdom.
41. Six sense-bases: eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, mind.
42. Seven aspects of enlightenment: mindfulness, investigation of dharmas, 

exertion, joy, serenity, concentration, equanimity.
43. The “great object matrix” is another classification peculiar to VS (chap. 7,  

p. 372a21–23). The term is parsed as follows: “great” means the four great elements 
of solidity (earth), cohesion of fluidity (water), maturation (fire), and motion (air); 
“object” refers to the three sûtra classifications of dharmas, as skandhas, dhŒtus, and 
Œyatanas; “matrix” means the foundational consciousness (mûlavijñŒna). Wínhyo in-
terprets these as contemplations on the four coarse phenomena (the four great ma-
terial elements) as well as the contemplation of three subtler categories of dharmas 
(skandhas, etc.), yielding seven meanings. These contemplations lead to the destruc-
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tion of the beginningless seeds (bîja) of conceptual proliferation (prapañca) within 
the mûlavijñŒna. See KSGN, p. 662b–c.

44. This sentence is quoted from VS (chap. 5, p. 370b23); see Wínhyo’s inter-
pretation at KSGN, p. 648c.

45. Ten faiths: the preliminary level of the bodhisattva path, consisting of (1) 
faith, (2) mindfulness, (3) effort, (4) wisdom, (5) concentration, (6) nonretrogres-
sion, (7) transferences, (8) dharma-protection, (9) moral discipline, (10) vows. Pusa 
yingluo benye jing 1, T 1485:24.1011c4–5.

46. Ten bhûmis: the final stages of the bodhisattva path: (1) Joyful, (2) Stain-
less, (3) Illuminating, (4) Radiant, (5) Difficult to Conquer, (6) Liberation, (7) 
Far-Reaching, (8) Unshakable, (9) Intelligence, (10) Dharma-Cloud. Dafangguang 
fo huayan jing (Avataœsaka-sûtra) 23, T 278:9.542c27–543a1, gives the standard 
Dašabhûmika-sûtra tabulation. The list is considerably different in the apocryphal 
Pusa yingluo benye jing 1, T 1485:24.1014c16–18.

47. “Next part” here means part 4 of KSGN, the extended discussion on pas-
sages in the text itself; for these titles, see KSGN, pp. 607c and 675c. 

48. Much of the material in this section of Wínhyo’s treatise is reminiscent of 
Jingying Huiyuan’s (523–592) treatment of the term “vajrasamŒdhi” in his Dasheng 
yi zhang 9, T 1851:44.637c–641a. There can be little doubt that Wínhyo drew heav-
ily upon it here in preparing his exposition.

49. VS, chap. 1, p. 366a28.
50. Ibid., p. 366a29.
51. Mohe boruo boluomi jing 5, T 223:8.251b27–28; quoted in Dazhidu lun 47,  

T 1509:25.397a13–14. The implication is that vajrasamŒdhi is the concentration 
that produces mastery over all other types of samŒdhis; note Dabanniepan jing 
(MahŒparinirvŒÿa-sûtra) 24, T 374:12.509b14–c6.

52. Dazhidu lun 47, T. 1509:25.399b2–5.
53. Virtually the same exchange appears in Dasheng yi zhang 9, T 1851:44.638b4 ff.
54. See Dazhidu lun 47, T. 1509:25.400b26–27.
55. Mohe boruo boluomi jing 5, T 223:8.251c19–20 and 252a29–b2; quoted in Da-

zhidu lun 47, T 1509:25.397b4–5 and 397c12–13. Both of these qualities are attrib-
uted to vajrasamŒdhi in Dabanniepan jing 24, T 374:12.509b–c.

56. The text of Dazhidu lun seems corrupt here, both in the original and in 
Wínhyo’s citation. I would transpose “the Buddha said” with vajropamasamŒdhi 
and make this and the following two sentences direct quotations from the Pañca.

57. For the legend of Indra destroying the asuras, see Joseph Campbell, The 
Masks of the Gods II: Oriental Mythology (New York: Viking Press, 1962), pp. 182–183, 
184–187; quoting Þg-Veda I.32a and MahŒbhŒrata 12.281.1–12.282.20. Vajra in this 
context should be taken as a thunderbolt, the mythical weapon of Indra, king of 
the gods. The asuras are fallen gods and constitute a sixth realm of existence sup-
plementing the five listed above (note 39). 

58. According to VijñaptimŒtratŒsiddhi-šŒstra, even upon attaining the tenth 
bhûmi, there still remains a trace of subtle jñeyŒvaraÿa (cognitive hindrances) and 
the seeds (bîja) of klešŒvaraÿa (afflictive hindrances); it is through the vajropam-
asamŒdhi that these are both excised so that one may enter the tathŒgatabhûmi. 
See Cheng weishi lun 10, T 1585:31.54a ff; Tat Wei, trans., Ch’eng Wei-Shih Lun: The 
Doctrine of Mere-Consciousness (Hong Kong: Ch’eng Wei-Shi Lun Publication Com-
mittee, 1973), pp. 740–743. See also Apidamo jushe lun (AbhidharmakošabhŒºya) 24,  
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T 1558:29.126b, and ch. 28, p. 150a–b; Prahlad Pradhan, ed., AbhidharmakošabhŒºyam 
of Vasubandhu (Patna: K. P. Jayaswal Research Institute), pp. 364–366 and 451–452. 

59. For these three bodhis, see Xianyang shengjiao lun (*ÂryašŒsanaprakaraÿa) 
3, T 1602:31.496b1–5. 

60. Anuttarasamyaksaœbodhi; it is defined in Yuqieshi di lun (YogŒcŒrabhûmišŒstra) 
38, T 1779:30.498c–499a and especially p. 499a9–11. 

61. Dabanniepan jing 24, T 374:12.509b4.
62. Eighteen special buddhadharmas (aº¡Œdaša ŒveÿikŒ buddhadharmŒ÷) are said 

to be unique to the buddhas. The list includes such things as being free from error 
or distraction, never regressing, having all their actions motivated by pristine cogni-
tion, and so on. See Mohe boruo boluomi jing 24, T 223:8.395b20–28. A different listing 
of 140 such dharmas is given in Yuqieshi di lun 38, T 1779:30.499a11–14.

63. Dazhidu lun 47, T 1509:25.400b17–29.
64. The first of the seven precious things unique to the cakravartin, or wheel-

turning emperor; the list also includes his wealth, queen, ministers, elephants, 
generals, and horses. 

65. Following the interpretation at Dazhidu lun 17, T 1509:25.180c22.
66. VajrasamŒdhi is also said to be able to shatter all defilements in Dabannie-

pan jing 24, T 374:12.509c18–21.
67. Yí kÅmgang; the equivalency for vajropama adopted by KumŒrajîva and 

ParamŒrtha. 
68. KÅmgang yu; the rendering of vajropama used by Xuanzang.
69. Adapted from Laozi 48: “Keep on diminishing and diminishing again, 

until you reach the state of nonaction.” 
70. The implication here is that vajropamasamŒdhi corresponds to the pseudo-

enlightenment of the two-vehicle adherents that only involves the abandonment of 
the gross attachments resulting from conceptualization. See Dasheng qixin lun,  
T 1666:32.576b20–22; Hakeda, trans., Awakening of Faith, p. 38. 

71. Known in our present recensions as the Foshuo jin’gang sanmei benxing qin-
gjing buhuai bumie jing, T 644:15.697a–699b. 

72. For the technical implications of these types of Sanskrit compounds, see 
M. S. Narayana Murti, Sanskrit Compounds: A Philosophical Study (Varanasi: Chow-
khamba, 1973); and Johan F. Staal, “Room at the Top in Sanskrit: Ancient and 
Modern Descriptions of Nominal Composition,” Indo-Iranian Journal 9 (1966): 
165–198. Note that the Chinese interpretation of the denotation of these com-
pounds was not always consistent with the Indian.

73. This quotation appears to be a paraphrase of a passage in Huiyuan’s Da-
sheng yi zhang 13, T 1851:44.718a7–8; this identification seems plausible given that 
so much of Wínhyo’s exposition on the meaning of VajrasamŒdhi is drawn from 
Huiyuan’s earlier treatment.

74. Yuqieshi di lun 11, T 1579:30.329b1–2.
75. This section also parallels closely the treatment found in Dasheng yi zhang 

13, T 1851:44.718a.
76. This description is adapted from Yuqieshi di lun 11, T 1579:30.329a4–5.
77. Cf. Yuqieshi di lun 11, T 1579.30.328c19–27; Abidamo dabiposha lun 141,  

T 1545:27.727b8–10, for parallel descriptions.
78. Yuqieshi di lun 11, T 1579:30.329a1–3.
79. Ibid., T 1579:30.328c12–15.
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80. Ibid., T 1579:30.330b22–25; and cf. p. 504a7–12.
81. See Hebu Jin’guangming jing (Composite SuvarÿaprabhŒsottama-Sûtra) 3,  

T 664:16.375a12–23, for the list to which Wínhyo is referring. Unfortunately for 
Wínhyo’s thesis, Yijing’s later translation of the same text (made in 703, some seven-
teen years after Wínhyo’s death) gives the same list but with all ten concentrations 
transliterated using only one scheme, not two. See Jin’guangming (cuishengwang) jing  
(SuvarÿaprabhŒsottamarŒja-sûtra) 4, T 665:16.420a18–27. Hindsight thus shows us 
clearly that the different transcriptions in the earlier text were, in fact, nothing more 
than variant equivalencies for the identical term, samŒdhi. The confusion there is 
perhaps due to the composite nature of that edition, which might have led to two dif-
ferent transcriptions for the same term appearing in the text. See discussion in Rhi 
Ki-yong (Yi Kiyíng), “Kyíngjín inyong nat’anan Wínhyo Åi tokch’angsíng,”  
pp. 188–191.

82. Wínhyo’s analysis in this section has its antecedent in Xuanzang’s translation 
of Jinaputra’s Yuqieshi di lun shi (YogŒcŒrabhûmišŒstrakŒrikŒ), T 1580:30.887a8–16. 

83. Distraction (vikºepa) is included among the twenty subsidiary afflictions 
(upakleša) in the YogŒcŒra listing. See Dasheng bofa mingmen lun, T 1614:31.855c6; 
Cheng weishi lun 6, T 1585:31.34b28–c14; Tat Wei, trans., Mere-Consciousness, pp. 
448– 449.

84. Dasheng bofa mingmen lun, T 1614:31.855b24; Cheng weishi lun 5, T 1585: 
31.28b25–c11; Tat Wei, trans., Mere-Consciousness, pp. 378–379.

85. The second of the four samŒdhis recognized in the Tiantai school; it is also 
known as the “constantly walking samŒdhi.” This samŒdhi is developed through walk-
ing constantly in a clockwise direction for ninety days, until all the present buddhas 
of the ten directions appear before you (pratyutpanna) in attestation of your accom-
plishment. See Mohe zhiguan 2a, T 1911:46.12a–13a; and Hurvitz, “Chih-i,” p. 322.

86. Nine varieties of mental absorption culminating in equanimous retention 
(samŒdhi). See Yuqieshi di lun 30, T 1579:30.450c18–451a19; Dasheng apidamo caji 
lun (AbhidharmasamuccayavyŒkhyŒ) 10, T 1606:31.741b9–23.

87. The first of the two major subdivisions of the three samŒdhis (see below n. 
90); it is the stage at which liberation is still not achieved and the mind is occasion-
ally distracted and disturbed. See Yuqieshi di lun 12, T 1579:30.337b24–c3; and cf. 
Xianyang shengjiao lun (*ÂryašŒsanaprakaraÿa) 19, T 1602:31.575a1–18.

88. The eighth of the wholesome mental concomitants (kušalŒšcaitasikŒ dharmŒ÷) 
listed in the Dasheng bofa mingmen lun, T 1614.31.855b29; Cheng weishi lun 6,  
T 1585.31.30b5–7; Tat Wei, trans., Mere-Consciousness, pp. 400–401. 

89. I believe that Wínhyo may be referring here to the four penetrating prac-
tices (catašra÷ pratipŒdŒ÷) mentioned in the AbhidharmakošabhŒºya, which are prac-
tices based, first, on the four dhyŒnas and, second, on dispassion toward the five 
skandhas; each of these is then subdivided into slow and rapid aspects for those of 
inferior and superior capacity, respectively. They lead ultimately to nirvŒÿa. See 
Apidamo chü-she lun 25, T 1558.29.132a19–28; Pradhan, AbhidharmakošabhŒºyam,  
p. 382; and note Abidamo dabiposha lun 93, T 1545.27.482a26–484a18.

90. For the three samâdhis, see VS, chap. 7 (p. 372a19–21); and the discussion 
at KSGN, pp. 661c–662b.

91. Wínhyo’s division of the text is anomalous here. In the opening of his exe-
gesis of chapter 8 (p. 667a), Wínhyo explicitly separates the dissemination section 
of the chapter from the preceding parts of the chapter. For this reason, I designate 
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most of chapter 8 as section 3 (A) and call the dissemination portion section 3 (B). 
See the discussion in note no. 325 in the translation of chapter 8 in the Vajrasamâ-
dhi (KSGN, p. 667a) for the rationale behind this subdivision of section 3. 

92. I translate this stock opening to Buddhist scriptures following Wínhyo’s 
analysis below, in which the line “thus have I heard at one time” is treated as an in-
terconnected unit. John Brough has advocated this same interpretation (“Thus 
Have I Heard . . . ,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 13 (1950): 416–
426), following the Tibetan commentarial tradition.

93. As Mizuno Kôgen has noted, these would be unusual personal names for  
lndians, and their use provides a significant clue of the East Asian origin of the scrip-
ture itself. See Mizuno’s “Bodaidaruma no Ninyûshigyô setsu to Kongôzammaikyô (Bodhi-
dharma’s Explanation of the Two Accesses and Four Practices and the VajrasamŒdhi-sûtra), 
Komazawa Daigaku kenkyû kiyô (Research report of Komazawa University) 13 (1955): 
42. 

94. Wínhyo’s interpretation here parallels the Dazhidu lun’s analysis of a six-
fold division of a sûtra’s opening; see Luis Gómez, “Buddhas Literature,” p. 533.

95. Miaofa lianhua jing (Saddharmapuÿøarîka-sûtra), T 262:9.2b7 ff; Leon Hur-
vitz, trans., Scripture of the Lotus Blossom of the Fine Dharma (The Lotus Sûtra) (New 
York: Columbia University Press, 1976), p. 3. I have sought to show through this 
connection between these two scriptures the strong influence exerted by the struc-
ture of the Lotus Sûtra on the composition of the VS. The author or editor of the VS 
shows that he attempted to frame his text in such a way that it would compare with 
one of the most popular, and undeniably authentic, Indian scriptures ever trans-
lated into Chinese; see my Ch’an Ideology, pp. 29–33 and table 1.1 (pp. 31–32), where 
I give a comparative translation of the prologues to both scriptures. See also Zhu-
zhen’s Jin’gang sanmei jing tongzong ji (pp. 226b–227a), where he discusses various 
theories concerning the placement of the VS within the Tiantai fivefold temporal 
taxonomy of the teachings and seeks to prove that the VS was preached after the 
Lotus Sûtra—the Lotus being intended to excise the initial doubts and regrets of the 
congregation, the VS instead being directed toward those adepts who had already 
completed all the bodhisattva bhûmis. 

96. See Wínhyo’s Píphwa chongyo, HPC 1, 492b–493c, section 4, “An Explana-
tion of the Title.” 

97. The Koryí II/Taishô edition reads “reiterate” for “proclaim”: VS, p. 366a13.
98. Agada is a generic Sanskrit term for herbal medicines and cure-alls; the 

term is mentioned everywhere from Pâli materials (ApadŒna 41, 46, 508; Majjhi-
manikŒya ii.216) to later Sanskrit texts, such as MahŒyŒnasûtrŒlaœkŒra vi.9 (Lévi ed., 
p. 24); Dasheng zhuangyan jing lun 2, T 1604:31.599b1. See also Fanyi mingyi ji 3,  
T 2131:54.1108a–b, for other references. An Agada xian (transcendent or sage) is 
mentioned as appearing in chap. 35 of the MahŒparinirvŒÿa-sûtra; noted in Fan 
fanyu 5, T 2130:54.1013b4. 

99. Alluding to the famous simile of the rain of dharma that nurtures all liv-
ing things. See Miaofa lianhua jing (Saddharmapuÿøarîka-sûtra) 3, T 262:9.19a–20b; 
Hurvitz, Lotus, pp. 101–103.

100. The Koryí II/Taishô recension misprints ch’al (kºetra) for i (inspiration, 
benefit); KSGR 1, p. 963c6. 

101. The five penetrations are an alternate listing of the five superknowledges 
(abhijñâ): (1) heavenly eye (viz. clairvoyance), (2) heavenly ear (clairaudience), (3) 
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cognition of others’ states of mind (telepathy), (4) recollection of past lives, (5) magi-
cal powers. Sometimes a sixth (cognition of the extinction of the contaminants) is 
added. 

102. These superpowers correspond to the six superknowledges (abhijñŒ), as 
listed in the previous note.

103. These are the eight stereotypical events in any buddha’s life. Between the 
first and last events that Wínhyo lists (the bodhisattva’s descent from Tuºita Heaven 
to be reborn and his parinirvŒÿa), the intervening events are entering the womb 
for his final birth, birth, leaving the home life, subduing MŒra and his minions, 
achieving enlightenment, and turning the wheel of the dharma. See Sijiao yi 7,  
T 1929:46.745c5–7 ff. Sometimes the fifth event (subduing MŒra) is replaced by a 
different third event, that of gestation in the womb. 

104. Ru Lengqie jing (LaækŒvatŒra-sûtra) 1, T 670:16.519a1–2.
105. Miaofa lianhua jing youbotishe (Saddharmapuÿøarîkasûtropadeša), T 1520: 

26.14b8–9.
106. In the following exegesis, Wínhyo construes this passage as referring to VS’s 

audience: the preceding expanded (vaipulya) sûtra was intended for the period of sad-
dharma, while VS targets the needs of beings in the semblance-dharma age. Actually VS 
here jumbles the transition period of pratirûpakadharma and the final age of saddharma-
vipralopa. For a survey of different Chinese Buddhist eschatological schemes, see David 
Chappell, “Early Forebodings of the Death of Buddhism,” Numen 27:1 (1980), 122–154; 
and Jan Nattier, Once upon a Future Time: Studies in a Buddhist Prophecy of Decline, Nanzan 
Studies in Asian Religions, no. 1 (Berkeley: Asian Humanities Press, 1991). 

107. The five turbidities are five events that mark the gradual decay of the uni-
verse; they appear during the abiding period of an eon, or kalpa. (1) Turbidity of the 
kalpa, marking the beginning of the declining period of the kalpa; (2) turbidity of 
views, that is, the wrong views of egoism and so on; (3) turbidity of defilements; (4) 
turbidity of sentient beings, that is, the decline in their behavior; (5) turbidity of the 
lifespan, or the decreasing length of life.

108. Miaofa lianhua jing (Saddharmapuÿøarîka-sûtra), T 262:9.7a21–22; Hurvitz, 
Scripture of the Lotus Blossom of the Fine Dharma, p. 30. The citations to the Lotus in the 
commentary that follows are all from the same section of that sûtra. 

109. Miaofa lianhua jing youbotishe 2, T 1519:26.7a20–b4.
110. The four wholesome faculties, or roots of goodness, refer to the four aids to 

penetration (nirvedhabhŒgîya-kušalamûla), of heat, climax, acceptance, and highest 
worldly dharmas, which initiate access to the path of vision (daršanamŒrga). See Rob-
ert E. Buswell, Jr., “The ‘Aids to Penetration’ (NirvedhabhŒgîya) According to the 
VibhŒºika School,” Journal of Indian Philosophy 25 (1997): 589–611, and especially 
591–593, which treat why these faculties might have been considered kušalamûlas. 

111. Dasheng qixin lun, T 1666:32.576b15.
112. The “Benfen” section of the Shidi jing lun (Dašabhûmikašûtropadeša) appears 

in the first roll of the treatise (T 1522:26.126b–127b), but the line Wínhyo quotes is 
not found there. Wínhyo is probably quoting secondhand a citation to the passage 
appearing in some other treatise. 

113. Dasheng qixin lun, T 1666:32.575b15, 575c21, 576a5.
114. Ru Lengqie jing (LaækŒvatŒra-sûtra), T 671:16.519a1–2. 
115. The equation drawn here between “nonproduction” (anutpatti) and “void 

calmness” (a synonym of nirvŒÿa) is standard in the earliest stratum of TathŒ-
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gatagarbha materials. See William Grosnick, “Nonorigination and NirvŒÿa in the 
Early TathŒgatagarbha Literature,” Journal of the International Association of Buddhist 
Studies 4:2 (1981), 33–43.

116. “Efficient cause,” or “comprehensive cause,” refers to causation in its broad-
est sense, namely, that all conditioned dharmas serve as the “efficient cause” for the 
production of all other dharmas. For this type of causation, see also Yinming ru 
zhengli lun shu 1, T 1840:44.101c.

117. See Cheng weishi lun 4, T 1585:31.19b.
118. See Wínhyo’s Yijang Åi, HPC 1.807b20 ff; the full text will be translated by 

A. Charles Muller in a later volume of the Collected Works of Wínhyo Series. (Wín-
hyo consistently refers to this work as the Yijang chang [Essay on the two hindrances], 
not the Yijang Åi [Doctrine of the two hindrances], as the text is now known in the lit-
erature). Wínhyo explains there that “bond through association” means that, when 
defilements are associated with the mind, the mind will be in bondage to those de-
filements. “Bond through sense objects” means that, when these defilements become 
attached to sense objects, the mind will be bound by those objects. 

119. See Dazhidu lun 5, T 1509:25.100c4–7. 
120. The Yuan and Ming editors of the scripture (VS, p. 366, nn. 13, 14) have 

attempted to make some sense out of this problematic passage by transposing the 
clauses as follows: “If a person conceives that the mind can be produced, he should 
be encouraged to abandon [his view that] the nature [of the mind] is subject to 
production. If a person conceives that the mind can be extinguished, he should be 
encouraged to abandon [his view that] the nature [of the mind] is subject to ex-
tinction.” Wínhyo, as we shall see in the analysis that follows here, tries to wring 
some sense out of this passage by interpreting each statement as meaning its exact 
opposite. His understanding of the passage’s import, however, ends up being quite 
close to these later emendations, possibly suggesting that the Yuan and Ming edi-
tors may have derived their emendations from Wínhyo’s interpretation. 

121. Only Wínhyo’s recension reads “not” (pu) for “originally” (pon) here; this 
is almost certainly a dittography from the following line and is best corrected ac-
cording to all other editions (VS, p. 366c1) to read as “originally, production is not 
extinguished”; see the alternative rendering in Buswell, Ch’an Ideology, p. 191. 

122. The Three Editions (of the Song, Yuan, and Ming dynasties) add a line 
that is missing in the Wínhyo and K’ai-pao editions: “What view is extinguished 
when a sentient being perceives that a dharma ceases.” See VS, p. 366, n. 16; Bus-
well, Ch’an Ideology, p. 191. 

123. Previously Wínhyo designated this subdivision (II.A.2.b.ii.a) a clarification 
on the “signless contemplation,” not the “contemplation of nonproduction”; see 
KSGN, p. 611a. 

124. Buceng bujian jing, T 668:16.467b–c, with slight differences. See also Bus-
well, Ch’an Ideology, p. 78, n8, for an exhaustive list of sources on this scripture.

125. See the discussion in the Foxing lun (Treatise on the buddha-nature) 2,  
T 1610:31.795c–796a. Authorship of this treatise is traditionally attributed to the In-
dian scholiast Vasubandhu (fl. ca. mid-fourth–mid-fifth centuries), with the Chinese 
translation by the Indian monk ParamŒrtha (499–569). It is now generally accepted, 
however, that the text displays the heavy editorial hand of ParamŒrtha and may actu-
ally have been written by the famed translator and exegete. See my Ch’an Ideology,  
p. 90, n. 38, for a discussion and further references to the authorship issue surround-
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ing this text. See also the extended treatment of this text in Sallie B. King, Buddha 
Nature (Albany: State University of New York Press, 1991), and see pp. 48–54 for her 
discussion of the text’s interpretation of tathâgatagarbha.

126. Foxing lun 4, T 1610:31.812b3–10.
127. Foxing lun 2, T 1610:31.795c27, and cf. 794a18–21. Wínhyo elides only the 

second type of buddha-nature, which “emerges” as a result of practice, which is ini-
tiated with the first generation of the thought of enlightenment (bodhicittotpâda). 
See the discussion in Sallie King, Buddha Nature, p. 40–56.

128. HPC misprints “one” for the correct “two” here (p. 816a5); see T 1730: 
34.968b15.

129. YijangÅi, HPC 1.805a–c, 811a. 
130. Shengman shizihu yisheng dafangbian fangguang jing, T 353:12.221c9–10; cf. 

Wayman and Wayman, Lion’s Roar, p. 98.
131. Shengman shizihu yisheng dafangbian fangguang jing, T 353:12.221c16–18; cf. 

Wayman and Wayman, Lion’s Roar, p. 98.
132. Wuxiang lun, T 1618:31.881c25–882a9. See also the treatment in Satô 

Shigeki, Wínhyo Åi hwajaeng nolli, p. 114 and n. 41.
133. She Dasheng lun 1, T 1595:31.156c16–23.
134. Foxing lun 2, T 1610:31.796b6–c29.
135. The five aspects of the dharmakŒya, also called the uncontaminated skand-

has, are morality, concentration, wisdom, liberation, and the knowledge and vision 
of liberation.

136. She Dasheng lun 1, T 1595:31.156c20.
137. Foxing lun 2, T 1610:31.795c27, 794a18–21; and see KSGN, p. 615a above.
138. Foxing lun 4, T 1610:31.810b12; cf. She Dasheng lun 1, T 1595:31.156c.
139. This aspect does not appear in the Foxing lun but is noted in Xianshi lun, 

T 1618:31.882a8.
140. She Dasheng lun 1, T 1595:31.156c. 
141. Dasheng qixin lun, T 1666:32.577c; cf. Hakeda, Awakening of Faith, pp. 51–

52. These six maculated states of mind will be discussed just below by Wínhyo.
142. Dasheng qixin lun, T 1666:32.577c26–578a4; cf. Hakeda, Awakening of Faith, 

pp. 54–55.
143. The first of the three types of materiality, which will be discussed below 

in KSGN, p. 643a. For these three, see Abhidharmakošabhâºyam 4.4a–b; La Vallée 
Pousin, Abhidharmakošabhâºyam, vol. 2, p. 560 ff. 

144. The activating consciousness is the first of the five types of consciousness 
discussed in the Awakening of Faith. Owing to the power of ignorance, the one mind 
of true thusness is disturbed, thereby activating the dualistic processes of thought. 
See Dasheng qixin lun, T 1666:32.577b7; Hakeda, Awakening of Faith, pp. 47–48. 

145. Dasheng qixin lun, T 1666:32.579a12–20; Hakeda, Awakening of Faith,  
pp. 64–65.

146. The text alludes here to the NirvŒÿa Sûtra’s portrayal of nirvŒÿa as self-
hood, permanence, bliss, and purity; see Dabanniepan jing 2, T 374:12.377b.

147. Dasheng qixin lun, T 1666:32.579a21–579b ; cf. Hakeda, Awakening of Faith, 
pp. 65–67. 

148. Following Wínhyo’s interpretation below. Wínhyo takes the five dharmas 
as the pure dharmadhŒtu, which derives from the ninth amalavijñŒna, along with 
the four wisdoms into which the other eight consciousnesses transmute.
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149. Dasheng qixin lun, T 1666:32.576b29–576c4; cf. Hakeda, Awakening of Faith, 
p. 40. Wínhyo quotes the same passage in his exposition of chapter 4 of the VS 
below; see KSGN, p. 637a. 

150. A well-known simile from the Suvarÿaprabhâsottama-sûtra (Simile of golden 
light sûtra): “This is like a man who sees himself in a dream floating down a big river. 
By using his hands and kicking his feet, he is able to cross the river and reach the far 
shore, because his body and mind would not give up out of laziness. But once he 
awakens from his dream, he no longer sees any river, or either this shore or the far 
shore.” Jin’guangming jing [Hebu] 1, T 664:16.364c1–3; Jin’guangming Zuishengwang jing 
2, T 665:16.410a29–b3.

151. As Wínhyo explains here, the issue raised in this question is that someone 
who has realized the state of nonconceptualization would be unable to conceive  
either of any mental concept that needs to be controlled or of any conception of a 
person who actually performs such controlling. Such a position would imply that 
there was no such thing as actualized enlightenment—that is, a process of spiritual 
development by which enlightenment is achieved. 

152. “Dharmas that reveal principles” are one of the four types of dharmas, 
along with doctrinal dharmas, practice dharmas, and fruition dharmas. This type 
refers to the principles that are revealed in the teachings of the Buddha. See discus-
sion in Ün and Song, KÅmgang sammaegyõng non, p. 186, n. 1. 

153. An epithet for the Buddha, after the Heavenly Drum in Indra’s Heaven of 
the Thirty-Three (Trayastriœša), which sounds spontaneously, inspiring all heavenly 
beings to enlightenment. As Jizang explains: “In foreign countries, they call the Bud-
dha the ‘Heavenly Drum.’ When thieves come, the heavenly drum sounds . . . em-
boldening the minds of all heavenly beings . . . and frightening away the asuras. 
Should sentient beings become defiled, the Buddha will then expound the Dharma 
. . . , emboldening the minds of those sentient beings . . . and frightening all the 
Mâras.” Fahua yishu 1, T 1721:34.455c22–27.

154. The Koryí II/Taishô recension reads instead: “The mind that resides no-
where does not reside in great voidness”; VS, p. 367a23.

155. The Dakong jing (MahŒšûnyatŒ-sûtra; equivalent to the Pâli MahŒsuññatŒ-
sutta [Majjhima-nikŒya, no. 122]) appears in the Za Ahan jing [SaœyuktŒgama] 49,  
T 26:1.738a–740c. The Dakong jing emphasizes the need to focus on voidness inter-
nally, externally, and then both internally and externally, by avoiding all attention 
to characteristics. I should note that the term “great voidness” does not in fact ap-
pear in the text, because the title actually means the Great Sûtra on Voidness, not the 
Sûtra on Great Voidness. Wínhyo derives his reference not directly from the Za Ahan 
jing recension of the Dakong jing but from a citation to a Za Ahan jing Dakong jing 
that appears in the MahŒprajñâpŒramitŒ-sûtropadeša; see Dazhidu lun 31, T 1509: 
25.388a12–13. The Dazhidu lun’s citation here is either incorrect or refers to a non-
extant recension of the sûtra. 

156. I have been unable to locate a precise reference to this explanation in the 
Yuqieshi di lun (YogŒcŒrabhûmišŒstra), but cf. Yuqieshi di lun 77, T 1579:30.726c–727a, 
and 833b20. Wínhyo may instead be thinking of similar references found in two 
texts that he has frequently cited in this chapter of his KSGN; see Foxing lun 1,  
T 1610:31.787b4–5; and She Dasheng lun shi 10, T 1575:31.222b1 and 245c18–28. 
This interpretation is also found in Shengtianwang buoluo buoluomi jing 7,  
T 231:8.723c19.
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157. Dabanniepan jing 16, T 374:12.461b6–8; for this precise citation, see  
p. 461c22: “PrajñŒpŒramitŒ is called ‘great voidness.’ ” This is the last of the eleven 
kinds of voidness listed in that sûtra. 

158. Ru Lengqie jing 3, T 671:16.529a8–10; Lengqieaboduoluo jing 1, T 670:16.488c8, 
c18–20. In this sûtra, it is termed the “great voidness of ultimate sagacious 
knowledge.” 

159. Jieshenmi jing 3, T 676:16.700a5. The sûtra also mentions great voidness in 
reference to voidness’ standard role as one of the three gates of deliverance; see Jiesh-
enmi jing 1, T 676:16.688b15. Note also NŒgŒrjuna’s account of eighteen types of void-
ness, which lists as the fourth type “the great voidness of the physical environment”; 
see Shibakong lun, T 1616:31.861b. 

160. See Vasubandhu’s Zhong bian fenbie lun [MadhyŒntavibhŒgabhŒºya],  
T 1599:31.452c25–26.

161. See Shidi jing lun, T 1522:26.172b16. This notion that the ŒlayavijñŒna is 
“great voidness” may also derive from a line in the LaækŒvatŒra-sûtra: “Upon leav-
ing behind the ŒlayavijñŒna, there will be neither production nor extinction”; Ru 
Lengqie jing, T 671:16.556c29. 

162. Dazhidu lun 31, T 1509:25.288a15; and see the explanation at p. 288a 
15–22. 

163. Ten levels of the dharmadhâtu: (1) hell denizens, (2) hungry ghosts, (3) an-
imals, (4) asuras, (5) human beings, (6) heavenly beings, (7) arhats, (8) pratyeka-
buddhas, (9) bodhisattvas, (10) buddhas.

164. The four types of nirvŒÿa are (1) nirvŒÿa that is originally pure by na-
ture, (2) nirvŒÿa with remainder, (3) nirvŒÿa without remainder, (4) nirvŒÿa that 
has no fixed abode; see Cheng weishi lun 10, T 1585:31.55b. 

165. That is, the ŒnantaryamŒrga (immediate path), which constitutes the penul-
timate eighteen of the thirty-four moments of the path of vision leading up to final 
enlightenment in the SarvŒstivŒda path schema, followed by the final eighteen mo-
ments of the vimokºamŒrga (path of liberation). 

166. The Sanskrit Siddham letter for the high front vowel i was an arrangement 
of three dots in a triangular shape; hence, if any point was out of place or missing, 
the letter was not formed properly. The simile is taken from the Nanben Niepan jing,  
T 375:12.616b. For an example of the orthography of the letter, see Xita zi ji,  
T 1232:54.1187c3. Here, this letter is being used as a simile for the three aspects of 
liberation: the meritorious qualities of dharmakâya (alt. nirvŒÿa), liberation, and 
wisdom. See also Chengguan’s description in Dafanghuang fo huayan jing suishu yanyi 
chao 7, T 1736:36.47a–b. 

167. See KSGN, p. 617a above. 
168. The ten types of liberation, based on the Avataœsaka-sûtra: (1) the incon-

ceivable liberation of the bodhisattvas, (2) unobstructed liberation, (3) pure-prac-
tice liberation, (4) the liberation of understanding universal dharma-gates, (5) 
liberation of the tathâgatagarbha, (6) liberation of unobstructed eloquence, (7) lib-
eration of accessing all three time periods, (8) liberation of the storehouse of the 
dharma-nature, (9) the liberation of cognition, (10) liberation of successful prog-
ress. See Dafangguan fo huayan jing 27, T 278:9.573a3–6. For an alternate list, see Shidi 
jing 8, T 287:10.569c29–b4. 

169. The three aspects here refer to the three aspects of of nirvŒÿa: dharma-
kâya, liberation, and wisdom. 
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170. Wínhyo here transposes two lines from Dabanniepan jing 4, T 375:12.628a18–
19, 20. The sûtra explains that a bodhisattva who abides in mahâparinirvâÿa has 
complete control over his dominion (e.g., he can make the trichiliocosm, the entire 
universe, enter into a mustard seed or a single pore of the skin). 

171. Miluo Pusa suowen jing lun [Maitreyaparip¿cchopadeša] 1, T 1525:26.238a9–11. 
172. Yijang Åi, section 5, HPC 1:802b–811b. 
173. “Erroneous affirmation” (samŒropikŒ) and “denigration” (apavâda) are two 

extreme aspects of wrong views. Wrong views (mithyŒd¿º¡i) themselves are the “deni-
gration” of that which really exists, such as the truth of suffering; all other types of 
wrong views are an “erroneous affirmation” of things that do not in fact exist in real-
ity. See Apidamo jushe lun (AbhidharmakošabhŒºya, v. 7) 19, T 1558:29.100a17. Four 
types are mentioned in the AbhidharmamahŒvibhŒºŒ. Denigration of (1) cause, which 
is countered by understanding the noble truth of origination; (2) effect, which is 
countered by the noble truth of suffering; (3) the path (mŒrga), which is countered 
by the noble truth of the path; (4) extinction, which is countered by the noble truth 
of extinction. See Apidamo dabiposha lun 198, T 1545:27.988a–c.

174. The Koryí II/Taishô edition reads in (acquiescence) for zhu (abiding) 
here; see VS, p. 367, n. 8.

175. See Baozhi’s Shisike song, in Jingde chuandeng lu 29, T 2076:51.451b5: “The 
mind-essence has neither form nor shape.”

176. For this simile, see Guang Bolun ben, T 1570:31.185b2l–26; and VS, chapter 
8 below. To paraphrase Wínhyo’s explanation that follows, heat may be latent in 
wood, but that “heat” can never be isolated from “wood.” In the same way, innu-
merable dharmas may be latent inside the principle, but they cannot be isolated 
from that principle. While heat therefore may ultimately be unascertainable, we 
know that heat nevertheless exists; in the same way, while the vast numbers of 
wholesome qualities inherent in the principle may ultimately be unascertainable, 
the adept can draw upon them in his spiritual practice.

177. The rendering of the last alternative follows Wínhyo’s interpretation 
below. The myrobalan is used in MahŒparinirvŒÿa-sûtra as a metaphor for the per-
fect clarity of insight that comes about through accessing the vajrasamŒdhi. “If 
there is a bodhisattva who abides in this vajrasamŒdhi, he will see that all dharmas 
have no obstructions, just as if they were myrobalans in one’s palm (kŒratalŒmalaka-
vat).” Dabanniepan jing 24, T 374:12.509c5–8, noted in Liebenthal, p. 371. For other 
references to the myrobalan in Buddhist literature, see Alex Wayman, “Notes on 
the Three Myrobalans,” Phi Theta Annual 5 (1954–1955): 63–77.

178. This same gâthâ is quoted in Huihong’s (1071–1128) Zhizheng lun (Trea-
tise on Wisdom and Realization) (XZJ 1235:63.185a19), but since this is a Song dy-
nasty text, it obviously could not have been Wínhyo’s own source. I have been 
unable to trace any other reference to this gâthâ in the literature. 

179. The locus classicus for this phrase is Sutta-nipŒta, v. 1076, describing the 
state of nirvŒÿa: “There is no means of knowing him who has gone to rest, / He has 
nothing that could be named. / When all dharmas are eradicated, / All pathways of 
speech are also eradicated” (attan-gatassa na pamŒÿam atthi; yena nam vajju, tam 
tassa n’atthi; sabbesu dhammesu samuhatesu; samuhata vŒdapathŒ pi sabbe ti). For discus-
sion of the significance of this verse, see Luis Gómez, “Proto-MŒdhyamika in the 
PŒli Canon,” Philosophy East and West 26 (1976): 146, and for further references to 
the phrase in Sanskrit literature, p. 158, n. 5.
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180. For these eight negations, see Zhonglun [MûlamadhyamakakŒrikŒ] 1, T 1564: 
30.1c8–9; that treatise, however, replaces “neither access nor egress” with “neither 
coming nor going” and changes the order of the eight. 

181. I have been unable to trace this sûtra quotation. 
182. Alluding to Laozi 14: “What cannot be seen is called evanescent; / what can-

not be heard is called rarified.” D. C. Lau, trans., Lao Tzu Tao Te Ching (New York: 
Penguin Books, 1963), p. 70.

183. For a similar exchange, cf. Jin’gang boruo boluomi jing (VajracchedikŒprajñŒ-
pŒramitŒ-sûtra), T 235:8.749bll–15 and 75lc20–27.

184. See Vasubandhu’s Miaofa lianhua jing youbotishe [Saddharmapuÿøarîkopade-
ša] 2, T 1519:26.9c28,10a4–5; and cf. Jizang’s Fahua lun shu 3, T 1818:40.823c27–29. 

185. I have been unable to find an exact match to Wínhyo’s citation. The pas-
sage most resonates with a discussion in the Da zhuangyan famen jing ( j. 1, T 818: 
17.826c28–29): “Furthermore, if the essence and nature of the visual faculty is void, 
then visual objects cannot be spoken of. This void essence and nature of visual ob-
jects is in fact bodhi. So too is it the case with the eye, ear, nose, tongue, body, and 
mind: if their essences and natures are void, then all dharmas cannot be spoken of. 
The void essence and nature of dharmas are in fact bodhi” (emphasis added). There is also 
a close parallel in the Foshuo dasheng ru zhufo jingjie zhiguangming zhuangyan jing ( j. 3, 
T 359:12.259a2): “One understands that the voidness of the nature is in fact bodhi.”

186. “Mental [consciousness]” (Åi), “mind-consciousness” (Åisik), and manovi-
jñŒna (malna [sik]) are actually the translations and transliteration of the same sixth 
consciousness (the manovijñŒna), obvious indications that the author of the sûtra was 
not working from Sanskrit materials. Wínhyo tries to resolve the reiteration by speci-
fying that both “mental” and “mind-consciousness” refer to the sixth conscious-
ness—that consciousness being called Åi (= mentation) when it is past, Åisik (mental 
consciousness) when it is present, and sim (mind) when it is future. ManovijñŒna then 
refers instead to the seventh consciousness, the governing consciousness (kliº¡amano-
vijñŒna). See Wínhyo’s explanation below. 

187. This passage, especially as it is elucidated in Wínhyo’s interpretation, 
closely parallels statements concerning the meaning of nonproduction made by 
Jingjue (683–750?), the Northern school adept who compiled Lengqie shizi ji (Re-
cord of successive masters and disciples of the Laæka school) in his Boruo xinjing 
zhujie (Annotation and explication of the Heart Sûtra): “Thus we know that all dhar-
mas are tranquil and calm, unproduced and unextinguished.” The text is repro-
duced in Yanagida Seizan, Shoki Zenshû shisho no kenkyû (Research on early Ch’an 
historiographical works) (Kyoto: Hôzôkan, 1967), p. 602.

188. In the dharma listings of the SarvŒstivŒda, contact (sparša) is the fourth of 
the ten mahŒbhûmika-dharmas along with feeling, perception, volition, zeal, intelli-
gence, mindfulness, attention, resolution, and concentration; these ten are the 
predominant mental factors that are conjoined with any conditioned state of con-
sciousness. In the Yogâcâra listing, sparša is the first of the five mental concomi-
tants (caitta) that are said to be always active (sarvatraga). 

189. According to Wínhyo’s exegesis below chapter 4 is concerned with the phe-
nomenal, production-and-extinction aspect of the one mind’s two aspects. The abso-
lute, true-thusness aspect will be treated in the following chapter of the sûtra, 
“Accessing the Edge of Reality.” 

190. “Motionless” (acala) is not only the attribute of samŒdhi, as seen before in 
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the sûtra with reference to the vajrasamŒdhi, but also a samŒdhi in its own right; 
see sources listed in Franklin Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dictionary (New 
Haven: Yale University Press, 1953), p. 6, s.v. “acala.”

191. An alternate reading given in the HPC edition (p. 630b, l. 19) is “Without 
either coming or going.” I follow the reading above since this is the one that Wín-
hyo obviously prefers. 

192. The affective consciousnesses, in Wínhyo’s interpretation, refer to the 
eight consciousnesses, all of which are subject to the interplay of the defilements. 
Only the ninth consciousness, the amalavijñŒna, is unaffected thereby, thus earning 
its designation as the “immaculate consciousness.” Wínhyo presumes that this pas-
sage was the source for ParŒmartha’s theory of a ninth consciousness; see discussion 
below. The transcription ammara (Ch. anmoluo) for the Sanskrit word amala, as used 
here, is generally described as being peculiar to the Tiantai tradition and especially 
to Zhiyi’s (539–597) writings (see Mizuno, pp. 45–46; Liebenthal, p. 371, n. 1). It is 
not, however, exclusive to that tradition. The same transcription is found, for exam-
ple, in Chinese Pure Land works (Chuandeng’s Jingtu sheng wusheng lun, T 1975: 
47.38lcl7), Chan materials (Yanshou’s Zongjing lu 90, T 2016:48.907bl6), Korean  
YogŒcŒra commentaries (Tullyun’s Yugaron ki 13A, T 1828:42.605b22), and Japanese 
exegeses (Jônen’s Gyôrinshô 50, T 2409:76.352c7). The transcription is also used fre-
quently in East Asian apocryphal compositions, such as Shoulengyan jing 4, T 745: 
19.123cl5. This rendering antedates ParamŒrtha’s own works, which adopt the alter-
nate amoluo.

193. Wínhyo is referring here to ParamŒrtha’s Foxing lun; see discussion in 
part 1, Study, chapter 1, “Wínhyo’s Analysis of ‘Immaculate Consciousness’ and 
the Innate Purity of Mind.”

194. Yuancheng (Zhujie 2, p. 199b13–16) takes a somewhat different tack in his 
interpretation of this passage from the VS: “Because the previous fifth, sixth, and 
seventh consciousnesses are [marked by] mundane characteristics, they are affec-
tive consciousnesses. The eighth consciousness then contains both the mundane 
and the transcendental. The ninth consciousness alone is transcendental. This 
passage means that one transmutes these mundane affective consciousnesses so 
that they access the transcendental pure nature.” Yuancheng’s reading of this pas-
sage is an apparent attempt to resurrect the southern Dilun school’s bifurcation of 
the ŒlayavijñŒna into both pure and impure aspects. This reading cannot really be 
supported by VS, however, since in the following exchange Muju Bodhisattva states 
unequivocally that all eight consciousnesses are mundane (“Each and every one of 
the eight consciousnesses is generated with the sense realms as condition”). Cf. also 
Zhuzhen, Tongzong ji, pp. 256d–257a.

195.  Wínhyo glosses kail as ilch’e (each and every). KSGR 2, p. 978b7. The Yuan 
and Ming editions have simply changed the following “eight” to ch’e to bring out 
the same sense; VS, p. 368bl8, n. 13.

196. The objective-support condition refers to the sensory objects that serve as 
a necessary condition in the process of perception. For these four types of condi-
tions, see Abhidharmakošabhâºya ii.61c–65; La Vallée Poussin, Abhidharmakošabhâºyam, 
vol. 1, pp. 296–304; F. I. Stcherbatsky, Buddhist Logic (New York: Dover, 1962),  
pp. 138–139. Wínhyo discusses all four conditions in KSGN, p. 632b.

197. In Buddhist texts, the nominal binome yuri (Ch. liuli) should be translated 
as “beryl,” from Pâli veluriyam, not with the more common rendering of “glass.” See 
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Edward Schafer, “Combined Supplements to Mathews,” mimeographed (University 
of California, Berkeley, Department of Oriental Languages, n.d.), s.v. “liuli.”

198. Cf. the description of pratyavekºanŒjñŒna in Cheng weishi lun 10, T 1585: 
31.56a2l–25.

199. ÂnantaryamŒrga and vimuktimŒrga are two of the four soteriological paths 
outlined in the AbhidharmakošabhŒºya (AKB vi.65). The AbhidharmamahŒvibhŒºŒ dis-
tinguishes the two by specifying that the ŒnantaryamŒrga overcomes the defilements 
(e.g., through the vajropamasamŒdhi), while the vimuktimŒrga realizes extinction; see 
Abidamo dabiposha lun 90, T 1545:27.465c10–11. Wínhyo’s exegesis here conforms 
with that interpretation.

200. For these four wisdoms, see Cheng weishi lun 7, T 1585:31.39a. All four are 
discussed above in part 2 of the Exposition, n. 11.

201. The three contaminants (Œsrava) are sensual desire, becoming, and igno-
rance; wrong views are commonly added as a fourth. 

202. This sentence is adapted from a citation to the UdŒnavarga (Faji yaosong jing 4, 
T 213:4.799a26–27) appearing in the MahŒyŒnasaœgraha; see She Dasheng lun 2, T 1593: 
31.119al8–19. Noted by Liebenthal, p. 364, though his citation to T 212 is wrong.

203. The phrase “sit supernally on the open ground” is cited also in Lidai fabao 
ji (T 2075:51.193a8), the Baotang doxography compiled in the late eighth century, 
and appears to derive from a passage in the Lotus Sûtra (Miaofa lianhua jing,  
T 262:9.12cl4–15). The entire sentence appears also in the biography of the Ko-
rean Sín monk Sunji (fl. 858); see Chodang chip 20, p. 356c24–25. 

204. The four MŒras are defilements (kleša), the aggregates of existence (skan-
dha), death (m¿tyu), and evil personified (devaputra). 

205. Miaofa lianhua jing [Saddharmapuÿøarika-sûtra], T 262:9.16b–17c; Hurvitz, 
Lotus, pp. 85–90. Liebenthal (p. 363, n. 3) has suggested that the attempts by Wín-
hyo below to trace this simile to the allegory of the compassionate father and his ig-
norant son in the Lotus Sûtra are dubious. Liebenthal instead proposes to trace it to 
a simile in the NirvŒÿa Sûtra (Dabanniepan jing 24, T 374:12.510b1) about a destitute 
person who finds a diamond (= adamant), though I find Liebenthal’s argument un-
convincing. As we will see below, Wínhyo treats this passage as a simile for the delu-
sion of any sentient being (“a deluded son”) whose grasping at defilements obscures 
the original purity of his mind (“carries gold coins in his hands but does not know 
that he has them”). The buddhas are able to arouse resolute faith (adhimukti) in such a 
being through the MahŒyŒna teachings (“You’re carrying around gold coins!”), and 
finally that being is able to access the first bhûmi (“[he] discovers the gold coins”). 
But he then grasps at the achievement of that state (“I found the gold coins!”), which 
the buddhas must counter by admonishing him, “The gold coins you’ve found have 
always been in your possession; they are not something you’ve ‘found.’ So how can 
you be happy?” See also Zhuzhen’s explanation in Tongzong ji 6, p. 260a.

206. See Wínhyo’s account below at p. 636b; see also Buswell, Ch’an Ideology,  
p. 208, n. 46. 

207. See Cheng weishi lun, T 1589.45.73a24.
208. The four attributes of nirvŒÿa, which Wínhyo discussed previously at 

KSGN, p. 618b.
209. Dasheng qixin lun, T 1665:32.576c13–14; Hakeda, Awakening of Faith, p. 41.
210. Avijñaptirûpa, “unmanifest materiality” or more freely “invisible force-

field,” refers to three divisions of the eleventh class of derivative material dharmas 
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in the Abhidharma. PrŒtimokºasaœvara (restraint of the precepts) refers to the pre-
cepts as a physical force that dissuades the ordained monk from wrongdoing. 
Asaœvara (nonrestraint) are vows that do not dissuade one from evil but instead ac-
tively encourage wrongdoing, such as the vow to kill someone. AsaœjñikasamŒpatti 
(achievement of perceptionless trace) involves an advanced level of meditative 
equipoise associated with the formless realm of existence. There is a discussion of 
the three types of avijñaptirûpa in Asaæga’s Xianyang lun [ÂryašŒsanaprakaraÿa]; see 
T 1602:31.484a. Interestingly, however, the particular translation for asaœjñikasa-
mŒpatti that Wínhyo cites here is not found in the ÂryašŒsanaprakaraÿa but instead 
in Asaæga’s Dasheng Apidamo ji lun [Abhidharmasamuccaya] 1 (T 1605.31.663c), sug-
gesting that Wínhyo may have consulted an intermediary source for his citation. 
For an overview of this peculiar type of materiality, see William Montgomery Mc-
Govern, A Manual of Buddhist Philosophy (New York: E. P. Dutton, 1923), p. 118. 

211. Zhuzhen (Tongzong ji 6, p. 260c) construes this paragraph as presenting the 
major meditation technique of VS. He also relates it to various passages in Chan writ-
ings attributed to Bodhidharma, Sengcan, and Huineng to illustrate its affinities 
with Chan praxis.

212. Dasheng qixin lun, T 1666:32.576b20–26; cf. Hakeda, Awakening of Faith, 
pp. 38–39.

213. This subpart actually continues through segments I.B.2.b.ii.b.3 and 4, 
below.

214. See KSGN, p. 631a ff, above; and cf. Dasheng qixin lun, T 1666:32.576b15; 
Hakeda, Awakening of Faith, p. 37.

215. Dasheng qixin lun, T 1666:32.576c1–4; cf. Hakeda, Awakening of Faith, p. 40. 
Wínhyo cited this same passage previously at KSGN, p. 619a.

216. See Dasheng qixin lun, T 1666:32.576b; cf. Hakeda, Awakening of Faith, p. 38.
217. Following the Wínhyo and Kaibao recensions; Koryí II/Taishô replaces 

kong (cavern) with the near-homographic yu (milk), which might be better consid-
ering its characterization as having a single taste. See VS, p. 369b5, n. 5.

218. My translation here follows Wínhyo’s interpretation below. The Kaibao 
and Three Editions read instead: “Neither ordinary nor sanctified knowledge is 
distressed by existence or nonexistence.” VS, p. 369, n. 7.

219. This list is sometimes given as (1) the three realms of existence, (2) the im-
ages of the six destinies, (3) dharma characteristics, (4) nominal characteristics, (5) 
mind and consciousness; see Ün and Song, KÅmgang sammaegyõng non, p. 327, n. 1. 
Wínhyo may also be suggesting the five characteristics of name (nâma) from the 
Laækâvatâra-sûtra: characteristics, name, discrimination, right knowledge, and true 
thusness; see Ru Lengqie jing, T 671:16.514c16, 527c16–17 558a26–27 (and see Suzuki, 
Laækâvatâra-sûtra, p. 60). Alternatively, Wínhyo may simply be alluding to the five 
major categories of dharmas found in the Abhidharma systems: mind, mental con-
comitants, materiality, factors dissociated from thought, and unconditioned ele-
ments; see discussion below.

220. Chapter 13 (“Chu faxin pusa gongde pin”) of Dafangguang fo huayan jing, 
j. 9, T 278:9.449c–458c; see also Dafangguang fo huayan jing 10, T 279:10.89a–95a.

221. As Wínhyo explains below, the first two of the five types of voidness are in-
tended to counter the deception that phenomenal objects, which are the perceived 
objects, are real; the latter three are designed to counter the deceptions produced by 
the consciousnesses that are the catalysts for that clinging. 
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222. These three types of true thusness are discussed in Xianyang lun 
[Âryašâsanaprakaraÿa] 3, T 1602:31.493b11, 14, 18, respectively. The “true thusness 
of transmutation” is also discussed in the Yuqieshi di lun [Yogâcârabhûmi-šâstra] 77,  
T 1579:30.725b18; it does not, however, mention the other two types.

223. These two types are the mundane and supramundane types of whole-
some and unwholesome karmic action. See Xianyang lun [Âryašâsanaprakaraÿa],  
T 1602:31574c17–18.

224. The logograph for “knowledge” (chi) is missing in the HPC edition of 
KSGN (p. 638b19) and is supplied from the Taishô edition, T 1730:34.983c1.

225. As Wínhyo will explain below, the first of these three types of voidness 
shows that negating the reality of mundane objects (“characteristic of voidness”) is 
in turn to be rejected as well, thereby reconciling absolute truth with conventional 
truth. The second type suggests that descriptions of existence or nonexistence made 
according to conventional truth are also to be rejected; this reconciles conventional 
truth with absolute truth. The last demonstrates that both of the two preceding ac-
counts of the significance of voidness are also void; this fuses both conventional and 
absolute truths into a single truth and reveals the one dharmadhâtu, which is the one 
mind. 

226. Reading “three” for “two,” following the editor’s emendation; see KSGN, 
p. 639, n. 3. 

227. Dabanniepan jing [MahŒparinirvŒÿa-sûtra] 16, T 374:12.461c16–17, and  
T 375:12.704A24–25. The sûtra explains that the “this is real, that is not real,” and 
so on, refer to the dualistic types of understanding in which šrâvakas and pratyeka-
buddhas are trapped. 

228. This is a crucial equivalency, which reveals how Wínhyo seeks to establish 
an inherent relationship between the VS and the Awakening of Faith. See Rhi, KÅm-
gang sammaegyõng non, p. 179a. 

229. The Taishô edition of the scripture adds here one line omitted in the Wín-
hyo and Kaibao recensions: “Existence does not linger in existence.” VS, p. 369b19 
and n. 9.

230. Jiujing yisheng baoxing lun 3, T 1611:31.802a26–28, quoting with slight 
modifications, Shengman jing [Šrîmâlâdevîsiœhanâda-sûtra], T 353:12.222n25–27. 

231. Shengman jing, T 353:12.222b28–29; and cf. Jizang’s Shengman baoku 3b,  
T 1744:37.86c22–23.

232. Wínhyo’s Yijang Åi, HPC 1:811c7–812a21. 
233. “Commensurate” (kong) may be a mistake for “different” (i), the top portion 

of the latter logograph somehow having been deleted. This emendation is not cor-
roborated in any of the recensions but is suggested in Wínhyo’s exegesis below.

234. “Attentive contemplation” (kakkwan) replaces Bodhidharma’s renowned, 
but problematic, term “wall contemplation” (biguan). The precise denotation of this 
term as used in VS is somewhat unclear, since kakkwan (Ch. jueguan) as the dvandva 
“attention and contemplation” is the equivalent in older Chinese translations of 
“thought and imagination” (vitarkavicŒra)—the scourge of any meditation deeper 
than the first dhyŒna. Wínhyo’s interpretation seeks to give the term a rather more 
salutary connotation, taking it as “attention and examination” or “attentive exami-
nation” (kakch’al; Ch. juecha), adopting the rendering of vitarkavicŒra used in the 
translation of the LaækŒvatŒra; see discussion in Mizuno, p. 53, and for the LaækŒ-
vatŒra’s translation of vitarkavicŒra as jueguan, see Suzuki, Studies, p. 442. All in all, 
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VS’s gloss seems to suggest that “wall contemplation” is a form of detached but never-
theless vigilant awareness, in which the adept remains constantly focused on the 
utter ineffability of the buddha-nature. This is extremely close, as we shall see, to VS’s 
interpretation of “guarding the one.”

There is also an interesting allusion in Huisi’s (515–576) Suiziyi sanmei to a type 
of samŒdhi that combines the vajrasamŒdhi and wall contemplation. This is the “ad-
amantine-wall samŒdhi” (jin’gangbi ding sanmei). Huisi’s explication of this samŒdhi 
draws on an Ekottarâgama story of a demon who attacked the Buddha’s disciple 
êŒriputra: the power of êŒriputra’s achievement of the vajrasamŒdhi (what Huisi 
terms instead “adamantine-wall samŒdhi”) was such that êŒriputra was completely 
unaware he had been struck a deadly blow over the head by a demon. His experience 
illustrates that samŒdhi’s ability to leave one totally senseless to the external world. 
See Zengi ahan jing 45, T 125:2.793a–c, for this story; and for additional discussion, 
see my Ch’an Ideology, p. 105. Somewhat the same connotation is brought out in the 
reference to “abiding frozen” in either “wall contemplation” or “attentive contempla-
tion” in the two corresponding passages of VS and Erru sixing lun. See Suiziyi sanmei 1, 
ZZ 1, 98, 350d–51a; discussed in John A. Jorgensen, “The Earliest Text of Ch’an Bud-
dhism: The Long Scroll ” (M.A. thesis, Australian National University, 1979), p. 194; 
and John R. McRae, The Northern School and the Formation of Early Ch’an Buddhism, 
Studies in East Asian Buddhism, no. 3 (Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 1986), 
p. 306, n. 21.

235. Fanwang jing 10b, T 1484:24.1003c3, 1004b1, and so on. 
236. Renwang boluomi jing 1, T 245:8.826c10, 827b18. 
237. The six categories of mental concomitants (caitta) are (1) the ten predom-

inant mental states (mahâbhûmika), such as contact and attention; (2) the eight 
wholesome mental states (kušalamahâbhûmika), including faith and shame; (3) the 
six defiled mental states (klešamahâbhûmika), such as delusion and indolence; (4) 
the two unwholesome mental states (akušalamahâbhûmika) of lack of shame and 
blame; (5) the ten subsidiary defiled mental states (parîttaklešabhúmika), such as 
anger and deceit; and (6) the eight indeterminate mental states (aniyata), such as 
thought, imagination, and worry. For the listings, see Abhidharmakošabhâºyam 2.23–
27; La Vallée Poussin, Abhidharmakošabhâºyam, vol. 1, pp. 188–196. 

238. For the three types of materiality, see Abhidharmakošabhâºyam 4.4a–b; Le 
Vallée Pousin, Abhidharmakošabhâºyam, vol. 2, p. 560. For unmanifest materiality 
(avijñaptirûpa), see note 210 above at KSGN, p. 636b.

239. The twenty-four forces dissociated (from mind), or (citta)viprayuktasaœskara, 
refer to various anomalous forces posited first by the Sarvâstivâda Âbhidharmikas, 
and adapted later by the Yogâcâra, to provide consistent analyses of particularly 
complex or anomalous moral and mental processes. They include possession 
(prâpti), vitality (jîvita), and words, phrases, and syllables (see below). For the full 
list of twenty-four, see Vasubandhu’s Dasheng bofa mingmen lun (Mahâyânašatadhar-
maprakâšamukha-šâstra), T 1614:31.855c10–16. For detailed studies on the category, 
see Padmanabh S. Jaini, “The Development of the Theory of the Viprayukta-
Sa×skâras,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 22 (1959): 531–547; the 
monumental study by Collett Cox, Disputed Dharmas: Early Buddhist Theories of Exis-
tence, an Annotated Translation of the Section on Factors Dissociated from Thought from 
Saæghabhadra’s “Nyâyânusâra,” Studia Philological Buddhica Monograph Series, 11 
(Tokyo: International Institute for Buddhist Studies, 1995); Robert E. Buswell, Jr., 
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“The Proliferation of Cittaviprayuktasaœskâra-s in the Vaibhâºika School,” Journal of 
Indian Philosophy 25 (1997): 451–466. 

240. These three dissociated forces (viprayuktasaœskâra) constitute an early 
Buddhist analysis of the nature and operation of language; see Cox, Disputed Dhar-
mas, chap. 10; and Padmanabh S. Jaini, “The Vaibhâºika Theory of Words and 
Meanings,” Bulletin of the School of Oriental and African Studies 22 (1959): 95–107.

241. Da banniepan jing (Mahâparnirvâÿa-sûtra) 25, T 375:12.767c18–19.
242. Following the Wínhyo and Kaibao recensions. Koryí II/Taishô has “it is 

not reached by two-vehicle [adherents],” which is also plausible; VS, p. 370al1.
243. The twenty-eight assemblies of saints within Buddhism refers to the four-

fold assembly (monks, nuns, laymen, laywomen) in each of the six directions (north, 
south, east, west, zenith, and nadir), giving twenty-four assemblies plus one assembly 
at each of the four cardinal directions, for a total of twenty-eight. The terms appears 
at Qianshou qian’an Guanshiyin pusa guangda yuanman wu’ai dabeixin tuoluoni jing,  
T 1060:19.108b19; for the explanation see Jin’guangming jing wenju 5, T 1785:39.77a12–
13. The ninety-five non-Buddhist religious (tîrthika) appear in the Dabaoji jing 
(Mahâratnaku¡a-sûtra) 113, T 310:11.640b29; a list of ninety-six, which includes the six 
traditions founded by contemporary competitors of the historical Buddha and each 
of their fifteen branch schools, is rather more common in the literature. 

244. This is the expanded outline of the Buddhist path (mŒrga) as found in 
such Chinese apocryphal compositions as the Pusa yingluo benye jing, the Fanwang 
jing, and the Renwang jing. Wínhyo himself notes that the outline of this mŒrga 
comes from Pusa yingluo benye jing (which Wínhyo cites here; T 1485), and its full ex-
plication appears in the Avataœsaka-sûtra. He then correlates the first four stages of 
this mŒrga (the ten faiths through the ten transferences) with the access of principle 
and the latter two (the ten bhûmis and virtual enlightenment) with the access of 
practice. For a listing of the comprehensive Hwaím/Huayan interpretation of the 
bodhisattva path, in fifty-three stages, see Robert E. Buswell Jr. and Robert M. Gim-
ello, “Introduction,” in Paths to Liberation: The MŒrga and Its Transformations in Bud-
dhist Thought, Kuroda Institute Studies in East Asian Buddhism, no. 7 (Honolulu: 
University of Hawai‘i Press, a Kuroda Institute Book, 1992), p. 9; and for a survey of 
the influence of Buddhist path systems in Chinese religion, see Stephen R. Boken-
kamp, “Stages of Transcendence: The Bhûmi Concept in Taoist Scripture,” in Chinese 
Buddhist Apocrypha, ed. Robert E. Buswell Jr. (Honolulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 
1990), pp. 119–147.

245. Wínhyo explains in the next paragraph [II.D.1.a.ii] that “panting” means 
rapid inhalations and exhalations, which is used as a simile for the agitation of the 
six sense-consciousnesses. See also the comments of Yuancheng (Zhujie 3, p. 208a), 
who seeks to trace the idea of “panting” to the LaækŒvatŒra-sûtra. The term “panting” 
appears commonly in early Chinese translations of dhyŒna texts. One of An Shigao’s 
translations associates panting with the rapid breath that accompanies the onset of 
the dying process; see Mayi jing, T 732:17.533b14. Panting is also equated with dis-
tracted thought in Zhu Fahu’s translations; see Faguan jing, T 611:15.241a24.

246. Following Wínhyo’s reading (KSGN 2, p. 987bl3). All other editions read 
the near-homograph tae (great) for ch’ín (heavenly); see VS, p. 370a22.

247. The glosses for this simile are drawn from Wínhyo’s explanations that fol-
low; this passage would be all but unintelligible without the glosses.

248. The last, and most profound, of the four types of dhyâna mentioned in the 
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LaækŒvatŒra-sûtra, in which the person is able to go out into the world to aid sentient 
beings while still maintaining the full depth of his concentration; see Lengqie jing 2, 
T 670:16.492a22–24; Dasheng ru Lengqie jing 3, T 672:16.602al2; Suzuki, Lankâvatâra, 
pp. 85–86; it is discussed in Suzuki, Studies, pp. 367–368.

249. The four drivers refer to the four attachments (upâdâna): that is, to sense-
objects, wrong views, rites and rituals, and self. 

250. The six drivers refer to the six afflictions (upakleša): that is, of craving, 
anger, ignorance, pride, doubt, and wrong views. 

251. Wõnhyo here is referring to Yogâcâra analysis of twenty afflictions into 
ten minor, two medial, and eight predominant types; see Vasubandhu’s Dasheng 
bofa mingmen lun (Mahâyânašatadharmaprakâšamukha-šâstra), T 1614:31.855c.

252. Pusa yingluo benye jing, T 1485:24.1014a2–6.
253. The traditional list of the eight liberations (vimokºa) is (1) having material-

ity, he perceives materiality; (2) not perceiving inward materiality, he perceives out-
ward materiality; (3) he becomes resolved on what is pure; (4) the station of endless 
space; (5) the station of infinite consciousness; (6) the station of nothing whatso-
ever; (7) the station of neither perception nor nonperception; (8) the extinction of 
perception and feeling. Wínhyo will give his own interpretation of these eight liber-
ations in the explanation that follows.

254. Pusa yingluo benye jing, T 1485:24.1013b7–11. As Wínhyo clarifies, this in-
digenous Chinese interpretation of the eight liberations correlates rather closely 
with the traditional list given in the previous note. 

255. Pusa yingluo benye jing, T 1485:24.1013a. 
256. Pusa yingluo benye jing, T 1485:24.1014b15–18.
257. Pusa yingluo benye jing, T 1485:24.1014b19–22.
258. The Koryí II/Taishô edition reads wíl (to transcend) for ki (to activate). 

VS, p. 370b12.
259. Liebenthal (p. 366 and n. 2) traces this phrase to allusions in ParamŒrtha’s 

translation of Shibakong lun (T 1616), though I believe the page and line numbers 
are miscited; apparently, he means to refer to T 1616:31.86lc28, 862al.

260. Lit., “single” (il). This word is missing in the Koryí II/Taishô recension 
but is included in the Wínhyo, Kaibao, and Three Editions; VS, p. 370b 13, n. 11.

261. Paraphrasing Miaofa lianhua jing, T 262:9.31c26. 
262. Paraphrasing Miaofa lianhua jing, T 262:9.31c26–27.
263. Ru Lengqie jing (LaækŒvatŒra-sûtra) 4, T 671:16.540b7–8. The Sanskrit is 

somewhat different (as rendered in Suzuki, LaækŒvatŒra, p. 116, v. 210): “Like unto 
the drunkard who, being awakened from his intoxication, regains his intelligence, 
[the êrŒvakas] will have the realization of the Buddha’s truth, which is his own 
body.”

264. VS’s correlation of the icchantika with two-vehicle adherents who are hope-
lessly attached to samŒdhi is without parallel in other scriptures, so far as I am aware. 
MahŒyŒna texts have, however, frequently equated icchantikas with HînayŒnists. For 
example, of the two types of icchantika discussed in the LaækŒvatŒra-sûtra, the first 
type—those who are icchantika “because they have abandoned all the roots of merit” 
(sarvakušalamûlotsargata÷)—are defined as “those who have abandoned the Bodhisat-
tva canon, making the false accusation that they are not in conformity with the 
sûtras, the codes of morality, and emancipation. By this they have forsaken all the 
stock of merit and will not enter into NirvŒÿa”; see Suzuki, LaækŒvatŒra, p. 59. The 
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MahŒyŒna conception of icchantika is discussed by Suzuki in his companion volume, 
Studies, pp. 217–221; and see the citations to other MahŒyŒna texts in Takasaki Jikidô, 
A Study on the RatnagotravibhŒga, introduction, p. 40, and translation, p. 205. I have 
also discussed the relationship between icchantika and the related samucchinna-
kušalamûla (‘those whose wholesome roots are eradicated’) in my article “The Path 
to Perdition: The Wholesome Roots and Their Eradication,” in Paths to Liberation: 
The MŒrga and Its Transformations in Buddhist Thought, ed. Robert E. Buswell Jr. and 
Robert M. Gimello, Kuroda Institute Studies in East Asian Buddhism, no. 7 (Hono-
lulu: University of Hawai‘i Press, 1992), pp. 118–123; many relevant citations to major 
MahŒyŒna discussions of icchantika are included there. See also my recent entry on 
“Icchantika” in the Encyclopedia of Buddhism, vol. 1, p. 351. 

265. Cf. the simile of waves and water in Dasheng qixin lun, T 1666:32.476c.
266. By the seven strictures of the precepts Wínhyo is probably referring to the 

three kinds of unskillful actions perpetrated by the body (killing, stealing, and sex-
ual misconduct) and the four kinds perpetrated by the mouth (disparagement, du-
plicity, obsequiousness, and lying). Alternatively, Wínhyo may also be referring to 
the seven principal categories of the monastic rules of conduct in the Prâtimokºa: 
(1) offenses requiring expulsion from the Order (pârâjika), (2) offenses requiring 
suspension (saœghâvašeºa), (3) offenses of indeterminate type (aniyata), (4) offenses 
entailing forfeiture (ni÷sargikapâcittiya), (5) transgressions requiring confession (var-
iously termed prâyašcittika, pâtayantika, or pâcittiya), (6) offenses requiring acknowl-
edgement (pratidešanîya), (7) minor rules of good behavior (šaikºa). The number of 
rules listed in each category varies in the different Vinaya recensions. 

267. Taken from the Weimojie suoshuo jing (Vimalakîrtinirdeša-sûtra) 2, 
T475:14.549b6; cf. Robert A. F. Thurman, trans., The Holy Teaching of Vimalakîrti: A 
Mahâyâna Scripture (University Park: Pennsylvania State University Press, 1976),  
p. 66. The locus classicus for this lotus metaphor is Dhammapada (Pupphavagga), 
vols. 58, 59.

268. Lit. “two twos.” Kim Talchin (p. 164) translates this number as “twenty-
two”; Rhi Ki-yong (p. 216b) translates it as simply “two.” 

269. These three moral codes are common in YogŒcŒra and YogŒcŒra-influenced 
literature and have been adopted frequently in Sinitic Buddhist apocrypha. Their 
Sanskrit equivalents are (1) saœvarašîla, (2) kušaladharmasaœgrâhaka, (3) sattvârtha-
kriyâ. See Yuqieshi di lun (Yogâcârabhûmi-šâstra) 40, T 1579:30.511a15, and explication 
at pp. 511a–c. The first type helps to calm one’s mind, the second to mature one’s 
own buddhadharmas, and the third to mature other sentient beings; ibid.,  
p. 523a2–4. This same division of the precepts appears in such Chinese apocryphal 
sûtras as Zhancha shan’e yebao jing 1 (T 839:17.904c7–8) and Pusa yingluo benye jing  
(T 1485:24.1019b17). Liebenthal (p. 365 and cf. p. 380, n. 1) gives a useful compara-
tive listing of other relevant citations; to his listings add Dasheng zhuangyan jing lun 
(Mahâyânasûtrâlaœkâra-šâstra) 8 (T 1604:31.630c13–14), which is the closest to the 
wording of VS; Dasheng apidamo zaji lun (Abhidharmasamuccaya) 12, T 1606:31.749c4–5; 
and cf. Huayan jing 27, T 279:10.149b22 and j. 49, p. 258a22–23.

270. See Mohe boruo boluomi jing 1 (T 223:8.22lcl9), where the Buddha also ad-
dresses êŒriputra, telling him that all concepts “are merely explained with names 
and letters.”

271. The “three sufferings” are physical pain, suffering caused by change, and 
the suffering inherent in all compounded things. 
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272. Dazhidu lun 19, T 1509:25.198b8. 
273. Not to produce evil and unwholesome dharmas that have not yet been 

produced, to forsake evil and unwholesome dharmas that have already been pro-
duced, to produce wholesome dharmas that have not yet been produced, and to 
develop further those wholesome dharmas that have already been produced.

274. Although Wínhyo does not designate this summation as a separate divi-
sion in his exegesis, I believe it should be added as division I.C.2.b.iii.

275. The following section outlines the five major stages of the bodhisattva 
path found in many Sinitic apocryphal scriptures, such as Pusa yingluo benye ching 
(T 1485:24.1017a3, l0l0b27, 1022bl3). The correlations Wínhyo draws between the 
VS schema and the more standard list found in other scriptures are bracketed in 
the translation.

276. Icchantika refers to a class of beings who for various reasons are rendered 
forever unable to attain nirvâÿa. Wínhyo’s analysis here invokes the Laækâvatâra- 
sûtra’s division of icchantikas into two subclasses: (1) those who are icchantikas be-
cause “they have abandoned all the wholesome faculties” (sarvakušalamûlotsargata); 
and (2) those who are so because “they cherish certain vows for all beings since be-
ginningless time” (sattvânâdikâlapraÿidhânata). The former are defined as those “who 
have abandoned the bodhisattva collection [of the Buddhist canon], making the 
false accusation that they are not in conformity with the sûtras, the codes of moral-
ity, and emancipation. By this they have forsaken all the stock of merit (kušalamûla) 
and will not enter into nirvâÿa.” See Suzuki, trans., Laækâvatâra Sûtra, pp. 58–59; Su-
zuki, Studies, pp. 217–221. This is a common Mahâyâna polemical definition of the 
term, to describe those who lack conviction in the truth of the Mahâyâna teachings. 
For discussion of this and other interpretations of the icchantika, see Buswell, “Path 
to Perdition,” pp.118–123.

277. Pusa yingluo benye jing 2, T 1485:24.1017a13 and 1021b24–25, with a change 
of one homophonous logograph.

278. Wõnhyo is referring here to counteracting the obstructions that hinder re-
alization of each of the ten bhûmis; see Chengguan’s Dafangguang fo huayan jing shu 
34, T 1735:35.769c12–13. Wínhyo’s language recalls a citation in Chengguan’s Da-
fangguang fo huayan jing shu yanyi chao 57, T 1736:36.450a6–8: “On each of the ten 
bhûmis, bodhisattvas courageously cultivate the ten kinds of superior practice, erad-
icating the ten kinds of obstructions and realizing the ten kinds of true thusness.”

279. See the discussion of the significance of this passage in the development 
of the buddha-nature concept in Tokiwa Daijô, Busshô no kenkyû (Studies on the 
buddha-nature) (Tokyo: Kokusho Kankôkai, 1973), p. 406.

280. Wínhyo here embarks on an exegesis of the next four levels of the bodhi-
sattva path but neglects to mention that these are all subdivisions of this second divi-
sion I.D.2.b.ii, the clarification of comprehension; see at p. 654b. This omission may 
have led to his error below (p. 655c) in mistakenly listing I.D.2.c, the summary clari-
fication, as the second, rather than the third, subpart. 

281. I have been unable to locate the precise verse cited here by Wínhyo. How-
ever, a similar verse appears in Guang Bolun ben [*êatašŒstra], T 1570:30.185c10–11; 
and see exegesis at Dasheng guang Bolun shilun 9, T 1571:30.236a.

282. See Wínhyo’s Yijang Åi, HPC 1:793a–b.
283. Pusa yingluo benye jing, T 1485:24.1018b9–10.
284. This passage is taken from the final line of Xuanzang’s rendering of the 
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PrajñŒpŒramitŒh¿daya (Heart sûtra), (T 251:8.848cl4–15), which was made on July 8, 
649 (Lancaster and Park, Korean Buddhist Canon, p. 11). This date provides the ter-
minus a quo for the composition of VS.

285. The three mŒras, or personifications of evil, are the mŒra of defilements, 
the mŒra of the constituents of existence (the five skandhas), and the mŒra of the 
devil himself. 

286. The four eyes refer to the visual sense organ (the fleshy eye), the heavenly 
eye of supranormal powers, the wisdom eye, and the dharma-eye. 

287. The four wisdoms refer to a YogŒcŒra classification of the four types of 
knowledge exclusive to the buddhas (viz. the sublime-enlightenment level). (1) 
Great perfect mirror wisdom (ŒdaršanajñŒna): the wisdom that perceives the per-
fect interfusion of all things, as if everything were simultaneously being reflected 
in a great mirror. (2) Impartial wisdom (samatŒjñŒna): the wisdom that rises above 
all distinctions and sees all things impartially without coloring by the ego. (3) Wis-
dom of marvelous observation (pratyavekºanŒjñŒna): the wisdom of profound intel-
lectual discrimination. (4) Wisdom of the accomplishment of what was to be done 
(k¿tyŒnuº¡ŒnajñŒna): the wisdom that perfects actions that benefit both oneself and 
others. See Cheng weishi lun, T 1585:31.39. 

288. The five eyes: (1) fleshy eye; (2) heavenly eye; (3) wisdom eye; (4) dharma-
eye; (5) buddha-eye. 

289. The three bodies of the buddhas: (1) the dharma-body (dharmakŒya), 
the absolute body of thusness; (2) the enjoyment or reward body (saœbhogakŒya), 
the body endowed with all the regalia of the buddhas, formed as a result of the vast 
merits achieved during practice on the bodhisattva path, and the body that only 
bodhisattvas can perceive; (3) the transformation body (nirmŒÿakŒya), the body of 
the historical buddhas, expediently assumed in order to instruct ordinary beings. 
See Wínhyo’s explanation at p. 657a below.

290. “The three stages of virtual enlightenment” are distinct levels in which 
the lifespan of the bodhisattva lasts for respectively a hundred kalpas, a thousand 
kalpas, and myriad (lit. ten thousand) kalpas. On the first level, the bodhisattva 
practices all the samŒdhis and finally enters the vajrasamŒdhi. On the second level, 
he practices all the deportments of a buddha, until he finally sits at the bodhimaÿøa 
and overcomes MŒra’s hordes. On the final level, he leads the life of a fully enlight-
ened buddha. These derive from Pusa yingluo benye jing 1, T 1485:24.1012c27–
1013a9. The three bodies of sublime enlightenment are the three buddha-bodies: 
the dharmakŒya, saœbhogakŒya, and nirmŒÿakŒya.

291. Pusa yingluo benye jing 1, T 1485:24.1012c27–1013a8.
292. Pusa yingluo benye jing 1, T 1485:24.1013a9–13.
293. The summit of existence refers to the last of the four formless dhyŒnas, the 

absorption of neither perception nor nonperception (naivasaœjñŒnŒsaœjñŒyatana). 
See Wínhyo’s explanation immediately following.

294. A parallel phrase (“activity is not dhyŒna”) appears in the apocryphal 
Dharmapada, pin no. 11, Faju jing, T 2901:85.1435a22. That pin is frequently cited in 
Chan writings; see discussion in Mizuno Kôgen, “Gisaku no Hokkukyô ni tsuite” 
pp. 17–20. (On the apocryphal Dharmapâda), Komazawa Daigaku Bukkyôgakubu ken-
kyû kiyô 19 (1961): 11–33. 

295. Following the Wínhyo, Kaibao, and Three Editions, which all read here 
“because it is the meaning of the original meaning,” a probable dittography of the 
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first “meaning.” The Koryí II/Taishô recension reads instead “because it is the mean-
ing of the original inspiration,” which makes better sense. See VS, p. 371b27, n. 7.

296. Alluding to Lunyu 5.8, James Legge, trans., The Chinese Classics (1935; re-
print edition, Taipei: n.p., 1976), vol. 1, p. 176.

297. The Koryí II/Taishô recension adds “four-line” after “single”; VS, p. 371c4 
and n. 8.

298. “Objects” here renders the logograph Åi (Skt. artha), which can refer to  
either meaning or object; both senses are probably implicit in the gŒthŒ. “Dharma” 
is used for “object” in the text from which this gŒthŒ derives (see next note).

299. The first line of this gŒthŒ is taken, with minor modifications, from 
KumŒrajîva’s translation of the MadhyamakakŒrikŒ (Zhong lun, T 1654:30.33bll–12, 
MûlamadhyamakakŒrikŒ xxiv.19); see also Zhongguan lun shu (T 1824:42.152b1); Ru 
Dasheng lun, T 1634:32.41b; Fozu tong ji 37, T 2035:49.352a4–5; Mohe zhiguan, j. la,  
T 1911a:46.lb29–cl. These and other sources are cited in Liebenthal (pp. 375–376, 
375 n. 3, and 382). For the import of this gŒthŒ, see Ko Ikchin, Wõnhyo Åi sasang Åi 
silch’õn wõlli,” pp. 246–247.

300. This passage, the earliest quotation from VS to appear in Chinese materi-
als, is cited in Fazang’s Huayan jing yihai bomen (T 1875:45.628c2l–22), from the 
early eighth century. See discussion in Buswell, Ch’an Ideology, p. 177. 

301. This trope appears prominently in the Yuanjue jing; see T 842:17.917c2. A 
similar simile of a single city with four gates appears also in Wínhyo’s Pímmanggyíng 
posal kyebon sagi (Personal exposition on the “Bodhisattva Precepts” text of the Fan-
wang jing) 1, HPC 1:586b18; this text will be translated by Eunsu Cho in a later vol-
ume of the Collected Works of Wínhyo series. The wording Wínhyo uses in that 
treatise to relate the simile differs substantially from the version found here, so it 
would be difficult to conclude that the Posal keybon sagi was therefore written after 
the Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra’s appearance in Silla Korea. 

302. “Taste” appears in Wínhyo’s edition but is missing in the Koryí II/Taishô 
edition (VS, p. 37lc22).

303. For this common metaphor of the “single taste” of the ocean, which is often 
used to explain the soteriological purport of the teachings of Buddhism, see the Pâli 
Cullavagga ix.14: “As the vast ocean, oh monks, is impregnated with a single taste, the 
taste of salt, so too, monks is my Dharma and Vinaya impregnated with but a single 
taste, the taste of liberation.” See also Jieshenmi jing (Sandhinirmocana-sûtra), T 676: 
16.692a25.

304. Following the Koryí II/Taishô recension, which reads chÅk (then) for 
Wínhyo’s chÅk (is in fact); VS, p. 37lc24; and passim throughout chapters 7 and 8 of 
the sûtra.

305. An allusion to this passage appears in Platform Sûtra: “It is like the great 
sea which gathers all the flowing streams, and merges together the small waters 
and large waters into one.” Liuzu tan jing, T 2007:48.340b1, 8–19; Philip Yampolsky, 
trans., The Platform Sûtra of the Sixth Patriarch (New York : Columbia University Press, 
1967), p. 150.

306. Compare the Pâli UdŒna 5.4: “Whatsoever great rivers there are—namely, 
GaægŒ, YamunŒ, Aciravatî, Sarabhû, Mahî—these, when they reach the mighty 
ocean, abandon their former names and lineage, and go henceforth by the name of 
just ‘mighty ocean.’ ” Translation from F. L. Woodward, The Minor Anthologies of the 
Pali Canon (London: Oxford University Press, 1948), p. 64. The use of native geo-
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graphical names in this passage is a strong piece of textual evidence suggesting the 
non-Indian origin of this scripture; see Mizuno, pp. 42–43; Liebenthal, p. 361.

307. The four means of conversion: giving, kind words, helpfulness, consis-
tence between words and deeds (or, alternatively, cooperation). 

308. The eight archetypal events in a buddha’s life: (1) rebirth in Tuºita heaven 
for his penultimate life before becoming a buddha, (2) entry into his mother’s womb 
for his final life, (3) gestation, (4) birth, (5) renunciation (viz. leaving home to be-
come a monk), (6) attaining enlightenment, (7) turning the wheel of the dharma at 
the first sermon, (8) passing into parinirvâÿa. See Dasheng qixin lun, T 1666:32.581a6–
8; Hakeda, Awakening of Faith, p. 85.

309. “Encroach” is literally “to snatch away.” Cf. the celebrated usage of this 
term by Linji Yixuan (d. 866) in his four approaches to practice (snatch away the 
man, but don’t snatch away the objects; etc.); see Linji lu, T 1985:47.497a.

310. The “snares” are an alternate name for the klešas or upaklešas (afflictions). 
The number varies, but a common list includes eight: lack of shame (âhrîkya), lack of 
blame (anapatrâpya), envy (îrºyâ), selfishness (mâtsarya), remorse (kauk¿tya), torpor 
(middha), agitation (auddhatya), sloth (styâna). 

311. Here and in the Kaibao recension of the sûtra, these last two types of 
samŒdhis are transposed from the usual listing; see VS, p. 372a20, nn. 6, 7. For this 
common list, see Mohe boruo boluomi jing 24, T 223:8.394c26–27.

312. Wínhyo adapts this passage from Yuqieshi di lun (YogŒcŒrabhûmi-šŒstra) 16, 
T 1579:30.364b28–29. 

313. For “hairnet” (moryun) as a metaphor for something “gossamery,” viz. illu-
sory, see Ru Lengqie jing (LaækŒvatŒra-sûtra) 9, T 671:16.565cl 6; Renwang jing 1,  
T 246:8.839a23.

314. The last two lines of this verse derive from LaækŒvatŒra-sûtra; see Ru 
Lengqie jing 3, T 671:16.532b28; and cf. Dasheng ru Lengqie jing 3, T 672:16.601cl 1; 
both noted (though the first citation is misprinted) in Liebenthal, pp. 367–368. Cf. 
also Suzuki’s rendering of the Sanskrit in LaækŒvatŒra-sûtra, p. 83, v. 150.

315. Dafangguang fo Huayan jing (Avataœsaka-sûtra) 33, T 278:9.609a10–12 
(with one slight change). Cf. also T 279:10.425a22, 259c20, 294c26–27; T 293: 
10.847a6–7.

316. Wínhyo had previously titled this section “constantly abiding in the frui-
tion gained through access,” with “constantly abiding” replacing “perpetual dharma”; 
see p. 660c above.

317. Dafangguang fo huayan jing (Avataœsaka-sûtra) 10, T 278:9.465c26–29; and 
cf. T 279:10.102a21–24.

318. This verse also is adapted from LaækŒvatŒra-sûtra. See Ru Lengqie jing 3,  
T 671:16.527cl6–17; cf. Dasheng ru Lengqie jing 2, T 672:16.598a6; all noted by Lieben-
thal, pp. 366–367. See also Suzuki, LaækŒvatŒra Sûtra, p. 60, v. 134.

319. For these three dissociated forces that govern language, see KSGN, p. 643a 
above.

320. These two types of wisdom are described in the Cheng weishi lun (T 1585: 
31.73a24). Fundamental wisdom is the innate wisdom that is in direct conformity 
with truth and devoid of any distinctions between subject and object. This wisdom is 
the foundation upon which other aspects of wisdom arise and is the basis upon 
which the subsequently obtained wisdom is developed. Subsequently obtained wis-
dom is the wisdom that allows one to save other sentient beings. Whereas fundamen-
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tal wisdom leads to enlightenment for oneself, subsequently obtained wisdom gives 
one the ability to help others to enlightenment. 

321. Adapted from LaækŒvatŒra-sûtra; Ru Lengqie jing 3, T 671:16.529b5–6, 
530c8–9; noted by Liebenthal, p. 367. See Suzuki, LaækŒvatŒra Sûtra, p. 68, v. 137, 
and p. 75, v. 140, though the Sanskrit differs radically.

322. Adapted from LaækŒvatŒra-sûtra; see Ru Lengqie jing 3, T 671:16.530cl4–15; 
see Liebenthal, p. 367; Suzuki, LaækŒvatŒra Sûtra, p. 75, v. 143.

323. The locus classicus for these four types of conditions is AbhidharmakošabhŒºyam 
ii.61c–62d; La Vallée Poussin, AbhidharmakošabhŒºyam, vol. 1, pp. 296–304. Wínhyo 
has discussed all four types of conditions previously at KSGN, p. 632b.

324. Alluding to the famous simile of the conjured city in the Lotus Sûtra; Miaofa 
lianhua jing 3, T 262:9.26a, 27a11 ff.; Hurvitz, Lotus, pp. 148–149, 153–154.

325. Wínhyo’s explanation of the following exegetical structure is anomalous. 
In his opening remarks to part 4. An Exegesis of the Text (see p. 607b above), Wín-
hyo says that part 4 consists of three sections: section 1, the prologue (viz. chap. 1); 
section 2, “the main body” of the sûtra (viz. the sequential clarification of contem-
plation practice, chaps. 2–7); and section 3, the Dhâraÿî chapter (viz. chap. 8) and 
the sûtra’s dissemination. As Wõnhyo opens his exegesis of this chapter, he states 
that the sequential clarification of contemplation practice ended with the previous 
chapter and from this point on is “the second section, which completely resolves all 
remaining doubts” (p. 667a). By “second section” here, Wínhyo means the second of 
the two sections that follow the prologue (viz. section 2 and section 3 of part 4). At 
the conclusion of the Dhâraÿî portion of chapter 8 as well, Wínhyo states: “In the 
three major sections of this one-roll sûtra, Section Two: The Main Body, is completed 
as above” (p. 675a). This division of the sûtra contradicts Wõnhyo’s initial analysis, 
which clearly states (p. 607b) that chapter 8 follows the “main body” of the sûtra. By 
including the Dhâraÿî chapter with “the main body,” however, Wínhyo indicates 
that he sought to distinguish the major portion of the Dhâraÿî chapter from that 
chapter’s concluding dissemination section. In order to represent this division, I 
have designated most of the exegesis of chapter 8 as Section Three (A): Completely 
Resolving All Remaining Doubts (viz. pp. 667a–675a), and the concluding portions 
of chapter 8 as Section Three (B): Dissemination (viz. pp. 675a–677b).

326. “Analogue” (tae) here might also be rendered as “counterpart” or “com-
plementarity.” The sense is that the production of those dharmas would not be de-
pendent on the existence of any other dharma—that is, they would not be 
conditionally generated.

327. Wínhyo here follows the standard three-membered syllogistic form of In-
dian logic in arguing his thesis, with his statement of the probandum, or subject 
(pakºa), justified by a reason (hetu), and illustrated in an exemplification (d¿º¡Œnta; 
sapakºa); see Musashi Tachikawa, “A Sixth-Century Manual of Indian Logic (A Trans-
lation of the NyŒyapraveša),” Journal of Indian Philosophy 1 (1971): 111–145; Joseph M. 
Bochenski, A History of Formal Logic, trans. and ed. Ivo Thomas (Notre Dame, Ind.: 
Notre Dame University Press, 1961), pp. 416–450. Perhaps the most rigorous attempt 
to date to describe Buddhist logic in India and China in the formalistic terms of the 
West is found in R. S. Y. Chi, Buddhist Formal Logic, Dr. B. C. Law Trust Fund, vol. 1 
(London: Royal Asiatic Society of Great Britain and Ireland, 1969). 

328. Following Wínhyo’s gloss (p. 670c below). 
329. I add this division following Wínhyo’s exegesis below at p. 671a.
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330. For this simile see Guang Bolun ben, T 1570:31.185b2l–26. The translation 
follows Wínhyo’s interpretation below.

331. The “three transformations” (samhwa) are glossed by Wínhyo just below  
(p. 672a) as the three voidnesses: i.e., the voidness of the characteristic of voidness; 
the voidness of voidness itself; and the voidness of that which is voided. There is also 
a proselytic listing: (1) past transformation: previous preachings of the MahŒyŒna; 
(2) adaptable transformation: the bodhisattva entering into saœsŒra in order to res-
cue beings from their plight; (3) ultimate transformation: prompting those beings 
to attain complete buddhahood. See Fahua xuan lun 7, T 1720:34.417a; Fahua yishu 7,  
T 1721:34.546a.

332. Following the Koryí II/Taishô reading of pak (to bind) et passim. Wín-
hyo and the K’ai-pao recension wrongly dittograph the following character p’yo (to 
whirl; to be adrift); VS, p. 373c8, n. 14.

333. I add this third subdivision following Wínhyo’s exegesis below, p. 673b.
334. Da Abidamo zaji lun (Abhidharmasamuccaya) 7, T 1606:31.724c16–26. 
335. These two types of non-Buddhist knowledge refer to the foundational doc-

trines of two of the important schools of Indian philosophy. In the Sâœkhya school, 
“unmanifest potentiality” (avyakta) is the primary quality of the primal nature or po-
tentiality (mûlaprak¿ti) from which the entire material world evolves; it is the first of 
Sâœkhya’s twenty-five cardinal principles. In the Vaišeºika school, the property of 
genericness (sâmânyapadârtha) is the fourth of the seven categories of existents 
around which reality is structured; it is that quality of inherence that is common to 
an entire class of entities (jâti), e.g., the generic property “horseness” that is common 
to all individual horses. 

336. Adapted from MûlamadhyamakakŒrikŒ (vii.28); see Zhonglun 2, T 1564: 
30.11c11–12. Noted in Liebenthal, p. 366.

337. Reading “two” for “three,” following the Kap edition; KSGN 3, HPC 1:  
p. 673, n. 3. 

338. Wínhyo alludes here to the first of the three truths that are to be culti-
vated: “the first truth is that the path to bodhi is impartial”; see p. 672c above. 

339. Zhao lun, T 1858:45.153a4–5; cf. Walter Liebenthal, trans., Chao Lun: The 
Treatises of Seng-chao (Hong Kong: Hong Kong University Press, 1968), p. 63: “Is the 
Tao far away? This life of ours is reality. Is the Sage far away? Recognize him as in 
truth he is, and you are the (cosmic) spirit.” 

340. Yuqieshi di lun (YogŒcŒrabhûmi-šŒstra) 62, T 1579:30.646b16–21.
341. Yijang Åi, HPC 1:807a22 ff. 
342. Wínhyo misreads “stills” (chíng) for “purifies” (chíng) in his quotation of 

the passage; KSGN 3, p. 676a18.
343. This term derives from the NirvŒÿa Sûtra’s listing of four reliances 

(pratisaraÿa) regarding human beings: (1) The educated p¿thagjana (ordinary per-
son) who keeps the precepts and preaches the dharma but still retains a defiled na-
ture; he has not yet reached the first bhûmi. (2) The šrotŒpanna (streamwinner) and 
sak¿dŒgŒmin (once-returner); these are bodhisattvas who have reached the first 
bhûmi and received prediction of their future buddhahood but have not yet reached 
the second or third bhûmi. (3) The anŒgŒmin (nonreturner), who has received this 
prediction and is destined soon to attain anuttarasamyaksaœbodhi. (4) The arhat, who 
has achieved the tenth bhûmi. When any of these types appear, they benefit living 
creatures and become people on whom the world relies; hence, they are called the 
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“four reliances.” See Dabanniepan jing 6, T 375:12.637c; Dabannihuan jing 4, T 376: 
12.875–876b.

344. The Koryí II/Taishô recension reads “It is inconceivable!” for “Make offer-
ings to this person!” See VS, p. 374bl7. 

345. The five turbidities are the turbidity of life span, of views, of defilements, 
of living beings, and of the kalpa. See Edgerton, Buddhist Hybrid Sanskrit Dictionary, 
p. 174, s.v. “kaºŒya.” 
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Ado hwasang 阿道和尙
ammara 菴摩羅
Amnyanggun  押梁郡
amolo  阿摩羅
An Shigao 安世高
anmoluo 菴摩羅 
Ansimsa 安心寺
anxin 安心
anzhu 安住
Baotang 保唐
baoyi 抱一
baoyuanxing 報寃行
Beiliang 北涼
Beizong 北宗
benjue 本覺
ben shiji 本實際
bianben  辨本
biguan 壁觀
Boruo xinjing zhujie  般若心經注解
budong 不動
budongdi  不動地
busiyi sanmei 不思議[義]三昧 
Caodong 曹洞
Chajang 慈藏
Chakchegõn 作帝建
chan 禪
Chang’an 長安 
Changsan 章山
Chanmen jing 禪門經
chaÅn purhyõn 自隱不現
ch’e  體
Ch’egwan 諦觀
chengfaxing 稱法行
Chengguan 澄觀 
chi (knowledge) 智
chi (stopping)  止
chiana  持阿那
Chidõk 智德
chigwan  止觀 

ch’im  斟
Chimyõng 智明
ChinhÅng (king) 眞興
Chinul 知訥
chinyõ  眞如
Chisõn Tohõn 智詵道憲
Ch’oe Ch’iwõn 崔致遠
Ch’ogae 初開
chõlp’il  絶筆
chon  存
ch’õn (heavenly) 天
ch’õn (panting) 喘
chong 宗
chõng (concentration)  定
chõng (purifies)  淨
chõng (stills)  静
ch’ongji  總持
chõngnyõ  靜慮 
chõngsa  正思
Chõngt’o 淨土
chongyo  宗要
chonsim  存心
chonsin  存神
chuan 喘
Chuan’ao dashi 傳澳大師
Chuanfabaoji 傳法寶紀[記]
Chuhaengsa 住行寺
chÅk (is in fact)  卽
chÅk (then) 則
Chunbõm 遵範
chung  中
Chunqiu  春秋
cun 存
cunsan  存三
danben shiyi 單本失譯
Dao’an 道安
Daosheng 道生
Daoshi 道世
Daoshun 道舜
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Daoxin 道信
Daoxuan 道宣
Daoxuan 道璿
Dapin jing  大品經
Dazhao Zhikong 大照志空
dengjue  等覺
Dilun 地論
Dongshan famen 東山法門
Dongshan wusheng famen 東山無生
法門

Du Zhenglun 杜正倫
Duifa lun 對法論
duizhi 對治
dunjiao 頓敎
dunwu  頓悟
Eichô  永超
Enchô 圓超
Ennin 圓仁
erru  二入
Erru sixing lun  二入四行論
Fajing 法經
fan  返
fanjing dade 翻經大德 
Fanxing pin 梵行品
fanyuan kan  返源看
fanzhao  返照
Farong 法融
Faru 法如
Fashang  法上
Fawang jing  法王經
Faxiang  法相
Fayan 法眼
fayundi  法雲地
Fazang 法藏
Fazhong  法忠
Feichangfang 費長房 
fenbie 分別
foji shixin 佛卽是心
Foxing lun 佛性論
Fu dashi 傅大師
Fujian 符堅
Fuxi 傅翕
gong (associated) 共
gong (cavern) 孔
gong’an 公案
guanxin  觀心
guanxing 觀行
Guanxin lun 觀心論

guyijing 古異經
Haedong ko Sinhaeng sõnsa chi pi  海東
故信行禪師之碑

Haengjang  行狀
Haengmyõngsa 行名寺 
haengnip  行入
Haet’al 解脫
hap 合
hehe  和合
hoegwang panjo  廻光返照
hoesin 廻神
Hogõ 胡踞 
hoguk pulgyo  護國佛敎
hogwe  胡跪
Hongren 弘忍
Hongzhou 洪州
huatou 話頭
Huayan 華嚴
Huayan jin’guan chao 華嚴錦冠鈔 
Huguo pin 護國品
Huiguan 慧觀
huiguang fanzhao 廻光返照
Huihong 慧洪
Huijiao 慧皎
Huike 慧可
hÅimang  希望
Huineng 慧能
huishen 廻神
Huisi 慧思
HÅiyangsan 曦陽山
hwadu 話頭
hwahap  和合
hwangnyong  黃龍
Hwangnyongsa 皇龍寺[黃龍寺]
hwanjung 環中
Hwaõm  華嚴
Hwaõm chongyo  華嚴宗要
Hwaõmgyõng chongyo  華嚴經宗要
Hwaõmgyõng so  華嚴經疏
hwarang  花郞
Hyangjõn  鄕傳
Hyet’ong 惠通
HyeÅn 惠隱
Hyoso (king) 孝昭王
i (contextual particle) 而
i (different) 異
i (inspiration) 利
i (principle)  理
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Ich’adon 異次頓
igwan  理觀
iip (access of principle) 理入
iip (two accesses)  二入
ilcha chi 一子地
ilch’e  一切
illon saengnon  因論生論
Ilmi chinsil musang musaeng kyõlchõng 

silche pon’gangnihaeng   一味眞實無
相無生決定實際本覺利行

ilmi kwanhaeng  一味觀行
il põpkye  一法界
ilsim 一心
Imok 璃目
in (acquiescence) 忍
insõng  人性
Inwang kyõng  仁王經
ip  入
Iryõn 一然
Jiangnan  江南
jianjiao  漸敎
jianxing 見性
jimieren  寂滅忍
jin’gangbi ding sanmei 金剛壁定三昧
Jin’gang sanmei jing  金剛三昧經
Jin’gang shangwei jing  金剛上味經
Jingjue 淨覺
Jingtu 淨土
Jingying Huiyuan  淨影慧遠
Jingzhong 淨衆
Jizang 吉藏 
juan 卷
juecha 覺察
Juefan Huihong 覺範慧洪
jueguan 覺觀
Jueguan lun 絶觀論
jueyong 覺用
kae  開 
Kaesõng 開城
kagyong 覺用
kahaeng chi  加行地[智]
kail  可一
Kajisan 迦智山
kakch’al  覺察
kakkwan  覺觀
KaksÅng (Enlightenment Vehicle)  
覺乘

KaksÅng (Horn Rider) 角乘

kan  看
kanhua 看話
kanhwa 看話
Kanhye chi 乾慧地
kanxin 看心
Kegon engi emaki  華嚴緣起繪卷
kepan  科判
ki (to activate) 起
Kim Hõnjõng 金獻貞
Kim hwasang  金和尙
Kim Pusik 金富軾
Kim Wõn 金遠
Koguryõ 高句麗
kong (cavern) 孔
kong (commensurate) 共
Kongôzammaikyôgi  金剛三昧經記
Kongôzammaikyô ronso  金剛三昧經論
疏

Kongôzammaikyô shiji  金剛三昧經 
指事

Kongôzammaikyô shiki  金剛三昧經 
私記

Koryõ 高麗
Kosõnsa Sõdang hwasang t’appi  高仙寺
誓幢和上塔碑

Kuiji 窺基
kÅmgang sammae  金剛三昧
KÅmgang sammaegyõng chu  金剛三昧
經注 

KÅmgang sammaegyõng non  金剛三昧
經論

KÅmgang sammae kyõng  金剛三昧經
kÅmgang yu  金剛喻
Kusan Sõnmun 九山禪門
kwamun  科文
kwanhaeng  觀行
kwõn  卷
kyejong  繫宗
kyõlchõng sõng  決定性
kyõnbun  見分
kyõngga  經 家
Kyõngju 慶州
kyõnsõng  見性
Kyunyõ 均如
Lengqie renfa ji 楞伽人法記 
li (inspiration) 利
li (principle) 理
Liangtu yijing lu 涼土異經錄 
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Liangzhou 涼州 
Liaodong 遼東
ligou sanmei 離垢三昧
Linji 臨濟
Linji Yixuan 臨濟義玄
liru  理入
liuli 琉璃
liuru famen 六入法門
liuxing 六行
lüeshu 略疏
lun 論
lunyong  論用
malna [sik]  末那識
miaojue 妙覺
miaojuedi  妙覺地
miaoxue  妙學
Mich’u (king) 味鄒
mingzong 明宗
moryun  毛輪
Muae 無礙
mubunbyõl chi  無分別智
Mugu chi  無垢地
Muju 無住
Mukhoja 墨胡子
Munmu (king) 文武
munÅi darani  文義陀羅尼
munyõm  無念
Muryangsu chongyo  無量義宗要
MuryangÅi chong  無量義宗
MuryangÅijong kyõng  無量義宗經
Musang 無相
musoÅi  無所爲
Muyõm 無染
myogak  妙覺
myohak  妙學
myõngch’e 冥諦
Myõngnang 明朗
Naksansa 洛山寺
Namak 南岳
Nangji 朗智
ningran 凝然
Niutou 牛頭
non  論
Nulchi (king) 訥祇
õnõdodan  言語道斷
Paekche 百濟
pak (to bind) 縛
p’alsang pangp’yõn  八相方便

pangoe  方外
panjiao 判敎
panjo 返照
P’an piryang non  判比量論
panwõn kan  返源看
pin 品
polli  本利
Põmhaeng 梵行
Põmil 梵日
Põmnang 法朗
pon’gak 本覺
pon silche  本實際
Pongnimsan 鳳林山
PõphÅng (king) 法興
Poyang 寶壤
pudong 不動
Puji 普寂
Puksan 北山
Pulchi 佛地
punbyõl 分別
pun’gu paeksong  分軀於百松
Punhwangsa 芬皇寺
Pusõksa 浮石寺
Putidamo 菩提達摩
p’yo (to whirl; to be adrift) 飄
p’yõngdÅng 平等
p’yõn kyõngjong  辨經宗
Qingyuan Xingsi  靑原行思
queben 闕本
Renwang jing 仁王經
ru  入
rudao 入道
Rudao anxin yao fangbian famen  
入道安心要方便法門

ruding 入定
ruguan 入觀
Rulai guangmingjue pin 如來光明
覺品

runiepan  入涅槃
ruocun guanxin 若存觀心
Ruzanglu 入藏錄
ruzheng dingwei 入正定位
Sabunnyul kalma ki  四分律羯磨記
saengmyõl  生滅
Sagulsan 闍崛山 
Sajasan 獅子山
sajong hyehaeng  四種慧行
Samguk sagi  三國史記
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samhwa  三化
sammae  三昧
sammaje  三摩提
sanfen kejing  三分科經
sangbun  相分
sanjing 散經
sanmeijing 三昧經
sanmeijing lei 三昧經類
Sanyi 三一
sanzang 三藏
Sengcan 僧璨
Sengyou 僧祐
Sengzhao 僧肇
Shandong 山東
shanhuidi 善慧地
Shanwuwei 善無畏
Shelun 攝論
shengmie  生滅
Shenhui 神會
Shenxiu 神秀
shenyi 神異
sheyibianru 拾遺編入
shi  世
Shihuixiang pin 十廻向品
shijue  始覺
shiming 釋名
shishiwuai 事事無礙
shixing 十行
shouben zhenxin 守本眞心
shouxin 守心
shouyi 守一
shouyi buyi 守一不移
shouyi dedu 守一得度
shouyi ningran 守一凝然
shouzhen baoyi 守眞抱一
shouzhi 守直
shouzhong 守中
shouzi benxin 守自本心
shu  蜀
shu (commentary)  疏
sibi  是非
Sidan 始旦
sigak   始覺
Silla 新羅
Silla kuk Muju Kajisan Porimsa si Pojo 

sõnsa yõngt’ap pimyõng  新羅國武 
州迦智山寶林寺普照禪師靈塔 
碑銘

sim  心
sim ilgyõngsõng  心一境性
Simmun hwajaeng non  十門和諍論
Simwang 心王
Sinhaeng 信行/神行/愼行
sini  神異
Sinmun (king) 神文
Sinp’yõn chejong kyojang ch’ongnok  新
編諸宗敎藏總錄

siphaeng  十行
so  疏
sõ  庶
sõk  釋
Sokchang  續藏
sõk chemok 釋 題目
Sõl Ch’ong 薛聰
Sõndõk 善德
sõng  性
Sõngdõk 聖德
Sõngjusan 聖住山
sõnna  禪那
Sõp taesÅng kyõng  攝大乘經
suil 守一
suiyan 隨緣
suiyanxing 隨緣行
Suje 樹提
sul taeÅi  述大意
Sumisan 須彌山
sun  旬
SÅngdun 僧遁
SÅngnang 僧朗
Sunji 順之
Suro 首露
susim  守心
suyõn  隨緣
Suzong 肅宗
tae (analogue)  待
tae (great)  大
Taean 大安
Taebõmhaeng 大梵行
taeyu  大有
Taishang Laojun 太上老君
Taiyi 太一
Taizong 太宗
Tang 唐
Tang Xinluoguo Huanglongsi Yuanxiao 

chuan  唐新羅國皇龍寺元曉傳
Tanlin 曇林 
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ti 體
Tiantai 天台
tianzun 天尊
Tiwei Boli jing  提謂波利經
t’ongdal 通達
T’ongdosa 通度寺
Tongnisan 桐裡山
t’ong Pulgyo  通佛敎
Toryun 道倫
ToÅi 道義
Tullyun 遁倫
tÅnggak  等覺
tÅngin  等引
tÅngji (equanimous arrival) 等至
tÅngji (equanimous retention)  等持
Åi (“idea”) 意
Åi (object) 義
Üich’õn 義天
Åihae    義解
Üisang 義湘
Åisik  意識
Ånbok 隱覆
Ångju kakkwan  凝住覺觀
Ån i purhyõn  隱而不顯
Unjõng 運精
Åp (to pour)  挹
Waiyu 外域
Wang Kõn (king) 王建
Wang Bi 王弼
weijing 僞經
Weishi 唯識
wõl (to transcend) 越
Wõlch’ung 月忠
Wõnch’Åk 圓測
Wõnhyo 元曉
Wõnhyo pulgi  元曉不羈
wõnsõng  圓聲
wõnyung 圓融
Wu Yue 吳越
wufa 無法
Wufangbian 五方便 
wufenbie zhi  無分別智
Wugou di  無垢地
wunian 無念
wushengfa 無生法
wushi 無時
wusuo qiuxing 無所求行
wusuowei 無所爲

wuxing 無性
wuzhong xuanyi  五種玄義
Wuzhu 無住
Xiangfa 像法
xianqiandi 現前地
xin 信
xin’an 心安
xinbuqi 心不起
xing 行
xingru 行入
Xinwang 心王
Xinwang jing 心王經
Xinwang pusa shuo toutuo jing  心王菩
薩說投陀經

xinxiang 心相
Xiuxin yaolun 修心要論 
Xuanzang 玄奘
Xuanzong (emperor) 玄宗
xufeng 序分
xun 旬
yak chon kwansim  若存觀心
yak kisul  略記述
yakso 略疏
Yan Fotiao 嚴佛調
Yancong 彦琮
Yangzhou Gaoliseng Zhide 楊州高
麗僧智德

Yanshou 延壽
yi (different) 異
yi (one) 一
yichu  異出
Yijang chang  二障章 
yijie 義解
yijing (anomalous sûtras) 異經
yinfu 隱覆
yinyang 陰陽
yiqie 一切
yiwei guanxing 一味觀行
yizidi 一子地
yo  要
yõ kÅmgang  如金剛
yong 用
Yonghui 永徽
Yongõ i 龍魚異
yõ yõyõ sõl  如如如說
yu (milk) 乳
Yu Tang Silla kuk ko HÅiyangsan  

Pongamsa kyo si ChijÅng taesa Chõk-
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cho chi t’ap pimyõng  有唐新羅國故
曦陽山鳳巖寺敎諡智證大師寂照之
塔碑銘 

yuan 緣
Yuancheng 圓澄
yuanrong 圓融
yuansheng  圓聲
yuanxingdi 遠行地
yukhaeng 六行
yuri 琉璃
Yusik 唯識
Yu simallak to  遊心安樂道
Zanning 贊寧
Zhanran 湛然 
zhengzongfen  正宗分
zhenru 眞如
zhenshifa 眞實法 
zhi 知 
zhiguan  止觀 

Zhisheng 智昇
Zhiyan 智儼
Zhiyi 智顗
Zhizhou 智周
zhong  中
zhongshu  忠恕
zhongyao 宗要
zhu  住
Zhuangzi 莊子
zhuanshi 轉識
Zhuzhen 誅震
Zixuan 子璿
ziyin buxian 自隱不現
zong  宗
Zongmi 宗密
zongyao  宗要
Zuimiaoshengding jing 最妙勝定經
zun  尊
zuochan 坐禪
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tice of, 132. See also nonproduction
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ment, 74, 85–86, 99, 156, 233, 260; 
tranquilization and, 100–101; wis-
dom and, 151–152

action, 7, 12, 317
adamantine absorption. See vajrasamâdhi 
adamantine knowledge, 193, 204; stages 

of, 148–149
âdaršanajñâna (great perfect mirror wis-

dom), 150, 251, 347n.11, 370n.287
adhimukti (resolute faith), 48, 159, 168, 

182, 272
affective consciousness(es), 168, 270, 

336n.16, 361nn.192, 194; modes of, 

4, 8, 10, 75; transformation of, 
141–142

afflictions (kleša), 153, 158, 194–195, 
367n.251, 372n.310; debilitating, 
229; leaving behind, 306; the six 
(upakleša), 367n.250

Agada, 60, 353n.98
agitation: as an aspect of mind or thought, 
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lead to, 91; freedom from, 110; na-
ture of, 132–134, 161; as “panting of 
the mind,” 194, 366n.245; production 
related to, 97, 98
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95, 148, 204–205, 336n.16, 347n.11, 
361n.194; as the foundational con-
sciousness, 255, 268, 284, 307; mean-
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bute of, 7–8, 9, 14, 16, 38, 98; pure 
and impure aspects of, 336

âmalaka, 121, 186
amalavijñâna (immaculate conscious-

ness): access to, 11, 141, 155, 157; as 
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15, 204, 205, 234; as the ninth mode 
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337n.22; transcendental character 
of, 336n.16; voidness and, 64

analysis of scripture. See exegesis
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rodha), 214, 215, 252, 253, 255, 300
Ânanda, 301, 303
Anantanirdešasiddhânta (Source of Im-

measurable Doctrines), 48, 50, 302, 
303. See also Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra

ânimitta. See signlessness
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266, 267, 347n.15

Anûnatvâpurÿatvanirdeša (Neither In-
crease Nor Decrease Sûtra), 5, 42, 
53, 87, 89
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anuttarasamyaksaœbodhi (“complete, per-

fect enlightenment”), 265. See also 
calm extinction aspect of the mind

apocrypha, 34, 336n.15, 343n.86, 
366n.244; Sinitic, 336n.15, 368n.269

arhat(s), 225, 300, 358n.163, 374n.343; last 
stage of sanctity, 203; listing of, 58

Âryašâsanaprakaraÿa, 163, 172
Asaæga (ca. 320–ca. 390): Dasheng Api-

damo ji lun, 292, 363n.210; Xianyang 
lun, 163, 172

âsrava (contaminants), the three, 
362n.201 

asuras (titans), 58, 172, 213, 350n.57, 
358n.163

attachments (upâdâna): dispelling, 154, 
157–161; the four, 367n.249

attainment. See nonattainment
attentive contemplation (kakkwan), 

364n.234
avaivartaka (“nonretrogression”), 204
Avataœsaka-sûtra (Flower Garland Sûtra; 

Huayan jing), 23, 171, 262, 265, 358, 
366n.244; Wõnhyo’s commentary to 
the Jin translation of, 21 

avidyâ. See ignorance
avijñaptirûpa (unmanifest materiality), 

161–162, 185, 362n.210 
Awakening of Faith (Dasheng qixin lun), 1, 6, 

7, 8, 97, 357n.144; on agitation, 161; 
on original enlightenment, 9, 10–11, 
74, 75, 99, 164; on production-
 extinction aspect, 94–95; on sem-
blance enlightenment, 163. See also 
Kisillon hoebon 

âyatana. See sense fields

Benye jing (Original Acts of the Bodhisat-
tva). See Pusa yingluo benye jing

Bhaiºajyaguru (Medicine King) Buddha, 
81

bhavâgra (summit of existence), 237, 
370n.293

bhikºû(s), 58
bhûmi(s) (grounds, stages), 50, 73, 173, 

181–183, 229; bhûmi of right enlight-
enment, 201–203; completing the 
ten, 163, 192, 201, 226; the first (one-
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higher levels, 56, 86, 98; not linger-
ing in, 109; Pramuditâ-bhûmi, 73; pre-
bhûmi stage, 137, 154, 159, 170; 
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first, 111, 115, 162, 180, 199; the 
tenth (buddhabhûmi), 98, 110, 205, 
230

bhûtako¡i. See edge of reality
Biographies of Eminent Monks (Gaoseng 

zhuan), 21
bodhisattva path: and bodhipakºika-

dharmas, 216–220; lack of compas-
sion blocking, 253–254; levels of, 
225–231, 349n.37, 350nn.45–46, 
366n.244, 369n.280; rebirth and, 
354n.103; three paths to liberation, 
288–289

bodhisattva(s), 12, 41, 127–128, 359n.170; 
clarification of the merits of, 201–
202, 204; as intent on enlightenment 
(bodhisattva-mahâsattvas), 140–141, 
170–171, 180; realm of, 48, 94; train-
ing of, 53, 75, 85–86, 212–213. See 
also buddhahood

bon’gak/ benjue. See original 
enlightenment

Book of Adamantine Absorption. See Exposi-
tion of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra; 
Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra

Book of Benevolent Kings (Renwang jing), 17, 
40, 182, 366n.244

boundlessness, 194, 231, 303
Buddha, 14, 30, 35; accessing all dhar-

mas, 53; accessing vajrasamâdhi, 59–
60; attribute of compassion, 
158–159, 362n.205; attribute of 
knowledge, 136, 140; cause of ap-
pearance in the world, 70; emerging 
from vajrasamâdhi and preaching 
the dharma, 63, 65–66; praises of, 
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60–61, 111, 136, 165, 310; preaching 
a Mahâyâna sûtra and the Vajrasamâ-
dhi-sûtra, 58–59; teaching in accor-
dance with the principle of thusness, 
220–224. See also questioning of the 
Buddha

buddha(s), 206–207; characteristics of, 
261, 351n.62; eight events in the life 
of, 67, 354n.103; expedients and su-
perpowers of, 67, 353n.101; knowl-
edge of, 70–71, 261–262; practices 
of, 141–142, 208–209, 230, 233; 
realm of, 94, 214, 216, 289; three 
bodies of (trikâya), 49, 227, 233, 
347n.12, 370nn.289, 290

buddhadharma(s), 43, 44, 52, 96, 241, 
351n.62

Buddhaghosa (ca. 5th century C.E.), 
27–28

buddhahood: path to, 244, 247–248, 293–
294, 366n.244; womb (or embryo) 
of, 3, 4

buddha-nature (pulsõng/foxing): of calm 
extinction, 128, 242; compared with 
sentient beings, 188; as free from at-
tainment, 129–133; as neither exis-
tent or nonexistent, 181, 182; as 
neither self nor others, 181, 182

Buddha-Nature Treatise (Foxing lun), 5, 88, 
355n.125, 361n.193

Buddhavacana (word of the Buddha), 
43–44

Buddhism, 14, 341n.68, 346n.7; Hwaõm 
Buddhism, 41, 344n.103, 366n.244; 
Korean Buddhism, 3, 340n.59, 
344n.102. See also Chinese Bud-
dhism; East Asian Buddhism; 
Hînayâna Buddhism; Indian Bud-
dhism; Mahâyâna Buddhism; Silla 
Buddhism

Buddhist apocrypha. See apocrypha

Cabezón, José Ignacio, 342n.71
calm extinction aspect of the mind, 61, 

108, 114; as anuttarasamyaksaœbodhi, 
265; concept of, 130–133; identified 
with the one mind, 67, 75, 278, 288; 
nature of, 64–65, 82, 262–264; not 

clinging to, 183, 226, 249; as original 
nonexistence, 281; permanence of, 
290–291; thusness and, 230, 232, 238; 
as unproduced, 242, 247, 258, 281 

cause and fruition, 48, 49, 190, 236, 254; 
mind producing, 78–79, 150. See also 
mind; production-extinction aspect 
of the mind

certitude: accessing, 113, 114–115; the na-
ture of, 61, 66, 82–83, 108–109, 111–
112; stage of, 148, 150, 308

Chimyõng (fl. ca. early 7th century): 
Sabunnyul kalma ki (Commentary to 
the Karman section of the Dharma-
guptaka-Vinaya), 341n.68

China, 22, 32–33, 40, 54
Chinese Buddhism, 17, 18, 20, 21, 23, 24; 

exegetical forms in, 33–35; scholi-
asts, 4; texts and translations, 12, 
33–34, 338n.33; themes, 354n.106, 
373n.327; Tiantai school, 34, 35, 
343n.88, 352n.85, 353n.95, 361n.192

ChinhÅng, King (r. 540–575), 41
Chinyõk Hwaõmgyõng so (Commentary to 

the Jin Translation of the Avataœ-
saka-sûtra; Wõnhyo), 21, 23

cittarâja: as original mind-king, 95, 97, 
117, 293

clinging/not clinging: to nirvâÿa, 110, 
114, 157, 230, 275–276; objects and 
subjects of, 72–74, 173; to ordinary 
existence (saœsâra), 157, 275–276, 
286; to signs (lakºaÿa), 16, 32, 63; 
sky-flowers, simile of, 273–274; to 
the three realms, 106, 153, 255–256

commentary: exegesis as, 3–4, 29–32, 42–
44; inspirational attributes, 308. See 
also exegesis; Exposition of the 
Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra

compassion (karuÿâ), 253–254, 270; alle-
gory of the compassionate father, 
157–161, 362n.205; as an attribute of 
the bodhisattva, 204; as an attribute 
of the Buddha, 158–159; character-
ized by thusness, 230; as the essence 
of the bodhisattva path, 252–254, 
271–272; as a power of original en-
lightenment, 214–215, 348n.27
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Compendium of Mahâyâna (Mahâyâna-
saœgraha), 48, 92–93, 302, 303

concentration, 55–57. See also dhyâna; 
samâdhi

conditioned production (pratîtyasamut-
pâda): contemplation of, 78–80, 82, 
88; as impermanent, 78; as uncre-
ated, 103–104. See also production-
extinction aspect of the mind

Confucianism, 33
consciousness (vijñâna), 11, 12, 79, 279; 

as calm and unproduced, 64, 98, 
100, 130; eight types of, as trans-
forming into the four types of wis-
dom, 347n.11; five types of, 
357n.144; modes of, 50, 95, 117; as 
the same as enlightenment, 146–148; 
seventh mode of, 64, 95; sixth con-
sciousness, 64, 131, 360n.186; as un-
produced, 148–150

consciousness, affective. See affective 
consciousness(es)

consciousness, eighth mode of. See 
âlayavijñâna

consciousness, ninth mode of. See 
amalavijñâna

consummate interfusion (wõnyung/yuan-
rong), 41, 346n.7 

contaminants (âsrava), the three, 
362n.201

contemplation: gaining comprehension, 
256; of nonduality, 228, 270–271; 
practice of, 62, 116, 195, 198–199, 289

contemplation practice: six divisions of, 
13, 14, 47–49, 62–65; that has but a 
single taste, 13–17, 35, 48–49; of true 
reality, 307–308

“Contemplation Practice” (in the Exposi-
tion): fifth division, “Sanctified Prac-
tices Emerge from the Voidness of 
the True Nature,” 8, 12, 14–15, 38, 
211–243; first division, “Rejecting all 
Characteristics of Sense-Objects to 
Reveal the Signless Contemplation,” 
38, 65–115, 347n.10; fourth division, 
“Abandoning the Spurious to Access 
Realty,” 11, 14, 20, 38, 62, 64, 166–
210; second division, “Extinguishing 

the Mind Subject to Production in 
Order to Explain The Practice of 
Nonproduction,” 5, 7, 14, 15, 38, 
116–137, 182; sixth division, “Im-
measurable Dharmas Access the 
Tathâgatagarbha,” 14, 38, 243–271; 
third division, “The Inspiration of 
Original Enlightenment,” 3, 8–9, 11, 
14, 38, 138–166

Cullavagga, 14, 371n.303
cultivation path (bhâvanâmârgâ), 115

Dabanniepan jing. See Nirvâÿa Sûtra
dânapâramitâ (perfection of giving), 105, 

106
Dašabhûmikasûtropadeša (Treatise on the 

Ten Bhûmis Sûtra), 74, 108, 354n.112
Dasheng qixin lun. See Awakening of Faith
Dazhidu lun (*Mahâprajñâpâramitâ-

sûtropadeša), 79, 108 
deception, 98, 99, 100; freedom from, 

179
defilement (kleša), 5, 6, 11, 44, 354n.107; 

associated with the (unwholesome) 
mind, 153, 178, 355n.118; bondage 
of, 87–89; dispelled through path to 
enlightenment, 52–54, 215, 235, 283, 
251n.66, 362n.199; the four defile-
ments, 206; lingering (or not linger-
ing) in, 208–209, 299–300; sensory 
being or objects associated with, 60, 
179, 288, 336n.6; storehouse of, 91

delusion, agents of, 95
Deva Bodhisattva, 228
Dhâraÿî (Codes), 15, 38, 57, 271–272; sec-

tion on resolving all remaining 
doubts, 272–300

dharma(s), 360n.187, 188; access to the 
real characteristics of, 69, 82, 111; 
the dharma-ending age, 59; grasp-
ing at, 80–81, 82; of one enlighten-
ment, 67–68, 165–166; of the one 
mind, 8, 61, 63, 65; perpetual 
dharma, 262–266; samâdhis and, 52, 
53; of the single taste, 6–7, 14, 51, 62; 
true-thusness and, 221–225, 245–
248; voidness of, 11, 47, 49, 50, 103–
104, 108, 128; voidness of, in 
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tathâgatagarbha, 180, 201–202, 205, 
247. See also dharmadhâtu

dharmadhâtu (dharma realm), 15, 49, 200, 
246n.8, 356n.148, 358n.163; the five 
dharmas, 97–99, 346n.8, 356n.148; 
harmonizing with, 103, 104; hwan-
jung as a metaphor of, 346n.3; non-
attachment to or impartiality of, 98, 
109; true-thusness pervading, 96–97, 
171, 174, 233

dharmakâya: as the true body of reality, 6–
7, 14, 51, 91

dharmaparyâya, ten approaches to 
dharma, 42, 48, 49

dharmatâ: as the nature of things, 44, 62
dhyâna (meditative absorption), 55, 237–

240; the nature of, 133–134; as per-
fection of meditative absorption 
(dhyânapâramitâ), 107

dhyânapâramita (perfection of meditative 
absorption), 105, 106, 107–108

Diamond Sûtra (Vajracchedikâ), 31
Dilun school, 336, 361n.194
disciples, 49, 67, 70–71, 158, 204–205, 210
discrimination, 54, 63, 95, 266–267, 

363n.219; defiled dharmas produced 
by, 254, 256–258, 264, 278; in the 
eighth consciousness, 205; extinc-
tion of, 243–245; freedom from, 74, 
84, 96, 98, 100, 102, 346n.3; mind’s 
tendency toward, 293; profound in-
tellectual discrimination, 370n.287; 
sense-realms the product of, 91, 213, 
226–228; as a violation of the dhar-
makâya, 91. See also access: of princi-
ple; nondiscrimination

disease, 282, 285, 286
dissemination, 38, 57, 271, 300–308
doctrinal exegetes, 28, 341n.69, 346n.7. 

See also exegesis; Wonhyõ
dualism, 260, 364n.227
dull faculties, teaching those with, 

240–243

East Asian Buddhism, 3, 7, 31, 341n.67; 
canonical materials in, 39; 
Mahâyâna tradition in, 43 (see also 
Mahâyâna Buddhism) 

edge of reality (bhûtako¡i), 10, 15, 20, 48, 
169–171, 200; accessing, 11, 14, 15, 
38, 184–185, 192–193, 195; the origi-
nal, 10, 15, 250. See also pon silche

ekacitta. See fountainhead of the one 
mind

elders (g¿hapati), 58
endurance, perfection of (kºântipâramitâ), 

107
enlightenment: as acquired enlighten-

ment (see acquired enlightenment); 
consciousness the same as, 146–148; 
consummation of, 150–151; differ-
ent from nonenlightenment, 145; as 
the one enlightenment (see one en-
lightenment); as original enlighten-
ment (see original enlightenment); 
sense realms identical to, 145–146

Entry into Laæka Sûtra. See Laækâvatâra -  
sûtra

Essay on the Two Hindrances (Wõnhyo). See 
Yijang chang/Yijang Åi

eternalism, 257, 258, 262–263; as one of 
the two extremes, 266, 267, 347n.15

evil: deeds, 69, 306–308; fifty evils, 50, 
158–159, 161–162, 349n.33; forsak-
ing, 369n.273; nonrestraint and, 
362n.211. See also mâra(s)

exegesis, 32–34, 341n.68, 344n.104; as 
commentary, 3–4, 29–32, 42–44; 
doctrinal, 341n.69; East Asian, 32–
36, 341n.69, 342n.85; five categories 
of profound meaning (wuzhong xu-
anyi), 34–35; political role of, 22, 
30–42, 344n.102; Wõnhyo and, 35–
36, 41–42, 49–50. See also Exposition 
of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra

exegetical mappings, 36–38
existence: the bodhisattva (re)entering, 

374n.331; the four marks of exis-
tence, 161, 162; grasping at extremes 
of, 258–260, 267–270, 330; lingering 
in or clinging to, 132, 153, 254, 276, 
286; and nonexistence, 175–176; not 
clinging to, 49, 157, 275, 279; ordi-
nary realm of (saœsâra), 7, 44; as 
void and calm, 276–277, 286

Exposition of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra (KÅm-
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gang sammaegyong non; Wõnhyo), 3–4, 
13, 14, 38; analytical approach of 
(kae), 49–50; anomaly in exegetical 
structure of, 373n.325; Korean trans-
lations of, 335n.1; synthetic approach 
of (hap), 41–42, 48–49; two (alleged) 
versions of, 24–28. See also Wõnhyo

Exposition of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra: “An 
Analysis of the Themes” (Part Two), 
38, 48–50

Exposition of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra: Ap-
pendix, schematic outline of text, 
309–334

Exposition of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra: “Expli-
cation of the Title” (Part Three), 38, 
50–57

Exposition of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra: “Main 
Idea” (Part One), 38, 47–48

Exposition of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra: Part 
Four. See “Contemplation Practice”; 
Dhâraÿî (Codes); dissemination; 
“Prologue” 

external practice, 196, 199
extremes. See annihilationism; 

eternalism

Fahua lun (Treatise on the Lotus Sûtra), 
67–68, 127–128

Fanwang jing (Book of Brahmâ’s Net), 182
Fazang (643–712), 338n.32
five dharmas: fruition of, 48, 49, 50; pu-

rity or purification of, 97–99, 
346n.8, 356n.148

Flower Garland Sûtra (Avataœsaka-sûtra; 
Huayan jing), 23, 171, 262, 265, 358, 
366n.244; Wõnhyo’s commentary to 
the Jin translation of, 21

foundational consciousness, 268, 284, 
292, 307; as the matrix, 255, 282, 
349n.43; sense realms and, 227, 228, 
253; suffused with quiescence, 194–
195, 203. See also âlayavijñâna 

fountainhead of the one mind, 63, 68, 
99, 148–149, 159, 235; as ekacitta, 12–
13, 15, 157; nonexistence and exis-
tence distinct from, 47

four (great) conditions, 49, 147, 207, 213, 
214–216, 348n.27

four wisdoms. See wisdom: four types of
Foxing lun (Buddha-Nature Treatise), 5, 88, 

355n.125, 361n.193
fruition, 15, 79, 122; consummation of, 

149–150; of the five dharmas, 48, 49, 
50

fruition ground, 51, 88

Gardner, Daniel K., 343n.85, 344n.98
giving, perfection of (dânapâramitâ), 105, 

106
Golden Drum Sûtra (viz. Suvarÿaprabhâ- 

sottama-sûtra), 56
G¿dhrakû¡a, Mount, 58
great congregation, 58, 59, 210, 242
Great Decease Sûtra (Mahâparinirvâÿa-

sûtra), 108, 173–174, 359n.177, 
364n.227

Great Exposition (Mahânidessa), 30
great mind of enlightenment, 208–209, 

210, 225, 226
great object matrix, 252, 253, 255, 256, 

349n.43
Great Voidness Sûtra (Mahâšûnyatâ -sûtra), 

108, 357n.155
Guanding (561–632), 343n.88

hagiographies, 338n.31, 339nn.46, 50, 
341n.67

hap (synthesis), 41–42, 48, 73, 344n.104, 
346n.5

happiness, 158, 159, 362n.204
Haribhadra, Abhisamayâla×kârâloka-

 prajñâpâramitâvyâkhyâ (Ornament  
of Realization), 32, 342n.82

Hînayâna Buddhism, 61, 114, 162, 203, 
245, 249, 289

Huayan jing (Flower Garland Sûtra; 
 Avataœsaka-sûtra), 23, 171, 262, 265, 
358, 366n.244; Wõnhyo’s commen-
tary to the Jin translation of, 21

Huisi, Suiziyi sanmei, 364n.234
Hwaõm/Huayan Buddhism, 41, 

344n.103, 366n.244

icchantika(s), 225; correlated with two-
 vehicle adherents, 367n.264; unable 
to attain nirvâÿa, 369n.276
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Ideal Lover of Solitude Scripture (Bhaddek-
aratta-sutta), 30

ignorance (avidyâ), 97, 99, 288; causal 
property of, 79, 95, 161; conscious-
ness produced by, 148, 356n.144 (see 
also consciousness); discrimination 
due to, 94 (see also discrimination); 
great dragon metaphor of, 195; in-
nate in the abiding stage, 148–149, 
195; original enlightenment can 
flow from, 68; production and ex-
tinction caused by, 94 (see also 
 production-extinction aspect of the 
mind); sentient beings have de-
scended into, 137; uprooting or ex-
tinguishing, 206, 220

immaculate consciousness. See 
amalavijñâna 

increase and decrease, 102
Indian Buddhism, commentarial writing 

in, 31–32
interlocutors. See questioning of the 

Buddha
internal practice, 16, 63, 199, 299
Iryõn (1206–1289), 21–22, 23, 24, 

339nn.47, 49

Jin’gang Hui (Adamantine Wisdom) Bo-
dhisattva, 234

Jin’guangmingjing (Suvaÿaprabhâsottama-
sûtra; Simile of Golden Light Sûtra), 40, 
56

Jingying Huiyuan (523–592), 350n.48

kae (opening/analysis), 41–42, 48–49, 73, 
344n.104, 346n.5

kaehap, 41–42, 48–49, 346nn.5, 7. See 
also hap; kae

kâmavîtarâgya (forsaking desires), 105, 106
karmic formations, 79
kaºâya (turbidities), 354n.107, 375n.345
Kisillon hoebon (Autocommentary to the 

Awakening of Faith; Wõnhyo), 4, 11, 
13; the Exposition as moving beyond, 
14, 15. See also Awakening of Faith; 
TaesÅng kisillon so 

kleša. See afflictions
knowledge (jñâna): of the buddha(s), 70–

71, 261–262; expedients guiding 
 access to, 167–169, 199–200; nondis-
criminative, 243, 244–245, 247–248; 
nondualistic, 260; penetrating 
power of, 204, 214, 216, 348n.27, 
353n.101; preparatory, 229–230; the 
sea of, 242–243, 303; types of, 233, 
248–251; ultimate, 358n.158. See also 
adamantine knowledge; right knowl-
edge; wisdom

Ko Ikchin, 338n.29, 344n.102
Korean Buddhism, 3, 340n.59, 342nn.67, 

69, 344n.102. See also Silla Buddhism
kºântipâramitâ (perfection of patient en-

durance), 107
KÅmgang sammaegyõng non. See Exposition 

of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra
kyõlchõngsõng. See certitude

lakºaÿa (signs), clinging to, 16, 32, 63
Laækâvatâra-sûtra (Entry into Laæka 

Sûtra), 42, 67, 108, 203 
leaving behind, 107, 166, 220, 313–314; 

both subject and object(s), 73–74, 
112; characteristics of nature and ex-
istence, 239–240, 284–285, 286, 299; 
conditioned dharmas, 296; dangers 
and faults of the agent of access, 179, 
184–188, 219; evil destinies, 307–
308; extremes of identity and differ-
ence, 188–191, 201, 271; knowledge 
of existence and nonexistence, 170; 
the mind, 289; original, 74; speech, 
135

lesser congregation, 208, 210
liberation, 109–111, 114, 350n.46, 

356n.135, 358n.168; eight libera-
tions, 196–198, 348n.20, 367nn.253, 
254; gates to (vimokºadvâra), 253, 
284–285, 289; having a single taste, 
4, 43, 69–70, 169, 371n.303; path of 
(vimuktimârga), 89, 148–150, 288–
289, 358n.165; subsuming wisdom, 
208; three liberations, 49, 196–198, 
202, 289, 323, 348n.20, 358n.166

Liebenthal, Walter, 362n.205, 367n.259 
lingering, 103, 132–133
Lion’s Roar of Queen Šrîmâlâ 
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(Šrîmâlâdevîsiœhanâda-sûtra), 5, 90–
91, 336n.6

Lotus Sûtra (Saddharmapuÿøarîka-sûtra), 
353n.95, 362n.295; Treatise on (Fahua 
lun), 67–68, 127–128

maculated dust of unenlightenment, 179
maculated faults, 94, 98–99, 313
Madhyântavibhâgabhâºya (Distinguishing 

the Middle and Extremes), 108
mahâdaršanajñâna. See âdaršanajñâna 
Mahâkaccâna-Bhaddekaratta-sutta (The 

Mahâkatyâyana Ideal Lover of Soli-
tude Scripture), 30

Mahâkatyâyana, 30
Mahânidessa (Great Exposition), 30
Mahâparinirvâÿa-sûtra (Sûtra on the 

Great Decease), 108, 188, 173–174, 
305, 356n.146, 359n.177, 362n.205, 
364n.227, 374n.343

Mahâprajñâpâramitâ-sûtropadeša (Com-
mentary to the Great Perfection of Wis-
dom Sûtra; Dazhidu lun), 79, 108

Mahâšûnyatâ-sûtra (Great Voidness 
Sûtra), 108, 357n.155

Mahâyâna Buddhism, 11, 43, 48, 159, 197, 
301–302; bodhisattvas, 289; 
dharma(s), 49, 75, 88; exegetes, 31; 
faith in (or lack of faith in), 225, 
362n.205, 367n.264; great congrega-
tion of, 210; paths to liberation in, 
288–289; as purification of the dhar-
mas, 97, 98; tathâgatagarbha sub-
suming, 63–64; teachings of, 249, 
374n.331; trainees in, 119, 132

Mahâyâna šâstra literature, 31–32
Mahâyânasaœgraha (Compendium of 

Mahâyâna), 48, 50, 302, 303. See 
also Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra 

mâra(s), 362n.204, 370n.285; overcoming, 
233, 234, 235, 236; subjection to, 
252, 254, 354n.103

materiality (rûpa), 206, 264, 277–278, 
348nn.24, 29; avijñaptirûpa (unman-
ifest materiality), 161–162, 185, 
362n.210; dharmas of, 220, 255, 
265–266, 278; freedom from, 7; non-
existence of, 279

McBride, Richard, 339n.52
medicine, 82, 281, 346n.7, 353n.98; sub-

lime, 136, 137; of voidness, 281–282, 
283, 285–286

Medicine King (Bhaiºajyaguru Buddha), 
81

meditative practice. See contemplation 
practice

mental states, 57, 117, 159, 365n.237
mentations, 95, 96
mere-representation (vijñaptimâtratâ), 4, 

173
middle way (madhyamapratipad), 47, 108, 

215; absolute truth of, 199, 277; con-
templation in accordance with, 110, 
199–200; dharma of, 260; knowledge 
of, 170, 196; as (not) grasping at ex-
tremes of existence, 258–260, 267–
270; practicing, 234–235; principle 
of, 72, 174, 215, 226, 235–236, 271; 
residing in, 236; single taste of, 196; 
true-thusness and, 174, 226–227; vio-
lation of, 258–260 

Miluo suowen lun (Treatise on the Ques-
tions Asked by Maitreya), 115

mind: as the agent of realization, 103; 
conceptions of, 77–78, 80; dual na-
ture yet unity of, 4, 5, 6, 7–8, 72, 100, 
121; intrinsic purity of, 4–5, 7, 80, 
203–204, 206; as nonabiding, 135; 
nonexistence or extinction of, 78, 
79–81, 203, 206–207; producing 
cause and fruition, 78–79. See also 
fountainhead of the one mind; pro-
duction-extinction aspect of the 
mind; true-thusness

mind-consciousness, 131, 360n.186; as 
the sixth consciousness, 64, 131

mind-ground, 204–205, 299
mind-king, original, 95, 97, 117, 293 
mind-nature, 120, 123–124, 125, 127, 163
moral codes, 348n.27; four conditions in 

accordance with, 214–216; nature of, 
204–205, 207; the three moral codes, 
49, 207, 212–214, 347n.18, 368n.269. 
See also Prâtimokºa precepts

moral faculties, 50, 349nn.34, 35
morality, perfection of (šîlapâramitâ), 106
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Mount G¿dhrakû¡a, 58
muaehaeng (unhindered practice), 19
Muju Bodhisattva, 13, 137, 140–141, 154, 

161, 337

naivasaœjñânâsaœjñâyatana (sphere of 
neither perception nor nonpercep-
tion), 198, 237–238, 239, 367n.253

negations: the eight, 123–124; the four, 
121–123

Neither Increase Nor Decrease Sûtra (Anûnat-
vâpurÿatvanirdeša), 5, 42, 53, 87, 89

Nettippakaraÿa, 31
nirmalâ tathatâ. See true-thusness
nirvâÿa, 52, 154, 203; extinction of, 270; 

four types of, 358n.164; generating 
realms of existence (production and 
extinction), 188–189, 201–202, 275, 
290–291; as the inspiration of origi-
nal enlightenment, 155, 156; libera-
tion as, 109, 111; not accessing or 
seeking, 156–157, 183, 300; not lin-
gering in or clinging to, 110, 114, 
275–276; the relationship of calm 
extinction and void calmness to, 107, 
113, 114, 130, 134, 202, 275–277, 
354n.115; “spiritual cavern” of, 169; 
three aspects of, 219–220, 226, 
358nn.166, 169; as unascertainable, 
170. See also parinirvâÿa

nirvâÿa knowledge, 251, 255, 347n.11
Nirvâÿa Sûtra (Dabanniepan jing), 108, 

173–174, 188, 305; diamond simile 
in, 362n.205, 364n.227; on the “four 
reliances” regarding human beings, 
374n.343; portrayal of nirvâÿa, 
356n.146

niyatatâ. See certitude
nonabiding, 84–85, 103–104, 113, 274, 

282, 324; lingering in, 132–133; 
mind as, 85, 102, 285–286; not lin-
gering in, 101; path of, 208–209; 
place of, 261–262; principle of, 85, 
154–157; supreme inspiration of, 
138, 148, 150, 205–208

nonattainment, 120–121, 129–133, 154–
158, 163, 316

nondiscrimination, 100, 102, 205; con-

centration subsumes, 54; pure na-
ture exists in, 128–130

nonduality, 150, 156, 244, 341n.69, 
345n.1; contemplation of, 266, 270; 
of existence and voidness, 5, 74, 221; 
of the middle way, 199, 259–260; the 
one mind dharma and, 276; the one 
taste and, 49; of original enlighten-
ment,152, 249, 347n.13; of subject 
and object, 73. See also middle way

nonperception, 237, 239
nonproduction, 9–10, 16, 73, 85, 315–316; 

contemplation of, 101–102, 104; of 
dharmas (viz. anutpattika- 
dharmakºânti), 83, 107, 118, 120, 126; 
practice of, 5, 38, 130, 133, 135, 138, 
182; principle of, 121–122, 124–125; 
and void calmness, 85, 127, 
354n.115. See also acquiescence to 
nonproduction; negations

nonreturner, 374n.343
nontranquilization, 100–101, 313
Norman, K. R., 342nn.75, 83

one enlightenment, 49, 67–69, 71–72, 74, 
85–93, 312; accessing, 169; difficult 
to comprehend, 111–113; identified 
with original enlightenment, 141–
142, 165–166, 231, 347n.13; neutral-
izing, 278; as original enlightenment 
(see original enlightenment); pene-
trative knowledge of, 214, 216; sanc-
tified dynamism of, 151–152

one great matter, 71
one mind, 49, 61, 105–106, 191, 249; con-

templation guards or accesses, 196, 
202; four wisdoms and, 152; having 
no locus, 150; two aspects of, 4, 6–8, 
42, 161, 196 (see also calm extinction 
aspect of the mind; production-
 extinction aspect of the mind). See 
also fountainhead of the one mind; 
tathâgatagarbha

one-pointedness of mind (cittaikâgratâ), 
54, 55, 57, 213

opening/analysis (kae), 41–42, 48–49, 73, 
344n.104, 346n.5

ordinary people. See p¿thagjana
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ordinary realm of existence. See saœsâra 
original edge of reality (pon silche), 10, 15, 

250
original enlightenment (pon’gak/benjue): 

access to, 139, 142, 150; acquired en-
lightenment and, 6, 8–10, 41, 74, 85–
86; cultivating, 13–17; devoid of 
origin, 65; as the dharma of the one 
mind, 67–68, 75–77; four powers of, 
348n.27; inspiration of, 3–4, 9, 13, 
15, 16, 38, 138–142, 165–166; mean-
ing of, 151–153, 318–319, 336n.15; 
nonproduction and, 63, 64; soterio-
logical role of, 4–7, 11–13, 14, 15, 16–
17; tathâgatagarbha as, 8, 85–86, 
95–96 (see also tathâgatagarbha)

Pak Chonghong, 344n.104
P’an piryang non (On Inference; Wõnhyo), 

20, 339n.44
pañcendriyâÿi (five moral faculties), 50, 

349nn.34, 35
Paramârtha (499–569), 5, 6, 10, 87–88, 

355n.125, 361n.192; his conceptual-
ization of the amalavijñâna, 10, 
237n.20

paramârtha (absolute truth), 6, 7, 47, 121, 
122, 150, 291, 346n.7; as absolute ex-
istence, 335n.4

pâramitâ (perfections): as identical to lib-
eration, 109–110; practice of, 50, 
104–105, 284; supramundane as-
pects of, 105–109, 314. See also specific 
pâramitâs

parinirvâÿa, 153, 167, 216, 229–230; pass-
ing into, 251, 354nn.1–3

perfect mirror wisdom (âdaršanajñâna), 
150, 251, 347n.11, 370n.287

perfections, the six. See parâmitâ
perpetual dharma, 261, 262–264, 

372n.316
personality, grasping at, 77, 78–80
perverse understandings, 259–260
Pe¡akopadeša, 31
political role of scriptural exegesis, 22, 

38–42, 344n.102
Põmnang (fl. ca. mid to late 7th century), 

18, 20

pon silche (bhûtako¡i), 10, 15, 250
PõphÅng, King (r. 514–539), 40–41
prajñâ (wisdom), 51; perfection of 

(mahâprajñâparâmitâ), 220–227. See 
also wisdom

prajñâpâramitâ (perfection of wisdom), 
108–109

Prâtimokºa precepts, 161, 215, 368n.266. 
See also moral codes

Pratirûpakadharma (Semblance Age of 
the Dharma), 14, 69, 354n.106

pratyekabuddhas (solitary buddhas), 49, 
52, 67, 70–71, 203, 208–209, 
358n.163, 364n.227

production-extinction aspect of the mind 
(saengmyõlmun/shengmiemen), 50, 64, 
75–76, 81, 94–95; as an attribute of 
the storehouse consciousness, 4, 7–
8, 9, 14, 16, 38, 98; condition of pro-
duction (cause and fruition), 78–80, 
214–215; discriminative awareness 
and, 63, 74, 83–84, 90–96, 98; faults 
agitated by, 96–97; as a mark of exis-
tence, 161–164, 172, 222; (not) lin-
gering in, 83–84, 108; sentient 
beings originally free from, 188–189; 
unproduced or extinguished, 81, 
186–187, 189, 241–242, 244. See also 
nondiscrimination; nonproduction

“Prologue” to Exposition of the Vajrasamâdhi-
Sûtra, 12, 15–16, 58–62

proselytization of sentient beings, 59, 63–
64, 69–72, 107–108, 138, 142, 199, 
231, 240, 299–300, 374n.331

p¿thagjana (ordinary persons), 49, 139, 
374n.343; can acquire enlighten-
ment, 137

Pusa yingluo benye jing (Book of the Origi-
nal Actions That Adorn the Bodhi-
sattva), 12, 196–197, 199, 226, 230, 
234, 235–236, 348n.21, 350n.46; as 
apocryphal, 366n.244

questioning of the Buddha: Chijang 
(Earth-Store) as interlocutor, 271, 
272; form of the questions, 68–69; 
form of the response, 70; Haet’al 
(Liberation) Bodhisattva as inter-
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locutor, 68–69; Põmhaeng (Moral 
Practice) as interlocutor, 243, 244; 
Šâriputra (Body Son) as interlocu-
tor, 208, 210, 212–213, 220, 237; Sim-
wang (Mind-King) Bodhisattva as 
interlocutor, 116, 117; Taeryõk 
(Great Power) as interlocutor, 171, 
172, 181

ratiocination. See discrimination
Ratnagotravibhâga, 6–7
reality: access to, 166–169, 231–232, 250; 

all dharmas access, 244–248; con-
templation of, 307–308; knowledge 
in accordance with, 193, 251–252, 
265, 293, 363n.218; true body of 
(dharmakâya), 6–7, 14, 51. See also 
edge of reality; true-thusness

realization: access to, 153–154, 186, 188, 
318; freedom from, 126–127

Renwang jing (Book of Benevolent Kings), 
17, 40, 182, 366n.244

resolute faith (adhimukti), 48, 159, 168, 
182, 272, 362n.205

right knowledge, 230, 266–267, 363n.219
Rogers, Michael C., 344n.99

Saddharmapuÿøarîka-sûtra. See Lotus 
Sûtra 

Sakka (Šakro Devânâm Indra÷), 28
Šâkyamuni, 43
salvation, 4, 5, 6, 167, 169, 207, 371n.303; 

four soteriological paths to, 249, 
362n.199; role of original enlighten-
ment in, 4–7, 12–13, 14, 15, 16–17

samâdhi, 133, 309, 352n.90; different 
transcriptions of, 56; meaning of, 51, 
54, 55; motionless (acala) attribute 
of, 85, 361n.190; the three, 254

samâhita, 55, 57
samalâ tathatâ (tainted thusness), 6–7
šamâtha (calmness), 57
Saœdhinirmocana-sûtra (Sûtra Elucidating 

the Hidden Connections), 108
Samguk yusa (Memorabilia of the Three 

Kingdoms; Iryõn), biography of 
Wõnhyo, 20–24

saœsâra: clinging to, 157, 275–276, 286; as 

the ordinary realm of existence, 7, 
44

Šâriputra, 208, 210, 212–213, 220, 237
ºa¡ pârmi¡âh (six perfections), 50, 284
Satô Shigeki, 335n.1, 346n.2
sealing/synthesis (hap), 41–42, 48, 73, 

344n.104, 346n.5
self: aspect of self-nature, 92, 96, 97, 178, 

187; (false) conception of, 77–80, 
113; freedom from, 73, 77, 112, 114–
115; originally void, 74, 189, 191, 197; 
personal self, 194; two kinds of self-
hood, 49

Semblance Age of the Dharma (Pra-
tirûpaka), 14, 69, 354n.106

semblance enlightenment, 162–163
sense faculties, 76; the six (ºaøayâtanâni ), 

50
sense fields (âyatana), 161, 255, 269, 282, 

285
sense-objects, 14, 38, 124, 144, 161, 266; 

causing existence, 228; as external 
conditions of the mind, 194–195, 
238–239; obscuring true nature, 
181, 182; overcoming or rejecting, 
65, 182–183, 184–185, 195, 205 

sense-realms, 143–146, 176, 177–180; as 
aspects of discrimination, 213, 226–
228; as “empty breezes,” 169, 182; 
mind originally free of, 144, 275; 
nonexistence of, 280–282; perpetual 
dharma removed from, 262–263

sensory awareness, 11, 64, 95, 131, 143–
147, 168, 239, 281; modes of con-
sciousness involving, 64, 75, 
250–251, 256, 283–284, 347n.11; 
sense elements and objects, 17, 100, 
178–179, 255, 361n.196; sensory 
realms, 94, 255, 297

signless contemplation, 38, 66, 112–116, 
310–312, 355n.123; expedients and 
characteristics of, 72–74; resolution 
of doubts about, 75–78; as unmedi-
ated contemplation, 65–115, 
347n.10. See also nonproduction; 
signlessness

signless mind, 76, 77, 198
signlessness (ânimitta; alakºaÿatva): encod-
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ing of, 132, 133; inspiration of, 67, 
71–72, 111; the mind’s activities and, 
129, 130; principle of, 102, 132; samâ-
dhi of (ânimittasamâdhi), 48, 57, 253, 
254–255, 284–285; signless dharma, 
15, 48, 65, 206, 279–280; thusness of, 
177; treatise on, 92; types of, 204, 
206; voidness and, 288–289

šîlapâramitâ (perfection of morality), 106
Silla: kingdom of, 17, 22, 28, 39; political 

influences, 40–41, 344n.102; Wõn-
hyo as a šramaÿa from, 17–18, 21, 23, 
47. See also Korean Buddhism; Silla 
Buddhism

Silla Buddhism, 4, 17, 22, 23, 28, 34, 39–
40, 344nn.102, 104; Hwaõm Bud-
dhism in, 344n.103; influence of 
Wõnhyo on, 28, 34, 39; Sõn/Chan 
movement in, 18, 361n.192. See also 
Wõnhyo

Simile of Golden Light Sûtra. See 
Suvarÿaprabhâsottama-sûtra 

Simwang (Mind-King) Bodhisattva, 116, 
117, 135

“single city” simile, 245–246, 371n.301
single taste (ilmi/yiwei): accessing, 245–

246, 248; contemplation practice of 
(ilmi kwanhaeng), 48–49, 124; dharma 
that has but a, 275, 279; of equilib-
rium, 196, 218, 220, 239; meaning of, 
64–65, 68, 70–71, 111–112, 137; as a 
metaphor, 169, 246–247, 371n.303; of 
the ocean, 246–247, 371n.303; spiri-
tual perfection having, 167, 169; true 
meaning of, 138, 246–247; as undif-
ferentiated, 156, 218, 220, 278, 
363n.217, 371n.303

Single Taste Sûtra, 59–61, 69
single thought, 43, 162–163
Sinitic tradition, 34, 44
skandhas (aggregates), the five, 161–162
Sõn school, 18
Song Gaoseng zhuan: hagiography of Wõn-

hyo’s life in, 17–20, 39, 338n.31
soteriological paths. See under salvation
Source of Immeasurable Doctrines (Anantanir-

dešasiddhânta), 48, 50, 302, 303. See 
also Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra

spiritual practices, myriads of, 216–217
šrâvakas, 58, 67, 70–71, 158, 204–205, 210, 

364n.227
Šrîmâlâdevîsiœhanâda-sûtra (Lion’s Roar 

of Queen Šrîmâlâ), 5, 90–91, 336n.6
storehouse consciousness. See 

âlayavijñâna
subject and object, 173, 184–186, 220, 

239; dharmas cling to, 273, 278, 294; 
in equilibrium or without distinc-
tions, 84, 270, 372n.320; leaving be-
hind, 74, 112, 177; as the nature of 
conditions, 296–297

sublime enlightenment (myogak/miaojue), 
136–137; three bodies of, 235–237

summit of existence (bhavâgra), 237, 
370n.293

Sung Bae Park, 23, 345n.104
šûnyatâ. See voidness 
superknowledge(s) (abhijñâ), 67, 

353n.101, 354n.102
supranormal power, four bases of (catvâra 

¿ddhipâdâ÷), 49, 348n.26
Sutta-nipâta (Collection of Sûtras), 30
Suvarÿaprabhâsottama-sûtra (Simile of 

Golden Light Sûtra), 40, 56
Suzuki, Daisetsu T., 42, 367nn.263, 264

Taeryõk Bodhisattva, 171, 172, 181
TaesÅng kisillon so (Commentary to the 

Awakening of Faith; Wõnhyo), 14, 42. 
See also Kisillon hoebon

tainted thusness (samalâ tathatâ), 6–7
Tathâgata. See Buddha
tathâgatagarbha: access to, 9, 10, 38, 48, 

109, 248–250, 270, 294 (see also ac-
cesses); as an active agent of libera-
tion, 5, 14; aspect of concealment, 
5–6, 87, 312; gateways to, 254–255; 
nature of, 85–93; original enlighten-
ment and, 8, 95–96, 335n.3, 336n.6 
(see also original enlightenment); 
and the storehouse as container, 91; 
true-thusness and, 4, 6, 7–8, 12 (see 
also true-thusness); voidness aspect 
of, 234 

tathâgatas. See buddha(s)
three bodies, 49, 159, 195
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347n.18, 367n.269

three truths, 277, 291, 293, 374n.338
three vehicles, 245–248, 267, 268
thusness. See true-thusness
Tiantai school, 34, 35, 343n.88, 352n.85, 

353n.95, 361n.192
tranquil thought. See dhyâna
tranquilization, 100–101, 313
transferences, the ten, 182
transformation(s), 169, 347n.11; of con-

sciousness that are not thus, 269–270; 
the three (samhwa), 289–290, 374n.331

translation of Buddhist texts, 33–34
Treatise on Signlessness (Wuxiang lun), 92, 

337n.20
Trepi¡aka Paramârtha. See Paramârtha
trikâya (three bodies of the buddhas), 49, 

159, 195
true-thusness (chinyõ/zhenru), 172, 176–

179, 216–217; accessing, 186, 210, 
266–267, 364n.222; all dharmas ac-
cess, 245–248; as buddha-nature, 
128–129, 188; cannot be annihi-
lated, 145; capacity to attain, 7, 128, 
226–227, 269–270; contemplation of 
principle and, 283, 285; dispelling 
ignorance, 195, 356n.144; of the one 
mind, 61, 88–90, 96–97, 157, 195; 
principle of, 220–224, 322–323; the 
tathâgatagarbha as, 4, 6, 7–8, 12, 96 
(see also tathâgatagarbha)

truths, the three, 277, 291, 293, 374n.338
tÅnggak (virtual enlightenment), 12, 15, 

48–49, 370n.290
turbidities (kaºâya), 354n.107, 375n.345
Tuºita Heaven, 354n.103
two-vehicle adherents, 170, 202–203

Üich’õn (1055–1101), 31, 341n.63
Üisang (625–702), 41, 341n.68
Åisik. See mind-consciousness
Ün ChõnghÅi and Song Chinhyõn, Wõn-

hyo Åi KÅmgang sammaegyõng non, 
335n.1

unenlightenment, 179
unhindered practice (muaehaeng/wuaix-

ing), 19

unmanifest materiality (avijñaptirûpa), 
161–162, 185, 362n.210

unskillful actions, perpetrated by the 
body, 368n.266

upâdâna (attachments), the four, 
367n.249

vajra, explication of, 50–51
Vajracchedikâ (Diamond Sûtra), 31
vajraprajñâ, 51
vajrasamâdhi, 13, 14, 17; accessing, 230, 

234, 350n.48, 351n.66, 359n.177; as 
adamantine absorption, 48, 51, 59; 
analysis of the term, 51; concentra-
tion(s) of, 51–52, 350n.51; final hin-
drances to attaining, 351n.58. See 
also original enlightenment

Vajrasamâdhi-sûtra, 3, 42–43, 47–48; de-
bates over authorship, 18–20, 
339n.52, 355n.125; doctrine of the 
tathâgatagarbha drawn from, 7–8; 
synthesis of, 48–49. See also Exposi-
tion of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra

vajropamasamâdhi, 149, 350nn.57–58, 
351n.70, 362n.199

Vasubandhu (fl. ca mid-fourth to mid-
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226–227; principle of, 249, 257; 
thought as, 265

vimokºadvâra (doors to liberation), 253, 
284–285, 289
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148–150, 288–289, 358n.165
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12, 15, 48–49, 192, 370n.290 

vîryapâramitâ (perfection of energy), 107
vision path (daršanamârga), 115
visual consciousness, 146–147, 269
visual faculty (cakºurindriya), 131, 147; the 

four eyes, 233, 370n.286
Visuddhimagga (Path of Purification), 28
void calmness, 130–131, 144–145, 276; 

nirvâÿa and, 85, 202, 354n.115; non-
production of dharmas and, 85, 127, 
354n.115
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346n.2, 374n.331; of dharmas in 
tathâgatagarbha, 180, 201–202, 205, 
247; the five voidnesses, 50, 172–173, 
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wall contemplation (biguan), 364n.234
wisdom (prajñâ), 48, 108, 372n.320; and 

acquired enlightenment, 151–152; of 
the buddhas, 61, 65–68, 148–151, 
347n.11; four types of, 152, 347n.11, 
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92, 337n.20
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Cultivating Original Enlightenment
Wõnhyo’s Exposition of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra 

(KÅmgang Sammaegyõng Non)

Translated with an Introduction by Robert E. Buswell Jr. 

Wõnhyo (617–686) is the dominant figure in the history of Korean Bud-
dhism and one of the two or three most influential thinkers in the Korean 
philosophical tradition more broadly. Koreans know Wõnhyo in his vari-
ous roles as Buddhist mystic, miracle worker, social iconoclast, religious 
proselytist, and cultural hero. Above all else, Wõnhyo was an innovative 
thinker and prolific writer, whose works cover the gamut of Indian and Sin-
itic Buddhist materials. The some one hundred treatises and commentar-
ies attributed to Wõnhyo, twenty-three of which are extant today, find no 
rivals among his fellow Korean exegetes. Wõnhyo was comfortable with all 
of the major theoretical paradigms prominent in Buddhism of his day and 
eventually came to champion a highly synthetic approach to the religion 
that has come to be called t’ong pulgyo, or the Buddhism of Total Interpene-
tration, an approach that left an indelible imprint on the subsequent 
course of Korean and East Asian Buddhism. Indeed, it is no exaggeration 
to say that it was Wõnhyo who created the Korean tradition of Buddhism. 
His importance is not limited to the peninsula, however. His writings were 
widely read in China and Japan as well, and his influence on the overall de-
velopment of East Asian Mahâyâna thought is significant, particularly in 
relation to the Huayan, Chan, and Pure Land schools. The volumes in this 
series will offer full translations of all of Wõnhyo’s extant works, with com-
plete annotation, and extensive introductions framing Wõnhyo’s insights 
and contributions in the broader context of East Asian Buddhism. 

In this first volume in the series, Cultivating Original Enlightenment, Rob-
ert E. Buswell Jr. translates Wõnhyo’s longest and probably culminating work, 
the Exposition of the Vajrasamâdhi-Sûtra (KÅmgang sammaegyõng non). Wõnhyo 
here brings to bear all the tools acquired throughout a lifetime of scholar-
ship and meditation to the explication of a scripture that has a startling, 
even unique, connection to the Korean Buddhist tradition. In his treatise, 
Wõnhyo examines the crucial question of how enlightenment can be turned 
from a tantalizing prospect into a palpable reality that manifests itself in all 
activities. East Asian Buddhism is founded on the assurance that the pros-



pect of enlightenment is something innate to the mind itself and inherently 
accessible to all living creatures. This doctrine of “original enlightenment,” 
along with its related teaching of the “womb (or embryo) of buddhahood,” is 
foundational to the Korean Buddhist tradition. Given, however, the delusion 
we persistently face in ourselves and the evil we see surrounding us every day, 
it is obvious that the fact of being enlightened does not mean that we have 
necessarily learned how to act enlightened. In Wõnhyo’s presentation, the 
notion of original enlightenment is transformed from an abstract philo-
sophical concept into a practical tool of meditative training. Wõnhyo’s Expo-
sition provides a ringing endorsement of the prospect that all human beings 
have to recover the enlightenment that is said to be innate in the mind and 
to make it a tangible force in all of our activities. 

Robert E. Buswell Jr. is professor and former chair of the department of 
Asian Languages and Cultures at the University of California, Los Angeles 
(UCLA), and founding director of UCLA’s Center for Buddhist Studies 
and Center for Korean Studies. He is the author or editor of eleven books 
in Buddhist studies and Korean religions, including Currents and Counter-
currents: Korean Influences on the Buddhist Traditions of East Asia (2005), The 
Encyclopedia of Buddhism (2004), and Religions of Korea in Practice (2007).
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